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INTRODUCTION
On the 96 rolls of this microfilm publication are reproduced
the records from the decimal file of the Department of State,
1930-44, that relate to political relations between China and
Japan. The records are mostly instructions to and despatches
from diplomatic and consular officials; the despatches are often
accompanied by enclosures. Also included in these records are
notes between the Department of State and foreign diplomatic
representatives in the United States, memorandums prepared by
officials of the Department, and correspondence with officials
of other Government departments and with private firms and
persons. The State Department divided the decimal file into
chronological segments to retire inactive records. This
division has been maintained in this microfilm publication. The
records for the period 1930-39 are filmed on rolls 1-88 and
those for 1940-44 on rolls 89-96.

The Lists of Documents or ’’purport lists” filmed on rolls
345 and 346 (1930-39), roll 532 (1940-June 1944), and roll 628
(July-Dec. 1944) of M973 give brief abstracts of the documents
reproduced in this microfilm publication and serve as a finding
aid to the documents themselves. The arrangement of the entries
on these lists generally corresponds to the arrangement of the
documents in the file.

From 1910 to 1963 the State Department used a decimal
system for its central files, assembling and arranging individual
documents according to subject and assigning decimal file numbers.
The decimal file consists of nine primary classes numbered 0
through 8, each covering a broad subject area. The records
reproduced in this microfilm publication are in Class 7,
political relations of states. Each country had been assigned
a two-digit number. The country numbers assigned to China and
to Japan, for example, are 93 and 94, respectively. Thus,
documents bearing the file number 793.94 concern political
relations between China and Japan.

When one or more digits follow the second country number,
they represent a specific subject. This number, in turn, may
be followed by a slant mark (/).
In such cases the numbers
after the slant mark were assigned to individual documents as
they were accumulated on a specific subject. For example, a
decimal file number taken from a document reproduced in this
microfilm publication is 793.943/5. The number 3 following
the country number for Japan (94) signifies that the subject
is extraterritoriality, and the number after the slant mark
indicates the number of documents on this subject.
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The documents under one subject classification are generally
in chronological order, coinciding with the assigned document
number, which follows the slant mark. There are instances,
however, when a document file number was not assigned until a
date considerably later than the one on which the document was
received.
In July 1944 the number after the slant mark began to
reflect the date of the document instead of the number of
documents; for example, a document dated November 20, 1944,
would be numbered /11-2044. Documents dated as early as 1939
but not indexed until after July 1, 1944, also have been assigned
date numbers.

Cross-reference sheets referring to related records under
other subject classifications in the decimal file have been
reproduced as they occur, and appropriate cross-reference
notations appear in the Lists of Documents.
The file contains documents that were security classified
by the State Department, as well as those received from and
classified by foreign governments and other Federal agencies.
Documents that have not been declassified are not available as
part of this microfilm publication. The National Archives and
Records Service (NARS) does not have authority to make repro
ductions of such documents available to searchers. Documents
that remain classified have been removed from the file and
replaced by a withdrawal notice that identifies the document
and indicates the reason for its removal.
The records reproduced in this microfilm publication are
part of General Records of the Department of State, Record Group
59, and are a continuation of the records concerning political
relations between China and other states, 1910-29, which have
been microfilmed as NARS M341.
In the same record group are several diplomatic correspondence
series containing documents on relations between China and
the United States. They are copies of instructions from the
State Department to U.S. Ministers to China, 1843-1906 (rolls
38-43 of M77); notes to the Chinese Legation in the United States
from the Department, 1868-1906'(rolls 13 and 14 of M99);
despatches from U.S. Ministers to China to the Department, 18431906 (M92); and notes from the Chinese Legation in the United
States to the Department, 1868-1906 (M98). Also related to
matters concerning China are communications to special agents
of the United States from the Department, 1852-86 (roll 154 of
M77) .
Several series of volumes contain material on relations
between Japan and the United States. There are copies of
instructions from the State Department to U.S. Ministers to
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Japan, 1855-1906 (rolls 104-108 of M77) ; despatches from U.S.
Ministers to Japan to the Department, 1855-1906 (M133); notes to
the Japanese Legation in the United States from the Department,
1860-1906 (rolls 66 and 67 of M99) ; and notes from the Japanese
Legation in the United States to the Department, 1858-1906
(M163). Also related to matters concerning Japan are communica
tions to special agents of the United States from the Department,
1823-86 (rolls 152 and 154 of M77) ; and despatches from special
agents to the Department, 1794-1837 (roll 10 of M37).

Despatches from U.S. consular officials in China and Japan
before 1906 aro available as separate microfilm publications for
each post. Complementary to the despatches from consuls are
instructions to consuls.
The method of arranging the diplomatic and consular series
cited above was discontinued in 1906, when the State Department
adopted the practice of filing incoming and outgoing correspondence,
memorandums, and other documents by subject in a single numerical
series.
Information on documents relating to China and Japan
for the 1906-10 period may be found through the use of card
indexes and Lists of Documents in the National Archives of the
United States. The Numerical File is available as microfilm
publication M862.

Several series in the State Department decimal file, 1910-29,
that relate to Chinese and Japanese affairs are available as
microfilm publications. In Class 7 there are two series regarding
Chinese affairs: one concerning political relations between
the United States and China (M339) and the other concerning
political relations between China and other states (including
Japan) (M341); and two series regarding Japanese affairs: one
concerning political relations between the United States and
Japan (M423) and the other concerning political relations
between Japan and other states (M424). Class 8, internal affairs
of states, has records concerning internal affairs of China
(M329) and internal affairs of Japan (M422). Additional
documents are in the remaining classes of thé State Department
decimal file:
Class 0.
Class 1.
Class
Class
Class
Class

2.
3.
4.
5.

Class 6.

General. Miscellaneous.
Administration, Government of the United
States.
Extradition.
Protection of Interests.
Claims.
International Congresses and Conferences.
Multi-lateral Treaties. League of
Nations.
Commerce. Customs Administration. Com
mercial Relations, Treaties and Con
ventions. Commercial and Trade Agree
ments .
3
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In Recorcs—of- Boundary and Claims Commissions and Arbitrations,
Record Group 76, there are records relating to the Claims Com
missions of 1858 and 1901 between the United States and China.
In Records of International Conferences, Commissions, and
Expositions, Record Group 43, are records of several conferences
in which the United States and Japan participated. There are
records of the Washington Conference on Limitation of Armament,
1921-22, which met to consider the limitation of armaments and
certain questions relating to Pacific and Far Eastern problems.
There are also records of the Commission To Represent the United
States at the Grand Exhibition of Japan, 1917. The exhibition
was planned for 1912 but had been postponed, and the records
relate mainly to the visit of U.S. Commissioners to Japan in
1908 and to their conferences with Japanese officials. Other
relevant records in Record Group 43 are those concerning the
Sino-Japanese Dispute, 1930-32 (documents gathered by Gen. Frank
McCoy, U.S. representative on the Lytton Commission), those of
the U.S. Element, Allied Council for Japan, 1946-52, and those
of the Far Eastern Commission, 1945-51.

In Records of the Foreign Service Posts of the Department
of State, Record Group 84, are records originally kept at U.S.
diplomatic and consular posts. Among these are records of the
U.S. Legation (later Embassy) in China, 1843-1945, and of the
U.S. Legation (later Embassy) in Japan, 1855-1936, as well as
those of various consular posts in those countries.
The records reproduced in this microfilm publication were
prepared for filming by Ralph E. Huss, who also wrote these
introductory remarks.
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This teleg ræygfeWRAM

REÇEIVEÎ>elplng

closely paraphrased before being contaunicated
to anyone.
From
Secretary of State,

Dated January 5, 1932

Rec’d 9:20 a.m.

Washington

16, January 5, 1 p.m.

Consul General, Nanking
yesterday with Eugene Uhen, new Minister of Foreign Affairs,
in the course of which Chen made guarded statement that
Premier Inukai had approached him unofficially on the sub*-

ject of opening discussions regarding Manchuria.

Chen

OJ
4».

referred to his conversations with the General Staff in
Japan last summer and believes that Inukai is on footing

of closer understanding with Japanese General Staff than

his predecessor.

He criticized bitterly Japanese action

in Manchuria stating that a government unable to control .

its army was a menace to civilized world.

He insisted

that Chinese withdrawal from Ohinchow had been against the

Orders of the Government but admitted that military action
by China was now useless.

He intimated that he was seeking

some dignified way of opening discussions with Japan but

while he expressed optimism regarding outcome of Manchurian
situation he gave impression of being rather at a loss as
to
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-MET

to measures to take.

2-#16 from Peiping, Januaïy

1033

In conclusion he expressed, the hope

that powers and. especially United. States would, lend. China
friendly assistance.

JOHNSON

KLP-HPD
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED
REP

From

PLAIN
Peiping via N. R.
Dated January 5, 1932

F /D E W

Secretary of State,
Washington*

19,

January 5,

(D

Following from

C’m
Tokyo.

"Three destroyers have been'ordered to sail

<c
from Sasebo to Foochow where the cruiser KITAGALH has
landed one hundred blue jackets to protect Japanese lives

CJ

and property.

IX)
A Japanese teacher and his wife were murdered outside

the Japanese club at Foochow on the night of January three
and two Japanese officers from the cruiser were assaulted
in the west park there the following day."

JOHNSON
CSB
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DOCUMENT FILE

NOTE

SEE

..Qa»tp“/48.________ _____ FOR_____#95___ ____ ___________

from___ Qanton..__ ___________ (
YQ

dated
NAME

REGARDING:

Manchurian Dispute. Students hard to pacify.

______
J—1127

0P0
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MET

From

Peiping via N.R

Dated. January 5, 1932

T

C
rn

Secretary of State,

Washington

21, January 5,

(D
01

Following from AmericanZ/Oonsul at Foochow:

11 January 4, 10 p.m.

(0

On afternoon of January second.

•>

Captain and. Commander of Japanese naval vessel were attacked

04

by students while investigating anti-Japanese demonstrations
in a local park.

Instantly escorted to Bureau of Public

Safety in order to protect them from angry mob and were kept
there from 4 to 10 p.m., Chinese authorities asserting irfZ

t

the meantime that it was unsafe for them to return to
co

. t

Consulate..
Japanese school teacher and wife brutally killed at

about 8 p.m. on January 3rd.

Identity of assailants not es

tablished.

British mission school burnt, reported by incendi
arism.
Japanese Consulate General has given local authorities

until
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MET

until January 5th, 10 a.m. to take down anti-Japanese

posters, give reliable assurance of cessation of anti—Japan
ese parades, et cetera.

Should Chinese authorities not

satisfy Japanese demands, Japanese will take action.
About one hundred armed Japanese sailors sent to

Foochow tonight.

All local registered schools reported closed.
Recommend U.S. S. STÇÏÏART remain'at Foochow".
Above is being repeated to the Oommander-in-Chief.
JOHNSON

KLP-CSB

1
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telegram received

REP

GRAY
From

£

l.

Peiping via N. R
Dated January 5, 1532

Rec rd 2 ; 25 p »

m

Secretary of State,
Washington

20, January 5, 5 p,

Following from Harbin:

Mr
A— s
Divis^n of /
pAR EASWI AFF/

"JAN 5

IT

IK'

tmenf of State

7 9 5 .9

:t January 4, 4 p. m.
One.

On January second and third the business section

of Harbin seethed with excitement, due to a Russian crowd

<4/ 5

gathering in front of a Chinese shop whose employees were

4 Io

accused of beating a Russian customer on December 31st.
To disperse the crowd the Chinese police blocked off a

portion of Kitakukaia Street, and on both days at odd
times fired from rifles up and down the street.

Six

,

Russians and one Chinese police were killed and over 20^
Russians were wounded, some very seriously»

Two.

co
Chinese authorities officially blame local WhJtjte

Russians, who are much disturbed but feel outraged at the
wanton shooting of the policev who are now in large numbers

patrolling the streets». .
Three.

Many Chinese and Russians believe that certain

Japanese are instigating the row with the Russian element
to cause disorder and that Clmmunist agents are also active
in creating

।
I
'
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,/ Division of V '

I FAR (ASIERh
I JAN 6 1S39
CORRECTED SECOND SHEET

KAK

\
Xl Department of State

2- «-20,

in creating unrest,

from Peiping, jariha-ry 'b,
1932

the first for the purpose of creating

a reason to ask Japanese troops to come to Harbin.

Nour.

American, British, French and Japanese con

suls held an informal meeting yesterday to discuss the

situation and decided to point out to the Chinese auth
orities the seriousness of the situation and to request

them to take all possible measures to safeguard the lives

and interests of our respective nationals.”

JOHNSON
KLP

C^B
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2- #20, from Peiping, J;

unrest, the first for the purpose of crej ing
in creating/a reason to ask Japanese troopq
o come to

Harbin
Four.

American, British, Frei;

.nd Japanese consuls

av to discuss the situation

held an informal meeting

and decided to point out to/the Chinese authorities
seriousness of the situs

-11 possible measure

ion and to request them to take

to safeguard the lives and interests

of our respective/'hationals
J OKI’S OK

(END HES

GE)

KtP

C

t
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LEGATION OF THE
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Riga, Latvia.

December 22, 1931.
di xn«?>o.r? qp
EAGàêKN EüttÜPEAfi À

JÂÎ'* 8 • 193-

EPARTMENT OF S^TE
•n

D
m

ivision of

FAR EIS4EW AFFAIRS
32
partment of State

(0
C4

(D

A
lo. 8349

0)

The Honorable

JÔÏ4ÏS32

The Secretary of Jtate,
Washington.
oir :
1/

I have the honor to enclose a translation of a
speech made on December 2, 193^9, before a social Demd-

/

cratic audience by Ir. P. Cielens, concerning the present

l.anchurlan situation and what the speaker conceived to be
its background and 'possible ramifications,

ir. oielens

is one of the leaders of the Latvian Social Democratic
I-arty
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a

and, until' this summer, was

Party,/member of the baeiria,

Chairman of the .Saeima Committee on Foreign Affairs.

1927 he was Minister for Foreign Affairs.
Democratic Party was returned to

In

The Social

the bth Latvian Saeima

in the October Flections as the strongest single party

in the chamber,

although with slightly reduced numbers.

The bourgeois groups- are, split into multitudinous small

fractions.

r.

,

-,

Cielens repeats the view that the Panchurian

Japanese-Chinese complications may be .but

the prelude'to

a Japanese-'lussian war v. hi ch. in its turn might _ spread to

the

European frontiers of ..ussia.

it may

be remarked,

’-’he only comment in

is much closer in general psychology

and sympathies to i osoov than is the ■ emun
In this csuerai connection,

looial Democracy

the Depar a. ent is already

familiar with, the ioecow lucubrations concerning the posi

tion of the United States in .the 1 anchurie.n matter and

reference-ma/ al sen. be made to this Le: c-tion's desnatches
I os.' *3291 and 8339,

of December 4 and lu,

1931,

respectively

Respectfully yours,
,/

Felix Cole
Charge d*Affaires a.i. ■

Copy to American Embassy, Tokyo, via -Depart., tent.
Copy to
T.C., Paris.
Copy.to American iibassy, "arsen-.'.
Copy to .-jiierican Diab assy, Foncon.,
In triplicate to Department.
4.

710 Jap an-China.
FC/mhg

'
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Enclosure ‘ o
of December

from Legation

city

O. K70,
December 4

('’runs I

i. soeeci:

ivered iy

almost

ever yb o dy

not

been de cl

’ at ions
bombard in r

watchinp events

h otter

in the . 'ar

bu t tV.’O
t. rovin'.

ar

other

Kl

of the

each other,

ind are killing

• rdless, of -the

Let; ue of 'étions,

b y bo ti.

are

the

of

eâ unofficiallyr

fact that th?

it

rovides

sinned

certain moral

xaaterial and even military sanction

countries

too

liie . elle

instrument of national policy

oleuinly denounces

"here cun be no

That it t

bove-nentioned International'

ti

hurt

t ■ >at

economic and

oolitical interests,

important

it could apply to

•.ue of :'at ions asking to have the case su..mit bed to a

International r'ribunal

court of arbitration or to the

and could use other diplomatic measures to protect its
interests.

Iatan has,

but has chosen
therefore

however,

The Question no;

adopted that method,
:< ression

way of

the whole

not

ponsibility rests on japan.

hy

anan done this?

conomic

* One of the leaders of the Latvian social Democratic Party,
l.ember of the Saeima.
Until this summer, Chairman of the
oaeima committee on ioreign -ffairs.
In 1927 was minister
of foreign affairs.
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Economic and political interests have always been the
causes of cwars and aggressive conflicts.

In looking for new'markets for their goods, for
places for the investment of capital,

and for wide

capitalistic exploitation of undeveloped nations,

the

great capitalistic powers have hardly ever failed to

-furthermore,

adopt aggressive measures,

competition in

araaments Increases political differences and distrust.

be are now passing through an extremelj?- s erious

crisis.

It would seem that,

under present conditions,
and that

the powers would have to avoid adventurous wars,

it would be necessary to start at least a gradual reduction

of armed forces in order to

is not so.

reduce the budget,

Instead of- disarmament we see still

competition in armaments.

_reater

the economic crisis has only

intensified the differences between countries.

trying by customs protection,
restrictions,

however

this,

contingents,

to keep out foreign goods.

.-.11 are

and .valuta
e are living

now in a period of general economic nationalism.

r?l;is
economic

increased competition in armaments and this

nationalism also

differences

increases the political

between countries.

In connection with economic

nationalism new difficulties arise for the' over-industrialized
and overcapitalized powers in the domain of selling their

goods and in the investment of capital abroad.

1’hey are

on the lookout for new markets for the-ir goods and new

fields for their capital.

in the last century America was to a large extent
such a land for the

investment of capital and for the

disposition of foods.

but now this is no longer the case.

Anierica itself has become the largest exporter of capital
and"
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and industrial products.

Australia is completely in the

hands of Great Britain and the new customs system will,

loin it still closer to the British imperial economic

union,

-fries represents a land of des’erts and is com-

par&tively-toor.

Its population is uncivilized and capital

investments do not promise large profits.

'he richest

territories of Couth mfrica have already been divided up
into spheres of influence among the different powers.

only country left is ..sia,

The

India has already been occupied

The failure of the Round Table conference and

by in-land.

sending of Ghandi home with his goat and spinning .wheel

show that England has decided to continue India under its
influence.

Japanese,

french,

Italian, and .mierican capital

have nothing to look for there.

' ut t-ere are other terri

tories in .usia that have not yet been opened for capitalistic
exploitation. These are 'China and

liberia.

The population of ùhina is something' enormous.

The

German journal GhOFC-LIïïC estimates its population at 450
million or about 1/b the total population of the world.

These people could be large consumers of industrial „oods.
They are backward, of great working capacity, ’and obedient.

1 Chinese workman is paid 50-30 san time for a 12-hour

Capital finds them well fitted for exploita

'working day.
tion.

china,

Besides that,

in the eyes of capitalists,

is a real paradise.

China has great natural riches.

there is plenty .of coal and oil,

. oth of which are so in

dispensable to modern industrial development,
also lead and copper mines.
and wheat.

In China

"here are

It produces excellent rice

It is partly surrounded by seas and possesses
large
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•large navigable rivers,

which mean cheap "transport. • "ut

it is bounded byv.iceria/ which is now

on the other side,

closed for capitalistic exploitation,
’•Torth of china
way into

'.■’ne one who rules

(.’anchuria ) has the best caance to

Liberia.

It J.s therefore not surprisin-

force his
that

capitalists as a paradise on earth,
fhat
way
is why the great capitalistic p'ov-;ers look for the/out of
Jhina appear ..»to

tne crisis

ay strengthening their influence in thèse lands.

Japan nas ulv-ays looked toward Jhina and has tried to
subject the latter to its Influence.

Japan is culturally

and technically a billy developed country.

regarded us tne pre-war

'ut j'apan lacks

:-erjiuiy of

a natural basis for its further development.

tion increases rapidly.

oil,

mat

Japan

separated
força.

(and

after the

In 1895,

took tn© island oi

and

Japan’s goods

.orea froin mine,

thinese-Japan© qe

' orraosa from bhina and

establishing an ”independent”

ort---rthur from Jussia

in 1905 Japan captured

hiina;

coal,

is why Japan has repeatedly stretched

its hands for . ..anchuria.

.war,

Its popula

It lacks the iron ore,

essentiel for industrial development.

need a market.

It c.-.n be

as veil as a lar-m portion of the island

Jalo.alin and tne

-out.-

. anchurian ro.ilruf.

annexed L.orea end made it a

colony,

In 1.10 Japan

curing the world war

Japan t.mined a stron

footing

well as politically,

"'ut now Japan is de facto concuerin,

in

Jrina, economically as

all . unchuria.
.J'ter the Japanese invasion,
of ..-ations lor help.

ûhtai askec the League

rut tie latter is v.eak and circles

around tne pro bien like a cat around a hot pot.

Japanese

has trice been morally condemned and Japan has been'told

to
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to withdraw its troops from China; ’but it has pc. id no

attention une has only / one further into ’ unchuria.

,nhe

Japanese lm.vo excused the ns elves by. sayinp that Chinese
molest their citizens,

ory..nize a bojcotx of Japanese

poods, ana that they only >ktt estublisbin ;.. order and
China is militarily /:euh,

peace.

a. aettiSi! satiny

.nd

brat:

o it ..ill be this

Japo.n strom'.

'mare is

ne sti‘on.^est is ilm./ys I'i/mt.

ti.. e too.

accord in., to .news reports,

'.-'he let. _ue oh

.-tio-s,

is dre.rin.. up ■ .a r e co lu tion in

vilo?. it will be said, that capon earn t either/’..' its troops,

..nd that means - never.

but no tin..e .^nit '"ill de set.

hat is likely to be the hurt er development of this

conrlict?

1 do not want to ..aha any prophesies like Pinch

out 1 should like to mention

sulj

possibilities bused upon

it-.ots.

It is very likely mb kyu' km tm bo.c-:irr. of

,_reu-t"/_

c.. pit^lis tic forces with

uupan’o occur-...tion of
very i portent

micbaric is

interests of

owns a railway in '. anchuriu.

ns.
;lre».>dy a threuz to

.ovist

■

.

p ■? letter

lie Japanese Crnve already-

crossed t?mt railway and in t.kut connection,

beer, an exchange of

there has

r then /born notes between Japan and

soviet fuss is..
' birther developments mi-It brinp or interference by
-jO\ let bussiu.

.k- io nor ii.pos si 1c

that cert:, in rouerfu 1

c.'-pitt.list interests ,o even furt?-or in- their plans and
sirs.

Phey may be secretly deliberating how to bar

coal .unis t roads to
it would not be a

communist poison in

ihina and. India, and debntin

rhetlier

ood idea to fill up the .ju in veil-of
. os cor itself,

me five

'eur klan

cun be followed Lc ?;.notn.er, me. if it proves to be a

success
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success uo

blie extort cr

of.

■1>3 gnoivii .an ti-c.. pirrl let ic,

only,

even then there v.oulô

poisonous blatter to

irritate the nostrils of tie i.eit powerful canitalis to.

.

Uhls air’c oi rather positive discuseioi? ccn be read in
- eupscivlly ir. that of .

the ct-pitc listic

erica,

it is not no rmu 1, it is a os oxo tel y o uno in 7 .1 ti.ut 1/16

ni rt of tse vorli; mins outside noiv^:!

oi

(capitalistic,-

_.f Ins ir.es-o is not ■ oinp veil,

course) e’ooronic.°.

tue c .use 3 v ou 1g. un loonea j'or i’’ 1; -e 1 t.ct tl.at the iorei.çn
time .onopoly x.-.us close! tie a iae

the outer nori! tin! that the

u.ssi...n i v .r’.et to all

co u..uxist mine las :.a:h

ii-poss idle the invest.Gfinx of foi-ei n c... .1 nul in kussio.

’.hub a i’rsedo.

of action

capitalistic exes. nsion

irvesti._ent oi

(in sellin.

capital) ii

peace" /Tii aussia/.

absorbed m

U.ere would be for- tie.

-i e;-i

its . .cods ;.?■! in the

there should be hood • 01c er and

ovz muon .1. ei-ic.. a capital could be

alone?

mo . o-- much

e?r...ian and

llmlih- csjital could ce absorbed by the "braire?
how ir.uch ’ rsr.ch a nit al could be i- .vested in the
and •'.'urzestun?

thei-s,

.and
jaucasus

dual are the present thou. lits her', and

.'.iia sOxieuhere else, too.

It is. therefore not

surnrisin-.- that the Japanese diplouacy has succeeded in
prenariny a r.ood political sup-jout for its plans.,
United

11 e

;t<-ves oi’ .jnerica - .rich in lUC forced Japan

politically out of •?r&ns-~ uihul and ’rl-edivostok, which is

a deadly antagonist of Japan in the Pacific ocean - now
keep’s thoughtfully silent -and shows no si:.ns of excitement.

Everywhere else,
towards Japan.

hold sessions,

too, there prevails a favorable neutrality

fhe ^entlement of the League of Fations
deliberating, telegraph and radio,

trying
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to produce by witchcraft a -formula wnicn woulci draw

wool over the eyes of the wild and ’ especially of the .
a
Chinese by representing the'Japanese attacks -as/-purely

-peaceful measure.
The Japanese‘invasion of
only' as an iron

anchuria is intended not

carrier to shut the communist roads to

China and Indic., hut

also as aniron- -whip on the Third.

International in ell . .s ic. even more than that,

>nins ana indie,.

ei'levs

j t is not at all impossible teat

those who are backing.. Ja.psn hope to -start æmetnim,,. more
- to provokb soviet Russia to a war in tr.e same ill-

starred fields of ' anchuria where the : lory of -'fsai'ismwas broken in 190b. /That there are

to be true,

such plans/ is likely

since certain objective facts exist which

t-.ive a fairly great credibility to such a political
variant.

■ o on s is &. ^ropiæt &ncl "tn.0 refere no one cun foretell

with certainty what will happen tomorrow or ths
One thing,

however,

day after.

is certain - political matters are

becoming more and ^ore complicated.

‘"he present conflict

between China and Japan my, all of a sudden, assume great
historical importance and have far-reaching consequences.
If Japan and those who are behind should succeed in

nrovoking Joviet Russia to wage v.ur in the

"ar oast,

then peace would also be in danger in ths- fest of Russia
- on the Dniestr and the 1-ripet.. .’.hatever the results
of the bloody conflict in the Tar hast - the Disarmament

Conference will meet at a very unfavorable moment.

economic

"’he

contest among the great powers is becoming moi/e
severe
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severe, political differences- are proving, the conser

vative imperialists are _i 11 pover in England, and a
fascist victory threatens in Germany. ■ ?hese agents of

Corman capital /the '"'erman fascist^/

can easily be

used by the great capitalistic powers "to establish ord

in Western

tirope,

just as the bunds or von der 'holtz

were once used»
Under these conditions Latvian v.orkraen must keep

their

eyes open - the three sir.il ’viltic countries roust

unite to maintain peace, and tr.eir neutrality.

<•
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED I c°HES SENT TO
M.LD.
CORRECTED COPY

Fr6m

GRAY

T1

PZIPING VIA HR
Dated-January 5, 1932

O
m

Rec’d 3:30 p.m.
Secretary of State
Washington

MR EAS1 (N afFA

1-JjAN G

1S32

23, January 5,
Department ,jf State

Your 1, January 4, 2 p.m.

Following submitted by military Attache:

(0
(0

"December 2ith I sent Aldrich in a locomotive to

Taliangho to observe whether Chinese troops were occupy-

ing the line trenches on the south bank of pale covering'
railway bridge and further to observe conditions in general.

Foreign observers had been informed by Chinese headquarters

that the railway crossing the bridge had been made unser
viceable by a removal of the rails.

Aldrich found no Chi-.?»,'

nese troops in trenches or vicinity of Taliangho and the

railway line had not been disturbed.

He continued across

bridge and on up line entering the station at Kowpangtze
without interference.

He found the station occupied by

Japanese troops and not being able to establish his iden-

tity to the satisfaction of the local commanding officer
he was sent to division headquarters where he was cordially

received by the Chief of Staff who was soon satisfied as

to his identity and invited -“-Idrich to remain with the
Japanese

01
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2- #23,

roam

from Teiping, January 5,
1932

Japanese army or told him he could return to Chinchow when
he desired.

Aldrich returned at once to Kowpangtze and to

Chinchow arriving at latter place January 1, 8 a.m.
Aldrich was net arrested nor unduly detained after satis/
façtorily establishing his identityRecommend no action

by the Department.

I concur in recommendation of no

(repeat no) action

by the Department.

CSB

J1HTS0D
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REP

telegram received
•

•

1-,

GRAY

/

Peiping via. N.R.

Fpom

!

z

Dated January 5, 1932
j ’<■'»

' l~- ~
Rac’d 3:30 p. m.

Secretary of State,

___

Washington.
GJjzw 5

23, January 5,

3 p. tn.

i??9

>1

"J
X^jwtnwt of S(at«

Your 1J January 4,

J

2 p. m.

"

---- '

Following submitted by Military Attache:
"December 29th I sent Aldrich in a locomotive to

Taliangho to observe whether Chinese troops were of the
line trenches on the south bank of pale covering railway
bridge and further to observe conditions in general.

Foreign observers had been informed by Chinese headquarters
that the railway crossing: the bridge had been made un
serviceable by a removal of the railway.

Aldrich found no

Chinese troops in trenches or vicinity of Taliangho and the

railway line had not been disturbed.

He continued across

bridge and on up line entering the station at Kowpaotza
without interference.

He found the station occupied by

Japanese troops and not being able to establish his
identity to the satisfaction of the local commanding
officer he was sent to division headquarters where he was

cordially received by the Chief of Staff who was soon

satisfied as to his identity and invited Aldrich to remain

with the Japanese army or told him he could return to
Chinchow
«■
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2- #23, from Peiping, Jan. 5, 3 p.m.

Chinchow when he desired.

Aldrich^rp^urned at once to

Kowpangsza and to Chînchow arriyOng at latter place
January 1, 8 a. m. Al_drich jfôs not arrested nor unduly

detained after satisfactorily establishing his identity.
Recommend no action bÿ the Department.

I concur in pêco'mmendation of no (repeat no) action
t>y the Department.
/

JOHNSON
JHR

WSB
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y<bivision.of

STk^
BEOÏiIŸ-ŸHE<<SKCRETARY
I if!

>

J

Department of Stat®y/*^

LX.?

Diviaiow of
tcO*V

EASTtffl
L JAN 5

January 2, 1932.

-

Manchuria.

F/DEW

memorandum oFTOTOêrsation BETWEEN SECRETARY STIMSON
AND THE FRENCH AMBASSADOR, MR, PAUL CLAUDEL.________

The French Ambassador came to see me in respect

to the next steps to be taken in Manchuria.

He read me

Briand, conveying the information that M. Briand had

sent instructions to the French representatives in

China and Japan asking the following questions:
(1)

Exactly what the Japanese have done in Manchuria;

(2)

What is the scope and character of the Japanese

advance, including recent reinforcements in Chinchow;
(3)

What resistance has been made by the regular

troops of China;
(4)

What was the fact about and what was the result

of the negotiations which took place between the
Japanese and the Young Marshal, Chang Hsueh-liang, because
the French have conflicting reports about what these

negotiations were;
(5)

The general situation of the new government in
Nanking -

7 9 3 .9 4 /3 4 1 8

a translation of a note which he had received from M.
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Nanking - what its attitude and real intentions are in
respeot to Manchuria.

The Ambassador suggested that I might make similar
inquiries.

I told him that I would look the matter up

and in case we did not have sufficient information on

those subjects would do so.
I then told the Ambassador that I was very glad he
had come because I had been on the point of sending for

him to talk with me about future steps in Manchuria.
I told him I was contemplating two steps:
(1) The Senate has asked for the entire correspondence

in regard to the negotiations over Manchuria, and I am
seriously considering sending up to them every written
note and memorandum which has passed between this

government and the Japanese and Chinese Governments.
The Senate also has asked for the papers which have passed

between this government and the League of Nations.

In

response to that I shall send up only the communications

which have been made public by the League, and shall not
send up the various memoranda which the League circulated
in confidence;

(2) I am considering sending a formal note to
Japan which, while disclaiming final judgment until the

report
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clear that the impression of the entire record of
action by Japan up to this date upon this government was
to the effect- (A) that Japan had destroyed the adminis

trative integrity of the Chinese Government in Manchuria,

and (B) that it had used non-pacific means to accomplish
a national object, and in view of this that our govern
ment felt bound to notify Japan that as we had done in

1915 in respect to the twenty-one demands we should not
recognize the validity of any treaties which were

executed between Japan and China under pressure of this
military occupation so far as such treaties might interfere
with our own treaty rights.

I told the Ambassador that I should like to know
how such steps would strike M. Briand, for while we were
proposing probably to go along on somewhat that line

anyhow, it would considerably add to the influence of the
step if it was joined in by France and Great Britain who
also had great interests there.

The Ambassador replied

that he felt that some steps were absolutely necessary

in view of what had taken place in Chinchow, which he

regarded as a slap in the face to the European nations

and ourselves,and that he would communicate with M. Briand
and let me know.
HLS.

S HLSîHHR
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NO. J.98 Political

AMERICAN CONSULATE.
Geneva. Switzerland, December 24, 1931.

F/D E W

he

Honorable

7 9 3 .9 4 /3 4 1 9

The Secretary of State,

Washington.
Sir:
I have the honor to transmit

lation of a letter dated December 7, 1931, from Briand to

2/

Yoshizawa and the latter’s reply dated December 11, which

Drummond has handed me for my information.
Inasmuch as this correspondence relates to the nego

tiations carried on at Paris during the recent session of
the Council there, it is presumed that the Department has
already been informed concerning the substance of these

letters.

Nevertheless, as a matter of record, the complete
a

text of the communications is being forwarded for the

Department’s information,

Respectfully yours,

/
/
Enclosures:
No.l: Translation of letter,
Dec.7,1931.
No.2: Cony of letter dated
Dec.11,1931.

Prentiss B. Gilbert,
American Consul.

Original and 5 copies to Department of State.
.1 copy to American Legation,Berne,Switzerland.

■n
S

œ
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Enclosure No. 1
with Despatch No.
198 Political,dated
December 24,1931.

TRANSLATION.

Paris, December 7, 1931.

Sir:

After consultation with my colleagues, with the
exception of the Representatives of the two Parties, I
regret to inform you that, in view of the information
which Your Excellency conveyed to me confidentially especially witn regard to the limits of the zone - we do
not feel able to make the recommendations to the Chinese
Government mentioned in the memorandum which Your Ex
cellency handed me the 1st of December ; nevertheless,
should the Japanese Government entertain the possibility
of presenting other propositions in regard to these
limits, my colleagues and I would naturally be disposed
to' undertake a new examination of this question.

My colleagues and I are, in any case, convinced
that the Japanese Government will conform, in all
respects, to the resolution of September 30th, especially
in such a wa.y as to prevent any aggravation of the situati on.
It would be deplorable if, at the time when an
agreement can be foreseen, which, we think, could be
accepted by the two Parties, the situation be aggravated
and even compromised by new conflicts.
It is with this idea in view that I take the liberty
of drawing Your Excellency’s attention to the proposition
contained in my letter of November 29th and to the reply
of Your Excellency thereto, to the effect that should
there appear to be any danger of conflict between Chinese
and Japanese troops, the Japanese Government would be
entirely disposed to examine carefully the suggestions
made, with a view to avoid this conflict.

-*

I beg you to accept, etc.....

(signed): Aristide Briand
President of the Council
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Enclosure No. 2 with
Despatch No. 198
Political, dated
December 24,1931.
COPY.

CONFIDENTIAL.

OFFICE OF THE JAPANESE
DELEGATION TO THE
LEAGUE OF NATIONS.
Paris, December 11, 1931.
Your Excellency,
Your Excellency was good enough to inform me that havingconsulted with your collea.gues on the proposition of the
Japanese Government confidentially communicated to you on the
subject of Chincnow particularly as regards the limits of
the zone contemplated, you did not feel it possible to make
a recommendation to the Chinese Government on the sense
indicated in my memorandum on December let.
The Japanese
Government have carefully re-examined the question in all
its phases, with special reference to the actual conditions
of the locality, and they regret to find themselves unable
to discover any other practicable plan than the one already
submitted to your consideration, in definition of the
eastern boundary of the zone.

2. The Japanese Government, however, are now directing
their best endeavors to secure a suitable solution of the
pending difficulty between the two Parties, and they hope
that the Council will for the present watch the development
of the question.
It would be needless to add that it is the
settled intention of the Japanese Government to respect
the Resolution of the Council of September 30th, with a
view to preventing the aggravation of the situation.
3. With regard to the final paragraph of my Note of
December 1st, quoted in Your Excellency’s Note under acknowl
edgment, I am charged by my Government to state that the
question is at present no more than a purely hypothetical
one, but that should such an emergency ever present itself,
the Japanese Government are persuaded that any intermediation
of neutral observers between the Jaoaneee and Chinese com
manders will be found not only impracticable but liable to
lead to highly undesirable complications involving the
Governments represented by such observers.

I have the honor to be,
Your Excellency's obedient Servant,
(signed): Yoshizawa
Representative of Japan on the Council

His Excellency M. A. Briand,
President of the Council
of the League of Nations.
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PEIPING via N.r.

Dated. January 6, 1932
Rec(d 4:00a.m,

DEW

Secretary of State,

AH

Washington, D.C.

^AN 6^ is;
Department of State

28, January 6, 1 p.m,

ukden, January 4th:

"Now that the government at Chinchow has dis

appeared. steps will be taken to form a new realm
jointly by Tsang Shih Yi Fok, Mukden, General Heiu
Chia of Kirin, General Ohang Ching Hui of Heilung-

kiang and General Tang Yu Lin of Jenol.

Formation

of a new Manchuria and Mongolia state by a federation
of the four provinces governed by them is anticipated.

Their representatives are meeting in Mukden taking
advantage of the new year holidays

A conference of provincial autonomy in the line
of federation will shortly be convened,"

JOHNSON

co
co

7 9 3 * 9 4 /3 4 2 0

Following from NIPPON DEMPO,
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Dated. January 6, 1932

Rec’d 2 :45a.m
Secretary of State,

Washington, D,C.

(0
w

25, January 6, 10 a.m.
7 73-7 y/ 3 V A/
Legation’s £1J January 5, 6 p.m.

(0
Following from the Commander in Chief:
"Have ordered STEWART remin at Foochow

until further orders."
(JOHNSON

JS

GO

B
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From

Bern
Dated Januâ

F /D E W

THE UNOtH aiUk.àRY

Rec’d 9:15 a
Secretary

of State,

. DEPARTMENT OF STATE
Washington

5, January 6, noon

very incomplete without record of telephone conversations
between yourself and General Dawes as no transcript was

made in Paris.

You may think it wise to order the tran

scripts of necessary conversations to be put in the next

pouch for the Legation and Consulate.
V/ILS ON
RR

3*

HPD

<33

Documents regarding the Paris meeting of the Council.

SB

CO

CO

7 9 3 1 9 4 /3 4 2 3

Your 173Z December 23, 11 a
/
The documents in question have reached Berne but are
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PREPARING OFFICE
WILL INDICATE WHETHER

Telegram Sent
---------------------------- —

Collect
Charge Department^

CONFIDENTIAL CODE

NONCONFIDENTIAL code

department nt ^tate

OR

Charge to
$

Washington,

January 15, 1932.

AmLegation,
Berne, Switzerland.

(0
CM
Your 5, January 6, noon.

<0

I do not believe the records of telephone conversations exchanged between General Dawes and me
would serve any useful purpose to your files.

The in

formal nature of tne conversations, together with the many
interruptions which occurred because of atmospheric inter-

ference, make the records of value chiefly to refresh the
recollection of those who participated in the conversations
A re-reading of the record indicates that nothing was said

in the telephone conversations which does not appear in
some form in telegraphic correspondence in so far as the

exchange of views serve to develop policy of action.

^STRWF

Jm 151.932

793.94/3423
U

VC/AB
8

Enciphered by

Sent by operator..
Index Bu.—No. 50.

..M.

19.

•O't
&

01

ft)
04

■à *1

i L j i1! iHni'iiiiift

'।

■■ ■ .-
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No.. 114

Monterrey, Mexico, January 2, 1932

SUBJECT:

Editorial on Action of the United States in-the
Manchuria- Question.
«ey”
JA* Pbn

i

OTIBM ft*/1

The Honorable

I have the honor to enclose herewith a clipping, with
translation, from the local newspaper "El Sol" of December 31

1931 containing an editorial referring to the action of the
United States in the Manchurian question.

While this newspaper is not the more important one
published here, nevertheless inasmuch as the Mexican press in
general has not commented unfavorably on American diplomatic
action regarding Manchuria and this is an isolated instance

of adverse comment it might be of interest to the Department.

Respectfully yours,

American Consul
Enclosure!
Clipping from "El Sol".
Translation of above.

File 800/891,
EIN/ERA.
In quintuplicate to Departanent.
Copy to Embassy.
Copy to Consul General.
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EL SOL - - December 31, 1931.
Monterrey, Mexico.

UNA COPIA DEL MODELO
Mister Forbes, Embajador de los Estados Uni
dos en el Japon, obedeciendo instrucciones del De~
partamento de Estado de Washington, manifesto
al gobierno japonés, por medio de sü Secretario de
Relaciones, que la casa Blanca veia con cierta “preo
cupacion” la amenaza de un ataque de las tropas
j&ponesas a Chinchow.
La indicaciôn de Mister Forbes fué verbal simrdemente, y los Japaneses se han contrariado al
saler que los Estados Unidos dieron publicidad a
esas instrucciones transmitidas al Embajador norteamericano ; pues consideran que ellas forman par
te del Plan del Departamento de Estado de
Washington para obligar a las tropas del Japon
a retirarse de Manchuria, “por medio de una per
suasion moral, o movilizando la opinion mondial
en ese sentido”, segûn frases del Coronel Simpson
cuando comenzo el confiicto chino—japonés.
La respuesta que el Ministro de Relaciones Extcriores de Tokio did al Embajador Forbes, fué la
siguiente:
“El Japon tiene el mismo derecho para protegci las vidas y propiedades de los japoneses en
Manchuria, que el de los Estados Unidos para pro
téger vidas y propiedades de sus nacionales en Ni
caragua’ ’
Y asi terminé la breve ent re vista, que no ha
de haber sido muy grata para el représentante di
plomatic de los Estados Unidos en territorio nipôn, aunque sobre esto nada digan los mensajes
relatives.
Alegaji, adernas, los japoneses, que ellos son
prepietarios del ferrocarril del sur de Manchuria,
y que por obra de un tratado internacional estân obli
gados a protéger esa linea férrea en toda su exten
sion, al mismo tiempo que les incumbe el deber de
vigilar los intereses de sus nacionales, “continuamen
t? amenazados por actividades de bandidos que infestan aquella zona”.
Tampoco en las esteras gubernamentales de
Washington ha de haber causado impresion muy
satisfactoria, lo dicho por el Ministro de Relacio
nes a Mister Forbes.
Y Io ûnico que “puede hacer” el gobierno de la
C asa Blanca, segün declaran algunos de sus altos
funcionarios, es “esperar tranquilamente el infor
me que rinda la Comision Investigadora nombrada
por la Liga de Na(ciones”.
La diplomacia norteamerkana no anduvo muy
ccrtera en esta ocasiôn; pues sin quererlo uno, se
le viene a là memoria aquello del tejado de vidrio,
para no arrojarle piedras al del vecino.
Indudablemente que todo intento de pacificacion es siempre digno de las mas câlidas alabanzas. Sobradas lecciones dolorosas dejô la ultima
guerra europea, para que el procurar “buen entendîmiento” —como ahora se dice— entre cl Japon
v China, veng’a a ser una labor altamente meritoria.
Pero el papel de conciliador no le corresponde,
por cierto, al gobierno de los Estados Unidos, aun
cuando este pais sea el “omnipotente” en la aetualidad.
Y la prueba mejor de que no le toca desempenar el papel conciliatorio, esta en la respuesta dada
por el Ministro de Relaciones del Japon al diploma
tico norteamericano.
Es el peligro que, va corriéndose cuando se da
un buen consejo, y éste no ha sido puesto en prâctica por quien lo da.
Podemos tener como seguro que el Embajador
Fcrbes ni siquiera sospecho recibir respuesta se
ine jante; y es probable que ni la Seçretaria de Es
tado en Washington llegase a tal sospecha. Porque
asi suelen ser de inesperadas ciertas “salidas” de
la diplomacia.
Ciertamente que si el Japon no cuenta para
sestenerse fuerte en Manchuria, con razones de
nias peso que las alegadas por los Estados Unidp»
para haber invadido a Nicaragua, tan abominable
es un caso como el otro. Porque la defensa de vidas
y de intereses séria siempre una “picardihuela” pa
ra que los fuertes se metan en donde viven los dé
biles.
Sin embargo, lo ostensible es que en Manchuria’
se ha.hecho una copia del modelo puesto en Nica
ragua. Los japoneses no podrân vanagloriarse de
originalidad en su procedimiento; pero han logrado, si, soltarles una~“picolargada” a sus consejercs? y éstos han tenido que verse obligados a quedarse con ella bien metida en el cuerpo, y . “es
perar tranquilamente el informe de la Oqmision
Investigadora”
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Translation from "El Sol" dated December 31, 1931.
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•Mr. Forbes, Ambassador of the United States at Japan,
under instructions from the Department of State at Washington,
informed the Japanese Government, through its Foreign Minister,
that the White House looked upon the threat of an attack by
the Japanese troops on Chinchow, with a certain ’’preoccupation"

Mr. Forbes’ information was simply communicated verbally,
and the Japanese have been annoyed on learning that the United
States gave publicity to instructions transmitted to the North
American Ambassador as they consider these form a part of the
Plan of the Department of State at Washington to compel the
Japanese troops to withdraw from Manchuria, "through moral
persuasion, or by mobilizing the world’s opinion in that
direction," according to Colonel Simpson’s phrases when the
Chinese-Japanese conflict began.
The Tokio Foreign Minister’s reply to Ambassador Forbes
was as follows:
’’ Japan has the same right to protect the lives and
properties of the Japanese people in Manchuria, as
the United States has to protect the lives and
properties of its citizens-in Nicaragua."

And thus the brief interview ended, which must net have
been very pleasant to the diplomatic representative of the
United States in Japanese territory, although nothing is
being said in this regard in reports made.
Besides, the Japanese allege that they own the railroad
south of Manchuria and that through an international treaty
they are obligated to protect the entire extent of this
railroad line; further, that it is their duty to protect the
interests of their people, which are "continually threatened
by the activities of bandits who infest that zone."

Nor must the statement made by the Minister of Foreign
Relations to Mr. Forbes have created a satisfactory impression
in the governmental circles at Washington.
The only thing that the government at the White House
"can do", in accordance with statements inade by some of its
high officials is, "to await calmly the report to be rendered
by the Investigation Committee appointed by the League of
Nations."

The North American diplomacy was not well aimed this time.
Involentarily this brings to mind that "he who lives in a glass
house should not throw stones."
Undoubtedly all intentions towards making peace are worthy
of the warmest praise.
The many bitter lessons which the
last European war left are enough to make the task of bringing
about a "good understanding" between Japan and China, highly
meritorious.

But the role of conciliation does not surely belong to
the government of the United States, even though that country
be the "omnipotent" aÇpresent.
And
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And the best proof that the conciliatory role is not to
be accomplished by the United States is in the reply given to
the North American diplomat by the Japanese Minister of Foreign
Relations.

This is the risk taken when good advice is given, and this
has not been put into practice by the giver.

We can be sure that Ambassador Forbes did not even suspect
that he was going to receive such a rpply; and it is very
probable that neither the Department of State at Washington had
this in mind.
Because certain diplomatic "issues” happen
unexpe c t edly.
Certainly if Japan does not have stronger reasons for
remaining in Manchuria, than thèse alleged by the United States
for invading Nicaragua, then one case is as detestable as the
oth r.
Because the defense of lives and interests would always
be a "roughish trick” sc that the strong may thrust themselbes
where the weak live.

However, it is apparent that in Manchuria a copy of the
model at Nicaragua was put into practice.
The Japanese cannot
boast of the originality of their procedure, but they have
been able to "put one over" on their advisers and these have
been obliged to swallow it and "calmly await the report from
the Investigation Committee.”
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AMWCAK COSSUUTS

4ont»rr»y, uoxlco, January tt 1958,

SUBJECT-

Editorial ©n Mtion of the united State» in th*
enehurla question.

ffao Honorabl»

The Secretary of Stet»,
Washington.

Sir:

I have the honor to eaeloee herewith a ©lipping, with
translation, fro® th» local newspaper "Si Sol” of December 31

1931 containing an editorial referring to the action of th» •

United state» in th© ^anenoriaa question.
«hile this newspaper le not the acre important one

published here, nevertheless inenmueh a® th» Arisen press in
general ha® not fomented unfavorably on American diplomatie

action regarding .xanohurla and this is an isolated instance

of adverse aowaent it might be of interest to the Department.

neepeotfully yours,

Edward 1» Kathan,
Aaerioon Consul
iîne Insure:
cupping fro» "Bl Sol**.
Translation of abev».
file euo/m,

«rs/m.

In qulntuplioate to Department.
Copy to fabassy.
Copy to Consul General.

Q.4
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ISBA CôPîR Ki WJ8E10
Mister Forbes, Embajador de los Estados Unido.s en el «Japon, obedeeiendo instruc'ciones del Dey
partamento de Estado de Washington, . manifesto
al gobierno japonés, por medîo de su Secretary de
Relaciones, que la casa Bianca vein con cicrta “preo
cupaeion” la amenaza de un ataque de las tropas
japonesas a Chinchow.
La indicacion de Mister Forbes fue verbal simplemente, y los Japaneses se han contrariado al
sat er que k*s Est «ados Unidos dieron publiddad a
esas instructor!es transmltidas al Embajador norteamcricano; pues considérait que eikis forman par
le del Plan del Departamenlo de Estado de
^Washington para obligar a las tropas del Japon
a retirarse de Manchuria, “por medio de una persuasion moral, o movilizando la opinion in undial
en ese sentido”, segûn frascs del Coronel Simpson
euctndo comenzo el confiicto chino japonés.
La respuesfa que el Ministro de Relaciones Ex~
tenures de Tokio dio al Embajador Forbes, fue la
sigiriente :
“El Japon tiene ei mismo derecho para prote1,01 las vidas y prqpiodades de los japoneses en
Mhnehuria, que el de los Estados Unidos para pro
tegee vidas y propiedades de sus nationales en Ni
caragua”
Y asi termina la breve entrevista. que no ha
de haber sido mvy grata para el représentante diplomatico de los Estados Unidos en territorio ni
pérq aunque sobre esto nada digan los mensajes
relatives.
Alegan» ademâs, los japoneses, que elles son
prepietar ios del ferrocarril del sur de Manchuria,
y que por obra de un tratado internacional estân obli
gados a protéger osa lined férrea en toda su exten
sion, al mismo tiempo que les incumbe el deber de
vxgilar los intereses de sus nacionales. “coittmuamen
t? amenazados por actividades de bandidos que in
festait aquella zona”.
Tampoco en las esteras gubernamentales de
Washington ha de haber causado impresion may
satisfactoria, Io dkho por el Ministre de Relacio
nes a Mister Forbes.
Y lo ûnico que “puede hacer” el gsbierno de la
Casa Blanca, segiîn declaran algunos de sus alios
funcionarios, es “esperar tranquilamente cl inferme que rinda la Comision Invest igadora nombrada
por la Riga de Naeiones*’.
La diploniada norteamericana no anduvo muy
ccrtera en esta ocasion; pues sin quererlo uno, se
le viene a hi memoria âquello del tejado de vidrio,
para no arrojarle piedras al del vetino.
fndudablemente que todo intènto de pacificacion es siempre digno de las mâs calidas ala banzas. Sobradas lecciones dolorosas dejo la ultima
guerra europea, para que el procurât “buen entendmiierito” -?omo ahora. se dice-"' entre el Japon
v China, venga a ser ima labor altamente meritoria.
Pero el papel de coneiliador no le corresponde,
pur cierto, al gobierno de leg Estados Unidos, aun
cuando este
sea el “omnipotente" en la actualidad.
Y la prueba niejor de que no !e toca desempeflat el papel cunciliatorio, esta en la respuesta dada
por el Ministro de Relaciones del Japon al diploma
tico norteamericano.
Es el peligro que va corriéndose cuando se da
un buen consejo, y este no ha sido puesto en praetica por quien lo da.
Podemos tener como seguro que el Embajador
Fcrbes ni siquiera sospechô recibir respuesta semejante; y es probable que ni la Secretaria de Es
tado en Washington llegase a tal sospecha. Porque
asi suelen ser de inesperadas ciertas “salidas” de
la diplomacia.
*
Ciertamente que si el Japon no cuenta para
sestenérse fuerte en Manchuria, con razones de
mas peso que las alegadas por los Estados Unidos
para haber invadido a Nicaragua, tan abominable
es un caso como el otro. Porque la defensa de vidas w
y de intereses séria siempre una “picardihuela^' pa?
ra que los fuertes se metan en donde viven los dé
biles.
, Sin embargo, lo ostensible es que en Manchuria1
se ha.hecho una copia del modelo puesto en Nica
ragua. Los japoneses no podrân vanagloriarse de
originalidad en £u procedimiento; pero han logrado, si, soltarles una “picolargada” a sus consejercs, y éstos han tenido que verse obligados a quedarsè con elïa bien metida en el cuerpo, y -.. “esperar tranquilamente ol informe de la Comision
Investigadora”
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Mr. Forbes, Ambassador of th® United State* at Japan,
under instructions from th* Uepartaeat of State at Washington,
informed th® Japanese Sovemment, through ite Foreign Minister
that the dbite House looked upon th® threat of an attack by
the Japanese troops on Chinchow, with a certain "preoccupation".
Mr. Forbes’ information was simply communicated verbally,
and the Japan®** hats been annoyed on learning that th® United
States gave publicity tc instructions transmitted to the $crth
American ambassador as they consider these form a part of the
Man of the department of Ltste at Washington to compel the
Japanese troops to withdrew fros Manchuria,
................ . "through moral
persuasion, or by mobilising the world’s opinion la that
direction," according to Jolonel olmpson’sr phra*e*
- ------- - when the
Chinese-Japanese conflict began.
I’fa* Tokio Foreign minister’s reply tc Ambassador J'orbes
was as follows;
” Japan ha® the same right to protect the lives and
properties of the Japanese people in «anchurle, eta
the United -ta tes has to protect the 11wee end
properties of its citlrens in Eloar&gua."

And thus the brief inter lew ended, which must not save
been very pleasant to the diplomatie representative of the
united states In Japanese territory, although nothing is
being said in this regard in reports ®ade.
besides, ths Japanese allege th«.t they own the railroad
south of Manchuria and that through an Intercetions1 treaty
they are obligated to protect the entire extent of this
railroad line; further, that it is their duty to protect the
Interests of their people, which are ’’continually threatened
by th® ectivitle* of bandit* who infest that ions.”

h'or must the stat am eat made by the minister of Foreign
Ablations 6c at, Forbes have crested a satisfactory impression
in the iivverîrwnt&l circles nt Washington.
fhe only thing that the government st the ><hlU House
■'can do'’, in aacordanc® with statements made by seas of its
high official* is, "to avait calmly the report to be rendered
by th® Investigation Committee appointed by the League of
Estions "

Ths Korth American diplomacy was not well aimed this tine.
involentarily this brings to mind that "ha who lives In « glees
house should not throw stone*.*

are worthy
Undoubtedly all intentions toward* asking peace
.
of the warmest praise
fhe smny bitter lessons which the
last -uropesn war left are enough to make th® task of bringing
about a "good, understanding* between Japan and China, highly
meritorious.
But the role of conciliation doos not surely belong to
the government ©f the united states, even though that country
be the "omnipotent’' at present
-Ed
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Anâ the beet proof that th* eon el Hater y role la not to
he aaeomplished by the United states la tn the reply given to
the North A»erl»an diplomat by the Japanaae Minister of Foreign
delations.

i’bls is th® risk taken when good advlae la given, end thia
baa not been put into prsatlo® by th* giver.
*e can be air» that Ambassador Forbes did net even euspeot
that he w® goiag to reoeiv® sueh a r>ply; and it is very
probable that neither the «apartment of otate at ^aahlngtcm had
this in aind.
Soeause pertain di plc»tle "issues" happen
unexpectedly.

Certainly if Japan dees net have stronger reasons for
remising in ’.anohuria, than those alleged by the United ftates
for invading h’l ear ague, then <-ne ©a^e 1» ee detestable a« the
otb r.
Beeauae the defense of lives and Interest® would always
be a “rcughlsh trick” a< that the strong may thrust thesselbes
where.* be weak live.
«•
•;i£-sever, it is apparent that In .’enchuris a copy of the
model at Meeregue was put into praetiee.
Jspenese cannot
boast of the originality of their prcpeJure, but they here
been able to '’put on© over'* on their advisers «nd these here
been obliged to shallow it end **©elaly avait the report fro®
the Investigation CoaMltteei*
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Monterrey, .Mexico, January », lest

Editorial on Action of the United States in tho
Manchuria Question.

SUBJECT •

rhe Honorable

The tecretary of State
aathingten.

fir:
I have the honor to enclose herewith a clipping, with
translation, fro» tho local newspaper MS1 Sol*' of December

1931 contelnlng en editorial referring to the action of the

United states in the lanchurian Question.

«hile thia newspaper ie not the More important one
published hero, nevertheless inasmuch aw the Mexican press in
general ha« not eomented unfavorably on American diplomatic

notion regarding Manchuria end this is an isolated instance

of adverse comment it might be of interest to the Department.
Keapoctfully yours,

Edward i« Nathan,
Aaerisan Consul
Enclosure :
Clipping from **E1 Sol”.
Translation of above.

File 8^/891,
kik/fra.

In qulntuplloate to Department
Copy to Ssbaasy.
Copy to Consul General.

4.
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Monterrey, Mexico

Mister Forbes, Embajador de los Estados Uni- ’
dos en el Japon, obedeciendo instrucciones de! De- 1
partamento de Estado de Washington, manifesto
*al gobierno japonés, por medio de su Secretario de <
Reïaciones, que la casa Blanca veia can cierta “pi;eo I
cupacion” la amcnaza de un ataque de ias tropàs ;
jsponesas a Chinchow.
j
La indication de Mister Forbes fué verbal shn- ;
plemente, y los japoncses se ban contrariado al
saler que los Estados Unidos dierc», publlcidad a
esas instrucciones transmitidas al Embajador norteamericano; pues considérai! que ellas format! pa?\
te del Pian del Departaroento de Estado de
f Washington para obligar a las tropas del Japon
a retirarse de Manchuria, “por medio de una per- 1
suasion moral, o nwvüizando la opinion mnndial
en ese ser.tido”, segün frases del Coronel Simpson j
cuando cciuenzô cl conflicto chino japonés.
1
La respuesta que cl Ministro de Reliciones Extcriores de Tokio dio al Embajador Forbes, tué la j
siguiente :
“El Japon tiene el misnw derecho para protegot las vidas y prqpiedades de los japoneses en
Mmchuria, que el de tes Estados Unidos para pro
téger vidas y propîedades de sus nationales on Ni
caragua’ ’
Y asf terminé la brève entrevista. que nojia.
de haber sido'muy grata para eï représentante di
plômé tico de los Estados Unidos en territorio nipérq aunque sobre esta nada digan los mensajes
rdativos,
Alegan, ademâs, tos japoneses, que ellos son
propietarios del ferrocarril de! sur de Manchuria,
y que por obra de un tratado internacional es tan obli
gados a protéger esa linea férrea en toda su exten
sion, al mismo tiempu que les incombe el deber de
vzgilar los intereses de sus nationales, “contfnuamen
t? amenazados por actividades de bandidps que infestan aqueïla zona”.
Tampoco en las esteras gubernamentales de
Washington ha de haber causado impresion muy
satisfactoria, lo dicho por el Ministre de Relacionés a Mister Forbes.
Y lo ûnico que “puede hacer” el gobierno de la
Casa Blanca, segun declaran algimos de sus altos
foncionarios, es “esperar tranquilamente el infor
me que rinda ta Comision Investîgadora nombrada
por la Liga de Nacioncs”.
La dîplomacia norleamericana no anduvo muy
ccrtcra en esta ocasidn; pues sin quererlo uno, se <
le viene a la memoria aquelte del tejaào de vidrîo,
para no arrojarle piedras al del vecino.
Indudabtemenfe que todo intente de pacificacion es siempre digno de las mâs cnlidas alabanzas. Sobradas lecciones dolorosas dejô la ultima
guerra europea, para que el procurar “buen entendimJento” -como ahora se dice— entre el Japon j
V China, venga a ser una labor altamente meritorte. !
Pero tel pape! de conciliador no te corresponde,
per ciert'o, aï gobierno de tes Estados Unidos, aun
cuando este p?ns sea el “omnipotente” en la at~
tualidad.
}
Y la prueha mejor de que no le toca desempe- !
nar el papel conciliatorio. esta en la respuesta dada
por el Ministre de Relaciones del Japon al diploma [
tico norteamericano.
Es el peligro que va corriéndose cuando se da
un buen consejo, y este no ha sido puesto en prâctica por quien lo da.
x Podemos tener como seguro que el Embajador
Fcrbes ni siquiera sospecho recibir respuesta se~
mejante; y es probable que ni la Seçretaria de Estado en Washington llegase a ta! sospecha. Pqrque
asi suelen ser de inesperadas ciertas “salidas” de
la dîplomacia.
Ciertamente que si el Japon no cuenta para
sestenerse fuerte en Manchuria, con razones de
mas peso que las alegadas por los Estados Upidos
para haber invadido a Nicaragua, tan abominable
es un caso como el otro, Porque la defensa de vidas
y de intereses séria siempre una “picardihuela” pa ।
ra que los fuertes se metan en donde vivent los dé
biles.
_ Sîn èmbargo, lo ostensible es que en Manchuria
se hia.hecbo una copia del modelo puesto en Nica
ragua i Los japoneses no podran vanagloriarse de
originalidad en su procedimiento; perp han logrado, si, soltarlcs una-“picolargada” a sus consejercs, y éstos han tenido que verse obligados a quedarse con ella bien metida èh el cuerpo, y . ./‘es-*
perar tranquilamente el informe de la (^misiôn
hivestigadora”
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4r. >orb««, Ambassador of the United State* at Japan,
under instructions from the Department of State at Washington,
informed the Japanese Government, through its Foreign Minister,
that the tfhit® House locked upon the threat of an attack by
the Japanese troop» on Ghinehow, «ith ® certain ’’preoccupation3.

Mr. Forbes' information was «imply communicated verbally,
and the Japanese have been annoyed on learning that th* United
States gave publicity tc instruction* transmitted to the North
American Ambassador as they consider those for® a part of the
-;'lan of the Uepertment cf Ltste at sashingten to compel the
Japanese troops to withdraw from Manchuria, "through moral
persuasion, or by mobilising the world*» opinion in that
direction,” according to Colonel Llmpson’* phrases when the
Chine»#-.Japanese conflict began.

the Tckic Foreign
was a* follows.

inister*» reply tc Ambassador Portes

” Japan ha» the same right to protect the lives and
properties of the Japanese people in Manchuria, as
the United States ha* to protect the Uvea and
properties of its citizens in Nicaragua.”
And thus the brief interview ended, which auat not have
been very pleasant to the diplomatic representative of the
United Ltetes in Japanese territory, although nothing ie
being said in this regard In reports fr.ade.

Besides, the Japanese allege that they own the railroad
south of Manchuria and that through an International treaty
they are obligated to protect the entire extent of this
railroad line; further, that it is their duty to protect the
interests of their people, which are continually threatened
by the activities of bandits who infest that zone."
Nor must the statement made by the Minister of Foreign
aviations to *r. Forbes have crested a satisfactory impression
in the governmental circles at Washington.
The only thing that the government at the «hlte House
’can do”, in accordance with statements made by some of Its
high officiale le, "to avait calmly the report to be rendered
by the Investigation Gomelttee appointed by the League ©f
Milons "
The North American diplomacy was net well aimed this time.
Involentarily this brings to mind that ”M« who lives in a glass
house should not throw stonesf*
Undoubtedly all Intentions towards making peace are worthy
of the earnest praise.
The wj bitter lessons which the
last -uropaen war left ara enough to make the task of bringing
about a "good understanding" between Japan and China, highly
meritorious»

But the role of conciliation does not surely belong to
the government of the United Ltntcs, even though that country
be the "omnipotent" at present.
■nd
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And the beet proof that the oonelllatGry role is not to
be aoacspllshed by the united Ltates 1» In the reply given to
the North imerleaa diplomat by the Japan»»» ninister of Foreign
delations.

Ibis is the risk taken ehen good adviee 1» given, end thia
ha» cut been put into practice by the giver.
><e can be cure that Ambassador Forbes did n>. t even euepeet
that he was going tf receive such a replat.-and it is very
probable that neither the Department
.
’
‘ of’■ utftte at Washington had
this in miad.
Because certain diplomatie "issue»" happen
unexpectedly.
Certainly if Japan d es not have stronger reasons for
remaining in Manehuria, than those alleged, by the United i ta tea
for Invading Nicaragua, then no ease is as detestable as the
Because the defense of lives and interset» would always
otb r
be » ' rcughish trick" ®c that th© strong ®sy thrust tbe^seltess
where *be weak live

•.sOfeevsT, Lt is apparoot that In 'erohuria & copy of the
model at Moaragua wes put into practice.
kh« Japanese cannot
boast of the originality of their procedure, but they have
been able to "put one over" on their advisers end these have
been obliged to shallow it and "calmly await the report fro®,
the Investigation committee':’’
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AMMICAK CONSULATS

Monterrey, Mexico, January », 19»!.

SUBJECT;

Editorial on Action of the United States In the
Manchuria Question.

fhe Honorable

The Secretary of State,
Washington.
Sir:

I have the honor to enclose herewith s slipping, with
translation, from the local newspaper "El Sol" of December 31

1931 containing an editorial referring to the action of the

United States in the Manchurian question.

«hile this newspaper is not the more important one
published here, nevertheless inaanuch as the Mexican press In
general has not eonsaented unfavorably on American diplomatic

action regarding Manchuria and this is an isolated instance

of adverse comment it might be of interest to the Department.
Respectfully yours,

Edward I. Nathan,
American Consul
Enclosure:
Clipping from "Bl Sal".
Translation of above.
File BûO/891,
kin/bra.

In qulntuplicate to Department.
Copy to Wnbassy.
Copy to consul General.
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Monterrey, Mexico,

BRA COPIA BEL MOBELO
Mister Forbes, Embajador de los Estados Uni
dos en el Japon, obedeciendo instrucciones del Deportamento de Estado de Washington, manifesto
al gobierno japonés, por medio de su Secretario de
Relaciones, que la casa Blanca veia con cierta “preo
cupaciôn” la amenaza de un ataque de las tropas
japonesas a Chinchow.
La indication de Mister Forbes fué verbal simplemente, y los japoneses se han contrariado al
sal er que los Estados Unidos dieron publicidad a
osas instrucciones transmitidas al Embajador nortcamericano; pues consideran que ellas forman par
te del Plan del Departamento de Estado de
f Washington para obligar a bis tropas del Japon
a retirarse de Manchuria, “por medio de una per
suasion moral, o movilizando la opinion mundial
en ese sentido”, segûn frases del Coronel Simpson
cuando comenzo el copfiicto chino—japonés.
La respuesta que el Ministro de Relaciones Extcriores de Tokio dio al Embajador Forbes, fué la
siguiente :
“El Japon tiene el mismo derecho para protegoi las vidas y prqpiedades de los japoneses en
Manchuria, que el de los Estados Unidos para pro
téger vidas y propiedades de sus nacionales en Ni
caragua’ ’
Y asi terminé la breve entrevista. que no ha
de haber sido muy grata para el représentante di
plomatic de los Estados Unidos en territorio nipun, aunque sobre esto nada digan los mensajes
rc la ti vos.
Alegan, ademâs, los japoneses, que ellos son
propietarios del ferrocarril del sur de Manchuria,
y que por obra de un tratado internacional estân obli
gados a protéger esa linea férrea en toda su exten
sion, al mismo tiempo que les incumbe el deber de
vigilar los intereses de sus nacionales, “continuamen
te amenazados por actividades de bandidos que inlestan aquella zona”.
Tampoco en las esteras gubernamentales de
Washington ha de haber causado impresiôn muy
satisfactoria, lo dicho por el Ministro de Relacio
nes a Mister Forbes.
Y lo ûnico que “puede hacer” el gobierno de la
Casa Blanca, segûn declaran algunos de sus altos
funcionarios, es “esperar tranquilamente el infor
me que rinda la Comisiôn Investigadora nombrada
por la Liga de Naciones”.
La diplomacia norteamericana no anduvo muy
ccrtera en esta ocasiôn; pues sin quererlo uno, se
le viene a la memoria aquello del tejado de vidrio,
para no àrrojarle pied ras al del vecino.
Indudablemente que todo intento de pacifica
tion es siempre digno de las mas câlidas alabanzas. SobVadas lecciones dolorosas dejô la ultima
guerra europea, para que el procurar “buen entendimiento” —como ahora se dice— entre el Japon
v China, venga a ser una labor altamente meritoria.
Pero el papel de conciliador no le corresponde,
por cierto, al g'obierno de los Estados Unidos, aun
cuando este pais sea el “omnipotente” en la actualidad.
**
Y la prueba mejor de que no le toca desempenai el papel conciliatorio, esta en la respuesta dada
por el Ministro de Relaciones del Japon al diploma
tico norteamericano.
Es el peligro que va corriéndose cuando se da
un buen consejo, y éste no ha sido puesto en prâctica por quien lo da.
Podemos tener como seguro que el Embajador
Fcrbes ni siquiera sospechô recibir respuesta se
mejante; y es probable que ni la Seçretaria de Es
tado en Washington llegase a tal sospecha. Porque
asi suelen ser de inesperadas ciertas “salidas” de
la diplomacia.
u
Ciertamente que si el Japon no cuenta para
scstenerse fuerte en Manchuria, con razones de
mas peso que las alegadas por los Estados Unidos
para haber invadido a Nicaragua, tan abominable
es un caso como el otro.1 Porque la defensa de vidas
y de intereses séria siempre una “picardihuela” pa
ra que los fuertes se metan en donde viven los dé
biles.
Sin embargo, lo ostensible es que en Manchuria <
se ha hecho una copia del modelo puesto en Nica
ragua. Los japoneses no podrân vanagloriarse de
originalidad en su procedimiento; pero han logrado, si, soltarles una “picolargada” a sus cqnsejercs, y éstôs han tenido que verse obligadqsa quedarse con ella bien metida en el cuerpy, y •.. “es
perar tranquilamente el informe de la Comisiôn
Investigad’ora”
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Translation from '’El Sol” dated December 31, 1931.
A COPY OK TOI MODKL.

Mr. Forbes, Ambassador of the United states at Japan,
under instructions from the Department of State at Washington,
informed the Japanese Government, through Its Foreign Minister,
that the Jhlte House locked upon the threat of an attack by
the Japanese troops on Chinchow, with a certain "preoccupation"
Mr. Forbes* information was simply communicated verbally,
end the Japanese have been annoyed on learning that the United
States gave publicity to Instructions transmitted to the North
American Ambassador as they consider these form a part of the
Plan of the Department of dtate at Washington to compel the
Japanese troops to withdrew from Manchuria, "through moral
persuasion, or by mobilising the world’s opinion in that
direction," according to Colonel Simpson’s phrases when the
Chinese-Japanese conflict began.
Che Tokio Fr.resign Minister’s reply to Ambassador >orbes
was as follows:
" Japan has the same right to protect the lives and
properties of the Japanese people In Manchuria, as
the United States has to protect the lives and
properties of its citizens in Nicaragua."

And thus the brief interview ended, which must not have
been very pleasant to the diplomatic representative of the
United Utatee in Japanese territory, 61 thou#: nothing is
being said In this regard in reports made.

Besides, the Japanese allege that they own the railroad
south of Manchuria and that through an International treaty
they are obligated to protect the entire extent of this
railroad line; further, that it is their duty to protect the
Interests of their people, which are "continually threatened
by the activities of bandits who infest that zone."
Nor must the statement made by the Minister of Foreign
delations to Mr. Forbes have created a satisfactory Impression
in the governmental circles ot Washington.

"he only thing that the government at the white House
"can do", in accordance with statements made by some of its
high officials la, "to avait calmly the report to be rendered
by the Investigation Committee appointed by the League of
Nations *

The North American diplomacy was net well aimed this time.
Involuntarily this brings to mind that "he who lives In a glass
house should net throw stones."
Undoubtedly all intentions towards making peace are worthy
of the warmest praise
The many bitter lessons which the
last European war left are enough to make the task of bringing
about a "good understanding" between Japan and China, highly
meritorious.

But the role of conciliation does not surely belong to
the government of the United States, even though that country
be tho "omnipotent" at present.
And

■l':- ■■
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And the beet proof that the eonelliatory role is not to
be aceomplished by the United States is in the reply given to
the North American diplomat by the Japanese ié inis ter of Foreign
delations.

Thia is the risk taken when good advlee is given, and this
has not been put into practice by the giver.
#e can be sure that Ambassador Forbea did not even suspect
that he was going to receive sueh a rpply; and it is very
probable that neither the Department of btate at Washington had
this in mind.
Because certain diplomatie '’issues” happen
unexpectedly.
Certainly if Japan does not have stronger reasons for
remaining in Manchuria, than thèse alleged by the United States
for invading Nicaragua, then, cne ca.«e Is as detestable as the
oth r.
Because the defense of lives and interests would always
be a "roughlsh trick” sc that the strong may thrust themselves
where the weak live.

However, it is apparent that in Manchuria a copy of the
model at Nicaragua was put into practice.
Fhe Japanese cannot
boast of the originality of their procedure, but they have
been able to "put one over” on their advisers and these have
been obliged to swallow it and "calmly await the report from
the Investigation Committee"”
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AMERICAN CONSULATS
Monterrey, Mexico, January 2, 1932.

SUBJECT:

Editorial on lotion of the United States in the
Manchuria Question

The Honorable
The Secretary of State,

fj'arhlngton.
Sir:
I have the honor to enclose herewith a ©lipping, with

translation, fro® the looal newspaper "El Sol" of December 31
1931 containing an editorial referring to the action of the

United States in the Manchurian question.
while this newspaper is not the more important one
published here, nevertheless inasmuch as the Mexican press in

general has not commented unfavorably on American diplomatie
action regarding Manchuria and this Is an isolated instance
of adverse comment it might be of interest to the Department.
Respectfully yours,

Edward !• hathan
American Consul
Enclosure :
Clipping from "El Sol".
Translation of above.

File 800/091,
KIN/ERA.
In qulntupllcate to Department.
Copy to Embassy.
Copy to Consul General.
A.trrweop>’oî

the aUrned orig'
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OMÆ COHA DEI MODELO
Mister Forbes, Embajador tic los Estados Vnidos en el Japon, obedecivndo instrucviones del Deportamento de Est ado de Washington, manifesto
al gobierno japonés, por medio de su Secretario de
Relaciones, que la casa Blanca veia von cierta “preo
cupaciôn" la amenaza de un ataque de las tropas
jrponesas a Chinchow.
La indicacion de Mister Forbes fue verbal sim
plement e, y los japonc^es se han contrariado al
saler que los Estados Vnidos dieron publicidad a
esas insirucciones transmitidas al Embajador nortcamericano; pues consideran que ellas formait par
te del Plan del Departamento de Est ado de
* Washington para obligar a las tropas del Japon
a retirarse de Manchuria, “por medio de una per
suasion moral, o rnovilizando la opinion mondial
en ese sentido", segtin frases del Coronel Simpson
cuando comenzo el conf lido chino -japonés.
La respuesta que el Ministro de Relaciones Ex
it riores de Tokio did al Embajador Forbes, fué la
sipuiente:
“El Japon tiene el mismo derecho para prote^ci las vidas y propiedades de los japoneses en
Mi. nchuria, que el de los Estados Vnidos para pro
téger vidas y propiedades de sus nationales en Ni
caragua”
Y asi terminé la breve entrevista. que no ha
de haber sido muy grata para el représentante di
plomatic de los Estados Vnidos en territorio nipôn, aunque sobre est.» nada digan los mensajes
nlativos.
Alegan, ademâs, los japoneses, que ellos son
propietarios del ferrocarril del sur de Manchuria,
y une por obra de un traiado international estân obli
gudos a protéger csa linea férrea eu toda su exten
sion. al mismo tiempo que les invumbe el deber dej
vii ilar los interest's de sus nationales, “continuamen
t“ amenazados por actixidades de bandidos que in
fest an aquella zona".
Tampoco en las esteras gubernamentales de
Washington ha de haber causado impresiôn muy
siîtisfactoria, lo dicho por el Ministro dt' Relacio
nes a Mister Forbes.
Y lo ûnico que “puede haver" el gobierno de la
Casa Blanta, segün devlaran algunos de sus altos
funcionarios, es “esperar tranquilamente el infor
me que rinda la Comisiôn Investigadora nombrada
por la Liga de Naciones".
La diplomavia norteamericana no anduvo muy
cirtera en esta ovasiôn; pues sin quererlo uno, se
le viene a la memoria aquello del tejado de vidrio,
para no arrojarle pied ras al del vecino.
Indudablemente que todo intento de pacifica
tion es siempre digno de las nuis validas alabanzas. Sobradas lecciones dolorosas dejô la ultima
g verra europea, para que el procurât “buen entendimiento” —como ahora se dice— entre el Japon
v China, venga a ser una labor altamente meritoria.
Pero el papel de conriliador no le corresponde,
per cierto, al gobierno de los Estados Vnidos, aun
cuando este pats sea el “omnipotente" en la actualidad.
Y la prueba mejor de que no le toea desempenar el papel conciliatorio. esta en la respuesta dada
por el Ministro de Relaciones del Japon al diploma
tico norteamericnno.
Es el peligro que va corriéndose cuando se da
un buen consejo, y este no ha sido puesto en prac
tice! por quien lo da.
Podemos tener como seguro que el Embajador
Fcrbes ni siquiera sospechô recibir respuesta se
me jante; y es probable que ni la Secretaria de Estado en Washington llegase a tal sospecha. Porque
asi suelen ser de inesperadas ciertas “salidas" de
la diplomacia.
Ciertamente que si el Japon no cuenta para
sestenerse fuerte en Manchuria, con razones de
nuis peso que las aîegadas por los Estados Vnidos
para haber invadido a Nicaragua, tan abominable
es un caso como el otro. Porque la defensa de vidas
y de intereses séria siempre una “picardihuela" pa
ra que los fuertes se metan en donde viven los dé
biles.
Sin embargo, lo ostensible es que en Manchuria
se ha .hecho una copia del modelo puesto en Nica
ragua. Los japoneses no podrân vanagloriarse de
originalidad en su procedimiento; pero han logrado, si, soltarles una “picolargada” a sus consejetgs, y éstos han tenidô que verse obligados a quedarse con ella bien metida en el cuerpo, y-., “es
perar tranquilamente el informe de la Comisiün
Investigadora"
V
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Translation from "El Sol" dated December 31, 1931
A copy OF THE MODEL

«îr. Forbes, Ambassador of the United States at Japan,
under instructions from the Department of State at Washington,
informed the Japanese Government, through its Foreign Minister,
that the $hlte House looked upon the threat of an attack by
the Japanese troops on Chinohow, with a certain "preoccupation*’.

Mr. Forbes* information was simply communicated verbally,
and the Japanese have been annoyed on learning that the United
States gave publicity to Instructions transmitted to the North
American Ambassador as they consider these form a part of the
Plan of the Department of State at Washington to compel the
Japanese troops to withdraw from Manchuria, "through moral
persuasion, or by mobilizing the world’s opinion in that
direction," according to Colonel Simpson’s phrases when the
Chinese-Japanese conflict began.
The Tokio Foreign ’inister’s reply tc Ambassador Forbes
was as follows:

” Japan hat ths same right to protect the lives and
properties of the Japanese people in Manchuria, as
the United States has to protect the lives and
properties of its citizens in Nicaragua."

And thus the brief interview ended, which must not nave
been very pleasant to the diplomatic representative of the
United States in Japanese territory, althousji nothing is
being said in this regard in reports made
Besides, the Japanese allege that they own the railroad
south of &anohurla and that through an international treaty
they ere obligated to protect the entire extent of this
railroad line; further, that it Is their duty to protect the
interests of their people, which are "continually threatened
by the activities of bandits who infest that zone."

Nor must the statement made by the Minister of Foreign
deletions to Mr. Forbes have created a satisfactory impression
in the governmental circles at Washington.

"he only thing that the government at the white House
"can do", in accordance with statements made by some of its
high officials is, "to await calmly the report to be rendered
by the Investigation Committee appointed by the League of
Nations "
The North American diplomacy was net well aimed this time.
Involentarlly this brings to mind that "he who lives In 8 glass
house should not throw stones."

Undoubtedly all intentions towards making peace are worthy
of the warmest praise.
The many bitter lessons which the
last European war left are enough to make the task of bringing
about a "good understanding" between Japan and China, highly
meritorious.
But the role of conciliation does not surely belong to
the government of the United States, even though that country
be the "omnipotent" at present.
And
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And the best proof that the conciliatory role is not to
ba accomplished by the United states la in the reply given to
the North American diplomat by the Japanese Minister of Foreign
Relations.

This is the risk taken when good advice la given, end this
has not been put into practice by the giver.
*e can be sure that Ambassador Forbes did n<.t even «aspect
that he was going to race 1 vs such a H»ply; and it la very
probable that neither the department of t»tate at Washington had
this in mind.
Because certain diplomatic ‘’issues** happen
unexpectedly.
Certainly if Japan does not have stronger reasons for
remaining in Manchuria, than thèse alleged by the United States
for invading Nicaragua, then one case is as detestable ar the
oth r.
Because the defense of lives and interests would always
be s "roughish trick" sc that the strong may thrust themselves
where the weak live.
however, it is apparent that in 'en ahurie s copy of the
model at ltcaragua was put into practice.
The Japanese cannot
boast of the originality of their procedure, but they have
been able to "put one over" on their advisers end these have
been obliged to shallow it and "calmly await the report from
the Investigation committee.*"
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THE NEW YORK TIMES, SATURDAY, JANUARY 2, 1932.

PASSIVE RESISTANCE
ADOPTED BY LEAGUE
Geneya Will Attempt Only to
Strengthen Moral Position
Concerning Manchuria.

HURTFUL |FFECT ADMITTED
_l
Spokesman/ Expects Washington to
Follow/Same Policy—Réaction

inf Japan Hoped Fèr.

f

—----- -- f

Wireless to The New Tor® Times.

GENEVA, Jan. 1.—Th® League of
Nations brobably will c/nfine itself,
according^ to one of it® spokesmen,
to a poliqy of passive/resistance to
the extension and consolidation of
Japanese jjpwer to >£hinchow an<
elsewhere iiKManchdi’ia. By this £
meant it woultF*ifeep the paper r<j /
ord clear and seek with whateve
protests are “de rigueur” to mairi
/■ tain a good legal position and try a
far as prudence permits to strengthei
its moral position while biding iti
i time.
| The spokesman expects Washington
jto follow the same policy. Indeed,
according to him, it is really Wash
ington’s policy which the League has
adopted, partly for its merits and
more because it could not in the ex- ’
isting situation of the Western worl/
do better.
r
“Although a passive policy,” he er I
plained, “no doubt is unheroic an/
the immediate effect from the vieA\
point of prestige undoubtedly will
hurtful to Washington and even
more to Geneva, yet it is the best "of
a bad bargain and it does have fair
possibilities of success in the long
run. Japan cannot convert any de
facto gain in MamrtïïïTia into a de
jure right until thj£ League powers
and the United fetatesi \ recognize
whatever eventual treaty^ contains
this .conversion.
thus*^ are able
to keep the issue ôpen and $ain time
for Japan to realize the adventure
has not \been womh the cahdle and ’
a civilian reaction against ;the mili
tary has set in. Sqpner or lÀter Man- i
churia is going to rive Tokyo a bad ।
case of indigestionTX^ y
।
Sees International Conference.
“Far Eastern experts predict that
a reaction will come, and probably
with considerable violence, within
six or eight months if the Japanese
are left to themselves. Then, when
a more liberal view prevails and the
Japanese have withdrawn their
troops into the treaty zone and other
wise have shown they are depend
ing on only peaceful means for, the
advancement of their claims, an in
ternational conference can be called.

“A definite settlement then will
be reached, no doubt along the lines
which the League’s inquiry commis
sion will have meanwhile recom
mended. There undoubtedly is a
case for Japan in Manchuria, but
the civilized world cannot afford to
let Japan win it by the methods so
far followed.”
'I The spokesman admits this policy
may not be agreeable to China, par
ticularly to her new government.
, The attitude Eugene Chen will take
toward Geneva is,awaited here with
some apprehension, both regarding
Manchuria and the general program
for the reconstruction of China un
der League auspices, which Nanking
adopted a year ago. It is feared that
with Mr. Chen Moscow’s stock will
rise considerably.
The spokesman admits that a
similar non-recognition policy has
not prevented Moscow from strength
ening its de jure and its de facto po
sitions. He agrees also that a pas
sive policy has the defect that it not
only cannot succeed in time to help
the disarmament conference but it
■will make the peace organization ap
pear in the worst light just when it
needs to appear in the best, in order
to persuade the powers to limit their
arms. His answer is that it cannot
be helped, since the League is un
able to ’ go further than its great
powers and the United States will go.
Chinese Note and Reply Published.
The Secretariat’s prediction a few
days ago regarding the Council’s at
titude toward Nanking’s appeal is
confirmed, now that the text of the
appeal and the answer to it have
been published here. In the reply
Philippe Berthelot, who as Secretary
General of the French Foreign Min
istry acted in behalf of Aristide Bri
and, as President of the Council,
when the appeal was handed over on
Dec. 28, says he told the bearer, Vic
tor Hoo Chi-Tsai, that the French
and “several other governments” al
ready had protested to Tokyo.
The Chinese note, dated Dec. 25.
said, “China cannot tolerate the in
vasion and occupation of her terri
tory” and declare^ that “for the pur
pose of attacking Chinchow the
Japanese are cjjnnhg the regular
; Chinese Army œmditk whereas, as
a matter of fqrt, theV are hiring
bandits on a large sealC', and provid
ing them with? guns to^.create dis
orders.”
f
\
I
After other charges, it ibays, “It is
beyond doubt that Japah is inten
tionally disregarding Iter obliga
tions” not to |iggravate^ the situa
tion and disregarding thf statement
of the Presideift of the . Council on
Dec. 10 that it w'as “indispensable”
to refrain fromVny initiative lead
ing to further Bglitjiig.
It con
cludes with an “urgSht appeal” for
the “immediate adoption of effective
measures to deal with this situation,
with a view to giving effect to the

, resolution of Dec. 10.”

,

(e)
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Division of

Secretary of State
Washington.

3, January 6, noon.

yf»
/7

Avenol has handed me for communist ion to you the
following text

(translated by this office) of an aide

mémoire dated December 30,

transmitted to Briand by the

Chinese delegation at Paris:
’’The Chinese delegation in its communication of

December 29 informed the members of the Council that on
‘December 25 é^OOO Japanese soldiers commanded by 70

officers arrived at Tangku en route for Tientsin.

A

telegram from Nanking of December 29 gives the following;

supplementary information on this head.
The commander of the Japanese troops at Tientsin
a letter addressed to the management of the Peiping-Liao

ning (Peiping-Ilukden ) Railway demanded that three trains be

placed at his disposal for transporting troops to Tientsin.
The Chinese Government considered that it could not author

ize the transport of such a considerable number of Japanese
troops.

In fact the freedom of chMnmiini cat ions between

Peiping and the sea, stipulated in Article nine of the
Protocol
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is in no wise hindered and

Article one of the régulation relative to military trans
ports by railway between Peiping and Shanhaikwan imposes
certain restrictions on such transports.

Consequently

orders were given to the management of the railway in

question to refuse the Japanese demand.

Nevertheless the

Japanese troops seized the trains by force and proceeded
to Tientsin.
It is certain that there exists a close connection

between the present situation at Chinchow and the arrival
at Tientsin of the said Japanese troops, that their

presence constitutes a threat to order and peace in
the north of China, and that Japan has consciously acted

in violation of the resolutions of the Council of the
League of Nations.

It is upon the Japanese Government

that the entire responsibility must fall for all conse

quences which may result from such action."
GILBERT
WSB

HPD
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Ehe Situation at banking.

(Nanking’s February 4, t> p.m. )

lir. Johnson, after discussing the presence of
’’three Japanese cruieere and four destroyers lying in

the river directly opposite iJankin& all cleared for
setion and with guns manned and trained on the city",

suggests ’representations be made as tactfully as

£

possible to Tokyo with a view to having the Japanese
consent to withdrew all but one ox their present units

here".

It is confirmed from Tokyo that a Japanese army

division is now on its way to Shanghai; its ultimate
destination may be IJantlng.

It would seem to he futile,

in the face of Japan’s recent reservations am hex

obvious intent to "improve the situation’’ by forcible
mans, to make further représentât ions to Tokyo at thir
time concernln.

the disposition, of her naval forces,

suggested by lit. Johnson.
Beyond making every possible attempt to relievo the
acute situation in th® .Shanghai area it would appear that

we would have to swait developments before taking further
action.

x

& JJj
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Ths Situation at Wanting.

(Nankin»’e February 4» 5 p.m.}

lîï. Johnson» after discussing the presence of
’’three Japanese cruisers and four destroyers lying in
the river directly opposite Nanking all cleared for
eotion and with guns manned and trained on the city",

suggests"representations be made as tactfully as
possible to Tokyo with a view to having the Japanese

consent to withdrew all but one of their present unite
here".
It is confirmed fro® Tokyo that a Japanese army

division is no « on its >?ay to Shanghai; its ultimate

destination may be Hanking.

It would seem to be futile,

in the face of Ja a/.’r recent reservations and her

obvious intent to "in^rovo the situation” by forcible

scans» to sake further représentât ions to Tokyo at this
time conceriiin,

the disposition of her naval forces, us

suggested by J5r. Johnson.
Beyond making every possible attempt tc relieve the
acute situation in the- .Shanghai area it would appear that

we would have to await developments before taking further
ection.

PB; .î£L"; LJL
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FROM

OHAÏ
Geneva
Dated January 6, 1932

Rec’d 2;30 p.m,

Secretary of Sta
Washington

4, January 6, 2 p.mw

Oonsulate’s 3, January 6
the

Avenol has handed to me for co

C!

following text of an aide mémoire dated December 31 trans

mitted by the Chinese delegation at Paris to Briand;
"In spite of the provisions contained in paragraph

two of the resolution unanimously adopted by the Council
of the League of Nations on December 10th, 1931, with

reference to Manchurian affairs noting that the two

parties undertake to adopt all measures necessary to avoid
any further aggravation of the situation and to refrairaS

from any initiative which may lead to further fightinge^nd r

loss of life, the Japanese army on the pretext of suppâ^bseing bandits has now advanced westward of Liao River and on

December 24 occupied Tienchuangtai*

Again, on December 28

and 29, they seized successively Tawà station and the city

of

0!
ft)
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of Panshan.

Japanese

January 6, 1932,

have repeatedly attacked and

pressed upon the Chinese army with an evident intention
of capturing Ohinchow.

Such actions on the part of Japan have not only
encroached upon China’s territorial sovereignty, thus

violating the principles of international law, the League
Covenant, the Nine Power Treaty and the Pact of Paris,
but have utterly scorned the recent resolution of the

Council of the League of Nations.
The declaration of the Japanese Foreign Office of

December 27, explaining that the movement of Japanese
troops toward the west of Liao River was for protecting

themselves against local bandits encouraged by Chinese

army at Ohinchow is entirely contrary to fact.
The Chinese Government has received a report to the
effect that Japan again despatched on December 27 a mixed

brigade from Korea to Manchuria.

The increase of Japanese

forces in Manchuria and similar actions have aggravated

the situation and would lead to further fighting and loss

of life.

Japan should be held responsible for whatever

consequences that may unfortunately happen as a result of
China’s
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LET

China’s necessary measures for self-defense.
Aside from the protest duly lodged with the Japanese

Government the Chinese Government wishes to call the
attention of the Council to the above mentioned facts
and hopes that the Council will immediately take effective

measures to prevent the aggravation of the present serious

situation in order to be in accordance with the League’s
resolution" «
GILBERT

CSB-WSB
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From
GREEN
Geneva

Dated January 6

Rec’d 2:55 p

Vf L>1 vision of
(FAR EASfERfi AFFAIRS'

Secretary of State,
7/ashington

WAN 6 ÎS32
Department of State

2, January 6

r

01

Department's 3, January 5, 6 P
The following is the text of the Chinese note

referred to addressed by the Chinese delegation at Paris

to the President of the Council under date of December
26th not 25th:
"Under the instructions of my Government, I have the
honor to transmit to Your Excellency the following
telegraphic message dated December 25th from the Acting

President of the Executive Yuan:
'With a view to avoiding the aggravation of the situa

tion in llanchuria, both China and Japan have accepted the
obligations under the various resolutions of the Council
of the League of Nations.

On our part we have been

During the

Council meeting of December 10 our delegate had, in

.

-M-

j

sincerely carrying out these obligations

connection with the second paragraph of the resolution

of that date, made it clear among other things that China
<

cannot

(X

t
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cannot tolerate the invasion and occupation of her
territory by the troops of any foreign country.

According to reports we have recently received,
however,

the situation is daily becoming more critical.

The facts are briefly as follows.

On 21st instant under

the pretext of bandit suppression the Japanese troops

occupied Fakumen,

Two days later Tienchuangtai was

occupied by Japanese infantry and cavalry with armored
trains on the Chinese owned Koupangtze-Yingkow Railway.

At the same time Japanese planes also bombarded and

machine gunned Panshan.

For the purpose of attacking

Chinchow the Japanese are calling the regular Chinese
army bandits whereas as a matter of fact they are hiring

bandits in large number and providing them with guns to

create disorders.

Liore Japanese reenforcements are

being sent to Shanhaikwan, Chinhwangtao and other places.

It is beyond doubt that Japan is intent!onally dis
regarding her obligations under second paragraph of

Council’s resolution on December 10th and that she is
also ignoring Your Excellency’s statement in regard to

the same paragraph to the effect that it is indispensable
and urgent to abstain from any initiative which may lead

to further fighting and from all other action likely to
aggravate the situation.

The present situation in
Chinchow and
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Chinchow and other places is becoming worse and more
critical than before.

I therefore have the honor to

make this urgent appeal to Your Excellency for the

immediate adoption of effective measures to deal with
this situation with a view to giving effect to the
resolution of December 10’”.

The text of this note was transmitted to the Secre

tary General of the League under date of December 29
by Berthelot on behalf of Briand with the following
covering letter:
"I have the honor to forward to you herewith for

the information of the members of the Council a letter
from the Chinese delegation handed to me by Hr. Hoo on

the 28th instant.
I informed Mr. Hoo that the Franch Government and

to my knowledge several other governments also had
already taken steps at Tokyo to draw the Japanese Govern

ment's attention to its engagement under the resolution»'
of December 10th that it would refrain from any initiative

which might aggravate the situation.”
The foregoing are given in full as it is felt that
summarization or excerpts therefrom mifht bu misleading.

GILBERT
WSB

CSB

7 9 3 > 9 4 /3 4 2 9
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From

Tientsin via NR

Dated January 7, 1932
Recd 5:30 a.ra

Secretary of State

JDivisi

“H

Washington.

o
m

JAN 7 J932C

PRIORITY

Department »f Stat.

January ?, 2 p

The following telegram h

been sent to the Legation

today:

"January 7, 1 p.m.

According to information received

by the Kailan Mining Administration the Japanese troops that

CO
Ct'

(0

have been advancing towards Shanhai Kwan for several days
have now reached that place without resistance from Chinese

forces and have taken over telephone and telegraph lines
eastward from there
Local Japanese military authorities will hold a review

tomorrow morning in the Japanese concession of Japanese

troops at Tientsin now numbering approximately 3000.

Repeated to Department."

LOCKHART.
co
co
ro

(X
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j

14 18BSL

1
Prentiss B. Gilbert, 3squire,

J

Amer ioan Consul,
Geneva, Switzerland.

)

The Department encloses for your information and
for transmission to the Secretary General of the League

of Bâtions, for his very discreet use, confidential as
to source, a summary of certain telegrams received by
the Department bearing on the Hanchuria situation.

Secretary General should not disclose the names or

1

designations of persons mentioned in these messages.

Very truly yours,

For the Secretary of State :
W. R. Castle, Jr?

1

Enclosure :
Summary of telegrams
(in duplicate).

792.94/3*30

OR

The

0 2 V 2 /V 6 ’ 26Z.

Sir :
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Digest of Information from American Official
Sources in Hagard to the Manchuria Situation.
re cei ve à Trom January" 1 to January 7. 1932.
inclusive?

According to the Amerloan Military Attache, foreign

observers who were requested by the Chinese Comnander,
General Jung Chen, to leave and the last Chinese troop

trains left Chinchow on the morning of January 1, 1932,

and all Chinese regular troops evacuated South Manohuria

before the night of January 2.
Peiping on January 2.

Observers arrived back in

Neither regular troops nor the

Provincial Government remained at Chinchow, the Mayor
and local police alone remaining.

According to the American Consul General at Mukden,

the Japanese headquarters announced the occupation of
Chinchow by Japanese troops on the morning of January 3.
The American Minister at Peiping quoted the NIPPON
DiSMPO, Mukden, January 4, 1932, as stating that the
formation of a new Manchurla-Mongolia state by a feder

ation of the provinces of Fengtien, Hailungkiang, Kirin,
and Jehol Is anticipated and that representatives of the

governors of those provinces were then meeting In Mukden
and a conference would soon be held to consider the forma

tion of a federation of autonomous provinces.
The American Consul General at Tientsin reported,

on January 4, that Chinese troops were still moving west
ward througi Chinwangtao, that Japanese planes were con

ducting reconnaissance flights over the ChlnwangtaoShanhaikwan area and that several Japanese naval vessels

were at Chinwangtao.

The
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The American Consul General at Tientsin reported on

January 7, 1932, that, according to information received
from the Kalian Mining Administration, Japanese troops had

reached Shanhaifcwan, without encountering resistance from

Chinese forces, and had taken over telephone and telegraph
lines to the eastward.
According to the American Consul General at Harbin,
General Ba Chan-shan on January 6 was at üungpuohen, near

Harbin, ostensibly to consult with General Chang Ching-hul
The Harbin press reported that General Chang would proceed
to Tsitsihar on January 6 to inspect conditions there.
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January 5, 1932
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AT I ON BETWEEN SECRETARY
AND THE FRENCH______ SAPOR, MR. PAUL CLAUDEL.
memorandum

T

SON
nim^A if

|ZFAR EASîERlX

Manchuria

JAW 7

$

< Department cf Stab

-7

The French Ambassador called and read to me~TW—
messages received from his government.

The first

stated that they appreciate the force of our arguments;

that M. Briand and the Secretary General of the League

of Nations has appointed General McCoy as a member of
the Commission of the League of Nations in Manchuria and
the Commission is now complete and will become official

as soon as the Chinese and Japanese Governments give

notice of their assent - the Chinese representative has
already said that he has no objection.

The second stated

that the capture of Chinchow has entirely changed the
situation in Manchuria, and the inquiry that Ambassador
Claudel reported from his Foreign Office the other day

events have gone more quickly than anticipated; that

I under such conditions a new demarche seems entirely
! necessary to call once more the attention of the Tokyo

Foreign Minister to the obligations which he has
accepted

$32

are no longer as important as they were then, because

5

of the questions to be made of the Japanese Government
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accepted and to bring him to accept clearly his

responsibility; that it would be well to call attention

to the absence of any resistance on the part of the

Chinese troops; and how can the Japanese Government
reconcile the large military movement with the terms

of the Resolution of December 10th of the Council of
the League of Nations, and reconcile it with the solemn

obligations they took to refrain from any new initiative
which would result in new loss of life and new battles;
that the number of the Japanese forces in Manchuria

seems now to be exceeding the number authorized for the
protection of their railway, and such a fact inspires

anxiety and would seem of itself alone to be reason for
a new demarche, even if the capture of Chinchow was

not sufficient to give a full reason for it; that M.
] Briand has authorized the French Ambassador in Japan
; to make such a demarche whenever his^colleagues have
: received similar authority and asks that the Government

in Washington be informed and asked to instruct their
Ambassador in Tokyo to make the same demarche, and that
this in M. Briand’s opinion does not conflict with the

note that we are proposing to send.

When
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When the Ambassador had finished, I told him that
I had been considering this matter since my last inter

view with him and I fully agreed that the occupation of

Ohinchow made it necessary for a new demarche by these
countries; that, however, I felt that because the American

Government was not a party to the League of Nations our

demarche could not follow exactly the line pointed out

in M. Briand* s telegram and be based upon the action of
the Council of December 10th - that I felt we must follow

the line of the treaties to which this government was a

party and that I had been preparing a note to both China
and Japan which would follow the basis in general of

the Nine-Power Treaty and the Kellogg-Briand Pact.

I

then read him the third draft of the note upon which

I had been working and told him that my final note

would probably be along approximately that line and it
would be sent in a very short time, probably through
Tokyo.

He said he fully understood my reason and agreed

with it.

He made the comment that the note seemed to

him to be very strong.

HLS.

8 HLS:HHR
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Manchuria.
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Xa Department of Stat®
During the call of the British Ambasba^or-T~lx>rd
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,

I

him that now that the Japanese had occupied Ohinohow
I was going to send a note to both the Japanese and

Chinese Governments notifying them that we did not
intend to recognize any treaties, understandings, or
situations, which might be entered into by China and

Japan impairing the treaty rights of the United States
or their citizens in China or impairing the sovereignty,
independence, or territorial or administrative integrity

of China or affecting the open-door policy or which

might be arrived at by steps contrary to the KelloggBriad Pact.

I read the Ambassador a draft of a note

which I had been working on and told him my note would

follow somewhat that line.

I pointed out that we had

w

done the same thing in 1915 at the time of the 21

Demands and that it had been effective six years lateral
Qd
M
in restoring our rights. I pointed out that it would

be

ü
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be effective if the other countries, like Great Britain

and France, in the same position which we were took
similar steps, and I said that I intended to bring the

same thing to the attention of the French Government.
The Ambassador said that Great Britain had rights

similar to ours and would be interested in taking the

same steps.

I asked him to let us know, and said I

would act promptly - inside a day or two.

HLS.

3 HLS:HHH
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National Anti-Opium____ (Huang, Garfi seated October 24, 1931»
Association of China
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NAME.

Japanese action in Manchuria. Copy of TANAKA
MEMORIAL in which the background of recent is unveiled tad the unparalleled Japanese
imperialistic design with the world as final
objective is shown.
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This telegram must be
closely paraphrased be
fore being communicated From
to anyone.

F3IPINC-

Dated January 7, 1932

FAR tASIEKh Ai-i-Alfi

AN 7

Secretary of State,

Washington.

31,

1S321

Department of State

January 7, 4 p.,m.

Following from American Consul General at Nanking:

"January 6, 10 a. m.

My January 4, 10 a. m. On

January 5, 5 p. m. the Minister for Foreign Affairs gave
interview to von Wiegand with injunction against publica
tion which us reported to me by the latter was briefly
as follows:

namely,

"Chen has two principal diplomatic objectives

to reestablish normal relations with the Soviet

Government and to effect a satisfactory settlement through
negotiation with Japan regarding Manchuria.

The only

obstacle he sees to the immédiate attainment of the first
objective is the difficulty of guarding against subversive
propaganda after the resumption of diplomatic relations. *-

He sees no means of achieving the second aim at present
but is willing to await the turn of events.

i

He has no

expectation that the League will lessen hold of Japan on
Manchuria but thinks the League has f iven useful publicity

to the situation.

Ho expressed tne belief that some

incident
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incident will lead Japan to invade Chinese territory and
thus bring about effective intervention by other powers

in a way favorable to China.

Incidentally he expressed

surprise at the mild tone of the protests made by the
Japanese Government against killing of Japanese in
southern ports.”

Not repeated to the Department-.
JOHNSON

WSB
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' Peiping via N.R.
6
’

From

Dated January 7, 1932

Rec’d 10:56 a.m.
Secretary of State,
Division of
FAR EASTEWU W

Washington

32, January 7, 5 p.m.
Legation’s 20, January 5

5 P

Following from American Consul at Harbin;

"January 5, 5 p.m.

One.

My telegram of .'January 4, 4 p.m.

No untoward

incident happened at Harbin yesterday or today in daytime

except several thousand police with fixed bayonets patrolled
and are patrolling the streets adding to the alarm of the

population.

About ten o’clock last night the Chinese police

started firing from rifles for unknown reasons indiscrimiX3»
nately on four streets and blocked off Chinese street iîF
w
M
tj
C
the business section, causing a panic, preventing many _
H
œ
persons from returning to their homes and forcing them ’■fro
spend the night with friends.

It is feared there will be

more shooting tonight.

Two.

General Ting Chao, commander of the railway

guard
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MET

guard troops, assured the Consular Corps through the Senio®

Consul that he could maintain peace and order here but he
is suspected of having decided leanings toward the Japanese”.
"January 6, 10 a.m.

last night at Harbin.

No serious incidents occurred.

In addition to large numbers of police

a big force of General Ting Ohu’s railway guard soldiers

patrolled the streets which were deserted because the
frightened population stayed indoors.

Shops, theatres and

restaurants have suffered heavily financially owing tp petite
rreign of terror caused by the Chinese police shooting up and

down the street which put a damper upon the Christmas holi
day spirit of the Russians.

Soldiers and police still much

in evidence this morning".

JOHNSON
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From
Peiping via N.R,

Dated January 7, 1932

Washington

JAN 7
6 p.m,

Following from American Consul

eneral at Harbin:

"January 6, noon

One

General Ma is now at Sungpuchen,- southern

terminus of the Huhai Railway

oppesite Harbin on the left

£ /V 6 * 2 6 Z .

33, January 7

A A 3 G /J

Rec’d 10; 2
Di vis
AR EAST.

Secretary of State

bank of the Sungari River, ostensibly to consult with Gen-

eral Chang Ching Hui, who the local press reports will
proceed today to Tsitsihar to inspect conditions there
It is possible but not probable that General Ma will aocom-

pany him to Tsitsihar
Two.

Now that the Chinese forces have been elimi-

nated from Chinohow, General Ma and his troops are the only

so-called regular forces in Manchuria stations opposed to

the Japanese.

Unless Ma receives support from Soviet Russia

which appears unlikely he will not be in a position to resist
Japanese demands"

JOHNSON
WC-HPD
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January 7, 1932.
AMEMBASSY, :

TOKYO (Japan).
'

1^,/»?- tTHU, -

UWWUmiTl*!..

your Government as soon as possible the following note:

QUOTE'With the ’recent military operations^about
,

»

I

/

Chinchow, the last remaining administrative authority
1

/

1

/

of the Government of the' Chinese Republic in South

*

,

Manchuria/' as it existed prior to September 18th, 1931,
.
I
I
has been destroyed/ The American Government'continues

7 9 3 .9 4 / 3 4 3 7 A

Please'deliver to the Foreign Office'on behalf at

/

confident that the’work of \he'neutral^commission recently*

/I
/
1
I
I
/ >
t
authorized by the Council of the League of Nations will
facilitate an ultimate solution of the difficulties now '

existing between ’china’and Japan.

But 'in view of the 1

)
!
\
I
I
'
1
present situation and of its own’rights and obligations
I
/
I
1
'
)
therein, the American Government deems it to be its duty
1
f
r
/
r
to notify both the Imperial Japanese Government and the
Government of the’Chinese Republic>that it'cannot admit''
the \egality^of any ^situât ion cle facto ^noi* ^does it^intend

/
fit)
f
to recognize'any treaty or agreement entered,into_between
|

)

,

I

6S • TT IY - Z. ■ N'.r* ^.81

those Governments, or agents thereof, which may impair the
Enciphered by

Sent by operator..
Index Bu.—No. CO.

. M.,

19.
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treaty rights of the United States^or its^citizens fin China,
including those which relate to the.sovereignty, the inder
I
1
/
'
t
pendence, or the territorial and administrative integrity,
/
/
' /
/
’
of the Republic of China, or to the international policy

relative to China, commonly known as the open door policy;
?
and thatfit does not^ intend to recognize anyfsituation,^

treaty or agreement which may be.brought about by means
I
1
'
z
contrary to the covenants and obligations of the Pact of

Paris of August 27, 1928, to which.Treaty both China and

Japan, as well as the United States,zare.parties y UNQUOTE
State that an identical note

being ^ent to the

Chinese Government

FE:SKH/ZMF
Enciphered by___________________ _____
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AMERICAN CONSUL
NANKING (China)

if

Legation, on behalf of your Government as soon as possible

the following note:

QUOTE With the recent military operations about
Chinchow, the last remaining administrative authority
of the Government of the Chinese Republic in South

Manchuria, as it existed prior to September 18th, 1931,

has been destroyed.

The American Government continues

confident that the work of the neutral commission recently

authorized by the Council of the League of Nations will
facilitate an ultimate solution of the difficulties now

existing between China and Japan.

But in view of the

present situation and of its own rights and obligations
therein, the American Government deems it to be its duty
to notify boté^the Imperial Japanese Government) —ft the

Government of the Chinese Republicjthat it cannot admit
the legality of any situation de facto nor does it intend

to recognize any treaty or agreement entered into between

1
&

Enciphered by-------------- ------------- ---------
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those Governments, or agents thereof, which may Impair the
treaty rights of the United States or its citizens in China,
including those which relate to the sovereignty, the inde

pendence, or the territorial and administrative integrity

of the Republic of China, or to the international policy

relative to China, commonly known as the open door policy;
and that it does not intend to recognize any situation,

treaty or agreement which may be brought about by means

contrary to the covenants and obligations of the Pact of
Paris of August 27, 1928, to which Treaty both China and
Japan, as well as the United States, are parties.

UNQUOTE

State that an identical note is being sent to the

Japanese Government.
Repeat whole of above to Legation.

FE:SKH/ZMF

fe

Enciphered by-------------------------
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EASTERN’AFFAI RS
December J51, 1931

s:

Sam Harper tells me this morning — and intimates
that he would like to have me pass the information along
to you — that he spent some time last evening with

Svirsky (?) discussing American-Soviet relations.

In re

C
m

American/Manchurian policy, Svirsky said that he found
three opinions in Moscow.

Pray^da (Communist International)

believes that the United States has been lenient toward
Japan in order to provoke a war between Japan and China

and eventually between Japan and Soviet Russia.

The

Soviet officials (evidently those in the foreign Office —

Sam thought) are divided between those who believe that

the pro-Japanese attitude of the United States is to be

interpreted by the fact that a secret understanding
exists between Washington and Tokyo, and second, those

who interpret our friendliness toward Japan by American
provine ialism in diplomacy.

Svirsky said that if there

had been good relations between the United States and

Soviet Russia Japan would not have dared to do what she
has actually done in Manchuria.

This is handed on for

what, if anything, it may be worth

GHB:AT

ID
w

<D
O!
CM
00
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Secretary of State

FAR EASTffiN AFFAI

Washington

ÆAN 8
January 8,

F /D E W

Reed 7:30 a.m.

2 p.m.

ÎS32

enactment of State

Washington, January seventh;

’’The State Department

announces that the powers interested have decided to take

'sweeping 'unmistakable’

action regarding Manchuria.

The United States has invoked the nine power treaty

on Manchuria which stipulates that none of the signatories
shall acquire special privileges to the detriment of the
other powers*"
JOHNSON

7 9 3 .9 4 /3 4 3 9
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AMERICAN CONSUL,

.%

jj

‘

GENEVA (Switzerland)

I am today instructing the American Embassy in Japan
and the Legation in China to deliver to the Foreign Offices
respectively Identical notes, text as follows:

QUOTE With the recent military operations about
Chinchow, the last remaining administrative authority

of the Government of the Chinese Republic in South
Manchuria, as it existed prior to September 18th, 1931,

has been destroyed.

The American Government continues

confident that the work of the neutral commission recently
authorized by the Council of the League of Nations will

facilitate an ultimate solution of the difficulties now

existing between China and Japan.

But in view of the

present situation and of its own rights and obligations

therein, the American Government deems it to be its duty
to notify both the Imperial Japanese Government and the

Government of the Chinese Republic that it cannot admit
the legality of any situation de facto nor does it intend

to recognize any treaty or agreement entered into between
Enciphered by________________________

Sent by operator------------------ M.,---------------------- 19------ , -----------------------------------Index Bu.—No. 50.
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those Governments, or agents thereof, which may impair the
treaty rights of the United States or its citizens in China,

including those which relate to the sovereignty, the inde

pendence, or the territorial and administrative integrity

of the Republic of China, or to the international policy
relative to China, commonly known as the open door policy;
and that it does not intend to recognize any situation,

treaty or agreement which may be brought about by means
contrary to the covenants and obligations of the Pact of

Paris of August 27, 1928, to which Treaty both China and
Japan, as well as the United States, are parties.

IS : I

FE:SKH/ZMF

UNQUOTE

lid - L - NVP 2531

FE
O3Afe^

3.

Enciphered by_________________
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REGARDING:

Manchurian situation. Japanese vessel anchored off Foochow.

qpo

On or about November 14, 1931 the Commanding

Officer of a small shallow-drafted Japanese naval
vessel ( i'fj

jj? ) made application to the

Customs authorities at Pagoda Anchorage for a
pilot to Foochow City.

It was also requested

that a bèrth be assigned the vessel opposite
Foochow City.

It is the writer’s understanding

that
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That the Provincial authorities were informed in
the premises.

The local authorities refused to

accede to this request on the grounds that ho
suitable anchorage was available and that the
local populace would be excited.

On the after

noon of November 14, 1931 Commissioner Ch’en

Pei K’un (

accompanied by the

Chief of the Bureau of Public Safety, called

on all the Consuls, including the writer, and

stated that the Japanese were sending a naval
vessel to Foochow, that Japanese sailors
had been coming in small groups to the Japanese

Consulate General during the proceeding night

and the whole of that day, carrying large
buhdles, which were believed to contain arms and
ammunition, and further that the Japanese Consul
General had issued (identification) certificates

to all local Japanese and Formosans to be used
in case of evacuation.

They further stated that

in view of the happenings at Tientsin a few days

before they intrepreted this action as indicating

that the Japanese were planning on causing trouble
in Foochow.

Commissioner Ch’en said that he

wished to warn the Consuls in advance that should

trouble occur in Foochow that the Japanese vould
be responsible for instigating it and not the

Chinese.

During the same afternoon a delegation

from
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from the Chinese Chamber of Commerce also called

on all the Consuls (excluding the Japanese Consul
General), their mission being the same as the ~
/
above-described visit of Commissioner Ch’en. My
French and British colleagues (the writer was
absent from the Consulate and having no advance
notice of the hurried visit did not see this

delegation) state that these men appeared to be

representatives of the Kuomingtang Pu (Party
Headquarters) rather than members of the Chamber

of Commerce.
Some of the local foreign residents, in

cluding certain consular officers, interpreted

the foregoing visits as a deep-laid scheme on
the part of the Chinese to provide an alibi for
trouble which they contemplated stirring up.

Another view, in which the writer concurred, was

that the Chinese authorities were thoroughly
frightened.

Thus far the latter view seems to

have been the correct one.
Regardless of the protests of the Provincial
Government the Japanese naval vessel came up
the river and anchored oppositeFoochow City
on the afternoon of November 15, 1931.

The

Japanese Consul General stated that it wds necessary
for this

naval vessel to be stationed at Foochow,

as any trouble vhich might take place would occur
suddenly, leaving no time to transfer forces from
Pagoda Anchorage to Foochow.

The Japanese were

taking
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taking precautionary measures against any anti

Japanese demonstrations which might take place
as a result of the refusal of the Japanese in

Manchuria to withdraw to the railway zone by

November 16, 1931.

The Chinese authorities have kept the
situation well in hand since the Manchurian
incident, and there have been no cases of

violence against Japanese.

The city, however,

has been plastered with anti-Japanese posters,

some of which were couched in. the most violent
terms, and parades, hot speeches, and seizure
of Japanese goods have been the order of the

day.

The arrival of the Japanese naval vessel

at Foochow intensified the anti-Japanese feeling, but an element of fear then crept into
this feeling of hatred.

The Chinese authorities

redoubled their efforts to maintain peace and thus

far no untoward incident has taken place.
There are reported findings of unexploded

bombs and bomb-throwings, but there have been no

official verifications as to the responsible
parties.

Reports as to who threw the bombs are

conflicting.

Some say Formosans and others say

the followers of the late Lin Mei-sheng
(see despatch No. 27, dated September 14,

1931, pp. 5-7).

The ignorant masses have now

become accustomed to seeing the Japanese gunboat,

and since they have learned that it caused no

harm
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harm little attention is now paid to it.

Its

arrival has had one good effect in forcing upon

the officials the necessity of redoubling their
efforts to maintain peace.

It is reported that

some of the more violent anti-Japanese placards
are disappearing from the street and that student
parades are less popular than formerly.

Although the situation has been more or
less tense during the month under report, still
the Chinese authorities have been on the alert
and have prevented any serious incidents taking

place.

The fear of the Japanese taking Foochow

has no doubt contributed in preventing serious

trouble from breaking out.
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From

REP

GRAY
Tokio

3, January 8, 4 p. m.

//

Reville and I were invited, at Inukai’s suggestion, to

pose with him for a movietone introducing him to the
American public.

His speech, which the Fox organization

will present later, declares peace is now restored in
Manchuria and his expectation that orderly civil

processes will follow.

The Prime Minister and I had at

his instance, a conversation before the picture was taken.
I referred to a suggestion he had made in a previous con

versation that work would be offered to Chinese ex-soldiers

so that they would disarm and abandon banditry, and I

asked whether there was any expectation that this program
He expressed the hope that this

•JAN

would be carried out.

14

would soon be possible.

ing Japan proposed to extend her control over Manchuria

and Mongolia

t

purporting to be an interview given out by Minami, assert

1932

Yesterday's paper contained a vigorous statement,
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REP
2- #3, from Tokio, Jan. 8, 4 p. m.

and Mongolia and would brook no interference on the part
of any outside nation with her activities in China.

I

asked the Prime Minister if this meant Japan was now propos
ing to extend her pretentions over Mongolia as well as
Manchuria; to which he replied the Japanese spoke of

Manchuria and Mongolia together, meaning Eastern inner

Mongolia next to Manchuria and that they had no intention

of reaching out after outer Mongolia.

I then suggested

it would be helpful to us if we could have a map indicating

what Japan regarded as the present boundaries of Manchuria;

at which he laughed and said it would be difficult as the
boundaries are indeterminate.
There was no allusion to the Chamberlain case.

FORBES
HPD
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GRAY

MET’
From

Tokio
Dated January 8, 1932
Rec’d 7;44 a.m.

Secretary of State,

F /D E W

Washington

4, January 8, 6 p.m.

I delivered your note Depart

could be given to the public.

He asked if it

I replied I understood it

had already been given out in Washington.

He asked if the

149th and 150th words, namely, 11 those which" refer t 0 11 any

treaty or agreement" three lines before, or "treaty r
rights"

in the line before.
»

I await your reply before answering.
FORBES
/

JHR-WSB

7 9 3 .9 4 /3 4 4 2

January 7, noon, this afternoon to Nagai.
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January 9, 1932.

A1ŒMBASSY,
TOKYO (JAPAN).

I.
.\M/

Your number 4/ January 8, 6 p.m.

For your guidance.

ÿT

|

J

/

I

'

It is assumed that the inquiry was made for purposes (
1
/
'
1
I
l
of precision in translating, and that, for that reason, a
j

I

1

reply should he given.

»

/

’

In ths Department’s opinion, the

1

z

.

language of the/note is perfectly clear.
II

i

For your

i

I

।

I

/

I

I

assurance, the antecedent of QUOTE those UNQUOTE is QUOTE

'

treaty rights UNQUOTE.

I

1

I

/

'

If you feel that a useful purpose

1

‘

I

।

*

7

will/be/still J served by so stating to Nagai, you are
authorized ^to do so.

In case you*do so/however J you

I

i

I

(

i

should also state that the Department feels that it would
not repeat* not *serve^ any useful* purpose Ao concentrate
(

I

i

i

t

i

attention upon a relatively'unimportant detail of
phraseology.^ The terms* of the note^should be considered

’

I

/

I

I

as a whole. They are in line with this Government’s
traditional policy And*clearly indicate* its^position in
regard to* rights*an</ obligations^ under* treaties and

agreements
Enciphered by__________________________
Sent by operator______________ M., ______________ _ 19------ ,
Index Bu.—No. 50.
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I
I
agreements'to which it is^a party, the existence and

\

-*
JI
II
provisions of which are of common knowledge.
It is a 1
I
(
I
II
f
unilateral statement affirming a specified intention^
l
I I
I
I
|
tn*t neither its phraseology nor any definitions 1 or
interpretations^which may he placed thereupon commit

J ■
I
/
I
this Government either affirmatively or negatively1
I
except as specified therein.

P3:SEH:LM

Enciphered by----------------------------------------
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Index Bu.—No. 50.
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

From

REF

A portion of this
telegram must "be closely
paraphrased before being
communicated to anyone.
Re »d 5

~n

Secretary of State,

rn

Washington

|F« EASI-Sn Aff/lis
jJJAN 8 1S32&

4, January 8, 2 p. m

ID
Ch

Your No. 2, January 7, noon

•

I delivered the note to the Cl^i ese Minister-'-of Foreign

After reading it he said he would

Affairs at 1 p. m.

reply in due course.

Two.

(END GRAY).

04

The Minister for Foreign Affairs informed me

that the Chinese Government has determined upon the follow

ing steps v;hich will be taken

"almost immediately":

(first), to break off diplomatic relations with Japan-.

(second), to address the League of Nations invoking against
Japan the economic sanctions provided for in Article
of the Covenant.

In reply to a question he added that^theg

second step would necessarily involve an earlier meet^ig
/

r'°

of the League Council.,

Repeated to Legation.t

FECK
WSB

HED

£

m
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~

Nanking

me telegrWÆSBAM RECEIVED
closely paraphrased be-

'

fore being communicated
to anyone.

Dated January 8,"1932
Rec’d 5;55 a.m.

Secretary of State,

F/D EW

Washington

URGENT.

5, January 8, 5 p.m.

My No. 4, January 8, 2 p.m.

At 4 p.m. the Minister for Foreign Affairs sent for
me in haste and informed me that after studying the commu

7 9 3 .9 4 /3 4 4 4

CONFIDENTIAL.

nication which I had handed to him at 1 p.m. the Chinese

Government had decided to hold in abeyance temporarily the

severing of relations and the appeal to the League.

The

reason for this was that the Chinese Government wished to
investigate the possibility that the communication addressed

by the American Government to China and Japan might accom

plish the same which the Chinese Government had sought^?o
M
H
achieve by those measures, Mr. Chen said that although3th£
S
C
note referred by name only to the Pact of Paris neverthe

less its text would indicate that it was based also on the
Nine Power Treaty on principles and policies and he inquired

whether I could inform him whether the American Government

in

E-°- 11652' Sec- 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)
StAte leAtter> August 10, 1972
By_/HNARS. Date /J-/?-?$'
S^FIED:

MET

2-#5 from Nanking, January 8., 1333

in drafting its communication had that treaty in mind as
well as the Pact of Paris..

He also inquired whether the

American Government had any intention to convene a conferdnce of the signatories of the said treaty or failing that

what the attitude of the American Government would be to

ward a request by China that such a conference be convened,

I told Mr. Chen that I had no information on these points
and suggested that he might desire to instruct the Chinese

Minister in Washington to approach the Secretary of State
He replied that in view of the important decisions at stake

his Government earnestly desired to obtain the information

described above at the earliest possible moment and he

requested that I telegraph.direct to which I then assented.

He said that it was his wish that I keep in close contact
with my British colleague on this matter.
Repeated to the Legation

PECK

WSB

K
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TO BE TRANSMITTED

CONFIDENTIAL CODE

Collect
Charge Department

NONCONFIDENTIAL CODE

SepartuwHi of ^tafv

OR

PLAIN

Washington,

Charge to

»

1Q32 JAN - 3" PH 4 : 33

, '

January 8, 1932.

, ■

t ,

AMERICAN C0NSLt7^^^A!' <: •

....

NANKING (China).

CONFIDENTIAL.

/

J

Your 4, January 8/2 p.m., and 5, January 8,5 p.m.

‘ I

This Government’s note of January 7 envisages pro
visions of all treaties by virtue of which the United

States has rights in and with regard to Manchuria.

<0

With

out malting any commitment, either affirmative or negative,
with regard to its future course of action, which course

will depend on developments, the Department perceives at
present no.repeat no. Immediate occasion for calling a
.J
■*
conference and believes that it would not, repeat not^ be

opportune under existing circumstances to propose that

step^ You may so inform Foreign Minister orally and

Department will so inform Chinese Minister here.

Repeat to Peiping.u

FE:SKH/ZMF

FE

Enciphered by------------------------------------- A

Jar. 8,

■ r/&.

1 '•/

Sent by operator_____________M.,______________ _

------ --------------------------------------V 8 government prwtino omet: ma

Index Bu.~No. 60.

10
C\

1—1*®

w
4^
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WASHINGTON

iÇwèpgrtment of Stat»

December 29, 1931

My dear Dr. Hornbeck:
7 l»Sg

Dr. W, W. Yen wishes to enclose to you
for the information of the State Department three

copies of a cable which has just been received
Yours sincerely,

Enclosure:
Copies of cable.

Dr. Stanley K. Hornbeck
Far Eastern Division
Department of State
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TRANSLATION OF TELEGRAM RECEIVED BY THE "CHINESE LEGATION
FROM THE MINISTRY OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS, NANKING,DATED DEC.29,1931.
The Peiping-Liaoning (Peking-Mukden) Railway Administration
reported that the Japanese garrison commander of the Tientsin

area had requested by letter that the railway administration
prepare three military trains for transporting from Ta^ku to

Tientsin of about 70 Japanese officers, 1900 soldiers, 160

horses and 4 cannon.

The Special Diplomatic Commission

(Nanking) is of the opinion that Article 9 of the Protocol of

1901 provides only for the maintenance of open communication
between Peiping and the sea; at present there is no danger of
such communication being obstructed; besides, according to

Article 1 of the Railway Regulations, there are certain

restrictions concerning the transportation of foreign troops

by rail between Shanhaikwan and Peiping; we are, therefore,

/

under no obligation to comply with the Japanese re .uest.
Accordingly this Ministry telegraphed to the said railway

administration to categorically refuse to transport such men

and. war materials over the line.

It has now been reported

that the Japanese military authorities have compelled the rail- p

way administration to carry out such transportation to Tientsin. I
This matter has an intimate connection with the Chinchow ques-

|

tion and affects most seriously the peace and order of North

|

The Japanese are intentionally violating the Council

;

China.

Resolution of the League.

The responsibility must, therefore,

lie on Japan for whatever consequences such an act will entail.

Chinese Legation,
Washington, December 2°, 1931*
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The Peiping-Liaoning (Peking-. ukden) Railway Administration

re orted that th® Japanese garrison co: mander of th® Tientsin
area, had requested by letter that the rmil-vay ?.'■■■ ’nietrtion
nrenare three military trains for tr&nsoortlnc from Tvnku to

Tientsin of about 7C Jnonnes® officers, 1F0O soldiera, 160
horses and h cannon.

The Special Diplomatic commission

(Nanking) is of the opinion that Article 9 of the Protocol of

1901 provides only for the »*■.int*nanoe of onen communication

between

oirinr and th® se.-;

at present there is no danger of

such co •:■.-uni cat ion belnr obstructed; besides, according to
Article 1 nf the

??11”> y

<. 'one,

thrr® »ra cert in

restriction® c-'ncfr-' r- th® tranmrt,tien nf *0reira troons

by rail between hhnnho.ikwn.n. ond Pelning; w® ‘xr-,

therefor®,

the Jo--anisr® ro uest.

under no obligation to co. -ly w'-.t

Accordingly th. is 1.1’Ur try tel'‘graphed to tv e eaid railw® y
a-’:.-■..liatmtinn to csternricr.lly refuse to transport such men

and war m^t®rialc over the line.

It he® now been r®■■'■orted

that the Jo-.and né csmtnry ■; c-th Titles h- ve c-'-ne 11

the rail

way a-mlnir.tration to onrry out such, tr-.naportttfcon to Tientsin.
This matter has an intlm? te connection with the C ■jnchow
tion and «ffecte most seriously the pence and nrd^r of -orth

G in».

The Japanese are intentt^nslly violating the Council

Resolution of ths L*»arue.

The res^nsibi’'.1 ty -unt, therefor*,

lie on Janan for whatever c nse^unnces euch ?.n oct •’ill ®ntoll.
Chin ess Legation,
haobin: t-n, December 2 , 1931*
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January 6, 1932,

I wish to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of

December 29, 1931, enolosing, at the request of Dr. tV. w.

Yen and for the information of the Depart»»nt of ütate,

copies of a oable, dated Deoetiber 29, 1931, received by
the Chinese legation from the Kinistry of Foreign Affaire

of the Chinese Government, in regard to the transportation
of Japanese soldiers and cuteriel on the fangku-2lentsin

line of the Peiping-Liaoning Railway.
Sincerely yours.

lr. Hawkling Yen,

Chinese Chargé d’Affaires.

FE:RP! :EJL

FE

S * * £ /t6 * £ 6 Z

Uy dear î.îr. Yen:
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RADIOGRAM

Jr Division of
HSW AFFAIRS

December 30, 1931r

jDEC 3 0 1931
/V
Department of Stat®

■’AN
Peiping,

From

%. Vision of

The Adjutant General®

.^Oivs ANpJ^'^’

F /D E W

To

8 1932

SECRET

Number 315®

December 30th®

Marshal’s fear of Yen Feng aggression in this area, and secret
negotiations with Japanese which makes return of Mukden clique

to Manchuria not the impossibility formerly believed, explains
t partial withdrawal Chinese troops from Chinchow®

Tenney.

7 9 3 .9 4 /3 4 4 8

Hostility of new Nanking Government to young Marshal and
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Memorandum of conversation with the Italian Ambassador

The Ambassador wanted to ask about Manchuria, whether
yt*"

the stories were true that the Secretary yesterday sent for

the British and French Ambassadors to consult with them as
to concerted action on the part of the three powers in Manchuria AD
04
under the Nine Power Treaty.
I told the Ambassador that I
*
<0
had no reason to think the Secretary had sent for either the

British or French Ambassadors and that I did not know the sub-

ject of the conversation.

04

He said that, if any concerted

action was to be taken under the Nine Power Treaty, Italy wished

to be included since it also was a signatory to the Treaty. I
told him I could not conceive of action being taken under the
Treaty without consultation-ef the various signatories and that»

in any case,

no concerted action with anyone was, so far

as I knew, contemplated in Manchuria.

v

I said that if the at

tack on the American Vice Consul was indicative of possible

mistreatment of foreigners in general in Manchuria, it would
undoubtedly be true that the various nations would all have to
act and that it might be more effective if they acted in concert.

U

WRC/AB

W. R. Castle, qr.

.. Il
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January 7, 1932

MWORAN^JM OF CONVERSATION BETWEEN,-THE SECRETARY AND
THE JAPANESE AMBASSADOR, MR.--ÉATSUJ1 DEBUCHI.________

Manchuria
I called in the Japanese Ambassador and told him I
had decided to send a note to Japan and China, to set
out the position of the United States Government at this
situation.
o'

of the note

I then repeated to him verbally the substance

<0

called his attention to the fact that a

similar note was sent in 1915 at the time of the twenty-

one demands

and gave him a copy of this note.

to
01

He told

-, C 3 -5^ me that he very well recollected the sending of the note
at the time of the twenty-one demands. I then said that
when I was asked by the press about this note I would give

the following background: (1) that we had no quarrel'with

any of Japan’s rights in Manchuria, (2) that we had no de
sire to Intrude into the terms of any settlement which
might be made in the future between China and Japan except

(a) such settlement should not impair our own rights in
China and (b) there should not be any violation of the

Kellogg Pact

I

CH

Ü1
o

!
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I told him that I should make public the note for
release in tomorrow morning*s papers and that I should
call in the ambassadors of the other members of the

Nine Power Treaty and notify them all that we had taken

this step by ourselves in defense of our own rights and

not in concert with them, and that he was the first one
of those ambassadors whom I had informed of the contents

of the note.
After I had closed, the Japanese Ambassador told me

that General Honjo’s representative at Harbin, whom he

thought was a lieutenant colonel, although he did not
remember his name, had called upon Mr. Chamberlain there
and expressed his regret at the occurrences at Mukden,
told him I was very glad to hear that.
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MJMORAIHtoM 03" CONVERSATION BETWEEN SECRETARY STIMSON AND
THE CHINESE MINISTER. MR. W. W. YEN._______________ _______

Manchuria.
I told the Chinese Minister that I had sent to the

*7 H

Japanese and Chinese Governments a note, of which I was

f

7 9 3 .9 4 /3 4 5 1

going to read him a copy, and I read him the note and

then handed him the copy.

I then told him the substance

of our position: (1) that we had no quarrel with any of
Japan’s rights in Manchuria, (2) that we had no desire
to intrude into the terms of any settlement which might

be made in the future between China and Japan except (a)

such settlement should not impair our own rights in China
and (b) there should not be any violation of the Kellogg

I told him that I was going to notify the other
4
members of the Nine Power Treaty this morning and that

Pact.

e
«

the contents of the note would not be made public by me

before tomorrow morning and I hoped that it would not be
by any of the others.

He said, of course not.

He then asked what I intended to do, and he used the
phrase, "since the League of Nations has failed in its

efforts".
r

I broke in and said that I did not think that

it
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it was true that the League of Nations had failed, that

we thought that their efforts in getting the appointment

of a neutral commission under the conciliation steps
instituted by the League were very important, and that

I hoped that a solution would come out of it, and I ex
plained my careful efforts to show our entire sympathy
with the general objective of the League, while not run

ning any risk of crossing wires with their work.

I said

that under this step we had referred to the treaty rights

of the Nine Power Treaty and I hoped that this would

clarify the air somewhat, but as to what future steps

’

should be taken, I would not forecast now what we would
do, but wait and see what would be the effect of the step

already taken.
He then showed me an extract from his instructions

which he handed me, and which are annexed to this with
the copy of the note which I have given him, and I read
them and said that in seme respects those instructions

seemed to be met by what I had now done in respect to
this note.

H. L. S.
f

SîHLStBMS
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WASHINGTON

EXTRACT FROMINSTRUCTIONS FROM FOREIGN MINISTER OF CHINA

TO DR. W.W. YEN ON HIS DEPARTURE FROM CHINA.

You will convey in subsequent interviews a brief summary of
the recent incidents which have taken place in China, and con

sistently press for some action on the part of the United States
of America, to the end that tospect for international treaties

in general, the Paris Pact for the Preservation of Peace, and
the Nine Power Treaty in particular, will be maintained, so
that the peace of the Par East will not be disturbed.

January 7th, 1932
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bp CONVERSAJIQJI BETWEEN SECRETARY STIMSON
iNCH CHARGE^ MR^zJ^LES HENRY.______________
reco'V'* z

Manchuria
When the French Chargé came I reminded him of my

talk with M. Claudel and my statement that while I did
not feel it would be appropriate for us to comply with

Mr. Briand* s request that we should make a démarche

under the Resolution of the League of December 9th, I
nevertheless would make one under our own treaties.

I told

the Ambassador that I this morning had sent to both China
and Japan a note in the form of the copy which I handed

him.

I told him that in this note we based our position

upon both the Nine-Power Treaty and the Pact of Paris,

and that I was therefore notifying the fellow signatories
of the Nine-Power Treaty of our action; that although
I had not made any effort to obtain concerted action, I

should appreciate it very much if the other Powers followed

somewhat similar action, especially France.
I inquired about M. Briand’s health.

He said that

while M. Briand was confined to his room and saw only
A
M. Berthelot, he had not had any stroke. The-Ambassador '
then
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- 2 then mentioned that M. Maginot, the War Minister, had
had a stroke and died last night.

I expressed my

sympathy and said I would send a telegram.

HLS.

S HLS:HHR
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With the recent military operations about
Chinohow, the last remaining administrative authority

of the Government of the Chinese Republic in South
Manchuria, as it existed prior to September 18th, 1931,

has been destroyed.

The American Government continues

confident that the work of the neutral commission recently
authorized by the Council of the League of Nations will
facilitate an ultimate solution of the difficulties
now existing between China and Japan.

But in view

of the present situation and of its own rights and
obligations therein, the American Government deems
it to be its duty to notify both the Imperial Japanese

Government and the Government of the Chinese Republic

that it cannot admit the legality of any situation
de facto nor does it intend to recognize any treaty or

agreement entered into between those Governments, or

agents thereof, which may impair the treaty rights of
the United States or its citizens in China, including

tnose wnich relate to the sovereignty, the independence,

or the territorial and administrative integrity of the
Republic of China, or to the international policy relative

to China, commonly known as the open door policy; and that
it does not intend to recognize any situation, treaty or
agreement which may be brought about by means contrary to

the covenants and obligations of the Pact of Paris of
August 27, 1928, to which Treaty both China and Japan, as

well as the United States, are parties.
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MEMORANDW^-^NVÊRSATION BETWEEN SECRETARY STIMSON
AND THE BRITISH AMBASSADOR. SIR RONALD LINDSAY.
Manchuria.

The British Ambassador came and I read him the note
which we are sending to both Japan and China, and handed
him a copy.

I told him that M. Claudel had brought up

to me a suggestion from Briand that we should make a

demarche on the basis of the League Resolution of

December 9th, but that I had told him I thought that
would be inappropriate from the United States which was
not a member of the League of Nations, and that I had
therefore based my note upon our own treaties.

The

British Ambassador said yes, he thought this note was

more Mmassive'’ than one based upon the other foundation.

I pointed out that the note treated first our treaty

-

rights under the Nine-Power Pact and second our treaty
rights under the Pact of Paris, and I pointed out the

difference in the nature of those rights - that the first
were more of the type of ordinary treaty rights, while

the second carried out in substance the policy announced

by Mr. MacDonald and Mr. Hoover in the Joint Communique
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- 2 at the Rapidan in 1929.

I told the Ambassador that we should greatly
appreciate it if Great Britain followed suit with
some similar action.

He said he would at once telegraph

the note to Great Britain.

I told him that the note

would not be made public here until tomorrow and I

hoped they would not make it public.

HLS.

S HLS:HHR
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With the recent military operations about

Chinohow, the last remaining administrative authority

of the Government of the Chinese Republic in South
Manchuria» as it existed prior to September 18, 1931,

has been destroyed.

The American Government continues

confident that the work of the neutral commission recently
authorized by the Council of the League of Nations will
facilitate an ultimate solution of the diffioultiee
now existing between China and Japan.

But in view

of the present situation and of its own rights and

obligations therein, the American Government deems
it to be its duty to notify both the Imperial Japanese
Government and the Government of the Chinese Republic

that it cannot admit the legality of any situation
de facto nor does it intend to recognize any treaty or

agreement entered into between those Governments, or
agents thereof, which may impair the treaty rights of
the United states or its citizens in China, including
those which relate to the sovereignty, the independence,

or the territorial and administrative integrity of the
Republic of China, or to the International policy relative

to China; commonly known as the open door policy; and that
it does not intend to recognize any situation, treaty or

agreement which may be brought about by means contrary to
the

covenants and obligations of the Pact of Paris of

August 27, 1928, to which Treaty both China and Japan, as

well as the United States, are parties.

;
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With the recent military operations about Chinchow,

the last remaining administrative authority of the
Government of the Chinese Republic in South Manchuria,

as it existed prior to September 18th, 1931, has been
destroyed.

The American Government continues confident

that the work of the neutral commission recently authorized

by the Council of the League of Nations will facilitate an
ultimate solution of the difficulties now existing between

China and Japan.

But in view of the present situation and

of its own rights and obligations therein, the American
Government deems it to be its duty to notify both the
Imperial Japanese Government and the Government of the

Chinese Republic that it cannot admit the legality of any
situation de facto nor does it intend to recognize any

treaty or agreement entered into between those Governments,
or agents thereof, which may 1 tapair the treaty rights of
the United States or its citizens in China, including those

which relate to the sovereignty, the independence, or the
territorial and administrative integrity of the Republic

of China, or to the International policy relative to China,

commonly known as the open door policy; and that it does
not intend to recognize any situation, treaty or agreement

which may be brought about by means contrary to the

covenants and obligations of the Pact of Paris of August
27, 1928, to which Treaty both China and Japan, as well as

the United States, are parties.
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Mth ths recent mi itory operations about

Ghinohow, the last remaining administrative authority

of the Government of the Chinese Republic in South
Eanchuria, ae it existed prior to September 13th, 1931,
has been destroyed.

The American Government continues

confident that the work of the neutral commission recently
authorized by the Council of the League of Rations will
facilitate an ultimate solution of the difficulties

now existing between China :ind Japan.

Rut in

view of the present situation and of its own rights
and obligations therein, the American Government
deems it to be its duty to notify both th© Imperial

Japunese Government and the Government of the Chinese
Republic that it cannot admit the legality of any situa»

tion do facto nor does it intend to raoo nizc any treaty

or agreement entered into between those Governments» or

agents thereof, which may impair the treaty -i hts of
the United States or its citizens in China» including

taose which relate to the sovereignty, the independence,

or the territorial and administrative integrity of the
Republic of China, or to the international policy relative
to China, commonly known as the open door policy} and that

it does not intend to recognize any situation, treaty or

agreement which my be brought about by means contrary to
the covenants and obligations of the Pact of Paris of

August 27, 1928, to which Treaty loth China and Japan, as
well as the United States, are parties.
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MEMORANDUM OF C0NVÈRSÀT1ON'‘BETWEEN SECRETARY STIMSON AND
THE ITALIAN AMBASSADOR, MR. NOBILE GIACOMO DE MARTINO»
Manchuria.

-n
o
m
=s

I told the Italian Ambassador that I had just sent a
note to Tokyo and to Nanking, of which I would read him a

I told him that we had sent this note individually, rep

resenting our own rights, but that I intended to notify
all of the other signatories of the Nine Power Pact, of

which he was the first, and would welcome any similar action that they might see fit to take in protection of their
rights under this treaty, althou^i there had been no con

cert about my sending this note.
I told*him that it was true that I had talked in
formally with Claudel and Lindsay on this general subject

when they had called on me about it, but at that time I
had not fully made up my mind about the subject and it was

not until last night that I had formulated this note, and
that I had sent it this morning.

I then said that speak-

ing informally, I was a little tired of making representa
tions and I thought it would clear the air to make a clear

statement

793

copy, and I read him this note and handed the copy to him.

Jf
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statement of our rights in the premises, which this note

attempted to do.

I told him that it followed in general

the form of the note which we sent in 1915 in respect to

the twenty-one demands, and that that note had assisted

in preserving our rights eventually.

H. L. S

SîHLS:BMS
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Department of State
'Division

of

Far Eastern affairs

January 8, 1932

Mr. Secretary:
Herewith a brief mémorandum
on interference with American
interests in Manchuria.

The attached despatch from
Mukden, of which, unfortunately
we have only a carbon copy, gives
an account of various types of
interference with considerable
detail.
7

3 .

SKH:ZMp

3//^
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January 7, 1932.

/
MEMORANDUM OF CONVER''àAT^ÛNsREyWEEN SECRETARY STIMSON AND
THE BELGIAN AMBASSADOR?MIÙ-PAÜL MAY.
*n
>*

Manchuria.

O

,

I told the Belgian Ambassador that I had sent a

2

note'to China and Japan this morning, and I handed him

a copy of this note.

I explained to him that this fol

lowed the line of the Nine Power Treaty and the Pact of

I told him that it followed a suggestion that had ,coins
to me from Monsieur Briend the other day as to the
necessity of a démarche, subsequent to the events which

had taken place at Chinchow.
I said that I had not sought to organize a concert

of the signatories of the Nine Power Treaty as a condition
for my acting, but that I should be very glad if they

'

followed suit, and I told him that in order to give thorn

time to communicate with their governments before this

was made public, I should not make it public until to
morrow’s press.

He thanked me and said he would at once

communicate it to his government.

H. L. S.

SrHLStBMS
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Paris, calling his attention especially to the latter.
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With the recent military operations about
'Chinchow, the last remaining administrative authority

of the Government of the Chinese Republic in South

Manchuria, as it existed prior to September 18th, 1931,

has been destroyed.

The American Government continues

confident that the work of the neutral commission recently
authorized by the Council of the League of Rations will
facilitate an ultimate solution of the difficulties

now existing between China and Japan.

But in

view of the present situation and of its own rights
and obligations therein, the American Government deems

it to be its duty to Notify both the Imperial Japanese

Government and the Government of the Chinese Republic

that it cannot admit the legality of any situation
de facto nor does it intend to recognize any treaty or

agreement entered into between those Governments, or

agents thereof, which may impair the treaty rights of
the United States or its citizens in China, including
those which relate to the sovereignty, the independence,
or the territorial and administrative integrity of the
Republic of China, or to the international policy relative

to Chinas commonly known as the open door policy; and that
it does not intend to recognize any situation, treaty or
agreement which may be brought about by means contrary to

the covenants and obligations of the Pact of Paris of

August 37, 1938, to which Treaty both China and Japan, as

well as the United States, are parties.
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I told the Dutch Minister that I had
sent a note to China and to Japan with respect to the
military operations at Chinchow and handed him a copy.

I then explained the note, substantially reading it to

him, and further explained the fact that it was based

both upon the Nine Power Treaty and the Kellogg Pact.
I told him that I was notifying this morning all of the
other signatories of the Nine Power Treaty in the hope

that they would take similar action.
I pointed out that we had no quarrel with Japan as
to her treaty rights in Manchuria, nor would we seek to

intrude into any settlement which she might make with
China, provided only that it would not impair our own

IA^' 1

treaty rights under the Nine Power Treaty or the Open

i

He did not

seem to have a very clear opinion of the relations of

these treaties and asked whether we would claim any ob~
jection in case Japan acquired Manchuria or annexed it.
I took a copy of the Nine Power Treaty and read him that

portion

1932

Door policy or violate the Pact of Paris.
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portion of Article 1 which covered that point and pointed

out to him that such action would be a violation of that
treaty.

He said that he would at once report this to his

government.

H. L. S.

S:HLS:BMS
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With the recent military operations about
Chinohow, the last remaining administrative authority

of the Government of the Chinese Republic in South
Manchuria, as it existed prior to September 18th, 1931,

has been destroyed.

The American Government continues

confident that the work of the neutral commission recent

ly authorized by the Council of the League of Nations will
facilitate an ultimate solution of the difficulties now

existing between China and Japan.

But in view of the

present situation and of its own rights and obligations

therein, the American Government deems it to be its duty to
notify both the Imœrial Japanese Government and the Govern

ment of the Chinese Republic that it cannot admit the legal
ity of any situation de facto nor does it intend to recog

nize any treaty or agreement entered into between those

Governments, or agents thereof, which may impair tne treaty
rights of the United States or its citizens in China, in
cluding those which relate to the sovereignty, the indepen

dence, or the territorial and administrative Integrity of
the Republic of China, or to the International policy rela

tive to China, commonly known as the open door policy; and*
that it does not intend to recognize any situation, treaty
or agreement which may be brought about by means contrary

'to the covenants and obligations of the pact of Paris of
August 27, 1928, to which Treaty both China and Japan, as

well as the United States, are parties.
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AND THE PORTUGUESE MÏNISÏER, VISCOUNT D»ALTE.
Manchuria.

The Portuguese Minister came, and I told him that

this morning I had sent a note to Japan and to China,

and I handed him a copy.

I explained the situation and

that this note was intended to make clear our position
and our rights under both the Nine-Power Treaty and the

Pact of Paris, and that I was notifying the representative
of all the fellow signatories of the Nine-Power Treaty

today so that they would have time to communicate with
their governments.

I told the Minister I did not

expect to make this note public until at least tomorrow.

He said that he would at once communicate with his
goveriment and he thought, no doubt, his government

would send an identic note.

HLS

8 HLS:HHR
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With the recent military operation® about Chlnohow,

the laat remaining administrative authority of the
Government of the Chinese Republic In South Manchuria,

as it existed prior to September 18th, 1931, has been
destroyed.

The American Government continues confident

that the work of the neutral commission recently authorized
by the Council of the League of Nations will facilitate

an ultimate solution of the difficulties now existing

between China and Japan.

But in view of the present situa

tion and of ite own rights and obligations therein, the

American Government deems it to be Its duty to notify both
the Imperial Japanese Government and the Government of

the Chinese Republic that it cannot admit the legality of

any situation de facto nor does it intend to recognize
any treaty or agreement entered Into between those Govern
ments, or agents thereof, which may impair the treaty

rights of the United States or its citizens in China,

including those which relate to the sovereignty, the
independence, or the territorial and administrative inte

grity of the Republic of China, or to the international
policy relative to China, commonly known as the open

door policy; and that it does not intend to recognize any
situation, treaty or agreement which may be brought about

by means contrary to the covenants and obligations of the
Pact of Paris of August 27, 1928, to which Treaty both
China and Japan, as well as the United States, are parties.
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of Japanese soldiers at Kukden on Consul Culver B
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Ion of
Secretary of Stat'

Y/ashington^
*T|

Department ni State

7j January 8,
I handed te. t of no

5O

January 7, 1 p. m., to Avenol

o
ed in Department’s No. 4,
is noon.

|7i

Drummond is still

absent and is not expected to return until January 1&.

would serve to strengthen the position of the Lian churl an

Commission.

He asked me regarding the status of publicity

respecting text of note or position taken therein.

He

volunteered the opinion that in "iew of psychology of
relationship between Japanese people and Japanese Government that for it to remain secret would serve the best

end in the present situation.

In the meantime he is of

course regarding it as strictly confidential and is sen^ng
it only to Drummond in either case under the same condi terms

Would appreciate being able to inform Avenel regard iafe
status of publicity and whether if by any chance it is

desired that it should be made known confidentially to
members of the Council or be employed as a league communique,

as in the case of certain previous American notes to Tokyo
and Peiping

GILBERT

WSB - CSB
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Avenol expressed the opinion that the text of the note
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Washington,

•

January 9, 1932.

.

AMERICAN CONSUL,

GENEVA (SWITZERLAND ).

F3:SEH:LIA
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From
GENEVA

i. S. 1 z.

formation respecting the Manchurian Commission;
One.

It is expected that a formal invitation will go

forward to General McCoy at almost any moment.
All members
except Japan .whose acquiescence
of Council have acquiesced/is believed to be on its way..
Two.

With an eye to public and particularly Chinese

opinion it is desired to advance matters as rapidly as

Thus it is planned that the Commission will be^g;
»
officially "constituted” on January 10, the receipt of
>■*

possible.

formal acceptances from commissioners being regarded pro <8
co
NO

forma will not be awaited.
Three.

The first meeting of the Commission will take

place at Geneva on January 10th.
reasons will not be expected and

General McCoy for obvious
thus will not be invited

to attend.

Four.

It is expected that the Commission will decide

to proceed

7 9 3 .9 4 /3 4 6 0

my No. 7, January 8, 1 p. m., he gave me the following in
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2- #8, from Geneva, Jan. 8, 3 p. m.

to proceed to I&nchuria by the United States, thus irjojdent
ally enabling General McCoy to join Commission en route.

Five.

Tokyo.

The foregoing envisages the Commission visiting

The Chinese may object to this route giving as

grounds that it is the longest route and that haste is
desirable.

One of their real reasons for objecting will

bej however, the stop in Tokyo.

In view of the visit in

Tokyo the Commission will proceed direct from Tokyo to
Nanking.

Six.

Please regard the foregoing as relatively con

fidential and is naturally subject change.

Seven.
Commission.

It is noted that there is no jurist on the

Consideration is being given by the employ

ment in a technical capacity of Walter Young who is I

believe at present in Manchuria and who I think is known

to the Department.

Avenol would appreciate comment from

the Department on Young’s suitability for his confidential

use.

I would appreciate instructions on this last point.

GILBERT

WSB
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AMERICAN CONSUL,

GENEVA (SWITZERLAND)

seven'.
The Departm^n^/ considers Waite/7 Youn^ thoroughly/

qualifie

the/positio^/menti0ned'^an.d has/reason to

his services /vould be available^
■believe.
For youry'bwn/îonfidential guidance^the Department^,/

would/regarc/Younf/s appointment with/favoj/but

Department^/does noÿ/Âish to/make any express'7

recommendation.

E3:RSI.I:Li:

à
Enciphered by__________________________
Sent by operator______________ M.,
Index Bu.—No. 50.

v. 8.

government printing

omcE: int
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January 8, 3 p.m., paragraph.

Your number.
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From

GRAY
~
■HANKOW VIA NR

lEr

F /DEW

Secretary of State
Washington

Communists are heavily attacking Hwangpei city

twenty miles north of Hankow.

Although Shekow, ten

miles north of Hankow, is protected by strong military

the American women and children of the Lutheran Theo
logical Seminary there to withdraw therefrom for a few

days.
CSB

Legation and Nanking informed.
ADAMS

I

trenches, I have, as a precautionary measure, advised

7 9 3 .9 4 /3 4 6

3, January 8,
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GRAY
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Peiping

O
m

Dated January 8, 1932

Rec’d 6 p. m.

Secretary of State

5881
iw? misvi ad,
jo hots.

40, January-8,

p.- m.

negation’s 35, January 7, 8 p

793

Washington.

jan n 1932

Following from American Consul

(0

Hartin:

’’January 7, noon.
One.

0)
ro

Conditions at Harbin yesterday and last night

Ruiet with fewer police patrolling the streets.
Two

Latest reports indicate that situation Manchuria

station, Hailar and Tsitsihar fairly normal except thdS

en

business is very bad in these places
Three.

n

Yesterday at 11 a. m. General Ma crossed ro
>he

frozen Sungari by motor car and proceeded to the residence

of General Chang Ching Hui, where he had a conference with
the latter lasting three hours.

It is believed that they

discussed matters relative to General Ha’s return to

Tsitsihar to maintain peace and order upon which the few

Japanese soldiers there would be withdrawn.

General Ma

recrossed the Sungari and left Sungpuchen for Hailun at
4 p.m.

Four
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Four.

from Peiping, Jan. 8, 5 p.m

General Chang Ching Hui left Harbin for

Tsitsihar at 5:20 p. m. yesterday ostensibly to examine

into conditions there but probably to proclaim the in
dependence of Heilungkiang province.

Chinese press re

ports that he will return to Harbin on the 9th.

A

prominent Chinese official of the Chinese Eastern
Railway informed me last night that he believed Chang
would soon proceed

to Hukden and there together with

Hsi Chia, Chang Kuan of Kirin province, and Tsang Shihi,
Chang Kuan of Fengtien province, declare the three
provinces united and agree upon a head official for

Manchuria perhaps Chang Tso Hsiang,

or the ex-emperor Pi^fi.

Chan^

Ching Hui

»

It is my opinion that the

moves of these officials are being directed by the

Japanese military.
Five.

A letter dated January 5th received from a

reliable American at Manchuria Station states that he had
a report from one of his employees who had just returned
from Siberia to the effect that the barracks in Siberia

which were full of troops at the time of the RussoChinese conflict two years ago are empty, but that the

Soviet officials were nearly all prepared for war with
Japan, that all officers born in 1S98 had been called

out for a second term, that at Chita the Red command

had taken
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had taken over several freight car loads of winter hoots

originally intended for sale in China and that huge
amounts of dry bread were being accumulated in warehouses
It is my opinion that Soviet officials are not con

templating an offensive war but are afraid that the

Japanese might attempt to inVade Siberia.

Scheldt,

officials here fear that Mo Te Ttui President and ti

Shao Ken Vice President of the Chinesê Eastern Railway
will be replaced by pro-Japanese Chinese who will attempt
gradually to lessen Soviet influence in the railway."

JOHNSON

WSB
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PLAIN

Peiping via N. R
Dated January 9., 1932

C
m

Washington.
Department of State

43, January 9, 1 p. m
Following

from Reuter,

(D
04

Tokyo, January eighth:

"Commenting on the American note to China and Japan

(D

an official spokesman here asserted that it would be

04

impossible for Japan to modify her action in Manchuria

0)
04

as she has taken the minimum action necessary to preserve
her legitimate rights and interests.

She had no

intention of seeking more than she was entitled to under
the existing treaties wherefore she could only reiterate

her strict adherence to the policy of the

’open door

and equal opportunity for all nations and that she had
no intention of retaining the territory which circum-

§

stances had compelled her to occupy temporarily."

JOHNSON

CO
co
ro
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Secretary of State
Washington,'

37, January 8

of Stat*

1 p.m.'

^.4^

11 Seoond and 20th divisions headquarters respectively,

KOwpangtze and Chinchow, together with miscellaneous

forces total 15,000 occupy railroad Mukden to Shanhaikwan,
last named believed reached Wednesday.

Peipiao line being

cleared and although intention occupy Jehol emphatically
denied large scale impressment animal transport presages

either that or possibly extensive anti—bandit campaigns
Heavy artillery being returned to Mukden light artillery
replacing, considerable bridge building materials moving
south.

Communications poorest and except for the presence

South Manchuria Railxvay Company employees and equipment

almost impossible.

CO
fo
Japanese correspondents given every consideration by

the Japanese military extensible to press planes accompanying

advance

7 9 3 .9 4 /3 4 6 4

Following from Lieutenant Brown at Mukden;
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#37

from Peiping.'

advance which encountered no opposition.

See no

casualties and although irregular forces reported

to have been hampering communications saw no evidence

of that while on the military trains.
Ranking officer states that military share honors
this drive with the diplomats in view of the implied

secret agreement with Marshal and said that it remains
necessary only to adopt a "Panama policy of the United

States"

towards Manchuria,

Attitude of the Japanese forces stiff, officers

generally agreeing presence Chinchow observers responsible
for the most part Chinese guerrilla warfare necessitating

present expeditionary force."
JOHNSON

WSB
HPD

'“i
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From

GRAY
leiping via N. R

Dated January 8, 1932

._ Rec rd 5:11 p. m
of
Secretary of State,

Washington

N.I.

ANO fri

•o
rn

37, January 8,
Following from Lieutenant Brown at Mukden:

no

^ .

. .

"Second and 20th divisions

headquarters

. .

respectively,

Kowpangtze and Chinchow, together with miscellaneous forces

total 15,000 occupy railroad Mukden to Shanhaikwan, last
named believed reached Wednesday.

Feipiao line being:

cleared and although intention occupy Jehol emphatically

denied large scale impressment animal transport presages
either that or possibly extensive anti-bandit campaigns

Heavy artillery being returned to Mukden light
artillery replacing, considerable bridge building materials

moving south.

Comraunications poorest and except for the

presence South Manchuria Railway Company employees and

co

equipment almost impossible.
Japanese correspondents given every consideration by
the Japanese military extensible to press planes
accompanying advance which encountered no opposition.

See no casualties and although irregular forces reported
to have

I
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to have been hampering communications saw no evidepçe of

that while on the military trains.

Ranking officer states that military share honors
this drive with the (?) in view of the implied secret
agreement with Marshal and said that it remains necessary

only to adopt a "Panama policy of the United States”

towards lianchuria.
Attitude of the Japanese forces stiff,

officers

generally agreeing presence Chinchow observers responsible
for the most part Chinese guerrilla warfare necessitating

present expeditionary force.”

JOHNSON
USB
HPD
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Dated January 9, 1932

Xxx^^isior
Secretary of Stratep^R EASfEBH AFF4fl

\\/H^ 9

v

1932

department of Stat©

/

44, January 9, 2 p. m.

F /D E W

Washington
Washington.

Q/v i

Following from Reuter, Tokyo, January eighth:
"’More decisive steps’ are contemplated by Japan if
the anti-Japanese boycott continues it was stated in

official quarters here today which emphasized the tremen

dous losses suffered by Japanese merchants.

Asked to explain the nature of the steps an official
spokesman intimated that they might entail either the
landing of bluejackets or even a blockage of the principal

ports of China."

JOHNSON

7 9 3 .9 4 /3 4 6 5
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January 13, 1^32

AMEMBASSY,

TOKYO (Japan)
One.

.flease reread the Department's telegraphic

instructions ho. 166 of September 24, 2 p. m., first two
sentences, and do. 230 of November 16, 2 p. m., final paragraph

Two.

The xiegation at helping relays press reports from

Tokyo, dated January 8/ one stating that QUOTE more decisive
steps UNQUOTE such as landing of bluejackets or blockade of

Chinese ports are contemplated by Japan if the boycott

(D
OJ
<D

W

continues in china and another quoting the comments of QUOTE an0)

official spokesman UNQUOTE on our note of January 7.

The

01

Department would appreciate direct information and comments

from the .embassy on these and similar important matters of

current interest

_ A
ç3- i '4i

Î

'n/yn./JJJ'E

Enciphered by

Sent by operator
Index Bu.~No. 50.

M.

19.
B. aovrRXMEXT PRINTING OITICK: 1M«

1--- 138

<
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F /D E ? /

Secretary of State,
Washington

45, January 9,- 3

77 3’^

January eighth:

"Reports current abroad that the Japanese have ’captur
ed' Shanhaikuan are quite misleading.

There are always

some Japanese troops stationed at that town but the
Japanese troops which occupied Chinchow up to yesterday at

least had not advanced as far as Shanhaikuan.

Japanese

railway troops were about twelve miles away but the
regular forces were much farther off.

The Chinese Ninth

Brigade is stated to be still at Shanhaikuan."

From Kuo Wen, Peiping, January eighth:
"Chinese telegraphic advices from Shanhaikuan state

that the Japanese military have replaced all the Chinese^,
employed at the various stations east of Shanghaikuan

cS

with workers from the South Manchurian Railway and that

the telephone and telegraph lines between stations inside
the Great Wall and those outside have been cut by the

Japanese troops arrived at Shanghaikuan from Chingwangtao

on Thursday

7 9 3 .9 4 /3 4 6 6

Following from Reuter, Peiping,
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on Thursday, bringing the total Japanese garrison the
barrier to some two thousand men it is said.”

(ERD MESSAGE).
JOHNSON
WSB
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January 6, 1922

JAN

9 32
FAR EASIER AFFAIRS
department of State

Honorable Henry L. Stimson
Secretary of State
Washington, D. C.

Dear Sir:

The State Department of Education is in receipt of some
literature from the National Salvation Association of Chekiang
Provincial Senior kiddle School, Chairman C. lin, pertaining to
the Japanese-Chinese situation. They enclose a bulletin whose
front page carries the following wording: Title: ’’Japan and the
next World War”, Secret Memorial Concerning Manchuria, Mongolia,
China, U. S. A. & the World, Submitted by General Tanaka (The then
Premier of Japan) to The Japanese Snperor in 1927, Published by
The China Critic, 50 Peking Road, Shanghai, China, and along the
left margin is some waiting in Chinese.
I am interested in knowing what the State Department
knows about this Secret Memorial and whether it is regarded as at all
significant in connection with the present Japanese movement in
Manchuria. This information is not sought for any publicity pur
poses.
I am simply interested in knowing whether or not this
Memorial is bona fides and whether it, in any sense, represents
the general policy of the present Japanese government.
Very sincerely yours,

JAN

1932

NC:B

18

Director of Teacher Training
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In reoly refer to
?E - 793.94/3467.

Mr. N. Conger,
Director of Teacher Training,

State of Oklahoma Department of
Public Inatrnotion,

Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.
Sir:
The receipt ia acknowledged of your letter of Janu

ary 6, 1932, stating that you have received a bulletin,
published by THE CHINA CRITIC entitled "Japan and the

next World War", purporting to be a Secret Memorial sub

mitted by General Tanaka to the Japanese Emperor in 1927,
and inquiring what the Department of State knows about

this so-called Secret Memorial.
Inasmuch as the bulletin referred to was published
in a foreign country under foreign auspices, the Department

of State, although aware of its existence and contents, is
not in position to comment upon its authenticity or signifi

cance.

Very truly yours,
Far the Secretary of State: ’

Stanley K. Hornbeck
i___ /
Chief,
Division of Far Eastern Affairs.

FE

/
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Washington

<0
C4

42, January 9,
Following from American Consul General at Harbin!
11 January 8, 5 p.m.

(D

General Chang Ching Hui returned

a
to Harbin today.

Chi Hsiang a (-?)•* (?) a Japanese adviser.

has been made Chairman of the Committee of Safety at Tsit-

sihar.n
JOHNSON
WSB-HPD

0)
co
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With the recent military operations about
Chinchow, the last remaining administrative authority

of the Government of the Chinese Republic in South

Manchuria, as it existed prior to September 18th, 1931,
has been destroyed.
The American Government continues
/
confident that the work of the neutral commission recently

authorized by the Oouncil of the League of nations will
facilitate an ultimate solution of the difficulties
now existing between China and Japan.

But in

view of the present situation and of its own rights

and obligations therein, the American Government
deems it to be its duty to notify both the Imperial

Japanese Government and the Government of the Chinese
Republic that it cannot admit the legality of any situa

tion de facto nor does it intend to recognize any treaty
or agreement entered into between those Governments, or
agents thereof, which may impair the treaty ri ,hts of

the United States or its citizens in China, including
those which relate to the sovereignty, the independence,

or the territorial and administrative integrity of the
Republic of China, or to the international policy relative

to China, commonly known as the open door policy} and that
it does not intend to recognize any situation, treaty or
agreement which may be brought about by means contrary to

the covenants and obligations of the Pact of Paris of
August 27, 1928, to which Treaty both China and Japan, as

well as the United States, are parties.
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1932
x

X.
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DiviSpn of \
/
EASÏCTN AFFA1RSZ

Secretary of State,

'JA^ 15
Washington

Department

7, January 9, 1 p, m.

’

^<<^4

<

»

Foreign Office has at noon today handed the fol-^0

to;
w

communique to press correspond ents
His Majesty’s Government stand by the policy 01

;

open door for international trade in Liunchuria which 1S
guaranteed by the Nine Power Treaty of Washington.

l/hnchuria the Japanes

<0 |

|

di.

SihC'

representative

j,

<0

on the Council of the League of Nations stated on Octobe^

13th that Japan was the champion in Manchuria of the
principle of equal opportunity and of the open door for

the economic activities of all nations.

Further,

on

December 28th the Japanese Prime Minister stated that
Japan would adhere to the open door policy and would

cw

I

welcome foreign participation and cooperation in Manchingian*

enterprises.

In view of these statements His Majesty’s

Government does not consider it necessary to address any

formal note to the Japanese Government on the lines of

the American Government’s note, but the Japanese Ambassador
has been requested to obtain confirmation of these assur
ances from his Government."

ATHERTON

HPD- JHR
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Peiping via N. R.
Dated January 10, 1932
Rec: de 3:45

F /b E W

FAR EASTi^i

Secretary of State,
1 1 19C2 Gj

Washington.

Department of State

!4SSWl
46, January 10, 11 a.m.

under caption

. 11 America

LEADER this m<

acts at last”;

11 Capture of

Chinchon by Japanese forces and. advance on Shanhaikwan
has now impressed. American State Department officials with

fact that they cannot rely,, upon Japanese official promises
— promises which are made to be broken at will.

We have

reason to believe that State Department was aroused from

its state of lethargy and tameness by growing force of

»
>-•

public opinion in United States calling for more definite^
co
action to stop Japanese military maniacs from orgy of

bloodshed, plunder and seizure of territory.

So called ’open door’

in Manchuria has been tightly

closed by Japanese invaders since their unwelcome entry
into that vast piece of Chinese territory, as foreign

business men can testify.

Note Tihich was

7 9 3 .9 4 /3 4 7 0

Following extracts from

*
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— #46 from Peiping via
N. R.

Note vzhich was transmitted to both China and Japan
on the seventh was the strongest warning United States
Government has yet delivered.

But Reuter report from

Washington explaining American State Department’s amplifi

cation of note ’reiterates firstly that United States does
not intend to interfere in slightest degree with Japan’s
legitimate treaty rights regarding Manchuria and, secondly,
that she does not desire to intrude into any settlement which

Japan may make, on condition that nothing in such settlement

impairs American rights or violates Kellogg Pact.!, If
Reuter report is correct it means United States has told

Japan she may hit her with a stick but in same breath

tells her that stick is only made of paper.
General opinion not only in China but in America itself

is that American note should have been delivered months ago

when Japanese occupation first began.

It is purely case of

locking door after thief has carried away jewels.

VJhen

Japanese began their general advance on Chinchow some weeks

ago they suddenly withdrew troops as result of note from
Colonel Stimson stating he did not understand press reports
of Japanese advance on Chinohow when Baron Shidehara had

given assurances no further aggressions would be made.

Japanese promptly stopped at that time believing United
States might
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Peiping via N.R.

States might take strong action.

Bitter Japanese press

comment brought forth statement from man in control of
to
Americans foreign policy that he did not mean/hurt feeling

of powerful island empire*

Japanese militarists were then

fully assured that they could advance westward without

restraint from powers and so they took Chinchow and are
seizing Shanahaikwan - Mukden section of peiping - Mukden

Railway.

time.

They-are expected to pounce upon Shanhaikwan any

If American Government had firmly insisted that

Japanese army arrest its advance upon Chinchow instead
of displacing timidity by apologetic tone of State Depart

ment Chinchow might still be in Chinese hands and Shanhai-

JfWan would not now be menaced” .
JOHNSON
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January 11, 1932

Referring to the mention on

page two herein of /a "dangerous
spread of Communiât power", —
Mr. Sokolsky said to me last
week that it was\his estimate that
\
there would probaqly occur on or
about May first some kind of Com

munist outbreak in the Yangtze

valley.
SKH/ZMF
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5AI'! n 193/
Washington

DIVISION OF

49, January 11, 11 a.m,
following from Consul General at N
"January 9, 4 p.m.

In compliance with the desire of

the Minister of Foreign Affairs, Ingram and I had a long
talk with him today in the course of which Chen gave us a

confidential complete and very frank explanation of the
predicament of the National Government.

Synopsis of his

statement follows:

Sun Fo left Nanking for Shanghai January 8, 11 p.m,,
and may not return.

The principal reason of his departure

is the refusal of important members of the party and the
Government to take up their posts, owing to their feas that

S

m

the Government will not be able to solve the Japaneso-'tonW

ct

m

troversy in a way to meet popular sentiment and their^no>~
ro

ledge that failure will subject them to violent attack.

It

is the sincere conviction of Chen that no National Govern

ment which fails to eject Japan from the occupied areas or
at least to take positive steps to that end can henceforth

survive

lise
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1932

MET

survive in China. The decision to sever diplomatie relationewith Japan was occasioned by this feeling and by a hope that

effective third party intervention might be brought about.
Chinese leaders here seem to feel unanimously that China

must suffer diplomatic distresses if faced with Japan alone.
Chen admitted that under the new system if Sun Fo resigns

all other members of the Government must likewise go.

He

predicts that Chiang Kai Shek would be unable to form and

maintain another government and that the disintegration of
the National Government will necessarily result in a danger-

ous spread of Communist power.

He says local military

leaders will be unable to stem this tide because the troops

*

have been influenced by Communism and are behind in their
’

pay and rebellious.

Ingram is making report of the

tenor.
(GRAY) The Minister of Railways informs me that Sun Fo

went to Shanghai to persuade Wang Ching Wei to take up duties
in the Government and will go to home of “Chiang Kai Shek for
the same purpose.

This information attributed predicament

of the Government half to Japanese invasion and half to lack
of cooperation from Chiang and others".

CIB-WSB

JOHNSON
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Division of Far Eastern AFFALFS
January 11, 1932.

The 'titl^ "Shengchang",
referred to\in( the attached

telegram, meads "Provincial
Governor".
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FROM

Dated January 11, 1932
Rec’d 3

Secretary of State
Washington

43, January 11, 10 a

Following from Consul General at Hart

"January 9, 11 a. m
One.

At noon on January 7 at Tsitsihar General

Chang Ching Hui announced that he had on January 3rd
taken over the control of all military and civil affairs
in Heilungkiang
Province with the title of Shengchang
*
__ _
and notified Chinese Government orally in only Mukden,

Kirin and Harhin to this effect
Two.

General Ma will probably serve under Governor

General Ting Chao-, who has begun to lean

thirty auto buses to carry troops south of Harbin

1932

toward the Japanese, commenced yesterday to commandeer

15

Three.

JAN

Chang as Commander of the Provincial military forces

a large band of brigands, who appeared to be threatening
to march on Harbin.

By the time he had gathered the buses

received a report that the brigands had scattered so
did not send the troops<

This gave rise to rumor that

Kirin troops wore being sent to Harbin and that he had

decided to resist them.”
JOHNSON
JHR - WSB
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Washington.

O
m

/
~
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Department of Stat»

793.

51, January 11, 6 p. m.

-x

Lr

//’

Wellington Koo called this noon and inquired as to

^0

significance of the Department's notes to China and to

Department’s telegram.

I informed him orally of the-

***

(X
contents of Department’s 3, January 8,

5 p. m., to

W

Nanking.
In the course of the conversation, during which
\
he brought up the question of a conference under the

Nine Power Treaty, he expressed belief that there could

be no settlement to the lianchurian question unless

v*

realities were boldly and honestly faced and the

interests of all three parties to the questions invol^gd
NO
in the situation in hanchuria, namely, China, Japan and

P
"

Russia, were taken into consideration at such conference.
He expressed the belief that Russia must necessarily be

a party to such conference.

I told Koo that I had no

information as to the Department’s views in regard to such

a conference either as to its composition or as to the

time of holding it.

I said that I felt that among the
*

factors
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factors to be taken into consideration in determining
the time when such a conference should be called would

be the existence of a responsible government in China
with a leadership capable of facing the problems
involved and committing itself to a plan for their
settlement.

JOHNSON
ICLP

HPD
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From

Dated January 11, 1932

>hI% I 1
JiVldlP.K CF

Rec'd 10:10

Secretary of State,

Washington.

50,. January 11, 5 p. m.

(PARTS 1 T

Following is summary of editorials appearing in January

ninth issue of three vernacular papers subsequent to the
presentation of American Government's identic note of

January seventh to China and Japan.

SHIH CHIEF JIH PAO, PEIPING editorial,

states Chinese

authorities who are accustomed to rely on others feel that
the American note brings pressure to bear on Japan in

favor of China and that the American Government has raised

the "siege" on behalf of China.

The editorial, after
JAN

reviewing contents of note, comes to conclusion that note
is merely a scrap of paper which cannot be relied upon

19

to produce any material results and the United States is

1932

solely concerned with her own rights and interests in

Manchuria and does not intend to interfere in the present
dispute.

CHING PAO (Reining press) editorial states that
Chinese people wonder why Anti-War Pact and Nine Power
Treaty
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Treaty were not invoked by the United States before.

The

editorial expresses opinion that the United States is

merely making reservations regarding her position and

policy vis a vis Manchuria and that the note was not
designed to stop Japanese aggression.

Therefore the

Chinese peoples cannot feel happy over the action taken

by the United States.

It continues by deploring China's

inaction which it asserts has been saved by international
division only by virtue of the attempt of the powers to
maintain the balance of power in the Far East-.

China

has played one power off against another for years but

the editorial asserts that this will not avail now and
that China must become unified and steps must be taken

to cope with foreign aggression.
Editorial proceeds expressing the opinion:

(One).

That first step taken by the Japanese de

stroyed China’s territorial and administrative integrity as
well as "open door policy".

Furthermore Japanese measures

were designed to destroy Anti-War Pact and that United

States should have taken steps long ago to maintain these

treaties;
(Two),

her present action coming too late.

That China’s military strength is manifestly

not equal to that of Japan which has made slaves of thirty
million
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Chinese and violated her treaty obligations.

In

the absence of justice and effective action on the part
of the powers China will become an easy prey to Communism,

(Three).

That Japan's principal object in occupying

Manchuria was to gain control of her resources and. thus
strengthen her military power.
The editorial” expresses the opinion that the world

faces a catastrophe of the first magnitude if no steps are
taken to check Japan.-

China cherishes no hatred toward the

Japanese people realizing that the Japanese militarists are

responsible for the present aggressiveness of the Island
Empire.

China desires a peaceful settlement of the issue

and hopes that world public opinion will compel Japan to

repent for her crimes.

If not, the editorial concludes,

the four hundred millions of China must unite and struggle

to the bitter end.

But the hope is expressed that the

United States and other powers will render every assistance

for which China will be not ungrateful.
(END DARTS 1 TO 4 INCLUSIVE).

JOHNSON
KLP
HDD
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GRAY
Peiping via N.R..
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'

1 i
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Dated January 11, 1932

Rec’d. 10:57 a.m<
Secretary of State,
Washington

50, January 11, 5 p.m. (PART FIVE)
(For ’press data regarding above vernacular papers

see Legation’s despatch No. 1102, July 27, 1931).
(END MESSAGE)

JOHNSON
KLP-HPD
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When a correspondent asked if the Secretary had anything
to say regarding the reported occupation today of Chinchow by
Japanese forces, the Secretary declined to comment.

A corres

pondent asked whether the Secretary could say if the United
States planned any further action.

The Secretary replied that
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he would rather not comment on the situation.-

He added that he

would give the press everything he could when the time comes.

:».■

When a correspondent enquired whether anything h.-d been done
since the last Japanese memorandum was received, the Secretary

replied in the negative.
A correspondent asked if the Secretary had heard anything
from the League of Nations Commission which was supposed to
go to China to learn if the Japanese had occupied Manchuria.

g£
In reply, the Secretary said he had not heard when the Com

mission was going.

He added that he had heard certain names

mentioned as having been chosen to serve on the commission, but
had no other inform., tion, than press accounts,

as to the truth

of those reports.

A correspondent observed that the League had announced

Mr. Hines’ naine as the American member of the Commission.
In reply, the Secretary said Mr. Hines was unable to go.

31

The

correspondent enquired whther the League had found a substitute.
The Secretary replied that no substitute hod been found,

as he knew.

He asked if announcement had not been made of

Mr. Hines’ inability to go.

negative.

so far

A correspondent replied in the

The Secretary remarked that he had been under the

impression that it had, since it occurred ten days ago.

Mr.

Hines was unable to go because of business engagements.

A
C'i

<-5'1

correspondent asked how the information was sent to the League. *”
The Secretary replied that it was sent by Mr. Hines through^he
State Department.

A correspondent asked if there had been any

suggestion of any other person to act.

The Secretary replied

in the negative.
A correspondent referred to a press despatch to the effect

that Ambassador Forbes had indicated his desire to retire
and return to the United States. The Secretary, in reply,

said

he had seen the story to that effect and also to the effect
that there was a rumor of some disagreement between himself and
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Mr. Forbes.

The Secretary characterized the latter story as

being entirely untrue.

He recalled that when he asked Mr.

Forbes to go to Japan as Ambassador it was well understood that
Mr.< Forbes could stay there only a comparatively short time.

That was nearly two years ago and, wh’ile there has been no

resuggestion on the Ambassador's port that he wants to get away
at any particular moment, yet it was understood he was not there

for a long term.

The Secretary added that he could not say too

strongly there had not been the slightest difference of view
point between the Ambassador and himself.

Mr. Forbes has been

most cordial and faithful in every bit of work he had and
the Secretary said he felt it would be a great injustice to

Mr. Forbes for such a story to be circula.ted.
A correspondent asked if the Ambassador ever indicated
a definite date when he would like to return to the United
States.

The Secretary replied in the negative.

A correspondent asked if something was not said during the
Ambassador's recent visit to this country as to w'ren he would

return to the United Stales.

FOR BACKGROUND ONLY, the Sec

retary said that the Ambassador had reminded him of the original
understanding, but did not fix any definite time for his return.

The correspondent enquired whether anything was Said then re

garding Mr. Forbes' return after the crisis.

FOR BaCDGROUND

ONLY, the Secretary replied that Mr. Forbes said nothing more
than that he would not embarrass us by allowing his private con

venience to interfere in the middle of a crisis.

A corres

pondent enquired whether Ambassador Forbes' resignation had
been submitted.

The Secretary replied in the negative and

added that no time for retirement was suggested.

A correspondent said he thought that all the press des
patches emphasized the fact there was no difference of opinion
between the Secretary and the Ambassador.

The Secretary said

he was glad of that, because there had been none.

The
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correspondent continued by saying that the inference in the

despatches from the Far East seemed to be that the final en
trance of Jaoan into Chinchow had eneded the crisis.

The

Secretary said he would leave that for the correspondents to
decide.

ITALY
A correspondent enquired whether the Department hrd taken
any further action in regard to the various recent bombings

and bomb scares.

The Secretary said they had occurred while

he was away from the Department, but he understood the cor
respondents had been told that the State Department conferred
with the Department of Justice on the subject.
he had heard nothing further except that the

He added that

Department of

Justice had taken the matter up.
SECRETARY STIMSON
A correspondent said that during the Secretary’s absence
the press got some very erroneous information.

It was under

stood that Secretary was shooting ducks out of season.

The

Secretary said he understood that a group of newspaper corres
pondents seized with avidity the idea that he was a lawbreaker
He explained that he was after a much more difficult bird—a

perfectly legal one.
Walter A. Foote,
Acting Chief
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Peiping via N.R.

£ > 'VT ‘>F

Dated January lly 1932

’’Press reaction to American note strong.

Railway now occupied to Shanhaikwan.

Peiping—Mukden

Japanese have appointed

new manager for north half of Peiping—Mukden line.-

On

January 9 Japanese officer stated Japanese General Staff

now prepared for soviets and troops movement north confirms

this*. On January 10 Semenoff was in Mukden conferring with
Japanese - Mongols”.

JOHNSOK
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DEPARTMENT OF STATE

THE SECRETARY
January 8, 1932

1ŒM0RANDUM OF/CONVERSATION
AND COUNT KABAYAMA.____________

SI

Manchuria

JAW 12 1932 J

Count Kabayama called to see me and told me that*
"H

he had left Japan while Mr. Wakatsuki was Premier and
Baron Shidehara was Foreign Minister.

He began by

m

saying something as to the serious nature of the

situation which had come up in Japan with the army

I

replied that it was a tragedy, and I referred to my talk

with Mr. Debuchi only a week before September 18th

(D

when

we had agreed on the improvement which had taken place

(D

in the relations between the United States and Japan and
01

how we hoped we would perhaps soon be able to straighten

out the trouble over immigration.

I said that now

this situation had occurred which had produced the

serious impression upon American sentiment which Count
Kabayama himself must have noted.

>
!
|

Count Kabayama had

referred to the attitude of the army and its quarrel

2*
z
T*

with the civil government, and I pointed out the deep
feeling of the American people which such a situation

y

violated - our deep seated belief in the subordination

of the military to the civil authorities, explaining how

it dated back in English history to the ship money affair
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- 2 I said that ever since that time we had

of Charles I.

believed that the civil authorities must rule the army
and told him how we had felt towards Germany when it was

proved in Germany how the army ruled the civil authorities

Count Kabayama had told me he realized the defect in the
Japanese Constitution and how they had realized it ever

since the difficulty over the ratification of the Naval
Treaty in 1930; that thinking men had been planning to

remedy this.

He explained to me the difficulties inherent

in the Japanese conception in the sanctity of the Emperor.

He also told me that in this case the navy had opposed

the army in the Manchurian policy; that the navy had

thought that this original trouble with the Chinese at
Mukden should be treated as an isolated right and not be

made the basis for a political campaign such as the army
proceeded to make it.
I explained to Count Kabayama our position in this

present matter.

I said first that we had no antagonism

or objection to Japan's legitimate treaty rights in

Manchuria but looked upon them with sympathy, and second
that we did not seek at all to intrude into any settlement

of this quarrel with China which Japan had, provided
only that the settlement did not impair our rights in the

open
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open door in China or violate the peace treaties.

I

explained to him our views as to the importance of the
open door, and I described the importance of the peace
treaties.

Incidentally I told him of my own views

towards Japan’s position in the Orient and howl felt
that it was greatly to the interest of the United States
to have a strong, responsible Japan friendly to our
western points of view acting as our friend and interpreter
on the edge of Asia with all of the uncertainties of
China and Russia behind.

I told him how when this thing

had broken out I had remembered Wakatsuki’s courageous
fight for the ratification of the Naval Treaty and had
advised that he be given an opportunity to control his

army.

Count Kabayama said yes, that my attitude was

well known; that he had found it expressed in London.

I told him that I was very troubled because I looked
forward now to the importance of making strong

representations for the defense of American rights and
interests in Manchuria, and I pointed to the cases lying

on my desk comprising the injuries done to no less than

thirteen American corporations in Manchuria, and I told
him that I had read a Reuters dispatch which indicated
that Japan was thinking of setting up an independent or

autonomous
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- 4 autonomous Manchuria and if that were done it would make

a very serious breach with this country because it would
be a complete violation of the open door policy embodied
in the Nine-Power treaty.

He said that the establish

ment of such an independent Manchuria would be in his
opinion unthinkable by Japan.

I asked him whether the

armies in Japan were going beyond the Great Wall, and

he said no, they were not.

He told me how for many

years there had been an evolution of party government
in Japan which was taking away power from the army, and

yet that the army was a stabilizing influence in the
Orient.

He told me of how he had come to this country

as an informal representative of industrial Japan and
of his talks with Baron Dan and how Baron Dan had

asked him to bring along Kamatsu.

He said that he was

going over to New York to talk with Thomas Lamont and

other friends there.

HLS.

S HLSîHHR
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EMBASSY OF THE

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
v<: VA\

Decenbe

1110
JAH 11 52

The honorable

x>

<

T e secretary of Jtate,

bashin^ton.
lir :

..ith reference to :..y hespatch .Jo. 10 99 of Le-

cencer

, 1331, 1 rave the honor tu enclose a

translation of an editorial which appeared in IL
tire urpan of the rational revolutionary

Party, of sece’.noer 19, 1-31, consentin', on the Lan
churian situation.

1'he Depart .ent will note that

t;e tone of this editorial is somewhat different

fro-.; that of JL

h/silhO so far as criti-
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oism of the United States is concernée.
Respectfully yours,

Enclosure:

Translation of an editorial^appearing
NACI01TAL of December 29, 1931.

710 (U.S.-Japan)
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Enclosure to despatch number
of December 30, 1931,
from the American Embassy at Mexico City
TRANS LAT ION

(EL NACIONAL: December 29, 1931)

THE IMPERIALISM OF THE ORIENT AND THE DOCTRINE OF SPANISH
AMERÎCÂ
“

The determination taken by the Imperial Government of
Japan to have General Honjo’s forces advance to the strong

hold of Chinchow, the last refuge of Chinese authority in

Manchuria, is the latest episode in a war of conquest car
ried on amid the astonishment of a world which had been ac
customing itself to the belief that this kind of warlike

enterprise could not be tolerated because it is contrary to

contemporary international ethics.

Through the failure of the mediation of the principal
body for international action - the League of Nations -,

and through the arrogance of the aggressor State’s reply
to the admonitions of the chanceries interested in the en

forcement of the treaties and conventions which guarantee
the sovereignty and the integrity of the nation attacked,

we have suddently returned to a state of affairs which
means that defenceless nations are no longer protected.

General Honjo’s attitude finds an exact parallel in

that of Prince Henry of Prussia, when the latter, on the
pretext of seeking reparation for the killing of two Ger
man missionaries, had the German fleet penetrate the Bay

of Quiaochao in order to force the hand of the Celestial
Empire in the granting of excessive concessions in Shan
tung.

The (world -?-) war and its aftermath have netted

us nothing.

Contracts are binding only in proportion to
the
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-2the feebleness of the States in question; when they de

fine the duties of the (great) powers, they have but the
validity,attributed to them by Bethman Hollweg, of mere

’’scraps of paper".

International action is effective in

terminating differences which may arise between small

countries; but it is a poor and sorry thing in ths face

of a puissance de proie determined to carry out its de

signs, even - as in the case under discussion - in disre
gard of concrete agreements, general duties, and at the

loss of all moral authority.

Despite the obvious nature of a military invasion
effected by a nation on territory the sovereignty over

which is universally recognized as belonging to another
State, the powers of judgment which ought to shape public

opinion in regard to this serious question are misled and
confused with lamentable facility.

Hot a few disregard

the humane issue involved in the defence of a weak and

helpless people, the victim of the aggression, in order

solely to contemplate, as a spectacle of surpassing inter
est, the struggle of the imperialisms for predominance in

the markets of the Orient.
He had already noticed that even in Mexico — a coun

try which, by reason of its past history, its traditions,

and its political and geographical position, must constant
ly espouse the cause of defenceless peoples who are the

victims of aggression — newspapers were not lacking (such
as that of Bucareli

)•) to undertake the thankless task of

arguing in defence of ths Japanese invasion of Manchuria.
direct
But now, when the/intervention of the chief powers has
brought

(1) Translator’s note:

The reference is to EXCELSIOP,whose
offices are on Calle Bucareli.

4*
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brought the crisis to a head, and when the relations between
Japan and the United States are becoming momentarily more

strained, not a few Spanish-American publications pride
themselves on playing up the overbearing arrogance employed
by the Japanese Government in its reply to the White House.

Newspapers in Montevideo and Buenos Aires applaud the

Chancery at Tokio for the parallel which it established be
tween the Japanese intervention in Manchuria and the Amai-i-

can intervention in the Republic of Nicaragua, and are

happy to add -- according to reports frcm the news agencies

— that Japan has more ’’right” to invade Manchuria than the
United States has to intervene in Nicaragua.
Public opinion in Spanish-America — and, we may even

say, among the ipajority of the people in the United States

— has always energetically repudiated, definitely opposed, '
and unreservedly condemned each act of intervention,peace 
ful or armed, temporary or permanent, which any country lias

carried out in any other on this Continent.

This sentiment,

which is the guiding essential spirit of the entire policy
of the peoples of Spanish America — and which has

been

fully ratified by its adoption as the common standard of
ethics throughout the world —

makes it imperative for us

to express our solidarity with any country which has suf

fered invasion or intervention, as is the present case in

China, a country which is engaging in a heroic struggle

for its political and social transformation and which has
entrusted its external defence to the righteousness of its

cause (la fuerza de su derecho) and to international coop
eration.

To side with Japanese imperialism, overlooking its

arrogance and its excesses, merely because it justifies
itself by (pointing to) the acts (of others) which we have

condemned
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condemned time and again-- to do this would, apart from

indicating an inconsistency in our own doctrine, lead to
an accumulation of the reasons, an enrichment of the mul

tiple factors availed of by the imperialist groups which
demand intervention in these latitudes.
The same reasons today adduced in justification of

the Japanese invasion would tomorrow be used to support
acts prejudicial to the independence, the integrity, and
the soverâignty of our own countries.

Translated by
KCT
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED1
Peiping via N.R.

""rf.

Dated January 11, 1932

From

Rec’d 1:55 p.m,
Secretary of State

»rrf'

Washington

I1 V-js',

52, January 11

7 p.m.

Following from Lieutenant Al
11 One.

January 9, 3 p.m,

Shanhaikwan very quiet

Japanese here about 300; nearest Japanese detachment 20
men Wanchiatun 6 miles distant.

10
Cl

Nearest brigade head-

(0
quarters Suichang 30 miles distant.

No evidence Japanese

intention of occupying Shanhaikwan in the immediate future

01

Shall send details interview with the Chinese commanding

-I
(0

officer at Shanhaikwan and Japanese commanding officer at

Shanhaikwan from Chinwantao.1’
"Two.

January 10.

«
Japanese commander in chief at m

Stated that are|g
AO
is quiet and Japanese have no intention occupying Shanhaik

Shanhaikwan polite but uncommunicative.

wan as objective has been reached.

He had no objection my

going outside the wall but thought no transportation available
General Ho 9th brigade apparently maintains close touch
with Japanese and I believe that his., informât ion fairly
reliable.

He knows that Japanese armored train attempted
to
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2-52 from Peiping via N.H.,
January llr 1932

to enter Shanhaikwan January 6 but after his objection

only •±TÜ^ttsb« entered, for water,

Same date detachment

Japanese railway workers from South Manchuria Railway
entered Shanhaikwan with railway transportation officer

to aid repair rolling stoc'k but have left.

He reports

that Japanese appear anxious maintain present quiet and

believes they have no intention advance inside the wall”
JOHNSON

WSB
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NAVY DEPARTMENT
In reply refer to No.

Op-16-B-12

- '^neior. of \

Office of Naval Intelligence

MS» AWdttfi

WASHINGTON

\

-'‘AN .1 1

;

DEW

9 January 1932
Memorandum for Far Eastern Division, State Department
The following was received from Naval Attache, Peiping, dated
8 January 1932:

j

7 9 3 .9 4 /3 4 8 0

.

"LIEUT BROWN NOW MUKDEN HAVING JUST VISITED CHINCHOW IN JAPANESE
MILITARY TRAIN REPORTS SECOND DIVISION HEADQUARTERS KOUPaNGTZE TWENTIETH
DIVISION HEADQUARTERS CHINCHOW. FIFTEEN THOUSAND JAPANESE OCCUPY RAILWAY
MUKDEN TO SHANKAl KUAN. PEIPAO LINE BEING CLEARED Al© ALTHOUGH JAPANESE
DENY INTENTION TO OCCUPY JEHOL LARGE SCALE IMPRESSMENT ANIMAL TRANSPŒT
PRESAGES THIS OR ELSE EXTENSION ANTI BANDIT CAMPAIGN. CONSIDERABLE
BRIDGE BUILDING MATERIAL MOVING SOUTH FROM MUKDEN. NO EVIDENCE OF
CHINESE IRREGULARS HAMPERING COMMUNICATIONS. ATTITUDE OF JAPANESE
FORCES STIFF. JAPANESE SAY PRESENCE FOREIGN OBSERVERS RESPONSIBLE FOR
CHINESE GUERILLA WARFARE WHICH NECESSITATED PRESENT EXPEDITIONARY FORCE"
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a -.U«d attnuttan to the taot that th©
of their forces lu -mchuria

In mr
jupniw&e tac concern

tloue-; tta taavar*
r4Uü^t restuorei^ their troops
w:-e on tho north brta ar tta ;,outa iver* l&o* th.I tte 1
tad sent >*n ulW/itmx to ûm^orta ut Cten-dte.n
hi® -lite
•frusta norta of tte ohtawne restart* -tatau.-* ..onurul ta refused to

with tte tapanaee den tasf .-£</* -.3 tta J nn^se cinta* contlxmaâ to Incrr^se /ta mœfoùï.' of tan troops*
‘?c âù.pun<ïtm twnâ
ta ft lnfar»d tut that
Uav’^tai* 1-th, .taKv-u.
colli ctad
ab-'vt dOfOUU /.af/^itry* O placet,. or rUiUvy, r tn<3ch nart4‘?t
2 i/nti-fdahj/’-uft ^ma9
ab^at âüJQ cnvulry* sma Uv.t tta cnvnlry
ww ,!M¥lr^. arcxoi- ’.ta
xi < t ta <->r* tu tattad \te »r /

r^ur*

later they
ported üta an ta. 17th • c.
• tad e^uur^éd
between uw tao cav.-.^lry ùoltatatata /ta tta'«
r<u«;r 1 eiu. ’€
*^.s imlnent* ■'$&
bopta .>rcuud duna> o’clock ou to
nornln-j uf dcv^'ter 13 th*
ho p. /clpltatar. ta>. Htat taxmot b®
ardld* but u^ti d; tapum&o ctair i'^2 r— ht otay in sadr*dafen«^»
.te lollvArii., lb an account of
•laakn tanlchi roctavud
oue ot

by the
..ta/ .■v\xXtaters ou ta* ffcoat:

,t d-'iybx’tr^ s>n bcvonter ita^j

*r.co jf

ib

•.

trated ;l._-0 o< rUüer^ <«?k.L <- j >‘na .-^ rUlvs : xx; ' ; bh
cne^’s poaXUe^t ta '.<^11^
è..p'^e^- -uu-^ -ta* t^lyta of
their i4r..l.u *AXly
ta'/ or«<^*6 enu-;.r.,rt atay «sMlstad by
^m^orcù tioiorcmxs ■•u,»d

--

®

s<- ° ta'ftmHi &

:-/d>.in;: ta 111.^4 in $
'-h^ x
rcite'^a up weir
aiceess by ooctipylu^ tte wn«KV*s Xlrc-t, arez-Lâ^ third* /ja<l
Anirth ^usiUw </ta ^utacû fyr^twû in pursuit*
iW^nchi wrus

fight* finally gove
for

very

taikan at 3i00 P*r?,<

ïta .1 ir. three direction©; ttata ta,
. » «
tawr&s ; si Imiter*
-:$i -'tejï«.g-htüi apod norths ata on
ta-u> ecsipouta oi two coùche©
-tov, i-te /ta.ta1/* x li$it u&jjtr-ta
pur^t*d the trtan ‘ta >or&od 1- 1/--'- vta lrf ■ .t
r^ltlve
À’Ut UWt/* ’
?hy

wifiitarda tayn-,, ’U.<

"Thus*
;z4ttatar
vf soldera
cm hjraaW
er^nallatad

t-te

Ute
â.urlt - Cta.-hlta
ta the ob^tinuo
wre ^hun botc^ tta<Ni
atn^u;* 4id ©sut a p- rty
fcftto tte -talod City of mtsihu'* ?y 10:00 a*.a»
l^th tae ..;w flag w® sœn
oc the top of the
ws-Ul*"

*fte àbore ©tecks vary uloa^ly /i / . otter nceounta ^tatahed ln
pk’cw*

Tte

«kihl

rupart^i taut <.*b-/Ut 3:00 %4*Me, Kovœter lath, tùo

d@il^-::ki:iU^ iww d^rwral .> ©a
cpenm?
00 the
Jupcuw^e troop© anf. ttet ht* .^wirta iiamn* C'KTnnûar uî tiw --ta
■Ivialun* owared a gewx^Ai attack stack tavk ph.ee nbuut G;00
i.^er cw.-r of ■= rwisvy artillery fire*
■*y

hokyo

kcgmrt

tai4

.'xx»< Ivfl
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- 8 âlttem^h the press rap art® thut xaltalhar m occupied 0® the lvth|
the üenevnl toff stated that Japanese troop» arrived there ou that
arming, but srosped out al 4® the city, ooeupyia^ it «a the SOth, aad
that (ieertd
:®à retreated to Hdlua,

i7® fill ao®cunts obtainable the Chlneaa offered the met stubborn
résistant» that the Juptm&ss hnve moountered so far in the P&aehurisn
trouble, but the superior training ?,ad scgiiysent of the Japanese natur
ally vos out*

'flw General ^taff published the fullering caewdlty list ssverol
day® after ths battle:
Killea - üffle,.rs
m^.^aceM

3
6

hllstad 33
ousted ISO

Total 36
Total 136

Grand Total

168

Thia figT.^iig took place -u&ier severe ®eut-»cr coalitions, the
twsperatur* being 30 negroes below sere C» ■«spit® the fast the
Jupoaese troop® s»ru equipped with £le«o©-lir,od overcoats, alttaus,'
and he&aets, during the *»aœk iwtrabor 13th to ih'Va, they suffered
no lass than 300 casualties froa froat-bitc. Those >»a were evacuated
to the base hospitals»
. Thoy «stilted that Gwerai >m*s eaaaulties wre oatween two usd
three thousand ®n. If his cacmltiea wre so large it was undoubtedly
<»» to the araawd soTor cars und airplane» used by the Jnpsweao»

,<wordlr«ï to ths Gimoral . taff the J--ptiBese troop» taking p;<rt is
this battle were:
10 battalion of Infantry
& açaaàrons of Cavalry
& batteries of yield Artillery
1 company of üjsglaeers
S batterie» of Heavy Field rtiliery
l'étal of 3,000 mu.

ho sumtion wee mde of the 4a®ored ^narosrs wx tdrplanea, wbioh
wre usscd, sa th® prma publiehed phstogr^hic «vide:®® to that afreet»

It is probable that store troops than listed above wore used, as
the bulk of the Japttnese arasy in -unchurlu ms in rear of Vs® Sanai
ttiwwr ready to res&foros Use Iront line at ssny tine»
ith the fall of Tsltaihar the li^sneoe ilitiuy In uinshuria
extended their ocætrol over & third province» leaving osly Jsbol out
side their power, and at the sanwtljas owrsaae was of the two r«®i»feg
strongholds of Chung H&»h-U«tg, chlnohow being the other»

to u® .outtu

B«

On ho*«Rbôr g4th, the Japanese amt the &oreaa tfritsade. the newly
ft$riV(*4 Itiroaaki Brigade, deïl^ûTted as the 4th Mlsod ilrigutMt, aod
so®e Hailmy Guards south from isukdes bar the purpose of ext®minall»6
î^/a

Tolgro

sport No, 699<

2 Deo» 1931»
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- 3 ine bandit e in Uw ara« b®tea®j the
suu. the
iftmever,
it wtu> clo.-u.*!/ ti&fzti Shut tiiia Bae out a px'&ll.'.xintu-y su rye twnrd*
;Maehcw.
vidoatly, not eatlnflcd with nbat they W gained, th©
.llitaiy autiioritisô in !<^tkdea pl'-vaseu to drive out the last Nonuta
of Oktsg HauehwWmc’s «tsy frou “irsnehuria, and on i'ovmber rdth, the
clash easae, ,-Usd th© udvnnee on <J&2.£»o&oe» began, The exact tKTvceients of
the troop© east oa the £4 th h%e not bean clearly 1. fl sated in the
prene here» anâ t:.w General .tuff have sot nlefiu’od tun up. chUehow
«me bcmbed cm tnc -‘‘dth, und on the- t?th lîie 4th ixod ’.stride (’{Irœaki
drVAsle) took iivaahuB uad puahr.d on, &1.U tun -'orotu. '...rigado and
the ‘Jetachsr-F t c*r .Sails”-y •\k-.nia »d.©o odvuiced t-miro© -.’hlnohcMr, while
the îîaâ dvlelon
• -•.ctvcwutia is Tukdoa. '.icmever, th.-ink© to’ the
uro .. J>t ts i’O-ur by 1‘orcl..;.. ^u.nu-y, . uk./o on t’-n 71« ox’iierM
the troops n-;t to proceed. isycmd t. ?» •;« ll.aiu iver, an.-..- ,;hir.0uow,
but aow© cavalry --nd a.dvnnco truops
lr- a.’y cw&aed over, 'ihls
order wee lister suppléais» t-.nl juul «11 the troops uei-« ordered to with
drew to t'j® enet bntù1. ■■■• tho .; lacs ;iv&r. .'-id • -1 thcVAaw?il va» .u«ea^>~
liaheft by tee ni dst of f-a^aber :?th»
It io intorf.--.-ti t' tv n-ite tuat u..:.\
--<.n«-?^-1 l-ff .utes i-orel-in
office .‘vive.' «jivoii ua j.*ep-.---tted uoau’^utcc.1'- t • .t <.;»,■■ > . n:>i isit’..r»ded
the ©.trance cm chineho*, s«' tV; .-•.bovc. pi:.icily
~ «V.-i the.- 7.«ilit..iry
>.-uthoritlos «.we uetl-.-;; l.JVy.ly upon tbolr own initiative, .-.s u-.<we ten
beau so sxîcu.. <.:o«s in eraser v'hlaeh<m «hic:. \->uld Ju ;tify s-.îndln(j
troop© there, . •• ■»:.© in V»'‘> c-^sr. of
rtrst battle wf t.’.a y.onnl dve-r

Colorwfl -«Uroy solo-artvhed fr»^ ul-sdon uct 13 ’ -rU-illcm of
Xnfnntry toed
..r^d it. •.‘-...-a cidhcJi-v. •

lise Junerul taî£
btUit of W® Liao 4v^rt
^he ddVGnee
aav»
Uw
on thol:
state tfVst l->r^ detaül^ücxita
wo;
XWâMi.ruiôa
zrom
i»/ 1 activa it
Hot
IMÆtion uf
>vlk rorxali-.: '^u- rsæh

<vr-’ ù

un jWmUT ;Qtht l?0
tlimji i.ükyc fnXi
rtatlm: o:-: the

i

io

* -v IXau held
d into the
alneho^e

?a^y

’ r^hufr;
rjid
thet

-’riû

of iletitml

ptisneâ

laO mtsft at tau? ’xyls^ipb ;■•■nu
roKyo an

ltlüO jmeFilt-s to roplae-a Uie
ButialimB left ‘ obe recently
’>

..tuff*

left

-4th»

ar©

mo oi tha .
'©coralr«g to the

tniae ü y©art Anw IM vM

©e$ob^r lMt

•ù&d V^ey »totr<d Wet thl^ ehnn.^ 1® a naisal pr<m<hwô«

it wtiis noted alx/re> the Hirom&l. ilrfl^ade Imif reaeUed ^anchor!©,
but the Kij^^an
<4eh It w» to relierat .ha* not yet been withe—
asm#

•V'-*

htu 5904

& /5ec>
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4.

Tr&oga.

® bwt been unable re-c^»itly to get an ?iccu.v:.ie K«a oi" th®
distribution of troops, but fro». coivt-rsaiion® rt the itancral taff
<m kovoaber 23th
2$th, it ^p^.ars U‘--;t the ■sv.jarity of jrupnnee®
ii*oOpa in . anehuria sere anti 1 -to . ita c*^ômlrî«|.<d Lx; ato su-ourd
,axk«m, rM to Uic- south thereof. 3»wer^tÏM> 4th llxee brig dfl
left :ukdca& ok the uOth for iattaikax
the X-pntKvse dal!-* .to is
agsls
trend» lo la thet ^rea.
,?.1-U !■;

-*

ii-xtsir.»

ua the ;.Gth. fighting ognia started in .ifEtsis between the
>:Mnwe and the SiqxtaMtt, and tho tlrin.--: bec s.--: gcceral, continuing
ror several, 4^8» Oti the •'^th too -,‘'fluoral toff ••■.toted th?.t the
situa tic® in Tientaiîî va® serf
-r
etwer. 300»u*d 40C m fra»
t,;j& lùjreu» ;»rlgwde
ordered fro»-'.
u . iontein to reenfureo
th® gtxrrisan there, j’heoe truape left mhd«x on to*» :«fternooa of
the 3Bth, sine: yreceoaod to zler.tsin via dnireu arriving in 'ihngku
the ovanlug of '-■■'*•■ :Oth}
in Iloatslh
th,4 naming of eec^W-r
1st»
• detoctox-r >■ >-•£ Jupiuss<3« mHues wext l.-sjx-tod in .Icuitsla on
the 7 th fre.) ths.-. t«o deetjcvÿere 'i-uyo'' ;Jid ^uattknya* <--t ialsu
hath the vhinos# ’-nd J- ' pafiosfl soc Lieras of the city
siiallad,

Mwltiag in r.
of «waltles. On the 08tb the situaUoa
quieted down ac»MRshal but le^vy firing oatansueed ag/dn an the i’bth-t.
xiawever» aeesadixe to tbe pre®s it quieted <iam again on the
but they report ti® «itu-ulan ia,.sUll fmsght •»iLh d.--J¥;er«

<*•

- Alling ..ttachfca in. .■■■'■wiug’ia..

•ihe ikritiab» French, .••olich,
■•■ s.<: ^^71^*41 .llltary
• ttachee, al00 • representative of the It.-ill.-tf» aabnetqr, loft lokyo
©a yovesHbar lot for hutæhvæia at> '’axels
th® J:tp*o»ne '-baserai
taff. ■ ft.©r ps'.yin.,. their respects on c«twr<'A 'ionjo la ...uhden, they
went to Changchun, -axd thm retuvmd lo is^sr.« rhay left -’u&üoe
again -on the vth for Chtmehun uad spent tho cUW in i;ixln< Itscy
roturassl to
on
»■ a-o <<.-v -æü a;*w reported to ?®ive left
:or 'loitelhar on .-«oceub^r
- '■'&•/ mpoat to revo*n to rutden <®
>ecmbi»r 4th*

Qi« preee reporte tool acver.ù wttoehce ryo® . c>ir.g l»>ve boon
in Ghinciu/w for to psset week.
?*

■■llituyy.?oe»dbilltle» in ya&hupfa..

h'ow that tfte J’epuneee military ««..thoritloa in /.wchurlu herv®
taken Mukden, xlrin, ejid rMlungJtihæ .’rovineee, the only .-hlfiiee®
furoes
left oppose Uwa ure In Chlncbcw. Their atuenpl laet week
io grapple with those troo .-s was frustr tod 'ey pressure from Tokyo
anrt. foreign sowcoe. This 3»vax*the ;.«ss did not wan t-ml they 3©
not wirth to drlvo toot» irvo^a south oi the Great oil. It simply
Mana that they are willing to call off the action provided the
Sflutrul ..one le created between Helmlii uad t e Great all. Xu the
event that t».is -heutml one ie not created oi- that the Ctilx»se
iavad® this -.-otu», the J-^wa« will no doi&t renew their advrÆc.; <m
Chinenow.

Tokyo

rtupert ho. to34

g. «0. 1X1
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reomik reports fma Vue doœml -.itoff state that Oeeeral
nrw tKHjcm
eo-olliatcæy texrds itux W.nw but tmt
Hw
a fowar lieutenant of Kia* a, 1b Hemiag aetiw
in tue <loinlty of TsltalUtr, thereby
hÿto&M troops
left in that £!&€»• Ccxnesuueatly they aon^^o^th Jlxed 3rt$r*ta
to Tsltslhar fr&u
on Novmbar 30th to .n*w4 ax^r tr/uble
frora
Ih^re aro dm* .Idly
of clashes ueUzean. the J^mese
troa^
bandits* v4 V the axoeptlon of the Inwd late vlelnlty of
■ luktUni
:lxln th Us fam of traorrlll^ warfaro 1» rompent thro^$M> t
all •>anuhu£lat and U? elvln& theounaldouble txvuble» The
^o-HB^aiôd bnndlU are Ixi &onoaral soaUorsKi bodies of sx-eol^iera, /.nd
•uw/ are mrr&sôiaa -Ui& Jap*.u^s^ aa
passible* Howrer, at
tha ^r.uotii^e 11^ am provins upon th&ix’ owzi people;,»
ïidVi.&hc-B cui uhliM&o^i uh*'X'&

œptlon of -a

ith th^ oxuct am to he

i?^iy possibility .-■ • emother 1<3î%?;û
to-xjjit
plnee, •aid It
i&*t tuo
vlll <^^Uwo to aolu tne posit lane they
ot'-eupy mu
•; aubio^vm by
of loe%l
*eralng
U-xU^s af
.or

nâ Id Vm, rU<r%io 0/ the \ilitaey

tUc*^»

taff -J4d
. .oc^i . ro»«

ue^rrb

Uxoras "U Cr<wf» Mt Jr*
Xl'** ■" It » j ■ * ■ *•..■ * |i
■■- ♦
<st# .ilit-ury

fV>;- Tokyo

nspurt ?.«>♦ ^i>34
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PxVITJC Claudel
AJ1HA3SA1>EUK TME FRANCE
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The French Ambassador to the Court of St.

James does not tnink that the British Government is
willing to act in Tokio, because, in so doing, they wou^j
assume the part of the Council of the League of Hâtions
Moreover, it appears that China has asked the immediate*^
CM
reunion of the Council.
0)
Sir Victor Wellesley said to h. de Fleuriau qj
that, the Chinese having evacuated Chinchow and the

Japanese having taken the city without any fighting, th

conflicting forces were going to be separated by the
Great Wall.

It therefore was necessary to wait for fur

ther information before talking to the Japanese Govern

ment.
Washington, January 5th, 1932.
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AMBASSADE DE FRANCE
AUX ÉTATS-UNIS

His Excellency
The Honorable Henry L. Stimson,
Secretary of State,

Department of State,
Washington, D.

(By messenger).
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MET

Rec’d 3 p.m,
Secretary of State

of 'y
i FAR EASIWl AFFAIRS']

Washington

; d/AN 1 1 îp?2
10, January 11, 6 p.m,
The following refer to pertinent paragraphs in

Consulate^ number 8, January 8, 3 p.m.
and two.

Paragraphs one

Japan*s acquiescence received this afternoon.

The members of the Council are being advised today that

membership of Manchurian Commission has been agreed to by

China and Japan and they will be asked to submit objections
if any, within two days.
objections being received.

Avenol does not envisage any

If this proves to be the case,

the Commission will be 11 constituted”

on January 14 and an

invitation to General McCoy will go forward on that date.

First meeting of the conmission will ta
Paragraph seven.

]g32

place at Geneva on January 14 or 19.

J%

Paragraph three.

Reference Department*s number 8, January 8, 3 p.m., Avenol

appreciates information respecting Young.

I am inclined to

believe that Young will shortly be approached respecting
his possible employment.

Department * s
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MET

2-^10 from Geneva

January 11,
1932

Department’s telegram number 7, January 9, 5 p.m., with

respect to press intimations that London and Paris wpuld
as
make the same or similar demarches/embodied in American
note, Avenol states that he has learned that London and
Paris were more inclined in any action via a vis Japan to
take their stand on previous Oouncil action.

He added

that any possible action by Paris was being delayed by

Briand*s present physical condition and political position.

GILBERT

WSB
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department of

division of far

State

Eastern Affairs

January 12, 1932.
Mr. Castle:

In view of this telegram,
it would seem to me that the
Secretary might wish either to
speak to the French Ambassador
or to telegraph to Paris.
If you concur, may I suggest
that you bring this especially
to the Secretary’s attention.-,
THc UNDER SECRETARY |

JAN 12 1932

DEPARTMENT OF STATESKH/ZMF

Department of State

THE UNDER SECRETARY
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

mam

This telegram must be
closely paraphrased be
fore being communicated From
to anyone.

; 'WM op ç.
Secretary of State

PARIS
Dated January 11, 1S32

Rec’d 6:22 p.m.

RECEIVED

I 2
Washington

DJ71S!QN OF

21, January 11, 6 p.m.

In a conversation which the Counsellor of the Em
bassy had this morning with the Chief of the Far Eastern
section of the Foreign Office the question of the Manchu-

ID
rian situation came up and reference was made to the reCO

cent American note to the Japanese and Chinese Governments
and to what if any action France proposed to take in the

04

premises.

CO

Monsieur Naggiar said that the Belgian Embassy had
recently asked the Foreign Office what reply they proposed

to make on the American Government’s suggestion that the
other powers signatory to the

Nine Power Treaty send notes

to the Chinese Government and the Japanese Government in
the same sense as the American note.

oo
Naggiar said that the

Foreign Office had replied to the Belgian Embassy that no
such request had been made to the French Government by the
United

F
L.
C
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United. States Government.

He added, that the Foreign Office

had telegraphed Claudel to ask whether such a request had

been made of him and that a reply had been received that
no request either official or unofficial had been made but

that meeting you informally at a dinner you had referred to

the matter expressing the hope that the French Government
might take similar action.

Naggiar said that on January 3

last following the taking of Chinchow the French Government
had proposed at Washington and London that further demarches
be made divided along the lines of the representations made
by the three ambassadors on December 23 but that neither

Washington nor London had felt such a move at that time

advisable.

He was of course au courant of the communique

issued by the British Foreign Office on January 9 to the
effect that the British were not joining with us and indi

cated that in view of the British stand he did not think

that the French could very well agree to join in with the
American proposal even if made.

He went on to say however

for our confidential information that Briand was for the

moment considering whether some form of statement should
not
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not be made by the President of the Council of the League
of Nations to Japan and China making reference to the reso

lution of the Council of December 10th last.

This is merely

under discussion however and Naggiar particularly requested
that no mention be made of it.

It was made plain to Nag—

giar that the Embassy had received no instructions to take

up the matter and was merely interested in learning the
French Government's views.

P.FC
OX

EDGE
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Herewith a suggestion by Mr. Blakeslee

that an informal statement be made to the
press expressing gratification at the appoint

ment of the League’s Commission of Inquiry.
It occurs to me that this might be

linked with or be introduced by some special

mention of the League’s choice of General
McCoy.

<
SKB/ZMF
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lQno
ability

on, the

of the Secretary's making an informal statement to the press
in which he would express his gratification at the appoint

tribute to the character and qualifications of the newly
appointed members, and point out again that the American

Government had given its full approval to the resolution which
provided for the Commission, and that he looked forward with

7 9 3 .9 4 /3 4 8 6

ment of the Council's Commission of Inquiry, pay a fitting

confidence to the work of the Commission in facilitating the
solution of the differences between China and Japan.
There are substantial reasons for making such a state
ment.

1.

It would stress again - and it cannot be stressed

too often - that it is a fundamental policy of the United

States to give its strongest support to every effort to solve

international differences by methods of conciliation, arbitra
tion and judicial settlement.

.

It would make a most favorable impression upon the.
C£>
CO
large and influential element in our population which is

2.

intensely interested in the Manchuria situation, wishes a

peaceful settlement, and is a little restless because our
Government does not "do more".

As representative leaders of

this element I have in mind such men as Lowell, Garfield,

Nicholas
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- 2 Nicholas Murray Butler, Shotwell and Ambassador Houghton.

3.
4.

It apparently would not disturb the isolat iontvf1! .

It would make a favorable impression in League

circles, where there is a measure of opinion that our Govern'

ment has not given as strong support to the League^as might

have been done.
5.

It would complement the formal note of January 7.

Such a statement might be made in the near future —
possibly today at the press conference, when the Secretary,

I understand, is to discuss the Commission — or a few days
later, after the Chinese and Japanese Governments have given

their formal approval of the members of the Commission.

GHB/REK
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Secretary of State,

kJJAhl 1 2 1£S2

Washington.

paeparfmajU of Stata

54, January 12, 10 a., m.

Following from American Consul at Ilukden;-.

CD
04
•
(0

’’January 11, 4 p. m,.
Telegram No. 30,.

Headquarters report that Japanese

cavalry detachment yesterday was ambushed at Chi'nsi,.
thirty miles southwest of Chinhsien. casualties one

colonel, three officers, fifteen soldiers killed, twenty

wounded.

Punitive expedition

consisting of one

'

regiment and one battalion sent from Chinhsien and Kaochia

station this morning.”
JOHNSON

HPD

KLP

01

co

sr- v?™a 5<D) °* (E>

Memorandum of conversation with Mr. Osborne? Counselor of
the Br|<TiBh Embassy.
Mr. Osborne came in to leave the attached*^^^

aide mémoire covering the British position on our note to
China and Japan.

Mr. Osborne says that he is very

much surprised and deeply disappointed that the British

Government did not follow our lead.

I told him that

our action was taken to maintain in the future the rights
of American citizens in the Orient

that this action was,

of course, independent of what might be done by any other
Government, but that we had thought very likely the other

Governments might take similar action in the protection of

the rights of their own citizens.

U WRC/AB

CM

,

(D
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Sir John Simon fully understands-------

in addressing to the Chinese and Japanese

Governments their note of January 7th.

This

action in substance corresponds with the feelings

At the same time the latter have felt that as a

in view of the explicit declaration made by the

Japanese delegate to the Council of the League on
October 13th, to the effect that Japan had no
territorial ambitions in Manchuria and was the

champion in Manchuria of the principle of equal

opportunity and the open door for the economic
activities of all nations.
Sir John Simon has therefore confined
his action to saying to the Japanese Ambassador

on January 8th that the effect of the recent
Japanese action in Manchuria upon the "open dodr" w
was likely to be raised in Parliament as soon as
it reassembled.

Sir John Simon recalled the

Japanese declaration of October 13th and a similar
statement by the Japanese Prime Minister reported
by Reuter’s Agency on December 28th, and said that
while His Majesty’s Government had no reason to
doubt these declarations, he would be glad if

7 9 3 .9 4 /3 4 8 8

League Power their position is somewhat different

F .W .

of His Majesty’s Government in the United Kingdom.
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the Japanese Ambassador would communicate with
his Government and obtain specific authority

to confirm them*

This would enable Sir John

Simon to give a satisfactory answer in Parliament

and would meet the situation on this point so far
as His Majesty’s Government in the United Kingdom
were concerned*

Sir John Simon also suggested that the

Japanese Government might consider making a
satisfactory declaration at the meeting of the

Council of the League on January

25th of their

determination to respect the provisions of the

Nine Power Treaty*

The Ambassador expressed

appreciation of both suggestions and promised
to communicate them to Tokyo.

BRITISH EMBASSY,
WASHINGTON, D.C.

11th January, 1932
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SECRETARY’S OFFICE

There was received in Washington yesterday a "flash"
from Paris to the effect that the Prench Government was
making representations to Japan on the basis of the
)I

Pranco-Japanese Agreement of 1907.

The substance of the agreement referred to, as given

U4

in MAOMnwRAY (Volume I, page 640), is as follows;

"The Governments of Japan and Prance, being
agreed to respect the independence and integrity
of China, as well as the principle of equal
treatment in that country for the commerce and
subjects or citizens (i.e., ressortissants) of
all nations, and having a special interest in
having order and a pacific state of things
guaranteed especially in the regions of the
Chinese Empire adjacent to the territories where
they have the rights of sovereignty, protection
or occupation, engage to support each other for
assuring the peace and security in those regions,
with a view to maintaining the respective situa
tion and the territorial rights of the two
Contracting Parties in the Continent of Asia."

q.

♦
k

k

çg
q

xZ

The text of the telegram from Paris referred to, asz

published in the NEW YOBE HERALD TRIBUNE this morning,
(attributed to UP) and the text of a somewhat similar

«
«S

telegram from Paris (attributed to AP) but referring to
the Nine Power Pact are attached hereto.

It is possible that the first telegram is the result
of a confusion in the mind of the UP correspondent between

the two treaties which are referred to as the possible
basis of any further representations to Tokyo on the
Manchuria

g
Q
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Manchuria situation, which the press generally appear to
know is in contemplation.

It may also be possible that
ft

the telegram has some bearing upon the reported, under
standing'7 between France and Japan relating to Japan’s

attitude toward China in Manchuria and France’s attitude

toward China in Yunnan.

rWejl
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Paris Instructs Tokio Envoy
^4?A®IS’ Jan’ 6 (UP).—The Foreign
Office announced today that the French
Ambassador at Tokio had ^-been in
structed ‘‘to point out to the Japanese
government»” certain clauses of the
Fr an co-Japanese ^Treaty of 190S. Simul
taneously the French, British and
American Ambassadors will ask in
formation on Japan‘s plans. The For
eign Office said.

French Expect Three-Power Move
PARIS, Jan. 6 (A9).—France is carry
ing on conversations with the United
States and Gr&tf ,Britain with a view
to taking, further common action in
Manchuria jt was revealed today. The
proposal under discussion, it was said,
is to ask Japan to define fust what
she wants in ^Manchuria arid to point
out again certaih eiauses of the ninepower pact. No steps in this direction
have been taken and there has been
do decision to act, the reports said. \

1952
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Harbin transmits herewith a
copy of a letter written by Mr.
Charles a. Leonard, an American
missionary, describing conditions
at Tsitsihar during the latter
part of November 1931. The most
interesting information in this
letter are references to the
comparatively heavy losses of
the Japanese in driving back
General Ma and rumors that the
Japanese killed their prisoners.
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SIR:

]_/

1 have the honor to enclose herewith, for the
information of the Department, a copy of

despatch

Ro. 2293, of even date, sent to the Legation on the

subject of conditions at Tsitsihar, Heilungch^eng
Province, as seen by the Reverend C. A. Leonard.
Respectfully yours,
NO

,■

G. C. Hanson
American Consul General.

7

</1 enclosure as above indicated, with 1 sub-enclosure.

8 00
TH/th
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AMYRICAH CONSTATE OKHKRAl

HARBIN

SUBJECT»

CHINA,

Deoenber 17, 1931

CONDITIONS AT T3ITSIOR AS
CBARLSS A. LEONARD

BY TEC REV.

The Honorable

Nelson Trusler Johnson,
American yInistar,

“wiping,

china

Six’:
I have the honor to enclose herewith, as of possible
1/

interest to the Legation, a copy of a letter written by
Charles A. Leonard, an American missionary who was active

in relief work during the Russo-Chinese dispute two years
age and who has secured several thousand dollars from the

local Chinese Chamber of :onaasrce to relieve the Chinese
wounded soldiers mentioned in his letter, which describes

conditions as he found then at Tsitalkar in the latter part
of November, 1931.
Respectfully yours,

0. C. Hanson
American consul general

Enclosure as indicated
Copies have been sent to the Department.

800
gch/tll
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Tsitsihar, nov«riber 25, 1931.
The writer was asked by the Chinese Christian Belief
committee of Barbin, raoently organized as the Harbin Christian
Cross society, to go to Tsitsihar to iirestigate the condition
of Chinese wounded soldiers brought here from the battle between
japan and China in the Nonni River Bridge region and around
Tsitsihar city.
The Chinese Christians in Harbin were not
sure that these soldiers were receiving proper attention since
the departure of General Ma Chan Shan.
Not being sure that any
Chinese member of the Committee would be allowed to see the
soldiers in the hospital here, and knowing that the writer, who
is a member of the Harbin Cross society, was easing up this way,
they asked that we visit the wounded and report.
We find that there are now 130 wounded Chinese soldiers In
the public hospital here.
The Hospital is in charge of Dr.
Ho ju-chuan, a graduate of the Peking union Medical College.
Before the Japanese drove the Chinese army back and entered
Tsitsihar city there were some 200 wounded soldiers in the
Hospital but fearing they might be mistreated by the Japanese
troops upon entering the city those soldiers who were able to
leave the Hospital fled frou the city.

Dr. Ho stated that he has sufficient funds for caring for
the wounded for twenty days or a month.
He is hoping that our
Relief Committee will be able to find funds In Harbin at the end
of that time to mkke it possible for him to continue his treatment
of the patients.
such money as he has was given to him by
General Ma when he left for the north.
Now that General Ma
is being persued by the Japanese and has been driven back far
on the Manchurian plains to the northeast Dr. Ho states that he
cannot expect any financial aid from him.
The Tsitsihar Chamber
of commerce is having difficulty meeting claims that are made
upon It because business has been practically at a standstill
since the Japanese pressed the war into this region and have now
taken the city.
on day before yesterday, Nov. 23, the Chamber
of Commerce was required by the Japanese authorities to furnish
$20,000 for the purchase of stoves and other equipment of buildings
for the winter for the Japanese army, which has now taken charge
of the city and all civil and military affairs.
so it is not
thought that the chamber of Commerce will be able to furnish much
for the care of the wounded Chinese soldiers here?
The writer
was asked to present to the Chinese relief organizations in Harbin
the matter of assisting in providing for the wounded Chinese
soldiers after money in hand has been expended, and we were asked
to bring the money to Tsitsihar personally if possible on account
of business between Tsitsihar and Harbin being so badly demoralized
that it is not safe to try to send money through the banks at this
time, especially when intended for wounded Chinese soldiers.
Dr. ho is sleeping the wounded soldiers and other patients
on the floor of eight or ten wards in order to conserve room space.
He is afraid there will not be sufficient funds for fuel in this
cold climate, so is in this way keeping down expenses by heating
only a part of the Hospital.
The Chinese claim that they captured seventy Japanese during
the fighting south of this city and that these were brought here
to Tsitsihar, where they were relieved of their rifles and then
-turned-

)22e
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turned over to the Japanese when the city was entered.
we
have never heard any statement, however as to how many Chinese
soldiers were captured by the Japanese,
m questioning the
wounded Chinese soldiers in the Hospital we made it a point
in each ward to ask the question: "How many Chinese soldiers
were captured by the Japanese and where did they take them?*»
The wounded soldiers invaribly replied that all soldiers captured
were killed on the spot by those who captured than.
Some, they
stated, were buried after captured and being shot or sabered, a
man in the hospital spoke up and declared that the Japanese
regarded General &a’s troops as bandits because they opposed him,
and stated that an order was issued requiring that any Chinese
captured in Chinese military unifoan be shot.
These wounded soldiers in the Hospital stated that Chinese
wounded on the battle field were shot or sabered by jape nese
soldiers who came across thaa.
it was stated that the Japanese
soldiers would kick the wounded and if they showed any signs of
life they were killed immediately.
One man spoke up and stated
that he had been kicked in the head, but that he was so badly
wounded he did not have strength enough to move and was left on
the field as dead.
The same information was given by a number
in each separate ward.
We cannot vouch to the truth of these
statements but give them as a part of our report of investigation.
It is also cla imed that some Japanese soldiers were also killed
by the Chinese who captured then.
as we looked upon the mangled
bodies, some blown to pieces by bombs, others with their limbs
gone, parts of their faces almost mass of wounds we were reminded
of conditions in hospitals in France during the Great war there.
This has been more than "an incident,” and is a matter of more serious
consequence than is known in other parts of the world.

It is stated that the Japanese are having their difficulties.
The Chinese claim that more than 1,500 small boxes for the ashes
of cremated Japanese soldiers have been made and have been used,
a crematory having been built at Tsitsihar.
It is stated tint
there is still considerable fighting northeast of here, at Tai An
Chen, seventy English miles northeast of Tsitsihar, the Japanese
being determined to persue General Ma, as far as possible, and that
an order for one thousand more boxes has just been given.
They
state that between 200 and 300 cavalrymen fell into a trap during
the heaviest of the fighting recently and were almost entirely wiped
out.
The commanding officer of this group escaped and is said
More than
to have wept bitter tears here at the loss of his men.
a hundred Japanese soldiers have been brought in from the north
The severe cold
the past few days with frozen feet and legs,
weather is being felt keenly by the Japanese, who come fro® a much
warmer climate.
The three thousand or more troops now north of
the Chinese Eastern Railway must suffer great inconvenience if
they are to fight on the plains these Chinese soldiers, who, though
with less equipment and limited ammunition, are seasoned to the
severe north Manchurian winters.

Chinese representatives of the Tsitsihar Chamber cf Coaaerce,
telegraph and telephone office/e, the Tsi-Ang Railway, alsctrio
light administration, etc., were invited to a meeting this week
by the Japanese military authorities her® and each was directed
to sign a request that the Japanese appoint Japanese to assist in
the management of these.
They are having difficulty finding a
-Chinese-
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Chinese who is willing to become head of the Hoilungchimg
autonomous (Japanese) government.
Th«y first tried General
YU Sheng Chang but he refused*
Then they tried to persuade
Liu Kuen Heng, who was educated in Japan, but so far ho has
refused, and is keeping himself secluded in the home of a
friend.
it is thought, however, that as soon as Ma Chan Shan
is beaten sufficiently and Tsitsihar City is secure in the hands
of the Japanese, then such military pressure will bo brougit
to boar as at Mukden and Kirin aid the Japanese will then be
able to 'persuade-' someone to accept the position*

No one seems to know the whereabouts of Chang Hai Peng.
The Japanese used him until he was unwilling to fight his
Chinese brothers with the vigor desired by the Japanese* so
he was dismissed and the Japanese went ahead withtheir advance
td Tsitsihar and northeast.
The Japanese should erect a monumafct
to this notorious traitor, but it is claimed, he has been re
jected by them and has joined the bandits*
This we have not boon
able to verify.
General Ma chan shan when retreating was considerate enough
not to use the trenches and railway embankment of the Chinese
Eastern Railway at Anganghsi, which he had a right to do in order
to protect the Railway, for policing of the same is in the hands
of the Chinese, for thus he could have involved the Japanese
with ths Russian soviet Goveraaent, for they certainly would have
damaged the Railway.
as he was forced to retreat northeast he
could also have made an advantageous stand just outside Tsitsihar
city but he did not do this in order to save the city from bom
bardment.
AS it was only a few baths were dropped on the city.
Without ths four armytiuaûcs tanks and a squadron of good
airplanes the Japanese would not be able to whip General Ma and
his men.
Even with these powerful auxiliaries, superior rifles
and plenty of ammunition the Japanese have had heavy losses*
The
fighting is on the plains.
As tbs Japanese have taken the
offensive all the way they have been at the disadvantage of having
to make the advances and have been cut down in large numbers on
several occasions.

The picturesque old city of Tai-an-chen, which means "The
military port of peace,” came into being several hundred years
ago when the emperor of china sent a small force of Chinese
soldiers with their families from tar down at Peking to assist
in protecting this part of the country from invaders from the
north.
It also lies far out on the Manchurian plains, Keshan,
on further north, another apparent objective of the Japanese, is
in seme of the richest black-soil territory of Eeilungohiang
province.
That part of the province is also rich in gold and
coal mines, and there are indications of oil in that region*

It is reported that the Japanese are not making much progress
against General Ma in that region*
some claim tin t the four
tanks have been captured by the Chinese.
Four more boubing
airplanes came from the south yesterday to join the squadron already
hero at Tsitsihar, and more Japanese forces have come from the
south.
It is thought that this means that a bombing raid will
bo made on the north forces of the Chinese.
The weather is ideal
and not extremely cold yet.
Should a real North Manchuria
•blizzard-
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- 4 blizzard come the Japanese would be put at great
disadvantage.
A group of Japanese officers and soldiers went
to Anganghsi to-day.
Their taking up of rooms there
has brought apprehension to the inhabitants of that
town.
One’s heart is made to ache as he sees the distress,
great disadvantage and loss of business among the Chinese
as a result of this war by the Japanese.
Everything
in North Manchuria has been demoralized, and the people
are losing millions of dollars as a result.

Before the Russian invasion in 192 9 North Manchuria
was the most prosperous section of China. There have
been and still are bandits galore, but at that time
these were gradually disappearing as the Chinese improved
their governing powers. The Russian and Japanese invasions
have done more than anything else to demoralize th©
country and encourage banditry, but in ç it© of banditry
now and during previous years our observation has been
that the Japanese throughout this region, over all of
which the writer has traveled many times, have had the
protection of the Chinese spite of the fact that they
dealt almost entirely in opium, morphine and other narcotics

Chas. A. Leonard

Tsitsihar, November 26, 1931
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I have the honor to transmit herewith, for the information
of the department, a copy of my despatch ITO. 2292, of even
date, sent to the Legation on the subject of negotiations

relative to the formation of a new provincial government
at Tsitsikar.

Respectfully yours,

?r. C. I'anson
American Consul general

800
Tl.L/tll
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CHINA,
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December 17, 1931

NROOTlATTOns RFLATIVR TO MHW HKTI.UNOCHLANO
GOFER JdæMT.

The Honorable

Nelson Trualer Johason,
American Minister,
Peiping,

China

3ir:
I have the honor to refer to my telegram of December
11th, 1931, 3

p.

y., reporting that a conference had been

held by Gcmersl «a Chan $han and General Chang Ching mi,
the local civil Administrator, at .'jungpuchsn, across the

river from Harbin, on December 11th, and to report that
on December 18th, ifr. Chao shoe Jen, who has been acting

as a mediator between those two generals and who has been
secretary of the former Tsltslkar government, called on mo
an* Informed mo In regard to a meeting of General Ma with

Colonel Ttagnkl at Hallun on December 7th and in regard to
the conference referred to above.

The gist of hie remarks

io stated below.
Colonel Itagakl’s recent visit to Hailun was not desired
by General Ma, and Mr. Chao advised the Japanese, who was gdacral
Hoajo's representative, against ths seem, but Colonel itagakl

Insisted upon making the journey.

The train carrying the

party of Jap «ose was stopped at gulhua, which Is half way
to Halina on ths railway,

as

the Japanese Insisted upon

proceeding, they were searched by the Chinese police and

revolvers wore taken from them.

colonel itagakl and his
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two Japanese military aoaiotaats ware separated from the
rest of the party, the latter being put under Chinese military
supervision.

only Colonel itagaki and his two aaaiatnnta were

allowed to see (tenaral Ma.

General Ma was informed that the

object of the recent Japanese military wveiaents was to secure
complete cooperation between Japan and the Chinese authorities

in j'nncnuria, that the Japanese military desired no more ’
fighting with General ms, with whoa they desired to estebl1ah

cooperation, and that they wanted General iia to control the
military affairs and General Chang Ching :uei of Harbin to
control the civil affairs in Heilungchlang Province.

General

Ma replied that as a military rmn he would obey the orders of

the >Jenlclag Government and that concerning civil affairs in
Heilungchiang 'rovince he would consult with General Chang.
Tn Tec «'.oar 11th .'teneral Ma met :eners?l Chang at 'ungpu,

the terminal of the nuhai iailway.

At this meeting General

va infoniod General Chang that it would not serve the latter*s
personal interests nor those of China to establish a government

at Tsltaiksr.

in regard to the recent mission to laits Lear

of General Ying Heun, the Assistant chief of rollco at Harbin,

with the object of forming a provincial government in the tenunr

city, General )<a advised (tenoral Chang against it.

1cwaver,

he stated that he would not object to General Ying returning
to ?aitaikar and helping maintain peace and order with the

police ferae brought from Harbin provided the situation was
allowed to continue as it Is.

General Ma's present policy is to remain at ]»ilun and
await the results of any action that right be taken by the

yanking Government and the League of Nations.

He stated that

he would not attack the Japanese troops unless the latter should

again take the offensive against his troops.
■It is-
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It la wall xnown that General Ma reoeivea funds frcna
other parts of china and frot» overseas Chinese.

?îth those

funds ho probably will bo able to support his troops, numberIng
about ton thousand., during ths winter months.

He la in no

condition to fight the Japanese as he Is Tory short of munitions

It is believed that General Chang Ching ’’uei, despite urging»
on the part of the Japanese, would rather remain as Civil
Administrator at Harbin than to bacons a governor at Tsltslker

as long as denerul ya with hi,a troops controls the richest
seetion of Heilungchiang rovlnce.

Hospeetfully yours,

G. c. Hanson
ajKorlonn Consul General

800
Xti/n.i.

copies have been sent to
The Department,
The consulate General at ukden.
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For your information I enclose herewith

part of a letter which I received from a Chinese

student who attended the Eighth Conference on Inter
national Relations at Riverside, California, in
wliich there was considerable discussion of the Man

churian situation.

With best wishes,

Enclosure:
Part of letter
as avove.

Dr. Stanley 7. Hornbeck,
Far Eastern Division,

Department of State.

i
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It is a great relief to hear that you have finally arrived
at Washington to take up the all-important diplomatic duties with
the American Government.
I attended the Eigh^Conference., on International Relations at
Riverside, California, December 13 to December 18, where the
Manchurian Problem was discussed both at the round table and at -the
general sessions. I am on my way back to Berkeley. Inasmuch as there
are bits of information of vital importance, I hasten to write this
from the hotel here.
Mr. Chester Rowell, whom I presume you know, was at the Con
ference too. He had been one of the American delegates to the
Conference on Pacific Relations at Shanghai in October and had been
in close touch, so I understand, with the Hanking Government then*
On his ray back to America, he secured interviews with the Japanese
Ministry of Foreign Affairs. He talked with Vice-Minister Shiratori (
fc/ ) and Mr. Naga i ( Jc
4^. 3- ) on the Manchurian
situation. I presume he had already made report to the Nanking
Government concerning these interviews and the policies of the
Japanese Government as revealed therein. If so, you, no doubt,
have also been informed of the same. From what I gathered, from
Mr. Rowell, there leaves no doubt that the policy of the Japanese
Government (both the Military Group and the Ministry of Foreign
Affairs agree in that matter)
is to establish a separate government
of governments in Manchuria» which would be nominally Chinese but
actually under Japanese control, or in other words, to turn Man
churia into a virtual Japanese protectorate. This is to be carried
out through the following steps:
(1) Manchuria must be separated from China proper so that
politically and diplomatically Japan can deal with the Man
churian Government without the annoying interference from the
Nanking Government. The most effective way to bring that about
is to overthrow the Nanking Government. Hence co-operation
with Canton to oust Chiang Kai-Shek. Shiratori told Mr. Rowell
jthat Japan "encourages" the Canton Government to overthrow
/ Chiang and that Eugene Chen promised in return the "neutraliI zation" of Manchuria. Now that Chiang has been overthrown,.,
^whether the Canton group will succeed in establishing itself
Î in Chiang’s stead as the Central Government is in grave
* doubt. With a China devoid of any Central Government, Japan
can rightly declare to the world that the only way eut for her
is to negotiate with the Government of Manchuria.

(2) Chang Hsueh-Liang must be ousted from Manchuria. No trace
of Chiang’s military force or civil government shall remain
in Manchuria. The drive toward Chinchow is therefore a pre
destined matter, although Japan has definitely pledged on
paper that she will not take'’initiative" in offense.
(3)
Before Chang Hsueh-Liang*s troops are definitely
forced
out of Chinchow, Japan is to reserve her liberty of military
action under the formula of "driving against the bandits for
the safety of Japanese lives and properties in Manchuria."
Mr. Nagai admitted to Mr. Rowell that Japan would re-organize
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the bandits and scattered soldiers to look after the safety
of Japanese lives and properties under a new Manchurian
government ruther than allow the ordered troops of Chang
Hsueh-Liang to do the same.
(4) When a puppet government has been successfully esta
blished in Manchuria, Japan can calmly withdraw her troops
to the "railway zone" in apparent conformity with the reso
lution of the Council of the League of Nations!

12 3 5
n!SûtSIFJED: E-°- U652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(DÏ or (E)
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January 9, 1932,

Dear Dr, Yens
I acknowledge with thanks the receipt of your

tion, a copy of a part of a letter, relating to the

Manchuria situation, received by you from a Chinese

student who attended the Eighth Conference on Inter
national Relations, held at Riverside, California, from

December 13, to 16, 1931, which I have read with interest.

With kind wishes,

Yours sincerely,
" ■

Dr. w. W. Yen,

Chinese Minister,

Washington, D. C.

FE;RPB:EJL

FE

»-?

.

’

3 6 t2 /-k 6 * £ 6 Z

letter of December 26, 1931, enclosing, for ay informa
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January 8, 1932.

Mr. Hornbeck.
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The Chinese Minis
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Chinese Governm______
try,
Through Consul General Peck,
Regarding Calling a Conference
under the Nine-Power Treaty
(See Nanking’s telegrams 4 and
o, January 8).

In connection with the inquiry communicated by

. Consul General Peck on behalf of the Chinese Minister

'

for Foreign Affairs, with regard to the possibility

✓W
pr

(J

that this Government will call a conference under the

Nine-Power Treaty; and, in connection with the Depart
ment’s reply of January 8 (copies attached), Mr.

Hornbeck asked the Chinese Minister to call.
The Minister repeated, with emphasis, expression
of his gratification, expressed earlier in the day,

over the American Government’s note of January 7.

Mr. Hornbeck inquired whether the Minister had
received anything from his Government on that subject.

The Minister said that he had not.

P

Mr. Hornbeck then said that we had received an

inquiry through Consul General Peck on behalf of the
Chinese Foreign Minister:

the Minister had inquired with

regard to the possibility that the American Government

intended

g
ro
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intended now to call a conference under the Nine-Power
Treaty.

He said that^his Government did not desire to

commit itself at this point, either affirmatively or
negatively, with regard to intentions and steps con

templated for the future.

We had just taken, as the

Minister realized, a very Important step.

desirable to watch developments.

It would be

The Manchuria question

is of very great importance, but many other questions
and problems are on the world’s calendar, compelling
immediate attention.

It would not seem that at this

moment there was occasion or that it would be opportune

under present circumstances to raise the question of
calling a conference.

The Minister said that, immediately after the

Secretary of State had informed him on January 7 of
the contents of our note, he had telegraphed his Govern
ment reporting the facts and expressing his view that

this action Introduced a very helpful factor in the
situation.

He read the text of his telegram.

He said

that he had no doubt but that the inquiry of the Minister

for Foreign Affairs had been made before receipt of his
I telegram.

He said that, although he thought that the

'' calling of a conference would be helpful, he realized
that many factors, Including that of timeliness, had to

I be given consideration.

He said that he realized that
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the Manchuria question had been the subject of a great

deal of Inter-communieatIon among governments — as

was expressly provided for in Article 7 of the Nine-

Power Treaty.

He hoped, however, that serious thought

would continue to be given to the advantages which
might be derived from the holding of a conference

expressly called ad hoc.

FE:SKH/ZMF
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TELEGRAM SENT

This telegram çust be
closely paraphrased, be
fore being communicated,
to anyone.

January 8, 1932

5 p.m.

AMERICAN CONSUL

NANKING (CHINA)

3

CONFIDENTIAL
Your 4, January 8, 2 p.m., and 5, January 8, 5 p»m.
This Government’s note of January ? envisages pro

visions of all treaties by virtue of which the United.
States has rights in and with regard to Manchuria.

With

out making any commitment, either affirmative or negative
with regard to its future course of action, which course
will depend on developments, the Department perceives at
present no repeat no immediate occasion for calling a
conference and believes that it would not repeat not be
opportune under existing circumstances to propose that
step.

You may so inform Foreign Minister orally and De
partment will so inform Chinese Minister here.

Repoat to Peiping as Department’s No. 8.
STIMSON
FE'SKHtaÆF
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A portion of this
telegram must be closely
paraphrased before being
communicated to anyone.

NANKING
Dated January 8, 1932
Rec’d 5:40 a. m.

Secretary of State,

Washington.

4, January 8, 2 p. m.
Your No. 2, January 7, noon.
I delivered the note to the Chinese Minister of Foreign

After reading it he said he would

Affairs at 1 p. m.
reply in due course.

Two.

(END GRAY).

The minister for Foreign Affairs informed me

that the Chinese Government has determined upon the follow
ing steps which will be taken

"almost immediately”:

(first), to break off diplomatic relations with Japan,

(second), to address the League of Nations invoking against

Japan the economic sanctions provided for in Article 16
of the Covenant.

In reply to a question he added that the

second step would necessarily involve an earlier meeting

of the League Council.
Repeated to Legation.
PECK
WSB
HPD
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Nanking

MET
This telegram rust be
closely paraphrased be
fore being communicated
to anyone.

Dated January 8, 1932

Rec*d 9:55 a.m.

Secretary of State,

Washington
URGENT.

5, January 8, 5 p.m.
CONFIDENTIAL.

My No. 4, January 8, 2 p.m.

At 4 p.m. the Minister for Foreign Affairs sent for
me in haste and informed me that after studying the commu
nication which I had handed to him at 1 p.m. the Chinese
Government had decided to hold in abeyance temporarily the
severing of relations and the appeal to the League.

The

reason for this was that the Chinese Government wished to
investigate the possibility that the communication addressed

by the American Government to China and Japan might accom

plish the same which the Chinese Government had sought t o

achieve by those measures.

Mr. Chen said that although the

note referred by name only to the Pact of Paris neverthe

less its text would indicate that it was based also on the
Nine Power Treaty on principles and policies and he inquired
whether I could inform him whether the American Government
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WET

in drafting its communication had that treaty in mind as
well as the Pact of Paris.

He also inquired whether the

American Government had any intention to convene a confer

ence of the signatories of the said treaty or failing that

what the attitude of the American Government would be to

ward a request by China that such a conference be convened.
I told Mr. Chen that I had no information on these points

and suggested that he might desire to instruct the Chinese

Minister in Washington to approach the Secretary of State.
He replied that in view of the important decisions at stake

his Government earnestly desired to obtain the information

described above at the earliest possible moment and he
requested that I telegraph direct to which I then assented.
He said that it was his wish that I keep in close contact
with my British colleague on this matter.
Repeated to the Legation.

PECK

WSB
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Hon. Stanley K. Hornbeck, Chief,
Division of Far Eastern Affai
Department of State,
Washington, D.C .

Dear Mr. Hornbeck,

/ r

JAN-1 4 W
Division of

-n

FAR EASTERN AFFAIRS
JAN 6
JRN131932

Departmen

State

SBCBBTA®*’8 0,1

The Japanese military authorities ap

ar to have taken forcible

possession of the Provincial Bank of the Three Eastern Provinces at Mukden

and have set up their own organization in the Bank.

(0
0*'
Having accomplished this»
10

/

internal revolution in the Bank’s affairs the new administration demanded

certain deposits of the Bank with the branch of The National City Bank at
Mukden.

(0
01

The National City Bank is refusing to honor the demands and the

American Consul has advice from the Japanese Consul that the military

authorities are acting illegally.
Through this unlawful action the new administration of the Provincial

Bank of the Three Eastern Provinces has got possession of The National Q&ty
Bank

pass books and the deposit receipts covering the above-mentioned ^posiSs
05
~

If you can, without too great inconvenience, cause to be sent-ge a
co
copy of the lease or treaty pursuant to which Japan may have rights in MÜèden

39

b

I would deeply appreciate it, so I may be able to make up my own mind at least

as to what police powers, if any, Japan can exercise in that district without
a declaration of war against China.

*

WWL/sm

With kind regards and best wishes for the Nev; Year, I am,
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January 8, 1932.

Dear Mr. Lancaster:

I have your letter of January 4, 1932, and
wish to thank you for the information contained

therein, concerning which the Department has from

sources.
The Inquiry which you raise in the last para
graph of your letter Is a rather large one and I am
afraid that I am not in a position to furnish you

with a copy of any particular document such as you
request.

As of possible assistance to you in studying

the question of Japan’s rights in Manchuria, and in

cidentally in Mukden, I should suggest that you consult

either or both of the two reference works referred to
below:
1. "Treaties and Agreements with and con
cerning China* by John V. A. MacMurray, published
by the Oxford University Press, New York, in 1921.
See index under ’•Manchuria”, "Railways", and
*Mukden”.
2.

Mr. William W. Lancaster,
55 Wall Street,
New York, New York.

7 9 3 .9 4 /3 4 9 3

time to time been receiving reports from various
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2. "Manchuria, Treaties and Agreements*,
published by the Carnegie Endowment for Inter
national Peace in 1921 as Pamphlet Wo. 44.

Yours sincerely,

Mr. Lancaster:
I would suggest also that you consult C. Walter

Young’s JAPANESE JURISDICTION IN THE SOUTH MANCHURIA
RAILWAY AREAS; JAPAN’S SPECIAL POSITION IN MANCHURIA;

and THE INTERNATIONAL LEGAL STATUS OF THE KWANTUNG

LEASED TERRITORY.
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January 8, 1932,

M

Conversation.

,.1 ,v

(<

F‘^^n
I $

DIVÏS1Û1N OF'
T,^'S
l|

—,

DEW

\fo

Mr. Thaddeus Zaztu.inski, Secretary of
polish Embassy,
w Mr. Hornbeck and Mr. Hamilton.

Mr. Zazulinski called and was received by Mr. Hamilton.

in anything that had a bearing on Russia and that, as events

in Manchuria had possible Russian repercussions, Mr. Zazulinski
wondered whether Mr. Hamilton could give him any background

information with regard to the identic note sent by Secretary

Stimson on January 7 to China and Japan.

Mr. Zazulinski stated

7 9 3 .9 4 /3 4 9 5

He stated that the Polish Government was of course interested

that he was particularly interested in the motives that

prompted the Secretary to send such a note and in the objectives
that the Secretary desired to attain by sending the note.

Mr. Hamilton replied that he was not in position to
answer and consulted Mr. Hornbeck, who spoke briefly to Mr.

Zazulinski.

Mr. Hornbeck stated that he thought that the

Polish Ambassador should ask the Secretary of State the
questions propounded by Mr. Zazulinski, as these question

involved matters of high policy.

pl
Mr. Hornbeck stated, s>wekiBîg

broadly, the general motive behind the sending of the idetfticu
note was the desire to exert more effective pressure coupled

with a desire to give notice of a general reservation of all
American
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American rights that were being and might be affected by
the present situation.

Mr. Zazulinski expressed his thanks for the information

given him by Mr. Hornbeck.

MMH/REK
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Dated January 13, 1932

OF

Rec’d 4:30 a. m.
^on "of

l ÉAR EASTERN AFFA

Secretary of State,

13 1932

Washington.

(0
04

Depirttnent oi Stat®

58, January 13, 10 a. m.

(0

Following from Reuter, Peiping,January eleventh:

**>

04
4^
<0
01

"The following comments on the American note regarding
Manchuria have been made by Dr. Wellington Koo:

American note addressed to

The

China and Japan is obviously

intended to define the attitude of the United States
towards the march of events in Manchuria since September.

I hope it will have the effect of calling a halt to the
relentless pursuit of a policy of aggression on the part^-

of Japan and defiance of all her treaty obligations.

It§§

is a statesmanlike move, characteristic of a great peace

loving, nation which has been a sponsor of the Anti-War

Pact and founder of the policy of the

’open door* and that

of upholding the sovereignty, independence and territorial
and administrative integrity of China, policies which find
their solemn confirmation in the Nine Power Treaty to which

Japan is likewise a party.

The warlike activities of the

Japanese army which now cover the whole extent of Manchuria

have

3
p

B
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have made a mockery of all of the instruments and instru
mentalities of peace and cast a gloom over the international

horizon.

In the new note of the United States one sees a

ray of light, and hope that the international treaties
solemnly entered into for the purpose of outlawing war
and maintaining peace may yet carry some weight in the

comity of civilized nations, and that their wilful viola
tions by a militaristic nation cannot forever be condoned.
I believe it is the more likely to produce a wholesome
effect because it is inspired by a spirit of frank and

friendly counsel and though', defending some great principles
of international intercourse, it is couched in calm and
courteous language.”

JOHNSON
JS
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'1932

The Netherland Minister has not failedto com-

mitted to him by the Secretary of State on January

1

which note was sent by the Department of State to the

■

7

Republican Chinese and Imperial Japanese Governments.

7 9 3 .9 4 /3 4 9 7

municate to his Government the contents of the note re

In reply thereto the Netherland Minister has
been instructed to present to the Secretary of State the

thanks of the Netherland Government for that communication.

The Netherland Government shares the confidence
SK
m
>-*

P

expressed by the American Government that the neutral^
co

fe
Q

CO
NO

commission will facilitate the solution of the difficulties 1

in Manchuria.

The Netherland Government considers that it

would be in the common interest of the whole world, which,

shaken by the most severe and prolonged crisis, needs more
than ever good international relations, if a friendly
settlement between China and Japan were reached at an

earliest possible date.
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Ab far as principles are concerned, which have

moved the American Government to address itself to China
and Japan, it seems scarcely necessary to say, that they
are a matter of the liveliest interest to the Netherland

Government.
The Unit ed States Government has suggested that
the latter might consider to take a similar action.

The

Netherland Government doubts whether this procedure would
be expedient in the circumstances.

The Chinese and Japanese

Governments have replied to the American note and therefore

their points of view have already been stated. Moreover the
Netherlands as a member of the League of Nations must bear

in mind that the Council of the League, in warmly welcomed
cooperation with the United States, is doing its utmost

and will doubtless continue to try to prevent unfavorable

developments and to contribute to an acceptable solution

of the difficulties.

Washington, D.C.,
12 January 1932
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COPIES SENT TO
O. N.I. AND M. I.D-.

Tientsin via K.

r'

hn!»jj£VW

kr) 3 19:<'

Dated January 13, 1932

rt-.V^Gh: of

Rec’d 9:15 a

............... ,»■

Secretary of State

m

n

o
m

Û1 visi&p of

FASFEIffl AFFAIR^ J

Washington

AN 13 1932
artment of State

<D
04

January 13, 1 p. m
The following telegram has been sent to the Legation:

"January 13, 3 p

(0

Approximately 350 Japanese

troops entrained at Tientsin this morning for Suichung

CM

Japanese military authorities state that movement is not

(0
œ

designed to reenforce troops in that area but because, o.f
improved situation in Tientsin-Peiping area.

It is

possible, however, that movement has some relation to

enclosing on Jchol from Chinchow which appears to have

eady started.

Repeated to the Department."

LOCKHART
RR

WSB

CO

) 2 5 f
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19 1952.

Prentiss 3. Gilbert, Esquire,

American Consul,
Geneva, Switzerland.

Sir;
The Department encloses for your information and

of Hâtions, for his very discreet use, confidential as

to source, a summary of certain telegrams received by

the Department bearing on the itanchuria situation.
Secretary General should not disclose the names or
designations of persons mentioned in these messages.
Very truly yours,

For the Secretary of state:

W. R. Castle, Jr?

Enclosure:
Summary of telegrams
(in duplicate).

793.94/5^

/£>
KtseliiLii

1/14/32

'S

Sb0
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for transmission to the Secretary General of the League

DECMSSIFIED: E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(d) or (e)
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NARS, Date /2-/3--JS

Digest of Information from American Official
Sources" in He gar à to the Manchuria si tuai ion,
recefyed" fromJanuary B to Jamsry 13, "1$32.1
inclusive.
—-—

The Military Attache at helping reports that he has
received reliable information that the Jipaneae military

reported taking control of Shanhaikwan on Jamary 7.
The American Military attache at Tokyo reports that
the Chinese troops retreated from Chinchow to the Sharihalkwan

Lanchow and Tangshan area, except the Third Cavalry Brigade,

which went to Jehol Province, and that Sharibalkwun was
occupied by Japanese troops frora Tientsin.

.

Lieutenant Brown, U.S.A., reports from Liuxdeiy that

Japanese forces totaling approximately fifteen thousand
occupy the railroad from Luxden to Shanhaikwan; that the
Pelpiao-Chinohow railway line is being cleared and, al

though the intention to occupy Jehol is emphatically denied,

the large scale impress,ent of animal transport presages

either that or the possibility of extensive anti-bandit

campaigns by the Japanese.

,

, if &

The Consul G-nerol at Harbin reports that information
Obtained from a reliable private source indicates that Soviet
officials are nearly all prepared for war with Japan and that

military supplies are being accumulated.

Mf2^

The American Consul General at Harb in/reports that

General Chang Ching-hui has announced that; on January 3
he took over the control of all military end civil affairs

in Heilungkiang Province with the title of Shengohang (Pro
vincial Governor), and that he notified the Chinese Govern

ment orally in Mukden, Kirin and Harbin, only.

Th a Consul
General
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General comments that General Ma will probably aonre under
General Chung as Commander of the Provincial military forces.

Lieutenant Aldrich, U. .a., on January 9/reports from
Shanhaikuan that there 18 no evidence of Japanese Intention
• of occupying Shunhaikwan in the immediate future; that
J&panesa in ShanhalAwan number about three hundred and

the nearest brigade headquarters is at Sulchung, thirty

miles distant; that the Japanese Cotamander in Chief at
ahunhaikwen Infor ed him (apparently on Jnuary 10) that
the area was quiet and that the Japanese had no intention

of occupying Shanhuimn as their objective had been reached.
Lieutenant, brown, U.S.A., reports from ituzden (apparently

on January 11 y that the zel ping-Muted on railway was occupied
(by Japanese) to Shanhaikwun; that the Japanese have appoint

ed a ns* manager lor the north half of the line; that on
January 9 a Japanese officer statec that the Japanese General

Staff is now prepared for ths Soviets and that troop move

ments north confira this; ^ud that on January 10 General
Semenoff (former Cossack officer and ’’white*’ Russian leader)

was in Mukden conferring with Japanese and Mongols.
The American Consul General at Ï1 ent sin/ reports that
approximately three hundred and fifty Japanese troops en

trained at Tientsin on January 13 for Julchung; that the
Japanese military authorities stated that the movement was

not designed to reenforce troops in that area but was due
to the improved situation In the Tientsin-helping area;

and that it is possible that the movement has some relation
to enclosing on Jshol from Chinchow.
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Department of State
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mind, because the Secretary had. given him a copy of our note

to Japan and. China.

I impressed, upon him the fact that,

as he quite knew, we were not taking any joint action with
Great Britain and. France such as he had. feared., but that we

were taking instead, ind.epend.ent action v/hich we very much
hoped, the various signatories to the Nine Power Treaty would.

find, worth copying.

W. R. Castle, Jr.

U WRC/AB

7 9 3 .9 4 /3 4 9 9

ly after seeing the Secretary, in a very cheerful frame of
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January 8

Memorandum of conversation with the Ger'
January 7.

FAR EASIfAFFAIRS
k

JAN i 3 J932

The German Ambassador came in to ask whStV°'Stj*’

could tell him about the Manchurian situation.

10

Although

the Germans are not a signatory of the Nine Power Treaty,
I told the Ambassador in general what we were doing.

He

seemed pleased that the United States was taking this at
titude and said he hoped the other signatories of the treaty

will cooperate with us.

W. R.

Jr.

ræ
J**»

U WRC/AB

(0
04

co
GO
ro

04
01
o
o
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ce*VQd at the War Department

JAN 1 3 1932

January 9, 1932

DIVlbiUXM OF

From

\

9i3O A. M<

Me A. Peiping_________
To

F /D E W

" W*Z» T10 c

The Adjutant General .

1422 NPG

Number 319»
Upon Ministères request and due to sensitiveness of area am

sending Lieut# Aldrich Shanhaikwan tonight.
Margetts

7 9 3 .9 4 /3 5 0 1

CONFIDENTIAL
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O1ŸWON UF

_

IO-

L Ijr

A'

Peiping via N. R

Dated January 13, 1932
Rec’d 1:45 p. m*

^//a<

Secretary of State,

Washington.

Divi^jgn Of
FAR EASTERN AFFAIRS’!

13 1S32Q
61, January 13, 2 p. m.

Following from American Cons

partment of State

General at Harbin:

"January 11, 2 p. m.
Local Chinese officials and press state that yesterday
at 2 p. m. a Japanese airplane dropped bombs into

Pinhsien

where meeting of representatives from districts not under

JT
q:

control of

Hsi Chia was taking place and that some

casualties and damage resulted.

Report confirmed by an

fÇ)

American missionary who sent Chinese doctor to treat

wounded, but Ohashi informed me that the Japanese military
mission here stated that it had received no report of such
bombing. "

"January 12, 6 p. m.

55
Chinese officials state that Yushu was bombed by a^

JapanesJLeroplane on the 9th, and Wutaitzu village near,-»
co

*
Yushu and Wuchang on the 10th."

JOHNSON
HFD
KLP
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From
Thi/s telegram must be
closely paraphrased be
fore being communicated
to anyone
Secretary of State

Washington

u

Dated. January 13, 1932
Rec’d 12:25 p.m,

KhSOjjLvïID

•<V

'ÂK 1 3 !”< of

65, January 13

of

FAR t AS FERM AFFAIR^
13 1S3

I /<JNS
6 p.ra,■ ■

w4
Department of Stat»

The newspapers indicate that G-ener

McCoy has agreed

to serve on the Committee which the League is sending to
Manchuria to make an investigation.

I desire to place in

the hands of the Department the following appreciation of

the situation for such use as the Department cares to make
of it.

The Japanese by force of arms have now occupied all
important places in Manchuria and are in control of all
means of communications.

They have also obtained control

over the administration of Manchuria which is being main

W

tained through Chinese organizations almoot completely in

So far as I know there i

the Wall and authorities in Manchuria.

1932

no communication between authorities in China south of

2#

the hands of Japanese advisers.

It is still uncer

tain whether the Japanese will push their line as far west

as Johol.

To all intents and purposes Manchuria, from
Shanhaikwan
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Shanhaikwan to Tsitsihar, and from Tsitsihar to Harbin,

and from Harbin to Tumen, ànd the area bounded by these
places, is as separated from China and Chinese control as

is Formosa.
This occupation began on September 18th when the Japan
ese announced that it was necessary to obtain a settlement

of outstanding questions with China and to secure protection
for Japanese interests and property.

I am more and more convinced that Japanese activities
in Manchuria must be viewed in the light of Russo-Japanese

relations rather than Sino-Japanese relations.

It would

appear that the Japanese Government made a careful survey

of conditions in China last summer and reached the conclu
sion that China was disintegrating, that Chinese leadership

was losing its prestige, and that the Kuomentang was no
longer powerful.

The Japanese Government apparently .

believed that Chang Hsueh Liang would not receive support

from the Government south of the Wall if attacked.

With

this knowledge and the belief that the powers were pre
occupied with domestic troubles due to world-wide depression
and that Soviet Russia was in no position to take action,
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the higher military authorities of Japan concluded that it
was their opportunity to act in Manchuria and push Japan’s
strategic "boundary further west in preparation for the

clash with Soviet Russia which they considered inevitable.0"

I am convinced there can be no settlement of the

... -,

questions which have arisen in Manchuria that does not take

into consideration the interests of China, Russia and Japan.
China is too weak to maintain her sovereignty in Manchuria
and is unable to maintain, as between Russia and Japan, the

neutrality of Manchuria which lies between these two coun
tries, both vitally interested in that area.

No solution

which does not take into consideration the interests of all
three can be permanent.

Unfortunately there is no Govern

ment in China or group of leaders willing to face these

problems honestly and take responsibility for their settle

ment for, being unable to maintain her position in Manchuria
by force, China would have to accept a settlement which must
*
impair her sovereignty there.

Nothing short of outside force or an economic collapse
at home will persuade Japan to retire from her present

position
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4-#65 from Peiping, January 13,
1932.

position it is my conviction.
It seems to me that the above considerations must be

taken into account in connection with any investigation
by the commissicn which is about to visit Manchuria or when
considering the advisability of calling a conference under

the Nine Power Treaty for the purpose of finding a settle
ment of the Manchurian problem.
JOHNSON

WSB-HPD
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Rec’d 3 p
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>
^ate,
. fexvg''

Divi

FAR EASK

Washington.

AN 1
6, January 13, 6 p

k Department

CONFIDENTIAL

The Italian press has published extensive accounts
of the note on the Manchurian situation delivered to the

on January 8th together with the comments thereon in the.
foreign papers but up to the present no editorial comment
has appeared here.

From informal conversations with

Foreign Office officials I have been given to understand

7 9 3 .9 4 /3 5 0 4

Japanese Government by the American Ambassador at Tokÿ'C

that, although the Italian Government is naturally
desirous of following the example of the United States
ss

in this matter, there is a feeling that the Italian

position is similar to that of British Government which
co
it is understood considers that the undertakings to main^3
tain the "open door" already given by Japan at Geneva
render any formal action unnecessary.

It is expected that

a decision as to Italy’s action in this regard will be

teached shortly and that it will be immediately communi
cated to de Martino in Washington.

KIRK
CSB - HJ?D

rj
U
£
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telegram receiver
Nanking

i

j.’ p.’ 1 3

From

Dated January 13, 1932

DIVLHÏ9K
Rec1 d 2 p*.m.
Secretary of Statej

Washington

10, January 13, 7 p.m.

Your number 2, January 7,
One.

Following is “transi

ion of note addressed to

the American Minister, dated January 12, but handed to me

(q

•

(0
January 13 . 11 a.m. :
"Excellency:

I have the honor to acknowledge the

CM

O;

O
receipt of your Excellency’s note of January 8, 1932,

stating that the recent military operations about Ohinchow
have destroyed the last remaining administrative autho^ty
of the Republié of China in South Manchuria as it existed

before September 18, 1931; that the American Government^

of
is still confident that the neutral committee/investigation
of
recently appointed by the Council/the League of Nations

will facilitate the final solution of the difficulties
now existing between Ohina and Japan; but that the American

Government in view of the present situation and of its own
rights and obligations deems that it is its duty to make

the
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2*^10 from ftanjclng/ January 13,
1932

the following notification to the Governments of China

and Japan: that is, that the American Government can not
recognize as legal any situation de facto and that it does

not intend to recognize any treaty or agreement concluded

by the Chinese and Japanese Governments or their represen
tatives which may impair treaty rights of the United States

or its citizens in China, or which may impair the sovereign

ty the independence or the territorial and administrative

integrity of China or which may violate the international
policy relative to China commonly known as the open door

policy; and also that the American Government does not
intend to recognize any situation, treaty or agreement which
may be brought about by means violative of the Pact against

War signed by China, Japan and the United‘States at Paris
on August 27, 1928.

It is amply evident that the American Government takes
the most serious view of the lawless acts of the Japanese

military forces in the^Eastern Provinces and that it upholds,
also, the dignity pf international covenants and of the Pact

against War.

The Chinese Government from the time that the

present events in the Northeast began on September 18th,

1931,
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3-#10 from Nanking, January 13,
1932

1931, and up to the present day, has in every respect

fulfilled its duties as prescribed in the Pact against
War and the Chinese Government therefore has taken no

steps of any nature whatever calculated to aggravate the
situation but has, in accordance with procedures set

forth in existing international covenants, asked that the

signatory powers direct their special attention to these

events.
The Japanese military forces, on the contrary, follow-

ing the adoption of the resolution of the League of Nations

of September 30th, 1931, and the meeting of the Council
on October 24, 1931, have still continuously extended the

field of their invasions and even after the passing of the

League’s resolution of December 10, 1931, have openly
invaded and seized Chinchow, the seat of the Chinese local

government.

Moie recently Japan has occupied Çuichung

anc^Shanhaikuan and has increased the numbers of Japanese

naval vessels and troops at Chingwantao, Tientsin and other

places.

In addition to this there are indications of an

intention to attack Jehol.

These violations of the Cove

nant of the League of Nations, the Nine Power Treaty and
the Pact against War and this disregard of the repeated

decisions
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jiaolsione of the League are facts which it has not been
possible to conceal.

The Japanese Government, therefore,

must bear full responsibility for all the events involved.
With reference to the notification of Your Excellency’s

Government that in this matter it does not recognize as
legal âny situation de facto, I have the honor to state
that the Chinese Government has repeatedly lodged with the
Japanese Government।the gravest protests against the various
Invasions and, lawless acts perpetuated by the Japanese

troops since September 18, 1931, and has made it known

internationally that the Chinese Government accords them
no recognition whatsoever,

tm*

fa-an1 fflaitvi uf__~rnr

With regard to the treaties or agreements referred to

in the note under reply, I have the honor to state that
the Chinese Government, basing its position on its sovereig:

ty and independence and on the principle of territorial and
administrative integrity has absolutely no intention3of con
eluding any treaties or agreements of the categories
described.
It is the sincere hope of the Chinese Government that

Your Excellency’s Government will continue to promote the

effectiveness
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5-410 from Nanking, January 13,
1932

effectiveness of international covenants in order that their
dignity;: may be conserved.

I have the honor to bring the above to the attention
of Your Excellency and to express the hope that you will
transmit it to Your Excellency’s Government for its infor-

nation and action.

Seal of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs

signed Chen Yu Jen (Eugene Chen).

Two.

The Chinese Foreign Office states that Chinese

text of this note has been telegraphed to the Chinese Lega
tion in Washington but without instructions to deliver to
the Department.

I suggested that Foreign Office supply

English translation as has often been done under similar

circumstances but was informed that the absence of the

Minister of Foreign Affairs made this impossible.

It was

added that possibly an English translation would be tele
graphed to the Chinese Legation.

I understand that the

Minister of Foreign Affairs will return from Shanghai today,.
Three. Owing to the instructions for early transmission
no

Chinese translation was sent with the Department’s note

to the Minister of Foreign Affairs which was contrary to

the

*
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the usual ■ (#)-'t>f the American Legation.

I have attempted

to make a literal translation of the reply and I invite
attention of the Department to the slight misquotation
of the Department’s note which is to be found in that
portion of the translation beginning "which may impair

treatjgy rights" and ending "or which may impair the
sovereignty".
Tour.

The Chinese Foreign Office informs me that the

Chinese text of this note will be released after probable

time uf its receipt by the Department.
Repeated to the Legation.

PECK
(#) apparent omission

WSB-KLP
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N

Rec’d 8:03 p.m,
Secretary of State

Divfs^n of
FAR EASTERN AFF

Washington

AN 1 4 1932

Following from Reuter

m

art ment of State

62, January 13, 3 p.m,

7$^*
T oky

January twelfth

-0
(.0
CH

"The Soviet Ambassador visited the Japanese Premier
Mr. Inukai this morning and expressed anxiety regarding
the reports of a possible confliction in North Manchuria

between General Ting Chow, Commander of the Chinese rail-

CO

qj

oi
ways guards at Harbin, and Hsia, Governor of Kirin Provincee O

Apparently believing that Japan is able to control the
actions of these two ’Chinese paladins’, Monsieur Troy-

anostsky, the Ambassador, is understood to have express^
sæ
a hope that as the conflict was liable to jeopardize Solget
interests Japan would do her best to prevent it.
It is understood that questions connected with the

lumber trade, fisheries and long term credits were also

/

discussed".
JOHNSON

OX

bO
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Peiping via N.R,
Dated January 13, 1932

Rec‘ d 11 p.m,

A«'“ ■
Secretary of State,

Washington

Divi

FAR EAST

DEW

64, January 13, 5 p.m.

Following from American Consul/General at Nanking:
11 One.

Eugene Chen, Minister of Foreign Affairs, went

of Railways, January 11, 11 p.m» Yesterday afternoon Yeh
informed W. H. Donald that Sun Fo, Eugene Chen and other

members of the Government, now in Shanghai, are desperatel;

7 9 3 .9 4 /3 5 0 7

to Shanghai January 11, 11 a.m. and Yeh Kung Cho, Minister

attempting to devise some way to cope with the dangers

threatening China and seem prepared to adopt any c ourse of
action no matter how '’radical", such as begging for asslgtance from the Soviet Government.

Yeh confirmed this to me.

Two.

At the railway statical
«c
CQ
M

The present Government has the double task of

protecting the nation from the Japanese.invasion and of

maintaining its own existence.

The Chinese seem to be con

vinced that the Japanese under the domination of the
military
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military party are now actually pushing their fordes into

Jehol and into the Tientsin area with Shantung as their
goal.

They seem to realize that war would certainly be

disastrous and would only fadilitate the Japanese conquest

(END PART ONE)

'
KLP-WSB

.

JOHNSON
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Secretary oi State

’Washington.

64, January 13, 5 p.m.

(PART TWO)

they’ profess entire disbelief in Japanese promises of with
drawal from Manchuria and elsewhere.

Internally the govern

ment is confronted with maturing obligations incurred by the
previous regime mainly for the support of military forces

in the provinces.

Having demanded and achieved the elimi

nation of Chiang Kai Shek from the government they now
realize their inability to do without him. High dignitaries
have been sent to implore Chiang, ’Wang Ching Wei and Hu Han

Ilin to take up their posts.

Several hundred Hanking students

left Nanking last night for Shanghai with the same object
in cars supplied gratis.

It is diffucult to/jolcet what

material improvement in the Manchurian situation could be
made by the three leaders who are now absent but Chinese

popular opinion seems to be that their participation in the
government would counteract the separatist tendency prevalent
throughout China.

The feeling is that owing to economic

destitution and communist intrigue complete chaos will ensue
unless this tendency is checked.

(xuFD PART TWO)

JOHNSON
JS
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Dated January 13, 1932.
Recd 11:24 p.m.

Secretary of State

Washington.

64, January 13, 5 p.m.

(PART THREE)

In the face of these forebodings the only discernible
ground for optimism is the inherent stability of the Chinese

race which quality has enabled the nation to reestablish
itself after similar crises in the past.
Three.

In regard to Chang Hsueh Liang the indications

are that whereas the former regime had a sympathetic under

standing with him the present government has attempted to
remove him but is now powerless to do so and will soon be

begging for his assistance.

Four.

The identic note of January 7 has aroused among

the Chinese gratitude for the friendship displayed but there

is slight expectation that the aggressive policy attributed
to Japan will be checked by the note."

(END MESSAGE)

JOHNSON.

JS
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MEMORANDUM OF THE PRESS CONFERENCE

THURSDAY AFTERNOON, JAN. 7,1502

At the press conference at 4:00 o’clock this afternoon,
Secretary Stimson read to the correspondents the following note

which was sent to the Japanese Government and to the Chinese

Government through the American Ambassador at Tokyo and the
American Minister in Peiping,

respectively:

"With the recent military operations about
Chinchow, the last remaining administrative
authority of the Government of the Chinese Repub
lic in South Manchuria, as it existed prior to
September 18th, 1931, has been destroyed.
The
work of the neutral commission recently authorized
by the Council of the League of Nations will
facilitate an ultimate solution of the difficulties
now existing between China and Japan.
But in view
of the present situation and of its own rights and
obligations therein, the American Government deems
it to be its duty to notify both the Imperial Japanese
Government and the Government of the Chinese Republic that
it cannot admit the legality of any situation de facto
nor does it intend to recognize any treaty or agreement
entered into between those Governments, or agents there
of, which may impair the treaty rights of the United
States or its citizens in China, including those which
relate to the sovereignty, the independence, or the
territorial and administrative integrity of the Repub
lic of China, or to the international policy relative
to China, commonly known as the open door policy; and that
it does not intend to recognize any situation, treaty
or agreement which may be brought about by means con
trary to the covenants and obligations of the Pact of
Paris of August 27, 1928, to which Treaty both China,
and Japan, as well as the United States, are parties."
The Secretary then said the news report which was flashed

from the Department this afternoon by one of the press associa
tions to the effect that this Government had invoked the NinePower Pact was not accurate.

The above note is an invocation

of the rights of the United States and its citizens under the

Nine-Power Treaty and the Pact of Paris.

The Secretary here

said that his remarks were NOT FOR ATTRIBUTION OR QUOTATION

AND '.1ERE FOR BACKGROUND ONLY.

Hitherto, we have been engaged

in efforts of conciliation to endeavor to stop the outbreak of
a state of war.

In order to accomplish that conciliation a com

mission has been established by the resolution of the League of
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Nations of December 10.

It presumably mill continue the work

of fact-finding and of investigation, which goes with concilia

tion.

In view of the unsettled condition in Manchuria, this Gov

ernment deems that it is necessary and most appropriate that at
tention should be called to the rights of the United States end
its citizens,

and that is what the above note does.

After the

note had been sent, the representatives of the other eight
powers, signatory to the Nine-Power Treaty, were called in as
a matter of courtesy and informed of what this Government had

Those meetings took place this morning after the above

done.

mentioned note had been sent.

FOR ATTRIBUTION TO THF DSPARThbFT BUT NOT FOR QUOTATION,

the Secretary said that, in the first place,

of course, we have

no desire to question Japan’s legitimate treaty rights in Man
churia.

We do not intend' to interfere with them in the slightest

degree.

In the second place, we have no desire to intrude our

selves into any settlement which Japan and China may make of
their present unhappy difficulties, with the exception of the

following:
First, that nothing in that settlement must impair our
rights and the rights of our citizens in China as set out in

the open door policy and in the Nine-Power Treaty, which em
bodied the open door policy;

Second, that that settlement should not be achieved by
a violation of the methods agreed to in the Kellogg Pact.
The Secretary then continued, FOR BACKGROUND AND NOT FOR

QUOTATION OR ATTRIBUTION, by saying that he desired to recall

to the minds of the correspondents what is meant by the "open
door policy. "

Mr. Stimson here paused to say that it was under

stood that nothing contained in this press conference could be
released before tomorrow’s newspapers.

The policy of the open

door was begun by John Hay in 1899 or 1900.

At that time Japan
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had. concluded a war with China and had received as a result of

that war Port Arthur and certain rights in Southern Manchuria.

Three powers then got together and took those away from Japan

and gave them to Russia.

The Secretary said that, if he re-

memberec correctly, the powers were France, Germany and Russia.

Russia, then occupied that part of the Orient, France had quite
recently before that time occupied Indo-China, the British had
ta.ken Feihaiwei, and Germany had commuted the lives of some

German missionaries into Tsingtao, and China ’"as popularly said

to have been dismembered and broken up and she appeared to be

quite helpless to protect herself.

John Hay stepped in a,id ob

tained. an informal agreement between the great powers of the
world that they would not dismember China further and that all

nations should share the privilege of commerce with China with

out discrimination.

That was known as the policy of the open

door, and it was next in importance in the policies of this
country to the lionroe Doctrine, and it has been strongly em

phasized ever since until in 1922 it was embodied in the NinePower Treaty agreed to by the United States, Japan, China,

Great Britain, France, Belgium, The Netherlands, Portugal and
Italy.

It is, therefore, one of the most important policies

.

of this country and one in which our governments and our citi
zens are deeply interested.

It is of vital importance to the

future because, as everyone knows, or oug;t to know, the devel

opment of the Orient is going to be undoubtedly the great devel

opment of the coming century.

Our trade with the Orient quad»-

rupled in the first eight or nine years after the Groat ’«Tar.

Our trade with the Orient has increased much .more rapidly than
in other parts of the world and is still doing so.

Last year

our trade with the Orient increased six per cent, according to

the statement of the National Foreign Trade Council of January 3

1932, while everyone knows what has happened to our trade with
Europe.

The preservation of the integrity of China and the
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preservation of equal rights among the nations of the world in
the commerce of China without discrimination is the key-stone
of that future development and it has been this country 'which

initiated it and has stood for it.
The first part of the above mentioned note down to the

phrase,

"commonly known as the open door policy," is related

to that, and the last five lines of the note relate to the Pact
of Paris, which is an entirely different kind of treaty.

That

is a treaty which does not give individual rights of trade,

or material rights, so to speak, but it is an attempt to es
tablish a method of peaceful solution of difficulties which the
whole world will develop and. while our action under the first

part of it is of comparatively old and well-understood method

of vindicating the personal rights of the nations and citizens
under a treaty which gives such rights, the statement in the

last five lines is of a different nature and is a more novel

and interesting step in that it is ne>’r.

In order to refresh

the minds of the correspondents as to what that means, the Sec

retary read the joint statement of President Hoover and.Primé'
Minister MacDonald issued at the Rapidan about two years ago:

"In signing the Paris Peace Pact, fifty-six
nations have declared that war shall not be used

as an instrument of national policy. ’Ve have agreed,
that all disputes shall be settled by pacific means."

Then follows the following lines which the Secretary desired
to bring to the attention of the correspondents as- being the
thought embodied in the above quoted note:
"Both our governments resolve to accept the Peace

Pact, not only as a declaration of good, intentions, but

as a positive obligation to direct national policy in
accordance with its pledge."

■
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ALSO FOR BACKGROUND, the Secretary recalled the tangled

situation which we have been dealing with for four months and
how earnestly we have labored to keep acrimony out of the situa
tion and to be clear and firm without being in the least degree

truculent.

That is very important now in the treatment- of the

above mentioned note and that is the intention of the writer of

the note.

Mr. Stimson continued by saying that he wanted to

call the attention of the correspondents to the fact that in
sending this note, so far as the open door policy is concerned,

we are following the precedent of a note which this Government

delivered to China and Japan on May 13, 1915, at the time when
Japan had made the so-called twenty-one demands on China and
had enforced those demands by an ultimatum.

The twenty-one de

mands were delivered in January, 1915, and on May 13 of the
same year this Government, under President Wilson and Secretary

Bryan, gave a note very much like the present one to both of
those countries.

Mr. Stimson then read the following from the

note of May 13, 1915:

"In view of the circumstances of the negotiations
which have taken place and which are now pending between
the Government of China and the Government of Japan and
of the agreements which have been reached as a result
thereof, the Government of the United States has the honor
to notify the Government of the Chinese Republic that it
cannot recognize any agreement or undertaking which has
been entered into or which may be entered into between
the Governments of China and Japan impairing the treaty
rights of the United States and its citizens in China,
the political or territorial integrity of the Republic
of China, or the international policy relative to China
commonly known as the open door policy. "
The twenty-one demands were partly that Japan was claiming

certain rights and certain railroads and occupations of Shantung
and also covered certain claims of Japan in regard to Manchuria
and certain other claims which this Government evidently thought
jeopardized the open door policy.

This Government made that

protest in 1915 and a long time intervened, because of the World
War, but the force of public opinion which rallied around the

effort made by this Government resulted in 1921, five years
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later,

at the time of the Washington Naval Conference, in the

evacuation of Shantung by Japan and the settlement of other
controversies.

At that time Mr. Hughes, who participated in

those transactions, spoke of the note of May 13, 1915 in the

following language:
"That statement was in accord with the historic policy

of the United States in its relation to China and its posi

tion as thus stated has been and still is consistently main
tained. "

In sending the above note today, our Government is main
taining that policy in regard to China with the same consistency

and attempting to do it in the same temper of fair firmness and
dignity that was done and has been done ever since John Hay

originated the policy.
one,

The present situation is a very delicate

Manchuria, as so many writers have said very truthfully,

is the danger spot of the Far East.

It is the place where three

great races or three great nations all have rights which impact
upon each other within the same area of Manchuria,

and it is a

place where all the other nations of the world, particularly

the Nine-Power nations, have rights of commerce entered into
under that Nine-Power Treaty.

That Treaty is not limited to

the nine original powers that framed it and it was open to ad
herence by any other nations that chose to do so.

Five other

nations later adhered to the Nine-Power Treaty.

A correspondent here asked if the note was given to Ambas
sador Debuchi.

Mr. Stimson replied that the note was sent

direct to Tokyo and Nanking but that copies of it were given

to Ambassador Debuchi of Japan and the new Chinese Minister,
Dr. Yen.

A correspondent here asked if the other signatories

of the Nine-Power Treaty were taking or had taken similar action

or if they contemplated taking similar action.

In reply, the

Secretary said that he also called in the representatives of
the other six powers, signatories to the Nine-Power Treaty, and
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The Secretary has not yet

gave each a copy of today’s note.

had time to call in the representatives of the other five powers
which adhered later to the Nine-Power Treaty and to give them
copies of the note.

Referring to the question whether the other

powers contemplated similar action, the Secretary said he had

asked for no promises and that he did not know.

He has given

them the opportunity to do so by telling them what we have done.

We do not know., however, how many powers will take similar ac

tion.

The Secretary again said he wanted to make clear the

difference between what he called the invocation of the Pact
and the invocation of the rights of the United States under
that Pact.

He said he was speaking now for the rights of the

United States and American citizens under that Treaty and that

he would be very glad if the other powers should see fit to
assert the rights of their citizens as we have asserted ours.

As for the names of the five powers that subsequently adhered

to the Nine-Power Treaty, Mr. Stimson said they were Norway,

Sweden, Denmark, Bolivia and Mexico.
A correspondent asked if there was anything new regarding

the assault on Consul Chamberlain by Japanese soldiers.

The

Secretary replied in the negative and said that it was still

The Government of Japan

being negotiated in this respect:

promptly made an apology, which has been accepted, but the ques
tion of the punishment of the men who assaulted Consul Chamberlain is still under negotiation.

The correspondent said that

he understood the Secretary had thanked the Japanese Ambassador
for the prompt action of Japan in expressing the.t Government’s

regrets but that he got the definite impression that the Sec
retary had withheld its acceptance.

Mr. Stimson replied that

he accepted the apology but that he said that he had not yet

received Mr. Chamberlain’s report of the incident and would have
to keep it open until the report was received.

Consul Chamber-
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Iain’s report was received the next day and the Secretary then
had another interview with the Japanese Ambassador on the sub

ject of the consequences to the offenders.

So far as the Jap

anese Government’s apology is concerned - it has been delivered

and was accepted.

A correspondent then asked if this state

ment regarding the Chamberlain incident might be used this

afternoon.

The Secretary replied in the affirmative,

Ur... Stim-

son then continued by saying that this note should not be con

nected with the Chamberlain incident, as the note was drafted
before the Secretary had heard of that incident and the matter
of the note is altogether too important a thing of another char

acter to be mixed up with even an attack on one of our consuls.

We are not acting at all in a fit of temper, but we are acting
in a constructive way to attempt to clarify the situation and
to preserve the historic policy of the United States in hanchuria.

It was just an accident that the Chamberlain incident

occurred while the Secretary was preparing the above ouoted
note.
A correspondent here said that the gentlemen of the press
all appreciated the comprehensive array of information which th

Secretary presented to them in this press conference.

M. J. LlcDermott.
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MEMORANDUM

THE PRESS CONFERENCE, FRIDAY, JANUARY 8,

qf

1932

F/D E W

At the press conference this afternoon Under Secretary
Castle announced the release of a message of condolence from
Secretary Stimson on the death of the French Minister of Ear.
Mr. Castle announced that word had been received of the
delivery, by Consul General Peck, of the note from Secretary
Stimson, in the Sino-Japanese situation, to the Chinese Govern

7 9 3 .9 4 /3 5 0 9

ment.

A telegram was also received from Ambassador Forbes say

ing he had delivered the note to the Foreign Office in Tokyo

yesterday afternoon.

The Under Secretary announced the release of a telegram

from Ambassador Forbes concerning the attempt to assassinate
the Emperor of Japan.

In the case of the attack on Consul Chamberlain, the ■'Under

secretary said a message had been received from Consul General
Hanson in Harbin to the effect that Lieutenant Colonel Hyakutake,
chief of the local Japanese military mission, dressed in mili

tary uniform, wearing his sword and decorations and accompanied

0
by Vice Consul Takigawa, '-dio interpreted,
tions of General Ninomiya,

tung army,

acting under instruc

chief of the gendarmes of the Kuan-

called at the Consulate General at 3 o'clock and

tendered to Mr. Chamberlain in the presence of Captain Nimmer
and himself the formal apology of General Ninomiya for the as

sault by the Japanese patrol on Mr. Chamberlain at Mukden on

*■*

5
P

Consul Chamberlain expressed his appreciation of the though®

w

January 3.

co
ro

which prompted the apology of the General but added that the

case was out of his hands.
Just before departing the Lieutenant Colonel expressed his

personal regrets and offered Mr.

Chamberlain a present sent
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-2by the General.
to accept it.

Mr. Chamberlain politely and. rightly refused,
That, of course, is delightfully Oriental, as

the Orientals give presents on all sorts of occasions..

Consul Foote had an experience of that kind just prior to
his departure from Sumatra.

One of the Sultans in that country

offered him a magnificent and expensive present as a mark of
his friendship and appreciation.

Mr. Foote, knowing that

American Government officials are prohibited by lew from receiving decorations or presents from foreign governments and

also knowing that he was supposed to return to the Sultan an
equally expensive present,

called on His Highness and expressed

his deep appreciation and explained that he was not worthy to

receive such a present, but that he would be equally grateful

if the Sultan would give him an autographed photograph instead.
The Sultan immediately agreed and asked for Mr. Foote’s photo
graph in exchange.

This incident illustrates the Oriental

custom of giving presents.

A correspondent enouired what was being done about the
soldiers who participated in the assault on Consul Chamberlain.
Mr. Castle said he did not know.

As the Secretary said yester

day, the question of the punishment of the soldiers is the one

question that remains open.
The Under Secretary also announced the release of a tele

gram from Harbin concerning the patrolling of the streets by
the Chinese just before Christmas, which rather spoiled the
Russian Christmas celebration.

ARMAMENTS

A correspondent enquired regarding a story which appeared
in the morning newspapers to the effect that the Under Secretary
might be named as a member of the delegation to the forthcom

ing disarmament conference at Geneva.

In reply, Mr. Castle
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ss.i.d he had not been asked to go to the conference, that his
name had not been considered and that, so far as he knew, the

delegation was entirely complete.

SINO-JAPANESE SITUATION
A correspondent asked whether the Under Secretary knew

what countries, if any, were going to take action similar to
ours under the Nine Power Treaty.

Mr. Castle replied in the

negative.

A correspondent remarked that, as he understood it, our

action did not constitute the invocation of the Nine Power Pact
as it did not put the conference machinery in motion,

agreed that that was the case.

Mr. Castle

The correspondent asked what

action would be necessary formally to invoke the pact.

The

Under Secretary said he supposed that if it should be decided

to have a conference under the pact, a conference would be

called, but that was not in any way under discussion at the
The Secretary’s note was a mere statement as to American

time.

rights.

The correspondent asked if a single signatory might

call such a conference or if it would require a majority of the

signatories.

The Under Secretary said he did not know.

He

thought the signatories would probably discuss whether it was

the wise thing to do before calling a conference.

That would

be the normal thing to do.
Another correspondent asked whether, by the same token,

the Secretary’s declaration might be called an invocation of

the Kellogg Pact.

Mr. Castle said he would not call it an in

vocation of any pact.

He thought the Secretary's reference to

the Kellogg Pact was a very interesting thing.

A correspondent said his office was in receipt of a

despatch from Nanking to the effect that the Foreign Office
would appeal to the League of Nations to apply economic sanc
tions against Japan under Article 16 of the League Covenant.
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He also announced that China was prepared to offer military

resistance to Japanese penetration south of the Great 'Tail and
appealed to the State Department to bring additional pressure

to bear on Japan to respect its treaty obligations.

Mr. Castle

said the Department had received a telegram in regard to an
appeal to be made to the League but an hour later word was re

ceived that the Foreign Office had said they were not going to
do it.

Returning to the question of the invocation of the treaties,
a correspondent said that two representatives of the press were

particularly interested in the question.

Mr. Castle said he

realized that but he was not interested particularly in a row

between two press associations.
Aside from such a disagreement, the correspondent said that
legal authorities in the State Department admitted very wide

usage of the word "invocation" and cited certain cases where
sections of a treaty have been called to the attention of another

nation in which it was said those sections were invoked.

So

the correspondent understood that invocation did not necessari
ly mean the calling of a formal conference, but was more in the

nature of an appeal or reference to.

Mr. Castle agreed with the

use of the word "appeal", but not with the use of the expression

"reference to."

Mr. Castle suggested the legal authorities

write a thesis on the use of the words.

Since it might be the

subject of a thesis, the correspondent raised the question of
a curbstone opinion.

Mr. Castle, however, said he declined to

give curbstone opinions.

In view of the fact that Mr. Stimson's note referred to

the open door policy, a correspondent asked if there was any
information indicating that Japan was closing Manchuria to
American commerce.

Mr. Castle replied that there was none
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The Secretary in that note referred to treaties which

might be made in the future.

The correspondent asked if any

protests had been received from American firms operating in

Manchuria regarding commercial restrictions placed on them by
the Japanese or if any of our banks had reported that Japan had
Mr. Castle said there might have been

tied up the currency.

requests made to the Department for information, but he did

not remember any protests from any of them.

The correspondent

said he was reliably informed by the firms out there that they
had taken up with the Department the difficulties resulting

from Japanese occupation.

Mr. Castle said that was quite true.

The correspondent asked if that had not been the subject of rep

resentations to the Foreign Office.

Mr. Castle replied in the

affirmative.

A correspondent asked what happened as a result of the
note despatched under similar circumstances in 1915 concerning
The Under Secretary said he could not

the open door policy.

remember offhand, except that it worked.

Whether the note had

anything to do with it or not, the twenty-one demands never be

came effective.

A correspondent observed that the matter of

the twenty-one demands extended over a number of years and
is still in dispute.
be so.

Mr.

Castle agreed that that might probably

A correspondent asked if the 1915 note kept the commercial

door open in Manchuria.
firmative.

The Under Secretary replied in the af

Whether it was that solely that did it, he could

not say, but the door remained open.

A correspondent enquired

whether the occupation of Shantung at that time was not more

or less analagous to the situation in Manchuria today.
Castle replied in the affirmative.

Er.

He added that he could not

say whether the Japanese actually were in occupation in all

parts of Shantung.

A correspondent asked if the Germans had

not been expelled from that region originally.

Mr.

Castle
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replied in the affirmative.

A correspondent recalled that

when he was in the Far East the Japanese authorities were ad

ministering Shantung.

M. J. McDermott.
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, SINO-JAPANESE SITUATION

A correspondent observed t$at a '^efe^eâch ha^'itaen received
%, DIVISION OP
from London indicating that GreatxBri.tain did ..pot^lntend to
follow this country’s action with regard to the Manchurian

situation.

NOT FOR ATTRIBUTION OR QUOTATION, the Secretary

recalled that he had carefully pointed out to the press that
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-3the action which we took was as an individual, representing
the individual rights of the United States,

and he had pointed

out explicitly that this was quite different from the combined
actions of conciliation between the other countries that had
preceded it.

The Secretary said he thought the bulk of the

press reports had made it clear, but there was some danger of
This is not a concerted action.

He recalled

that he had told the correspondents that he notified the other

powers as a matter of courtesy.

they like.

F /D E W

misunderstanding.

They are quite free to do what

Our statement was made as a statement of the atti

tude of the United States in respect to the rights of its own
government and of its own citizens.

It was not made on behalf

7 9 3 .9 4 /3 5 1 0

of any other power.

A correspondent asked if it was not true that' since John
Hay’s time,

policy,

since the first announcement of the open door

it had been traditional that we worked alone in the

Far East and always did what seemed proper from the American

standpoint without concerted action.

The Secretary, in reply,

said he thought it would be proper to say this country had
been the leader—had always made the first move.

The Secretary continued by saying that our statement was
a re-affirmation of what is a matter of record, both by treaty

and former statements, which were given to the press.

Our

declaration was intended as a restatement of our position

for the past thirty years, and 'which the recent occurrences

had seemed to us to make it appropriate to re-state.

7e are

Jr

always, in a matter like this, on delicate ground and it is

*-*

well to have a clear understanding.

co

catch word phrases.

It is dangerous to use

"Invocations is one which the Secretary

said he was particularly on his guard against in this case.

Exactly what the correspondents meant when they said some
one invoked the Kellogg Pact or the Nine Power Pact, the
Secretary did not know.

He had already told the correspon-
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dents what his intention was.

We asserted what we deemed to

be our policy in respect to our rights under that treaty.
A correspondent said that the language of the press was dif

ferent from the language of diplomacy.

The Secretary said

he realized that difficulty and, as he said before, he was
full of admiration for the way they had gotten over those

difficulties.

But there had been creeping into the headlines,

chiefly, things which have no application.

At least, they did

not mean anything to the Secretary and he did not know whe.t they

meant to the correspondents.

The Secretary said it was important

that that be made clear in respect to both treaties covered by

our note—the Nine-Power Pact and the Kellogg Pact.
The Secretary explained that if there was anything 18ke
invocation by all the powers, that was done about three months

ago when several of the powers sent notes to the other powers,
including ourselves, that they wore going to send notes on the
Kellogg Pact and suggesting that the others- do it, and we, among

others, did.

That was an entirely different thing from what

this country did the other day.

A correspondent asked if it was not true that we invoked

the treaties some weeks ago and we are now preparing to utilize

them—the difference being between "utilization” and "invocation."

The Secretary said, in reply, the whole jurpose of sending the
note was simply that we were calling our rights to the atten

tion of the two powers who,

in the course of their relations,

might not chink we were alive to them.
A correspondent asked if we had received a reply from either
China or Japan as yet.

The Secretary replied in the negative

and added that there had hardly been time yet.

The correspon

dent asked if there had been any informal indication when

either reply might come.

The Secretary replied in the negative

and added that there might not be any reply.

He recalled that
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he had told the correspondents the other day the note was a
declaration by this country, merely a statement.

pondent referred to press reports from Tokyo.

A corres

The Secretary

said he had noticed that a spokesman for the Foreign Office

seemed also to take the view that it might not require an
answer.

The correspondent also referred to reports that the

spokesman for the Foreign Office had said the note from this

country would not stop operations in Manchuria.

The Secretary

recalled that he had told the correspondents that the state
ment was intended for history and made with a broad view of the
future.

He added that when he said the statement was intended

for history, he did not, of course, mean for history alone.
A correspondent enquired whether the Secretary had heard

anything from Tokyo in regard to the Chamberlain incident.

The

Secretary replied in the affirmative and added that he had re

ceived word of a second apology being made, but since he had

seen it reported in the press he had not mentioned it to the
correspondents.

General Honjo sent an officer to Consul Chamber-

lain personally in Harbin to express his regrets.
The correspondent asked if anything was being done to

punish the men guilty of the attack.

be the crucial point.

That appeared to him to

Without saying whether it was a crucial

point, the Secretary said it was an important point about which
we had not yet received information.

A correspondent asked if there was any likelihood, aside
from the fact there was no fatality, of the case resolving it

self into another Imbrie affair when an American Consul was
killed and Persia had to bear the expense of bringing the body
back.

In reply, the Secretary said the Chamberlain matter did

not in his opinion involve pecuniary compensation.

M. J. McDermott.
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Memorandum sent by the Japanese Government^'
to the Chinese Government on Oct. 9th.

W

Shigemitsu has been instructed to forward v

to the Chinese Government the following memorandum
dated October 9»

(1)

The Japanese Government has

already made It clear that the Manchurian affair is
nothing but the outcome of a deep-rooted anti-Japanese

feeling in China which has taken a specially provocative
form in the recent challenge to Japanese troops com

pelling the latter to resort to measures of self-defence.
The responsibility for the present situation naturally

lies with the Chinese Government.
The Japanese Government has time and again re
quested the Chinese Government to take proper steps to

check the anti-Japanese movement so systematically car

ried out in various places in China.

Being desirous

of maintaining cordial relations between the two coun
tries, this Government has exercised the greatest pa
tience and forebearance in the hope that this deplorable

state of affairs may yet improve.

Unfortunately, however

this anti-Japanese agitation seems now to be assuming
alarming proportions.

It is learned that the anti-

Japanese societies at Shanghai and elsewhere have passed

resolutions not only to enforce prohibition of trading p
in and transportation of Japanese goods but to order
cancellation of existing contracts and otherwise to
prohibit all business transactions and to cancel con-
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tracts of employment between Chinese and Japanese in
order thus to effect the so-called "severance of
economic relations with Japan”.

For that purpose

examination and detention of goods and persons,
intimidation and violence, and various other means are

being employed to give effect to such resolutions and

severe penalties are meted out to any who may fail to

comply with these orders,

some societies even going so

far as to threaten capital punishment.

Moreover,

cases of expropriation and detention of goods owned
by Japanese people and of threats and violence against
their lives and property have

become so numerous and

insistent throughout China that they have been forced

to withdraw totally or partially from various locali
ties.

(2)

It is to be noted that the anti-Japanese

movement in China is oonducted as an instrument of

national policy under the direction of the Nationalist
Party which in view of the peculiar political organiza

tion of China is inseparable in function from the Gov

ernment.

That movement must therefore be clearly dis

tinguished from the one which originates spontaneously

amongst the people.

It is therefore evident that the

present anti-Japanese movement in China is not only

in contravention of the letter and spirit of the
treaties existing between the two

countries but const!
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tutes a form of hostile act without the use of arms
contrary
to ,^^all
standards of Justice and
friendship.
■ — I«M
7.—tmi -.-.mu,., „ . lu.. 2, .
,
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The Chinese Government will be assuming a very serious
responsibility if it should fail to take prompt and

effective measures to quell that agitation.

Moreover,

in meting out penal sentences to individual citizens
anti-Japanese societies which are purely private organ

izations are clearly usurping the authority of the

National Government.
(3)

It will be remembered that at a recent

meeting of the Council of the League of Nations at

Geneva the Chinese representative as well as the

Japanese gave assurance that their respective govern

ments would endeavor to prevent aggravation of the
situation.

The Chinese Government obviously against

that pledge is actually aggravating

the situation by

making no honest or effective effort to restrain ac

tivities of anti-Japanese societies which are jeopardiz
ing the lives and property as well as the liberty of

trade of Japanese subjects in different parts of China.
(4)

The Japanese Government desires to call

once more the serious attention of the Chinese Govern
ment to these

actions on the part of anti-Japanese

societies and to declare at the same time that the

Chinese Government will be held responsible for whatever
•3'
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may be the consequences of its fai lure to suppress

the anti-Japanese movement and to afford adequate

protection to the lives and property of Japanese sub
jects in China»
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October 12, 1931.

z

Attached paper is a copy of the memorandum
submitted here by the Japanese Ambassador on
behalf of the Japanese Government on the even

ing pf October 8.
Note:

The Japanese Government apparently

gave this memorandum publicity all over the
world.

Newspaper accounts from Japan have

stated that this paper, though addressed to

the Chinese Government and minatory in tone,
■rwas drafted for the effect which it would have
on world opinion and was for public consump
tion.

It was printed in some American newspapers.

SKH/ZÎÆF

/

C~S g

Cj
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From

.At I 4 I$K<'

Tokio

Dated. January 14, 1932

L>: VlislCjS OF
Rec’d 7:59 a.m.

O
m

Secretary of State,

Washington

AN Ï 4 1932^
Deggrtriwit

ot

Stats

7, January 14, 4 p.m.

(0
0)
•
(0

Department^ 13, January 13, 6 p.m.

The Embassy has no knowledge of any authentic report
of plan for "more decisive steps" such as blockade of
Chinese p^rts if boycott continues.

No "official spokes

l\)

man" has made any important announcement on the note of

the 7th beyond telling of its receipt..

The note proved -

Sw
S»
‘SS

exceedingly difficult to translate into Japanese, becauEy^

sc
the language has no relative pronouns and qualifying clades
oo
JO
have to "be thrown into adjective form. This caused some
confusion, but it was not important as the public has
stateaccepted the note with little or no excitement as a ;•/ •
ment of the American position.

.Yoshizawa, the new Foreign

Minister, is to take office tonight.

I am to call on him

tomorrow when I am informed I shall receive the reply of the

Japanese Government both in Japanese and English.

The

newspapers

04
01
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2-#7 from Tokio, January 14,
1932

MT

newspapers report that 300 bluejackets were landed at

Tsingtau and subsequently vzithdrawn. They were landed it
is stated because of a riot which took place between

Japanese residents and Chinese at that port.
A great many of the press reports that seem to be

credited in China are never published in Japan, or appear
in milder form in the more sensational papers.
The Embassy will keep the Department informed of

important events.
FORBES
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From

Dated January 14, 1933
n.V.’.trCdv OF

Rec’d 10 a.m.

ft"

Secretary of State,
Washington

68, January 14, noon.
Legation’s 53, January 11,

Following is summary of reports received yesterday
from Lieutenant Aldrich:
11 All detachments of Japanese t?-oops and South Manchur

ian operators between Shanhaikwan and Ohinchow are with

drawing to latter place on account of the threat of Chinese
cavalry operating against the Japanese in the Peipiao area.

All stations between Lienchan and Ohinchow are occupied

by small detachments of Japanese troops and South Manchur
ian Railway staff are entirely in control of railway^ At

Suichung there are brigade headquarters and two bati^J-ioiQ;
twentieth
fa
at Chinchow headquarters of the/division armored traj& ana
CO
NO

many troops.
It is reported that Japanese desire to occupy Peipiao

I

on account of the railway coal supply but occupation has

been

œ
01
(Û

CM
01
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2-#68 from Peiping via N,R.,
January 14, 1932.

MET

been delayed by resistance of Chinese cavalry brigade.

Japanese are trying to reorganize the railway to
Ohinohow ostensibly under the new Manchurian Government
and through traffic is expected as soon as the Peipiao

area is under control.

Many troops are being returned to

Mukden from Chinchow, traffic east of OChinchow is still

badly disorganized.
At Shanhaikwan there is one Japanese light cruiser and
two small air craft carriers.

ers and a small transport.

At Cfringwangtao two destroy

It is not believed Japanese

have present intention of occupying Shanhaikwan".
JOHNSON

RR-CSB
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from
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Secretary of State

Peiping via N.R»
Dated January 14, 1932

Rec’d 10:35 a.m..
Div)Mfcn Of

FAfi

Washington

EASm AFFAIRS^
AN 1 4 1932^*

70, January 14, 2 pim.

"H
Following from American Consul at Tsingtau:

C
m
s=

"January 14, 9 a.m.

Japanese landing forces, with the exception of small

contingent, returned to ships yesterday evening.

City

(.0
01
»

quiet though situation still menacing".
JOHNSON

X
«

HPD-CSB

:

-

•

...

CD

r~
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From

GRAY

OF 9,
ntMJër.Va'-û

Peiping via N« R.

! Ah’ 1 1 1932
Dated January 14, 1932

DIŸ 'SIGX OF
■

/ |U:^S M’’-'

o’

10:30 a. m,
C

Divj

Secretary of State,

far EASTON AFFAii?W<£ÆN 1 4 l£32të

Washington.

Department of

Following from American Consul at Tsingtau:

11 January 13, 3 p. m.

Local Kuomintang headquarters

7 9 5 .9 4

67, January 14, 11 a, m.

building yesterday evening gutted and fired by Japanese

qJ

civilians, immediately following which aoproximately 500

CH
—
01

Japanese marines including machine gun detachment were
landed.

Article recently published by local Kuomin

newspaper regarding attempted assassination of the Japanese
Emperor,

Immediate protest by Japanese Consul General had

resulted in negotiations for redress which apparently were

about to achieve a satisfactory settlement -04 Japanese
civilians whose ringleaders were apparently members of 1g£e

Kokusaikai took matters into

their own hands and yesterday

morning raided the newspaper office.

A mass meeting of

Japanese residents was held in the afternoon.following which
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2-#67 from Peiping via N.R.,
January 14, 1932.

MET

a second, raid, on the newspaper and. Kuomintang headquarters

was staged.

The firing of the latter building was accom

plished later ih the evening by a large mob of civilians

who forcibly prevented the Chinese fire brigade from

extinguishing the blaze.

Japanese sources deny proof of Japanese guilt but
impartial reports to date strongly corroborate Chinese

tVhile there is no evidence of official Japanese

charges.

outbreaks police apparently made no effort to check

offende:cs.
Japanese naval vessels in port, cruisers KUMA and
YOKUMO.

The present landing forces concentrated at

Japanese Consulate General and Residents Association Hall.

Japanese authorities state that force will be withdrawn as

situation quiets.

ingly tranquil.
casualties.

Chinese population has remained surpris

So far as known there have been no serious

Matter being further investigated and reported

on by mail”-.

JOHNSON
OSB—WSB

%

■
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A portion of this
telegram must be closelÿ’RQM
paraphrased before being
communicated to anyone,
<,v '.

tP"<;jt£V¥ID

Secretary of State

nj vision c:

NANKING

Dated January 14, 1932

Reo’

:20 a. m.,
Divj
AR EAS J

JAN

Washington

11, January 14

One.

7 p. m,

In compliance with his request I called on the

Minister of Foreign Affairs at five o’clock p, m.

He

showed me a Reuter bulletin dated Tokyo January 13th to
the general effect that Japanese official circles stated

CO
w

that the Department’s identic note of January 7th caused

<0

Eugene Chen to desist from tentative efforts to begin
negotiations for the settlement of the Manchurian contro-

01
O!

versy.

CD

Chen characterized the statement as a lie and said

he intended to publish an official denial.

He said he

could not have approached the Japanese Oonsul General in
Shanghai as alleged for he had never seen him and knew

nothing about him.
CONFIDENTIAL/

Two.

(END GRAY)
**

H

I expressed gratification at his denial to ng th|^

the note had interrupted efforts to open negotiations.
Although
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2- #11, from Nanking, Jan.' 14,7 p.m
Although I had no instructions to express any views on
the subject I felt safe in saying that the American Govern

ment instead of wishing to discourage such efforts would

regard them as a good thing.

Chen said that an important

conference would be held the same evening and that it

was possible some way of beginning negotiations might be

found.'
Repeated to Legation-.

PECK
WSB
OSB
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Dated

ar.'jary 14, 1932

Rco‘d ?-<C p.m.

Secretary of State

Washington

71, January 14, 3 p.m. (PARTS ONE AND TWO)

Following from American Consulate General at Harbin:
January 13, 1 p.mz
One.

Japanese military through instrumentality of

Hsi Ching’s new Kirin Government and General Yu-shien
Chou’s troops, aided, it is reported by the Chinese, by

Japanese aeroplanes and cannons, Japanese officers and
soldiers, have commenced a drive to eliminate the remnant

of the old Kirin Government now located at Pinhsien.

Thi^

has caused uneasiness on part of General Ting Chao’s guai^,
sc:
troops on eastern line of Chinese Eastern Railway.
rO
Two.
Secretary Chà'J, who yesterday returned from

Hailun after a trip to Kirin, via Changchun and Mukden,
informed me last evening that he was assisting Chang Ching
Hui arrange an amicable settlement between the Kirin and

Pinhsien Governments, the former of which controls 12
districts
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3— corrected copy, #71, from
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main

districts and the latter about 30 districts, and that
General Ma favored a peaceful settlement cf the Kirin

difficulty and, as far as Heilungri.-mg vae j.'ncerned,
would try to maintain an independent attitude, although
his funds with which to pay his 10,000 regular and 10,000

voP.unteer troops were running low..
Taree.

Gcnex-tl Ting Chao favo.s a peaceful settle

ment so there is little hope for the Pinhsien Government

to hold out long.

General Chang Tso Chou has several

thousand old Kirin Government troops at Yushu but they
will probably go over to the new government troops under

Yu Hsien Chou now reported to be advancing north towards

Yushu.

Ting Chao has stated that Harbin has little to

fear from any projected clash between these troops.

Four.

An early press report that leaflets were

dropped from Japanese aeroplanes over Pinhsien

(END PARTS ONE AND TWO)

WSB

CSB
HPD

JOHNSON
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From
Dated. January 14, 1932
Rec’d 5G30 p .m,

Secretary of State
Washington

71, January 14, 3 p.m. (

iRTsjONE ARD TWO)

Following from American Consulate General at Harbin:

January 13, 1 p.m,
One.

Japanese Military through instrumentality of

Hsi Ching’s new Zirin Government and General Yu-hsien
Chou’s troops/aided, it is reported by the Chinese, by

Japanese aeroplanes and cannons, Japanese officers and
soldiers/have commenced a drive to eliminate the remnant
of the/>ld Kirin Government now located at Pinhsien.

This

has yaused uneasiness on part of General Ting Chao’s guard

tr/ops on eastern line of Chinese Eastern Railway.
Two.

Secretary Chao, who yesterday returned from

Hailun after a trip to Kirin

via Changchun and Mukden,

informed me last evening that he was assisting Chang Ching
Hui arrange an amicable settlement between the Kirin and
Pinhsie:
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2-<71 from Peiping via N.R.,
January 14, 1932.

Pinhsien Governments, the former of which contr/iîs 12
districts and the latter about 30 districts /?) and that

General Ma favored a peaceful settlement j6f the (?) (?)

and, as far as Heilungkiang was concerned, would try to
maintain an independent attitude, although his funds with
which to pay his 10,000 regular/and 10,000 volunteer trpops

were running low.

/

/
General Ting jChao favors a peaceful settlement

Three.

so there is |ittle hopir for the Pinhsien Government to hold

out

General Chang Tso Chou has several thousand

long.

old Kirin Government troops at Yushu but they will probably

go over to the /lew government troops under Yu Hsien Chou

now reported Zo be advancing north towards Yushu.

Ting

■Chao has sifted that Harbin has little to fear from any

/

between

projected/clash/these troops.

PouaZ

An early press report that leaflets wer^- dropped

from j/panese aeroplanes over Pinhsien

(END PARTS ONI}. AND

T'70 )
JOHNSON
WSB-0SB-HPD
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via pr

Dated January 14, 1232

JJ1VJL01'?.Y £*.?

Rec'd 3:30 p.m.

Secretary of State
Washington

71, January 14, 3 p.m.

(PART THREE)

on January 10th warning the people of the town to evacuate

and the officials to dissolve the Government as the city

would be attacked on January 17th.
Five.

Owing to the Capitol Theatre incident, his

oppressive measures against local Russians, which culminated
in the street shooting of innocent Russians during the New
Year's day holidays, his opposition to Chang Ching Hui and

Ting Chao and his affiliations with the old Llukden party,

General Wang Jui Hua, Harbin chief of police, was forced
on January 12, by pressure from all sides, including Japa

nese, to resign.

Chang Ching Hui appointed as his successor

General Chin Jung Kwei who was twice before chief of police

at Hai’bin.

With Wang fell the last hopes of local Kuomin

tang remnant, a prominent member of which at the eleventh
hour vainly begged me to intercede with Chang on V’ang’s be
half on the grounds that the latter’s departure would secure
the peace of the city and the freedom of message communica
tions",.

CSB
WSB

(END MESSAGE)

JOHNSON
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Secretary of State
Washington

Oeoartmenf

HANKOW

'■^/CF'S' A’’1'

y 14, IS32
p.m.

COPIES SENT TO |
°-N.I. ANOM. I.D.À

S, January 14, 5 p.m.

My number 3, January 8, noon,
/
The Communist pressure on Hwangpei city has been re
moved through troop re en forcerrents sent from Hankow.

The

Coramunist force is reported to have split into two or more

parts.

One of these has retired toward Hwangan.

The other

is reported to be proceeding west and south of Hankow in
an effort to cross to the south bank of the Yangtze.
Legation and Nanking informed.
CSB

ADAMS
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EMBASSY OF THE

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Lima, December 31, 1931.

No.----

The Honorable
The Secretary of State
Washington
Sir:

I have the honor to enclose herewith a

clipping from EL COMERCIO of December 31, 1931
which embodies a communication from the Japanese

Legation at Lima concerning the present difficulties
in Manchuria

Respectfully yours,
For the Ambassador

Garret G. Ackerson» Jr
Secretary ofÛSmbassy.
GGA:BJ
Enclosure:
1/ Clipping from EL COMERCIO
(Attached to original only)
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American Embassy
Lima. Peru.

Enclosure 1/ to Embassy despatch of December 31,

1931

(Clipping from EL COMERCIO of December 31,1931)

Comunicado de la Legation
lapon
*

toridadés locales se confesaron im tro gobierno el dia 26, este a^isô su Liao, donde los bandidos tienen sus
potentes para gobemar. Tal es la res voluntad de aceptarla como princi- bases.
ponsabilidad que a ellas compete en pio. A la vez se impartie» instrucLas fuerzas japonesas,' de acuerdo
10s sucesos, responsabilidad que no ciones al ministre del Japôn en 'Bhang - con las resoluciones del Consejo de la
..x
ha: querido asumir ni evitar.
han
hay y a Ta legation en Peiping para Liga adoptadas el dia 30 de septiem. 2)—Mâs aùn: De esta punible de- iniciar conversations sobre la ma bre y el dia 10 de diciembre, no esel ministre de relaciones ex tân haciendo campana alguna contra
El secretaries de la legation del Ja satendencia y abandono se ha origi- teria cony con
el mariscal Chang Hsuh- las tropas regulares chinas, pero lâa
pôn saluda .afentamente al senor di nado la quiebra de la organization teriores
liang,
respectivamente.
condiciones présentes de anormalidad
rector delr?diario “El Comercio’' y tie- dé justicia y de la normalidad de la
Desde
el
dia
30 de noviembre hasta rêinanté en Manchuria, las necesine el ^grado de enviarle adjunta la vida civilizada, dando lugar a que los el 3 de diciembre
ultimo
se
realizad,ades del caso, obligan a las tropas
traduceiôn al castellano de la decla bandidos y criminates infesten al pais rqn algunas conferencias entre el mi jâponesas-a
continuai’ sus operaciones
y que su audacia creciera de ounration formulada por el gobie rno del to.
nistre del Japon en China y el minis côntra- los elementos sin ley. ’Este- es
Japon sobre el asunto de Manchuria,
El prestigio y la dinâmica organi tre de relaciones exteriores de este el* punto sobre el cual el -. représen
el dia 27 del mes en- curso, rogândoT. zation
las tropas japonesas han si ultimo pais. En estas conversaciones tante del Japon ha hecho una deciale se sirvà publicarla en el. prestigio- do por dealgûn
tiempo suficientes para el ministre de relaciones exteriores raciôn definitiva en la reciente seso diario de su digna direction, por
China retiré las propuestas ante- siôn del Consejo de la Liga en dia
lo que le anticipa sus gracias nias, ex mantenerlos en jaque, conseryando el de
orden en los lugares amagados por riores, abriendo paso a futura^ ne 10 de diciembre. Mientras las autoprès!vas.
ridades militares de Chin Chow con
tan desagradables huéspedes. Sin em gotiations.
Limar 30 de diciembre, de 1931.
Igualmente tuvieron lugar négocia tinùen excitando y„ manipu-lando
. _____ _los
bargo, desde el comienzo de noviem
tions
entre
el
manseal
Chang
HsuhEL DIA 21 DE DICIEMBRE EL GO- bre, sübitamente aumentaron las ac -liang y nuestro représentante en Pei mpvimientos de las org-anizaciones de
BIERNO IMPERIAL DEL JAPON tividades de los bandidos en la zona ping y oon el subordinado de dicho los bandidos contra el ejército japo
nés, asi copio contra los habhantespaFORMÙLO LA SIGUIENTE DE- vecina al ferrocarril surmanchuriano, mariscal el 4 de diciembre.
tificos .japoneses y de otras nacionaCLARACION SOBRE EL ASUN- sobre todo en la parte oeste de la liEste manifesté su voluntad .el dia lidades. mientras los oficiales y sol
nea principal. Estableciôse, enfonces,
TO DE LA MANCHURIA.—
por el examen* de los individuoS ha- 1 de llamâr sus tropas dé Chin Chow dados. del ejército. en Chin Chow alebidos a la mano, por los documentes con un movimiento espontâneo de re gando imparciahdad se mezclen, nn
1)—El gobierno imperial del Japon hâllados
por otras fuentes de in tire, dando a la vez seguridades re- embargo, en gran numéro, con esos
ha dado iSxempre singular importancia formationy que
robos, vio- petidas de la râpida ejecuciôn de lo grupos de bandoleros, siendo casi imal mantehimiento de la paz y del or lencias ' Uevadaslosa saqueos,
pôsible distingua, los ûltimos de los
cabo etan el fruto pactado.
den en la Manchuria. En diverses o- de las intrigas sistemâticas
Pero tratândose ahora no del verba-- primeros, la responsabilidad por las'
las
casiones se han tornado las medidas autoridades militares de Chin de
Chow, liamo de las conferencias sino de los medidas adoptadas por ,el ejército ja
legales para asegurarlas y para evitar
hechos, no hay ni remoto vislumbre ponés en defensa propia. debe eaer
con los bandidos.
que ese territono ïüera êl campo de coludidas
Los informes de algunas observa- de tal retire. Por el contrario.. las de-, enteramen te sobre el gobierno chino
batalja dé factiones militaristas.
el curso del mes pasaSolo cuando la paz y el orden per- dôres militares extranjeros sostienen fensas y fortificaciones de Chin Chow dp,5)a—Durante
pesar de la indignation surgimanezean inaltérables el territorio po- que no han hallado evldencia alguna han sido aumentadas.
da
entre
todo
■' pueblo
■ *' manchuriann
1
el
preparaciôn de las tropas chinas
drâ ser habitado con toda libertad de
4)—Hasta el momlento trascurrido. yîde âcuerdo con el deseo constante
por lois chinos y los extranjerps. En para el ataque; pero esta idea es errô- hace
un mes, desde el ofreci- del gobierno japonés para cumplir
el caso contrario, es mûtii hablar de , néa, existe un hecho claro y éviden mientocasi
de initiation de retire de las riguresamente las resolutions • del
“puerta abierta” y de igualdad de te, y es que las autoridades militares tropas de
Chow, la falta de bue- Consejo de la Liga las opera clones micondiciones" para las actividades co- de Chin Chow mantienen grandes y na fe por Chin
parte de la China no deja litares contra los bandidos se han
numerosas fuerzas en varios lugares
merciales de las demâs nationes.
alguna de ver contenido dentro del limite comparaPero los speesos de septlembre ul al oeste de Takushan, en la linea fé- vislumbrarel esperanza
ofrecimiento.
tivamente estrecho v el gobierno ha
timo le han creado al Japôn, mu y a rrea entre Peiping y Mukden e igual reahzado
Es lamentable indicar que todo in- hecho todo lo que estâ a su alcance
su pesar, una responsabilidad nue va mente en el territorio aledano, y el dica
recrudecimiento de las activi a fin de evitar los choques entre
y una estera de action mucho mâs reconocimiento practicado ix>r el ejér dadesunarriba
mencionados por los ban las
AU-’
fuerzas de
VI e
U4U>Zi/-I
ambos paises.
amplia. Los actos de violencia eje cito japonés confirma definitivamen didossalteadores
amenazando traer la
El gobierno del Japon confia en
cutados por los chinos, han hecho ne- te no sôlo que existen preparatives compléta destrucciôn
de
toda
paz
y
se...
_
____
_
___
_______
...
que su prolongadamonfAnnvcn
paciencia y, .su„ sincesarias las medidas tomadas por el para la guerrat smo ha quedado de- guridad en toda la extensién de la I1। cero
r>nvn ■ ünh/i'n
a_
■ anhelo de mantenerse ric+rMZ't
estrictaJapon en defensa propia, siguiendo su mostrado un hecho mâs grave y sig Manchuria.
g [mente dentro de los dictados y esticometido de mantener el orden publi nificative: la vanguardia del ejérciDe los hechas arriba consignadcl i pulaciones de los convenios internaco y los derechos de los particulares to chino esta estationada a lo largo
desprende que si las tropas japeg j cionales no fracase y lieven al conen tan vasto territorio. Esperaba el de la linea que conecta Tsinchutai, se
quieren tener éxito deben avail vencimiento del mundo de la sincengobiemo del Japôn que las autorida- Taian, Paichipai y otros lugares es- nesas
des locales pusleran su contingente de tratégicos de la banda derecha del zar hasta el punto, al oeste del Ri| I dad y seriedad de su propésitos
coopération para la defensa de las le- Rio Liao, avanzando hasta Chin Chow.
yes y el cumplimiento del orden. Pe Tal situaclôn constituye por si misro, con gran extraneza, ha vlsto que nia una amenaza grave y constante
cas! todas han perdido el control ju- contra los contingentes japoneses esgando o dimitiendo sus cargos en tan parcidos a lp' largo del ferrocarril sur- i
manchurlano, y otros lugares. Pero el
criticos momentos.
Fué, por lo tanto, deoer. del Japon, peligro, en reahdad, es mâs gande del
en defensa propia, valerse de sus pro- que parece a simple vista si se tie ne
pios medios, evitando molestias y que- en cuenta que las ciudades de Mukden,
brantos, dentro de lo poslüle, a los Yingkuw y Hupei, por el ferrocarril
habitantes paciflcos, expuestos a la Peipmg-Mukden, estân sôlo séparaviolencia originada* par : lus disturbios das por espacio de très o cuatro horas de viaje de Takushan y Koupanten la région. * *
Cometeria una falta de jesa civili su, bases estratégicas de las fuerzas
chinas.
zation dejando a la poblaciôn a merced de la' anarqula" y -desprovifita de .. Las fuerzas de los bandidos en que
los elementos de la vida clvnlizada militan gran numéro de oficiales y :
soldados hcenciados del ejército chi
modems..
Por estas razones incontrovertibles, no, ganan diariarnente terreno. C:taes q’ el ejército japonés, con sa crin- remos solamente un ejemplo: El nu
clos énormes, ha gastado mucho tiem- mere de bandidos acampados al Ban
po y muchas energias con el fin de co oeste de la linea principal dej. feasegurar las vidas y prepiedades en rrocaml surmanchuriano, calouiâbatodas aquellas-regiones en que las au- se, hacia pnncipios de noviembre, en
1.300 hombres; sin embargo, las inveS’
tigaciones Uevadas a cabo en los primeros dias de diciembre, révéla el
hecho de que forman un ejército de
mas de 30.000 hombres.
Algo mâs: han formado grandes
grupos, por adiciôn de partidas aisladas, llegando cada'uno a sumar centenares y aùn millares perfectamente
armados y eqùipados, en posesiôn de
ametralladoras y aùn tanques de guerra. No es posible, por consiguiente,
diferenciartos dé las tropas regulates.
No es posible ya dudar de este esta
do de çosas puht'ualizado largampn
te; los bandidos han sido armados y
ayudados eficazmente por las auto
ridades; militares de Chin Chow.
Segûp las éstadisticas recôpiladàs
en el cônsulado general del Japôn. .en
Mukdefl. los casos de ataques e incursiones efectuados por las bandidos en
las vecinda'des.de la zopa del ferrocarril. durante là primera decena dé
noviembte, ultimo, ascendieron a 278,
al promediar de dicho mes, a 341, al
fmalizar 238 ’ÿ'W los comienzos de
diciembre, afoahzaban la cifra de 472.
Fâcil es considérât lo anormal de la
situaclôn si se contempla que el nu
méro de estos ataques llegô a la asom
brosa cifra de 1.529 en sôlo cuarenta
dias.
La estratégia usada por estas ban
das de malhechores, cuando se ven
atacadas poi* nuéstras tropas reguia
res. es éscaparar hacia el oeste, refugiândose.. en la orilla derecha del
Rio Liâo, dopde nuestro ejército deseoso de evitar rozamientos con las
fuerzas regùlarès chinas ha determinado no llegar. en su persecuciôn.
3)—El dip/24 de noviembre el mi
nistre de relaciones exteriores de Chi
na pasô una nota a los ministres de
las potenefas. principales extranjeras
en Nanking, en la que se declaraba
que el gobierno chino, para evitar cho
ques entre fuerzas japonesas y chinas,
estaba dlspuesto a retirât sus tropas
a lugares situados detrâs de la gran
muralla.
A raiz de - esta lesoluciôn, oficidl। mente pueéta en conotimento de nues-
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The Secretary of State,

Washington.

Sir:

I have the honor to forward herewith a transla
tion of the Moscow PRAVDA*s editorial comment on a
TASS telegram from New York City concerning a recent

article in the NEW REPUBLIC on the Manchurian question.

Respectfully yours,

Felix Cole,
Chargé d’Affaires a.i.
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Enclosure
1.

The United States la Responsible for the
Occupation of Manchuria.
(Moscow PRAVDA, No. 352, December 23, 1931.

(In quadruplicate.)

Copy to E.I.C.Paris.
Copy to E.I.C.Paris for Peiping.
710 R (Japan - China.)

LMH/hs
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1

to despatch No. 8353

of

0EC 2 9 1931

from the Legation at Riga, Latvia.

SOURCE: Moscow PRAVDA,
No. 352,
December 23, 1931,
Page 1.

THE UNITED STATES IS REFONSIBLE FOR THE OCCUPATION
OF MANCHURIA.
THE NE’w REPUBLIC EXPOSES THE INTERNAL MECHANISM OF
STIMSON’S TACTICS.

THE AMERICAN GOVERNMENT IS WAITING FOR AN OPPORTUNITY
FOR EXERCISING PRESSURE UPON JAPAN.
(Translation of editorial comment on a
TASS telegram from New York concerning
the FEW REPUBLIC article.)

The views of the NEW REPUBLIC deserve every attention,

although it must be said that the said periodical clearly
underrates the economic power of Japanese imperialism.

It is of course true that American imperialism has
not shown energetic resistance to the Japanese occupation.

But even this proposition of the periodical’s is true

only in part.

The recent sharp speech of Stimson against

the attempts on the part of the Japanese raiders to
capture Chinchow with a quick move, and the dissatisfaction
of the American Senate with Stimeon’s insufficiently

energetic tactics, shows that the ’’direct support of the

Japanese occupation" has certain bounds.
The United States supports the Japanese occupation
in that measure and to that extent that will be help

ful in attaining the following three aims of Stimson’s:

the
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the weakening of Japan, the casting of Japanese capital
from Inner China, and the spoiling of Japanese-Soviet

mutual relations.

In order to attain these ends, American

imperialism supported the Japanese occupation, endeavoring

to drag the conflict out, to tie up Japan in this conflict
for a long time, to "entangle" Japan in Manchuria, as it

were.

But be that as it may, Stimson has rendered a

Japanese imperialism, and from

tremendous service to

this point of view it must be clear that the occupation
of Manchuria became possible in a huge measure thanks to

the provocative schemes of the Department of State of
the United States.
That is why it may be said that the responsibility
for the occupation of Manchuria devolves first of all

upon the United States.
But it is equally doubtless that American imperial

ism

will bring all possible pressure to bear upon Japan,

will employ all the means enumerated by the NEW REPUBLIC,
as soon as this will

be deemed convenient and expedient.

And that moment will arrive the sooner, the more broadly

the failure of Stimson’s tactics will become manifest.

js/fk
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Dlol’rt!

The Honorable
The Secretary of State,

■Washington

I have the honor to transmit as enclosures: 1) Copy

in French of circular telegram sent by the Imperial
Persian Government to the Governments of Japan and China
reminding them of their obligations under the Kellogg pact

for the renunciation of war; 2) Copy of the reply of the
Chinese Government in English, and 3) Copy of the reply of
the Japanese Government in English

These documents were supplied me by the Persian
Minister for Foreign Affairs upon my verbal request

Respectfully yours,

Charles C. Hart

Enclosures: 3, as stated
4 Garboii Copie

Copy to E.I.C., Paris
Received ...

File No. 711

CCH/PE

J
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Enclosure No. 1,
Despatch No. 977,

copy.

JMB

Son Excellence le Ministre des Affaires Etrangères
T o k i o

C’est avec inquiétude que le Gouvernement Persan a suivi le

dévelqpement des événements de Mandchourie qui ont créé depuis le
18 septembre une situation préoccupante entre le Japon et la Chine

Le Conseil de la SDN s’emploie avec activité après en avoir été
saisi à la régler.

A cet effort s’est associé mon Gouvernement.

En outre le Gouvernement Persan estime qu’il est de son devoir

d’attirer l’attention des Gouvernements Japonais et Chinois avec
lui signataires du pacte du 27 août 1928 de la renonciation à
la Guerre sur les dispositions de ce pacte et notamment sur

l’article 2 ainsi conçu les Hautes Parties Contractantes re
connaissent que le réglement ou la solution de tous les différ

ends ou conflits de quelque nature ou de quelque origine qu’ils
puissent être qui pourront surgir entre elles ne devront jamais

être recherchés que par des moyens pacifiques.

Dans le Monde

entier l’opinion publique attend que les engagements ainsi con

tractante soien observés par le Japon et la Chine.

Mon Gouverne

ment a confiance que cet espoir ne sera pas déçu et que conscients

de leurs engagements solennels et des obligations qu’à l’égard des
autres signataires du Pacte ils leurs imposent les deux Gouverne

ments en cause s’abstiendront avec soin de toute initiative suscept
ible de compromettre le succès des efforts précédemment entrepris

pour amener par des voies pacifiques le règlement du conflit qui

s’est élevé entre eux.
Foroughi
Ministre Extérieur,
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Enclosure No. 2,
Despatch No. 977.

COPY»
Radio Pahlevi
TEHERAN.
NS 23/10/31/1055

Nanking

406/405

23

1700

ChiGovt Etat -

His Excellency Mr. Foroughi, Minister for Foreign

Affairs, Teheran, Persia.

The Chinese Government has received from Persian Govern
ment the communication in which the Persian Government

invites the attention of the Chinese Government to the

provisions of the treaty for the renunciation of war
august 27th comma 1928 comma and expresses hope that both
the Chinese and Japanese Governments will refrain from

taking any steps that might endanger the success of the
efforts alreadjr in progress to secure a peaceful settle

ment of the present situation in China paragraph the
Chinese Government feels thankful to the Persian Govern

ment for the deep concern shown in the development of
events in the northeastern provinces of China since Septem
ber 18th when Japanese troops comma in defiance of inter
national law comma the Treaty for the renunciation of war

and other international agreements began their unprovoked
attack on shenyang and other cities stop being desirous

of strictly adhering to the undertakings assumed under
international treaties comma particularly the covenant of

the league of nations and the treaty for the renunciation

of war comma China has judiciously refrained from employing
force to meet the military aggressions of Japan and has

been seeking comma from that and other international

agreements designed for the maintenance of peace comma in

the
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the belief that Japan will be awakened, to her legal as well
as moral duty to human civilization paragraph the Chinese
Government sincerely hopes that the active efforts now in

progress in Geneva arrive at a settlement of the present
case in the interests, of justice and peace comma will soon
be crowned with success which will be conducive to the well

being not only of China b. t of the whole world stop the

Chinese Government will persist in its own efforts to seek

the settlement of all questions of whatever nature by peace
ful means comma and will give the council of the league of
nations every assistance devising a permanent system

ensuring the effective observance of this policy in the

future in the Far last paragraph Chinglun Frank W Lee

acting minister for foreign Affairs of the Republic of
China 23rd very beginning comma a just and adequate settle

ment by pacific means stop we have therefore entrusted our
case unreservedly to the League of Nations stop we

absolutely rely on the solemn engagements contained in
the Treaty for the renunciation of war comma the covenant

of the League of Nations.
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Enclosure No. 5,
Despatch No. 977.

COPY.

Teheran, novembre 3, 1931

Legation du Japon
Nonsieur le Ministre,

I have the honor to communicate to Your Highness,
under instruction from my Government the following reply

to the Identic note addressed to them by the Imperial
Persian Government as one of the signatories to the Fact
of Paris.

1.

The Japanese Government realizes as fully as any

other signatory of the Pact of Paris, 1928, responsibility
incurred under the provisions of that solemn pact.

They

have made it clear on various occasions that the Japanese
railway guards in taking military measures in Manchuria

since night of September in haste have been actuated solely

by necessity of defending themselves as well as protecting
the South Manchuria Railway and lives and property of the

Japanese subjects against wanton attacks by,Chinese troops
and armed bandits.

Nothing is farther .from thoughts of

the Japanese Government than to have recourse to war for

solution of their outstanding differences with China.
2.

It is their settled aim to compose their dif

In the note of the Japanese
hi
Minister for Foreign Affairs to the Chinese Minister in

ferences by all pacific means.

Tokyo, dated October 9, the Japanese Government has already
declared their readiness to enter into negotiations with
responsible representatives of China for adjustment of the
present difficulties.

They still hold the same view.

So

far as they are concerned, they have no intention whatever
of proceeding to any steps that might hamper any efforts

intended to assure the pacific settlement of the conflict

between Japan and China.
3
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On the other hand they have repeatedly called

3.

attention of the Chinese Government to organized hostile

agitation against Japan now in process in various parts of
China.

The suspension of all commercial intercourse with

Japan at present practiced in China is in no sense a

spontaneous act of individual Chinese.

It is enforced by

anti-Japanese organizations that have taken law into their

own hands and are heavily penalizing even with threat of

capital punishment any Chinese who may be found disobeying

their arbitrary decrees.

Acts of violence levelled against

Japanese residents also continue unabated in many places

under jurisdiction of the Government of Nanking.

It will be

manifest to all fair observers of actual situation that those
activities of anti-Japanese organizations are acquiesced in

by the Chinese Government as a means to attain national aims

of China.

The Japanese Government desires to point out that

such acquiescence by the Chinese government in lawless pro
ceedings of their own nationals cannot be regarded as being

in harmony with the letter or spirit of the stipulations

contained in Article 2 of the Pact of Paris.

I avail myself of this opportunity to extend to Your
Highness, Monsieur le Ministre, the assurance of my

highest considerations.

(signed)

I ••
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DOCUMENT FILE
NOTE

from
to

correspondence

793.94-Commis81on

—

---------------------------- (

) all sources

name

dated

gubsequent to
Î^ÏÔ* 1931

the comission to make an inquiry in Manchuria and China*
as proposed by the Council of the League of Hâtions in its Resolution
of December 10th( 1931.

regarding:

dev

‘ £6

see____
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NOTE

SEE

893.51 Silver/64

Far Eastern Division

Hornbeck

Jan 8,1932

............ ........... ._) DATED ________________
NAME

1-1127

0P0

REGARDING:

Expression of appreciation by the Chinese Minister over the United
States note to Japan and China.

ek.
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FROM------------------------------------------TO

FoRlïemo^aàdaô
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DEPARTMENT

of

STATE

DIVISION OF FAR EASTERN AFFAIRS
Conversation

January

1932

The Italian
Mr. Hornbe

Subject:

JAN 13 932

Manchuria s
Related Questions

The Ambassador called.

□
m

SECRETARY’S OFFICE

He read from a telegram from

his Government quoting newspaper accounts of the settle

CO
CM

ment of the Chamberlain incident, with details, and said
that he wished to inquire whether the American Government

had accepted the Japanese Government’s amends.

(0

I replied

that we regarded the matter as settled and were gratified;

CM

and I explained to him the details (in view of the fact

ro

that what he had read me from his telegram was not quite
accurate).

The Ambassador expressed his gratification

that the matter had been thus disposed of.
;
The Ambassador said that he wished to inform me that
1
I he had not yet heard from his Government as to the action
! which it would take in view of the American Government’s

I

j note to Japan of January 7.

He said that he felt that

i they should do something to manifest their interest and

’

concern with regard to the Nine-Power Treaty.

È.
*-*

tag

He thought*-

fu

s

b

i that it was not a good thing to let matters go by in
1 silence.
J

He went on to say that the ’’poor League of
Nations"

t4
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Nations" had suffered a blow.

He said that Italy had at

no time had great enthusiasm for the League as

the

Italians felt that the League was run by France.

Yet,

he said, the League could serve useful purposes.

France

and Japan, he said, have a military understanding.

At

that point I inquired whether he meant an understanding

between the Governments or an understanding between their

War Offices.

He said he meant the War Offices; and that

he had known about it when he was in Japan.

I asked

him whether that might effect the Disarmament Conference.

He replied:

"Yes, it may".

The Ambassador reverted to the first matter dis

cussed, the Chamberlain case, and said that it was
gratifying to have such matters settled satisfactorily.

I expressed assent.

The conversation there ended.

FE:SKH/ZMF
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DIVISION OF FAR EASTERN AFFAIRS
Conversation

ary 12, 1932

Counselor of the
Legation, Dry^rteîïn^ Yezj
JAN 1 3 1932

Mr. Hornbeck

Subject:

REUJt&VED

JAN 13 1932

Manchuria Situation and the SECRSIA&Y,S OFFIQB
Chinese Minister’s Plans.

Dr. Yen said that he had come with no special objective except to keep in touch.

?

5 C>ù

CO

glad to see him

,

5°

CD
W

I said that I was always

I said that the newspapers had stated that the Chi
4

nese Foreign Office was sending us a note

Dr

CM
01
l\)
CI

Yen

said that he had so noted, but the Legation had received
nothing

I told him that we had no information except

what the newspapers had said

Dr

Yen said that the newspapers also had stated

that the Chinese Government had thought of breaking off

diplomatic relations; but that his Legation has received
nothing on that point and did not believe that there had
been anything in it.

He went on to say that he and the

Minister thought that it would be very foolish for China

to make such a move

I said that, speaking unofficially-^

and without authority, expressing only my personal opln-

ion, I would think so too.

co
Dr. Yen said that so far theyro

had proceeded on the policy of avoiding war

I said that

there was a great deal to be said in favor of that policy.
Dr. Yen

b
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Dr. Yen said that the Chinese Minister would leave
in a few days for Geneva.

I said that I thought the

newspapers had stated that Dr. Alfred Sze was to continue

with China’s case in the League.

Dr. Yen said that

effort had been made so to arrange, but that Dr. Sze
was ill and there was no one else who could be sent

just now except Dr. W. W. Yen.

So, Dr. Yen was going;

and, after the meeting of the Council, he would probably
represent China at the Disarmament Conference.

fe:skh/zmf
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M,.

GRAY
Tokyo
Dated January 15^ 1932

Rec’d 7i57_a. m.

L'*’i 11, Hi

jpCJDivipron of "Sdjt

(TAR EASTERN AFFAIRfip
15 1932 J

Secretary of State,

|CJaN

Washington.
Department ef State

10, January 15, 6 p. m.

Embassy’s 7, January 14, 4 p. m.

I have been informed that

he Japanese Government's

reply to our note will not be r- ady until tomorrow.

FORBES

PT

HPD
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Peiping via N. R.
From

Dated January 14, 1932

F /DEW

UiH 1 c> ^3?.
DiVlSIChi OF

gray

Secretary of State,
Washington.

73, January 14, 5 p. m.

1'-’

"January 13, 4 p. m.

The Japanese Consul General here has written me

officially, bringing to my notice an article in the Chinese

vernacular press reporting that an American Citizen named
Dr. S. Eddy had remarked in a lecture at a meeting of the

Hupeh Provincial Government on January 11, that it was his
belief that an anti-Japanese boycott was the most effective

and legal way for-China to cope with the Japanese aggres

The Japanese Consul General expresses his astonish

sion.

ment that a person of any intelligent class of American

citizens should voice an opinion of this nature and
requests me to investigate the accuracy of the report and_»
00

inform him so that he may report the case to his Govern- 10
ment.

I respectfully request the Legation’s instruction as
to whether I should comply with the Japanese Consul
General's request.
For the

7 9 3 .9 4 /5 3 2 7

Following from American
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2- #73, from Peiping, Jan. 14, 5 p.m.

For the Legation’s information I may say that some
days ago the Secretary of the Wavy Young Lien’s Christian

Association at Hankow informed me that Dr. Eddy would give
a lecture on ’’The challenge of the East” at a public
luncheon at the terminus on January 15 and asked me to

preside at the luncheon.

I declined to do so."

Legation is replying as follows:
"January 14. 3 p. m.
Your January 13, 4 p. m.

You may say courteously to

your Japanese colleague that Dr. Eddy is a private citizen

who is travelling in China in an entirely unofficial
capacity and that you therefore do not feel any useful
purpose would be served by attempting to verify statements

made by him unless they are alleged to be in contravention of

law.

You could perhaps say, however, that if an occasion

presented itself you would informally suggest to Eddy the

desirability of refraining from publicly expressing opinions
regarding political questions of an international character.
The Legation may add for your confidential information

that Eddy is also reported to have occasionally severely

criticised Chinese corruption elsewhere in his public
addresses but no complaints have been received from Chinese

authorities.
The Legation
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The Legation approves your decision not to pveside at
the lecture on the 15th.

See also for your guidance Legation’s circular No.
520, February 13, 1920',’ (Department’s mail instruction to
the Legation No. 1092 December 26, 1919).

JOHNSON

WSB

HPD
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NO. 202. Political-.

AMERICAN CONSULATE,
Geneva,Switzerland, January 4,1932.

"0

-•

The Honorable
The Secretary

of

State,

WASHtNSTOJN-

'

.

>V

c

Sir:

I have the honor to refer to the Consulate's despatch

No.184 Political of November 21,1931 and previous despatch
es transmitting documents relating to the appeal of the

Chinese Government under Article 11 of the Covenant of the
League of Nations, and to transmit herewith the Minutes of
1/

the meetings of the Council held in Paris from November 16
to December 10,1931, together with the other pertinent doc

uments mentioned on the enclosed list, which have now been
furnished me by the Secretary General pursuant to the

Council’s resolution of September 22, 1931.
These documents, taken with those previously sent,

11X1

will form a complete set up to the close of the year 1931. ^
Respectfully yours,

/
'J

Enclosures:
Documents mentioned
on enclosed list.

Mai
Prentiss B.Gilbert,
American Consul.

Original and Five copies to Department of State.
One copy to American Legation,Berne,Switzerland.

£0

C!
(Ji
ro
co
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LIST OF DOCUMENTS’RELATED TO THE CHINESE-JAPANESE CONFLICT,
as enclosures to Despatch No.202 Political,
dated January 4,1932.
» ♦ ♦ ♦

C./65th
C./65th
C./65th
C./65th

Session/P.V.17(l)
Session/P.V.I81I)
Session/P. V.19(1)
Session/P.V.20(l)
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LEAGUE OF NATIONS

SIXTY-FIFTH SESSION OF THE COUNCIL

MINUTES
SEVENTEENTH MEETING (PUBLIC, THEN PRIVATE).
Held at Paris on Monday, November 16th, 1931, at 4 p.m.

President: M. Briand.

Present: All the representatives of the Members of the Council, and the Secretary-General.
Germany was represented by M. von Bülow, the British Empire by Sir John Simon, the Irish
Free State by Mr. Lester, Italy by M. Scialoja, Norway by M. Colban, Peru by M. Prada,
and Yugoslavia by M. Fotitch.

£

i

2956.

Representation of the Irish Free State.

The President communicated to the Council the following telegram dated November 14th,
addressed to the Secretary-General by Mr. McGilligan:

“ Kindly convey to President my regret that I am unable attend Council session per
sonally owing to extreme pressure of Parliamentary work. Mr. Lester will represent Irish
Free State in my absence. — McGilligan.”

2957.

Appeal from the Chinese Government under Article 11 of the Covenant (continuation).

The President. — In opening our meeting, I would first of all thank the members of the
Council for having been good enough, in view of the reasons which prevented me from going to
Geneva at the present moment, to agree to meet in Paris. I am happy to welcome them all on
behalf of the French Government.
I should like particularly to welcome those of our colleagues who are sitting for the first time
on the Council—Sir John Simon, Minister for Foreign Affairs of Great Britain, and M. von Billow,
Secretary of State at the German Foreign Office.
The Council is meeting to-day in accordance with its decision of October 24th to adjourn
until November 16th, in order then to make a further examination of the dispute between China
and Japan. My first duty is to inform my colleagues on the Council of the situation and of the
steps which, as President in office, I have felt it necessary to make since our last meeting.
While at its October meeting the Council was unable to obtain the agreement of the two
parties concerned to the draft resolution which it had prepared with a view to facilitating the
execution of the unanimous resolution of September 30th, it nevertheless only separated after
confirming that draft by a vote which, as I then pointed out, is of great moral significance. That
vote reaffirmed the principles contained in the Council resolution of September 30th, and I would
observe that, while the Japanese representative was unable to accept the draft resolution of
October 24th, the very definite declarations with which he accompanied the statement of his
position at the meetings of the Council on October 22nd, 23rd and 24th, have shown that his
Government is firmly resolved to fulfil the undertakings to which it subscribed in accepting the
resolution of September 30th.
Immediately after the last meeting of the Council, I received from M. Sze a letter in which,
after pointing out that China, like every Member of the League of Nations, was bound to a
scrupulous respect for all treaty obligations, the Chinese representative stated, with the
authorisation of his Government, that China was determined loyally to fulfil all its obligations
under the Covenant. He added that the Chinese Government was prepared to give proofs of this
S.d.N. 650 (F.) 500 (A.) 11/31. Imp. Kundig.
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intention by undertaking to settle all disputes with Japan as to treaty interpretation by arbitration
or judicial settlement, as provided in Article 13 of the Covenant.

On October 26th, the Japanese representative communicated to the Council a declaration
made on the same day at Tokio, containing a statement of the “ basic principles ” which, in the
opinion of Japan, it was essential that China should recognise, and to which M. Yoshizawa referred
on several occasions during our discussions.

After examining, with all the attention which it merited, the text of the Japanese “ basic
principles ” as made public, it appeared to me that, on the one hand, the first four of these prin
ciples were fully covered by the draft resolution submitted to the Council on October 24th and
that, on the other hand, with regard to the fifth—that is to say, respect for treaty rights of Japan
in Manchuria—a solution could doubtless be sought along the lines indicated in M. Sze’s statement.
In these circumstances, taking advantage of the powers which the Council conferred on me
for the interval between our meetings, I wrote to the Japanese representative informing him of
my views and recalling the procedure laid down in the draft resolution of October 24th for
guaranteeing the safety of persons and property before evacuation.

In his reply dated November 7th, the Japanese representative informed me of his objections
regarding the fifth of the fundamental points. He was not sure that the terms of the communication
from the Chinese representative did not justify some doubt as to the Chinese Government’s
interpretation of the validity of some of the treaties on which the relations between Japan and
China were based, and this the Japanese Government could in no case accept.

That is the stage which the dispute has reached if it is regarded from the legal .point of view
and in the light of the various documents submitted.

I now come to the actual situation in Manchuria.
In this connection I have also had to avail myself on several occasions of the powers conferred
on me by the Council, either for the purpose of asking the two parties concerned to furnish
information, or to draw attention to the principles contained in the resolution of September 30th.
I made a point, in the first place, of obtaining particulars when the Chinese Government
drew my attention on the 3rd and 4th of this month to the fact that part of the salt revenue serving
as security for certain international loans had been seized in some of the occupied territories. The
information I received from the two parties was communicated to the Members of the Council.
Secondly, in two cases in which the information received might give grounds for apprehending
an encounter between armed forces, I thought it well to remind the Governments of the obligations
devolving on them under the resolution of September 30th, and asked them to give the necessary
orders to their army commanders to ensure that these obligations should be observed.

Though events have not yet justified the hopes we expressed when we separated on October
24th, I must, however, inform the Council that I have always found the two parties ready to supply
me with all the information I have asked them to give. I regard this as evidence of their desire
to co-operate loyally with the Council in the settlement of a dispute the special difficulty and
gravity of which we all realise.
There is no need to remind you that the Council will continue its efforts to devise a solution
in that spirit of objectivity and impartiality which it has constantly observed, without concerning
itself with hasty judgments or tendentious commentaries, and with the sole desire, in accordance
with the Covenant of the League, to make peace and justice prevail on the basis of respect for
international obligations.

Sir John Simon. — Mr. President, may I thank you for your kind reference to myself, and
assure you that I, as representing my country, shall take the greatest satisfaction in co-operating
with you and with all my colleagues on the Council, to promote the purposes and to maintain the
moral authority of the League of Nations ?
M. von Bülow. — I should like to thank you sincerely for your friendly remarks with regard
to myself. I regret that I have been unable to take part personally in the discussions which have
previously taken place on the question on our agenda, but I have closely studied this problem
and I hope I shall be able to bring the aid of my country to the solution we are all seeking.

The President. — A number of my colleagues have expressed to me the very natural and
legitimate desire that, before we enter upon the grave problem on our agenda, conversations
should take place between us to examine the procedure and methods which we might employ
and which would be most likely to enable us to achieve the object we have in view. This proposal
is a very natural one and is in conformity with all the precedents.
We have not seen one another since October, when we framed a draft resolution. Certain
steps which your President has taken have elicited interesting documents and information not
without importance for the examination of the question before us. It is quite natural that the
members of the Council should desire to consider this situation among themselves and to confer
together freely as to the best procedure to be adopted.
Accordingly, as far as I am concerned, I see no objection—in fact I see many advantages—
to this meeting, which is a formal opening meeting, being followed by a private meeting of the
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members of the Council at which questions of procedure might be examined. We might then
approach the subject which we have to discuss at a later public meeting.
The President's proposal was adopted.

(The Council then went into private session.)

2958.

Delimitation of the Frontier between Iraq and Syria.

The President proposed that the Council should examine a question which did not appear
on the agenda: the delimitation of the frontier between Iraq and Syria. Document C.843.1931.VI
concerning this matter had already been circulated to the Members of the Council. The President
suggested that the Yugoslav representative, Rapporteur for questions relating to mandates, be
asked to deal with this matter.
The President's proposal was adopted.

2959.

Expenditure resulting from the Summoning of the Council in Paris : Transfer of a Sum
of 60,000 Swiss Francs from Item 3 to Item 2 (b) of the 1931 Budget.

The President referred to his correspondence 1 with the Secretary-General regarding the
expenditure resulting from the summoning of the Council in Paris, and submitted the following
draft resolution:

“ The Council :
“ Having been informed that in view of the expenses involved by the prolongation of
the sixty-fifth ordinary session of the Council due to the continuation of the examination
of the Sino-Japanese question, and in view particularly of the high cost of the telegrams
despatched to the Members of the Council, item 2 of the 1931 Budget, ‘ Sessions of the
Council ', is almost exhausted ;
“ Considering that, in view of the strictly political character of the present session of
the Council, no objection can be raised to drawing on item 3, ‘ Unforeseen Expenditure
(subject to special vote of Council) ’, for a sum sufficient to cover the cost of the said session:
“ Decides to transfer the sum of 60,000 Swiss francs from item 3 of the 1931 Budget,
‘ Unforeseen Expenditure (subject to special vote of Council) ’, to item 2 (&), ‘ Extraordinary
Sessions of the Council '."
The draft resolution was adopted.

1 See document C.849.1931.X.
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C./65th Session/P.V.i8(i).

LEAGUE OF NATIONS

SIXTY-FIFTH SESSION OF THE COUNCIL

MINUTES

EIGHTEENTHjMEETING (PUBLIC).
Held at Paris on Saturday, November 21st, 1931, at 4.30 p.m.

Present : All the representatives of the Members of the Council, and the Secretary-General.
Germany was represented by M. von Mutius and the British Empire by Lord Cecil.

2960. Appeal from the Chinese Government under Article 11 of the Covenant (continuation).
The President. — Since our last public meeting, the Members of the Council have actively
endeavoured to seek a method, suitable to the circumstances, of peacefully settling the dispute
between China and Japan.
It may be well to repeat that the Council is acting in this question on the basis of Article 11
of the Covenant, which has been invoked by the Chinese Government. In virtue of this article,
it is the duty of the Council of the League to take any action that may be deemed wise and effectual
to safeguard the peace of nations by a unanimous decision of its Members. A resolution was
unanimously adopted on September 30th. That resolution retains its full executive force.
It would be desirable to refer to the essential provisions. In the first place, the resolution
records the declaration made to the Council by the Japanese Government to the effect that the
latter has no territorial designs in Manchuria. Since Japan has no territorial designs it follows
—and the resolution of September 30th also recorded a declaration by the Japanese representative
to this effect—that the Japanese Government will continue as rapidly as possible the withdrawal
of its troops within the railway zone in proportion as the safety of the lives and property of Japanese
nationals is effectively insured. Such are the essential factors of the problem as far as Japan is
concerned.
On his side, the Chinese representative has declared that his Government will assume
responsibility for the safety of the lives and property of Japanese nationals outside the railway
zone as the withdrawal of the Japanese troops continues and the Chinese local authorities and
police forces are re-established.
The Council’s duty is to seek, in concert with the parties, suitable means of enabling them
to carry out these undertakings as quickly as possible.
In the private conversations which the representatives of Japan and China have had with
the President of the Council, certain possibilities have been considered. I think that the numerous
discussions which have taken place during the week have been useful, inasmuch as they have
enabled certain ideas to be cleared up and the points of view of the two Governments to be
sufficiently defined with regard to the methods which they envisage to settle their dispute.
Before I ask the Japanese and Chinese representatives to speak, I should like to appeal to
them urgently to confine themselves as far as possible during the present meeting to outlining
the suggestions they desire to lay before the Council with a view to putting an end to the present
situation in Manchuria.
I should add that, while the Members of the Council were endeavouring to bring together
the points of view of the two Governments, they shared the emotion felt by public opinion owing
to the gravity of the events. I think I shall be voicing the feelings of all my colleagues in saying
that the Council will certainly desire to remind the two parties of the assurance given by them
S.d.N. 700 (F.j 550 (A.) 12/31. Imp. Kundig.
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and recorded by the Council on September 30th, that they would respectively take all necessary
steps not to aggravate the situation.
The Council's efforts to settle the dispute peacefully might be rendered vain if military
operations continued and if public opinion in the two countries could not recover the calm
necessary to enable the two Governments to co-operate in full confidence with the Council for
the maintenance of peace.

M. Yoshizawa. — Mr. President: I have listened with the greatest attention and keen
interest to what you have just said, and I desire to state how greatly my Government and I
myself appreciate the efforts made by you, by all the Members of the Council and by the SecretaryGeneral, to bring about a peaceful settlement of the present unfortunate dispute.
On September 30th, the Council unanimously adopted the resolution which serves as the
basis, and, if I may so express myself, as a guide for all our work.
The Japanese Government entirely accepted that resolution. It is anxious that the resolution
should be observed in the spirit and the letter, and hopes in this way to find a path to a successful
and final settlement.
I have already informed the Council on several occasions that the origin of the present events
in Manchuria unfortunately does not date merely from September 18th. The openly declared
policy of the Chinese Nationalist Party, which consists in rejecting the most solemn undertakings
by a unilateral repudiation of the treaties, the disregarding in practice of the clauses of the treaties
which is encouraged by that party, and the anti-foreign campaigns which it foments and directs,
have led in Manchuria to a long series of vexatious acts, of acts of hostility and provocation, and
to cases of the denial of justice; and the Japanese people has been forced to realise that China
was seeking in every way to take from the Japanese nation its legally acquired rights and to deprive
the Japanese and Koreans residing in Manchuria of the fruits of their hard and patient labour.
The Japanese and Koreans who had settled in those districts in the hope of being able to live and
work there in peace are now of opinion that the safety of their lives, their property and their
business undertakings is entirely dependent on the goodwill and pleasure of the Chinese authorities.
It is easy to understand the sentiments of the entire Japanese nation, for which these rights and
interests in Manchuria are of vital importance. Japan's right to live and her very existence are
to-day at stake.

The scene of the incidents is remote, as the President stated the other day.
is a complicated one and even the news which we receive is often inaccurate.

The situation

So as to be able to pursue our efforts usefully on the basis of Article 11 of the Covenant and of
the resolution of September 30th, it is essential that we should have a clear view of realities, and
I think that everyone will agree in desiring to obtain impartial information on the situation.
Accordingly, the Japanese Government considers that the essential condition of a fundamental
solution of the question is a real knowledge of the situation as a whole, both in Manchuria and in
China itself. It is for this reason that it proposes that the League of Nations should send a Com
mission of Enquiry to the spot. I believe that this proposal cannot fail to obtain the approval
of all the Members of the Council. Of course, this Commission would not be empowered to inter
vene in the negotiations which may be initiated between the two parties, or to supervise the
movements of the military forces of either.
There is one thing that I should like to add. In my Government's view, the creation and
despatch of this Commission in no way modify its sincere desire to withdraw its troops as quickly
as possible within the railway zone, in pursuance of the resolution of September 30th.
Already, to the extent permitted by the restoration of order, it has brought back a considerable
number of detachments, and it will pursue this withdrawal, in the conditions envisaged by it up
to the present, as soon as the necessary security has been established.

M. Sze. — Mr. President and Members of the Council: In order to show my extreme desire
to co-operate with you, I will confine my remarks to a brief statement of our position, and, in
deference to what you have just said, refrain from saying anything that would aggravate the
situation.
The military occupation of Chinese territory by Japanese forces in violation of solemn
treaties and of the Covenant is the crux of the situation. No disposition which fails to provide
for the immediate cessation of all military operations and the withdrawal of the Japanese forces
immediately set in motion and progressively executed over a period of time of the shortest possible
duration can pretend to be a solution of the problem. My Government cannot bargain for with
drawal, or consent that withdrawal be dependent upon any other matter than the arrangement
of details for securing the safety of life and property in the evacuated areas.
I reaffirm my former declarations that China is prepared to assume full responsibility for
the maintenance of public order and the security of the life and property of Japanese nationals
in Manchuria outside the area of the Southern Manchurian Railway. If further assurance is
deemed necessary, any reasonable arrangement involving neutral co-operation under the auspices
of the League will be accepted.
Face to face with events which rapidly march from bad to worse, we have been engaged
in discussions which have led to no fruitful results, except, perhaps, to make more clear the issue
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which is before the Council. That issue is now plain, and the time has come to act, for, while we
debate, suffering is increasing and irreparable damage is being done. Further delay can only
render more difficult the task which confronts us. In order to secure the prompt and complete
evacuation of its territory, China has the firm intention of demanding, as circumstances may
require, every right and every remedy secured to it as a Member of the League of Nations—by
Article n and by any other article or articles of the Covenant.
Lord Cecil. — I think that probably all the Members of the Council will desire to consider
the proposal which has been made by the Japanese representative. I do not propose myself to
express any definite opinion upon it, but merely wish to say that, in my view, there is urgent
necessity for some means to be elaborated to enable the Council to know accurately what is going
on in Manchuria. My Government and I myself have held this view from the very outset of these
discussions. We should have been glad if some means of this kind could have been taken even
in September last; but the proposal which the Japanese representative has made certainly appears
to afford some hope that we may ultimately obtain authoritative information regarding the actual
events in Manchuria.
I earnestly hope it may be possible for us, whatever we may say or do with regard to other
aspects of this problem, at any rate to accept the proposal before us.

M. Yoshizawa. — I should like to draw the attention of the British representative to the
following passage in my speech: “ Accordingly, the Japanese Government considers that the
essential condition of a fundamental solution of the question is a real knowledge of the situation
as a whole both in Manchuria and in China itself”.
My proposal means that the enquiry would be made, not only in Manchuria, but in China
itself. That, moreover, is the view I have already set forth.

M. Sze. — Under the resolution of September 30th, provision was made for information to
be collected on the spot. This information was to be furnished by both parties, as well as by
neutrals. May I enquire whether any neutrals visited the Nonni bridge and Tsitsihar and the
surrounding district to collect information ?
In order to prevent any misunderstanding, I should like also to say, with reference to the
proposal made by the representative of Japan, that, when the composition, duties, etc., of the
so-called Commission of Enquiry are being discussed, I shall propose amendments. I shall have
to examine the whole matter before I can express any opinion whatever thereon, and I beg the
Council not to misinterpret my attitude by thinking that I have accepted the whole proposal
without knowing what it is.
It is understood that my country desires to be as conciliatory as possible, but it must be
recognised that the matter before the Council at the present moment is the immediate cessation
of hostilities so that the situation may not be aggravated, and the withdrawal of the Japanese
troops in proportion as security is assured.
Lord Cecil. — I entirely agree with the President that our chief business in these proceedings
is to take such measures as we think appropriate for safeguarding peace. This is our main purpose
and, if I understand rightly, the anxiety of the Chinese representative. It would evidently be a
complete failure of our duties—a complete failure of the whole object we have in view—if, during
the progress of the work of this Commission, hostilities continued as they have unhappily continued
during the past weeks.
With reference to the question put by the Chinese representative, I can inform him that I
know of some neutral representatives who are in the district to which he refers. The district in
question is very large, but I know that a British representative is at Anganchi, which is more or
less in the region in question. I do not know whether there is anyone in Tsitsihar, but doubtless
investigators will go wherever they think they can most usefully obtain information as to the
events which are taking place.

M. Sze. — I express my sincere thanks to the British representative for his clear and definite
answer. May I enquire whether it is possible for the information collected by the representative
he mentions to be made available to the Council?
Lord Cecil. — I shall certainly see that the point just mentioned by M. Sze is considered,
but I shall have to ascertain what other Members of the Council and Sir John Simon think to be
right in this matter.
I do not mean by this remark that there is any reluctance on the part of the British Govern
ment to make this information available. I should, however, like to consider how far the information
to which the Chinese representative refers is of such a character as to be of any use to the Council.
The President. — I must say that the French Government will take steps to ensure that those
of its officials who are on duty in the areas concerned observe and report to their Government
what they have seen. There is no need for me to say that any important information obtained
by the French Government in this way will certainly be placed at the disposal of the Council.
M von Mutius. — When we met here on November 16th, we found, to our great regret, that
the position in Manchuria, far from improving since October 24th and even since September 30th,
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had become appreciably worse, in spite of the Council’s efforts to bring about a speedy settlement
of the dispute.
The Japanese representative has explained to us why his Government has hitherto felt unable
to carry out the undertaking entered into on September 30th to withdraw its troops within the
railway zone. The Chinese representative, on his side, had already replied at Geneva that the
state of insecurity which undoubtedly prevails in Manchuria, and which is at the present moment
preventing the evacuation of the Japanese troops, was due precisely to the presence of those troops.
I think it is sufficient for us to place on record these two views and to take account of the situation
as it exists to-day. Our discussions have shown us the necessity of looking for some means of
settlement other than those considered at Geneva. What is important is that we should deal with
the situation before us and draw from it the necessary conclusions. While we do not wish at
present either to go back into the past or to endeavour to fix the responsibility, we do desire to
fulfil, and we are bound to proclaim, the duty which is incumbent upon us all—to put an end to a
dispute which has already lasted too long. In a word, we have to find a practical solution of the
difference which divides two great nations and which is causing anxiety to world public opinion.
The whole world is relying on the League of Nations to remove this danger to peace. The
nations demand that we should find a satisfactory solution, and that confidence in the League
of Nations, which is the very foundation of its existence and the essential condition of the success
of all its efforts, should in no way be impaired. Public opinion has told us again and again that the
fate of the League of Nations—that is to say, the fate of all peoples—is now at stake.
We have, of course, no intention of asking two Members of the League to surrender vital
interests. The principal task of the League is to find just and equitable solutions. What we
have to do is quite clear. The Council has not to solve all the questions at present at issue in
Manchuria, but to put an end to a situation which is very like war and which certainly presents a
grave danger of war.
The Japanese representative’s suggestion which, if I am not mistaken, China does not entirely
reject—that is to say, that a Commission instructed both to furnish impartial information and to
co-operate in the pacification of the country be sent to the places in which disturbances have
occurred—accordingly appears to me to be calculated to strengthen, in China and in Japan, the
forces making for conciliation and peace.
I therefore venture once again to appeal to our Chinese and Japanese colleagues to make an
effort to find with us the solution we all desire. We ask them not to allow themselves to be held
back by scruples which we respect, but to contemplate an arrangement which, while leaving their
principles unimpaired, will enable us to overcome the present difficulty and to take the first step
towards an agreement. In this task we desire to aid them.
M. Lerroux. — The Council will perhaps allow me to lay before it certain considerations
regarding the grave incident with which it is now dealing. It is, in fact, an incident, and I feel
that we should constantly bear in mind that, whatever interest we, like the parties, may have
in the relations of China and Japan as a whole, the incident of September 18th and the actual
situation which has resulted therefrom constitute the essential subject-matter of our discussions.
This is our third meeting, and the position in itself, far from improving, has become definitely
more serious. The parties concerned will perhaps forgive the representative of a Power which,
though widely separated from them geographically, is nevertheless closely united to them by
ties of ancient friendship, for looking at the question from the point of view of the interests of a
neutral nation and the interests of the League. If the matter is regarded from these two aspects,
the important point is not the history of the relations between China and Japan, nor the validity
of the treaties and protocols in which these relations are defined; it is not even the nature of the
dispute which divides the two countries. The only important point is the methods employed to
remedy the position and the question whether these methods can be reconciled with the principles
of our international charters—the Covenant of the League of Nations and the Pact of Paris.
What are the facts ? An incident occurred in a region with a very special regime, where two
nations are living side by side under conditions known to you all. We have no direct information
from neutral and impartial sources with regard to this initial incident. I venture to stress this
important fact. Three months after the incident, the Council of the League of Nations, the highest
and most powerful international authority, has been unable to procure the most elementary
information as to the exact origin of the most serious dispute with which it has ever had to deal.
In these circumstances, we must congratulate ourselves on the Japanese proposal.
We should first of all acknowledge that the intentions of the Japanese Government are
absolutely honourable. With its customary nobility of mind, it spontaneously declared to us
that it had no territorial design in Manchuria, and that it would continue “ as rapidly as possible,
the withdrawal of its troops, which has already been begun, into the railway zone in proportion
as the safety of the lives and property of Japanese nationals is effectively assured, and that it
hopes to carry out this intention in full as speedily as may be ”.
Those are the actual words of the resolution we adopted unanimously on September 30th.
In this connection, I desire to make two statements. The first is that, to my mind, this resolution,
in taking account of the wishes of the Japanese Government, recognised the very special position
of Manchuria by reversing the rôle which the desire for security should play in such matters, since
it makes the evacuation of Chinese territory by Japanese troops depend upon the security of
Japanese nationals and their property. Seeing that this application of the principle of security
might be taken in future as a precedent, which would certainly be dangerous, I think it essential
to lay stress upon its exceptional character, this being attributable to the desire for conciliation
and understanding which the Council has constantly displayed in this matter. The second
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statement I wish to make is that to my mind the words “ safety ” and ° protection ° should be
understood in their obvious and direct sense, and that, for my part, I should find it very
difficult to extend them so as to include—as some of the documents submitted to us would seem
to suggest—the settlement of certain questions relating to the disputed treaties.
I think it essential that we should consider in that light the solution which we must find for
the question before us. In doing so we can, I am sure, rely upon the entire goodwill of the two
nations directly concerned.
M. Scialoja. — I think we are very near the settlement of a problem which, at times, it
appeared almost impossible to solve. If there is now a hope that we may achieve our object, this
is largely due, Mr. President, to your energy and wisdom, two qualities in which you are pre
eminent.
I do not desire to prolong the discussion. I think we are all agreed, and, when there is
agreement, we should act upon it and not lose time in talking. Now we have only to act. I
accordingly desire to make the following declaration on behalf of the Italian Government.
My Government will place at the disposal of the Commission of Enquiry all the facilities
it possesses on the spot. We have a good many people there. We have Government officials and
persons holding prominent social positions. All the Italians on the spot will contribute towards
the enquiry. We cannot do much more than that, but what we do we shall do thoroughly.
The enquiry will be conducted by persons appointed by us—above all by witnesses of what
has occurred and what may still occur. These persons will also be able to explain to us the
significance of the events, for occurrences very often acquire an importance which was not at
first suspected. In order to understand certain acts, one must know the spirit in which they
were performed. An effort must always be made to ascertain that spirit, and it is for the purpose
of assisting in this way that Italy will place at the disposal of the Commission of Enquiry all the
means at her disposal.

M. Zaleski. — From the very beginning of the serious dispute between China and Japan, the
Polish Government associated itself with all the steps taken by the Council which appeared likely
to bring about pacification and to restore between these two great countries the good understanding
upon which peace depends.
The extreme complexity of the dispute and the special position of the territory which has
become the scene of the events we are now considering have given to the matter submitted to the
Council a wholly exceptional character, and have necessitated the employment by the Council of
methods which are also exceptional.
The Council did not possess, and it does not possess even now, all the information required
for the purpose of recommending measures which would bring the dispute in the Far East to
a speedy end.
The Polish Government is prepared to support the proposal to send a commission of experts
to study the position on the spot, because it hopes that that proposal will be accepted by the parties
concerned, and that it will be a first step towards the pacification of public opinion in China and
Japan and the restoration of normal conditions in Manchuria.
M. Fotitch. — If the Council could unanimously accept the proposal to send a Commission of
Enquiry, I also am ready to support it. I should welcome it because I see in it a solution likely
to restore peace and tranquillity in the area with which we are concerned. The Council has made
every endeavour to discharge its duty under Article n of the Covenant. If these efforts have not
produced all the results which might legitimately have been expected, the reason is that the dispute
with which we are faced is of wholly exceptional character, exceptional by reason of the remoteness
of the scene of action—which has made it very difficult for the Council to obtain correct information
—but exceptional also by reason of the intricacy and nature of the contractual relations existing
between the two parties. For these reasons, the Council has been obliged to resort to a procedure
which the President, at the meeting on October 24th, described as exceptional and one which could
not be taken as a precedent.
I therefore accept the proposal to send a Commission of Enquiry, in the hope that this will
enable the Council successfully to discharge its duties under Article 11 of the Covenant of the
League of Nations.

M. Colban. — I shall not make a long speech. If I did so, I could only repeat more or less
word for word what previous speakers have already said. I will therefore simply say that I accept
the proposal to set up a Commission of Enquiry under the conditions specified by the previous
speakers.
M. Matos. — I also do not wish to prolong the discussion, but desire to state that I agree to the
appointment of the Commission of Enquiry which has just been suggested.

M. Gonzalez-Prada. — I agree with what has been said regarding the adoption of any
measures likely to lead to practical and decisive results.
M. Garay. — No one will rejoice more heartily than the representative of a small country
at the peaceful turn which the Sino-Japanese dispute—a dispute which has been before us now for
a long time—seems to be taking. Indeed, the existence and future of small States are closely
bound up with the maintenance of peace, for peace is the essential condition, the natural and
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necessary environment, for the operation and development of law, and law is the support and stay
of the weak. The events which have occurred in Manchuria during the past two months have
brought in question certain principles of international law with regard to which the representative
of the smallest State on the Council would have much to say and many reservations to make.
But I would rather dwell on the great hope which is reviving among us that at last the efforts
we have made on three occasions to bring the parties to an agreement will, with the loyal and
resolute co-operation of oür colleagues, the representatives of China and Japan, be successful.
I express that desire on behalf of my Government.
The President. — As President of this meeting, I should be failing in my duty if I did
not thank the representatives of Japan and China for having consented, in deference to a suggestion
which I ventured to make, to keep their remarks within the bounds of those conciliatory and
courteous discussions which have so often enabled us to deal with the most difficult situations.
I should like to thank them for the tone of their explanations. If, as I hope, we succeed in
reaching a friendly settlement of the grave dispute which has been referred to our jurisdiction,
I am convinced that their attitude will be found to have singularly facilitated our task.
I am glad that a proposal that is concrete and definite—at least, as regards its principle—
has been made by the Japanese representative. He proposes the appointment of a commission,
which he calls a Commission of Enquiry, and which would proceed to the distant countries
we are dealing with to examine the difficulties of the situation and the causes of dispute, and
to seek means of appeasing it and of allowing us to achieve a solution, not a temporary solu
tion which can always be arrived at by dint of effort and goodwill, but a lasting solution—
that is to say, one capable of ushering in a long period of appeasement and pacific co-operation
between two great peoples. This is the end we have in view.
What will be the character of this commission ? I duly noted the reservations of the Chinese
representative, and I understand them. This is a very recent proposal, in regard to which he
has perhaps not been able to obtain from his Government all the information he requires—a
proposal that does not contain the details without which it is difficult for him to pronounce
an opinion. But I also noticed that he would not refuse to make an effort of conciliation if he
thought that it would not be incompatible with the vital interests of his country.
As regards the Japanese representative, I imagine that, having put forward this suggestion,
he has considered all its repercussions and all its consequences. I think that the despatch of a
commission such as that suggested would, apart from the valuable information which it would
be likely to give us, create a calmer atmosphere, as the Polish representative has pointed out.
The very fact of the appointment and departure of the Commission and the certainty that it
would be on the spot and would study the circumstances and the difficulties of the situation
are calculated to remove many anxieties and to tranquillise public opinion.
The Commission would consist of competent persons belonging to countries which have
always shown themselves favourable to the settlement of disputes. It would be felt that the
dispute was entering upon a new phase and was approaching the end. Many incidents would
thus be avoided, for I would remind the Japanese representative that there can be no
doubt that the despatch and the labours of a commission would occupy a certain time,
and it is unthinkable that, during this period, acts of hostility could be committed which would
lead to bloodshed in these areas and still further aggravate the situation. When we come to
examine the substance of this proposal, we shall undoubtedly have to seek, with the assistance
of our colleagues, the means of ensuring that this commission should be able to begin its work
with the certainty that it will not be disturbed by incidents such as those that have come to
our notice.
I hope that the Chinese representative, after obtaining all the explanations which he very
rightly desires, will understand that here, too, he must make an effort to co-operate with us with
a view to a peaceful solution.
What will be the character of this commission ? This, of course, is the first question which
arises. What will be the importance of the Commission ? How many countries will be repre
sented ? Who will be the members ? What exactly will be its terms of reference ? How will
it communicate to us the first results of its work, for I think that, as its investigations proceed,
it should supply us with information ? Here we have a whole series of problems raised by the
Japanese representative’s proposal. These are the problems which we must consider to-morrow.
We must bring out the essential points of the proposal which has been laid before us, and this can
only be done by co-operation between all the Members of the Council of the League, including the
representatives of China and Japan.
All that we can do now is to note this proposal, to place it on record with great satisfaction,
to see in it a beginning of the solution which we earnestly desire, and to make every effort to achieve
success along the lines indicated, so that, in as short a time as possible, we shall be able to say
that this serious conflict is closed.
In moments like the present, which are fraught with trouble and anxiety, the President has
not merely to consider the success of his work as President—that is a minor point—he must
remember that he has in his hands the future of that high and noble institution the League of
Nations, and he must do nothing which might compromise the League. It would give me immense
gratification to reach a successful result in conjunction with you. I should like to say, however,
that, while we are pursuing our tentative efforts, which it is always easy to criticise and even to
ridicule, the peoples of the world are not losing faith. If I laid before you the enormous quantity
of telegrams which reach me from every part of the world testifying to the confidence which
people place in us, to their hopes and to their faith in our success, I àm sure that, like myself,
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you would find this a great comfort. It would show you the great moral force of the League of
Nations and how criminal it would be to allow a passing event to destroy such a force, with all
its hopes for the future.
’ '
I am confident that the dispute with which we are dealing will not lead to any such disastrous
result ; and, when we have studied the proposal before us, when we have framed a draft resolution
and have at last reached unanimity, I feel sure that we shall separate with the joy of a result
achieved and with still greater confidence in the noble institution to which we belong.
M. Sze. — With reference to the appeal just made by our President for co-operation, I can
assure him that the Chinese Government and the Chinese people greatly appreciate all the efforts
he has made. I think I can say, without fear of contradiction, that the Chinese Government
and people have tried their best—and I think they have succeeded—to do nothing that would
make the present task more difficult.
As regards the proposed Commission of Enquiry, I think I should, even at the risk of
repetition, make the position of my Government clear. While raising no objection to the proposal,
but, on the contrary, being in favour of any means of obtaining a more accurate knowledge of
events in Manchuria, the Chinese Government will not for a moment agree that the creation of
a Commission of Enquiry should, in any way, furnish an excuse for a delay in beginning and progres
sively carrying out, in the shortest possible time, the complete withdrawal of the Japanese troops.
The Chinese Government will not be willing to discuss the proposal for a Commission of
Enquiry upon any other basis. Whether or not a Commission of Enquiry is appointed, the
immediate and imperative task which, according to the view of my Government, is before the
Council is to take steps to stop the aggravation of the situation by the immediate cessation of
hostilities, and to secure the withdrawal of the Japanese troops, which withdrawal should begin
at once and proceed progressively to a prompt completion.
M. Yoshizawa. — I beg to thank you, Mr. President, for your very friendly words. The
question we are now discussing is both complicated and important. For the moment, the parti
culars I have given are only in the nature of general principles, for I am still in communication
with my Government on this subject. Nevertheless, I have been greatly encouraged by your
observations. I also thank the members of the Council for their very friendly words.
As I have already stated on many occasions, my Government is prepared to withdraw its
troops as soon as the safety of Japanese nationals and their property is effectively assured.
Unfortunately, the situation is still dangerous, but my Government is at present endeavouring
to improve it.

The President. — The Council has now a proposal before it. This proposal will be considered,
and, as soon as a draft resolution can be laid before the parties and the other Members of the Council,
another meeting will be held.
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LEAGUE OF NATIONS

SIXTY-FIFTH SESSION OF THE COUNCIL

MINUTES

NINETEENTH MEETING (PUBLIC)
Held on Wednesday, December gth, 1931, at 3 p.m.

Present: All the representatives of the Members of the Council, and the Secretary-General.
The British Empire was represented by Lord Cecil, Spain by M. de Madariaga and
Poland by M. de Chlapowski.

2961.

Tribute to the Memory of M. Salandra.

The President. — This morning we received the sad news of Antonio Salandra’s death.
This great Italian statesman was one of those who have made a valuable contribution to the
work of the League. His name must now be added to the already lengthy list of men whose memory
we piously cherish.
In the Council, where he sat for nearly two years, his charm, his sagacity and the keen
intelligence which he concealled under an appearance of smiling good-fellowship, won for him the
friendship of all his colleagues.
I should like to recall the words with which he welcomed us at Rome, in 1924, to the Doria
Palace :

“ It is only right that within the walls of Rome there should be appreciated at its true
value the effort which is being made by the League to ensure to the peoples a durable peace,
which cannot henceforth be imposed on the world by the preponderance of a single nation
but which may in future be guaranteed by the desire of all nations for peace. ”

I have thought it opportune to recall these words at a moment when the Council, after three
weeks of efforts to settle a dispute between two of its Members which has been referred to it, is
resuming its public meetings.
I am sure I shall be voicing your sentiments in requesting our eminent colleague, M. Scialoja,
to convey our most sincere condolences to M. Salandra’s family and to the Italian Government.
M. Scialoja. — I should like to thank you most warmly, Mr. President, for what you have
just said regarding our late colleague, Antonio Salandra. For my country and myself this is a cruel
blow. I shall add nothing to what you have said of the statesman, because that is the part of
Salandra’s life which is most familiar to the world.
But, as a former colleague of Antonio Salandra’s at the University of Rome, where he was
Professor of Law, I will only add that he was one of our greatest Italian writers. It is difficult to
write as Salandra did on a multiplicity of subjects in a style which was always suited to the subjects
he was dealing with. Latterly, he had begun to write the history of the most important part of
his life. As a rule, books of this kind constitute rather an apologia than an impartial judgment
of the facts. Those of Salandra, on the contrary, are an unbiased expression of the truth. His
works will remain classic on account of their purity of style and simplicity of expression.
So when I go back to Rome I shall no longer find my old friend, with whom I used to talk
almost daily of our studies. I shall keenly feel the loss of a man who has lived about as long as I
have, since he was only two years older than myself, and I cannot help thinking that before very
long I shall follow him. Those who have known me and whose thoughts and deeds I have shared
are awaiting me.
S. d. N. 740 (F.) 600 (A.) 12/31. Imp. Kundig.
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I should like to thank you again, Mr. President, for the tribute you have paid to my
distinguished countryman.

2962. Tribute to the Memory of M. Loucheur.

M. Fotitch. — Since our last public meeting, the League has lost a faithful and valuable
supporter. Louis Loucheur, a former French Minister and statesman, who has been carried
off by a sudden illness, had on many occasions rendered important services to the League. In
economic questions the League had no more capable adviser, and it is especially in this field
of work that his prodigious energy and keen and fertile mind were applied. It was with inspired
devotion and tireless zeal that Louis Loucheur threw himself into the League's work, and we
all remember the outstanding part he took in the Economic Conference of 1927, which he was the
first to propose, in the numerous Committees of the League of Nations and of the Assembly,
and in the Commission of Enquiry for European Union.
I feel, however, that it is especially incumbent upon me to recall the services rendered by
Louis Loucheur in the final settlement of the so-called question of the optants. It is by a cruel
irony of fate that I should have to recall this in the very room where, on April 28th, 1930, we
signed with him, as President of the Eastern Reparations Conference, the agreements that put
an end to those disputes.
The members of the Council will all remember the long and difficult discussions on this
thorny question, which went through many Council sessions without a final solution being arrived
at. Thanks to Loucheur’s authority, tact, inexhaustible good-will and generous enthusiasm,
we were finally able to settle this question to the satisfaction of all concerned. In this matter,
Loucheur rendered genuine service to the cause of peace and earned our sincere gratitude.
In paying a heartfelt tribute to his memory, I am sure, Mr. President, I am speaking for
all my colleagues on the Council.

The President. — You will not be surprised if I associate myself most warmly with the
just and well-deserved tribute which has been paid to the memory of Louis Loucheur. I thank
the representative of Yugoslavia most sincerely for having given this just appreciation of a man
who was among the most energetic and ardent collaborators of the League of Nations. In the
name of the League, I thank him. I also thank him in the name of my country, which has not
yet realised the extent of the loss it has suffered. Lastly, I thank him most profoundly in my
own name. Loucheur was not only a comrade-in-arms, closely associated with most of my
efforts; he was a friend—a devoted, faithful and always loyal friend. His death is a cruel loss
to me; one feels those losses keenly when one has reached the time of life that I have reached
myself.

2963. Mandates :

Delimitation of the Frontier between Syria and Iraq.

M. Fotitch presented the following report and draft resolution:

“ The Council has before it a joint request by the British and French Governments relating
to the delimitation of the frontier between Iraq and Syria, which territories are under their
respective mandates. The information communicated by the two mandatory Powers 1 shows
that certain difficulties were encountered in carrying out the provisions of Article 1 of the
Convention signed by them on December 23rd, 1920,12 as regards the Syria-Iraq section of the
frontier.
“ In the first place, divergencies of opinion exist as to the exact interpretation of the frontier
which Article 1 of the Convention was intended to define. Secondly, it was found that, whatever
interpretation was placed upon Article 1 of the Convention, a frontier drawn in strict conformity
therewith would be likely to be unsatisfactory in certain sectors for military, political,
administrative, tribal, economic, geographical or other reasons.

,

1 Document C.843.1931.VI.
2 Article 1:
“ The boundaries between the territories under the French mandate of Syria and the Lebanon, on the one
hand, and the British mandates of Mesopotamia and Palestine, on the other, are determined as follows:
“ On the east, the Tigris from Jeziret-ibn-Omar to the boundaries of the former vilayets of Diarbekir and
Mosul.
“ On the south-east and south, the aforesaid boundary of the former vilayets southwards as far as Roumelan
Koeui; thence a line leaving in the territory under the French mandate the entire basin of the western Kabur and
passing in a straight line towards the Euphrates, which it crosses at Abu Kemal, thence a straight line to Imtar
to the south of Jebul Druse, then a line to the south of Nasib on the Hejaz Railway, then a line to Semakh on
the Lake of Tiberias, traced to the south of the railway, which descends towards the lake and parallel to the railway.
Deraa and its environs will remain in the territory under the French mandate; the frontier will, in principle, leave
the valley of the Yarmuk in the territory under the French mandate, but will be drawn as close as possible to the
railway in such a manner as to allow the construction in the valley of the Yarmuk of a railway entirely situated in
the territory under the British mandate. At Semakh, the frontier will be fixed in such a manner as to allow each
of the two High Contracting Parties to construct and establish a harbour and railway station giving free access to
the Lake of Tiberias.
" On the west . . . ”.
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“ The British and French Governments consider that it is not within the competence of a
Delimitation Commission such as that referred to in Article 2 1 of the Convention to modify the
frontier defined in Article 1 to an extent sufficient in the Syria-Iraq section of the frontier to
remove the unsatisfactory features above mentioned.
“ The mandatory Powers being for these reasons unable to prepare suitable joint instructions
for the Commission as regards the Syria-Iraq section of the frontier, and desirous of promoting
a speedy, final and equitable settlement of a question of primary importance to the populations
of the territories over which they exercise their respective mandates, have invited the Council to
examine all aspects of the difficulties referred to above. They propose that, after forming its
conclusion as to the intentions of Article 1 of the Franco-British Convention of December 23rd, 1920,
the Council should indicate a frontier between Syria and Iraq based thereon but modified as
required by the aforementioned considerations, the frontier so indicated to be accepted by all
concerned as a definitive solution of the frontier question.
“ The British and French Governments suggest that the task of the Council would be facilitated
by the appointment of a Commission, which would collect on the spot such information and
would make such recommendations as might assist the Council to reach a decision.
*

*

*

" I do not propose that the Council should examine the substance of the question forthwith,
since the two Powers which have submitted it to us have not yet sent us the memoranda and
maps defining their respective points of view, and since they suggest that, before the Council
comes to a decision, it should send a Commission of Enquiry to the spot. The action of the Council,
if it accepts the mission offered to it, should, in my opinion, be confined for the moment to the
appointment of this Commission and the definition of the task which it will be called upon to
undertake.
“ I therefore propose that the Commission should consist of three commissioners selected
for their special competence, being nationals of countries not parties to the question, whose
appointment might be entrusted to the President in Office of the Council, assisted by the Rapporteur
for mandates questions. In order to facilitate this choice, the two parties might be requested to
submit proposals in this connection. The Commission would be assisted by four assessors, each
of the parties appointing two.
“ The Commission’s task would be defined by the actual terms of the request made by the
British and French Governments; it would consist in collecting on the spot full information and
particulars as to the military, political, administrative, tribal, economic, geographical and other
problems which the question involves, so as to permit of its thorough investigation. The
Commission would then make such suggestions to the Council as might assist the latter in framing
its decision, which will be final, with regard to the Syria-Iraq section of the frontier.
“ Needless to say, the expenses involved by this consultation would have to be borne by the
two mandatory Powers concerned.
“ Should the Council be prepared to accept the various suggestions which I have the honour
to submit to it, I propose that it should adopt the following resolution,

“ ‘ The Council,

“ ‘ In pursuance of the joint request by the British and French Governments:
“ ‘ (1) Decides to accept, in principle, the British and French Government’s request
that it should examine all aspects of the difficulties raised by the delimitation of the frontier
between Syria and Iraq, should form its conclusions as to the intentions of Article 1 of the
Franco-British Convention of December 23rd, 1920, and should then indicate a frontier
between Syria and Iraq based on this Convention but modified as required by the afore
mentioned considerations ;
“ ‘ (2) Decides to set up a Commission consisting of three commissioners selected for their
special competence, being nationals of countries not parties to the question, assisted by four
assessors, to collect full information and particulars on the spot, and to make such suggestions
as may assist the Council in framing its decision on this question; this decision will be final;

1 Article 2:
“ A commission shall be established within three months from the signature of the present Convention to
trace on the spot the boundary-line laid down in Article 1 between the French and British mandatory territories.
This commission shall be composed of four members. Two of these members shall be nominated by the British
and French Governments respectively, the two others shall be nominated, with the consent of the mandatory
Power, by the local Governments concerned in the French and British mandatory territories respectively.
“ In case any dispute should arise in connection with the work of the commission, the question shall
be referred to the Council of the League of Nations, whose decision shall be final.
" The final reports by the commission shall give the definite description of the boundary as it has been actually
demarcated on the ground; the necessary maps shall be annexed thereto and signed by the commission. The
reports, with their annexes, shall be made in triplicate ; one copy shall be deposited in the archives of the League
of Nations, one copy shall be kept by the mandatory, and one by the other Government concerned.”
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“ ( (3) Requests the President in Office of the Council to appoint, with the assistance of the
Rapporteur for mandates questions, the members of the above-mentioned Commission;
the two parties are requested to submit jointly proposals in this connection;
“ < (4) Decides that the sums required by the Commission for the accomplishment of its
work shall be borne by the British and French Governments, the mandatory Powers for Iraq
and Syria.

The President. — The report which has just been submitted to the Council provides that
the President in Office of the Council will have to appoint, with the assistance of the Rapporteur
on mandates questions, the members of the Commission which is to be sent by the League to
examine on the spot the problems connected with the delimitation of the frontier between Syria
and Iraq.
Since by a coincidence the present President of the Council is the representative of one of the
parties concerned, I think my colleagues will agree with me that, in accordance with the Council’s
usual procedure, my predecessor, the Spanish representative, should be asked to undertake this
particular duty.
In taking this decision, the Council will simply be following the procedure observed in minor
ities questions, when, if the President in Office belongs to a country interested in a question under
examination, he delegates his power to deal with it to his predecessor in office.
The President’s proposal was adopted.

Lord Cecil. — I desire, on behalf of the British Government, to express my warm thanks to
the Rapporteur, and, I hope, by anticipation, to the Council for the proposal which is now before it.
I am sure all the members of the Council will agree with me that this will constitute, when adopted,
a valuable step towards the settlement of this question.
Perhaps I may be permitted to add that this seems to me an excellent and striking example
of that part of the work of the League of Nations which is not so spectacular as some of the other
activities in which we are engaged, but which is nevertheless of very great importance for the
welfare and happiness of mankind. We have here a question which has arisen between two of
the Members of the Council and which I hope will, by this step, be settled without undue controversy
or undue delay to the satisfaction, I doubt not, of all parties concerned.
I venture to express once more the thanks of my Government to the Council and to
the Rapporteur.
The draft resolution was adopted.

2964.

Appeal from the Chinese Government under Article 11 of the Covenant (continuation).

The President read the following draft resolution :

“ The Council,
“ (i) Reaffirms the resolution passed unanimously by it on September 30th, 1931,
by which the two parties declare that they are solemnly bound; it therefore calls upon the
Chinese and Japanese Governments to take all steps necessary to assure its execution, so
that the withdrawal of the Japanese troops within the railway zone may be effected as speedily
as possible under the conditions set forth in the said resolution ;
“ (2) Considering that events have assumed an even more serious aspect since the
Council meeting of October 24th ;
“ Notes that the two parties undertake to adopt all measures necessary to avoid any
further aggravation of the situation and to refrain from any initiative which may lead to
further fighting and loss of life;

“ (3) Invites the two parties to continue to keep the Council informed as to the
development of the situation;
“ (4) Invites the other Members of the Council to furnish the Council with any
information received from their representatives on the spot;
“ (5) Without prejudice to the carrying out of the above-mentioned measures,
“ Desiring, in view of the special circumstances of the case, to contribute towards a
final and fundamental solution by the two Governments of the questions at issue between
them:
“ Decides to appoint a Commission of five members to study on the spot and to report
to the Council on any circumstance which, affecting international relations, threatens to
disturb peace between China and Japan, or the good understanding between them, upon
which peace depends;
“ The Governments of China and of Japan will each have the right to nominate one
assessor to assist the Commission.
“ The two Governments will afford the Commission all facilities to obtain on the spot
whatever information it may require ;
“ It is understood that, should the two parties initiate any negotiations, these would
not fall within the scope of the terms of reference of the Commission, nor would it be within
the competence of the Commission to interfere with the military arrangements of either
party.
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“ The appointment and deliberations of the Commission shall not prejudice in any way
the undertaking given by the Japanese Government in the resolution of September 30th as
regards the withdrawal of the Japanese troops within the railway zone.
“ (6) Between now and its next ordinary session, which will be held on January 25th,
1932, the Council, which remains seized of the matter, invites its President to follow the
question and to summon it afresh if necessary. ”

The President then made the following declaration:
“ It will be observed that the resolution which is before you provides for action on two separate
lines: (1) to put an end to the immediate threat to peace; (2) to facilitate the final solution of
existing causes of dispute between the two countries.
The Council was glad to find during its present sittings that an enquiry into the circumstances
which tend to disturb the relations between China and Japan, in itself desirable, would be accep
table to the parties. The Council therefore welcomed the proposal to establish a Commission
which was brought before it on November 21st. The final paragraph of the resolution provides
for the appointment and functioning of such a Commission.
“ I shalk now make certain comments on the resolution paragraph by paragraph.
“ Paragraph 1. — This paragraph reaffirms the resolution unanimously adopted by the
Council on September 30th, laying particular stress on the withdrawal of the Japanese troops
within the railway zone on the conditions described therein as speedily as possible.
“ The Council attaches the utmost importance to this resolution and is persuaded that the
two Governments will set themselves to the complete fulfilment of the engagements which they
assumed on September 30th.
“ Paragraph 2. — It is an unfortunate fact that, since the last meeting of the Council, events
have occurred which have seriously aggravated the situation, and have given rise to legitimate
apprehension. It is indispensable and urgent to abstain from any initiative which may lead to
further fighting, and from all other action likely to aggravate the situation.
“ Paragraph 4. — Under paragraph 4, the Members of the Council other than the parties
are requested to continue to furnish the Council with information received from their representatives
on the spot.
“ Such information having proved of high value in the past, the Powers who have the possi
bility of sending such representatives to various localities have agreed to do all that is possible
to continue and improve the present system.
“ For this purpose, these Powers will keep in touch with the two parties, so that the latter
may, should they so desire, indicate to them the localities to which they would desire the despatch
of such representatives.

“ Paragraph 5 provides for the institution of a Commission of Enquiry. Subject to its purely
advisory character, the terms of reference of the Commission are wide. In principle, no question
which it feels called upon to study will be excluded, provided that the question relates to any
circumstances which, affecting international relations, threaten to disturb peace between China
and Japan, or the good understanding between them upon which peace depends. Each of the
two Governments will have the right to request the Commission to consider any question the
examination of which it particularly desires. The Commission will have full discretion to determine
the questions upon which it will report to the Council, and will have power to make interim
reports when desirable.
“ If the undertakings given by the two parties according to the resolution of September 30th
have not been carried out by the time of the arrival of the Commission, the Commission should
as speedily as possible report to the Council on the situation.
“ It is specially provided that, ‘should the two parties initiate any negotiations, these would
not fall within the scope of the terms of reference of the Commission, nor would it be within the
competence of the Commission to interfere with the military arrangements of either party ’.
This latter provision does not limit in any way its faculty of investigation. It is also clear that
the Commission will enjoy full liberty of movement in order to obtain the information it may
require for its reports. ”

M. Yoshizawa. — Mr. President, I have heard with great interest the speech you have just
made, and I feel it my duty to express my opinion in regard to it. I must say, however, that the
instructions for which I asked my Government last evening have not yet reached me,
and consequently I am bound to ask the Council to hold another meeting on this question to-morrow
afternoon, when I expect to be able to express my views in a definite manner.

The President. — I do not think any of the members of the Council wish to oppose the
request of the Japanese representative. I myself, as President, shall no doubt have a few comments
to add at the next meeting to the statement I have made to-day.
The discussion was postponed to the next meeting.
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LEAGUE OF NATIONS

SIXTY-FIFTH SESSION OF THE COUNCIL

MINUTES

TWENTIETH MEETING (PUBLIC, THEN PRIVATE).
Held on Thursday, December 10th, 1931, at 4.30 p.m.

Present : All the representatives of the Members of the Council, and the Secretary-General.
The British Empire was represented by Lord Cecil, Spain by M. de Madariaga and Poland by
M. de Chlapowski.

2965. Appeal from the Chinese Government under Article 11 of the Covenant (continuation).
The President. — The Japanese representative informed the Council yesterday that he
had not yet received from his Government instructions that would enable him to make a definite
pronouncement, and he requested us to allow him to postpone his statement until to-day’s meeting.
We acceded to his desire. I hope that he is now in a position to make his statement, and I
therefore call upon him to speak.
M. Yoshizawa. — Mr. President and Members of the Council, I wish to thank you for your
courtesy in complying with my request to put off the meeting of the Council until to-day. I wish
also to express my sense of gratitude and sincere appreciation for the efforts which, since the
beginning of the present session of the Council, you have been good enough to make in regard to
The question which has engaged our serious attention.
The special circumstances of the situation in China, the great distance which separates us
here from Manchuria, the diversity and the magnitude of the interests at stake, have made our
work very difficult. In dealing with this question, however, you have amply displayed the spirit
of conciliation, goodwill and patience. Thanks to your labour and tact, Mr. President, we have
before us the draft resolution which furnishes us with the means of clarifying the situation.
With regard to paragraph 2 of the draft resolution, I am happy to accept it on behalf of the
Japanese Government, on the understanding that this paragraph is not intended to preclude the
Japanese forces from taking such action as may be rendered necessary to provide directly for the
protection of the lives and property of Japanese subjects against the activities of bandits and
lawless elements rampant in various parts of Manchuria. Such action is admittedly an exceptional
measure called for by the special situation prevailing in Manchuria, and its necessity will naturally
be obviated when normal conditions shall have been restored in that region.
With these considerations, I am happy to be able' to declare that the Japanese Government
accepts the draft resolution now before us.

M. Sze. — My Government intends to discharge in good faith every obligation which it
assumes in agreeing to this resolution as interpreted by the President of the Council. The entire
arrangement being a practical one designed to meet the pending emergency, it becomes necessary,
in the interest of a complete understanding, for me to place upon record certain observations and
reservations in point of principle, as follows:
I. China must and does fully reserve any and all rights, remedies and juridical positions to
which she is or may be entitled under and by virtue of all of the provisions of the Covenant, under
all the existing treaties to which China is a party, and under the accepted principles of inter
national law and practice.
S.d.N. 700 (F.) 550 (A.) 12/31. Imp. Kundig.
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IL The present arrangement evidenced by the resolution and the statement made by the
President of the Council is regarded by China as a practical measure embodying four essential
and interdependent elements:
Immediate cessation of hostilities;
Liquidation of the Japanese occupation of Manchuria within the shortest possible
period of time;
(c) Neutral observation and reporting upon all developments from now on;
(d) A comprehensive enquiry into the entire Manchurian situation on the spot by a
Commission appointed by the Council.

(#)

(b)

The said arrangement being in effect and in spirit predicated upon these fundamental factors,
its integrity would be manifestly destroyed by the failure of any one of them to materialise and
be effectively realised as contemplated.

III. China understands and expects that the Commission provided for in the resolution will
make it its first duty to enquire into and report with its recommendations on the withdrawal of
the Japanese forces if such withdrawal has not been completed when the Commission arrives on
the spot.

IV. China assumes that the said arrangement neither directly nor by implication affects
the question of reparations and damages to China and her nationals growing out of the recent
events in Manchuria, and makes specific reservation in that respect.
V.
In accepting the resolution laid before us, China appreciates the efforts of the Council
to prevent further fighting and bloodshed by enjoining both China and Japan to avoid any initiative
which may lead to further fighting or any other action likely to aggravate the situation. It must
be clearly pointed out that this injunction should not be violated under the pretext of the existence
of lawlessness caused by a state of affairs which it is the very purpose of the resolution to do away
with. It is to be observed that much of the lawlessness now prevalent in Manchuria is due to the
interruption of normal life caused by the invasion of the Japanese forces. The only sure way of
restoring the normal peaceful life is to hasten the withdrawal of the Japanese troops and allow
the Chinese authorities to assume the responsibility for the maintenance of peace and order.
China cannot tolerate the invasion and occupation of her territory by the troops of any foreign
country; far less can she permit these troops to usurp the police functions of the Chinese
authorities.

VI. China notes with satisfaction the purpose to continue and improve the present system
of neutral observation and reporting through representatives of other Powers, and China will from
time to time, as occasion requires, indicate the localities to which it seems desirable to dispatch
such representatives.
VII. It should be understood that, in agreeing to this resolution, which provides for the
withdrawal of the Japanese forces to the railway zone, China in no way recedes from the position
she has always taken with respect to the maintenance of military forces in the said railway zone.
VIII. China would regard any attempt by Japan to bring about complications of a political
character affecting China’s territorial or administrative integrity (such as promoting so-called
independence movements or utilising disorderly elements for such purposes) as an obvious violation
of the undertaking to avoid any further aggravation of the situation.
Lord Cecil. — I am glad that both my Japanese and Chinese colleagues have accepted the
resolution, and I do not desire to make any comment on their declarations except on one point.
The Council has heard the declarations of the Japanese and Chinese representatives on
paragraph 2. There can be no doubt that the position in Manchuria is difficult and exceptional.
It may well be that circumstances may arise there which will cause danger to Japanese lives and
property from elements of the population out of control, and if an emergency of that kind should
arise it might become inevitable that Japanese forces in the neighbourhood should take action
against bandits and the like. But I welcome the recognition by my Japanese colleague of the
exceptional character of the situation and that the necessity for such exceptional action will come
to an end as soon as normal conditions have been restored. In saying this, I do not mean to
suggest that the Japanese declaration weakens the obligation set out in paragraph 2 of the resolution
to avoid any action which will lead to a recrudescence of fighting between the Chinese and Japanese
troops, or a further aggravation of the situation.
M. de Madariaga. — I should like to associate myself with Lord Cecil’s remarks, both when
he expressed his satisfaction at the agreement between the two parties on this question and when
he commented briefly on what the Japanese representative had said. I would point out that the
Japanese representative’s observations are in harmony with the terms of our resolution; it begins,
as you will remember, with a reaffirmation of the resolution passed unanimously on September
30th, 1931, whereby the two Governments recognise that the situation is an exceptional one and
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that the necessary steps should be taken to bring about the withdrawal of the Japanese troops
within the railway zone as quickly as possible. In the second paragraph of our present resolution,
too, the parties undertake to adopt all measures necessary to avoid any further aggravation of
the situation and to refrain from any initiative which may lead to further fighting and loss of life.
In these circumstances, the Japanese representative’s observations, which are obviously to be
attributed to a feeling of scrupulous frankness deserving of our respect, merely strengthen our
assurance that this resolution, which is going to be voted upon, will be faithfully and loyally
executed in the spirit and in the letter, not only in all the general cases to which the Japanese
representative’s explicit observations do not apply, but even in the cases to which they do apply,
since Japan will be bound by the resolution which she is going to accept in a moment, and will be
careful to apply even these exceptional measures in the spirit of our resolution.
The President. — As no one else wishes to speak, I will put the draft resolution to the vote.
The draft resolution was adopted unanimously.

F

The President. — The adoption of the Council’s resolution marks an important step, and, I
hope, a decisive one, towards the settlement of the dispute between China and Japan.
In noting with satisfaction the vote which has just been taken and which, concurrently with
the creation of a calmer frame of mind, should prepare the way for a complete solution of the
questions at issue, I cannot refrain, as President in Office of the Council, from submitting a few
general considerations which find their logical place at the conclusion of our investigations.
The situation existing between China and Japan last September was brought before the
Council under Article 11 of the Covenant. Being called upon “ to take effectual action to safeguard
the peace of nations ”, according to the terms of this article, the Council did not attempt to evade
the responsibility of seeking a settlement, although it realised the extreme, complexity and
exceptional difficulty of the problem. On September 30th, it unanimously adopted a resolution,
the full execution of which by the two parties was considered likely to restore between them “ the
good understanding upon which peace depends ”,
Since then, though there has not been “ resort to war ” within the meaning of Article 12
of the Covenant, there have unfortunately been “ acts of hostility ”. Nevertheless, as the parties
themselves offered to continue their loyal co-operation with the Council with a view to achieving
a friendly settlement, it was on the basis of Article 11 of the Covenant that we resumed the
study of this question at our last meeting, with our eyes also on the application of the Pact
of Paris.
In such a special case, we could not be expected to draw up a model settlement which could
serve as a precedent for the future. We had to attempt something at once more modest and
more difficult. Article 11 of the Covenant, which requires a unanimous vote, including that of
the parties, obliged us to seek a solution on the lines of conciliation and compromise. This was
the view which we took of our task. Various texts were gradually drafted, were communicated
to the parties concerned and were re-examined in the light of the objections or reservations
which they put forward. In this way we progressed by slow and gradual stages and by successive
approximations until we reached the empirical solution which appeared to us to be the best
suited to the special case before us. While the Council fixed no time-limit for the complete
evacuation of the Japanese troops, it is none the less firmly convinced that the withdrawal of
those troops within the railway zone will be carried out as rapidly as possible, under the conditions
laid down in the resolution of September 30th last.
The sending of a Commission of Enquiry to the spot will enable the Council to continue
its endeavours with a fuller knowledge of the facts and with due regard to all the factors of a
problem the solution of which was rendered particularly difficult by the inadequacy of our
information as to what was taking place in these distant lands.
This problem, I repeat, is of a very special character, because of the exceptional nature
of the treaty or customary relations existing in normal times between the two countries, and
also because the political status of one of these countries is governed by the international
obligations of a Nine-Power Convention concluded at Washington in 1922, which it was not
within our competence to interpret here.
If I lay stress upon the special character of the problem and on the reasons which led us
in dealing with it to proceed with particular caution, it is in order to make it perfectly clear
that the resolution which has just been adopted can in no way affect the doctrine of the Council
of the League of Nations. That doctrine, as regards the occupation of territory and the operation
of the articles of the Covenant, has been set forth in reports most carefully studied by distinguished
lawyers and statesmen; it has been given official sanction by Council resolutions, and it retains
its full force.
Except in the case of an express stipulation in treaties in force, the Covenant of the League
of Nations does not authorise a State, however well founded its grievances against another State,
to seek redress by methods other than the pacific methods set forth in Article 12 of the Covenant.
For Members of the League that is a fundamental principle, in the same way as the “ scrupulous
respect for all treaty obligations ”, on which such stress has rightly been laid in the Preamble
to the Covenant. These two principles are of equal value. Any infringement of either lays a grave
responsibility on Members of the League. This responsibility was reaffirmed in the Pact of Paris,
whose signatories assumed or renewed the undertaking to resort to pacific means alone for the
settlement of international disputes.
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I felt I ought to recall these principles at the conclusion of a discussion in which both the
Covenant and the Pact of Paris have been invoked.
Having said this, I can now, with all the greater freedom, survey the first results which
have been obtained by our efforts.
The war which threatened has been averted. Long-continued vigilance, patience and
tenacity have brought this about. The obstacles set in its way, slight though they were, have
at least restricted and slowed down the movement of events and checked its initial impetus,
which presented the greatest danger to peace.
Three months have thus been gained, and this is not only likely to bring about a calmer
frame of mind, to arouse public opinion throughout the world and thus to improve the psychological
conditions of peace, but has made it possible to create machinery for the local organisation of
peace. With the full consent of the two parties, to whom such an agreement does great credit,
a Commission of the League will shortly be setting out for China, and, even before that Commission
was set up, it was not a mere vain recognition of our rôle that both sides freely agreed that
neutral observers should be sent to the spot by the Powers.
The communications of those observers who are in the actual zone of conflict will continue
to supply us with valuable information. It is not that I wish to regard that information as likely
to enlighten us on possible responsibilities, because I do not for a moment imagine that two
Members of the Council, after having entered here into a formal undertaking on the basis of
Article n of the Covenant, could place themselves in the position of having to shoulder any such
responsibilities before world public opinion; but I think that, in a moment of tension, when facts
are apt to be distorted, it is rendering a great service to both the countries concerned to supply
them with accurate information as to what is going on on both sides in the occupied territories.
This information, being obtained in an entirely impartial spirit, will always be carefully
examined by us, and it is our ardent hope that the information we receive will be all that we
can desire. If the calmer atmosphere sought by the Council is to be created, it is essential that
no further incidents of any kind should take place. On November 26th, the two parties advised
us of the apprehensions which they felt owing to the situation in the Chinchow district. We
thereupon took steps to avert the immediate danger thus brought to our notice and we remain
ready to take any special action if the necessity should occur again. The observers sent to that
area have noted, on the one hand, that the Japanese troops have been adequately withdrawn
and, on the Chinese side, that no movements or preparations of an offensive character were taking
place. The Council is therefore entitled to be confident that there will be no further hostilities
and that, even if there is no official delimitation of a demilitarised zone, the definite undertakings
which have been accepted on both sides will in any case suffice to prevent any further clash.
At this solemn moment when we are concluding a contract of good faith and honour, turning
with emotion towards the representatives of China and Japan, may I say that I do not think
I should be doing justice to two great peoples Members of the Council of the League of Nations
if I did not state most emphatically, in my own name and in the name of my colleagues, that
we firmly believe that our hopes will be realised.
I do not wish to conclude without thanking the Drafting Committee for the very valuable
help it has given us during this difficult session under the authoritative and skilful guidance
of Lord Cecil, assisted by the wisdom and experience of the Secretary-General, Sir Eric
Drummond.
Finally, it is my pleasant duty to thank the great Republic of the United States for having
assisted in the work of the Council of the League of Nations by means of parallel and incessant
activities within the limits which it has itself determined.

Lord Cecil. — The observations which we have just heard add one more to the many obligations
which the cause of peace and the League of Nations owe to our President, whom we all regard
with respect and, if I may say so, with affection.
I agree most fully with the conclusions at which our President has arrived and I only desire
to add a very few words to what he has said.
He has pointed out that the proceedings which have engaged the Council’s attention for the
last three months were initiated under Article 11 of the Covenant. Under that article the task
of the Council is not one of arbitration or decision, but mediation and persuasion. Nothing
can be done under it except by the unanimous consent of all Members of the Council, including
the parties to the dispute. It is evident that procedure of that kind may easily be prolonged.
It is true that we reached a first stage of agreement at the end of September, but the agreement
we then arrived at proved insufficient to put an end to the dispute or even to the hostile measures
whichJa'ave accompanied it. We have now arrived at a larger settlement, but the success of that,
too, must depend upon the parties. It is easy for either of them, if they desire to do so, to destroy
the work of conciliation on which we have been engaged. I am confident that that will not
happen. If it did, the party that so acted would bear a heavy load of responsibility before the
public opinion of the world. I adhere most heartily to what our President has said as to the
necessity for submitting all international disputes to pacific settlement. In no case nowadays
must a nation take the law into its own hands. The substitution of reason for violence in the
settlement of international disputes, the strict observance of international obligations, the promotion
of friendship and co-operation between nations—these are the chief objects for which the League
of Nations was brought into existence. It is therefore a matter for the heartiest congratulation
that the parties have agreed to the appointment of this Commission, which will be charged with
investigating, not only the actual questions that have here arisen, but the whole of the international
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relations between the parties. It is a heavy task, but the commissioners, whoever they may
be, will be assured of the sympathy and support of all men of goodwill throughout the world,
including, I doubt not, those who are nationals of the two parties to this difference.

M. de Madariaga. — While I was listening to your statement, Mr. President, I thought that
perhaps only those who have seen you at work at close quarters during the last few months realise
your capacity to do something better than speak about the League of Nations—that is, to work
for it.
You have summed up our views about this matter so adequately that there really remains
very little for me to say.
If during the past few days we have sometimes felt pessimistic in measuring the distance
which separated what we wished to happen according to the spirit of the Covenant from what was
actually happening, at other times we were consoled by the fact that the distance which separates
what we have done from what might have happened if there had been no League of Nations is
much greater still.
We are far from having finished our work. This is only a first stage, but it is a very important
one, since it has been marked, as the British representative emphasised, by the setting up of a
Commission. The appointment of a Commission, especially by the League of Nations, is still
perhaps the surest guarantee we have to-day that difficulties will be settled in the fairest manner
and in the interests of peace. A Commission provides guarantees of knowledge and impartiality.
I am sure that all the Members of the Council have every confidence that the President and the
Secretary-General will see to it that this Commission faithfully reflects that spirit of impartiality and
knowledge which must be the best guarantee of the League’s work.
In conclusion, I should like to say that this conflict, which still exists and may exist for some
little time yet, because it is a very difficult one and is the outcome of extremely complex circum
stances, has proved to us the necessity of recasting as quickly as possible the methods available
for dealing with all international difficulties. It is essential that these methods should be made
internationally pure, and that such matters should be approached in an impartial spirit and not
only with a view to setting up an international equilibrium. They must be approached, not only
with the desire to settle the immediate conflict, but, what is still more important, to prevent
disputes in the future.

M. Matos. — I feel it my duty to submit very respectfully on this occasion a few observations
concerning the serious incident which has momentarily disturbed the friendship and harmony
between two great countries for whom we all have the greatest liking and respect.
As has been said on many occasions, the Council of the League of Nations had to intervene
in this dispute on the basis of Article n of the Covenant, and I need not dwell on the fact that
this has been one of the most difficult cases ever brought before the Council, owing to the special
conditions in which it has arisen, the circumstances in which events have taken place, and the
extreme complexity of the incidents which have resulted.

In conversations and private meetings between the members of the Council, I have had an
opportunity of expressing with full frankness and sincerity the misgivings and apprehensions with
which, as the representative of a small State, I watched the unfortunate events which were
taking place between the parties. I was and am seriously anxious that the principles of inter
national law should be safeguarded.
It is obvious that, according to existing treaties, it is inadmissible that disputes arising between
States, whatever their nature or origin, should be settled by other than pacific means. Nor is
it admissible that the respect for and execution of treaties between countries can depend upon the
will of one of the parties. Such methods would be completely destructive of the international
order, and hence of the maintenance of peace.

In particular, the resort to measures of coercion for the recovery of contractual debts is
contrary to the principles of the Porter resolution adopted by the Hague Conference of 1907.
Although the protection of the lives and property of nationals abroad is a generally recognised
obligation, it appears to me that the fulfilment of that obligation must be subordinated to respect
for the fundamental rights of States. That duty of protection must be discharged, moreover, in
harmony with the spirit underlying the new international organisations which have been set up
to secure the peaceful settlement of disputes between States in all circumstances.
I therefore think that I should be failing in my duty if on this occasion I observed a silence
which might seem to imply an acceptance or endorsement on my part of views which I should
regard as contrary to the principles and aspirations of the countries of America. There is a
further and essential justification in my view for this attitude, since the defence of the principles
which should prevail in international relations tends to consolidate the authority and prestige
of the League of Nations, in which the weak countries put their trust, and through the normal
operation of which these countries hope that, by a continuous process of evolution, the cause of
law, justice and solidarity between the members of the community of nations will triumph.

I should like to say definitely that, when I voted for the resolution adopted and accepted
by the parties, I did so in the spirit which is reflected in the words of our distinguished President.
I must also lay stress on the fact that, in my opinion, this resolution is designed to settle a very
special and particularly complicated case, without prejudice to certain views which may have
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been expressed in the course of the dispute. Hence, I do not consider that it can be taken as a
precedent for the future.
I should like to say, however, that it would have been impossible for me to vote for the resolution
if it had not embodied the principle proclaimed by M. Briand at the end of our October meeting.
This principle is that the military occupation of the territory of a Member of the League cannot
be used by another Member of the League to impose direct negotiations on questions that are
pending. It is because this great principle has been safeguarded that I cannot oppose the
resolution which has been adopted.
I cannot conclude without again expressing, as a member of the Council, my feelings of profound
respect for the two great nations—China and Japan—and without expressing wishes for the
re-establishment of normal relations between them as soon as possible, and for the promotion of
their common interests and of peace and order, which are of equal concern to the countries of
every continent.
M. von Mutius. — Mr. President, I desire to associate myself with your remarks a few
moments ago when you expressed the Council’s satisfaction at having been able to bring about a
certain measure of agreement between China and Japan. The resolution which we have adopted
can hardly meet all the conflicting desires of the two parties. We can, nevertheless, congratulate
ourselves on having found, without drawing upon all the resources at the League’s disposal, a
solution which, while respecting the principles of the two parties, is likely to avert the danger
which this dispute entails for the peace of the world. The pacific settlement of disputes is and must
remain the principal task of the League of Nations. I am grateful to the President of the Council
and my other colleagues for having emphasised this so strongly. Germany is particularly interested
in the maintenance of this principle. I hope that the work which has been begun to-day will only
be a first step towards the final settlement of an incident which has caused so much anxiety. Our
colleagues from China and Japan can count upon our support in reaching that settlement.
I do not wish to conclude, Mr. President, without expressing our gratitude for the skilful
manner in which you have conducted our debates and for the hospitable welcome we have received
in Paris.
M. de Chlapowski. — Having voted, on behalf of the Polish Government, for the resolution
which has been laid before us, I should like to express the ardent hope that the solution accepted
by the two parties will contribute towards the restoration of normal relations and good under
standing between those two great nations in the Far East—China and Japan.
I would refer you to the statement made by the Polish Foreign Minister at the meeting on
November 21st and to the observations of the President, and I will confine myself to emphasising
once more the extremely complicated and very special character of the conflict we are dealing
with, which has obliged the Council to adopt a very exceptional procedure and very exceptional
methods in carrying out the task devolving upon it under Article n of the Covenant.
The Polish Government is convinced that the patient work of the Council during this long
session has brought about a relaxation of the prevailing tension and has prevented the aggravation
of a conflict which, without the League’s intervention, might have assumed proportions much
more dangerous to international relations.
I cannot conclude without expressing my admiration for the untiring efforts made by M. Briand,
as President of the Council, in the last few weeks in order to reach a solution acceptable to the
parties concerned and a settlement of a matter of such high importance to the maintenance of
peace in the Far East.
M. Gonzalez-Prada. — Like my honourable colleagues, I am highly gratified at the Council’s
adoption of a resolution which we must hope will be effective in maintaining peace. But I should
like to add a few words with regard to certain points of doctrine which I cannot pass over in
silence.
We are obliged to recognise that the Council is faced with a problem of an entirely special
character, both from the point of view of international law and from that of the events themselves.
But, if these exceptional circumstances seem to have led us away—in a manner which I hope is
also exceptional—from certain fundamental principles of international law, I think it my duty
as representative of Peru to make certain statements in order to avoid any possible misunderstanding
as to the bearings of the Council’s resolution and the President’s statement from the point of view
of doctrine, and as to their repercussions outside Europe.
Nothing in the text to which I have given my approval in order not to raise any obstacle to
the pacific settlement of a dispute must be interpreted as affecting certain principles without
which the existence and the rights of weak countries would not have that security which makes
force unnecessary, this being the main purpose pursued by the Covenant of the League.
Some of these principles are as follows:

(i) No State has the right to effect the military occupation of the territory of another in
order to ensure the execution of certain treaties;
(2) No State is entitled to oblige another—having invaded its territory—to enter upon direct
negotiations on the bearing and legal value of treaties previously existing between the two States;

(3) The exercise of the right possessed by each State to ensure the protection of the lives and
property of its nationals must be limited by respect for the sovereignty of the other State; no
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State being entitled, in order to provide such protection, to authorise its military Corves to pwh^(c
into the territory’ otf the other for the purpose of carrying out police operations :
(4)) The fact that a State has certain rights, claims, economic concessions, etc,, in regard to
another State does not entitle the former to effect the military occupation of the territory or to
seize the property of the debtor State. Any recovery of debts by compulsion is illicit, in accordance
with the principles accepted by the Second Peace Conference (The Hague, iqo?)'

Even if the measures which have been accepted by the Swo parties concerned, ami winch we
have adopted exceptionally in the special case of Manchuria. may be justifiable tor the immediate
purpose of averting war. they must in no case be interpreted as implying a renunciation ot the
principles of international law which have reference to the defence of the rights and interests of
weak countries and which constitute the main safeguard of their indejMmdenev.
It is for these reasons that I desire to inform my colleagues of the spirit in which 1 have given
my approval to the resolution we have adopted, and how anxious I am to satisfy myself (hat the
principles on which the Covenant is based remain intact.
M. Garay. —Before reading my written statement I should like to thank you, Mr. Ihvsident.
most warmly for your constant efforts in the cause of peace and international conciliation. The
task which has confronted you has been so difficult and so complicated, as you have yourself
said, that your energy, your devotion to the cause of peace and your great intellectual qualities
could hardly have found a greater and more worthy problem to engage them.

I should also like to thank the Chairman and the members of the Drafting Committee for
their excellent w’ork, which we highly appreciate. I would merely say one word regarding
our distinguished Secretary-General, Sir Eric Drummond he is beyond all praise.

The Council, which is a political organ of the League of Nations, having had to face an
exceptionally grave and complicated situation with very limited means at its disposal, has, after
long and strenuous efforts, been able to draw’ up the text of a resolution capable of unanimous
acceptance, without which no decision taken under Article u of the ('ovenant can have' executive
force.
This resolution constitutes a compromise between the extreme claims of the parties, and
has been accepted by the latter; so that it is purely practical in character and cannot be invoked
later as a precedent. The Council is unanimous on this point, which it is hardly necessary to
emphasise.
But, owing to the fact that policy creates its own law according to the influence exerted
by interests and circumstances, and sometimes departs from the principles of pure doctrine, we,
who represent nations without material interests in the areas affected and whose* only desire
in the present conflict is to safeguard the ideal of peace, law and justice, feel it necessary <e> elisped
any ambiguity so far as we are concerned by reasserting on this occasion the* tradiiional attitude*
of the countries which we represent towards certain important principles of international law
which the events of the last few months have brought into prominence.
One of these principles is that of intervention, or rather of non-intervention.

We recognise the League’s right to intervene among its Members to ensure world pttact*
and to preserve their territorial integrity or political independence in conformity with the relevant
articles of the Covenant. On the other hand, a State’s intervention in th<t affairs or territory
of another with whom it is not at war must in our opinion be confined strictly to the limits and
conditions laid down in the treaties between the parties.

We are far from denying the right of any State to safeguard the lives and property of its
nationals residing abroad, but we do not regard this right as absolute, and it ends as soon as it
begins to encroach upon the sovereign rights of a foreign State, rights which cannot be disregarded.
The Republics of America have in their laws set up the principle of equality between nationals
and foreigners; but they have refused to grant foreigners a preferential treat ment or a superior
status, which would be derogatory to the national dignity and would destroy the legal equality
which is the basis of the international community.
We have very opportunely been reminded of the Porter proposal approved in 1907 at I he
Hague by the nations represented at-the^Second Peace Conference. This proposal, which allows
resort to force for the recovery of contractual debts between Governments only when the debtor
State refuses arbitration, or makes it impossible to draw up a special arbitration agreement,
or does not comply with the award given, embodies a principle which is now universally recognised
as forming part of international law. I would add that the Porter proposal was in its turn based
on the Drago doctrine, which expressed the strong aspirations of the Latin-American group of
the Conference. The Drago doctrine, which declares that it is not allowable to use compulsion for
the recovery of the public debts of States in general, together with the older Calvo projxml, which
condemns intervention, even by diplomatic means, to support private claims of a pecuniary
nature, are characteristic elements of what is sometimes termed Latin-American international law,
We therefore have a heritage of legal principles, general aspirations and international traditions
which we have to take into account in considering these grave questions from our own standpoint,
and I think it is a mere matter of straightforwardness that I should set forth these views and
considerations here.
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In our view, the intention of the Covenant in substituting peaceful and reasonable means
of settlement for resort to force was to deprive the signatory nations of the dangerous right of
taking the law into their own hands. Hence we should view with the greatest anxiety any
return in international life to methods of force departing from the procedure of conciliation,
arbitration, judicial settlement and mediation laid down as compulsory in the Covenant.
Subject to the above remarks, and expressing my most ardent hopes for the solution of the
dispute which has arisen between two of the original Members of the League, who are at the same
time very respected Members of the Council, I gladly accept on behalf of my Government the
resolution which we have approved.

M. Sze. — Reference has been made to the special character of the question before us. I should
like to say that China cannot be expected to admit that the operation of treaties, covenants and
accepted principles of international law stops at the border of Manchuria.
With regard to your reference to Chinchow, I beg to say that the conditions round the Chinchow
region are normal; there are no movements of Chinese troops, no increase of troops or preparations
for any attack towards the positions at present occupied by the Japanese troops. The foregoing
has been confirmed by all the neutral observers. I can assure the Council that the Chinese
Government does not contemplate any change in its present policy.
I wish also to join with the previous speakers in expressing to you my warmest sentiments
of respect and high esteem, and I also wish to avail myself of this opportunity to express my thanks
for the courtesy and hospitality of your great country towards my delegation.

(The Council went into private meeting.)

2966.

Expenditure resulting from the Summoning of the Council in Paris : Gift from the
French Government.

M. Matos presented the following report1:

° The Members of the Council will have seen the two notes by the Secretary-General
(documents C.871.1931.X and C.967.1931.X) informing the Council of the contribution made by
the French Government towards the supplementary expenses involved in the holding of the
present meetings in Paris.
“ By the Financial Regulations, it is necessary that the acceptance of gifts to the League be
approved by the Council. I am sure all my colleagues will join with me in thanking the Govern
ment of the French Republic for their generous gift, which I hereby propose that the Council
accept.”
M. Yoshizawa. — As representative of Japan—that is, as representative of a party to the
present dispute—I should like to express my most sincere thanks for this very generous gift from
the French Government.
The conclusions of the report were adopted.

2967.

Close of the Session.

The President. — The Council’s task is thus at an end. I should like to ask those of my
colleagues who have been good enough to serve on the Drafting Committee to remain a few days
longer in Paris in order not to leave their President alone to deal with a situation which still needs
to be examined.

Lord Cecil. — I am obliged to return to England to-morrow afternoon, otherwise I should
have been glad to give any assistance I could; but I have spoken to the British Ambassador
here, who will be pleased to take my place.

The President. — It now remains for me to thank you sincerely for having assisted me in
my task in such a way as to earn me praise, a large share of which falls to you.
I declare the sixty-fifth session of the Council closed.

1 Document C.968.1931 X.
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LEAGUE OF NATTONS.

Communicated to
the Council and the
Members of the League.

C.862.M.440.1931.VII.

Paris,
November 17 th,1931

APPEAL FROM THE CHINESE GOVERNMENT UNDER ARTICLE 11 OF THE COVENANT.
Communication from the Representative of China on the Council.

Note by the Secretary-General.
The Secretary-General has the honour to
circulate to the Council the following letter
which he has received from the Chinese
Representative on the Council.

PaRIS, 16th November 1931.
To the Secretary-General.
Sir,
I have to-day received a telegram stating that, on the

13th instant, the Chinese troops in the neighbourhood of Tangshi

and Wulinor were attacked by Japanese cavalry and artillery vzith
heavy resulting easualties to the Chinese troops.

nt noon of the

fourteenth instant, the Chinese forces were again attacked, in
the same locality, by a large force of Japanese troops aided by
four aeroplanes.

The engagement lasted five hours during which

Commander Shah was seriously wounded, and a large number of Chinese

soldiers killed.

The Chinese forces are retreating.

The

determination of General Honjo to cross the Chinese Eastern Railway

with the purpose of occupying Tsitsihar is borne out by a statement
to this effect by the Japanese consul Hayashi and also by the fear
felt by Russia as shown by a note from Litvinoff to fokyo.

The

rumour spread by the Japanese that the Chinese Central Government

is negotiating vzith the Soviet Government for supplies of military
equipment for the Heilungkiang forces is absolutely false.

I ask you to be good enough to circulate the above to

the Members of the Council.

(Signed)

Sao-Ke Alfred Sze

13 6 F
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LEAGUE OF_NATIONS
C.863. M.441. 1931.VII.

Communicated to the
Council and Member3
of the League.

Paris, November 17th, 1931.

APPEAL BY THE CHINESE GOVWÆÆENT UNDER ARTICLE 11

OF THE COVENANT
Communication by the Japanese Delegation concerning
the Salt Tax incidents in Manchuria.

Note by the Secretary-General:

The Secretary-General has the honour to communicate to
the Members of the Council a letter dated November 16th from
the Japanese representative on the Council concerning the
question of the Salt Tax.

Paris, November 13th, 1931.
Sir,

With reference to my letter dated November 6th,* I have
the honour to communicate to you certain supplementary
particulars which my Government has just sent me concerning
the question of the Salt Tax.
(Signed)

1)

YOSHIZAWA.

The Chinese Government has reorganised the Salt Tax

system in accordance with Article 5 of the Reorganisation Loan
..ct of 1913 ensuring the priority of the service of various
loans contracted by China and secured on the revenues of the
Salt Tax.

In 1916, however, the local military authorities

of the Sze-Chwan seized the revenues of the Salt Tax and since
then the system established in 1913 has gradually broken down,

so much so that during the last months of the Pekin Government’s

* See Document C.811

401. 1931.VII.
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existence, all the revenues of the Salt Tax were seized by
the local military authorities, except in the Chihli and in

part of Shantung.

This state of affairs led to repeated

protests on the part of the Powers concerned, notably Japan,
Great Britain and France.

These representations had no

effect and the service of the loans secured on the Salt Tax

had to bo suspended.

2)

When, in June 1928 the Nanking Government had

practically realised the unification of the country, the
Powers concerned applied to that Government for the

restoration of the Salt Tax system.

The Nanking Government

took no action on this request and in November of the same
year established the so-called "Ten million silver dollars

system'.

The provincial military authorities were therefore

able to go on seizing what remained

of the Salt Tax revenues

after deducting the contribution of each province and the

costs of the Collection Office.

This not only affected loans

secured on the surplus revenues (particularly in the case of

Japan the "96:* bonds of 1922, the Shantung Treasury bonds of
1923), but was contrary even to the Salt Tax system organised

by the 1913 Reorganisation Loan.

Japan, in concert with

Great Britain and France, therefore, protested but in vain

against the maintenance of the Ton Million Dollar System.

3)

Thus,

in spite of the repeated protests of the Powers

concerned, China, violating her previous undertakings, has
completely upset the Salt Tax system established by the
Reorganisation Loan and the greater part of the Salt Tax

revenues have for more than 10 years been abandoned to the
local military authorities at the expense of the holders of

bonds of the differont loans.

11
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In Manchuria m particular practically the whole revenues

of the Salt Tax have served to cover the military and

administrative expenditure of Chang-Taolin and ChangHsuchliang.

It has now become evident, however,

that Chang-

Esuchliang directing the Chinese forces stationed in various

parts of Manchuria and with the help of the bandits is
striving by every means to attack the security of our troops

and the interests of Japanese nationals in Manchuria.

It is

therefore perfectly comprehensible that in those exceptional
circumstances the Japanese military authorities should have

interfered with the dispatch of funds which were aimed at
maintaining activities directed against themselves.

Furthermore, local organs have boon established by the

Chinese to maintain order in Manchuria and their action

cannot but bo beneficial to those rcgionsuntilthesltuationinManctaria sgdii becomes normal. To place nt the disposal of tho

Committee for the Maintenance of Order organised at Mukden tho
resources which hove hitherto gone to Chong-Hsuch1inng amounts

in short to reinforcing tho action of the body which is in fact
responsible for the maintenance of order until the restoration

of normal conditions, and to this extent this action can only
be regarded as highly desirable.

Accordingly,, the action of

the military authorities in intervening to transfer the surplus
revenues of the Chinese Salt Tax Office to another Chinese

body cannot be regarded as unjustifiable.
It should further be pointed out that the Japanese
military authorities have exercised no pressure on the Salt
Tax Office.

They have in no way intcreforcd with the
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dispatch of the provincial contribution to the Central

Government or with the payment of the S--lt T^x Office's

own expenses.

Nor have they seized the smallest sum

for their ovzn uso.

4)

The Japanese Government considers th°t the nee sures

taken by the military authorities are in no way contrary to

the- Resolution of the Council of the League of

September 30th, or to the declarations made by the Japanese

representative nt tho Council meetings of October 24th and
25th.

On the contrary,

those measures seem to it likely

to promote the restoration of order and to prevent the

situation from being aggravated.
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LEAGUE Oy,O.TI_CNS

C.864. M. 442.1931.VII.

Commun ica_ted_to_ the
C o y^iljand^t ha
?®£SL J? f.'""ths. League.

Paris,

November 17th, 1931.

APPEAL FROM THE CHINESE G0’ZERF;-2SNT UM>ER
ADTICI£ 11 0? JHIE £0VE«AFIh

Communication, from the Japanese Delegation trans
mitting a note handed on November 15th by Baron Shidehara to
the Chinese Minister at Tokio in reply to his note of
November 11th, protesting against the advance of the Japanese
troops at the Nonni Bridge,

No te_ by the Secre tary_^Genera!_.

The Secretary-General has the honour
to transmit to. the Council the following
communication forwarded to him by the
Japanese Delegation.

Paris, November 16th, 1931.

Sir,

I have the honour to forward to you herewith
translation of a note handed on November 15 th by Baron Shidehar
to the Chinese Minister at Toklo in reply to a note from the
Minister of November 11th protesting against the advance of
our troops at the Nonni Bridge.
I should be greatly obliged if you would communicate
this document to the President and Members of the Council.

(Signed)

S

SAWADA
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TEXT (Translation) OF BARON SHIDEHARA’S REPLY
TO THE CHINESE MINISTER (NOVEMBER 15th, 1931).

Monsieur le Ministre,
In reply to your note of November 11th, I have the
honour to communicate the following:

1)

The Taonan-Angangchi railway was built by the

South Manchurian Company under a contract.

In spite of repeated

requests by the South Manchurian Railway, the Chinese authorities
have not yet paid their debt to it.
convert this debt into a loan.

They have also refused to

This railway may therefore in

point of fact be regarded as belonging to the South Manchurian
Company which has a great interest in preserving the property and

in maintaining traffic on this line.

S)

About the middle of October the Heilungkiang army

destroyed the railway bridges on the Nonni River.

This was not

only an illegal act which was prejudicial to the interests of the

South Manchurian Company, but also, when a Japanese adviser and

employees belonging to the Taonan-Angangchi railway proceeded to
the spot to repair the bridges, Chinese forces opened fire on

them and prevented them from proceeding with the repairs.

3)

With a view to protecting the interests of the South

Manchurian Company the Japanese authorities at Tsitsikar got into
touch with the Heilungkiang army and asked on several occasions

that the bridge should bo repaired.
The officer commanding the Chinese troops merely gave

However,

evasive replies.

the date when the river begins to freeze

over was approaching and ice on the river could prevent the work
being carried out.

The Taonan-Angangchi railway administration,

therefore, decided to undertake the work itself with the assistance
of the South Manchurian, and asked for the protection of Japanese

troops.

4)

In order to avoid any conflict between the Japanese

and Chinese troops the Japanese commander thought it necessary
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- 3 that the Heilungkiang and Chang-Haipeng armies should withdraw to
a distance of 10 kilometres from each bank;

the two adversaries

assented to this request.
Major Hayashi’s communication mentioned in your letter

of November 5th appears to refer to the request submitted by that

officer to the Heilungkiang army.

This communication was made with

a view to ensuring the security of the repair operations, and to
avoid any conflict between our protecting troops and the Heilung

kiang and Chang-Haipeng forces.

It was an entirely friendly and

very urgent measure necessitated by events.

5)

Nevertheless the Heilungkiang troops not having carried

out the orders given them by the Chinese authorities, a detachment

of Japanese protecting troops who had approached the bridges on
November 4th was suddenly greeted by a fusillade which caused
numerous casualties.

Accordingly the Japanese forces were obliged

to take defensive measures.

The fighting which occurred between

the Japanese and Chinese troops was therefore caused by the treacher
our action of the Chinese forces who must be regarded as entirely
responsible.

6)

At present the Heilungkiang authorities are continuing to

concentrate enormous forces near Tsitsihar, Angangchi and in the
district to the south of these localities.
envelop

They appear to desire to

and attack the small number of Japanese troops stationed

in the Tahsing region.

This threat against our troops is growing

hourly more definite and I have the honour to notify your Excellency

that the responsibility for the consequences which might result from

a conflict between the Japanese and Chinese troops caused by the pro^
vocative attitude of the latter, must be regarded as belonging to
China.

7)

Your Excellency’s note dated November 11th mentions that

Major Hayashi is said to have called upon General Ma commanding the
Heilungkiang troops, tn hand over his duties to Chang-Heipeng.
have the honour tn give a formal denial of this assertion.

I would request your Excellency to communicate the
foregoing to your Government.

I
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In93 *1® 23JL at Fient sin.

C0mmun^rora ~tihe Japanese De2.egation.

Note by the Secretary-General.

The Secretary-General has the honour to circu
late to the Council the following letter, dated.
November 17th, from the Japanese^ relegation, for
warding a communication of November 1.3th from the
Japanese Minister to the Chinese Minister for
Foreign Affairs.

Paris,

November 17th,

1931.

To the Secretary-General.

(Translation)
Sir,

I have the honour to forward to you the English
translation of a communication of November 13th from the
Japanese Minister to the Chinese Minister for Foreign Affairs,
drawing attention to obvious inaccuracies tn the circular
telegram of November 9th from General Chang-Hsueh-Liang,

(S ign e d)

S.

SAWaPA.
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*• 2 NOTE CONCERNING- CERTAIN FACTS MENTIONED IN MARSHAL CHANG
HSUEELÏANG." _C~IRCttTXR TELEGRAM~DATED WWËÎ^ThT~ïfe~
(“handed by" Japanese Minister in China to Chinese Foreign
Office, November lSth; 1931).
It has been reported by newspapers that Marshal Chang.
Hsuehliang, Deputy-Commander in Chief of the Army, Navy and Air
force of the National Government issued circular telegram under
the date of the ninth instant regarding the riot which occurred
in Tientsin under the administrative .jurisdiction of your
Government the eighth instant.
The same circular telegram
contains such gross misrepresentations of facts as follows:

(1)
It says "Over two thousand plain clothes soldiers
assembled at Haikuangssu of the Japanese Concession at 10.30
the eighth instant and forming themselves into three separate
parties marched from there about 11.00 p.m. into the Chinese
area and towards the Chinese provincial Government, Municipal
Office and Public Safety Bureau "and it is reported that large
number plain clothes soldiers again marched out from inside
Japanese Concession."
Nothing indicating the approach of the disturbance
witnessed in the Japanese Concession until about 10.30 p.m.
the eighth instant when the sound of rifle shooting was heard
in the direction of the Nanshi district closely adjacent to the
Japanese Concession and Japanese troops took stand on border of
the Japanese Concession to protect it about 11.30 p.m.
It was
entirely untrue that rioters proceeded to the Chinese area from
insida the Japanese Concession.
The Japanese Consul General at Tientsin, in the inter
view with Chang-Hsueming, Mayor of Tientsin, on the ninth
instant, explained that the rioters were reported to have
entered Nanshi from the direction of Palitai (which is outside
of the Japanese Concession) and that the allegation was entirely
untrue, that rioters marched out from the Japanese Concession.
The Mayor was satisfied of the correctness of this explanation.

(2)
Marshal Chang;s circular telegram also says "I have
requested the Japanese Consul to control the plain clothes
soldiers in the Japanese Concession".
It has been frequently declared by the Japanese
Government that they would allow nobody to use the Japanese
Concession as the base of political movement.
The Japanese
authorities had been keeping the Concession under the strictest
control and there were no plain clothes soldiers in it neither
at time of nor after the riot.

(3)
The circular telegram continues to say:
"The Com
mander of Japanese troops demanded Genera?- Wang, the Provincial
Governor, to withdraw the Chinese troops, police and Paoantui
(soldiers in charge of maintenance of public order) three
hundred metres off the boundary of the Japanese Concession but
General Wang enquired on what ground the Japanese Commander
made such a demand".

In the exchange of notes between the Japanese and
Chinese Governments of July 1902, it was undertaken by the
Chinese Government nev to march or station any troops within
twenty li of the Japanese troops stationed in Tientsin.
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tant iron the uapanesa troops.
tne Japanese troops^end marched into the Japanese*Concession
rtiih «aie resin, urn- Irm„e Sauaxa and bergeant iajor Mivawoto
were snot to a oath at twelve a.m. and four thirty am r^_
peotively the ninth instant, a Japanese woman in the Con
cession died from a piercing rifle wound on the thigh and
several other Japanese subjects were wounded.
Such an outrageous conduct of the Chinese military
amply just.’.fies the afoi-essid demand, of the Japanese Commander
in the light cf the above-said treaty obligation of the Chinese
Government and also with a view to avoiding any unnecessary
clash between Japanese and Chinese troops.

Chinese authorities gave no heed to the warning given
beforehand by the Chinese Consul General at Tientsin and failed
to prevent the unauthorised attack of the Chinese soldiers.
Dual responsibility must be borne by the Chinese Government
for the abovesaid casualty and any other consequences of the
attack.
There are certain foreigners resident at Tientsin
who witnessed Chinese soldiers firing at the Japanese Con
cession.
(In this connection it must be pointed, out that event
after the incident in question the Chinese continued their
perfidious attitude,.
According to the report of the Japanese
Consul. General at Tientsin vrier the date of the thirteenth
instant, the Chinese authorities at Tientsin informed the
Japanese Consul General on the twelfth instant that plain
clothes soldiers might appear at night of that day but that
they (Chinese authorities) would despatch .Paoantui to repulse
them, it w?.e promised that no shooting would be allowed and
only bayonets be used.
But the shooting started about one a.m
on the thirteenth instant end at about five o’clock machine
gvrs and trench mortars were heard and a large number cf shots
fell on the Japanese barracks and troops ana part of the
Ca.-neye area closely adjacent the Japanese Concession.
(Japanese returned no fire).

(4) It is stated in the circular telegram "As plain the
clothes soldiers wo ce routed,, the Chinese ti'oops retreated at
six o'clock in order to avoid clash between Japanese and
Chinese troops.
When it was about to become quiet at half
past six. o'clock, more than thirty gunshots fell in the Chinese
native town.
They seem to have come from Japanese park and
Japanese barracks at Haikuangssu.”

But facts are that as the result of conversations
between the representatives of Japanese and Chinese authorities,
an arrangement was reached for the Chinese troops to recede
before six a<m. ninth instant but in spite of this arrangement
and of fact that the plain clothes soldiers had fled, Chinese
troops did not recede but agein fired on the Japanese troops
and the latter were compelled to return their fire in selfdefence.
No such heavy bombardment us described by Marshal
Chang was made.
The Chinese troops withdrew not earlier than
eight a.m.
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(5)
The circular telegram. says towards the end:
"Accoiding to the statement of some plain clothes soldiers
who were arrested after the incident, they were supplied, with
rifles, pistols, machine guns, and shells, and given forty
dollars per head, under the supervision of a few Japanese
men”.
It need hardly be said that such statement is an
entire fabrication.

The Japanese Government were unable to countenance
a no less responsible person than the Deputy-Cowmandur in
Chief of the Army, Navy and Air force of the national Govern
ment in taking the liberty of issuing such a mendacious
circular telegram whereby to dishonour the fair and nvutral
attitude of Japanese autho.rities and Japanese troops, and
propagandise as if Japanese had participated in creation of
disturbance in Tientsin on the eighth instant.
In addressing this note of protest to you, I have
the honour to request you to see that your Government take
proper steps with Marshal Chang Hsueliang in regard to such
irresponsible action of his as aforesaid.
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C.866.M.444.1931.VII.

Faris,

November 17th, 1931.
APPEAL FROM THS CHINESE GOVERNMENT UNDER

ARTICLE 11 OF THE COVENANT.

Communication from the Japanese Delegation concerning
the evacuation of the Japanese Consulate at Tsitsihar.

Note by the Secretary-General.

The Secretary-General has the honour to
circulate to the Council the following letter,
dated Paris Noveiaber 17th, 1931, which he has
just received from the Japanese Delegation.
Paris, November 17th, 1931.

To the Secretary-General.

Sir,
I have the honour to notify you that I have just been
informed from. Tokio that E. Shimizu, Japanese Consul at Tsitsihar,
accompanied by twelve other Japanese including the members of the
Consulate, Major Hayashi and the employees of the South Manchurian
Bureau, have been obliged to evacuate Tsitsihar and arrived at
Harbin on November 15th.
Requesting you to communicate this information to the
President and Members of the Council, I have the honour to be,
etc.

(Signed)

S. S.UVADA,

Director of the Japanese
League of Nations Office.
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C.367.M.445.1931.VII.
Paris,

November 17th 1931.

ESP OOV^PNIÆïn' UNDER
ARTICLE 11

OF TIGS COVgUffT,

Communication from the Chinese Delegation concerning
the situation in the district north o± the Nonni
River.

The Secretary-General has the honour to
circulate to th- Council the following letter
dated November 17th, 1931 which ho has just
received from the representative of China on
the Council.

Paris, 17th Rov-mb-r 1931.-

To th- Secretary—Gcn-ral.

Sir,
Further telegrams received by ns r-lating to the
situation in the region north of the Nonni niv-r Bril'--'- shorn
that Japanese aeroplanes have dropped bombs at Fulserchi and
Kelimutsu, and that additional bombing aeroplanes are being
sent to the region.

Reports from Tsitsihar show that the following demands
from tho representatives of General Honjo have boon addressed to
General Ma:
(1) troops which, under the direction of C-n-r-. 1 Ma
havo been ord-rod to concentrate in the neighbourhood of Tsitsih: r
on account of the present crisis must be withdrawn to their
original positions;
(2) troops under General Ma shall be for
bidden to advance south of tho Chinese eastern railway;
(3) the
Tr.onan-aüigangchi railway shall bo operated by tho Taonan-^ngangchi
railway administration.
The forces under Gunoral Me shall
not in any way interfere with “th- op-rations of the railway.
If there is such interference nt any time the Japanese Imperial
forces will immediately take effective m-usur-s.

Tho foregoing measures, it is declared by tho représenta
tivos of Gon-rul Honjo, must be curried out within ten days from
November 15th.
If G-nural Ma accepts this demand Japan will
consider the withdrawal of her troops.
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In a postscript to the foregoing demands ma do by
General Honjo’s roprosont^tivvs, it is added that an answer
to them must bo given to tb-ra before noon of Nov^mbor 16th
to the Jap:.nos- 8ocrot Service Bureau at Harbin.

Commenting upon his refusal to accept the foregoing
demands, General Ke/draws attention to the fact that his-’
troops ..re within tlu borders of the province of H-ilungkiang
and are there solely to protect Chineso territory against
invasion by rebels, and that whether or not they will bo
withdrawn must depend upon the situation.
General Ila
also points out that the sovereign territorial rights of China
are being violated by the utilisation of the South Manchuria
Railway forces to control a railway in which it has merely
loan interests.
May I ask you to be good enough to cause the
foregoing to bo circulated to the Members of the Council.
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Comreunica ted to the Council
and the Members of the League

C.868.M.446.1931.VII

LEAGUE OF NATIC-NS

Paris, November 18th 1931.
APPEAL FROM THE CHINESE GOVERNMENT ŒDER _^RTTC!TJ.; 11

OF THE COVENANT.
Communication from the Representative of China on the
Council concerning the rumours "relating to the~Tstablishment of a Monarchy in Manchuria.
’
Note by the Secretary-Genera1

The Secretary-General has the honour to circulate to the
Council the following letter which he tes received from tin.
Representative of China on the Council,

Ref./122,
Paris, November 17th, 1931.

To the Secretary-General.

Sir,

I beg to convey to you the following cabK assofu which I
have received from my Government and request you to be good enough
to have it circulated to the Members of the Council.
’’Since ths forcible occuortion of various places in the
North-Eastern Provinces, the Jap^n-so military authorities h.ve boon
frequently instigating or utilizing b.ndits, rebels and oth-r un
desirable .loments to disturb local peace and order as well as to
organize illegal governm-nts vJiich are usurping administrative
powers under the protection or coercion of the Japanese tr -'ps.

”It has boon lately reported th t during th- recent dis
turbance in Tientsin ore tod by insurgent rioters who m do uso of
the Jap insc Concession os a base of op-r tions, the ex-Empomr Puyi
of th- former Manchu Dynasty was kidnapped and escorted by the
Japanese from thw said Conccssi>n to Mukden for establishing a bogus
government with himself proclaimed s emperor.

’’The National Government has already declared to the League
of Nations and to the Governments of friendly powers th:'t the
Chinese Government and people will not rccognis- any illegitimate
institutions established in subversion of China’s administrative
integrity in those places of the North-Eastern Provinces which remain
under the occupation of Japanese troops.
In th- event th t estab
lishment of Puyi’s bogus government is confirmed, the National Govern
ment will regard such government us : seditious institution and at
the same time ' s an auxiliary organ of thv Japanese Government in
disguise, while all rcts of such government which era necessarily
illegal will bo r-nudi t-d by the Nation 1 Government,"
(Signed)

Sao-KL Alfred SZE
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APPELL FROM THE CHINESE £TQVERLTlOIT^UNp^i_ARTIOLE 11 OF THE

COVENANT.

Communication from the Representative of China on
the Council with regard to the situation in the
Tsitsikar district.

Note by the Secretary-General.

The Secretary-General has the honour to circulate
to the Council the following telegram dated November 17th,
which the Representative of China has just'handed to him.

By 14th Japanese Consul Shiroya in Tsitsikar left
with all his colleagues, Next day General Honjos represent
ative in Harbin Kyomitze sent a note demanding that Heilung
kiang army should immediately withdraw’ to north of Tsitsikar.
General 1.1a replied by requesting that both parties should
withdraw simultaneously. Not only was our preposition
rejected but General Hcnjes ’ représentative further demanded
verbally that Heilungkiang should declare independence and
breâc off frem our Central Government at once. Japanese would
immediately start serious attack and destroy our force by all
measures. Japanese army continued aggressive, attack to-day
but advance was chocked by our counter-attacks. During these
few days four or five Japanese airplanes us ually^made series
of air-raids and dropped many bombs on our soldiers.
According to latest reports Japanese reinforcements amounting
to more than a thousand arrived in the neighbourhood of Nonni
Bridge recently.
Taking measures for aggressive attacks in
the near future. Please refer these to League Council and
draw; up any measures to stop them if possible.
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Communicated to the Council
and the Members of th League.

C.870.M.448.1931.VII.

LEAGUE OF NATIONS.

Paris, November 18th, 1931.

APPEAL PNOM THE CHINESE GOVERNMENT UNDER ARTICLE 11_ OF THE
COVENANT.

Communication from the Representative of China ^n
the Coune il. '
'

Note by the Secretary-General.
The Secretary-General has the honour to circulate
to the Council the following letter which he has received
? rom the Representative of China.

A
Paris, 18th November, 1931.
To the Secretary-General,

Sir,
The Japanese Government, in Document C.854 of
November 14th, denies the accuracy of the reports on the
situation in Manchuria submitted to the Council by the Chinese
Représentât ,re.

The Chinese Representative maintains the accuracy
of his reports, but, if the Japanese Government is disposed to
question their correctness, he would say, as he has had
occasion to say several times before, that his Government has
desired that the actual conditions and events in Manchuria
since September eighteenth should be observed and reported
upon by a neutral Commission appointed by the League, but to
this reasonable proposition Japan has offered a persistent
objection. So long as the Chinese Government asks for a third
party and neutral judgment as to what is happening in
Manchuria, and the Japanese Government refuses to allow this
to be done, it may safely be left to the world’s opinion and
to my colleagues upon the Council to judge as to the
comparative accuracy of the Chinese and Japanese versions.
It would be an easy matter for me to point out the
extent to which latest Japanese reports have contradicted earlier
ones, as well as the extent to which later events have falsified
earlier Japanese declarations, but I have not thought that such
a tu quoque argument would facilitate the task which is now
confronting the Council.
May I ask you to be good enough to cause the above to
be circulated to Members i>f the Council.

(Signed) SAO-KE ALFRED SZE
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C.873.M.449.1931.VII.
Communicated to the Co- ncil
and Members of the League.

Paris, November 18th, 1931.

APPEAL FROM

CHINESE GOVERNMENT

UNDER ARTICLE 11 OF THE C^VEijANT.
Communication from the Japanese Delegation forwarding the
translation of a note concerning events in China and
Manchuria handed to the Chinese Minister in Tokio by
Baron Shidehara on November 16th in reply to a note dated
November 4th.

Note by the Secretary-General
The Secretary-General has the honour to
communicate to the Council the following
letter dated x-aris, November 18th which
he has just received from the Japanese
Delegation.

I have the honour to send you herewith the translation
of a note concerning events in China and Manchuria handed to
the Chinese Minister at Tokio by Baron Shidehara on November 16th
in reply to a note dated November 4th.

(Signed)

3. SAWADA

Director of the Japanese
League of Nations Office.

REPLY FROM THE JAPANESE GOVERIMENT DATED NOVEMBER 16 th TO THE
NOTE FROM THE CHINESE MINISTER IN TOKIO DATED NOVEMBER 4th

(TRANSLATION)

(1)
Your Excellency’s note mentions that:
’’The resolution
voted in the Council of the League of Nations on October 24th
under which the Japanese troops wore completely to evacuate the
parts of the north eastern provinces occupied by them before
November 16th having been unanimously adopted by thirteen States
represented on the Council, the Chinese Government is firmlyconvinced that the Japanese Government in deference to the wishes
of the highest organism for the maintenance of peace in the ’world
will desire to carry out the provisions of this resolution.”
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The Japanese Government, considering that this draft
resolution did not answer to the present situation and that
consequently it would not be likely to lead to a satisfactory
solution of the question, was unable to accept it, and according'
ly the draft resolution was not adopted.

Nevertheless the Chinese Government, disregarding the
facts, invoking a draft resolution not formally adopted, and
arbitrarily presuming a determination on the part of the League
of Nations, demands its performance. This constitutes an
endeavour to exploit the League of Nations for its own ends.

Your Excellency’s note also mentions that "the Council(s
resolution of September 30th having been unreservedly accepted
by Japan, the League nf Nations was convinced that the Japanese
Government would forthwith begin the withdrawal of its troops and
would have concluded it within the two following weeks" and again
that "the Council, reiterating on October 24th the previous
resolution, laid down a fresh time limit for evacuation, thus
hoping to restore the status quo ante.
The resolution of
September 30th, however, did not provide any time limit for the;
withdrawal of Japanese troops and the Japanese Government asks
what right the Chinese Government has to presume and proclaim a
determination to which the League of Rations and the Council
have given no expression.
2)
The Japanese Government considering that the resolution
of September 30th was in perfect agreement with its proposed
course of avoiding the aggravation of the situation by cither of
the two opposing parties and of permitting them to find a satis
factory solution in common, willingly accepted this resolution.
The Japanese Government keenly desires to comply with the
provisions of the resolution in question, but it regrets to
observe that the latter is not being respected on the Chinese
side, and particularly that the situation, has in no way improved,
as a consequence of the insincerity displayed by China as regards
the observance of paragraphs 5 and 6 of the said resolution which
lays down the duty nf avoiding any aggravation of the situation
with a view to the re-establishment of normal relations between
our two countries.

The Japanese Government has the most positive proof
that China is attempting to disturb order in the districts round
the South Manchurian Railway by supporting the activity of troops
of soldiers or of armed bandits.
The Heilungkiang army attacked
the detachment of our troops which was sent at the request of
the Tconan-Angangchi Railway administration to protect the repairworks on the Nonni Railway Bridge.
Our troops were able to
repulse that attack, but the Chinese forces - more than ten times
as numerous as ours - are concentrated in the region of Tsitsihar
and Angangchi and to the South of these places.
They are adopting
the most provocative attitude towards our troops.
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With regard to the Anti-Japanese agitation in China,
Your Excellency's note of October 13th states that the
"Chinese Government is observing with greatest scrupulousness
resolution of Council of League Nations by adopting special
measures for protection of Japanese lives and property and
by refraining from all acts tending to aggravate situation.'*
Contrary to these statements, the anti-Japanese agitation is
continuing; not only is there no sign that it is decreasing
but it is extending and becoming worse.

The Japanese residents are being subjected throughout
China to acts of violence or intimidation; they are being
refused the most necessary articles;
their telegraphic,
telephonic and postal communications are subjected to
considerable interference.
Chinese subjects are prevented
from remaining in their service.
By all these measures their
means of life and their business are not only seriously
threatened but their very existence is in danger, so much so
that 1,200 Japanese living in China outside Manchuria have
been compelled to abandon their homes and to take refuge in
places of safety.
The so-called "breach of economic
relations" has assumed unimaginable proportions.
Japanese
goods are seized or confiscated, business relations with
Japanese are broken off, the transport by and loading and
unloading of goods on our boats are prohibited; Chinese
workers are prevented from working in Japanese shops or
warehouses;
the Chinese representatives of our business
houses are compelled to hand in their resignations.
Such
illegal acts are innumerable.
Orders of an anti-Japanese
character have been given by the Commissariat of Communications
of the Chinese Government to the General Office of Works and
by the Commissariat of Industry to the Enterprises Control
Office.
The Education Department has put into operation a
rule relating to the voluntary army of students which contains
anti-Japanese provisions.
There are many other facts which
prove that the Chinese Government authorities are taking part
in the anti-Japanese movement.
With a view to putting into practice the breach of
economic relations, the anti-Japanese associations have
instituted among the numerous penalties which they are
inflicting, that of clothing in special garments signifying
"traitor to the country" and leading through the town persons
who act contrary to their orders, or again, they shut them up
in cages and expose them to the crowd.
Such acts are of
barbarous inhumanity and are scarcely conprehensible to
civilised persons.
It was stated in Your Excellency’s letter of October 13th
that freedom to choose one’s purchases is an individual right
and that no Government could object thereto.
Does the
Chinese Government in face of acts such as those I have just
mentioned claim that the measures taken against Japanese
goods and the so-called "breach of economic relations" are
free individual acts?
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Having regard to the special organisation of the Chinese
State, it becomes perfectly clear to any impartial observer
that the anti-Japanese agitation is being carried on under
the pressure of private organisations whose functions it is
difficult to distinguish from the functions of the
Government.
The Chinese Government not only takes no
friendly steps to put down this movement, but on tho contrary
protects and encourages it.
This attitude is contrary to
the Council resolution of September 30th.
It also constitutes,
as the Japanese Government has shown in its reply to the notes
sent by the Governments that signed the Paris Pact of 1928, a
flagrant violation of tho letter and spirit of Article 2 of
that Pact.
3.
The Japanese Government considers that it is of the
utmost importance for the purpose of bringing about a
satisfactory solution of present events and maintaining
lasting peace in the Far East that the Chinese Government
should in future refrain from repudiating existing treaties
and prejudicing the rights and interests secured by these
treaties, that it should abandon the policy hitherto pursued
of employing for this purpose anti-foreign movements, and that
it should realise the duties necessarily devolving on any
Government in its normal relations with friendly nations.

The Japanese Government therefore is of opinion timt so
long as the Chinese Government" has not taken account of these
duties, it would serve no useful purpose for the two countries
to enter into negotiations on points such as !,thc details of
tho evacuation and handing over of the occupied territories"
mentioned in Your Excellency’s letter of November 4th, and the
Japanese Government is therefore unable to consent thereto.

The Japanese Government has therefore the honour to make
a fresh offer to the Chinese Government to co-operate with it
with a view to bringing about a rapid and satisfactory solution
of the present incidents and to accelerate the return of normal
relations between the two countries, a result which would be
achieved if the Chinese Government sincerely carried out the
Council resolution of September 30th and accepted tho views sot
forth by the Japanese Government in its declaration of
October 26th and in its reply dated November 6th to the
President of the Council of the League of Nations.
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LEAGUE 0F NATIONS
Communicated to the
Council and the Members
of the League.

Paris, November 18th, 1931.

APPEAL FROM THE CHINESE GOWahitiNT UNI)]^

ARTICLE 11 _0F_THE COVENANT.
Letter from the Representative of China on the jÇounc_il.
Note by the Seer tary-General.

At the request of the Chinese Representative the
Secretary-General has the honour to circulate to the Council the
following letter.

Paris, November 18th, 1931.
To the Secret ary-General.
Sir,

I enclose herewith a statement by the Fourth National
Congress of the Kuomintang Party concerning the Sino-jayanese
conflict.
As you know, the Kuomintang Party is the body from,
which the various organs of the Government ultimately derive
their authority.
This statement ?s therefore an authoritative
exposition, in a calm and dignified form, of the temper of the
Chinese people, with which my Government must reckon.
As you will sec, it is absolutely impossible for any
Government in China, in any circumstances to accept a settle
ment that involves direct negot iations on the five points
under the pressure of military occupation, in whatever
form this proposal is disguised. We cannot accept it for two
reasons.
In the first place because the fifth point has
nothing to do with security, and all the points together would
swiftly grow into a political and economic programme for
establishing a Japanese protectorate of Manchuria if
negotiations on them were in any way linked up with evacuation.

In the second place because we will not and cannot
accept the position that we should resign the twenty-one
demands as a condition for Japan fulfilling her treaty
obligations under the Covenant and the Paris Pact.

4
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For two months the Council has been labouring to
reach an equitable compromise under Article XI. No com
promise which made evacuation conditional upon direct
negotiations on the five points would be equitable.
If
such a proposal is put to us, we shall not only reject it
but quote in a public meeting what M. Briand and other
Members of the Council have said on the impossibility of
reconciling negotiation under military pressure with the
Covenant and the Paris Pact, and press for a public
explanation of the reasons that have led them to change
their view.
If the Council declared it could do no more
under Article XI we should not shrink from immediately
invoking other Articles of the Covenant.
This is a life and death issue for the Chinese
Government which has staked its political existence on the
policy of relying on the League.
It is therefore bound to
push this policy to its conclusion and test the competence
of the League to the utmost.
If the League fails, the
Chinese Government will be forced to jbut the blame publicly
where it belongs, namely, on the unwillingness of the
Great Powers to lift a finger in defence of the Covenant
which they are solemnly pledged to defend.
The matter is theren
fore also a life and death issue for the League and for
the Disarmament Conference.

The temper of the Chinese people is rapidly
hardening and their patience is becoming exhausted. The
situation in my view is extremely grave.

(Signed)

SAO-KE ALFRED SZE.

1-
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- 3 ANNEX.

STATEMENT OF THE FOURTH NATIONAL CONGRESS OF THE KUOMINTANG PARTY
’ CONCERNING JAPANESE AGGRESSIONS IN CHINA.

"The fourth National Congress of the Kuomintang Party of
China views the grave situation produced by the acts of deliberate
aggression on the part of Japan not only as a matter affecting her
national existence but also as of great concern to the safety of
humanity.
Japan’s conduct is clearly a violation of international
law, the Covenant of the League of Nations, the Anti-War Pact and
the Nine-Power Treaty, and an infringement of the Chinese terri
torial sovereignty and administrative integrity as well as con
stituting a menace to the peace of nations. The Congress there
fore decides to issue the following statement as an expression of
the determined will of the whole Kuomintang as well as of the
entire Chinese Nation:
"On the eighteenth of September Japanese troops attacked
and took Shenyang (Mukden) and successively occupied nearly all
other important cities in the Liaoning (the Province of which
Mukden is its capital) and Kirin Provinces. It is almost two
months since, at the very beginning, China submitted this extra
ordinary case of military aggression to the League of Nations in
the belief that the instruments designed for the preservation of
international peace would prove effective and justice in the end
prevail.

"On September thirtieth the Council of the League of
Nations unanimously passed a resolution calling upon Japan to with
draw her troops, it being understood such withdrawal was to be com
pleted before the fourteenth of October when the League Council was
to meet again in_case of necessity.
This resolution was officially
accepted by the Japanese Delegate in a formal declaration. While
the Chinese Government exerted its utmost during this period to
carry out the Council resolution by scrupulously adhering to a
policy of peace and by giving full protection to Japanese nationals
so that no unfortunate incidents wocJd happen to them, the Japanese
troops, on she other hand, not only did not show any sign of with
drawal, but, on the contrary, bombarded Chinchow by air, wrecked
part of the Peking-Mukden railway, extended their military
occupation, and threatened the Chinese coasts and inland waters
with a large number of vessels.
In order to cope with the unusually
grave situation, the Council called the emergency meeting of October
thirteenth. On October twenty-fourth a resolution was adopted by
all the Members of the Council except Japan providing in unmistakeable terms that Japan should complete the withdrawal of her
troops before November 16th and that China should take over all the
territory unlawfully occupied by Japanese troops. The Chinese
Government respects the Resolution, Conformably with its pro
visions, China las appointed a committee to take over the areas to
be evacuated and notified the Japanese Government of this appoint
ment. Meanwhile, she is making every effort to perform all her
other obligations arising from, the Resolution.
Besides., neutral
observers are understood to have already been selected by the lowers.
■’’Japan however, again remains oblivious of the Council
Resolution and perpetuates all kinds of acts of destruction and
obstruction with the result that the Peace which China and the
Powers are exerting their concerted efforts to promote cannot be
fully realised. Mr. Briand, President of the League Council, has,
however, called ner attention to tho fact that, while the Council
Resolution of October 24th had all rhe moral effect, that of
September chirtietl. had fully executory force, and that Japan, in
agreeing to the resolution of September thirtieth, had not stated
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- 4 that the treaty rights of Japan in Manchuria were in any way
connected with the safety of lives and property of Japanese
nationals. He called upon Japan to fulfil its undertakings solemnly
contracted under the Resolution of September thirtieth and repeatedly
confirmed by declarations during the last session of the Council and
to continue as rapidly as possible the withdrawal of her troops to
the railway zone.
"Japan, however, has not only failed to withdraw her troops,
but has constantly increased their number. They have occupied
Taonan and other places, repeatedly attempted to invade Tungliao and
attacked the Chinese troops in the Nonni' Bridge district with the
declared intention of seizing Tsitsihar, the capital of Heilungkiang
Province. They have made use of bandits and monarchists in the
Liaoning and Kirin Provinces for organising unlawful administrations
and furthering the so-called Independence movement, thereby com
plicating the task of China when she comes to take over the occupied
territories. Moreover, the Japanese military authorities, by
appropriating the salt revenue in Yinkow (Newchwang) and Changchun,
directly interfere with the fiscal system of China and indirectly
prejudice China’s ability to meet her international financial
obligations.

"On November eighth and the succeeding days, organised mobs
were supplied with arms in the Japanese Concession at Tientsin and
permitted to sally f^rth from the Concession to attack the police
stations and other Chinese administrative offices. A great number
of gun-shots were fired from the Japanese barracks into the territory
under Chinese control. These are facts known to all the foreign
nationals in Tientsin and can be proved by exploded shells, seized
arms and other evidences.
"Such acts of undeclared war are singularly vicious aid
seldom witnessed elsewhere in the world. They not only violate inter
national law and international treaties, but constitute in particular
a direct challenge to civilisation and humanity as well as to the
sanctity of the Covenant of the League of Nations, the Treaty for
the Renunciation 'bf War, and the Nine-Power Treaty signed at
Washington in 1922.

"Under these circumstances, Japan putting forward the five
so-called fundamental principles insists that China should agree to
enter into direct negotiations with Japan before withdrawn of troops
is effected. It is evident that Japan desires through the pressure
of military occupation to coerce China into accepting her demands.
"Moreover, as regards the so-called treaty rights which
Japan has been advocating before the nations with specious arguments,
the people of China, in the light of Japan’s conduct since September
eighteenth, cannot but entertain profound doubts on the following
five points:

(1) Does the Covenant of the League of Nations possess
any valid force? Should Japan be allowed to defy openly the Reso
lutions of the Council in disregard of the provisions of the
Covenant? Should not the League, by virtue of Articles 15 and 16 of
the Covenant, check effectively the acts of Japan?
(2) Is the treaty for the Runanciation of War vali.à at all?
Why do Japanese troops publicly attack Chinese troops without cause
and why is Japan with impunity permitted by flagrant use of force to
prosecute her national policy of aggression? Should not steps be
taken immediately to rectify her course?

(3) Is the Nine-Power Treaty still valid? Why is Japan
allowed to impair the sovereignty, independence and territorial and
administrative integrity of China, and should not concerted action
be taken to remedy the situation?
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(4) Are not the privileges of the concessions within
Chinese territory enjoyed by Japan in China by virtue of treaties
limited to the- peaceful trade and residence of her nationals? Is
Japan permitted by treaties to abuse the position of her con
cession at -Tientsin by maxing it a base of operations for intrigu
ing against the safety of China?
J
(5) Doos not Japan’s seizure of the Chinese salt revenue
upon which many of China's foreign loons arc secured, at once
constitute a direct impairment of the financial system of the
Chinese Government and a serious impediment to China’s meeting
her financial obligations to other Powers?

"In thus demanding of China unilateral observance of
Japan's so-called treaty rights and herself disregarding treaties
as witnessed in her repeated acts of breach, Japan must bear the
responsibility for disturbing international peace and undermining
the sanctity of treaties. Now that the Council of the League of
Nations is going to meet again, the Congress, in view of the
above-mentioned questions,
earnestly invites the attention of
the Members of the League of Nations and the Signatory Powers of
the Anti-War Pact and the Washington Nine-Power Treaty to the
fact that Japan has since September eighteenth long looked upon
these international agreements as mere scraps of paper. She has
actually violated the territorial sovereignty of China and
resorted to the use of force without any justification.
The Con
gress holds resolutely that the National Government of Chinn
shall employ every resource of the nation to preserve Chinn’s
territory and sovereignty intact. At the seme time, the Congress
fervently hopes and is confident that, at its forthcoming meeting,
the Council of the League of Nations will act upon the provisions
of Article 15 and 16 of the League Covenant so as to put an
effective and immediate stop to Japan’s aggressive activities end
that all the Signatories of the ^nti-War Pact and the Nine-Power
Treaty of Washington will fulfil their solemn obligations arising
therefrom so that the peace of the world in general and that in
the Far East in particular will not be trampled down by militarism,
and humanity will not be tram.plcd down by military and that the
dignity of the League of Nations ns well as the sanctity of inter
national treaties will not be violated.
Japan has for nearly two
months occupied the three North-Eastern Provinces by militajy force.
China’s patience has already been taxed to the limit. Should
Japan persist in defying the just and righteous opinion of the
Longue of Nations and should the League of Nations as well as the
various friendly Powers find themselves unable to carry out their
sacred treaty obligations, the Chinese people, in order to maintain
the sanctity of the League Covenant, the Anti War Pact and the
Nine-Power Treaty of Washington, and in defence of their national
existence, will do their best to perform their duty whatever
sacrifice may be involved.
For self-defence is not only a natural
right of every independent nation, but also a legal right to which
China is entitled under international law.
"The Congress therefore feels in duty bound to lend the
whole nation forward tc struggle to the very last in order to
safeguard the cause of justice rather than yield to force, and thus
to fulfil our sacred duty as a Signatory Power of the abovementioned international treaties."

"(Signed)

Secretariat Kuomintang Party,
Nanking, November 16th, 1931."
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LEAGUE OF NATIONS
C. 875.M. 451.1931.VII.

Communicated to the Council and
to the Members of the League.
Paris, November 18th,

1931

APPEAL FROM THE CHINESE GOVERNMENT

UNDER ARTICLE 11 OF THE COVENANT.
/^Communication from the Japanese Delegation dated November 18th,
concerning the incidents in Heilungkiang since November 15th.

Note by the Secretary-Genera_l.

The Secretary-General has the honour to cowuni cate
to the Council the following letter which he has
just received from the Japanese Delegation.

Paris, November 18th, 1931.

Sir,

kith reference to the communications made on several
occasions, I have the honour to forward to you the latest
information which has reached me concerning the attack on our
troops by Chinese forces in the Tahsing district.
I would ask ynu to be good enough to communicate this
information to the President and the r.embers of the Council.

I am, etc.,

(Signed)

S. SA WADA.

Director of the Japanese
League of Rations Office.

INCIDENTS IN HEILUNGKIANG SINCE NOVEMBER 15th.
(Translation)

1.
The Japanese military authorities entered into negotia
tions with General Ma Chan Shan with regard to the five points
mentioned in Document C. 860.M. 438,1931.VII.
General Ma had
to reply before midday on November 16th.
2.
On that date no reply was received, but at 9.45 p.m.
the .Civil Commissioner Shan-Ching-IIui of the Heilungkiang Govern
ment at Harbin informed the Japanese Consulate General and the
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Representatives of the Japanese Army that he had just
received, at 9.40 p.m., a telephonic communication from
General Ma.
The latter had told him that he himself had
gone on November 15th to persuade his colleagues to accept
the Japanese demands, and that as a result of those
conversations ho had decided to accept them all.
He was
therefore sending a messenger to Harbin with this
communication.
The messenger ought to arrive at about
8 a.m. on November 17th.
General Ma asked Monsieur
Chang-Ching-Hui to inform the Japanese authorities and to
explain to them the causes of the delay.
3.
The messenger to whom General Ma referred had
not arrived at mid-day on the 17th.
The Japanese military
representative on applying to M. Liu, official of
Heilungkiang at Harbin learnt that the latter had received
a telegram from the provincial authorities to the effect
that the reply to the Japanese proposals was :

(a)

Request for the withdrawal of the Japanese troops.

(b)

The Heilungkiang army reserved the right to send
forces south of the Chinese Eastern Railway.

(c)

Refusal of the unconditional non-destruction of
the Taonan-Angangchi railway track.

General Ma’s reply reached the Japanese authorities at
l~.3O p.m.
It was entirely different from M. Chang’s
co.mmunication, and reproduced the three points published by
M. Lui.
4.
The Japanese military authorities then made a last
attempt to avert hostilities, although General Ma’s attitude
and the advance of his troops inspired the most legitimate
apprehensions.
The military authorities accordingly asked
the Consul-General of Japan at Harbin to communicate the
following to Gu.cral Ma through M. Chang.

(a)

Request for explanations for the changed attitude
of General Mo, who had first of all announced that
he accepted the Japanese proposals.

(b)

Responsibility of the Chinese should the
concentration of the Chinese forces be continued
and result in a conflict with the Japanese troops.

Again, the officer commanding the Japanese troops at
the Nonni bridge received the most definite instructions to
act only with the greatest circumspection and to take care
that our troops should not begin hositilities.
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5.
The central Japanese authorities soon learned that,
since the lr'th, from 2,000 to 3,000 Chinese troops had proceeded to the first line and were beginning to attack our
forces. Part of the Chinese forces turned, our positions on
the right and opened fighting. At dawn on November 18th the
Japanese forces were compel ed in their turn to begin
hostilities.

G.
General Ma apparently wished to take advantage of
the numerical inferiority of the Japanese forces in Manchuria
to launch his attack.
The home effectives which were to
relieve the Korea garrison troops left ITjina (Japan) only on
the 17th;
some aeroplane flights which it has been decided
to dispatch in view of recent events have not yet arrived
(there are at present cn the spot only reconnaissance aero
planes) , and as the reinforcements urgently sent from the
neighbourhood of ...ukden had not been able as yet to join up
with the troops attacked, the latter are in an extremely
precarious position.
Moreover, the Chinchow centre, taking^advantage of
the events in the north, is pursuing with frosn vigour its
campaign of inciting groups of soldiers and bandits for.the
purpose of creating disorder in the districts tnrough which
the South Manchurian Railway runs.
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C.376.M.452.1951.VII,

Paris,

November 18th, 1931.

^-pp^L. IgffA.J'lgL c t-ninise gotonment under article 11

OF JTIIE COVENANT.

Communication from the Japanese Delegation regarding the
Japanese Government’s attitude to the fundamental

principles on which the relations between China
and Japan should be based.

Note by the SecretarGenera_l.
The Seere tary-General has the honour to
communicate to the Council the following letter
dated November 18th which he has received from
the Japanese delegation:

Paris,
November 18th, 1931.

Sir,

With reference to the note dated November 3rd
(document C.789.M.353.1931.VII) in which the Chinese delegation
would appear to suggest that the Japanese Government has modi
fied its attitude in recommending an agreement regarding certain
fundamental principles on which the normal relations between
the two countries should be based, I have the honour to forward
to you herewith a communication which I beg you to transmit
to the President and Members of the Council.

(Signed)

S. SAWADA,

Director of the Japanese
League of Nations Office.
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2 (Translation).

The Japanese representative has already explained to the
Council on several occasions that the causes of the regrettable
situation in Manchuria are of long standing.
Japanese rights and
interests were seriously threatened even before September 18th.
a long series of vexatious measures, of acts of hostility, even of
acts of provocation, systematic infractions of treaties and agree
ments concluded between the two countries, the openly expressed de
sire to take away from the Japanese their lawfully acquired rights
and their interests representing the fruit of long and painful work,
the deliberate oppression of the Koreans who had been hble for
centuries past to work freely in Manchuria, the increasingly obvious
and threatening hostility of the Chinese military forces - all these
things have created an atmosphere of extreme tension and nervousness
The Japanese and Kpreans who had settled in Manchuria in the hope of
being able to live and work in peace now fear that the safety of
their lives, their property and their interests are entirely de
pendent on the will and pleasure of the Chinese authorities.
Since the present incidents began, the Japanese Govern
ment has made a point of drawing the attention
world public
opinion to this situation.
It has deemed it indispensable for the
future of the relations between China and Japan that the atmosphere
of tension should be improved and that an agreement should be
reached on certain broad principles that should govern the relations
of Japan with China in future.
In the absence of such an agree
ment the safety of nationals and their property in Manchuria could
not really be assured, since now incidents and new disputes would
be certain to occur.

It had already expressed that idea in the reply of the
Japanese Minister in China to M. Soong concerning the latter’s
proposal to entrust the settlement of the Manchuria incident to
a Mixed Sino-Japanese Committee.
The Japanese Minister said;

"There is no doubt that the present situation is only
the manifestation, due to a fortuitous incident, of the
regrettable atmosphere which has been gathering round
Sino-Japanese relations for more than ten years.
"The possibility of similar incidents will continue
unless that atmosphere can be improved.
In consideration
of the general situation to which I have just referred,
the Mixed Sino-Japanese Committees
Your Excellency has
discussed with me, should not only endeavour to settle
the present incidnnt, but should go further and try to
establish basic principles which will make possible, in
the future, the avoidance of a repetition of such acts,
thus making the present unfortunate incident the occasion
of good relations in the future.
Certain difficulties
will no doubt stand in the way of the achievement of the
proposed ai™., but I am convinced that it is not impossible
to overcome them provided both parties are sincere and
resolute.
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"If your Excellency shares the views which I
have had the honour to express to you. the Japanese
Government is prepared to accept with pleasure the
setting up of the proposed Mixed Committee.”
In his declaration of September 24th, he also em
phasised this point and said:
"It may be superfluous to repeat that the
Japanese Government harbours no territorial designs
in Manchuria.
What we desire is that the Japanese
subjects shall be enabled to engage safely in
various peaceful pursuits, and be given an oppor
tunity of participating in the development of that
land by means of capital and labour.
It is the
proper duty of a Government to protect the rights and
interests legitimately enjoyed by the nation or
individuals.
The endeavours of the Japanese Govern
ment to guard the South Manchuria Railway a.gainst
wanton attacks should be viewed in no other light.
The Japanese Government, true to its established
policy, is prepared to co-operate with the Chinese
Government in ordej? to prevent the present incident
from developing into a disastrous situation between
the two countries, and to work out such constructive
plans as will once for all eradicate causes for future
friction.
The Japanese Government would be more than
gratified if the present difficulty could be brought
to a solution which will give a new turn to the mutual
relations between the two countries. "
-*

In the same way, the Japanese Government stated in
its reply of October 9th to the Chinese Ilote of October 5th:

"The Japanese Government considers that the most
urgent tusk of the moment is the co],laboration of our
two Governments, with a view to calming excited
national feelings by rapidly establishing through
direct negotiation fundamental points capable of con
stituting a basis allowing cf the resumption of normal
relations.
Once national feelings are allayed by
direct negotiation, the Japanese troops might, without
overmuch apprehension, return entirely to the railway
zone, thus facilitating the assertion of authority
and the maintenance of order in the localities in
question.
"The Japanese Government is ready to negotiate
immediately with the responsible representatives of
the Chinese Government in order to establish the
fundamental points referred to."

The Japanese Government expressed the same opinion
in its reply of October 12th to the telegram of October 9th
from the President of the Council:

"The Japanese Government considers that, in the
existing circumstances; the most pressing necess?.ty
is to relieve the tension between the Japanese and
Chinese peoples by mutual co-operation.
To this end,
it is essential to agree upon certain main principles
to form a foundation for the maintenance of normal
relations between the two countries.
Once these
■p i> inc ip les have been laid down, the state of tension
between the two nations will undoubtedly relax and the
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Japanese forces will, be able to retire without appre
hension within the South Manchurian railway zone.
The
Japanese Government is prepared to open negotiations with
the responsible representatives of China on these funda
mental points."
Finally, in its declaration of October 26th, the Japan
ese Government defined the five basic principles which it con
sidered should be recognised in order that the safety of its
nationals might be guaranteed:
"The Japanese Government are persuaded that in the
present situation the safety of Japanese subjects in
Manchuria ear. hardly be ensured without provision being
made to remove the national antipathies and suspicion
existing in the mutual relations of the two Powers.
With this end in view, they have already expressed in
the Note of the Minister of Foreign Affairs of October 9th
to the Chinese Minister at Tokio, their readiness to enter
into negotiations with the Chinese Government on certain
basic principles that should regulate the normal inter
relationship between the two countries.
That Note was
communicated at the time to the Council of the League.
Convinced that this method of procedure is alone calcu
lated to open out a way from the situation, the Japanese
Government have consistently held to their proposals in
that sense throughout the recent discussions at the
Council of the League,
The basic principles which they
have had in mind relate to:

1) Mutual repudiation of aggressive policy and
conduct ;

2)

Respect for China’s territorial integrity;

3) Complete suppression of all organised movements
interfering with freedom of trade and stirring
up international hatred;
4) Effective protection throughout Manchuria of
all peaceful pursuits undertaken by Japanese
subjects;
5) Respect for the treaty rights of Japan in Manchuria

"The Japanese Government believes that all these
points, being in entire accord with the aims and aspira
tions of the League of Nations and embodying the natural
basis upon which peace in the Far East must depend, will
commend themselves to the approval of the public opinion
of the world.
The refusal by the Japanese representative
to lay these points on the Council table was due to the
consideration that they should, in their nature, properly
form the subject of negotiations between the parties
directly involved.
®
"With the future welfare of both nations in mind, the
Japanese Government feel that the urgent need at the
present moment is to arrive at a solution of the problem
by the co-operation of the two countries and thus to seek
the- path of common happiness and prosperity.
Their will
ingness remains unaltered and unabated to open negotiations
with the Chinese Government on the subject of the basic
principles above formulated, concerning the normal rela
tions between Japan and China and on the subject of the
withdrawal of Japanese troops to the South Manchurian."
Thus the documents quoted above show that the Japan
ese Government has always followed a consistent policy, and
that there has been no change in its attitude on this matter
since the beginning of the pi’esent incidents.
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Communicated to the
Council and Members
I
of the League._____

C.877. M.453.1931.VII

Paris, November 19th, 1931

APPEAL FROM THE CHINESE GOVERNMENT UNDER ARTICLE 11
'
OF IHE COVENANT.
'

Communication from the Japanese Delegation with regard
to the situation in the Tsitsihar district.
Note by the Secretary-Genera.
The Secretary-General has the honour to communicate to
the Council the following letter he has just received from the
Japanese delegation : -

Paris, November 18th, 1931.

Sir,

Following upon my communication of to-day’s date I
have the honour to inform you that General Machanshan’s army
having launched an offensive on a large scale against the
Japanese troops, the latter have been obliged to abandon the
reserved attitude mentioned in my previous communication and to
counter-attack the Chinese forces, pursuing them in the direction
of Anganchi.
I have moreover just received the text of a communique
published to-day in this connection by the Japanese Minister of
Wat.
It points out that jjhe advance of the Japanese troops is
the inevitable result of the provocations of the Chinese forces.
The Japanese troops in deference to the Government’s pacific
policy had arrested their advance at Tahsing on the occasion Of
the previous combats round the Nonni bridges although’ they could
easily have pursued it and have overthrown the Chinese forces.
The communiqué recalls the fruitless negotiations which
have taken place with General Ma and states that despite the
threatening attitude of the Chinese forces the Japanese aurhoirities
have endeavoured to prevent the outbreak of hostilities.
It was
unly after being attacked by the Chinese that our troops accepted
combat this morning; this action is purely defensive and is only
aimed at striking a decisive blow against the Manchanshan army,
whose bellicose attitude endangers the Japanese effectives
stationed at the Nonni bridges. When this purpose has been
achieved the Japanese forces will not remain in these districts
but will retire as soon as possible to the South of Taonan or
Chienchantung. They will strictly respect the Chinese Eastern Rail
way if tie Chinese'a unies.■ do not employ it for strategic purposes.

In view of the gravity of the situation caused by the
provocations on the Chinese side, I should be obliged if you would
urgently communicate this letter to the President and members of
the Council.

(Signed)
S. SAWADA
Director of the Japanese League of Nations Office
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C 0 878 .M . 454 .1931 .VII.
Paris, November 19th, 1931.
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Communication from the Japanese Delegation forwarding its
observations on the Chinese Representative’s communication
to the Council dated November 17th, 1931, and contained in
D cument C.868.M.446.1931.VII.

Note by the Secretary-General.
The Secretary-General has the honour to circulate
to the Council the following letter which he has just re
ceived from the Japanese Delegation

Paris, November 19th,. 1931
Sir,

With reference to the Chinese Representative’s
communication (C .868.Pi.446.1931.VII ), I have the honour to
deny formally:
1.

the use of the Japanese concession at Tientsin
as a base of operations by the insurgents during
the disturbances which recently took place in
that tov?n.
The Mayor of Tientsin has himself
recognise! the inaccuracy of this allegation
(see Document C.865.M.443.1931.VII).

2.

any participation by the Japanese authorities in
a movement for the restoration of the ex-Emperor
Puvi.
The Japanese authorities have, on the
contrary, always discouraged any attempt of this
kind. According to a telegram received from our
Consul-General at Tientsin, the cx-hmperor Puyi
did not feel himself to be in safety, having been
frequently threatened and having even had two
bombs sent to him in a parcel on November 6th.
He fled during the Tientsin riots without the
knowledge of the Japanese authorities.

Requesting you to communicate the foregoing, to
the President and ilembers of the Council, I have the honour
to bo, etc.,

(Signed) S. SAWADA,
Director of the Japanese
League of Nations Office.
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Communication from the Japanese Delegation forwarding its
observations on the Chinese Representative’s communication
to the Council dated November 17 th, 1931, and contained in
D. cument C.868.M.446.1931.VII,

Note by the-Secretary-General.
The Secretary-General has the honour to circulate
to the Council the following letter which he has just re
ceived from the Japanese Delegation:-

Paris, November 19th,. 1931

Sir,

With reference to the Chinese Representative’s
communication (C.868.M.446.1931.VII), I have the honour to
deny formally:
1.

the use of the Japanese concession at Tientsin
as a base of operations by the insurgents during
the disturbances which recently took place in
that town.
The Mayor of Tientsin has himself
recognised the inaccuracy of this allegation
(see Document C.865.M.443.1931.VII).

2.

any participation by the Japanese authorities in
a movement for the restoration of the ex-Lmperor
Puvi.
The Japanese authorities have, on the
contrary, always discouraged any attempt of this
kind. According to a telegram received from our
Consul-General at Tientsin, the ex-Lmperor Puyi
did not feel himself to be in safety, having been
frequently threatened and having even had two
bombs sent to him in a parcel on November 6th.
He fled during the Tientsin riots without the
knowledge of the Japanese authorities.

Requesting you to communicate the foregoing, to
the President and Members of the Council, I have the honour
to be, etc .,

(Signed) S.SAWADA,
Director of the Japanese
League of Nations Office.
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Paris,

November 19th, 1931.

APPELL FROM THE CHINESE GOVERNMENT UNDER ARTICLE 11

OF THE COVENANT.

Communication from the Japanese Delegation enclosing
a table relating to brigandage in Manchuria.
*

Note by the Secretary-General.

The Secretary-General has the honour to trans
mit to the Council the following communication dated
November 19th which he has just received from the
Japanese Delegation.

Paris, November 19th, 1931.

Sir,
I have the honour to send herewith a table relating
to brigandage in Manchuria.

In this connection I venture to draw attention to
one of the latest exploits of Chinese brigand soldiers who on
November 15th captured four foreigners - two Germans and two
Czochoslovaks - who were hunting several kilometres to the
north of Hsinming.
They were carried off by a group of about
seventy armed horsemen who imprisoned them in a Chihese house.
The Chinese police and the Japanese troops were warned by the
Chinese servant who accompanied these persons and who succeeded
in escaping.
A Japanese reconnaissance aeroplane was sent to
■look for them.
The garments of the foreigners having been
^removed, they were unable to return to Hsinming until late at
night.
I would ask you to communicate this information to
the Council, and am, etc.,
(Signed)

S. SAWADA,

Director of the Japanese
League of Nations Office.
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Cemunication from the Representative of China on the Council
dated November 20th, forwarding (a) a cable from Nankin of
tho some date, concerning the events in Heilungkiang and
(b) the substance of a note of Nov...r.;b^r 20th from the.
Chinese Government to the Japanese- Government.
Note by the Secret'. ry-Gonerd.

The Secretary-Germ ral has the honour to circulate to the
vC 'Uncil the following letter which he has just received
from the Representative of China on the Council.

November 2Cth, 1931.
To the Secret-ry-Genor.nl.

Sir,
I have the honour to enclos , herewith copies of two
further cable messages* I have received.

I shall be glad if y0

will be good enough to have these messages circulated at once io
the Members of the Council.
(signed)

Sx.O-KE .ALFRED SZE.

ppc K.Lo Lovj

* Refs/126 & 126a.

Ref/126.
The following is a cablegram received by the Chinese Delegation
from Nanking, dated November 20th;

Japanese aircraft bombed and nnnihil ted three thousand
of General Ma Chan-Shan’s troops at Er.ilun, to tho north of
Harbin, this morning.

It is reported that the Japanese army intends to continu
the advance to take Korshrn where Gonerd Ma’s.troops arc reported
to hove retreated and to attack North Heilungkiang end tho Johol
district.
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Ref/126a.

The following is the substance of a note despatches
by the Chinese Government to the Japanese Government on
November 20 th, 1231:The Japanese Government, in violation of inter

national law and agreements, has repeatedly interfered with
the administration of the Chinese Government by presenting

demands upon the provincial authorities of Heilungkiang for
giving up administrative power, and has despatched troops

north of the Nonni Hiver Bridge, attacking the Chinese troops.
China has already made several vigorous protests, pointing

out the serious responsibility of the Japanese Government.
In the last few days the Japanese Government concentreated a large number of troops, continued to advance, and,

beginning from noon of November 17th, directed violent attacks
on Chinese troops, their aeroplanes bombing and dropping

leaflets which announced their determination to take

Tsitsihar.

It is now reported that Tsitsihar has now been

completely occupied by the Japanese troops.

Having occupied

strategic places in Lianing and Kirin, and Japanese troops,

in total disregard of the Resolutions
League of Nations, have been

of the Council of the

deliberately aggravating the

situation by aggressive acts of a mere serious nature.
capture of the capital of

The

Heilungkiang and other places in

that province occurred at the very time when the Council is

in session.

The Chinese Government makes this urgent strong

protest, holds the Japanese Government entirely responsible

for these acts and reserves the right to make all necessary
demands on Japan.
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SOCIETE EES NATIONS

c. 881 .m. 456.19pm. vu

Communiqué au Conseil
et aux
Membres de la Société

3 ri* at uni
Paris, le 2 J novembre 1931

aPPEL EU COUVE RNSIâËNT Cinuois EN VERTU DE L*ARTICLE 11..PH.

Tex te,.! lançai s .
Page I -

avant-dernière ligne : remplacer les mots "le district"
par les mots "la province''

Page 2 -

5ème ligne- Remplacer les mots "Gouvernement japonais"
par* les mots "Gouvernement chinois”.

English. Text.

Page I -

replace, on the last line, the word "district"
by tne word "province".
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C.882. M. 457.1931.VII.

Paris, November 22nd, 1931.

APPEAL FROM,.THE CHINESE QCVipïd MENT UNDER ARTICLE 11

CF..ISi COVENANT.
Commnicetion from the Chinese Représentâti ve on the
Council,
Note by the Secretary-General.
The Secretary-General has the honour to circulate to the
Council the following letter, which he has received from the
Chinese Representative.

Paris, November 21st, 1931.
To the Secretary-General,

I beg to inform you regarding two messages of significance.
1. Rango report (Japanese news agency) from Mukden on
November 20th:

“Growing grave atmosphere among the Chinese troops
stationed in the vicinity of Shan-IIai-Kwan has caused such
threetoning condition that Japanese women and children
resident in Shan-IIai-Kwan on November 17th took refuge in
Japanese military barracks as a precaution against emer
gency.
"Chinese troops in the vicinity of Chin-Chow are fast
increasing.

"A brigade of Chinese infantry transferred from the main
force east of Chin-Chow is crossing the Taling River.

"All Chines^ brigades are now busily engaged in recruiting
now troops."

2.

Reuters report from Mukden received on November 21st:

"This morning tho newly arrived Japanese brigade marched
through Mukden and cessed General Honjo near his headquarters.
The men are quartering in Chinese barracks near Chang HsuehLiang’s arsenal.
It is believed that the brigade numbers
approximately 5,COG men, which means the strength of tho
Japanese army in M' nchuria is
l^fst 2,000 over the treaty
limit until such time as the Korean brigade returns".

With reference to the report of Rcngo, a Jananesc news agency,
I deem it desirable to ooint out to you that from past experience, a
message of this nature from a Janancse source, directly or indirectly
indicates that military activities in the regions concerned are under
contemplation by the JaxrnesG army.
Will you bo so good as to h-vo this communication circula ted to
the Members of the Council?
Please accent, Sir, the rvn-;wsd assurance of my highest
consideration
(Signed) Seo—Ko .-.Ifrod SZE.
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Paris, November 22nd, 1931.
APPEAL FROM THE CHINESE GOVERNMENT UNDER

ARTICLE 11 OF THE COVENANT

Letter from the Representative of China forwarding a
Resolution adopted on November 20th, by the Fourth
National Congress of the Kuomintang.

Note by the Secretary-General
The Secretary-General has the honour to circulate to
the Council the following letter which he has received
from the Representative of China on the Council.

Ref ./129.

Paris, November 22nd, 1931

To the Secretary-General :

Sir,
I beg to communicate to yen the following Resolution
adopted or. November 20th by the Fourth National Congress of
the Kuomintang which I am requested to forward to you and to
ask you to be good enough to circulate to the Members of the
Council:•'Whereas since the military occupation of various
places in the Three North-Eastern Provinces by Japan,
the League of Nations has twice adopted resolutions
calling for complete withdrawal of Japanese troops
within a stipulated period and under the observation
of neutral representatives;

"Whereas while China has fulfilled every obligation
laid down in these resolutions, Japan not only has defied
world opinion but has carried even further the policy of
military aggression with the result that the Chinese
troops of Heilungkiang had to resort to measures of selfdefence, causing tho situation to become more and more
critical;
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"Whereas just at the time when the Council of the
League of Nations was in full session, Japanese troops
forcibly occupied Tsitsihar, capital of the Heilungkiang
Province, thus again widening the area of Japanese
invasion;

"Whereas recognised authority for safeguarding justice
is in danger of yielding to sheer force while all
agreements designed for the preservation of peace among
civilised nations seem to be destined to complete failure;

"In the interests of national preservation and for
the maintenance of international justice and peace, the
representatives of the Kuomintang in Congress assembled
do, therefore, solemnly resolve:
1)
That the act of self-defence on the part of
General win Ch^n-Shan, Chairman of the Heilungkiang Province
against unlawful advance of the Japanese troops is an act
not only for defending Chinese territory in the face of
foreign aggression but also for upholding international
justice and peace and perpetuating, at a sacrifice, the
Covenant of the League of Nations, the anti-War Pact, the
Nino-Power Treaty and all other international agreements;
and this Congress calls the serious attention of all the
members of the League of Nations and Signatories to the
above Pact and Treaty to the sacred obligations they have
assumed under these instruments;

2)
That the National Government of China, in
carrying out all its policies, domestic as well as
foreign, and all measures of expediency in respect to the
forcible occupation of the Three North-Eastern Provinces
by Japan, has faithfully performed its duty to the
Chinese Nation
and is fully empowered. in all matters
pertaining to the protection of the country end the
safeguarding of its territorial integrity to adopt
whatever measures ”s are necessary for lawful self-defence
while this Congress pledges at whatever sacrifice its
full support to the National Government."

(Signed)

SAO-KE ALFRED SZE*

À
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Paris, November 23rd 1931.

j APPEAL FROM THE CHINESE GOVERNMENT UNDER ARTICLE 11 OF THE COVENANT.

Memorandum by the Representative of China on the Council
concerning the proposal for the appointment of a Commission.

Note by the Secretary-General.
At the request of the Representative of China, the
Secretary-General has the honour to circulate to the Council
the following memorandum, dated November 22nd.

MEMORANDUM BY THE CHINESE REPRESENTATIVE ON THE COUNCIL
CONCERNING THE PROPOSAL FOR THE APPOINTMENT OF A COMMISSION.
Paris, 22nd November 1931.
Sir,

I enclose herewith a Memorandum which I ask you to be good enough
to circulate to all the Members of the Council other than China and Japan.
Memorandum.
In order to remove all possibility of misunderstanding I deem it
qiy duty to place before you the following considerations affecting yester
day’s proposal for the appointment of a Commission of Enquiry.
1. In principle there can be no objection to a properly constituted
Commission to investigate and report upon the existing situation in
Manchuria.
Indeed, it is a step which might well have been taken two
months ago had not Japan refused to entertain the suggestion.
2. I beg, however, to point out that the creation, at this juncture,
of such a Commission, however constituted and whatever the scope of its
activity might be is a purely illusory proposal unless it is based upon
a simultaneously effective disposition covering the immediate needs of a
situation which brooks no further delay.
To put the matter more con
cretely, enquiry, without at the same time providing for immediate
cessation of hostilities and for the withdrawal of Japanese forces (such
withdrawal to begin at once and proceed progressively to prompt com
pletion) becomes a mere device to condone and perpetuate for a more or
less indefinite period the unjustifiable occupation of China’s territory
by an aggressor who has already virtually attained his unlawful objective
while these discussions have been going on.
3. In the circumstances you will readily see that, as I tried to
make plain at yesterday’s meeting of the Council, it is quite impossible
for me to consider the proposal in question, or to participate in work
ing out the details connected with it, until the bases above mentioned
have been adequately laid down.

China still sincerely hopes for a genuine solution of the problem
at the hands of the Council but she can hardly be expected seriously to
visualise proposals that ignore and evade the essential factors which
li® at the very foundation of her appeal to the League of Nations.
(Signed)

Sao KE ALFRED SZE.
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C.886.M.460.1931.VII.
Paris, November 23rd, 1931

APPEAL FROM THE CHINESE GOVERNMENT UNDER ARTICLE 11
OF THE COVENANT.
Communication from the Japanese delegation with regard
to the operation of the Chinese Eastern Railway.

Note by the Secretary-General.
The Secretaiy-Genoral has the honour to communicate to the
Members of the Council the following letter, dated November
23rd, which he has just received from the Japanese delegation.

Paris, November 23rd, 1931.

(Translation)

I have the honour to inform you that in a telegram received
on November 20th the Japanese military authorities report that
the train which left Mandchouli at ten o’clock on the morning
of the 18th reached Harbin without any delay at a quarter past
four on the 19th.
telegram dated November 21st adds that the
western line of the Chinese Eastern Railway was working smooth
ly on the 19th and 20th, and that communications between HarbinPokula-Mandchouli wore not interrupted.
I am informed in a telegram of November 22nd that the
Jcoaneso Consul returned to Tsitsih r on the previous day.
I should be very glad if you would bo good enough to communi
cate the above information to the President and Members of the
Council.

(signed)

S. S.XJL.
Director of the Japanese League
of N tions Office.
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C.637.M.461.1931.VII.
Paris, November 23rd, 1931.

APPEAL FROM THE CHINESE GOVERNMENT UNDER ARTICL_E_11

OF TnE covenant .

Communication from the Japanese delegation regarding the move
ments of Japanese troops in Manchuria.

Note by the Secretary-General.

The Secretary-General has the honour to communicate to
the Council the following letter dated November s 23rd, which
he has just received from the Japanese delegation.

(Translation)

Paris, November 23rd, 1931

Sir,
I have the honour to notify you that I have been

informed by a telegram received on November 21st that a

brigade staff, two battalions of infantry, some heavy
artillery and detachments of technical services arrived at
Chanchiatung on the morning of the 20th, returning from

Taonan.

(Signed)

S. SAWADA

Director of the Japanese
League of Nations Office.
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Faris,

Communicated to the
Council and to the
Members of the League.

November 23rd, 1931.

APPEAL FROM THE CHINESE GOVERNMENT UNDER

ARTICLE 11 OF THE COVENANT.
Note by the Secretary-General.

The Secretary-General has the honour to circu
late the following letter which he has just received
from the representative of China.

Paris,

23rd November, 1931.

Ref./132.
To the Secretary-General,

Sir,
I have just received the following two messages from
Nanking which I request you to be good enough to circulate to
the Members of the Council.

1.
Since the fall of Tsitsihar, the Japanese have
spread absolutely false rumours to the effect that large
numbers of Chinese troops are concentrated at Chinchow and
Shan«Hai-Kwan, with the evident intention of paving the way
for attacking and capturing these places.
A beginning of
the new Japanese move is already seen in the attack on HsinMin City by several hundred bandits with the assistance of
Japanese soldiers on the 22nd at 3 a.m.
The local police
of the said city dispersed an attacking mob at 6 a.m. after
which trench mortar shells, hand grenades, barrels of kero
sene oil, were found near the office of the magistrate; also,
two bombs were discovered in the Japanese Consulate which
had clearly been used as a base of operations.
On the 23rd
at 8 a.m., one Japanese plane reconnoitred Hsin-Min.
2.
On November 21st, three thousand Japanese troops
and on the 22nd, one thousand Japanese troops and an aviation
corps passed Seoul, Korea, on their way to Mukden.

(Signed)

SAO-KE ALFRED SZE.
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LEAGUE OF NATIONS.
Communicated to the Council
and Members of the League

C.889.I1.465.193I.VII
Paris, November 24th,1931.

APPEAL FROM TIK CHINESE GOVERNMENT UNDER ARTICLE 11

OF THE COVENANT.

Communication from the Japanese delegation regarding the withdrawal
of a regiment from the Tsitsi^ar district.

Note by the Secretary-General

The Secretary-General has the honour to circulate to
the Council the following letter which he has Just received from
the Japanese delegation.

(Translation)

Paris, November 24th, 19>1-

Sir,
I have the honour to inform you that I have just received
news from Tokio that the military command in Manchuria has
decided to withdraw from the Tsitsihar district forces amounting
to about one regiment. These forces are to be despatched in the
direction of Changchun beginning on November 25th and the withdrawal
of the other troops will be pursued according to local circumstances
and the transport available.
Requesting you to communicate this information to the
President and Members of the Council,
I have the honour to be, etc.,

(sgd) S. SAWADA.
Director of the Japanese League of
Nations Office.
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league of nations,

Communicated to the Council
and the Members of the
League »

C.89O.M.464.1931.VII.

Paris November 24th, 1931.

APPEAL FROM THE CHINESE GOVERNMENT UNDER ARTICLE 11 OF THE COVENANT.

Communication from the Japanese Delegation, contradicting
Press reports of a Japanese offensive against Chinchow.

Note bv the Secretary General,
The Secretary General has the honour to communicate to
the Council the following letter which he has just received from
the Japanese Delegation :

Paris November 24th, 1931.

(Translation)

Sir,

I have the honour to communicate to you the summary of a
telegram which I have received from my Government regarding Press
reports to the effect that Japanese forces were preparing to
attack Chinchuw.
I would beg you to communicate the information in question
to the President and Members of the Council and have the honour,
etc.
(Signed) S. Sawada.

Director of the Japanese
League of Nations Office.
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Summary of official telegrams received by
the Jrp'.uese Delegation.

Tokio, November 24th,

(Translation)

The report which has appeared in the Press that our foroes
are preparing a general offdnsive against Chinchow is entirely

unfounded.

It should be pointed out that apart from the Chinese

troops concentrated at Chinchow, about 100,000 of Chang-HsuehLiang’s troops are still in the neighbourhood of the Great Wall.

Under these circumstances an offensive would require military
preparations on an enormous scale.

This fact in

.itself is

sufficient to show the absurdity of such rumours.
A telegram from our Consulate at Liaoyang states that a
strong infantry column with artillery has proceeded to the

neighbourhood of Anshan, Chienshan, Tangkangtsu and Nantai,

1)

for the purpose of dispersing large bands of brigands in that

area.

This operation may have given rise to the rumours of an
attack on Chinohow,

1) Places on the main line of the South Manchurian Railway.

24. 11.31/781-782
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Communicated to the Council
and the Members of the League.

Paris,

November 24th,

1931.

APPEAL BY,THE CHINESE GOVERNMENT UNDER ARTICLE 11

1

OF THE COVENANT.

Communication from the Representative of China on the
Council forwarding translation of a note addressed to the
Japanese Government by the National Government of the Republic
of China on November 21st, 1931.

Note by the Secretary-General
The Secretary-General has the honour to
circulate to the Council the following communi
cation which he has just received from the '
Representative of China on the Council.

Ref.133.

Paris, November 24th, 1931.

To the Secretary-General.
Sir,

I have just received from Nanking the following
English translation of the text of a note addressed to the
Japanese Government by the National Government of the Republic
of China on November 21st, which I request you to be good
enough to circulate to the Members of the Council.

T’l.
In accordance with the Resolution adopted
by the Council of the League of Nations on Septenfoer 30th
and the Resolution adopted by thirteen of the Members
of the Council on October 24th, the Governments of
China and Japan are under obligations to avoid any act
of aggression or any act tending to aggravate the
situation.
As formerly pointed out by the Présidant
of the Council, M. Briand, the Resolution of October 24th
possesses full moral force. Furthermore, since the
note uhder acknowledgment specifically refers to para
graphs five and six of the Resolution of September 30th,
it is clear that the Japanese Government is fully aware
of its obligations under the Resolution adopted by the
Council.

) 4 ; c
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"However, from ueptembur 30th to the present moment, troops
under the direction of the Japanese Government have been every
moment extending their warlike operations on Chinese soil and.
committing acts which, would not bo permitted by international law
oven in a state of war.
For example, the Japanese troops on
October 6th raided Chinchow which caused great constcrnrtion
abroad; end, more recently, they seized Chinese national revenue
and allied themselves with bandit elements by supplying them with
arms end ammunition with the object of inciting them to disturb
the peace and order of the occupied areas or in the vicinity of
these areas,
"The Japanese authorities in the Jep^nes- Concession in
Tientsin have abused their position by ailov.ing a large number of
armed plain-clothes rioters to sally from the Japanese Concession
and attack Chinese public office buildings with the result that
many Government employees -and civili' ns v.ei-e killed and wounded.
"Lorcov-r, Japanese troops und-r the pretext of effecting
repairs to railway bridges on the Nonni Liver - which rep-• irmunt
they have no right to make - have invaded the Heilungkiang
Province, attacked the Chinese troops -'.nd exerted military
pressure upon the provincial authorities.
,:The Chinese Government h's , on SeVer-1 occ-siens, lodged
strong protests with the Japanese Government and pointed out the
grave responsibility which must accrue to the Japanese Government.

"Hoc irding to latest reports, Jap nese troops on November 18th
and 19th occupied ..ngrngchi and Tsitsih-r.
The j-p; nese forces
h-d previously conducted aerial c tt-ck on Tsitsihar and distributed
leaflets declf ring Japan’s dotermin’ ti'n to capture the Capital of
Heilungkiang.
Should the foregoing aggressive ■ ction represent
the fixed policy of the Japanese Government, the •official endorsement
by the Japanese Government of the Resoluti-n of September 3Gth
adopted by the League Council would be most incomer Ju. nsib le.

"2.
Instead of awakening to its responsibilities, the Japanese
Government h-s ^lv; yS alleged that the neutral end v ssive mani
festation 'f feelings on the p-rt of the Chinese nuoplc -re c-'ntr-.ry
to the Resaluti-an of the League Council.
This the Chinese Government
cannot admit,
.although extremely angry with the Japanese aggressive
activities, the Chinese people in their ■ttitudc tow rds Japanese
residents in Chin confine their r,actions to the realm . f commer
cial re-1- tiens and have n't deliberately s >ught to injure the lives
and property of the J p-ncs- residents.
Th. Chinese Government h-s,
excepting the rrsas und-r J p-nose occuo tion, endea v^ux.ci its ut
most fa protect J-n-rmse n ti^n'ls.
"In view of the scrunul-'us observance by the Chinese G'vvmtnt
and people of th- Trcty for the Renunci' tion of War and other
international - greom.nts, any unbiased observer cannot but foul
.mazed at the fact that the Chinese people h.vu eupt themselves with
in leg 1 bounds in their re*ctions to the Jap -nose outr-ges.
Inste-d
of awakening to her ill considered -cti>ns, the Japanese Government
h-s sought und..r or-ssure to restor- ordin ry friendly f lings of
the Chin-se People tow .rds Japan.
This is virtually n ttornnt to
reverse the order of things.
The National Government of the Republic
of China is, therefore, c »nstr-incd to point out to the J pnese
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-3Government
th-t S9
occupied Tors,
so loru?
i->n~ -s th
v
^ronps ivmnin in the
end so long rs .Top.-no sc
is not restored
Chinese people v.iii bo un^h"! -*"+ ’" Ctl'?2s do not co-sc, the
toy rds tho J o^ncse ncoole
Th/«f.nrc their ordin ry filings
this to bo quite comprehensible "tGn'^rnraont believe.;
- tnc- o pmccû Government.

her A ^rf'Sn^SeTGrurr’?-nt should h-ve, in observ nee of
th^ n^tvWf^St^.XntYTtlOnr-1 LfV’ th- ^uc C..•venant end
^fV; und4t-kîX ÏTC1'
'□ Of Wrr> rs *cl1 ~s in fulfilment
_'f u-r und rt .kmgo o.ider vac «us >lution r don ted by the League
hTfuF’
3°th
5h' * r dap ted on October 24th which
J. ®
?^pxotcd withdrawal of her troops within
thv sncc._j.icd tine a unit long ego nnd no room is left for further
argument »
’’The Chinese Government has the hon-ur t) request the
Japanese Government to ohrngc, in r.ccordnnce with previous notes
addressed by the Chinese Government, r s well ns the reply sent
by the President of the Council of the Lerguc of Notions under
th_ d'te of November 1st, h^r p-st policy immedi toly nnd negoti- to the det/>ils of v.ithdr_.v;nl of the J p nes^ troops r.nd or
the retrocession of the ev~cu- ted territory with Chinese
commissioners already appointed by the Chinese Government for
this purpose so thet the J- p'-nese troops now invading end occupy
ing various centres of the North-eastern Provinces will be
immodict-ly end completely withdrrv.n nd oeace in the F-. r L'st
which h-s "Ireody been ruptured will be restored. '■

(Sgd)

S..O-KE -LFRCD SZ.E,
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I

Communicated to the Council

c.892 M 466.1931.VII.

and the Members of the League.

Paris, November 25th, 1931.

APPEAL OF THE CHINESE GOVERNMENT UNDER ARTICLE 11 OF THE COVENANT.

Communication from the British Representative on the Council.
Note by the Secretary-General.

At the request of the British Representative on the
Council the Secretary-General has the honour to circulate tu
the Council the following*letter, dated November 24th.

24th November, 1931.

To the Secretary-General.

Sir,
I . am desired by Lord Cecil to inform you that
His Majesty's Minister in Nanking telegraphed on November
22nd to say that he had arranged to send the British Military
Attaché and other observers to the Chinchow neighbourhood
immediately.
His Majesty's Minister added that arrangements
could also be made for the despatch of British observers to
the Tsitsihar-Angangchi area.
I am to request that yon will be good enough to
communicate the above information to the members of the
Council.

(Signed) ALEXANDER CADOGAN
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C.893.M.467.1931.VII.
Commiu icated to the Council
and to the rlembers of the League.

Paris, November 25th,1931.

APPEAL OF THE CHINESE GOVERNMENT UNDER ARTICLE 11
OF THS COVENANT.

Letter from the Representative of China_o_n the Council
Note by the Secretary-General.

The Secretary-General has the honour to
circulate to the Council the following letter
which he has just received from the Representative
of China, relating to reconnoitring by Japanese
aeroplanes in the neighbourhood of Hsinmin and
Pci-Chi-Pao.

Paris, November 25th, 1931.

To the Secretary-General.

Sir,

I have received from Nanking the following three
reports which I request you to be good enough to circulate
to the Members of the Council:
1.
On November 22nd, "bandits” attacked Hsinmin.
After repulsion, three Japanese planes came and dropped
one bomb.
Then three Japanese armoured trains and
three Japanese army trains from Huang-Ku-Tun and
Chu-Liu-Ho, respectively arrived.
Three Japanese
officers and thirty Japanese soldiers appeared protesting
that plain-clothes men were concealed within the city
but departed after confirming that the "bandits" were
from the east.

2.
On November 22nd, two Japanese planes flew
to Pci-Chi-Pao circled Yangho and reconnoitred.
3.
On November 22nd, four Japanese planes flew
to Hsinmin and dropped one bomb.

(Sgd.)

Q. KUANPSON YOUNG

for SAO-KE ALFRED SZE.
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LE-GUE OF NATIONS
Communicated to the *
Council and the
Members of the League.

C.894.M.468.1931. VII.

Ports, November 25th,1931.

APPEAL OF THF CHINESE GOVERNMENT UNDER -RTICLE 11

OF THE COVEN. JTT.

Letter from the Representative of China on the Council.
Note by the Secretary-General .

The Secretory-General has the honour to circulate to tho
Council the following letter from the Representative of China on
the Council, proposing that a neutral zone should be established
in the Chinchow district.
\
Ref. 136.
Paris, November 25th,1931.
To the Secret'ry-Geneml.

Sir,
Positive inform-tion of the utmost urgency just
received from my Government indicates thet, notwithstanding
Japanese assurances to the contrary, the Japanese .ermy is con

verging on Chinchow-.

.. serious conflict therefore impends be

tween the Jaonncsc "nd Chinese forces, which Chine, earnestly

wishes to avoid, and it would seem that it can be prevented only

if without any delay the Council interposes some decisive action.
My Government accordingly asks the Council -t once to take all

necessary steps for tho establishment of a neutral zone between
the present stations of the Chinese and Japanese forces; such

zone to be occupied by British, French, It"lian and other neutral
detachments under Council authority.

In such circumstances China could end would, if requested

by the Council, in the interest

of pence withdraw her forces

within the Great Wall.

Please bring this communication to the immediate
attention of the Council.

(Signed)"’ S..O-KE .JLFRED SZE
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LEAGUE OF NATIONS
Communicated to the
Council and Members
of the League.

C. 895.M.469.1931.VII.
Paris, November 25th, 1931

APPEAL BY THE CHINESE GOVERNMENT UNDER ARTICLE 11
OF THE COVENANT.

Communication from the President of the
Council to the Chinese and Japanese Governments.

Note by the Secretary-General.
The Secretary-General has the honour to transmit
to the Council copy of the following telegram which the
President of the Council despatched on November 25th to the
Chinese and Japanese Governments.

On behalf nf my colleagues on the Council, I have
the honour to make the following appeal to tho Japanese and
Chinese Governments. The Council is striving to achieve a
peaceful settlement of the dispute, but its efforts would be
in vain if fresh engagements were to occur between Chinese
and Japanese forces.
The Council specially calls the
attention of the two Governments to the situation existing
in the Chinchow region.
Already certain Governments have
decided to send observers there.
But it is for the two
parties to give the Commanders of their respective forces
the strictest orders to refrain from any action which might
lead to further engagements and further loss of human life.
My colleagues and I rely on the will of the two Governments
to take all necessary measures for this purpose urgently.

Aristide BRIAND
President,
Council League of Nations.
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LEAGUE OF NATIONS.
C.896.M.470*1931.VII.

Communicated to the
Council and the
Members of the League.

Paris,
November 26th, 1931.

APPEAL FROM THE CHINESE GOVERNMENT UNDER
ARTICLE 11 OF TIE COVENANT.

Communication from the Japanese delegation regarding

the withdrawal of Japanese troops from Tsitsihar.
Note by the Secretary-General.

The Secretary-General.has the honour to
communicate to the Council the following letter
dated November 25th which he has just received
from the Japanese delegation.

Paris, November 25th, 1931.
(Translation)

Sir,

With reference to my communication of November 24th
regarding the withdrawal of Japanese troops from Tsitsihar,*

I have the honour to inform you that I am advised in a telegram
from Mukden that in spite of transport difficulties caused in

particular by the extreme cold, this withdrawal was begun on
the 24th and is now continuing.
Requesting you to communicate this information to

the President and the Members of the Council.

I am, etc.,
(Signed)

S» SAWADA.

Delegate of the Japanese League of
Nations Office.

*

See Document C.889 .M.463.1931.VII
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C.897.M.471.1931.VIIT

Communicated to the
Council and the
Members of the League.

Paris,
November 26th, 1931.

APPEAL FROM THE CHINESE GOVERNMENT UNDER
ARTICLE 11 OF THE COVENANT.

Communication from the Chinese Delegation concerning
the movements of Japanese troops.

Note by the Secretary-General.

The Secretary-General has the honour to circulate
to the Council the following letter which he has
just received from the Chinese Delegation.
Paris, November 26th, 1931

Ref.139.

Sir,

I have just received the two following urgent reports
from Peiping, which I request you to be good enough to circulate
to the Members of the Council.

1.

11,

’’Japanese troops occupied Hsinmin at noon to-day,
November 25th.
A certain Japanese major kept the
Chinese magistrate in custody in the local Chamber
of Commerce.
A part of the Chinese local defence
corps has been disarmed by the Japanese troops and
more than 20 shells were fired by the latter at
Koutaitse, north of the city.”

”Six Japanese defence corps are concentrating at
Yingkow and it seems that they are advancing
westward.”

C. Knanpson Young,
For Sao-Ke Alfred Sze
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LEAGUE OF NATIONS
C.898.M. 472.1931. VII.

Communie..ted to the
Council end the Members
of the Lo - gue.

peris, November 26th, 1931.
.uPPE-J. FROM THE,CHINESE_G0VHRNM-2NT TWER .JTTICL3 11

OF TEE COVEN. JIT.
Communication from the Chinese Delegation forvrrding r.
Note .-tddrvssed to the J'p-nesu Government by the N ti -,nc.l
Government of the Republic of Chin, en November 25th,1931.

Rotv by the Secret ry-G^nprp.1.

The Secret ry-Gen. re 1 hrs the hon-ur to circuit, to
to the Council the following letter which he h- s just
received from the Chinese Delcg-ti',n<.

Peris, 26th November 1931.

Ref./137.
The Secret ry-Gen-r-1 of
the Longue of N tiens.
Sir:

I h'-vo just received from Honking th- folloving
English transi tion of the t-xt of
Note ûêr-ss-d to the
J'p'iicSv Government by the N- tim-.l Government of the
Republic of Chirr, d Kd November 25th, which I request you
to bu good enough t. circul- t- to th- Members of the
C ouncil.
•’..cording V- the l:t-st r-ports, J-n-ncse troops
h vo been busily conccntr to.ng rt v ri.ous points
southwest of Shcnyr.ng (Mukden) .nd ; .re pr-o-ring c.n
r.tt ck upon Chinchow end other ulceus.
..t the seme
time, frise reports nrc King circul- ted by the Jrp?.ncso>
alleging th't Chin- hrs sent he'vy reinforcements to
Chinchow, creating thereby r v-ry critical situ'tion
.-.nd th't r.tt'ck ..n the Jopenese forces ano rs quite
probable. MonoVvi, on the 22nd instant, J-p-nose
trions assisted bandits in their rtt-ck on Hsinmin.

•'These activities of the Japanese tro-.ps ore
similar to the tactics ndoptud by them in their urevi^tis
inv-si^n of Heilunki^ng end other centr-s.
The whole
world is r.me.zed -t the persistent pressure brought upon
Chinn by the J' n-nesc Government in the execution of its
nions of r.ggrussi >n.
The Chinese Government déclares
thot the Inponcsc. Government must shoulder the henvy
responsibility should nny untoward incident hrppen m
Chinchow, Hsinmin end neighbourhood”.

(Signed)

C. Kur.npson Young

for S-O-KE ..LFRED SZE
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Communicated, to the
Council and the
Members of the League.

C.899.M.473.1931.VII.
Paris, November 26 th, 1931.

APPEAL OF THE CHINESE GOVERNMENT UNDER

ARTICLE 11 OF THE COVENANT.
Communication from the British Representative jin__t he _Counçil.
Note by the Secretary-General._

At the request of the British Representative on the
Council the Secretary-General has the honour to circulate to
the Council the following information communicated to him on
November 26th, 1931.

M E M 0 RAND U M .

The following information has been received by His
Majesty’s Government:The British official observers report that Tsitsihar
was occupied by Japanese cavalry on the morning of November
19th.
The city was formally occupied in the afternoon of the
same day. Such remnants of the Chinese forces as have not been
scattered have retired north-east along the T sitsihar-Koshang
railway towards Koshang.

A report from Harbin, dated l.p.m. November 19th,
states that there was no apparent interference with the Chinese
eastern railway and that trains were running as usual. It was
learnt from Japanese military sources at Harbin on November 24th
that no Japanese troops will move north of Tsitsihar,, the
weather, moreover, being so severe as to preclude any serious
advances.
Japanese troops are quartered in Tsitsihar, the
headquarters of the 2nd Division being in the South Manchurian
railway buildings. When other accomodation is available it is
intended to remove the troops from these buildings and to
station no troops in the city, .ill is reported to be quiet.
The casualties on November 18th are reported as being as follows
Japanese: Killed 4, wounded 108.

Chinese:

Killed and wounded and died from cold, 600.
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In view of serious reports of an impending clash at Chinchow,
official observers left i'eking for that area on November 23rd.
.-.t
6 p.m, on November 24th they reported that the situation at Chin
chow was then normal end that there w.re no signs of any prepara
tion for an attack,
iu.ports emanating from Japanese official
sources wore being circulated to the effect that Chinese were send
ing more troons outside the hull, but no sign of any such movements
had been discovered.
The Chinese Commander at Chinchow denied that
there was any concentration of troops nc.' T Tuagliao. Le appeared
to expect that the Japanese troops would soon arrive at Chinchow
but no arrangements for defence had apparently been made.
report from British military Observers in the Chinchow
d November 25th. gives the f— , -7
■
oops: The IS th irifadc ar. '
:
^upsntse tiU «
battalion at Tahushan acting as railway 9I0^ction.
.
•
.±<
railway 20th brigade, l mth“of th. re il-^. l£th Brigade and .Ctn
0
■ r»**,
-,•>.+-! with - dmmistr • tivc tjicl
..rtilKry Brigade csliore^/ mm, _ lot.\jh^_h^ku?n occupying
security 23,000.
lbv., ■ dgu-rt~rs report th't
area L nchou to the Wall.
Cxx_nchov. .io...nd ùvcr 1>4CÛ on thû
Sinminfu w s taken by the Jr.P2nTSJ
e s -llox'S h ve been 1'nded
mo vi soutn-v.cst.
oomc hunared J- 0 ncsv
un- rmed :t jhanh. ikuan
roe.

UNITED KINGDOM DELEGATION,
P.JIIS,

26th November, 1931
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LEAGUE OF NATIONS
I
Communicated to the Council
and Members of the League.

C.900.M.474.1931.VII.

Paris, November 27,

1931.

APPEAL FROM THE CHINESE GOVERNMENT UNDER

Ê

ARTICLE 11 OF THE COVENANT.
Communication from the Japanese Delegation regarding the
position in the district situated between the South
Manchurian Railway line and the Liao-ho river.

f
£

Note by the Secretary-General.
The Secretary-General has the honour tu
communicate to the Council the following letter,
dated November 26, 1931, which he has just
received from the Japanese Delegation.

£
,

|
I
I.

Translation.

Japanese League of Nations Office.

Paris, November 26, 1931.

Sir,
With reference to mycommunication
dated
November 24thconcerning thedespatch of acolumnof infantry
to the neighbourhood of Anshan, Chienshan, Tangkangtsu and
Nan tai to disperse large bands of Chinese brigands and
irregulars in this district, I have the honour to inform you
that according to a telegram received today two battalions
of infantry engaged in this action returned yesterday evening
to Mukden after dispersing the brigands in the district
situated between the South Manchurian Railway line and the
Liao-ho,. although a large number were able to take refuge
on the right bank of this river.
The other detachments
were to rejoin their garrisons on the 25th, after driving
away the bandits from the neighbourhood of Tai-zu-ho.
Requesting y->u to communicate the foregoing to the
President and Members of the Council,

I have the honour to be, etc.

(Signed)

S. SAWADA,

Director of the Japanese League of Nations Office.

J;
Z
Î
Ï
fr

L
i

■
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TEAGUE OF NATIONS.
Communicated to the
Cour ci1 and Members
nf the Le ague,

C.901.M.475.1931.VI

Paris,
November 27th, 1931

APPEAL FROM THE CHINESE GOVERNMENT UNDER ARTICLE 11
OF THE COVENANT,
Communication from the Japanese Delegation
concerning the situation at Tientsin.

Note by the Secretary-General.

The Secretary-General has the honour to
communicate to the Council the following letter
dated November 27th. 1.931, which he has just
received from the Japanese Delegation.

Pari s, Novemb er 27th, 1931.

Translation.
Japanese League of Nations Office.

I have just received from Tokio the following information concerning an aggression by Chinese troops against the
Japanese Concession at Tientsin.

Order appearing to be restored at Tientsin, the Japanese
volunteer corps were disarmed yesterday (November 26th). At about
8.20 p.m., however, the left part of the line of defence, situated
within the Concession near the Japanese barracks, underwent a
violent canonnade from field guns, mortars and machine guns.
The
Commander of the Japanese troops immediately demanded that firing
should cease, but no notice having been taken of his demand, the
Japanese forces were obliged to open fire in their turn.
Hostili
ties spread all along the defence line and fighting was still
going on on November 27th at midday (local time).

The Commander of the Japanese forces has urgently asked
for re-enforcements, the situation of our troops being critical.
The Chinese forces stationed in the neighbourhood of Tientsin
number 40,COO men, with 10 pieces of artillery.
The Japanese
detachments in the district consist of five companies, only three
of which are stationed at Tientsin (490 men).
This situation is causing the Japanese Government some
anxiety,and I should be glad if you would communicate this informa
tion urgently to the President and Members of the Council.

(Signed)

S. SmWADA,

Director of the Japanese
League of Nations Office.
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Paris,
November 27th, 1951

AJ??EA.Ti FROM TILS CHINESE GOV^NMENI .UNDER

ARTICLE 11 OF THE ^COVEliyLT.
y va t ion a u,3 in and in t he Cbvnohow district.
Note by the .Secretary-General.

The Secretary-General has the honour to circu
late to the Council the following letter which he has
just received from the Representative of China.

Paris, November 27th, 1951.

Ref.141.

Sir,
I have just received, the following reports which I
request you to be good, enough to circulate to the Members of
the Council:

1. On November 26th, after 8.50 p.ra., there was an
outburst of Japanese arct'.i levy and. machine-gun fire at
Tientsin.
Some p..ain clorhes gunmen, who disappeared
when fl-red at by the Cainese police started the trouble.
The Japanese al Logoi that they fired because of bullets
eir’er.i.og the G once sr.i on..
Luring the Japanese bombard
ment shells fell mar the Ci'.'il Governor ■ s and. the
Major's heaiiuarters in the Chinese City.
2. Japanese troops continue to advance in the
direction of Chinchow.
On November 27th, at 10 a„m.,
a Japanese armoured train, followed by a Japanese troop
train, advanced westward to Pai-Chi-Pu and clashed with
the Chinese troops; the latter are preparing to retreat
to Li-Chia-Wo-Pu.

Japanese planes reconnoitered Chinchow for half
an hour.

(Signed)

SAO-KE ALFRED SZE.
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LEAGUE OF NATIONS.
C.926. M.491.1931.VII.

Communicated to the
Council and the
L <;pers of the League.

Paris,

November 28th, 1931.
APPEAL FROM THE CHINESE GOVERNMENT UNDER
ARTICLE 11 OF THE COVENANT.

Attack on the Chinese City of Tientsin.

Note by the Secretary-General ,
The Secretary-General has the honour to
circulate to the Council the following letter
from the Chinese Representative.

Ref.142.

Paris, November 27th, 1931.

To the Secretary-General.

Sir,

I have received a further telegram which states that, on
the 26th instant at 8.0 p.m., some twenty persons in mufti started
firing upon the Chinese police in the Chinese City.
The Chinese
police took the necessary defensive measures against these
irregulars and at the same time notified both the Japanese Consul
and the Japanese military authorities, as the part of the Chinese
City concerned is near the Japanese Concession.
On the pretext that some shots were fired into the
Japanese military quarters, however, the Japanese troops started
shelling the Chinese City with their heavy artillery, about forty
shells being fired.
At the same time, Japanese troops rçiade an
attack.
Fighting subsided about midnight, but heavy firing was
resumed in the early hours, when the Japanese troops also used
machine-guns.
The Chinese police refrained from returning the
fire after the preliminary sorties; four police were killed and
twenty wounded, while othef casualties are as yet unknown.

At 9.0 a.m. to-day, the Japanese troops renewed their
attacks and forced the Chinese police to withdraw from the
police station of that district.

I shall be obliged if you will be good ehough to
circulate the above to the Members of the Council.
(Signed)

SAO-KE ALFRED SZE

p.C, KUANPSUN YUNG.
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LEAGUE OF NATIONS,.
Communicated to
the Council and
the Members of the
League .

C. 927. M. 492.1931.VII.

Paris,
November 28th, 1931

APPEAL FROM THE CHINESE GOVERNMENT UNDER ARTICLE 11
OF THE COVENANT.

Situation in the neighbourhood of Chinchow.

Notd by the Secretary-General.

The Secretary-General has the honour to
circulate to the Council the following
communication from the Chinese representative.
Paris, November 28th, 1931.

To the Secretary-General.

Sir,

I have just received a cablegram from Nanking dated
November 27th, stating that the Japanese troops continued their
drive towards Chinchow and that one Japanese armoured train and
seven hundred Japanese troops proceeded, about noon, from Pci-Chi-

Pao westward and attacked, with heavy artillery, a Chinese armoured

tram at Jao-Yang-Ho.

One bridge east of Jao-Yang-Ho is

reported to have been damaged,
I shall be obliged if you will be good enough to cir

culate the above to the Members of the Council.

Please accept, Sir, the renewed assurance of my highest
consideration.
(Signed)

SAO-KE ALFRED SZE,
p. C. KUaNPSON YUNG.
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C. 928.M.493.1931.VII.

Çomrauniçated .to .the
Council
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of 'the "League.

'■Paris, November 27th, 1931.

APPEAL PHOM THE CHINESE GOVERNkÆTT UNDER .\RfICLE 11

OF THE _C0VEN/JJT
Communication .from the Japanese .Allegation.

Reply to the telegram of the President of the Council
to the Japanese and Chinese Governments dated
November 25th, 1931.(1)

Note by the Secretary-General

The Secretary-General has.the honour to communicate
to the Council the following (letter dated November 27th, 1931,
which the President of the Council has just received from the
Japanese delegation.

Paris, November 27th, 1931.

Translation
Your Excellency,

On my Government’s instructions I have the honour to transmit

to you the following reply to the telegram which you were good
enough to send it:

1.

The Japanese Government has the honour to acknowledge

receipt of the telegram of His Excellency,

the President of the

Council of the League of Nations dated Paris, November 25th, 1931.
2.

Your Excellency has been informed by the communications

made to you on several occasions by the Japanese representative on

(1)

See Document C.895.M.469.1931.VII.
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the Council, of the serious threat to our troops constitute!

by the presence of very large Chinese regular forces in the
Chinchow district and by the employment of bands of brigands

and soldiers in civilian clothes by the Chinese authorities for
the purpose of disturbing order in Manchuria.

The Japanese troops, in obedience to the policy pursued
by the Japanese Government of avoiding any aggravation of the

situation will undertake no act of hostility except in self-r
defence or as a police measure.
3. The Japanese Government entirely shares Your Excellency’s
desire to avoid, as far as possible, any conflict between the
Japanese and Chinese forces in the Chinchow district.

It therefore has no objection in principle to declaring

that should the Chinese forces be withdrawn from the Chinchow
district to the west of Shanghai-kwan, as the Chinese Government

recently proposed through the Government of the French Republic,
the Japanese forces will not enter the zone thus evacuated

except in the event of a serious and urgent threat endangering
the safety of the lives and property of Japanese nationals in

Northern China and the safety of the Japanese troops stationed

there.
The Japanese Government is prepared to instruct its

authorities on the spot to conclude detailed arrangements in

this connection with the Chinese local authorities.

In informing you of the foregoing I have the honour to
be, etc.

(Sgd).

K. YOSHIZAWA

Japanese Representative on the Council
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LEAGUE OF NATIONS

C.929 M.494.1931.VII.
Communicated to the Council
and the Members of the League.

Paris, November 28th, 1931.

APPEAL OF THE CHINESE GOVERNMENT UNDER ARTICLE 11
OF THE COVENANT.

Communication from the British Representative
on the Council.
Note by the Secretary-General.

At the request of the British Representative on
the Council the Secretary-General has the honour to
circulate to the Council the following information
communicated to him on November 28th, 1931.
The Secretary-General of the
League of Nations.

United Kingdom Delegation,
Paris.
November 28th,

1931.

Sir,

I have the honour to inform you that the following
information has been received by His Majesty’s Government:Firing began on the borders of the Japanese Concession
at Tientsin on the evening of November 26th and continued inter
mittently throughout the night. Firing died down on the morning
of November 27th.
The Chinese allege that plain-clothes men
again appeared and attacked Chinese police whilst the Japanese,
who used machine guns and light artillery, maintain that there
was a deliberate attack on the Japanese Concession by Chinese
troops,

On the morning of November 27th Japanese aeroplanes
circled over Chinchow. Chinese Headquarters state that an
armoured train engagement took place early in the morning of
November 27th at Jao-Yang-Ho south west of Sin-Min-Fu.
At various
tactical points along the railway in the direction of Tahushan
personal inspection by British official observers disclosed
trenches of weak construction, but the Chinese neither intend nor
are able to put up a resolute defence.
It is confirmed from an unofficial British source that
several Chinese have been killed in the engagement and that the
Japanese train had returned to Pai-Chi-pu. According to the same
source, Japanese aeroplanes have been flying over Chinchow at
intervals during November 27th.

I have the honour etc.,

(Signed)

ALEXANDER CADOGAN.
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C.930. M.495.1931.VII.
Paris,
Communicated to the
Çoùncil and. Members
>'f the League._____

November 28th, 1931.

APPEAL FROM THE CHINESE GOVERNMENT UNDER
ARTICLE 11 OF THE COVENANT.

Communication from the Japanese Delegation
concerning the recent activities of brigands in Manchuria.

Note by the Secretary-General.

At the Japanese Delegation's request, the
Secretary-General has the honour to circulate to
the Council the following information.

SUMMARY OF TELEGRAMS CONCERNING THE ACTIVITIES OF

BRIGANDS AND IRREGULAR SOLDIERS.

DISTRICT OF HSINMIN.

1.
On November 17th a band cf brigands appeared. 13 kilmetres to the north of Hsinmin and plundered the neighbourhood.

2.
In the night of the 22nd, at about 3 a.m., a band
of about 200 brigands appeared two or three leagues to the
north of Hsinmin.
The Chinese police forces were able to
drive them back before dawn.
A Japanese aeroplane assisted
in the pursuit of the brigands and dropped a bomb which fell
to the south east of the town without causing damage.
3.
On the 23rd at about 4 a.m. a. band of about 100 ban
dits destroyed the telephone lines and railway signals between
Hsinmin and Chuliuhe.
Traffic was interrupted for two hours.
The Chinese police forces repulsed these bandits after one
hour’s fighting.

As a result of these incidents the inhabitants became
alarmed and a large number left the town.

4.
On the 24th a numerous band of disbanded Chinese
soldiers appeared at Kaotaitzu (6 km. to the north of Hsinmin).
A Japanese column was sent there from Chuliuho.
On the way,
at Yaokautaitzu, the Chinese police opened fire on it, although
it was marching under the Japanese flag.
Our forces lost four
killed and nine wounded.
The Chinese police forces fled from
Hsinmin and a battalion of Japanese infantry proceeded to this
town to replace them.
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DISTRICT OF.JUNHUK.
1«
Some hundred Chinese soldiers rebelled and attacked
the station of Chia oho, on the Kirin-Touhua line (50 kin. to the
east of Kirin).
They killed the chief of the railway guards
and two railway employees, plundered the till and fled towards
Kaitzushan.
A Japanese armoured train and Chinese soldiers
were sent to the spot.

2=
On the 23rd at 2 a.m. a dozen brigands attacked the
station of VJeihulin (the fourth station to the east of Chiaoho),
3.
At Emy (50 km. to the north of Tunhua) ninety-five
Chinese soldiers with about seventy brigands, after pilla.ging
the town, inarched on Tunhua, where there are only forty Chinese
soldiers and fifty police.
The inhabitants of the town sought
refuge in places of safety.

On the 24th at 7 a.m. these brigands called upon the
Chamber of Commerce to hand ovei' 11,000 silver dollars.
At the request of the Japanese Consul a section of
infantry was sent to Kirin with six police and five armed
volunteers on November 25th.

DISTRICT OF TASHICHIAO.

On the 25th at about 9 a.m, some 100 brigands with
machine guns and mortars attacked the district situated between
Sha-nan and Luchatun (to the south of Tashichiao),,
The police
of Wafangtien and that of Tashichiao endeavoured to drive them
off but the brigands occupied the hill to the south of Sha-nan.
Reinforcements have been sent to dislodge them.
(These brigands
appear to be the Chinese soldiers of the Yingkow water guard).
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Peris, November 23th, 1931.
APPEAL EROM TH?] _CHINE.SE . GOVERiW^^__W)ER .ARTICLE 11 OF

THE_.COVENzJlT

CH?hiTiœL.QÎ_A
Letter addressed by.tbeJPresid^nt..of ..th.e _Counci 1 to the

Repre s eqta.fives of China._hnd _ Japan..on November 26 th,

1931.

(Translation)

Paris, November 26th,

1931.

7our Excellency,
You were good enough during the interview I had with you this
afternoon to draw my attention to the situation in the Chinchow
region.
I reported our conversation to the Members of the Council,
whom I called together to-day for an exchange of views.
'.Vo
decided to submit the following proposal to our respective
Governments :

It is proposed that those Governments which are able to send
observers to the Chinchow region should give them the following
instructions:
(1) The observers shall in concert with one another examine
the possibility of establishing as between the Chinese and
Japanese troops a neutral zone or any other system calculated to
prevent any collision between the troops of the two Parties.

(2) The said observers will in concert with one another
consider the moans of establishing liaison with the commanders of
the Chinese and Japanese forces with a view to the necessary
arrangements being made.
In order that those instructions may produce the desired
results, the commander of the Chinese forces should be authorised
to get into touch with the observers in question.

Your excellency will, I am sure, draw the attention of your
Government to this important point.
(Signed)

ARISTIDE BRIAND.

President in Office of the Council
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LEAGUE OF NATIONS
C.932. M. 497.1931.VII.
Communicated to the
Council and the Members
of the League.

Paris, November 28th, 1931.

APFEAI. FROM THE CHINESE GOVERNMENT UNDER
ARTICLE 11 OF THE COVENANT.

Situation in the neighbourhood of Chinchow.
Note by the Secretary-General.
The Secretary-General has the honour to
circulate to the Council the following letter
which he has just received from the Representative
of China.

Paris, November 28th, 1931

Ref.144.

To the Secretary-General.
Sir,

I have received a report from Nanking that,
according to an urgent message from Chinchow, the Japanese
troops are continuing their advance towards Chinchow: At
1.00 a.m. on November 28ths about one hundred Japanese
cavalry appeared north of Li-Chia-Wo-Pu and simultaneously
several hundred Japanese infantry supported by artillery
appeared to the south of the said town
The object of their
advance seems to be Ta-hu-shan
The Chinese troops have
now withdrawn to Pei-chen.

I shall be much obliged if you will be good enough
to circulate this message to the Members of the Council.
(Signed)

SAO-KE ALFRED SZE.
p. C.KUANPSON YOUNG.
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C.933.M.493.1931.VII.

Co..Jtunicated to the
Council and the Members
of the League.

Paris, November 28th,1931.

APPEAL FROM THE CEIINESE GOVERNMENT UNDER ARTICLE 11

0F_ THE_ COVENANT.
ESTABLISHMENT OF A NEUTRAL ZONE IN THE NEIGHBOURHOOD

OF . CIHRCHO W._

Reply from the Representative of China on the
Council to the letter, dated November 26th, 1931,
from the President of the Council.
Paris, November 27th,

1931.

To the President of the Council.

I have the honour tn acknowledge the receipt of your
letter of yesterday, in which you informed me that the Members of the
Council, whom you convened yesterday for an exchange of views, had
decided to submit to their respective Governments the following pro
posal :

"It is proposed that those Governments which are able
to send observers to the Chinchow region should give them
the following instructions:

/

1) The observers shall concert with each other to study
the possibility of establishing between the Chinese
and Japanese troops, the demarcation of a neutral zone,
or institute any other measure for the purpose of
avoiding contact between these troops.
2) The said observers shall concert with each other to
establish a method of liaison with the Commanders of
the Chinese and Japanese forces in view of necessary
arrangements.
In order that these instructions might have the useful
results which are to be expected, it would be desirable that
the Commander of the Chinese forces should be authorised to
got in touch with the observers concerned."

As you requested, I immediately drew the attention of my
Government to the above proposal.
I have now received a reply from
my Government, which I hasten to place before you.

The Chinese Government desires to thank you and the Members
of the Council for the proposal and to say that it is immediately
giving orders to the Commander of the Chinese forces at Chinchow,
authorising him to put himself into communication with the observers
concerned, for the stated purpose of effecting the necessary arrange
ments for avoiding contact between the Chinese and Japanese forces.

(Signed)

SAO-KE ALFRED SZE.
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Communicated, to the Council
and the Members of the League.

Paris, November 28th, 1931.

APPEAL OF THE CHINESE GOVERNMENT UNDER ARTICLE 11 OF THE

COVENANT.

Situation in the neighbourhood of Tsitsihar.
Communication from the British Representative on the Council.
Note by the Secretary-General.

At the request of the British Representative on the
Council the Secretary-General has the honour to circulate
to the Council the following information communicated to
him on November 28th, 1931.

MEMORANDUM.
The following information has been received from a British
observer recently at Tsitsihar:
Returned November 24th from Tsitsihar which is completely
under Japanese military control, troops quartered in various places
in the town and at main station (although small walled city in the
heart of the town containing provincial government buildings is not
occupied).
Provincial Kuomintang and telegraph office occupied by
civilian administration, buildings closed, certain amount of house
to house searches for arms, etc., but no looting or other excesses,
occupation carried out in an orderly manner.
Certain amount of
alarm among inhabitants, no Chinese administration of any kind
functioning, all senior officials have fled except assistant chief
of police who remained with one-third of normal force and Commissary
for Foreign Affairs.
Japanese have not interfered with former but
smallness of his force makes it difficult for him to take the
responsibility of safety of the city.
Latter informed me that ho
was co-operating with Chamber of Commerce in arranging for organ
isation of provincial committee of public safety but negotiations
not yet complete as they had not yet come to agreement with
Japanese whose assent and indirect control would be necessary.
Most of the Japanese residents have now returned to
Tsitsihar and large number of South Manchurian Railway officials
and civiliahs have also arrived.
Railway to Taonan repaired.
No indications of Japanese intention to advance further north
(although aeroplane reconnaissances are made daily).
Military
authorities state that they intend to withdraw to Taonan portion
of troops now in Tsitsihar, (estimated at 2,500).
Japanese troops
in poor condition owing rapidity of advance and bitter weather con
ditions; exceptionally heavy casualties from frostbite - 350 hors
de combat.

No interference whatever with Chinese Eastern Railway
and no Japanese troops in railway zone.
United Kingdom Delegation,
Paris.
28th November.1931.
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Communicated to the
Council and the
Members of the League.

Paris, November 28th, 1931

APPEAL FROM TIL'S ŒIIEIkSL.. GOy/dREMENT^jNPER ARTICLE.
11 OF TEN COVENANT.

Communication from tie Jaoanese delegation concerning
the incidents at Tientsin.

Npte__by _tbe_Leoretary-General.

The Secretary-General has the honour to circulate to the
Council the following communies tien dated xxovember 28th, 1931,
which he has just received from the Japanese delegation.

Paris, November 28th, 1931.
Sir,

With reference to my previous letter concerning the
fresh incidents at Tientsin, I have the honour to communi
cate to you a translation of a protest made by M.
Shigemitsu, Japanese Minister in China, to the minister of

Foreign

fairs at wanking.

Requesting you to communicate this information to

the ^-resident and Members of the Council, I have the

honour to be, etc.
■(Sgd)

S. SAWADA

Director of the Japanese League of
Nations Office

*
J
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11 OF THE COVENANT

Communication from the Japanese delegation concerning
the incidents at Tientsin.

Note_Jjy the, 3ecretary-General.

The Secretary-General has the honour to circulate to the
Council the following, communication dated November 28th, 1931,
which he has just received from the Japanese delegation.

Taris, November 28th

Sir,
With reference to my previous letter concerning: the

fresh incidents at Tientsin, 1 have the honour to communi
cate to you a translation of a protest made by

Shigemitsu, Jananese Minister in China,
Foreign ffairs
*

to the minister of

at wanking

Requesting you to communicate this information to

the President and Members of the C uncil, I have the

honour to be, etc

SAWADA
Director of the Japanese League of
Nations office
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NOTE OF .PROTEST CONCERNING THE TIENTSIN INCIDENTS
submitted by the Japanese Minister in China to the
minister of Foreign affairs of the Nationalist
Government (Translation).

Nanking, November 28th 1931.

Monsieur le Ministre,
According to a report which has just been sent to me by the Japanese
Consul General at Tientsin, the Chinese troops in that town suddenly
opened fire on November 26th after 8 o’clock on the Japanese barracks aid
on our Concession.
Although the Chinese authorities were requested to
cease fire, the attack was nevertheless continued and the Japanese forces
stationed at Tientsin were finally compelled to reply in order to defend
the Concession and the Japanese nationals.
The bombardment had not yet
ceased in the afternoon of the 27th.
The course of events was as follows:
(1)
Although the Chinese authorities at Tientsin had not yet ful
filled all the obligations which they had entered into as a result
of the previous incident, the Japanese command, wishing to give
evidence of its pacific spirit, had dispersed part of its forces
and had even disarmed the volunteer troops at 3 p.m. on November 26th
The Japanese defence was thus considerably reduced, and an attempt
appears to have been made on the Chinese side to take advantage of
thosj circumstances.
(2)
At 8 o’clock On the same day, the Chinese town at Tientsin was
suddenly plunged into darkness,,
(3) At 8.25 the Chinese troops sent up rockets over our Concession
and began to bombard the Japanese barracks and the Concession with
guns, mortars and machine-guns.
(4) At 9.10 the Chinese troops began to bombard the Japanese
barracks from a distance of about 800 metres to the north-west.
(5) In these circumstaces, the Japanese troops Were obliged to
fire back and fighting commenced at 9.15.
(6) When the attack opened, the Japanese Consul General and the
commander of our tro ps approached the Chinese authorities, and
asked them to stop the bombardment.
The Chinese authorities replied
that their forces were firing on irregular soldiers and that by
mistake- the shells had fallen on the Japanese side.
They promised
that the bombardment would cease before 10.30.
This promise was not kept, however, and firing still con
tinued on the afternoon of the 27th.
(7) The Japanese Consul immediately applied to the nearest post of
the Chinese police forces for details regarding the presence of
the irregular soldiers.
He was told in reply that they had no
knowledge of this fact.
That being the case, this was clearly a pre-meditated attack
by the Chinese authorities at Tientsin against the Japanese.
It
is therefore of the greatest importance, in order to avoid extend
ing this incident, that Your Excellency’s Government should order
the immediate cessation of the attack by Chinese forces, and should
instruct the local authorities to get into touch with the Japanese
authorities to consult with them for the ourposv of bringing about
a pacific settlement of the incident.
I have therefore the honour to request the Chinese Government
urgently to take approprietc and effective measures for this purpose.

(Signed)

SHIGExVITSU
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Communicated to the Council
and the Members of the League.
Paris, November 29th, 1931.

APPEAL OF THE CHINESE GOVERNMENT UNDER .ARTICLE 11
OF THE .ÇOVEiûHJTj,

Communication from the French Representative
on the_ Cojinc i_l.

Hote

the Secretary-General.

At the request of the French Representative
on the Council, the Secretary-General has the
honour tn circulate to the Council the following
information which has been communicated to him.

Paris, November 28th, 1931.

The French Government has received the following
information regarding the situation in Manchuria:
1) Japanese troops removed from the calm sectors
are said to be concentrating at Mukden and a movement is said
to have been begun along the railway line in the direction of
Chinchow.
Aircraft are reported to be very active.
Sin-Min-Fu
was occupied by a Japanese advance guard.
2) In the Chinchow region there is no sign of any
Chinese attack;
it does not even appear that important defensive
positions have been organised by the Chinese. Moreover, order
prevails in the district.

3) French observers at Chinchow urge that the Com
mander of the Japanese troops should receive instructions which
would enable him to get into touch without delay with neutral
observers so as to stop the forward movement of the Japanese
troops and consider the possibility of fixing a neutral zone.

(Signed)

R. MASSIGLI.
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APPEAL FROM THE CHINESE GOVERNMENT UNDER ARTICLE 11

OF THE COVENANT.

Situation in the neighbourhood of Chinchow.

Note by the Secretary-General .
The Secretary-General has the honour to circulate
to the Council the following letter which he has just
received from the Representative of China.

Ref./145.

To the Secretary-General.

Paris, November 28th, 1931.

Sir,
I have received a cablegram from Nanking transmitting
a report from Chinchow on November 27th as published by the
Shanghai Evening Post, an American owned and edited paper, and
sent by its correspondent there.
The contents are of such
importance, especially emanating from a neutral and impartial
source, that I beg to give you the following summary and to
request you to have it circulated to the Members of the Council.

’’There is not the slightest intention or possibility
that the Chinese troops at Chinchow will launch an attack
against the Japanese positions in Mukden or elsewhere.
’’This is the considered opinion of foreign military
attachés from American, British and French legations who
arrived at Chinchow on the 24th of November, interviewed
General Mei Chung-Lin, the Acting Governor and General Yang
Chen, Chief of Staff, and personally inspected the military
situation in Chinchow and its vicinity.

’’According to foreign observers, Chinese troops here
do not exceed 20,000.

"Few Chinese troops are in evidence in the City of
Chinchow, where peace and order arc maintained by the cadet
corps.
’’The Chinese troops in evidence along the PeipingMukden Railway consist chiefly of miscellaneous units which
have collected in the vicinity of Chinchow after having been
expelled from îthe various parts of Manchuria after Japanese
occupation."
Please accept, Sir, the renewed assurance of my
highest consideration.

SAO-KE ALFRED SZE.
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APPEAL FROM THE CHINESE GO VERNIRENT UNDER
ARTICLE 11 OF THE COVENANT.

Note

th® Secretary-General.

The Secretary-General has the honour to
circulate to the Council the following letter
which he has just received from the Representa
tive of China,

Paris,

November 28th,

1931.

Ref./146.
To the Secretary-General.

Sir,

I have received the following two reports from
Nanking which I request you to be good enough to circulate
to the Members of the Council:

1. In the regions in Manchuria undur Japanese
occupation, a move has been started by Japanese land
corporations falsely and forcibly to establish titles
to land, now legally held by Chinese„
The Chowa Agri
cultural Corporation, a Japanese concern, has written
letters to eleven villages, including Huang-Ku-Tun,
Niu-Hsin-Tun and others, claiming that the land belonged
to two Japanese who had transferred it to the Corpora
tion sever?! years ago and ordered the tenants to apply
for certificates issued by the Corporation, threatening
viction if this is not complied with.
On November 11,
ùhe said Corporation erected boundary signs with the
following words:
"This Land Property of the Chowa Cor
poration" .
2. According to a delayed Reuter’s .report, which is
quoted below, dated November 23 from Mukden, two Chinese
were killed by Japanese snntries at Huang-Ka-Tun without
apparent cause.

"There was a tragic incident here yesterday night
which is arousing considerable amount of adverse comment
as it resulted in Japanese sentries at Huang-Ka-Tun
station shooting and killing two Chinese without apparent
cause.
The Chinese concerned were man, his wife, son
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and daughter - a family in rather poor circumstances»
the man being a ticket-collector employed by the PeipingMukden Railway»
The party emerged late at night from
Huang-Ka-Tun station, terminus of Peiping-Mukden Railway
in Chinese City,

There are no Japanese troops in the station itself
but there is a sentry post right across the street.
The
party of four - very obviously a family party - coming
out of the station crossed the street and when some
distance from the sentries were challenged in Japanese.
Immediately, probably from fear, the party began running
with the man and son leading.
The sentries immediately
levelled their rifles and shot down both, killing them
instantly.
A brilliant moon gave excellent visibility
of a kind which one imagines should also have enabled
the sentries to see the people to be an ordinary family
party homebound.
It is perhaps a little remarkable
that this sort of thing can still happen here.
Moreover
it should be remembered that no martial law is in force
so that such summary shooting demands greater justifica
tion. ”

Please accept, Sir, the renewed assurance of my
highest consideration.
(Signed)

SAO-KE ALFRED SZE.
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APPEAL OF THE CHINESE GOVERNMENT UNDER ..RTICLE 11

OF THE COVENANT

Communication from the British Representative _on

the Council

Note by_the Seer e t ary--G eneral

At the request of the British Representative on
the Council the Secretary-General has the honour to
circulate to the Council the following
information communicated to him on
November 29th, 1931.

Informâtio_n received from British observers

British observer?, telegraphing at 11 a.m. on

November 28th report that Chinese Headquarters spate that a
mixed force of Japanese troops has occupied Li-chia-wo-pu

station.

A Chinese armoured train has withdrawn towards

Tahushan, where there is one battalion less a company of

Chinese troops.

Train now only runs north as far as Tahushan

No definite news from cither flank,

though Japanese forces

reported to be moving in direction of Ko......
/mother British observer reports having interviewed
General Ma on November 26th, who has established Government
at Hailun.
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APPEAL FROM THE CHINESE GOVERNMENT UNDER ARTICLE 11
OF THE COVENANT.

ESTABLISHMENT OF k NEUTRAL ZONE IN THE NEIGHBOURHOOD OF CHINCHOW.

Reply from the Representative of Japan on the
Council to the letter, dàted November 26th, 1931,
from the President of the Council.

Paris, November 28th, 1931.
Your Excellency,
With reference to my letter of November 27th, I have the
honour to acquaint you that my Government has just informed me that
it has examined with great care the proposal submitted to the Govern
ments represented on the Council.

The policy which the Japanese Government has so far consistent
ly pursued in the true interest of good relations between China and
Japan has been not to resort, in disputes capable of direct settle
ment with China, to the interposition of third parties; and it cannot
but pursue this line of conduct in the present case.
Within these limits it will, of course, always be prepared to
give the fullest consideration to any means of avoiding a conflict.
It was in this spirit that it welcomed China’s recent proposal, which
was transmitted to it by His Excellency the French Ambassador at Tokio.
as you have certainly been informed by M. de Martel,
Baron Shidehara,, when expressing to the latter the hope, which the
Japanese Government shares with the French Government, that hostilities
would be avoided in the Chinchow district, informed him that if China
withdrew her troops entirely from the Chinchow district to ShanghaiKwan and west of that place and only maintained the administration
(including the policing) of the Chinchow district at Shanghai-Kwan,
the Japanese Government would be prepared to undertake in principle
that Japanese troops would not enter the zone thus evacuated by the
Chinese troops, except in the unexpected case of serious and urgent
circumstances threatening the safety of the lives and property of
Japanese nationals in Northern China and the safety of the Japanese
troops stationed therein.

The Japanese Government at the same time expressed its readi
ness to order its competent authorities on the spot to enter into
negotiations at any moment with the local Chinese authorities regard
ing the exact determination of the above-mentioned zone and the
detailed measures for giving effect to this arrangement.

Under these circumstances it would be desirable tn the
opinion of the Japanese Government to see how the above-mentioned
suggestions will be received.
(Signed)

K. YOSIIZaWA,

Japanese Representative on the Council
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Reply by the President of the Council to che letter from the
Japanese Representative on the council d: ted Lovemocr"26th" 1931 *

naris, ilovojibor 29th, 1931.

Your Excellency,
I have the honour to acknowledge r-t ceint of your letter dated
November 2 th in which you communicated to me your Government’s
oninion on the oro^osal which I transmitted to you on November 26th.

I cannot helo thinking that a misundurs-.anding exists with
regard to the bearing of this uronosal which do.:- not constitute,
as you seem to think, an invitation ” to resort to the interposition
of third parties” in a disputé cap--bio of direct settlement’batuocn
Japan and China.

’"hat my colleagues on the Council! and myself contemplated was
certain measures to be taken in e dangerous situation to’vhicli Your
Excellency, like the Chinese Renresentctivc, had drawn my attention.
Ths meusures in question mere exceptional measures to be taken
rapidly to avoid a conflict between the onoosing. forces in the
district of Chinchov; and thus to oreVe-nt loss of human life.
It is
for this reason that my colleagues and I r;.g.’-rd it as extremely
important that the facilities mentioned in my letter of hovembor
26th should be given to the représentetives sent to the spot by
certain rovers.
Idoruover, the exceptional measures contemplated may be token
without oreJudice to the wider proposals which your Government may
wish to submit to the Chinese Government.

I further venture to remind you that as regards the particular
case with which we arc dealing, viz., the danger of encounters
between Janr.neso and Chinese forces in the Chi nohow district, the
Chinese proposal for the crortion of ?. neutral zone involved the
despatch of international det.’ chnients t.> the said zone.
Yer this
prop osaiM which rr-ised difficulties of c nr
*
ctio-:l_n turc, my
colleagues and I substituted the suggestion which 1
gain wish to
recommend to your Government’s ■’-ttention.

(signed)

/GRIGTIDE BRIAND,
President in Office of the C-uncil.

*

Soc Document C.940.11.505.1931,VII.
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Paris, November 30th, 1931

APPEAL OF THE CHINESE GOVERNMENT UNDER

ARTICLE 11 OF THE COVENANT.

Communication from tha._British representative on
the Council?
Note by the Secretary-General,

At the request of the British Representative on
the Council the Secretaiy-General has the honour to
circulate to the Council the following information communi
cated to him or November 30th, 1931.

tJEMCRANDUM

A British official observer, reporting on November
28th, stated that he had witnessed

the withdrawal of the

Japanese troops from Sinmin to Mukden.
An official report from Tientsin states that on
the night of November 26th a disturbance broke out on the
border of the Japanese concession and Chinese city on
similar lines to that of November 8th.

Firing seems to have

begun on the Chinese side but whether direct intention

against Japanese or not it is impossible to say.

The upshot

was that the Japanese on their side opened fire even using
mountain guns.

The outbreak was generally anticipated and e

foretold by local Chinese of all classes.

Firing began at

about 8 p.m. and continued intermittently until 10 a.m.

November 27th.

Quiet seems to be temporarily restored but

traffic is again dislocated.

The Japanese maintain that
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regular Chinese troops participated in spite of the Governors
promise of November 15th that they would all be withdrawn

beyond 20 li radius.

The Japanese General has demanded of the Chinese

(1) the cessation of hostilities.
troops 20 li from Tientsin.

(2)

Bona fide withdrawal of

(3) The withdrawal of special armed

police to the northern district of Tientsin,

of troop movements in this province.

Japanese agitation.

(5)

(4) The stoppage

the stoppage of anti

The Chinese have replied (1)

that no

action has been taken against the Japanese, only against

Pienitui.

(2) This has already been done.

(3) That the with

drawal of all such police would result in fresh outbreaks.
The Chinese are willing that an international force should

There is no movement of

patrol the area in question.

(4)

troops towards Tientsin.

This has already been done.

ns regards (2)

15th Brigade,

(5)

it is rumoured in Tientsin that the

which had been withdrawn, has returned to

Tientsin and that Chinese artillery has been mounted in the

city.

The Chinese, however, flatly deny the truth of these

reports.

150 Japanese marines were expected to arrive at

Tientsin on the night of November 27th.

The

Chinese generally

seemed to expect further outbreaks in the course of the next

twenty-four hours.

United Kingdom Delegation,
PARIS.
30th November, 1931.

) 4 5 r
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APPEAL OF THE CHINESE GOVERNMENT UNDER
ARTICLE 11 OF THE COVENANT-

Communication from the British Representative on the Council.
Note by the Secretary-General.

At the request of the British Representative
on the Council the Secretary-General 'has the honour
to circulate to the Council the following information
communicated to him on November 30th, 1931.

"A British official observer reports

returned from Hailun on November 27th.,

that he

General Ma has

transferred the Provincial Government from Tsitsihar to

Hailun.
as usual.

The District Administration was functioning

The Japanese have not advanced north of

Tsitsihar though aeroplanes had reconnoitred Tai-an-Chen

without dropping bombs."
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Note by the &e 0 re t ary-Gene ra1.

The Secretary-General has the honour to
circulate to the Council the following letters
wnich he has just received from the Representa
tive of China.

Paris,

30th November 1931

Ref./148.

To the Secretary-General.

I have received, the following report from Nanking,
which I request you to be good, enough to circulate to the
Members of the Council.

"On November 27th, thirty-six Japanese reserves,
and. on the following day, one thousand four hundred
Japanese troops, including a telegraph corps, passed
Seoul, Korea, for Manchuria."

(Signed)

SAO-KE ALFRED SZE.

Paris,

30th November 1931

Ref,/149.

To the Secretary-General.

Sir
I have received the following report from Nanking,
which X request you to be good enough to circulate to the
Members of the Council,
(1) On November 28th, *
thirty-si Japanese soldiers
attacked and entered the town of Lr-cnia-wo-po, south
west of Mukden, and left after twelve hours, taking
with them Chinese long distance telephone and tele
graph instruments.
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(2) On the sane day, Japanese planes dropped bombs
in the vicinity of the railway station at Ta-hu-shan.
(3) The railway bridge and telegraphic lines east
of Ta-hu-shan have been seriously damaged.”

SAO-KE ALFRED SZE.

(Signed)

Paris,

30th November 1931.

./150.
To the Secretary-General.

Sir,
I have received the following report from Nanking,
which I request you to be good, enough to circulate to the
Members of the Council.

”1. On November 29th, about six hundred Japanese
cavalry with artillery proceeded from New-Chwang to
Yin-Kow.

2. On the same day, one Japanese aeroplane circled
over Kou-pang-tze and another flew over Chinrhow.

3. According to a report from the Tientsin local
authorities, ir_ the early morning of November 29th,
there was intermittent rifle and machine-gun firing
by the Japanese troops at Hai-Kwan-ssu and other
places near the border of the Japanese Concession.
The Chinese police did not return the fire."
(Signed)

SAO-KE ALFRED SZE.
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PARIS, December 1st, 1931.

/.PPL LL_ FR0?/r 1H3 CGiTRGE COV IRl^îT? l l"'’)~R
ARTICLE 11 0? THji COV:MAPI.
China’s reply to the Japanese demands con
cerning the situation at Tientsin.

Note by the Secretary-General.

The Secretary-General has the honour
to circulate to the Council the following
letter which he has just received from the
Representative of China.
PARIS, 30th Kovenbsr, 1931.
To the Secretary-General.

Sir,
I beg to communicate to you the f0llori.• 2 Lns’lish
translation of the main points of China’s reply to the demands •
made by Japan on November 27th concerning the situation at Tientsin.

"Having repeatedly declared that China has only taken
defensive measures against the plain-clothes irregulars and is
absolutely not hostile to Japan, China is confident that Japan
will fully understand China’s attitude which has always been
friendly and hopes that both parties -ill check actions that
may give rise to misunderstanding.
’’The Chinese troops have already been withdrawn
temporarily to twenty li (approximately seven rlEs) from the
city.
The J-prncsc Consul-General at Tientsin has been informed
to this effect.

"The local Chines a police are responsible for the safety
-of the civilian population.
If the Chincsv police should be
withdrawn as demanded b’’- Japan, the lifv and property of both
the Chinese and foreigners in the evacuated territory could not
be urotocted.
It is honed that this difficulty is understood
by Japan.
Howev..r, Chino, is ready to consider withdrawal if
effective measures for the maintenance of order can be arranged
by the joint efforts of the local authorities of the friendly
nations.

"Orders have been issued by the Chinese authorities
forbidding popular anti-Japanese .movements."
I request you to be good enough to have this comr.unication
circulated to the Members of the Council.
Please accept, Sir,
consideration.

the renewed assurance of my highest

(Signed)

SAO-xC MLFM3D SZH
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Communication from the Representative of France
on the Council

Note by the Secretary-General

At the request of the Representative of France on the
Council, the Secretary-General has the honour to transmit
to the Council the following information which has just
been communicated to him.

December 1st,

1931.

lILMOR.JiDUM

(Translation)

1.
It is reported that the Japanese Command has
decided to bring back all available forces within the SouthManchurian Zone with the exception of two battalions in the
Tsitsihar zone, one battalion at Kirin, another at Chang-Chun
and one battalion on the Liao river opposite Sin-Min.
(Information dated November 29th).
2.
Japanese aeroplane flew over Chinchow on the
morning of November 30th, but dropped no bombs.
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APPEAL OF THE CHINESE GOVERNMENT UNDER ARTICLE 11

OF THE COVENANT.

. Communication from the British Representative on the Council.
Note by the Secretary-General.

At the request of the British Representative on the
Council the Secretary-General has the honour to circulate
to the Council the following information communicated to
him on December 1st, 1931.

MEMORAN

DUM.

The following reports have been received from British

official observers'.-

Interviews with civil officials and tour of Chinchow
disclosed normal state.

Shops and schools are open, government

departments are functioning, truups orderly, revenue collection

shrinking because of trade stagnation.

There is no disorder

or brigandage.
A party of about forty Japanese soldiers in uniform

carrying side-arms arrived at Harbin early morning of November 27th
by rail from Changchun and were conveyed later to Japanese
Consulate-General.

Chinese Eastern Railway administration does

nut appear to have raised any difficulties.

United Kingdom Delegation,
PARIS.
De comber 1st, 1931.
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APPEAL FROM THE CHINESE GOVERNMENT UIWER

ARTICLE 11 OF THE COVENANT.

Note by t_he_ Socretary-Genera 1.

The Secretary-General has the honour to circu
late to the Council the following letter which he
has just received from the Representative of China.

Paris,

December 1st,

Sir,

The following reports from Nanking, which were delayed
in transmission thereto from the localities concerned, have been
received to-day.
I request; you to be good enough to circulate
them to the Members of the Council:
1.
According to the reports of the local Tientsin
authorities with reference to the disturbances of November 26th,
the Japanese troops with plain-clothes men fired on Chinese
police with rifles and machine-guns south and southeast of the
city in the early morning of November 26th, beginning at 2.0 a.m.
At 7.0 a.m., machine-gun fire came from the top of the southeast
wall and the Japanese JENTAN Company.

From 2,0 a.m. until daybreak, machine-gun fire con
tinued at Chakow,
Japanese regular troops and about twenty
plain-clothes men opened fire in the vicinity of the Telephone
Building at 8.0 p.m.
The lower section of Nen-kwan was also attacked.

2.
On November 27th, Japanese troops and armoured trains
moved from Li-chia-wo-po to Tang-chia-wo-po, continuing their
The firing was heard
attack on the Chinese armoured trains,
as far south as Ta-hu-shan.
On the same day, Japanese aeroplanes reconnoitered
Ta-hu-shan, Ta-lin-ho, Kou-pang-tse and Chinchow.
Seven
Japanese planes bombed and machine-gunned the Chinese armoured
trains at Jac-yang-ho and Li-chia-wo-po.

3.
Over 800 Japanese troops appeared at Chin-huang-tao,
near Shan-hai-kuan and the Great Wall.
They dug trenches and
set up electric barbed wires.

4.
A Japanese motor boat, Hakuyo Maru, transported over
90 Japanese marines, four machine-guns, and four cases of
ammunition to the Japanese Concession at Tientsin.
(Signed)

SAO-KE ALFRED SZE.

I.
fâàai&Æï ...
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APPEAL FROM THE CHINESE GOVERNMENT UNDER ARTICLE 11
OF THE COVENANT

Situation in the Chinchow district

Communication from the French representative on
the Council

Note by the Secretary-General

At the request of the French representative on the Council
the Secretary-General has the honour to transmit to the
Council the following information which has just been
communicated to him.

Paris, December 1st, 1931
To the Secretary-General,
Sir,

I have the honour to inform you that,

according to the

information which the French Government has received from its

representatives in the Chinchow district,

the press reports

concerning certain changes in the dispositions and numbers of
the Chinese troops in this district and that of Tsin-Wang-Tao

are unfounded.
M. Briand will be obliged if you would communicate the
present letter to his colleagues on the Council for their
information.
(Signed)

R. MASSIGLI
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APPEAL OF THE CIIINR3E GOVERNMENT UNDER ANTIC IE 11
OF THS _ÇCVEN£ÛJT.
Communication from the "British Benresentatiye__on_ the Council.

Note by the Secret a ry -General.

At the request of the British Aeoresentativu on the Council the
Secretary-General has the honour to circulate to the Council
the following information .communicated to him on December
2nd, 1931.

M E A4 0 R A N D U M
The following report has been received by the British Government:Mukden.

November 30 J-

Imminent departure of Chang-Ching-Hui from

Harbin to Tsitsihar to assume chairmanship of Lai-Lung-Kiang io indi

cated by de'patch to the latter niece of 500 police specially recruited

Janancse activity at Earbin very noticeable.

400 Japanese officially

described as volunteers have arrived.

Chinchow.

2 p.m. December 1:

at Chinchow.

Japanese aeroplanes survey over railway

Damage to railway near Jao-Yangho not yet repaired.

Chinese headquarters state that Japanese have withdrawn to Chu-liu-ho

and eastward leaving 100 men at Hsin-min-fu and advance detachment

at

Li-chai-kou,

Situation at Tientsin remains quiet.

Japanese headquarters there

state that naval landing party will now return to ships at Tang-ku.

United Kingdom Delegation,
F..RIS
2nd December, 1931.
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C.951.M.516.1931.VII•
Communicated to the Council
and the Members of the League.

Paris, December 2nd, 1931.

APPEAL FBOM THE CHINESE,GOVERNMENT UNDER ARTICLE 11
OF THE COVENANT.

Note by _t he_ Se cr etary_-Gen er al
The Secretary-General has the honour to
circulate to the Council the following letter
which he has just received from the Represen
tative of China.

Paris, December 2nd,

Ref.153.

1931.

To the Secretary-General.

Sir,
I have received tne following reports from Nanking

which I request you to be good enough to circulate to the Memoers

of the Council:
1.

On November 30th, at 11.0 a.m., one Japanese

aeroplane reconnoitred Ta-hu-shan;

it re-appeared

on the morning of December 1st.

2.

On December 1st, at 10.40 a.m., one Japanese

aeroplane reconnoitred Chinchow.
3.

On November 30th at 2.0 a.m.,

three Japanese

war vessels arrived at Chin-huang-tao, near the

Great Wall.

4.

On December 1st,

throe hundred additional Japanese

troops arrived in Tientsin.

(Signed)

SAO-KE-iiLFRED SZE
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Paris, December 3rd, 1931.

APPEAL FROM THE CHINESE GOVERNMENT UNDER

ARTICLE 11 OF THE COVENANT
Communication from the Japanese Delegation

Note by the Secretary-General
The Secretary-General has the honour to transmit to the
Council the following communication dated December 3rd, 1931,
which he has just received from the Japanese delegation.

Translation

Paris, December 3rd, 1931.

To the Secretary-General.
Sir,

The representative of China communicated to you under date
of November 29th (C.938.M.503.1931.VII) a report that two
Chinese had been killed without apparent cause by Japanese sentries
at Huang-Ka-Tun.
I i mediately
facts of this case.
informed me that this
I have received gives

applied to my Government to ascertain the
Our Consul-General at Mukden has just
report is entirely unfounded.
The telegram
the following particulars:

About 11 o’clock on November 22nd our gendarmes discovered
the bodies of two Chinese who had been killed by a hatchet in the
High Street of Huang-Ka-Tun situated in front of the station.
Enquiries which were at once made by our gendarmerie showed that the
victims were an employee of the Peiping-Mukden railway named
Wan Ching Nan (26 years of age) and his son (six years of age) who
had been killed as a result of private vengeance.
The weapon
used in committing the crime was found near the bodies.
The
Chinese authorities are therefore fully aware that the murder was
not committed by our soldiers.
The Chinese police is actively
searching for the murderer.

The same cable states that there are only five or six
gendarmes at Huang-Ka-Tun station and that no sentry was posted
there.

In requesting you to communicate the foregoing to the
President and the Members of the Council, I can only deplore once
more the regrettable methods of propaganda which do not hesitate
to submit to the Council of the League of Nations reports whose
accuracy has not been verified.
I am, etc.

(Sgd)

S. SAWADA

Director of the Japanese League
of Nations Office.
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. CEIITSSE G pJLfflùïM-T UNDER
TKE COVENANT.

the Chinese forces east of the Great Wall.

tion from Fk£.££PF£sOijFa'ti'vc of ?ranc_e

on the jÇoun eil.

Note by the Secretary-General.

At the request of the Representative of France
on the Council the Secretary-General has the honour
to transmit to the Council the following informa
tion which has just teen communicated to him.

Paris, December 2nd,

1931.

’ranslation.
The French delegation has the honour to forward
herewith to the Secretary-General of the League of Rations a
memorandum summarising the facts ascertained by French
observers as to the disposition of the Chinese forces east
of the Great Wall in the zone of the Pekin - Mukden railway.
The French delegation will be glad if the SecretaryGeneral would communicate this memorandum to the iiembers of
the Council.

ifEMCRANDUM.

December 2nd,

1931.

Late on November 26th, the Chinese forces east of
the Great Wall in the zone of the Pekin-LIukden railway were
as follows

■. )

From Chang-Hai-Koan to Chinchow excluded,
machine guns and 2,000 men;

b)

At Chinchow and in the neighbouring camps,.12th
and 20th brigades of infantry, one battalion
of engineers and transport services, 18 77
guns and 48 machine guns;
in all 18,000 men;

12
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c)

At Chang-Yang-King, the Staff, the 19th infantry
brigade, one communications company, 1 company
of guards, one cavalry squadron, one 85 battery;
in all 800 men.

d)

At Ta-Ling-Ho-Ticn,

e)

At Keou-Pang-Tseu, 2 infantry companies, one 75
mortar company, 1 machine gun company, 12 guns,
10 37 guns; in all 1,200 men;

f)

Along the railway track from Keou-Pang-Tseu to
Ying-Keou, one infantry battalion with 3 com
panies, between Keou-Pang-Tseu and Pang-Chang;
one company to the south, and one armoured train;
in all 800 men;

g)

Between Keou-Pang-Tseu and Ta-Hou-Chang, one
battalion with one
company at Tsing-Toei-Tseu;
at Ta-Hou-Chang, 3 companies, 2 armoured trains;
800 men;

h)

On the railway track from Ta-Hou-Chang to TongLiao, one independent cavalry brigade; in all
2,000 men.

2,000 men;

In all about 27,600 men, 16-17,000 of these being
combatant troops.
These arrangements correspond to the normal dis
position of the Chinese garrisons before September 18th,
except for one infantry brigade, one battalion of engineers
and the cavalry brigade.

In all the garrisons conditions were normal; the
commanders had received no special instructions.
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TH-E CL INESS GOVJMLTENT UNDER
ARIIÇIÆJLI _0F_ THE COVENANT.

C omimoni cat ion f r om_ t_he_e De 1 egat ion.

note by the Secretar y^Genera1.

The Secretary-General has the honour to transmit
to the Council the following communication, dated
December 3rd, which he has received from the Japanese
Delegation.

Paris, December 3rd,

1931.

To the Secretary-General,
Translation.
Sir,

A communication dated December 1st (C.947.M.512.1931.
VII) mentions that a party of about forty Japanese soldiers in
uniform arrived at Harbin early on the morning of November 27th
and proceeded to the Japanese Consulate General.

Our Consulate General informs me that there must have
been a mistake, some forty delegates of The Japanese Boy Scouts
sent on a visit to the armies having gone on that date to
Harbin.
They were wearing winter great-coats that had. been
lent by the military authorities because of the extreme cold.
This must be the reason for the mistake.
Fifteen representatives of the Students’ Federation
left Mukden for Harbin on the 28th also wearing military great
coats.
I am,

etc.,
(Signed)

S. SAWADA,

Director of the Japanese League
of Nations Office.
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C.955.M,520.1931.VII.

Laris,
December 5th, 1931

APPEAL FROM THE CHINESE GOVERNMENT UNDER
ART I ÇIE__1_1 _PJ? .TINS_CpVEN^?L♦

Situation in the neighbourhood of Chinchow.

Communication from the British Representative on
the Council.

Note by the Seeretary-General.

At the request of the British Representative
on the Council the Secretary-General has the honour
to circulate to the Council the following information
communicated to him on December 5th, 1931.

Memorandum.
The following report has been received from a

British observer

Chincho1”, December 3rd:

The situation is normal except

for daily air reconnaissances over Chinchow.

Conditions

at Tmgliao have teen normal since the departure of the
Japanese.

The latter have 100 men at Lin-Ho-Kou stated

by them to be for the defence of Sinmin from bandits.
British railway officials are supervising repairs to the

tracks and damaged bridges in the vicinity of Jao-yang-ho.
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<"f the League.

C.956»M.521.1031.VII

Paris,

December 5th, 1031.

APPEAL FROM THK_CHJ^^_GOV£P^MEN^W)Eï
ARTICLE 11 OF TIS COVENANT.

Communicated from the, Japanese Delegation^

Note by the Secretar^y^Genpra1

The Secretary-General has the honour to transmit to the
Council the following communication, dated December 5th, which
he has received from the Japanese Delegation.

Translation.

Japanese League of Nations Office
Pari s.
December 5tn,
1931»

To the Secretary-General.
Sir :

With reference to the British Government's communication

(C.950.M«.515.1931 .VII) mentioning the arrival at Harbin of "400

Japanese officially described as volunteers", our General Consulate
at Mukden has informed me that this must be a mistake (probable
confusion with the

communication).

boy-scout delegates mentioned in my previous

The British General Consulate would not have

been informed by the Harbin Consulate of such a fact.

(sgd):

S. SAWADA

Director of the Japanese League
of Nations Office.
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C.957.M.522.1931.VII

Paris,, December 6th, 1931.

APPEAL FROM THE CHINESE GOVERNMENT UNDER
ARTICLE 11 OF THE COVENANT.

Disposition of Chinese Forces east of the Great Wall,

Communication from. ,the representative of Franca on the Covncil.

Note by the Secretary-General

At the request of the representative of France on the
Council the Secretary-General has the honour to transmit to
the Council the following information which has just been
communicated to him.

In continuation of previous communications the French
delegation has the honour to inform the Secretary-General of the
League of Nations that further information received from the French

observers in the Chinchow district shows that no appreciable change
in the situation has occurred since November 27th.

According to

these observers the particulars furnished cn that date, which were

communicated to the Secretariat of the League in a memorandum of
December 2nd,(
)
*

may in general be regarded as still holding good.

The numbers of effectives mentioned in the memorandum represent

the maximum Chinese forces in the district.

The trains are running regularly and no requisitioning 0
wagons for the transport of Chinese troops is reported in the

Tientsin line.(•*)

(•*) See Document C. 953.M.518.1931.VII
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APPEAL PNOM THE CHINESE GOVERNMENT UNDER ABTICL3. il OP THE COVENANT

Communication from the British.Representative on the Council■

Note by the Secretary-General.

At the request of the British Representative on the
Council the Secretary-General. has the honour to circulate to the
Council the following information communicated to him on December
6th, 1931.

ME A ORAN D UM.

The following reports have been received from British

official Observers in Manchuria:Tb° views of foreign Observers aro identical} as follows;300 Japanese troops still west of Liao area are stationed at

Hsinmin-Tun and Chuliuho with a detachment patrolling the railway
west to break in the line near Paichipu because of alleged banditry

of which our Observer saw no evidence.

A troop train sufficient

to evacuate Japanese personnel is held at Hsinmin-Tun.

There have been no movements of Chinese troops on the

railways north of the üall.

Japanese reports that Chinchew area

has been reinforced by 12 to 30 trains cannot be confirmed.

The

Chiof Control Officer of Peking-Mukden railway states that Yingkcw
station has been handed over to the Chinese police.

[
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APPEAL FRdi_ TEE jQwI

_ART_I>CLEi> H

C.F„ TIS COVENANT,

Note __b y the Secretary-General.

The Secretary-General has the honour to circulate to
the Council the following letter which he has just received
from the Representative of China.

Ref./155

Paris, December 5th,1931

To the Secretary-General,

Sir,
In connection with certain prevailing reports that the
are Chinese outposts in the neighbourhood of Esin-min and that
these constituted a menace to the Japanese troops at iiukden,
I have the honour to forward to you,
for circulation to the Members
of the Council, the substance of a message sent by Marshal Chang.
General Yung Chin has reported from Chinchow that a
neutral observer has confirmed the fact that Japanese troops
have been moving back and forth between Liu-ho-kou and pei-chi-pao.
(towns in the neighbourhood of Hsin-min; on the pretext of
suppressing banuits.
In view of these circumstances, there are
obviously no Chinese outposts in that vicinity.

I am instructed to inform bombers of the Council that
the Chinese troops are still all stationed west of Li-Chiao-’Jo-Pu
(about halfway between Hsin-min and Aoupangtze) and that tnere
are none east of that place.

Please accept, Sir, the renewed assurance of my hVhes
consideration.

'
(sgd)

SAC-HE ALFRED SZE
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PARIS, December 7th, 19J1.

APPEAL FROM THE CHINESE GO VERNi^H'.UlIDER ARTICLE 11
OF THE" COVENANT ' ...... ................

Note by the Secretary-Genera1.

The Secretary-General has the honour to
circulate to
the Council the following letter which he has just received
from the Representative of China.

PARIS, Décembre 6th, I95I.

Ref. 156.

To the Secretary-General.

Sir,

I have received the following reports from Nanking which
I request you to be good enough to circulate to the Members
of the Council :
1,

The Japanese Army continues to menace the peace of
Chinchow by sending aeroplanes tn reconnoitre the city
daily. According to the latest reports received, on
December Jrd and 4th, one Japanese plane circled over
the provisional provincial administrative buildings many
times.

2.

On the 3rd of December,
reconnoitred Harbin,

5.

On December 1st and 2nd, 36 cases of trench mortar
, shells and J pistols were discovered hidden in cotton
bales, which were the property of the Japanese ”Inter-.nattonal Transportation Company”, in the Harbin warehouse
of the Chinese Eastern Railway.

one Japanese aeroplane also

Please accept, Sir, the renewed assurance of my highest
consideration.

(Signed) SAO-KE ALFRED SZE.
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Communication from the Japanse Deleg: tion.
Note by. the ge or et cry -General.
The Secretary-General has the honour to transmit to the
Council the following coiomunicc tion, dated December 6th, 1931,
which he has just received from the Japanese delegation.

Summary of telegrams received by the Japanese Delegation.
LATEST INFORMATION CONCERNING THE MOV’ICNT OF J.J’.JJESE

ÂND CHINESE TROOPS.

November 30th.

of cavalry

The troops sent from Liaoynng, one regiment

sent from Kunjuling and one company of engineers

sent from Tiekling were brought back from Tsitsihar and

regained their respective gtrrisons.

December 1st.

The contingents remaining at Tsitsihar, which

were suffering greatly from the cold and had many wounded, were
relieved by forces from General Suzuki's mixed brigade which

arrived recently from the home country.

December 3rd»
from the

The third infantry regiment returned to Mukden

Tsitsihar district.

Calm being restored in the Taonan district, the troops
in these places were brought back within the zones.

The troops from the Liac district have gradually been
withdrawn. The contingents of the Liaoyan garrison have all
regained that town.
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November 2 th.

In the morning the Chinese forces were

increased in the entire district east of Taliv.gho. Seven trains
vzere seen moving east and two vzest between noon and 2 p.m. Our

observers ascertained the presence of troops with artillery

at Paichipu, Taoshan, Koupantze and Chen-an. The total forces
in this district on December 3rd vzere estimated at two infantry
brigades, one cavalry brigade and one artillery group.
On November 29th there were twelve trains in the âistrict,
while next day there vzere twenty-one or twenty-two; most of the

troops appear to be quartered in the wagons.
A report dated December 4th states that the number of

Chinese forces in these districts has not yet decreased. The

sixth cavalry brigade coming from the district of the Great hall,
has just reached Chinchow; the third cavalry brigade has

.

apparently begun to advance on Hsinmin; part of the"'tenth

inf az? try brigade has arrived at Chang-','u.
have thus advanced to the vzest of Mukden,

The Chinese forces

gradually surrounding

this town.
The irregulars acting with the Chinese forces cut our

telegraph lines between Hsinmin and Chuliuho on November 29th,

Attempts vzere made in the rear of the Japanese troops to

interrupt traffic and a locomotive was derailed.
According to information dated November 30th, the irregulars
who are supported or armed by the Chinese authorities and
are along the Couth Manchurian Railway and in the districts

west of the railway, number about 19.000. Detachments of

volunteers numbering about 5.000

men are being organised. The

number of true bandits in the whole province of ; ukden is at
present about 5.CC0.

(
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Members of the League.

Paris, December 8th, 1931.

APPEAL FROM THE CHINESE GOVERNMENT UNDER ARTICLE
11 OF THE COVENANT.

Situation in _the_Prpvince of Heilungkiang.

Secretary-General.

The Secretary-General has the honour to
circulate to the Council the following letter
which he has just received frpm the Represen
tative of China.
Paris, December 7th, 1931.

Ref./157.

To the Secretary-General.
Sir,
I have been instructed by my Government to request you

to be good enough to

forward this communication to

the Members

of the Council.
General Ma Chan-shan has requested the Government to

deny officially the press reports alleging that he is preparing
to launch an attack on Tsitsihar.

General Ma states that he is

now only taken up with the task of re-organizing his troops,
which has been found imperative after their withdrawal from

Tsitsihar.

He will welcome neutral observers appointed by the

League Council to accompany him when arrangements have been made

for the evacuation

of the Japanese troops from the Province of

Heilungkiang.

(Signed) SAO-KE ALFRED SZE.
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APPEAL FROM THE CHINESE GOVERNMENT UNDER ARTICLE 11 OF THE COVENANT.

Communication from the Japanese Delegation.

Note by the Secretary-General.

The Secretary-General has the honour to transmit to the
Council the following communication, dated December 8th, 1931,
which he has just received from the Japanese Delegation.

OFFICIAL TELEGRAM RECEIVED BY THE JAPANESE DELEGATION.
December 7"th, 1931.

Chinese forces in the Chinchow District.
The forces of Marshal Chang-Houeh-Liang’s army in the Chinchow
district were roughly as follows on December 4th :

1, Between Chinchow and Suichung : about 3 infantry brigades,
one cavalry brigade, and one artillery brigade. Entrenchments are
being constructed east of Chinuhow on the Taling-ho line.
2, East of Chinchow, in the district of Koupantze, Tahushan
and Panshan (on the Yinkow line) : about 2 Infantry brigades and
one artillery regiment. Heishan (10 kilometres north of Tahushan):
one cavalry brigade.

3, In front of the main forces on the Heishan-Tahushan-Suichung
Chinchuw-Panshan line, there is a line of outposts of from 100 to
200 infantrymen stationed at Tienshuantai, Taian, Paichipu, Changwu
and Fakumen, and also along the Liao.
On December 5th about 200 to 300 Chinese soldiers proceeded
to repair the railway track between Tienshuantai and Hopei.
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C.964.M.529.1931.VII.

Paris, December 9th,

1931.

APPEAL FROM THE CHINESE GOVERNMEiTT UNDER
ARTICLE 11 OF THE COVENANT

DRAFT RESOLUTION.

The Council
1.
Reaffirms the resolution passed unanimously by it on
September 30th 1931, by which the two Parties deciare that they are
solemnly bound.
It therefore calls upon the Chinese and Japanese
Governments to take all steps necessary to assure its execution, so
that the withdrawal of the Japanese troops within the railway zone
may be affected as speedily as possible under the conditions set
forth in the said resolution.
2.
Considering that events have assumed an even more serious asnect
since the Council Meeting of October 24th,

Notes that the two Parties undertake to adopt all measures
necessary to avoid any further aggravation of the situation and to
refrain from any initiative which may lead to further fighting and
loss of life.
3.
Invites the two Parties to continue to keep the Council informed
as to the development of the situation.
4.
Invites the other Members of the Council to furnish the Council
with any information received from their representatives on the spot.

5.
Without prejudice to the carrying out of the above-mentioned
measures,
Desiring, in view of the special circumstances of the case,
contribute towards a final and fundamental solution by the two
Governments of the questions at issue between them,

to

Decides to appoint a Commission of five members to study on the
spot and to report to the Council on any circumstance which,
affecting international relations, threatens to disturb peace between
China and Japan, or the good understanding between them, upon which
peace depends.
The Governments of China and of Japan will each have the right
to nominate one assessor to assist the Commission.

The two Governments will afford the Commission all facilities to
obtain on the spot whatever information it may require.
It is understood that should the two Parties initiate any
negotiations, these would not fall within the scope of the terms of
reference of the Commission, nor would it be within the competence
of the Commission to interfere with the military arrangements of
either Party.
The apoointment and deliberations of the Commission shall not
prejudice in any way the undertaking given by the Japanese Government
in the resolution of September 30th as regards to withdrawal of the
Japanese troops within the railway zone.

6.
Between now and its next ordinary Session, which will be held on
January 25th, 1932, the Council, which remains seized of the matter,
invites its President to follow the question and to summon it afresh
if necessary.
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VII.

Paris,
December 9th,

1932

APPEAL EROk THE CHINESE GOVERNMENT UNDER
ARTICLE 11 OF THE COVENANT.

Declaration by the President.

Paris,

9/XII/31.

It will be observed that the resolution which is
before you provides for action on two separate lines:
(1) to
put an end to the immediate threat to peace;
(2) to facili
tate the final solution of existing causes of dispute between
the two countries.
The Council was glad to find during its present
sittings that on enquiry into the circumstances which tend to
disturb the relations between China and Japan, in itself
desirable, would be acceptable to the Parties.
The Council
therefore welcomed the proposal to establish a Commission
which was brought before it on November 21st.
The final
paragraph of the resolution provides for the appointment and
functioning of such a Commission.
I shall now make certain comments on the resolution
paragraph by paragraph.
Paragraph 1.
This paragraph reaffirms the resolu
tion unanimously adopted by the Council on September 30th,
la.ying particular stress on the withdrawal of the Japanese
troops within the railway zone on the conditions described
therein as speedily as possibly.

The Council attaches the utmost importance to this
resolution, and is persuaded that the two Governments will
set themselves to the complete fulfilment of the engagements
which they assumed on September 30th.

Paragraph 2.
It is an unfortunate fact that since
the last meeting of1 the Council events have occurred which
have seriously aggravated the situation, and have given rise
to legitimate apprehension.
It is indispensable and urgent
to abstain from any initiative which may lead to further
fighting, and from all other action likely to aggravate the
situation.
Paragraph 4.
Under paragraph 4, the members of
the Council other than the Parties are requested to continue
to furnish the Council with information received from their
representatives on the spot.

$

-à
ri
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Such information having proved of high value in the
past, the Powers who have the possibility of sending such
representatives to various localities have agreed to do all
that is possible to continue and improve the present system.

For this purpose, those Powers will keep in touch
with the two Parties, so that the latter may, should they so
desire, indicate to them the localities to which they would
desire the despatch of such representatives.
Paragraph 5.
Provides for the institution of a
Commission of Enquiry.
Subject to its purely advisory
character, the terms of reference of the Commission are wide.
In principle no question which it feels called upon to study
will be excluded provided that the question relates to any
circumstances which, affecting international relations,
threaten to disturb peace between China and Japan, or the
good understanding between them upon which peace depends..
Each of the two Governments will have the right to request
the Commission to consider any question the examination of
which it particularly desires.
The Commission will have
full discretion to determine the questions upon which it will
report to the Council, and will have power to make interim
reports when desirable.

If the undertakings given by the two Parties
according to the resolution of September 30th have not been
carried out by the time of the arrival of the Commission, the
Commission should as speedily as possible report to the
Council on the situation.
It is specially provided that "should the two
Parties initiate any negotiations, these would not fall with
in the scope of the terms of reference of the Commission, nor
would it be within the competence of the Commission to inter
fere with the military arrangements of either Party".
This
latter provision does not limit in any way its faculty of
investigation.
It is also clear that the Commission will
enjoy full liberty of movement in order to obtain the informa
tion it may require for its reports.
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Paris, December 9th, 1931.

APPEAL FROM THE CHINESE GOVERNMWT UNDER ARTICLE 11

OF THE COVENANT

Situation on the west of the Liar River
Note by the_S ecret ary-General
The Secretary-General has the honour to circulate
to the Council the following letters which he has just
received from the Representative of China.

Ref./158

Paris, December 9th, 1931

To the Secretary-General

Sir,
I have received the following reports from Nanking,
which I request you to be good enough to circulate to the
Members of the Council:
1

«Japanese cavalry are advancing to the west of the
Liao River.

2.

The Japanese have appointed nineteen Chinese
regimental commanders, ordciing them to gather to
gether lawless elements for the purpose of disturbing
Chinchow.
(Sgd.) SAO-EE ALFRED SZE

Ref ./159
Paris, December 9th, 193 1

To the Secrotary-General
Sir,
I have received the following report which I request
you to be good enough tv c irculate immediately tc the Members
of the Council.

At 11.50 a.m. of December 9th, three Japanese aeroplanes dropped two bombs at Tienchangtai on the Tinkow Branch
Newchang.
Afterwards,
Line, nineteen kilometres north of
seven bombs were dropped on Tawa, thirty-seven kilometres north
of Newchang.
And finally, on their return over Tienchangtai,
twenty more bombs were dropped.

(Sgd.) SAO-KE ALFRED SZE
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APPEAL FROM THE CHINESE GOVERNMENT

UNDER ARTICLE 11 OF THE COVENANT

Note by_the Secretary-General.

The Secretary-General has the honour
to circulate to the Council the follow
ing ’'"letter which he has just received
from the Representative of China.

Faris, December 10th,1931.

Ref ./160.
&

Sir,

I have received the following reports from Nanking
which I; request you to be good enough to circulate immediately
to the Meinbers of the Council:
eight Japanese
1.
On December 9th, at 11.30 a.m
aeroplanes, flying along the Kou-Fang-Tse Yinkow Line, dropped
21 bombs on the village of Cheng-Chia-Tun and 7 bombs on the
Tawa Station.
During the raid, machine-guns were also fired
by the Japanese aeroplanes.

2.
On the same day, at 11.20 a.m., two Japanese aero
planes reconnoitred Chinchow, flying over the Provincial
At 12.05 p.m.,
Administration Building for half an hour,
three Japanese aeroplanes flew over Chinchow again at an
extremely low altitude, only about ten feet above the roofs.
3.
The Japanese have begun the construction on
December 7th of an aerodrome at I;a-Chia-kou, east of Harbin.

(.Signed)

SAO-KE ALFRED SZE.
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APPEAL FROM THE CHINESE GOVERNMENT UNDER ARTICLE 11 OF THE COVENANT.

„

Communication from the Japanese Delegation.

Anti-Japanese agitation in China and activity of the bandits and
irregular troops in Manchuria..
Note by the Secretary-General.

The Secretary-General has the honour to transmit to the Council
the following communication, dated December 11th, 1931, which he
has received from the Japanese delegation.
1) ANTI-JAPANESE AGITATION IN CHINA.

(Summary of recent telegrams received by the Japanese Delegation).
I. ORGANISATION - OFFICIAL PARTICIPATION.
(a) The Commissariat of Education sent, on November 10th, to Hie
Peiping Education Bureau and to all faculties the order to devote
several hours a week in schools to the teaching of "the history of
Japanese aggressive policy and imperialism in China", over and above
the ordinary curriculum.
(b) The Executive Yuan of the National Government recently sent
Chang-Hsueh -liang secret instructions to be communicated to the govern
ment of each province, to the administrative departments end to the
police.
This document bears the title "Instructions for the guidance
of the organs of the party in th^ir anti-Japanese campaign", and reads
as follows:
1. General■Instructions.
1) All sections of the Nationalist Party must give a lead to the masses
and make them organise patriotic anti-Japanese associations.
2) These associations are to draw up a plan of action, taking into
account the special circumstances of each area, and carry it into
effect after submitting it to the headquarters of the Party and
securing its approval.
3) The members of the local sections and all who belong to the movement
must join forces in the anti-Japanese campaign,
4) The anti-Japanese organisations must, in the course of their
activities, avoid the destruction of Japanese shops or any violence
towards Japanese subjects.

2. Investigations.
1) All local sections of the Party and patriotic anti-Japanese asso
ciations must keep strict watch on Chinese employed in Japanese
factories, shops, companies and consulates in China, as well as on
their relations with the Japanese.
They will notify any plotting
and make secret reports from time to time.
2) All local sections of the Party and patriotic anti-Japanese
associations must appoint members to a supervising committee which
will collect information, watch the Japanese and undertake any
special action.
3) The members entrusted with supervisory work will, at all meetings,
be responsible for the inspection and arrest of suspected persons.
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Propaganda »

]_) Tho loc° 1 sections of the. Party, the patriotic snti-J'-’pnncso
associations and the popul' r croups must organise verbal propa
ganda and the distribution of printed m-ttcr.
They rill receive general indications concerning propaganda by
soorot instructions from the local party headquarters.
2) Tho propaganda •-orkors will draw up regulations, organise
thG“tricai and propaganda groups, dressed for tho part, to depict
Japanese, atrocities in China, -nd strike the popular imagination.

4

• 00^nnxn io a t io ns.

The local sections of the Party and the patriotic -nti-Jananosa
associations must set up an office to deol with corresnondence.
2) These offices must su ppi”- the P-. rt-”- hc-dquorters, on their
responsibility, with inform tion concerning th:; -ction taken.
3) Thor must publish press information on the anti-Japanese movement
and arouse popul”r interest in the movement.
1)

(c) At Onton ths Executive Commission of the Nation”list
Party instructed the ”nti-J”panose association on November 15th to
raise a sum of one million tools in "-id of Gcn:r-1 ITo, by putting
un to auction confiscated Japoncso roods.
Perul tions n-ve bc;'ri
issued institutin'" " more stringent svst-.m of treatment for Japanese
goods, mors especially "s rewards supervision of ths stocks of
Japanese traders to nrcy-nt 'n,r sacrât transport of goods, super
vision on the arriv 1 'nd departure of J panesc ships, communication
to the Nationalist Party of particulars regarding passengers and.
goods conveyed, expediting of inspection, the main object being
confiscation, etc.

INSTANCES OF RECKITT CRISES.
1.Ch^ng-Sha,

On November 8th,
J: panose trader, Mr. Nakajima, wanted to
dispatch four pieces of flannel.
This v;as discovered by the
members of the anti-Jap"noso association, who, boinc un.blc to
arrest his Chinese servant, carried off the letter’s wife and
father as hostages.

2.

Sh^nchai.
a)
On November 12th, the Kot-i Jap-ncse factory was having some
goods conveyed b;/ two lorries.
Those were stopped by inspectors
of the anti-Japanese association; the goods wore only saved by
the intervention of the marines.
b)
On November 12th, two employons of the Jap°nesc firm of
Suzuki v.'oro assaulted by panes of Chin so when entering, tho
concession.
T-”o oth^r Japanese who came to see what w'-s
happening ^er~ "Iso attacked.
All four ’.'ere severely injured.
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On November 18th, inspectors of the enti-Japanese
association, having entered the premises of a textile merchant,
arrested two'''employees for selling Jaoanese goods;
on the
22nd, all the pieces of Japanese cotton goods in this shop were
removed by force.
The Municipal Council police having arrested the in
spectors of the association "nd brought them up before the
special local court on a charge of theft accompanied bv assault,
the court merely fined them 20 dollars, allowing them the
benefit of the provisions governing first offenders.
d)
On December 5th, °. Japanese employee and a Chinese employee
of a. Japanese merchant at'Shanghai wem arrested by the members
of the anti-Japanese association, while p"eking goods.
As a
result of representations nrde by the Japanese'police, the
Japanese was released after 36 hours confinement (during which
he "as less severely treated than the Chinese), but the Chinese
will only be released provided a Chinese merchant goes bail for
him.
e)
On December 2nd, the onti-Japanese association confiscated
on the Nnnao wharf 20 bales of newspaper paper (worth 1600 dollars)
the property of a Japanese merchant;
the Japanese police were
able to recover them.
f)
On December 7th, the anti-Japaness association seized at
Woosung some machine carts (value 2,200 yen), which were being
sent to the Japanese spinning firm Nikka.
They were only
returned aft-r negotiations ”’ith the Chinese police.
g)
The number of fresh cases of outrages, insults and oppression
of Japanese at Shanghai, from October 19th to November 18th,
totals 149 (i,e. 347 crses in all since September 18th) with
217 victims (total 504).
In addition, 153 school children were
assaulted during that period.

h)
The nnti-Japaneso association continues to imprison ns
traitors Chinese merchants who buy or sell Japanese goods.
Six
of them have been placed in confinement since the beginning of
December.
i)
The seizure of Japanese goods on the premises of Chinese
traders continues:
the Municipal Council police reports 12 cases
during the l°st ton days of November, including 5 nt the office
for the inspection of Japanese coods at the southern railway
station.
The total value of the goods is 7,000 dollars.
3.

Soo-Chow.

On the 15th and 16th, upon the arrival of the 60th division,
the propagandist groups attached to that corps put largo antiJap^nese posters in the most frequented places of the town.

4.

Canton.

on the 10th, 39 tons of manganese which a Japanese dealer
had bought at Kwang-si wore seized by Chinese soldiers.
Ho was
asked to pay 500 taols to recover the goods.
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ACTIVITIES OF BANDITS IN MCIliJRIA.

I.
(I)

Mukden district.

1.
On December 9th, about 200 bandits appeared some
4 kilometres to the west of Hunho station.
They are being
opposed by Chinese police forces.
2.
A village near Yaochienhutun station (on the MukdenAntung railway line) was attacked by 200 disbanded soldiers; ten
police officers were sent to the spot.

(II) . Penhsihu district.

On December 1st, a party of about 70 bandits endeavoured
to destroy the light railway line between Penhsihu and Niuhsintai.
.mother group of about 35 bandits attacked a village three leagues
east of Niuhsintai.
Police officers were sent to the spot.
On the 4th, about 40 bandits attempted an attack on the
railway zone near Chiaotou station.
The Chiaotou police dis
persed them with the help of soldiers.
On the 7th, about 100 bandits attacked Niuhsintai and
curried off a Japanese employee.
As the police forces which went to the spot were unable
to overtake the bandits, they left eight men at Niuhsintai.
On
the morning of the 8th, over 100 bandits attacked them, burning
the railway station and the police station.
The deputy-head and
two policemen were killed and an assistant was wounded.
The
Penhsihu police were immediately called out and soldiers were at
once sent off in search of the bandits.
In their absence, ex
soldiers > 10 police officers from Mukden and 7 police officers from
Fushun wers entrusted with the maintenance of order in Penhsihu
and the neighbourhood.
The bandits managed to escape,taking with
them a machine gun, two carbines and five revolvers.

(Ill) Tiehling district.
The appearance of bandits in the neighbourhood of Shihopu
^Tiehling district) compelled the Koreans to flee, leaving behind
them 2,000 bales of rice.
On the morning of the 7th, 25 police
officers left Tiehling with about 30 soldiers, 50 Chinese police
and 24 Koreans in order to recover the rice.
n. detachment of
Japanese troops was sent to disperse the bandits.
It was to return
to its base on the same day.

(IV) Hsinmin district.
On the 5th, as it was rumoured that a party of bandits
north-west of Hsinmin intended to attack Kungtaipu, a great many of
the inhabitants of the district took refuge at Mukden.
The Chinese
civil guard (with a strength of 600 men) asked the Japanese troops
for help.
There being a large number of Korean farms in the dis
trict, the Japanese forces sent an aeroplane to reconnoitre,
In
the evening, about 30 bandits attacked a Japanese farm with a
machine gun,

On the afternoon of the 8th, between Hsinmin and Liu-chiar.
kou, about 12 bandits attacked the train from Peiping.
All the
passengers were robbed.
The bandits even stole the garments of
Mr. Steele, Head of the Transport Office of the Peiping-Mukden Bail
way.
Foreign newspaper correspondents and the British Military
Attache at Peiping went to Kungtaipu on November 8th to obtain in
formation with regard to the activities of the bandits and the pre
sent situation of the Korean peasants.
They witnessed the attack
by bandits on the 9th.
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Tungliao district.

The Okura farm at Tungliao was attacked by bandits
on November 27th, and the Korean, Chinese and Mongolian
peasants working there were obliged to abandon it, after a
fight lasting two days, for want of ammunition.
The farm was
pillaged and burnt.
II.
The presence of the following groups of bandits and
irregulars in touch with the Chinese forces was ascertained
east of Talingho, near the South Manchurian Railway zone,
between December 1st and 7th.

December 1st

Tangkangtzu
west of Anshan
south-west of Haicheng

about 100 men
40 "
50 "

December 5th

Kungtaipu

December 6th

Kungtaipu

30 men with
machine guns
several hundred, with
machine guns
200 men, with machine
guns
300 men, with machine
guns
100 men (who made two
attacks).

Hsinohentzu
Chieupientai
December 7th

...

Niuhsintai

The bands of irregulars in touch with the Chinese
Army bore patriotic names.
In view of the international
situation, they were ordered to change them.
For example,
a band of 2,000 men ojerating in the Anshan district changed
its name from the "Anti-Japanese Blood and Iron Volunteer Corps"
to the less picturesque name "Corps for the Protection of the
Panshan, Haipeng and Yinkow Communes".

ATTACKS BY BANDITS FROM NOVEMBER 11th TO
NOVEMBER 20th, 193r

III.

Number of raids:
Total
Classified
by districts:

Classified
according to
the number
of bandits:

Casualties:

...

Changchum, Kung-chu-ling, Ssu-ping-kai
Kai-yuan, Tieh-ling
Mukden, Fushun and Penhsihu
Liao-yuang, Anshan
...
Tashichao, Yingkow
...
Antung
...
...
Pi-tzu-wo
...
...

341
63
...118
37
24
68
23
8

under 50 bandits
50-200 bandits
200-300 bandits
over 300 bandits
others
...

...
...
...
...
...

223
68
12
31
7

killed
...
wounded
...
carried off as hostages

...
...
...

59
19
69
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Geneva, December 16th, 1951.

APPEAL FROM THE CHINESE GOVERNMENT UNDER ARTICLE 11 OF THE COVENANT
Communication from the Chinese Delegation.
Information received by the Chinese Delegation
since December 10th.

Note by the Secretary-General.

The Secretary-General has the honour to transmit to
the Council the following communication, dated December 14th,
1931, which he has received from the Chinese Delegation.

Paris, December 14th, 1931.

Ref./161.

Sir,

I have the honour to communicate to you the following
reports from Nanking which have been received by the Chinese
Delegation since the last Council Meeting:
(1) One Japanese gun-boat arrived on December 9th at
Chinhwangtao with seventy to eighty troops.
(2) On December 9th, three Japanese aeroplanes flying from
Tashinchiao to the North of Tienohuangtai dropped two bombs which
destroyed the long distance telephone between Tawa and Tienchuangtai and seriously damaged in six places railway tracks south of
Tawa.
On the same day two Japanese aeroplanes machine-gunned
and dropped two bombs on Tien Hsien, Heilungkiang.

(3) On December 10th, one Japanese aeroplane circled over
the provincial administrative buildings in Chinohow for twenty
minutes and one reconnoitred Ihsien and another Hulutao.
(4) On the 10th of December, the Chinese station master and
two employees were carried off by Japanese troops who refused
No.150 train of the Peking-Mukden Railway the passage through
Hsinmin Station.
They were released after a protest was lodged
with the Japanese Consul.

(5) On December 11th, Japanese gendarmes questioned,
ed and wounded Chinese passengers at Hsinmin Station.

imprison

(6) The Japanese troops at Hsinmin are said to have enlisted
over 1,700 Mongolian bandits and are demanding the local population
to contribute 800 dollars for their daily expenses.
(7) The Japanese have placed under a "Changohun-Tunhwa Railway
Administration" the two railways: Kirin-Changchun and Kirin-Tunhwa;
and they are sending surveying corps for the purpose of extending
these railways westward to Talai and eastward to Hueining.
(Signed)

H00 CHI-TSAI.
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Geneva, ^fen^enit'er^, 17 th, 1931.

APPEAL OF THE CHINESE GOVERNMENT UNDER ARTICLE 11 OF THE. COVENANT.
Communication from the Japanese Government.

SITUATION TO THE WEST OF THE RIVER LIAO.

Note by the Secretary-General.

The Secretary-General has the honour to transmit to the
Council the following communication dated December 14th, 1931,
which he has received from the Japanese delegation.

Paris, December 14th, 1931.
Sir,

With reference to the Chinese delegation’s communi
cation of December 9th (C.965.M.531.1931.VII J, I have the honour
to convey to you the following information:
(1) Small• detachments have been sent from time to time in
pursuit of bandits in the direction of the ChengchiatunTsungliao Railway, but no Japanese forces are advancing west of the
river Liao.
(2) The report that nineteen Chinese regimental commanders
have been appointed by the Japanese is so inherently improbable
that it does not even need to be denied.
I only mention it as
a matter of principle.
(3) As regards the alleged bombardment of Tienchangtai,
etc. I am informed that as the Chinese forces sent an armoured
train and their troops attempted to occupy Hopci, our troops
dropped bombs on the Yingkow railway line to prevent them from
advancing to the last-named place, 'which is opposite the Japanese
branch of the line.
No towns have been bombarded.

I would ask you to be good enough to bring the above
to the notice of the President and Members of the Council, and
I have the honour, etc.
(Signed) S. SAWADA.
Director of the Japanese League
of Nations Bureau.
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C . 986.M.548.1931.VII.

Geneva, December 17th, 1931

APPEAL FROM THE CHINESE G0VERN1SNTUND^
ARTICLE 11 OF THE COVENANT.

Communication from the British Representative on the Council.

Note by the Secretary-General.

The Secretary-General has the honour to circulate
t'o the Council the following information communicated to him
by the British Government on December 17th, 1931.

Report from British Military Attaché states that

bombs were dropped by Japanese aeroplanes near TAWA station
on Koupangtze Yinkow railway on December 9th doing some

damage to line.

Situation at Tientsing reported quiet December
11th

Reported from Chinchew December 15th that air

reconnaissance over Ohinchow had ceased during previous few
days »
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Geneva,

December 21st, 1931.

APPEAL OF THE CHINESE GOVERNMENT UNDER ARTICLE 11
OF THE COVENANT;

Communication from the Japanese Delegation.
Note by the Secretary-General.

The Secretary-General has the honour to
transmit to the Council the following communications
forwarded to him on December 19th, 1931, by the
Japanese Delegation, concerning:
(1) Brlgandago

in Manchuria.

(2) The anti-Japanese agitation in China.
(3) The relief of Japanese troops in Manchuria.

(1)

BRIGANDAGE IN MANCHURIA.

Summary of telegrams received by the Japanese Delegation.
1.
The Okura farm at Tungliao, which was attacked by
bandits on November 29th, employed 365 Koreans, of whom 223 were
women.
Most of the latter have been lost sight of.

2.
On December 13th, a detachment of Japanese soldiers,
sent to ascertain the thickness of the ice on the river Liao,
was attacked by a body of about 60 bandits.
Two soldiers
were killed.
3.
On the night of December 15th-16th, a body of about
200 bandits attacked a Japanese farm near Kungtaipo.
The
bandits withdrew after an hour’s fighting, setting fire to
several houses.
They returned on the afternoon of the 17th
and looted several hamlets near the farm.
They were armed
with rifles and machine-guns.
This body appears to be one of
the detachments supported by the Chinese Army referred to in
previous communications.

4.
A body of about 80 mounted irregulars attacked
Hanchiaotze (between Mukden and Hsinmin) on December 15th. They
were armed with machine-guns and infantry guns.
Some 10 Japane
police officers with a machine-gun were sent to the scene.
5.
On December 17th a body of about 2,000 irregulars was
reported; it has crossed the Liao and is advancing eastwards.
There is great agitation among the Korean peasants in the
neighbour-hood. -There are about 5,000 Koreans in those parts.
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6.
Our
fairly large
600 men with
jL detachment

troops have undertaken police operations on a
scale against tho bA-idits wo st of Changchun.
artillery have left for l.ungjuling and Chengchiatun.
has also started from x. ungjuling.

°telegrams received by the Japanese Delegation.•

Tokio, December 12th.

The following attacks by bandits took place between
November 21st and 30th in the neighbourhood of the South
Manchurian Railway zone:
Number of raids, 438 (increase as compared with the
previous 10 days:
97).

The areas in which brigandage is .most common are:

Tichling-Kaifeng

161

Changchun-Kungjuling

110

There wore 80 attacks by bends of more than 100 men,
13 by more than 500 men, and 10 by more than 1,000 men.

(2)

ANTI JKEhJMTSa AGITATION.

Official Telegrams Received by tho Japanese Delegation.

Shanghai, December 15th.
On the afternoon of tho 13th an anti-Japanose meeting
was held under the auspices of the Federation of Anti-Japanose
associations.

About 1600 students and workmen took part in this de
monstration, which displayed Communistic tendennies.
Some 50 leaf
lets of different kinds were distributed during the meeting.
Amor,g the resolutions passed, the following are mentioned:
1.

Opposition to the joint administration of Tientsin (?),
to the establishment of a neutral zone in the Chinchow
area, and to the dispatch of a neutral Commission of
Enquiry.

2.

Arming of tho masses of the people,declaration of war on
Japan, and recovery of the lost territories.

3.

Resignation of Dr. Sze, and non-rccognition of any
secret agreement concluded by him.

4.

Prosecution of the boycott of Japanese goods to the
utmost, formation of now groups of inspectors of
Japanese goods, and sale of seized goods for the
benefit of workers on strike.

Application to the Soviets for assistance, etc.
At tho close of tho mooting tho demonstrators proceeded
to tho promises of tho Shanghai Committee of tho Nationalist Party
and broke tho door and the windows.
About 15 trams and motor-buses
were also broken up by the crowd.
The Corporation and our Consulate-General having been
informed that Communists were likely to make an attack, the munici
pal police and the Japanese police had to be held in readiness.
5.
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5.

RELIEF OF TROOPS IN MANCHURIA

Official Telegram Received by the Japanese
Delegation.

T'-'kio, December 17th, 1931.

The War Office has issued a statement to the
effect that fresh troops are to be sent from Japan to
relieve the troops now in Manchuria.

The latter, being very few in proportion to
the duties they have to perform, have been continuously
in readiness for action for three months, and are very
tired. Moreover, it is necessary that the contingents
still in Manchuria should return as soon as possible to
defend Korea.

A detachment of troops from Korea was sent from
Manchuria to Tientsin about the end of November; this
detachment also will be relieved by troops from Japan.
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UNDER ARTICLE 11 OP TIA^ COVENANT.

Communication from the Chinese Delegation.

Note.by. the Secretary-General.
The Secretary-Ge eral h<_.s the honour to
transmit to the Council the following communication,
dated December 19th 1931, which he has received from
the Chinese Delegation.

To the Secretary-General.
Paris,

December 19th,

1931.

Sir,
The Chinese Delegation has received the following
reports from Nanking which I beg you to be good enough to
circulate to the Members of the Council:

1.

Over three hundred Japanese soldiers along the
river in Kaoliyingtse, west of the south
Manchurian Railway, are making preparations for
military operations.

2.

There are indications of Japanese troop movements
in the vicinity of Hsinmin.

3.

The Japanese have appointed a bandit, Wang
Tseng-chund, to be Commander of the Gendarmes
in the Western part of the Mukden Province and
to gather together lawless elements at Yingkow
of which, up to present, more than one thousand
have been enlisted.
They are receiving a monthly
pay of twelve dollars each and wear a uniform of
yellow coat and gray trousers.
Three thousand
rifles have been supplied to them.

4.

At-9 o’clock in the evening of De'ember 11th,
hundred and thirteen Japanese soldiers with
officers took the Seventh train from Tientsin to
Shanhaikwan carrying wi'th there, two heavy guns,
six machine-guns, twenty-four cases of ammunition
and many other articles for military use.

s
On the 15th of December, six Japanese, aeroplanes
reconnoitred over Taling Station at Tungliao and dropped
one bomb on Tsengtaokopu and more than ten cn Tahang
Station.
On December 15th, three Japanese armoured trains proceeded
westward from Liaoyuan.
On the 16th at 11 a.m., one Japanese aeroplane flying from
Liaoyuan reconnoitred <=sver Tungliao.
At noon of the same
day five Japanese aeroplanes dropped on the city of
Tungliao twenty-six bombs of which three did not explode.
Tw.enty-one of them fell on the following points: one on
the West Gate Garden, killing one person;
one on the
Chuen Chang Esin Shop, killing one person;
twe on the Hwa
Esin Company;
one on the Electric Plant; one on the
Chamber of Commerce; three near the Kwan Yin Hao building;
two on the Hsiao Chia Ki building;
one on the Ki Shen Lee;
one in front of the Tien Chin East Gate.; four on the first
District; two on the Tung Lai Lung; one on the Fa Hü How
Yuan; and oie on the Educational Association.

On December 16th General Honjo issued a statement to the
effect that the Provinces of Mukden and Kirin are now
independent and have severed their relationship with the
Chinese Government, that the attitude of the Heilungkiang
Government has changed, and that the authorities of JehOl and
Inner Mongolia will also have to follow suit.
He further
stated that, as there are people fomenting trouble in the
West of Mukden, the Japanese troops, having the duty of
maintaining peace and order in tlx whole of Manchuria, will
attack and drive them out of Manchuria.

9.

The Japanese Ministry of War officially announced on the
19th of December that parts of the 1st,
10th and 12th
divisions have been dispatched to Manchuria and a part of
the 5th division to Tientsin.

With reference to the above reports, I venture to point
out to you that these reports, together with other ones, which I
will duly communicate to you as
oon as they are confirmed,
indicate that, in spite of the Council Kesplution of December 10th
the Japanese, besides endeavouring to strengthen their positions
in the areas already under their occupation, are still
contemplating to extend their military occupation in Manchuria

(Signed)

1

Hoc Chi-tsai

i
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APPEAL FROM THE CHINESE GOVERNMENT UITDER ARTICLE 11 OF TEE COVENANT-

COMMUNICATION FROM THE JAPANESE DELEGATION-

Note by the Secretary-General.
At the request of the Japanese Delegation the Secretary-

General has the honour to transmit to the Council the following
communications dated December 21st,
concerning:

1)

1931, -which he nas received

The repair of a bridge on the Tsitsinar line;

2) Brigandage in Manchuria.

1)

Repair of a Bridge on the Tsitsihar Line.

Paris, December 21st,

1931.

To the Secretary-General.
Sir,

"■
The Japanese Consulate at Tsitsihar informs me that

it has hitherto been impossible to repair a bridge on the Tsitsihar

line,

situated 33 km. to the nortn of Lungcniang, which was

destroyed during the retreat of the army from Heilungkiang.

An

agreement has been reached between the Heilungkiang authorities

and the South Manchurian Railway Company.

Tne work will be

carried out by the employees of tne latter under tne protection

of the troops under the command of General MACHANSHAN.
(Signed)

S. SAWADA
Director of the Japanese League of
Nations Bureau.
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2)

Brigandage in Manchuria.

Paris, Tecember 21st, 1931.

To the Secretary-General.
Sir,
As I have already had the honour to inform.-you

on several occasions,

,

the activities of trigands and other lawless

elements in Manchuria are steadily increasing.

Numerous

Japanese subjects have suffered from their attacks, and a station

on the Antung line is reported to have teen captured ty disbanded
soldiers, who killed the stationmaster.

With reference to fresh

measures of repression taken ty our forces,

I teg once more to

draw attention to the situation in Mo.nch.uria with regard

•to -

the bands in question and

tc the Chinese forces with

which they are in touch.
Brigandage has teen rife in the Taree Provinces for many

years.

The troops of trigands, however, used not tc number more

than a few dozen men.

To-day,

in districts where previously

small bands found it difficult to maintain themselves by rapine
and plunder,

there exist groups which frequently number as many

as 2,00C men equipped with arms and ammunition.

Tuese bands

attack towns and railways, and. are a serious menace both to our
troops and subjects.
the
This situation has prevented the return of/troops from

Korea according to plan.

The defence of this latter province,

however, makes their presence imperative and, as I informed the

Council a few days back,

the Japanese Government has decided to

replace them ty troops from the home country,

and at the same

time to relieve the other effectives belonging to the Kwantung
army, which have undergone great hardships during three months

of continuous alarms.
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On the other hand, we are informed that during the first

ten days of October the regular Chinese forces stationed in the
Chinchow district and at various points in the neighbourhood of
the Peking-Mukden line numbered 20,000 men.

a French observer reported 28,000 men.

on November 26th

Tnis increase in

strength was due more especially to the advance from the Great
Wall of the Twentieth Infantry Brigade and other forces, which
had been joined by the fugitive troops from Peitaying (seventh
occupied by
Brigade).
On lecember 4th the position / the Chinese forces

extended along a line from Chang-Wu to the west of Mukden as
far as the Yinghow line after passing through Heishan,

Suichung,

T-hushan,

Chinchow and Panshan (communications dated lecember

5th and 8th), with a line of
of the Liao river.

posts us far as the course

out

Our troops,

which are scattered up and down

the zone, are thus in a position which exposes them to the
a
possibility of/rapid attack, Mukden being less than four hours

from Tahushan and Hopei three hours from Kowpangtse.

The critical position of our forces is aggravated by
the activities of the irregular bands already mentioned.
Prisoners’

statements and other facts make it clear beyond the

relations
shadow of a doubt that tnese bands are in close
j
with rhe

regular Chinese forces.

At the beginning of the month of

November the number of brigands to.the west of the South
Manchurian railway line was approximately 13,000,

among which

the following groups were reported:

a)

West of Tashichao

.............. -

2,000.

b)

Neighbourhood of Taian

................

2,000.

c)

West of Mukden along the Peking-Mukden
railway line

..........

about

1,000-
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d)

To ths west of Snaiigtu and IZ-iping

Ô00 •

South-east of Hunfcjuling

600.

f)

lorth-eas t of CheiiCx.i&tuii

g)

Neighbourhood of Tungliao

1>400•

...................

1,600.

B?/ the middle of December the numbers of brigands nad

reached approximately 00,000 and their activities were on the

increase:

our Consul General at burden reported tnat from

November 1st to 10th there .,ad been £76 attacks by brigands;
341 from the 11th to the 20th and 438 from the 21st to 30th.

The number of attacxs by large bands numbering more than 500
men also increased to a considerable extent,

and during tne

last ten days of November they rose to £3 including 10 by bodies

of more than 1,000 men.

From December 1st to 10'bn there were

672 attacks.

These figures demonstrate tne importance of the task

which <xt present devolves upon the Japanese troops, wno are fax'

being
.
from/sufxiciently numerous to consuitute an adequate
the
defence against/dangers Wiiica tnreuten the security of Japanese
subjects and property.

Thcxt, moreover,

is tne reason which

has prevented the Japanese Government from withdrav/ing all its

Korean contingents before now tnid v/nich is now leading it to
take s’teps

to have them relieved»

(Signed)

*
S

SAhADA

Director of the Japanese League ot
Nations Bureau.
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APPEAL FROM THE CHINESE GOVERNMENT UNDER .ARTICLE 11
OF

THE

COVENANT.

Communication from the Chinese Delegation.

Note by the Secretary-General.

The Secretary-General has the honour to
circulate to the Council the following communi
cation dated December 24th, 1931 which he has
received from the Chinese Delegation.
Paris, December 24th,1931,

To the Secretary-General.

Sir,

The Chinese Delegation has received the following reports
from Nanking which I beg you to be good enough to circulate to
the Members of the Council:
1.

In the evening of the 17th Of December over two hundred
Japanese cavalry with four field guns arrived at Liaoyuan.

2.

The situation at Tungliao has become very serious, as
several hundreds of Japanese soldiers with more than
ten aeroplanes have further been dispatched to Liaoyuan.
Japanese armoured trains are arriving dailjr at Mental
Station.
Large bodies of Mongol bandits are being
instigated by the Japanese to invade Tungliao and
Chienchiatien.

3.

Japanese troops at Yingkow are keeping ready for use a+
any moment the locomotives they had detained,and
have repaired the damaged railway tracks.

4.

From December 18th to 19th, there was at Hsinmin a total
increase of over three hundred Japanese soldiers and
more than forty cases of ammunition were transported
thereto.

5.

On the morning of December 19th, two Japanese aeroplanes
dropped twelve bombs on Tamintun (Hsinmin), killing and
wounding five persons and destroying many buildings

6.

General Honjo recently again issued a ststament to the
effect that since the end of last month, the Japanese
troops, which intended to advance westward from Hsinmin,
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stopped on their own initiative so as to give the Chinese
enough time to consider the situation; but facts have proved
to be contrary to the expectation of the Japanese, who, in
spite of their extreme patience, are threatened in the West
r.f the Liao River by the Chinese Volunteer corps, soldiers,
police forces and bandits, tota?.ling hundred thousand.
Under such circumstances, should the Japanese further
remain calm, peace add order in Southern Manchuria would
be totally wrecked.
It is, therefore, necessary to
launch an attack.
The Japanese troops will crush any one
who resists.
All the reports given abuve shows an increase of
Japanese military activity in South Manchuria with the purpose
of penetrating into the unoccupied areas.

(Signed)

H00 CHI-TSAI
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APPEAL OF THE CHINESE GOVERNMENT UNDER ARTICLE 11

OF THE COVENANT,
Communication from the Chinese Delegation.

Note by the Secretary-General .

The Secretary-General has the honour to circulate to the
Council the following communication from the Chinese Delegation.

Paris,
December 25th, 1931.

To the Secretary-General.
The Chinese Delegation has received the following reports
from Nanking which I beg you to be good enough to circulate to the
Members of the Council:
1.

On December 21st, over three hundred Japanese soldiers with
three aeroplanes attacked and occupied Fakumen.

2.

On December 21st, at 2.00 A.M., more than two hundred Japanese
soldiers entered Lichiakopu, 50 li east of Saling.

3.

On the morning of December 22nd, over five hundred Japanese
soldiers with three field guns crossed the river near Yingkow
and landed at the northern bank.

4,

On the morning of the 23rd of December, more than five hundred
Japanese soldiers with eight field guns arrived in the District
of Hwangshihkian.

5.

On December 23rd, at 1:00 P.M., a Chinese armoured train in
specting the Koupangtze-Yingkow Railway line arrived at
Weichiakow near Tienchuangtai.
A Japanese armoured train with
fifty Japanese soldiers and one heavy gun, protecting hundred
workers who were repairing roils, arrived there also,
The
Japanese suddenly fired on the Chinese who returned fire for
self-defence.
At 2.00 P.M., Japanese reinforcement of four
hundred infantry with seven heavy guns and hundred cavalry rushed
to the place and attacked the Chinese forces.
The fight lasted
until half prst four o’clock in the same afternoon.
The Chinese
retreated and Japanese troops numbering five hundred occupied
Tienchuangtai,

6.

Japanese aeroplanes bombarded and machine-gunned Panshan, and
the Chinese armoured trains stationed there retreated to T.awa.
Traffic in Tienchuangtai is interrupted and railway lines between
Tawa and Yingkow are damaged,

7.

Two Japanese war-vessels arrived at Chinhwangtao on December
23rd; and three are expected to arrive on the 25th at Tangku
where two are already anchored.

8.

The Japanese troops at Mukden have been ordered to get ready
to advance westward at any moment.

(Signed)

HOOCHI-TSAI,

) S ü t
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APPEAL OF THE CHINESE G07ERNWTT UNDER ARTICLE 11 OF THE COVENANT.

Communication from the Japanese Delegation.

Declaration made by the Japanese Government on December 27th,

1931.

Note by the Secretary-General.

At the request of the Japanese Delegation the SecretaryGeneral has the honour to transmit to the Council the following
Declaration made by the Japanese Government on December 27th, 1931.

1

j;

1)
Statement by Japanese Government on maintenance of peace
and order in I&nchuria is matter to which Government Japan have
always attached utmost importance.
They have on various occasions
taken every lawful step in order secure it and prevent Manchuria from
becoming battlevround of militarist factions.
Only if peace and
order prevail can the country be safe either for Chinese or for
foreigner : in absence of peace and order it is futile to speak of
open door or of equal opportunity for economic activities of all
nations.
But events of September lust have in spite of her wishes
created new responsibility and wider sphere of action for Japan.
Attacked by Chinese violence her acts of nocossarv self-protection
resulted to her considerable embarrassment in her having to assume
duty of maintaining public order and. private rights throughout a wide
area.
Local authorities might have been expected to co-operate in
upholding la-r and order.
But in fact they almost unanimously fled
or resigned.
It was Japan’s clear duty to render her steps of selfdefence ?.s little disturbing as possible to peaceable inhabitants of
region.
It would have been breach of that duty to have left
population prey to anarchy - deprived of all apparatus of civilised
life.
Therefore Japanese military have at considerable sacrifice
expended much time and energy in securing safety of persons and
propertv in districts whore native authorities had become ineffective.
This is responsibility which was thrust upon them by events end one
which they had es little desire- to assume- as to evade.
2)
But further than that not only did existing machinery of
justice and civilised existence break down but criminal activities of
bandits who infest country were naturally stimulated.
Prestige and
efficience of Japanese troops were for some time sufficient keep them
in chock and maintain order wherever they ’~ere stations!.
Since
beginning November however sudden increase in activities of bandits
has been noted in vicinity South Manchuria Railway zone and especially
to -'est of‘ the main line - and it has been established to demonstration
bTr examination arrested individuals, by documents which have boon
seized and from other sources of information that their depredations
•are beinv carried on through systematic intrigues of Ch Inchon military
authorities.
Reports havo indeed bes-n made by certain of foreign
military observers suggesting that thqv found no evidence of any
preparations being made by Chinese for attack.
But as a matter of
fact military authorities Chincho^ are maintaining large forces at
various points west of Tnkushm on Peiping Mukden Railway and in
adjacent territory.
Reconnaissances conducted by Japanese Army
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have not only definitely confirmed assurance that these
forces are engaged in making preparations for war but
have also revealed fact that their outposts are stationed
along line connecting Tienchuantai, Taian. Peichipao and
other points on right bank river Liao well advanced from
Chinchow.
It will readily be admitted that such situation
in itself constitutes constant menace to Japanese contingents
dispersed along South Manchuria Railway and elsewhere but
danger is even greater than it seems at first sight if furthe”
fact is taken into consideration that Peiping-Mukden ^Railway
places cities of Mukden, Tinkao and Hopei within short
journey of three or four hours from Takushan and Kuopantsu
(which are bases of Chinese forces) bandit forces (which
include large number officers and men discharged from Chinese
Army) are daily gaining strength.
For instance number bandies
on western bank of main line of South Manchuria Railway was
estimated early November at 1.300 whereas investigations con
ducted in early December revealed fact that they then numbered
over 30,000.
Moreover they are banded together in large
groups comprising several hundreds or even thousands each
equipped with machine guns and trench mortars, so that they can
no longer be distinguished from regular troops.
This point
unmistakably to existence of state of things in i”hich so-called
bandits are directed and provided with arms by Chinchow
Military Authorities.
According to statistics compiled in
Japanese Consulate-General Mukden cases of bandit ra^ds in
vicinity of railway zone numbered 278 during first ten days
of November, 341 during second ten days, 438 during final ten
days of month, and 4^2 during first ten days December thus
reaching astounding total of 1,529 in forty days.
It is
usual strategy of these bandit troops when attacked by our men
to fly westward or to take refuge on right bank River Liao:
where our Army anxious to avoid any collision with Chinese
regulars has made it point to refrain from further pursuit.

3)
On 24th November Foreign Minister China made
intimation to ministers at Nanking of principal, powers to
effect that Chinese Government in order avoid any collision
between Chinese and Japanese forces were prepared withdraw
their troops to points within Great Wall.
Upon proposal to
that effect being officially made on 26th this Government
signified their readiness to accept it in principle - at same
time instructing Japanese Minister Shanghai end legation
Peiping to open conversations on matter with Chinese Foreign
Minister and with Marshal Chang Hsuehliang respectively.
Japanese Minister in China had several conferences accordingly
with Chinese Foreign Minister between 30th November and 3rd
December.
In midst of these conversations latter withdrew
overture and declined further negotiations.
Marshal Chang
Hsueh Liang with whom our representative Peiping carried on
negotiations from 4th December onwards, either directly or
through Marshal’s subordinates, expressed on 7th his willingness
to call in his Chinchow forces as spontaneous move of withdrawal;
and he has since given-repeated assurances as to speady execution
his promise.
In point of fact however there is no sign
any such withdrawal.
On contrary defences of Chinchow have
since been strengthened.

4)
Accordingly at present moment, now almost month
subsequent to initiation of these negotiations for withdrawal
of Chinchow troops, there appears no prospect of obtaining any
tangible result owing entirely to want of good faith on Chinese
side.
At same time increased activity above described on part
of marauding bands threatens to bring about complete destruction
of ell peace and security throughout whole extent of South
Manchuria.
In these circumstances Japanese forces have now
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begun goner?.! movement -ith view to campaign r.sr.inst b-ndit
on more extensive sc-.l-s th-n hitherto.
it is obvious from
what has been said • -bove that Japanese -rmy if it is achieve
anything like adequa-to success '•’ill h' vc to -dv nee to points
west of River Liao where b'ndits have their base.
Certainly Jap--ncso forces in deference to resolutions of
League Council adopted 30th September and 10th December are
not in field against regular Chinese forces; but in present
abnormal conditions prevailing Manchuria necessities of onso
compel them to continue their operation against la-lcss
elements.
This is point on which Représentâtivo Jp"n nt
recent session of Council League, held on 10th December, made
definite declaration.
So long as Chinchov Military Authorities
while simulating an unaggrtsslvc attitude continue to instigate
and manipulate movom nts of bandit organizations against
Japanese Army ns well as Japanese and other peaceable inh"bitnnts
and so long ns officers and men of Chinchow ..rmy mingle in
large numbers -with these bandit groups and so render it im
possible distinguish letter from regular troops, so long must
responsibility for consequences of any action which may be
entailed upon J?prnese ‘.rm;’ in self-defence rest entirely
with Chinese.

5)
During course of past month in spite of indignation
aroused throughout country by behaviour of Chinchow Military
Authorities «nd in accordance ~ith con st «'nt desire of J''p-nese
Government to "bide scrupulously b-r resolutions of League
Council operations of army -gainst b-ndits h-.v-e been restrained
'"ithin comparatively narrow limits "nd governments h vc done
everything in th-ir power devise means for forest ‘Hing collision
between forces of two countries in course of svcntu-l antibandit camp-'ign.
Japanese Government arc confidant that their
prolonged forebearancc and their desire strictlv to adhere to
stipulations of international engagements a:ill not fail to
command recognition by public opinion of world.
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APPEAL OF THE CHINESE GOVERNMENT UNDER ARTICLE 11 OF
THE COVENANT,
Note by the Secretary-General.
At the request of the Japanese Delegation, the SecretaryGeneral has the honour to circulate to tho Council the following
wwicatior., dated December 26th, 1931,

BRIGAI.T)A?3E P1 MANOV. Til A.

Summary of official telegrams received by the Japanese

delegation.

e.cts of brigandage in the South Manchurian Railway area,
December 1st to 10th:
number of attacks,

472 (increase as compared with the
previous ten days, 34)

including in the Tiehling area, 139;
•Mukden, 47;
Chikuanshan"area, 33.
Number of persons carried off as hostages, 173’ killed
and wounded, 20.
.
>
>

Attacks by
"
"
"
”

bands of over 100 trivands
"
”
”
300
"
"
”
” 1000
”

89
30
6

Kirin Area :

.
I'l
On the morning of December 16th, a body of 500 to 600
^rigands attached the station at Lafu, on the Kirin—Tunhua line.
They disarmed the Chinese guards, destroyed a bridge” and cut
tne telegraph wires.
In the evening they attacked'the town of
Chiaoho, and looted two Japanese and 17 Korean shops.
Troops were
sent from Kirin, but were unable to come into contact with them.
2)
On December 17th our troops had a two-hour engageront with
brigands near the village of Heilintai.
One soldier was wounded.

Area North-Jest of Mukden :

1)
There is a ! ody of sone 2000 brigands along the
Chengohiantun-Tungliao line.
A detachment of 500 men with
artillery was sent into this area on December 16th.
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2)
Un December 17th, brigands turned 16 houses belongins to
Koreans, south of the Okura farm at Kungtaipo, two Koreans being
killed.
They then attacked a Korean village west of the same
farm, and burned, five houses.
Police officers were sent to the
aid of the Koreans.
Aircraft will probably he sent.

A Chinese village was also attacked,
women carried off by the brigands.

and more than 70

Since the beginning of December there have been 11 attacks
on Japanese farms in this neighbourhood.
A large proportion
of the Koreans employed on these farms (some 3500) are taking
refuge at Mukden.
Antung Railway Area.
1)
At about 2.30 a.m. on the 17th, a band of 70 brigands
attacked the neighbourhood of the station at Linchiatai, tut were
repulsed by the police and troops.
Two Chinese and two Koreans
were wounded.

Next day, at 9 p.m., about 100 brigands attacked the
station at Chiumuchuang;
they were repulsed after a prolonged
engagement, in the course of which the station-master (Japanese)
and a Chinese clerk were killed, and a police officer and a
Chinese clerk wounded.

2)
The brigands concentrated at Tienchiangtai’ have been
making frequent attacks since the river Liao became completely
frozen over, as they are nbw able to cross with ease.
On
December 13th they gave out that they were going to attack the
Yingkow reservoirs, but would not molest the Chinese, as they
only wanted to cause damage to the Japanese.
About 30 police
officers were sent to protect the reservoirs.
3)
Owing to the dangerous position of the railway officials
of the Antung line, the company is now making arrangements to
remove their families to safer areas.
On the 19th, 4 families
were evacuated from Linchiatai to Antung.

4)
At 7 a.m. on December 20th, a motor patrol of 5 soldiers,
which was following the railway line, was attacked about 3 km.
from Hopei by some 30 Chinese irregulars with a machine-gun.
One
soldier was milled and two wounded; reinforcements sent from Hopei
were unable to come up with the brigands.
5)
A body of 700 irregulars led by the late police commission
er of Fenghuangcheng has been operating in the lungwang area since
December 16th.
They are advancing in co the Tahushan area (neutral
zone) .

The volunteers responsible for maintaining order have fled
to Yenshantze, leaving the population unprotected.
On December 18th
some 60 soldiers, accompanied by 89 police officers, were sent to
endeavour to evacuate the Japanese nationals.
They returned on
the 20th, bringing with them 16 Japanese nationals.
6)
About 3.30 a.m. on December 22nd, brigands attacked the
railway station and police station at Kaolimen, killed a Japanese
police officer and a Chinese clerk, and looted the clerks’ houses.
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C.1014.M.566.1931.VII.

Geneva, December 30th, 1931.

APPEAL FROM THE CHINESE G0VEWÆÆT UNDER ARTICLE 11 OF THE
COVENANT.
M 11 I

Communication from the Chinese Delegation.

Note by the Secretary -General.
The Secretary-General has tie huncur to transmit to
the --Council the following communication, dated December 29th,
1931, which he has received from the Chinese Delegation.

Ref./167.

Paris,
December 29, 1931.

To the Secretary-General.
Sir,

I beg to communicate to you the following reports, which
have been received by the Chinese Delegation from Nanking:
1.

On December 21st, ever one hundred Japanese infantry entered
Tsihtaitze Village of Liaochunghsien, where the Chinese police
forces, resisting for two hours, repulsed the Japanese, who
retreated to Laioyang.

2.

On the forenoon of the 24th of December, Japanese aeroplanes,
besides bombarding Panshan, dropped also bombs on Shisanchan
and Tingehiawcpu.

3.

Aftei occupying the city of Tienchuangtai on the 23rd of
December, Japanese troops occupied Tienchuangtai Station on
the following day.

4.

The first contingent of the 4th division of the Japanese
troops arrived at Mukden on December 24th.
The Japanese troops
at Mukden are ready for advancing westward and have
requisitioned several hundreds of wag.ns.
Seven divisions of
infantry and artillery are ready t-. be sent from Japan to
Manchuria by way of Yingkow.

5.

On the noon Y December 25th, two Japanese aeroplanes
dropped on Tawa, whereto Chinese troops had retreated from
Tienchuangtai, more than ten bombs, destroying Chinese armoured
trains and damaging ten sections of railway tracks.

6.

On the 25th of December, two thousand Japanese soldiers
with horaes and guns under the command of seventy officers
arrived at Tangku with the object of proceeding to Tientsin.

7.

On December 26th, two Japanese aeroplanes again dropped
over twenty bombs on Tawa and Panshan, damaging many passenger
trains and telegraphic wires.
On the same day, one Japanese
aeroplane dropped two bombs on Changwu.
Places as Tangchiawopo and Shihshan Station along the Peking Mukden Railway have
all been bombarded by Japanese aeroplanes.
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8.

The Japanese are now dividing their troops into
three groups for their drive
Chinchow; one group
is starting from Yingkow to take Koupangtze and then
to march straight forward; the ether group will
invade Chinchow, advancing along the Peking-nukden
Railway; and the third group, having occupied
Fakumen, will attack Kungping, Tangliac, Changwu
and nearby points with Ihhsien as theii’ final goal.
The Japanese troops at Yukwan (near Shanhaikwan)
will endeavour to damage the railway tracks of the
Peking-Mukden Railway so as to cut off the
connection between Chinese troops
ithin and without
the Great Wall.

(Signed)

Hoc Chi- Tsai.
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LEAGUE OF NATIONS.

Communicated to the
Council and Members
*
of
the League.

C.1015.M.567.1931.VII.
Geneva, December 30th, 1931.

APPEAL BY THE CHINESE GOVERNMENT UNDER ARTICLE 11 OF THE COVENANT.

Communication from the British representative on the
Council.

Note by the Secretary-General.

The Secretary-General has the honour to communicate
to the Council the fallowing information transmitted to him on
December 29th, 1931 by the British Government.

According to reports from Newchwang on December 22nd,

Japanese army sent eighty carts loaded with ammunition and
provisions northward and brought twenty five field guns from

Antung.

A few cavalry had arrived.

One battalion of

Japanese infantry with auxiliary arms was reported to have left

Newchwang for Tienchuangtai where they will cross Liao river
to encounter Chinese forces.

British military attaché reported December 24th that
Japanese after occupying Faku had returned to their original

positions.

Local transport at Yingkow was being commandeered.

On December 25th British military attaché reported that

Japanese aeroplanes dropped bombs at various places and that
Japanese were in full possession of Tienchuangtai and fail road

and had driven back Chinese armoured train.

December 27th he

reported further bombing at Changwu and Tawa station and that
new Japanese units were across Liao river.
According to renorts from Mukden eight hundred

Japanese infantry with field guns and motor ambulance arrived

at Yingkow from Mukden December 26th,

Japanese near Tien

chuangtai operating against two thousand bandits said to be
supplied from Chinchow.
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LÀL FROM THE CHINESE GOVERNMENT UNDER ARTICLE 11 Qf THE COVENANT,

COMMUNICATION FROM THE JAPANESE DELEGATION.

Note by the Secretary-General .

At the request of the Japanese Delegation,

the Secretary-

General has the honour to transmit

to the Council the following

communication dated December 2.8th,

1931» which he has received

concerning brigandage in Manchuria.

BRIGANDAGE IN MANCHURIA.

Summary of official telegrams received by tho Japanese

Delegation.

Kirin .area.
On December 2/, th,

about 8.5° p.m.,

attacked the station at Kutiensu and

a sum of 5,800

taels.

a band of brigands

seized

Pursuit by troops and police was

ineffectual.

Mukden Area.
1)

On December 2ryth the Japanese clerk abducted from

Niuhsintai by the brigands on December 7th (communication
dated December 11th)

about 200 brigands.

made his escape but was pursued by

Some 30 police officers from Penhsihu

and 46 soldiers were called out.
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On the same day a body of "00 to 8CC brigands

attacked hsupaotai

(between Mukden and ' Hsinmin), where

An aeroplane was at once

there is a large Japanese farm.

dispatched.
An tun.g-Mukden Railway Area.

1)

On the night of December 25th-2btk,a band,

probably

belonging to the group commanded by Liu tokening and
Hsuwonhai (see previous communication),

cut down eight

telegraph poles between Fenghuangcheng and Kaolimen,

burned a score of sleepers on a railway bridge,
pletely dislocating the traffic.

and

thus com

Ssutaitzu was attacked»

and communications with Chikanshan are interrupted.

The

main bod-y of the brigands attacked Fenghuangcheng on tha

night of the 2bth-27th,

setting fire to several houses.

The brigands made several attacks on the quarters of the
Japanese troops.

They turned part of the police station,

attacked the prison,

released the prisoners,and caused

damage of various kinds to public buildings.
During these events,

a Japanese soldier was killed.

Telephonic and telegraphic communication has not yet been
restored.

The railway company is repairing the truck as

rapidly as possible.

Troops were sent from Antung on the

morning of the 27th.
2)

Owing to the resumption of activity by brigands

in various parts of Manchuria,
railway urea,

especially the Antung

orders have been given for a mixed brigade,

drawn from the troops in Korea,

to be sent.
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LEAGUE OF NATIONS.

C.1019.M.571.1931.X.
Geneva, December 31st, 1931.
EXPENSES INCURRED IN CONNECTION "~ITH THE EXAMINATION BY THE COUNCIL OF

THE SINO-JAPANESE QUESTION.

The Secretary-General has the honour to communicate to the
Council the letter sent by him on December 29th to the President in
Office of the Council and the latter’s telegraphic reply transmitted to
him on December 30th.

I.

Letter dated. December 29th, 1931 from the Secret ary-General to His
Excellency M. Aristide Briand, President in Office of the Council.
Sir,

I have the honour to inform you that the expenses which are
chargeable to Item 2(b) of the League’s budget for 1931, ’’Extraordinary
Sessions of the Council”, and which cover both the Council meeting at
Paris from November 16th to December 10th and the miscellaneous expenses
incurred from the beginning of October to December 31st in connection
with the examination of the Sino-Japanese question, will amount approxi
mately to a sum of 154,000 Swiss francs; 117,700 francs have already been
disbursed and the balance of 36,300 francs represent expenditure incurred
but in respect of which the final accounts have not yet been received.
Including a transfer of 8,000 francs from head 2(a): ’’Ordinary
Sessions of the Council", the credits under Item 2(b) of the budget
amounted to 31,000 francs; they were increased to approximately 131,000
francs by the transfer of 60,000 francs which you were good enough to
approve on November 12th and by the two special contributions of 100,000
French francs generously made by the Government of the Republic.
A deficit of some 23,000 francs is therefore to be anticipated
on the said item and, in accordance with the Financial Regulations, this
deficit must be covered by a transfer before December 31stj on which date
the League’s accounts are closed.
The only item in this chapter of the budget which shows a large
credit balance is No.3: "Unforeseen Expenditure (subject to special vote
of Council)", from which the funds required for the transfer made on
November 12th have already been taken.

I have accordingly the honour to request you, in view of the
urgency of the question, to be good enough to inform me by telegram
whether vou agree to transfer the sum of 25,000 Swiss francs from Item 3
to No.2(b) "Extraordinary Sessions of the Council".
I will duly communicate vour reply, together with the present
letter, to the Members of the Council, who will be asked to ratify your
decision as soon as the next session opens.
(Signed) J. AVEN0L.
Secretary-General ad interim.

II.
Telegram dated Decernber 30th from His Excellency M, Aristide Briand,
President in Office of the Council, to the Secretary-General.
In reply to your letter of December 29th, 1931, requesting my
authorisation to transfer in the budget for the current financial year a
sum of 25,000 Swiss francs from Item 3 (Unforeseen Expenditure) to Item
2(b) (Extraordinary Sessions of the Council), I have the honour to inform
you that I authorise this transfer, subject to ratification by the
Council at its session in January.
BRIAND.
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LEAGUE OF NATIONS.
Communicated to the
Council end the
Members of the League.

C.1020,M.572.1931.VII.
Geneva, December 31st, 1931.

APPEAL FROM THE CHINESE GOVERNMENT UNDER ARTICLE 11

OF THE COVENANT.

Note by the Secretary-General.

The Secretary-General has the honour to circulate to the
Council the following letter which the Representative of China,
in accordance with instructions from his Government, addressed on
December 26th to the Acting President of the Council, together
with the letter dated December 29th toy
ich it ms communicated
to the Secretary-General.

Paris,

December 29th, 1931.

To the Secretary-General.
Translation.
Sir,

I have the honour to forward to you herewith for the
information of the Members of the Council a letter from the
Chinese delegation handed to rae by Mr. Hco on the 28th instant.

I informed Mr. Hoo that the French Government, and, to
my knowledge several other Governments also, had already taken steps
at Tokyo to draw the Japanese Government’s attention to its engage
ment under the Resolution of December 10th that it would refrain from
any initiative which might aggravate the situation.
(Signed)

Berthelot.

For the Minister of Foreign Affairs
and by delegation.
Ambassador of France
Secretary-General.

Paris, December 26th,1931.
Monsieur le President,

Under the instructions of my Government, I have the honour
to transmit to Your Excellency the following telegraphic message,
dated December 25th, from the Acting President of the Executive Yuan:
’’With a view to avoiding the aggravation of the situation
in Manchuria, both China and Japan have accepted the obligations
under the various Resolutions of the Council of the League of
Nations.
On our part we have beer sincerely carrying out
these obligations.
During the Council Meeting of December 10th
our delegate had, in connection with the Second Paragraph of the
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Resolution, of that date, made it clear among other things
that China, cannot tolar ate the invasion and occupation
of her territory by the troops of any foreign country.
"According to reports we have recently received, however,
the situation is daily becoming more critical.
The facts
are briefly as follows.
On 21st, inst., under the pretext
of bandit suppression, the Japanese troops occupied Fakumen.
Two days later, Tienchuangtai was occupied by Japanese
infantry and cavalry with armoured trains on the Chineseowned Koupangtze-Yingkow Railway.
At the same time Japanese
planes also bombarded and machine-gunned Panshan.
For the
purpose of attacking Chinchow, the Japanese are calling the
regular Chinese army bandits, whereas, as a matter of fact,
they are hiring bandits in large scale and providing them
with guns to create disorders.
More Japanese reinforcements
are being sent to Shanhaikwan, Chirliwangtao and other places.
"It is beyond doubt that Japan is intentionally disregarding
her obligations under Second Paragraph of Council’s Resolution
on December 10th and that she is also ignoring Your Excellency’s
Statement in regard to the sane paragraph to the effect that
it is indispensable and urgent to abstain from any initiative
which may lead to further fighting and from all other action
likely to aggravate the situation.
The present situation in
Chinchow and" other places is becoming worse and more critical
than before.
I, therefore, have honour to make this urgent
appeal to Your Excellency for the immediate adoption of
effective measures to deal with this situation with a view
to giving effect to the Resolution of December 10th.

(Signed)

Chen bling-ohu".

Please accept, Monsieur le Président,
my highest consideration.

(Signed)

the assurance of

Hoo Chi-tsal.
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Telegram Sent

1—138
PREPARING OFFICE
WILL INDICATE WHETHER

CONFIDENTIAL CODE

nonconfidential code

Collect

Bepartnretti of ^taie

Charge Department
OR

Charge to

PLAIN

Washington,

$

January

1932,

} >x
AMERICAN CONSUL,
MUKDEN (China).

\

,
o >i

Referring to various difficulties of National

X

«q
(D
04
•
<D

; ;

City Bank, can you inform Department whether the

e'*'

Netherlands Harbor Works Company account has been

04

! q\
Kit1
"

settled?

Also, can you g4ve approximate figures for
*
the decrease, if any, in business or in profits, in

M
CO
>

amount or percentage, of Mukden branch since Septem

ber 18, 1931?
Telegraph Department and inform Legation by mail.

16

æ£®twr

FE:SKH/ZMF
Enciphered by__________________________
Sent by operator______________ ------------------------------Index Bu.—No. 50.

------- »
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REP

From

GRAY
Tokio

Dated January 16,

1932

Rec’d 6:45 a. m«
Secretary of State,
Washington.

13, January 16, 4 p. m.
The Foreign Minister Yoshizawa received me at eleven
o'clock this morning and handed me a reply written in
Japanese and English, which is being cabled today.

He

advised me it would be given out to the newspapers here

today <,

After I had read it he asked me if I had any

comment to make.

I told him that the semblance of war,

which was being fairly sedulously maintained here, with
constant newspaper references to "battle area", exhibition
of captured trophies, and also the fact that throughout

Manchuria they talked of it as "war" without qualification

seemed inconsistent with their assertion that it was n°fe’a
hostile occupation-

This he explained by saying the

hostility was not toward the Chinese people or Government
NO
but against the lawless elements whose suppression was

necessary for an orderly community.

Today's paper announces here that China is proposing

to sever diplomatic relations with Japan.

And I asked if

there were any truth in this; to which he replied that
they
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they had no official information.
1 told him the papers announced officially the

Japanese were planning the establishment of an independent
Manchurian government in February.

I asked him if there

were any truth in this; to which he said that, while he
was in Ifenchuria, he was advised that the Chinese governors

of the Provinces of Kirin, Heilungkiang and Jehol were
said to be in favor of the establishment of such a govern
ment, and he understood conversations were being held
looking to such a development at the present time,

sure he also meant to include Mukden province.

I am

He said

this was on Chinese, initiative.
I asked if it were not unquestionably true that these

men were placed in power by the Japanese military authori
ties and selected from men who would not be unfriendly

towards Japan.

His reply was vague, but he emphasized

the fact that all Chinese former high civil officials but

one had deserted their posts or resigned.

He said these

Chinese governors now planning an independent Manchuria
Government were actuated by the desire of self protection

both of life and property.

I asked if in that case the

Japanese would be prepared to support the pretentions of
such a government by force.

His reply was vague but he

said that Marshal Chang Hsueh Liang had spent 80 per cent
of his
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of his revenues in maintaining armed forces and the
Japanese proposed to urge upon the new Chinese I/ianchurian
Government a substantial reduction of the proportion of

money spent for military establishments.
I asked the same question I had asked of Inukai in

regard to the plans for the employment of former Chinese
soldiers; he assured us that this was their plan.

He laid great stress upon the open door so often

when I commented on its not being open now, he said that

was merely during the period of suppressing banditry.

I

told him it took us six years to suppress banditry in the
Philippines, where we exercised sovereignty, and intimated

that the door might be closed for quite a while.

But he

emphasized the desirability of attracting American capital
and business cooperation to Manchuria.

FORBES

KLP
HPD
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

From
Tokio
Dated January 16, 1932

Rec’d 6:03 a. m
*

Secretary of State,

/ J jT 4 y

Washington.
11, January 16, 2 p. m.

Department's telegram No. 7, January 7, nooni
I have just received the reply of the Japanese Govern

ment which reads as follows:
"I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of YourExcellencyrs note dated the eighth January, which has
had the most careful attention of this Government.

The Government of Japan were well aware that the

Government of the United States could always be relied on

to do everything in their power to support Japan’s efforts
to secure the full and complete fulfillment in every
detail of the Treaties of Washington and the Kellogg Treaty
for the Outlawry of War.

They are glad to receive this

additional assurance of the fact
As regards the question which Your Excellency specific

ally mentions of the policy of the so-called

’open door',

the Japanese Government, as has so often been stated,

regard that policy as a cardinal feature of the politics
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of the Far East, and only regrets that its effectiveness
is so seriously diminished by the unsettled conditions
which prevail throughout China.

In so far as they can

secure it, the policy of the open door will always be

maintained in Ivianchuria, as in China proper.

They take note of the statement by the Government of

the United States that the latter cannot admit the legality
of matters which might impair the treaty rights of the
United States or its citizens or which might be brought

about by means contrary to the Treaty of 27 August 1928.

It might be the subject of an academic doubt, whether
in a given case the impropriety of means necessarily and

always ^voids the endAi secured, but as Japan has no
intention of adopting improper means, that question does

not practically arise.
It may be added that the treaties which relate to

China must necessarily be applied with due regard to the
state of affairs from time to time prevailing in that

country, and that the present unsettled and distracted

state of China is not what was in the contemplation of
the high contracting parties at the time of the Treaty

of Washington.

It was certainly not satisfactory then:

but it did not display that disunion and those antagonisms
which it does today.

This cannot affect the binding

character
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character or the stipulations of treaties:

but it may-

in material respects modify their application,

since they

must necessarily be applied with reference to the state

of facts as they exist.
My Government desire further to point out that any
replacement which has occurred in the personnel of the
administration of Manchuria has been the necessary het of

the local population.

Even in cases of hostile occupation ■

which, this was not - it is customary for the local official;
to remain in the exercise of their functions.

In the

present case they for the most part fled or resigned:

it

was their own behaviour which was calculated to destroy the

working of the apparatus of government.

The Japanese

Government cannot think that the Chinese people, unlike
all others, are destitute of the power of self determina
tion and of organizing themselves in order to secure

civilized conditions when deserted by the existing official
While it need not be repeated that Japan entertains in
Manchuria no territorial aims or ambitions, yet, as Your

Excellency knows, the welfare and safety of Manchuria
and its accessibility for general trade are matters of the
deepest interest and of quite extraordinary importance

to the Japanese people.

That the American Government are

always alive to the exigencies of Far Eastern questions
has already
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has already been made evident on more than one occasion.
At the present juncture, when the very existence of our
national polity is involved,

it is agreeable to be assured

that the American Government are devoting in a friendly

spirit such sedulous care to the correct appreciation of
the situation.
I shall be obliged if Your Excellency will transmit

this communication to your Government, and I avail myself,

et cetera.
FORBES

KLP
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REP

From

GRAY
Nanking via N. R.,

Dated January 16,. 1932
Recrd 6:35 a. m

Secretary of State,

T
Washington
9 G X
? , 1

12, January 16,

c
n.
9 a. m

My No. 10, January 13, 7 P

m

The Chinese Foreign Office has unofficially approved
the translation as telegraphed to the Department "but

wishes to add "three" after "military forces in the" and

CD
C

CD

"advanced on" after "Suichung and" and to delete the
words "this is all matter of record".

01
CM

Legation informed

PECK

RR
HPD

09 •
to
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JAN 1 5 1932
Conversation.

January 14

y'

1932.

The Netherlands Minister

SIMP

Mr. Hornbeck.

Netherland Legation's Note
Verbale of January 127

7 9 5 .9 4 /3 5 3 2

Subject:

The Netherland Minister called on me and inquired
whether I had read his Government’s note relating to

the American Government’s note to China and Japan of

January 7.

I stated that I did not know that his Government
had sent a note.

The Minister said that he had handed

the note to Mr. Castle on the evening of January 12
and that its text had now been published in Holland.
He inquired concerning the Japanese and the Chinese
Governments’ replies to our note.

I stated that we

had received a reply from the Chinese Government late

yesterday afternoon, but that the reply from the Japa
Z.

to be sent until after the new Minister for Foreign

Z
co
_CC
cc

Affairs, Mr. Yoshizawa, had been installed — which I
thought would take place today.

The Minister expressed

surprise and said that his Government’s note contained

a statement that the Chinese and Japanese Governments
had already replied to the American Government’s note

and

B ÏU ®

nese Government was, so we were informed, not going
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and that it must be that his Government had thought
that such was the case.

After some reflection, he

continued to the effect that in the published edition

of his Government’s note, in the press, at home, that

sentence had been omitted.

He inquired

would be publishing the note here.
not know.

whether we

I said that I did

He suggested that, in case we make public

here the note which we have received from his Govern
ment, we confer with him before doing so.

I said that

I would attempt to insure his being consulted, in that

event.
The Minister then talked of the situation in Man

churia, the interest of his Government, his own interest
in the League of Nations, etc.

I expressed briefly my

view that the whole question is one in which not only

the rights but the interests of the whole world are

involved — the important question being whether the
world is to go forward or to retreat in connection with
the attempt to maintain peace by processes of law.

The Minister said that he quite agreed.

He said

that there was, however, one bit of silver lining in
the present situation, so far as the interests of the

Netherlands are concerned:

he then made express refer

ence to that Government’s problems in the Netherlands
East Indies.
With
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With another expression of his personal feeling

that effort must be made to strengthen the peace
machinery, the Minister rose and the conversation

ended

FE;SKH/ZMF
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No. 84.

AMERICAN CONSULATE
Yunnanfu, China, December 8, 1931,

Anti-Japanese Boycott in the Yunnanfu
/^Consular District.
_
fôble
"T"~—,
Secretary
Washington.I|

4

Law
of State

C

In compliance with the Peiping Legation’s telegram
of November 25, 11 a.m., I have the honor to report as

follows on the organization and present activities of the

local Anti-Japanese Association and the boycott of Japanese goods in this consular district.
The background of events germane to the boycott may be

found in sections of this Consulate’s despatches, Nos. 70/f
74/ and 80/ dated September 9, October 14, and November/16,

/

'

1531, respectively.

The Yunnanfu Anti-Japanese Association, organized by

the Yunnanfu Chamber of Commerce shortly after the V/anpao-

shan incident to disseminate anti-Japanese propaganda and
organize an effective boycott of Japanese goods, enlarge^
and intensified its activities when the Japanese occupied

Mukden, September 18th.

The organization as now functioning consists of an

Executive Committee and eight divisions;

namely, Secre

tariat, Censorship, Propaganda, Secret Information, Regis

tration, Examination, Inspection, and Accounts, with a
Chief in charge of each division.

The Executive Committee is composed of the Chiefsof-Division, three members of the Yunnanfu Chamber of
Commerce

IL"'
É ■
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Commerce, one member of the Bureau of Provincial Party
Affairs, and one member of the Municipal Bureau of Party

Affairs of the Yunnanfu municipality.

The Secretariat, in

addition to its regular duties, is charged with reporting
to and receiving the Provincial Government's sanction for

executing the recommendations of the Executive Committee.
The Secretariat and the Division of Accounts

office in the Chamber of Commerce Building.

maintain an
It is in this

office that the Executive Committee meet and décida upon

matters of a general nature affecting the Association’s

policy and activities.
The Division of Censorship is charged with exercising

a strict supervision over the vernacular press and prohib
its anything being published in favor of the Japanese or

critical of the boycott movement.

Some members of this

division are employees of the Yunnanfu Wireless Adminis
tration.

In fact, the employees of this administration

have organized a subsidiary anti-Japanese association of
their own.

Due to the interfèrent censorship of these

employees during October, the Japanese Consul at Yunnanfu
was completely cut off from direct communication with his

legation at Peiping.

It was with the assistance of his

consular colleagues that Mr. Hashimaru received timely in
structions to evacuate Japanese residents and close the

consulate.
The Division of Propaganda is incessantly at work

stirring up hatred against the Japanese.

This Division

is making use of the regular Kuomintang printing office

for

I
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for printing varieties of anti-Japanese hand-bills and post
ers for the bulletin boards and for general distribution
to the public.

This division also supplies school children

and other groups with flags and banners for use in the anti
Japanese demonstration parades.

The public orators of this

division have been drawn from the Propaganda Department of

the Provincial Kuomintang Headquarters.

These men are now

engaged in coaching students of the middle and higher schools
in the art of haranguing the public on Japanese issues.

Stu

dents of both sexes have enrolled for this service.

The Division of Secret
*
Information aids in the boycott
movement by disclosing the tricks of various merchants

whose loyalty to "the complete severance of economic re
lations with Japan" is somewhat questionable.

It has been

stated that officials of the Chinese Maritime Customs in
Yunnan are under instructions to open their records of

imports for inspection by members of this division.

The

Chief of the Division of Secret Information is also said to

be receiving advance information from agents at Shanghai
and Hongkong on the movements of Japanese goods for south

west China.

The Division of Registration handles all matters in
connection with the recording of stocks of Japanese goods

held by local Chinese merchants and individuals;

and issues

permits to import such goods as were ordered prior to Sep

tember 16th.

This Division is assisted by men of the Divi

sion of Examination.

The latter visit the various mercan

tile establishments to check up the inventories of stocks
registered
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registered and to search for anything hidden.

It is now a

common sight in Yunnanfu to see members of the examination

corps in and about the business quarter dressed in white
uniforms with blue and white arm bands.

Since October 6th, men of the Division of Inspection,

have been on duty at the railway station, the customs ex
amination sheds, the post office, and the offices of the

Special Consumption Tax section of the Bureau of Finance.
Here they participate in the actual physical examination of
all imported merchandise.

If Japanese goods are found they

are immediately seized and conveyed by carts or coolie
carriers hired for the purpose to the division’s headquarters

where the consignees must produce exemption permits issued
by the Division of Registration or suffer a fine and confis

cation.

By the end of November approximately Yunnan $300,

000.00 had been collected as fines paid by "unpatriotic

merchants".
The Division of Accounts functions as its name implies
and, in addition, the Chief of this division acts as pay

master to the employed personnel of the Association.

Fines

and other monies of the Association are turned over to this
division for meeting necessary expenses.

If there be a

surplus after meeting such expenses such surplus is depos

ited in the Government controlled Futien Bank for "national
purposes".

The following is a translation of the Anti-Japanese

Association’s five articles governing the punishment of
persons who import Japanese goods:

ARTICLE
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ARTICLE 1.
A fine equivalent to the value
of the goods shall be imposed on those who order
enemy’s goods, by mail or telegraph, after Sep
tember 16th and before November 4th.
ARTICLE 2. Half of the property of those
who order enemy’s goods after November 4th shall
be confiscated.
ARTICLE 3.
Besides confiscating the enemy’s
goods, a fine equivalent to the value of the
goods shall be imposed on those who sell the en
emy’s goods unregistered after November 15th.
ARTICLE 4.
A double punishment shall be im
posed on the members of this Association who vio
late any of the articles mentioned above.

ARTICLE 5. Those who are twice found guilty
of the offence of ordering the enemy’s goods or
who indulge in corrupt practices after November
4th, besides receiving the punishment as prescribed
above, shall be punished, according to circum
stances, by being put in a cage, and making known
their offence to the public by a parade through
the streets;
or they may be handed over to the
Government for more severe punishment.

Since the publication of the foregoing articles on
September 10, 1931, very few merchants of this district have

dared to order Japanese goods.

Foreign merchants in Yunnan,

principally French, have also been warned not to attempt
to import Japanese goods under penalty of seizure and con

fiscation.

In conclusion,

it may be stated that the boycott of

Japanese goods in the Yunnanfu consular district is, at pres
ent, very effective, and that there seems to be no present in

tention on the part of the local Government to interfere with
the boycott activities of the Anti-Japanese Association.

Respectfully yours,

Harry E. Stevens,
American Consul.

In quintuplicate to the Department.
In duplicate to the Legation.
800
HES:LMK
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Sources of Information

The information given in this despatch was

obtained from witnessing the activities of the
boycotters,

through personal interviews with mem

bers of the Anti-Japanese Association, as well as
from reports in the vernacular press and posted
proclamât ions.
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I have the honor to submit herein my first

7 9 3 .9 4 /3 S Ô 4

special fortnightly report on the anti-Japanese boy

cott situation in the Tsinan consular district, as
recuired by the Legation’s circular telegram of

November 25th and its instruction of December 7,

IS 31.
As/reported in my monthly political report,

No. 6o/of November 9, 1931, "while it still remains
true/that no boycott associations have come into
existence in Tsinan, and that no campaign has been

instituted for seizing, confiscating, or selling

by auction any Japanese goods found in the possession

gg

of Chinese merchants, nevertheless, a true boycott
of a popular nature has become very effective in

bringing about a great decreases in Japanese trade."
In my monthly political report for November,

despatch No. 67/of December 9, 1931, I reported:
"Hardly any change has taken place in
the anti-Japanese boycott situation, due to
the firm policy of the Drovineial Government
to keep all such activities within legal limits.

That does

ho
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That does not mean that no boycott exists;
on the other hand, a true boycott on an ex
tensive scale is so widespread that Japanese
trade is nearly at a standstill.
Some Jap
anese products, for which there has been a
good sale in the past, are practically off
the market; at least they are not obtainable
from Chinese dealers, and the Chinese will
not buy them from Japanese.

"Only two instances of seizures of Jap
anese goods have so far been reported to the
Japanese Consul General - both of cotton piece
goods in cases to the total value of some
*
510,000.
One instance occurred at Weihsien
and the other near C'-.angchiu, sone thirty
miles east of Tsinan. At ’Veihsien s. group of
the local Tangpu men and students of the two
middle schools were said to have been respon
sible for the seizure. J.fter the Japanese
Consul General took the matter up with General
Han, military officers at Weihsien obtained
the release of the poods.
In the Changchiu
case the goods had already been sold to Chinese,
so that consular representations could not be
made on the ground of Japanese ownership of the
goods, which are believed still to be in posses
sion of the unprosecuted thieves.
Of course,
ho Chinese laws ere enforced against su ch
thieves who claim to do their evil deeds in the
name of patriotism."
Since the reports

-noted above were written very

little change has taken place in the boycott situation

In general trade with the Japanese or in in Japanese

goods has been greatly curtailed,

because illegal

methods have not been introduced to prevent such trade
it has continued to exist to a fair extent,

certainly far from brisk.

but it is

On account of its uncertain

ties hard bargains have often been driven by the Chi

nese merchants participating therein, while the Jap

anese have felt compelled to dispose of their stocks
at either an extremely low margin of profit or even at
a loss.

This condition has been reported particularly

in the cotton goods,trade, which is one of the most

important
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important lines, but other lines similarly affected
are sugar, electrical goods,

cotton yarn and toys.

For the past twelve days one of the Tsinan newspapers,
the Tin Kuo Jih Pao, has published a list of Japanese

products, giving the brands or marks under which they
are sold.

course,

The underlying idea in so doing is,

of

that the people may know for certain what

goods are Japanese and thus avoid purchasing them,
although the paper carefully refrains from openly ad

vocating the boycott.
In the past Japanese merchants have been in the
custom of travelling into the interior of the province
in order to sell their merchandise or to buy Chinese

produce for export.

Because of the dangers of travel

ling in the interior at present on account of the hos
tility toward them,

ceased.

such journeys have almost entirely

In a few instances attempts have been made to

make such trips and the passports of Japanese have been

sent to the local authorities for visas, which have thus
far not been granted for reasons that are well under

stood, although the Chinese officials have carefully

refrained from flatly refusing in writing to issue themthey have simply delayed and withheld the visas.
Respectfully yours,

0. D. Meinhardt,
Amer i c a n 0 on su. 1.

In cuintuplicate.
SOO
CD.’hHTO

'
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Washington.

795

81, January 16, 5 p. m,
c?
cj^' '

Following from Reuter, Moscow, January sixteenth.
anovisky,
"The Tass Agency denies the report that M. Troi/' ’

(£)

qj

the Soviet Ambassador to Tokyo, has discussed with Mr.

ÜI
Inukai,

the Japanese Prime Minister,

qj

the question of

01

concluding a Soviet-Japanese entente.

It says that on January twelve they discussed
Manchuria, particularly the presence of Japanese troops
in Northern Manchuria.

The agency also says that

M. Troianovisky inquired regarding the attitude of

Inukai towards the proposal which M. Litvinoff made ^o
Mr. Yoshizawa on December 31 in Moscow regarding the

—>

conclusion of a Soviet-Japanese Pact of Don-Aggression. .

M. Litvinoff emphasized the enormous importance which the

conclusion of a Fact of Don-Aggression would have at this
moment when various speculations are being made in certain

militarist and adventurous circles abroad regarding the
possibility of the deterioration of relations between the

Soviet
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Soviet and Japan.

He drew attention of Mr. Yoshizawa to

the negotiations conducted by the Soviet Government and

its western neighbors regarding pacts or non-aggression,
pointing out that Japan was now the only neighbor of

the H, S. S. R. which had

concluded no pact and was

conducting no negotiations.
Mr. Inukai reassured M. Troianovisky repeating
particularly former assurances regarding

the absence of

intention od the part of Japan to infringe the interests
of the Soviet and of the Chinese Eastern Railway.

With

reference to the proposal for the conclusion of a Pact
of Non-Aggression, however, Mr. Inukai said that it had

not yet been studied by the Japanese Government.”

JOHNSON
KLP
HID
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LANCASTE R

FAR EASTERN AFFAIRS

JAN
Hon. Stanley K. Hornbeck,
Chief, Division of Far Eastern Affairs,
Department of State,
Y/ashington. D.C.

F /D E W

Division of

Dep

793

Dear Mr. Hornbeck,
Thank you for your letter of January 8th and the references

çq

concerning Manchuria which you have so thoughtfully looked up and
called to my attention.

I will see what I can get out of them.
x

It was with some qualms that I posed my question concerning
the extent of the Japanese police power.

vj’.VL/sm

04

qj
W

Q
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GRAY

From

'I 21 19 wP

Peiping via N. R

DateI January 16,

1932

PARTMiHT Of STATE
Rec'd 2 a

Secretary of State,
Washington

>n of
..JAFFA
IS ÎS3

m

77, January lb, 10 a. m

Following from Lieutenant Brown at'Harbin:

N

"Representative opinion Hanchuli area agreed present
situation quiet with the general belief that there will

04

be positive action by Japanese army contra Soviet within

TO

within a oeriod of three months.

Red Ilonf ols recently

04
01

actively engaged in driving out of border regions white

Um
lïongol bands, however, large scale activities among

them thought impossible until this Hay.

Two.

Soviet officials freely state that their own

5»

Government is prepared in case of attack but does not

*©
contemplate offensive action.

of Irkutsk.

Few Russian forces east

co

Of: leers of the class of 1896 now mobilized,10

others notified bo in readiness.
agreed necessary

Soviet press unanimously

prepare against both Japan, Poland.

White partisans considered negligible quantity; how

ever, Jan?-nose Consul as well as agents have made recent
trips into Lion; olia from Manchuli.

Honday
Four. Head of the Harbin Japanese Military .Hission /

last

ud
y

m
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2- #77, from Peiping,

Jan.16,10 a.m

last cited need of clearing North Hanchuria Chinese forces
then adopt measures which would stamp out Communistic
propaganda Relieving that

against them.

(?) Soviet can carry out

He said that has assumed virulent form

explaining interference with his informers.

Consul General concurred.
Detailed report by mail.”

JOHNSON
KLP
HPD

(?)

Japanese
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DEPARTMENT OF STATE

Division

of

Far Eastern Affairs
January 18, 1932.

SKH:

In regard, to Mukden radio station:

I.

Despatch, just received, from
Myers dated December 21, 1931,
states --

a - Radio station still occupied
by Japanese.

b - Japanese military authorities
are making plans to turn the
station over to a new Chinese
communications commission
now in the process of formu
lation.
This commission will
undoubtedly be under the
supervision of a Japanese
adviser and Japanese technical
men will be employed.

c - Radio experts sent from Dairen
to repair the Mukden Station
were incapable of doing so.
d - Two Japanese specialists have
been sent from Tokyo to ’’try
their hand”.

ROM:AT
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No.--------AMERICAN CONSULATE
GENERAL,
Mukden, China, December 21, 193L.

Subject:

The Mukden Radio station.

The Honorable

The Secretary of State,

Washington.

Sir:

my despatch No. 508 to the Legation at Peiping, Chin
,
*
dated December 19, 1951, on the above subject.

a r mm

Respectfully yours,

Enclosure:

Copy of despatch No. 508
to the Legation, reiping.

HTW

o

>
y

I have the honor to enclose herewith a copy Of
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AMERICAN CONSULATE GENERAL

Mukden, China.
December 19, 1931.

SUBJECT:

The Mukden Radio Station.

The Honorable

Nelson Trusler Johnson,
American Legation,
Peiping, China.

Sir:
I have the honor to refer to the Legation’s tele
*

gram of De comber 7, 5 p.m. relative to the Mukden Radio

Station and th© Radio Corporation of .unerica’s interest
therein.
It is regretted that no official reply has yet
been received from the Japanese Consul General relative

to the plans for reopening the station,

a copy of my

last communication to Mr. Hayashi on the subject is en
closed for the Legation’s information.

The radio station is still occupied by Japanese

soldiers.

However, Mr. Vincent was yesterday unoffi

cially Informed by the Japanese Consulate General that
the Japanese military authorities are making plans to

turn the station over to a new Chinese communications
commission which is now in the process of formation.
This oonnoission, or administration, will without doubt

be under the supervision of a Japanese adviser and it

also
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also seems inevitable that Japanese technical ?aan will
be ’’employed” to assist in th® operation cf the station.

It is Instructive to observe in confection with
the above that the radio experts sent from Dairen to
Mukden by the South Manchuria hallway Company to repair

th® station were incapable of accomplishing the lx
*

Two Jananes
*

mission.

specialists have therefore beer sent out from

Toky • to ’’try their hand”.

»s they are pr..-bably connected

with the radio station in Japan which is built with "iadio
Corporation of

Eierina equipment, it is likely that they

will be successful in making the minor repairs necessary
and in operatin'? the station without having to ask for

technical inforratIon relative to wave lengths, sending

times, ot cetert.

ith regard to this technical informa

tion, the Shanghai fa nager of the i-iadio Corporation of

..morice stated in a recent letter that, in so far es he
was amaro, there was no secret ebout the operation of

the station and Vat a radio ex'ert could

ut ths station

in a condition for operation without difficulty and with

out having to depend upon outside sources for technical
information.

Reeneotfully yours,

M. S. Myers.
American Consul General.

1/ gnclosure: Copy of commuai nation to Japanese Consulate
General.

Original and one copy to Legation,
five copies to Department.
Copy to Embassy, Tokyo.
JCV:AAB
340.
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AK!F.RICÀf<
üukden, Chin
.
*

..«oernber 8, 1931.

Sir and dear Colleague,
I have the honor to refer to our correspondence

and ©onvereetlons concerning ths closing of the teukden

Wdio üte.tlou and the Heâio Corporation of «mrica’s
Interest in this station.
Two end a half «oath» have elapsed since the
station wa« closed by the Japanese nilitury authorities.

This Coneulate General
a
*

repeated requests that errea^e-

rants ba «ïfide for the reopening and operation of th</
station hav-3 00 far bean unavcillng.

I have pointed

out to you both by despatch end orelly tluit tue ??edio

Corporation of frerloa’s interoat in the operation of the
station is baaed upon its traffic agreement v>ith the

aorthsastern oomsujalcfctlons authorities.

Prior to th©

closing of the station tie Kadlo Corporation was deriving

en »verage incorae of United Sitetes £300 daily from the

radio service maintained between «•ukdan end 5»n. franciaeo
*
Not only haa the Kadio Corporation b^en deprived of this
incojns through the cloBln& of the stetion but a. very useful

eoaaBunicatlone service between Isaachuria and the United
atatee ha» been interrupted, thereby inoonvenienolag

*,®»
fix

and individuel» in Aaeriee and Chine
*

The
M. Moriehlm, require,

Acting Consul General for Japan,
l/Ukden, China
*
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Th® Japanese military author! tie a liav® requested

through your Consulate Senersl that I furnish the» with
certain technical inf or? < tlon to enable thma to r««u»»

the radio sorviue between Muadon and .^n Zranuiaoo.

I

have informed you that this Consulats Ç«ceral la not in

a position t© furnish the information requested and 1

haw also cttev?pted to

it clear to you that this

Consulate ■''•enerel la not requesting. the Japanese military

authorities to reopen end operate the station.
rsQu-.mted

n behalf of the .,sdio ..orpor&tion of

that th® Japene
?®
*

1 have

’■serica

Hilltoy authorities, who control the

station, effect arrangements which would m©^® t-oeal'ole
ths resumption of the Wsrlen-Jan Francisco service at the
earliest possible date.

1 regret that my requests have failed to secure the
desired action

that I

therefore compelled to repeat

my rapresentstions on behalf of th®

r.®rictui corporation.

It Yrlll be very emch appreciated if you will again bring

th® mtter to the attention of the Je penes® ailltery autho
rities, pointing out to them the losses sad inooavenieaees

which their continued disinclination to permit the reopen

ing of th® station ere causing, and urging them to arrange

for the resumption of the service «» soon as possible.
Tour courtesy In favoring ^e with eu aeriy reply

will be appreciated.
I heve the h?nor to be,

Sir end dear Colleague,
Your obedient servant,

John carter Vincent.
American Consul.

JCViAAB
340.

.........

yï^&J
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DOCUMENT FILE

NOTE

393.1154 (U) Anderson, Meywr &
..... ■'Compfiflay/t

FROM

TO

FOR

#•

> DATED

...............
NAME

D“C

I??1.*
1-H27

•„

REGARDING:

Antung Electric Light Plant. Copy of communication from
Japanese Consul general giving assurances that American
Interests in the - will be accorded protection.

7 9 3 .9 4 /3 5 3 9
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DEPARTMENT OF STATE

Division

of

Far Eastern Affairs

(2///

January 30, 1932»

«SSL;
This despatch from Mukden reports

thatabout twenty

kilometers of track of the Chenchiatun-

Tungliao Railway,which parallels the South

Manchuria Railway on the west, have been

totally destroyed.

Though not so stated,

the inference is that the perpetrators of

this sabotage were bandits or Chinese
soldiers.

JEJ

/
a
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No.
C°P/ES SENT TO

AMERICAN CONSULATE

JàÜ1- ANDM. ID.;

GENERAL,
Mukden, China, December 24, 1931

JANIS 52
Subject: Destruction of Chengchiatun (Liaoyuan)-

F /DEV;

Tungliao Railway.

The Honorable

my despatch No. 511 to the Legation at Peiping, China,
dated December 23, x93x, on the above subject.

Respectfully yours,

M. Si Mye
General
American Cons

Enclosure

Copy of despatch No. 511 to the
Legation, Peiping, China.

HTW
80Û
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Sir:

DECLASSîFïEEh

E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(ü) or (E)
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n

NARS, Date

Ho. J"//

AMERICAN CONSOLAT® GENERAL
Mukden, Chinn.
December S3, 1931.

SÜBJ3CT; Destruction of Chengchietun (Liaoyuan)Tungliao Railway.
The Honorable
Nelson Trusler Johnson,

American legation,

Peiping, China,

Sir:
7 $3 • 9 v/ x 733
Referring to my confidential despatch No. 476

of November 2, 1931, under the subject "Recent

Political Developments
'
*

in which conditions along

the Chengchiatun-Tungliao Railway were briefly touched

upon, I have the hohor to enclose herewith a report

concerning the damage done to this line which appeared
in the Manchuria Dally News of December 21, 1931. Thia
report is substantially the same as the one given out

by Japanese headquarter» here a few days ago.

It will

be seen that altogether about twenty kilometer» of

track have been totally destroyed.
The operation of this line ceased in the latter
part of October and up to the present there has been

no indication of an intention to repair it.

In this

connection it may be mentioned that the south Manchuria
Railway Company now controls the ssupingkai-Taonan and

Taonan
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Taonan-Angangchi railway» and possibly when conditions
in that region become roore settled the line to Tungliao

n»y be reopened
*

Respectfully yours,

]M. s. Kyers.
American Consul General.

Enclosure J Press report regarding destruction of
Chengchiatun-’fungliao Railway.

Original and one copy to Legation,
five copies to Department.
Copy to Embassy, Tokyo.
Copy to Consulate General, Harbin.

MSI’ ; Au JB
800.

î A true

»thfc
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Enclosure No
*
1 to despatch
Q? N. S« Myers»
.jaerioan consul General, TUkden, china, dated December
23, 1931, to the legation, Peiping, on the subject
«Destruction of Chengohlatun (LiaoyuanJ-Tunglia© Kailway”.

HAVOCS WROUGHT ON CIÏWGCIHATON-FAIYINT/JLA. LINE.

Under Expert Directions

A Matter

ffeeting safety of Hundreds of Koreans

From The Manchuria Daily Mews, December 21, 1931.

Since the Japanese withdrew from the Chengchiatunpeiylnt&la lino early last November, the station build
ings, railway track, tanks, wells, coal bins, etc. were
wantonly demolished, and judging by the way the havocs were
executed, the wreckers must have been directed by expert
hands.
The devastation wrought has much to do with the
safety of the hundreds of Koreans at the two farms at
Ohienchiatien and west of Peiylntala, the latter belonging
to the Huahsing Kungssu.

(1)

Railway Track

(a) Several breaches between Cnengchiatun and Palin,
altogether 1,000 meters long; a few between Talin and
Chienchietien 3 kilometers; 7 breaches between Chlenchiatien and Peiylntala 16 kilometers.
(b) Sleepers at each breach collected and destroyed
by fire, As to rails, none *
visible either buried under
ground or carried off elsewhere.
(c) At comparatively high points on railway line,
concrete walls, about 1 meter wide, raised across the
railway track.
(d) In Paiyintala Station yard, two-thirds of rails
removed together with sleepers.
(2)

ïïatertanka, rumps and Boilers

At Talin, Chienchlatten and Paiyintala, their wooden
parts were destroyed by fire, while the rest was de noli shed
Such parts and as could not be destroyed got filled with
earth and sand.

(3)
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(3)

wells

Water feeding pipes, together with the wells ftt
Ghienehiatien and ■aiylntala got filled with cement
and aaortor.

(4)

Coal Blns

Those at Talin and raiylntala were destroyed.
(5)

At Palylntala

Godowns, station buildings, residences with fur
nitore and fixtures were destroyed.
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AMERICAN CONSULATE
GENERAL,
Mukden, China, December 34, 19 3u.

Subject:

Expansion oï Japanese Military Headquarters
at Mik den

i»

CORES SENT TO |
O.ÎU A.iO

The Honorable

The Secret

TATE,

TJ

FAR EAS » AFh

Washington.
Sir:

n
m

Department of State

I have the honor to eno lose herewith a copy of

my despatch No. b!3 to

negation at Peiping, China.

dated December 34, 1931, on the above subject
(£)

Respectfully yours,

Cl

American ConsifiXGeneral.

rEnolostr e
Copy of despatch No. bl<s
to the Legation at Peiping.

rr>
KXJ

GO
bO

HTW
800
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AMERICAN CONSULATE GENERAL

Mukden, China.

December 24, 1931.

SUBJECT: expansion of Japanese military Head
quarters at *
ukden.

The Honorable
Nelson Truster Johnson,
American Legation,
Peiping, China.

Sir:
I have the honor to report the reorganization of

the headquarters of tue i uantung Army at laikden by
the addition of five department®, namely, administra

tion, communications, financial, Industrial and foreign

intercourse.

It is understood that these departments

have been added for the efficient handling of the mani
fold duties which have fallen upon, or been assumed by,

headquarters since the occupation of Manchuria.

Ac

cording to a Tokyo report in th© ! anshu Nlppo (Dairen),
of December 17, 1931, officers of the South Manchuria

Railway Company, the Kuantung government and the Con
sulate General (Consular Service) are eligible for ap

pointment in these departments.

My Japanese Colleague

mentioned a few days ago that these departments are

being staffed largely with civilians and that a member
of his office had been suggested as the head of the

fore ign
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foreign affairs department.

These departments are

under th® general direction of the Chief of staff
of the Kusntung .-rmy«
a outline of the work to ho undertaken by the

different departments was published in the Tung ban
Sheng Mln iao, e. local government organ, on ceoember

22, 1931, and is of interest as showing the comprehensive
range of the functions of headquarters,

a the organi

zation of these départants has evidently hot yet been

completed, it is possible that changes will be made. The
fol owing are the functions of the several departments
os

.Ivon in the above-mentioned press report: . dmlnistra-

tion - affairs of the different localities, police, and

education; communications - railways, post, automotive
vehicles and harbors; financial - supervision, tex system

and currency; industrial - agriculture, commerce, labor
and mining; foreign intercourse.

It was also stated that

under this plan general affairs, aviation, and affairs
relating to the establishment of self government will be
placed directly under the directing head of these depart

ments who, apparently, is the Chief of Staff.

The Manshu

Hippo report stated in conclusion that thia system shall

be retained in the event of the establishment of a residency

Gejeral for yauchuria and Mongolia.

In this connection it should be recorded that General
Minaml, former Minister of i.ar, arrived at Mukden at noon

today for the purpose, as reported in the press, of

promoting
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proïiiûtlng close cooperation between the military

authorities in 'Tokyo and those in Hukdoii.
inf., the nature of th-,

..s show-

press imports regarding the

proposed establishment of & resldency-'leneral in

hanchuria the followirv, news it
*'',-:-,

takc.u frot. the

Japan t-• ronicle of becoi her 19, 1931, is of interest:

”

Jejxi ral . inami, for. er inlster
oi‘ ..ar, will v:?ry shortly ba ordered
to ’ ,-4,churla on the -dosion of pro
moting close conjunction between the
military authorities in JcKyo und
those in '.‘nnchuria.
Ms 1 winding,
visit to Haachuris is also regarded
as conuectod with a plan which the
military r.uthorities are said to
have in contemplât ion to initiate
a system analogue js to the fowor
•:esidc-ncy-General of Kwaatuag pro
vince (leased territory). If Ve
projected system is adopted, General
Hinami will be appointed the first
3GSidont—''.’aneral of Wnohurie.
The i ilitary .uthorltles are determlned to clear Chlnchov? of the
Chinese- troops, a:.-: they hope that
all military action c&n bo brought
to an end by t->e mid lo of January,
.fter that, attention will be devoted
to the constructive . or< of develop
ing Japan*b treaty rights and in
terests in yanchuria and ’ onrolia.
To this ena, the military authorities
contemplate inaugurating a new system
alonx the lines of the former PesidencyGenerul of Hwantung, of which the ;?wan~
tung arrison fornss the nucleus, with
eminent diplomats end business men

within t .e system.”
respectfully yours,

Î7.
L'yera.
.morlean Consul General.

Original and one copy to Legation.
Five copias to Department.
Copy to Embassy, Tokyo.
Copy to Consulate General, Harbin.
M3K:/ÆG
800.
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Secretary of State
Washington

g4

82 , January 17, il a.m.

Following from American Consul General at Mukden:

"January 16, 1 p.mi

4.^

Telegram J.>.

32.

H
X.
D
m

Headquarters

reports that a Japanese battalion occupied Tungliao

partisans, losses Chinese 60, Japanese 0.
Reliable information is to the effect that these so-

called partisans belonged to the Third Cavalry Brigade
of -,7hich about 1000 were in Tungl: ac" ,

,

JOHNSON

7 9 5 .9 4 /2 5 4 2

January 14, noon, after ejecting tnree thousand Chinese
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TELEGRAM RECEIVER

mam

irtment of State

PEIPING VIA NR

~

£60Éssg^FROM
Dated January 17, 1932

1» 1 1 AuMD------*’ * ‘mK
O.N.l/Tgh

'

Rec'd 3:10 a.m.

Secretary of State

Washington

83, January 17, noon.
Following from American Consul General at Harbin:

"January 16, 1 p.m.
Local Chinese officials have received a telegram
very early
from Yusbu stating thai/ yesterday afternoon and at three
One.

p.m. aeroplane dropped nine bombs that town wounding
several people and that it was feared bombing would be

repeated today and requesting that an appeal bo sent to
Kirin asking for cessation of attacks in order to spare

Two.

Ohashi admits the bombing but states that he

has no detailed report concerning it.
Three.

It is reported that Chang Ching Hui yesterday

IAN 2 31932»

the lives of the inhabitants.

sent telegram to Cheng Jun, Chairman of Pinhsien Government

asking him to come to Harbin for a conference" .
JOHNSON

KLP
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Dated January 18, 1932
Recd 2:15 u.m.
Secretary of State

Washington.

Following from Reuter, Nanking, January seventeenth;

F /D E W

85, January 18, 11 a.m.

’’According to a statement made by Lir. Fu Fing Shan

the Vice Minister of Foreign Affaire China has decided to

Nations (involving economic sanctions) at the next meeting

of the Council of the League of Nations on January 25,

sanction for this course having been given by the Central
Executive Committee and the Central Political Council.

Mr. Fu Ping Shan added in his statement that China

would also request celling conference of the signatories
of Nine Power Treaty and he indicated that a severance of
diplomatic relations with Japan was likely.

/

£-

Dr. W. rr. Yen will be China’s chief delegate at th^
tn
next meeting of the League Council.”
co

CO
ho

JOHNSON.
CIB

7 9 3 .9 4 /3 5 4 4

invoke Article sixteen of the Covenant of the League of
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F/D E W

Rec*cl 7:22 a, m*
Secretary of State,

Washington.

16, January 18, 5 p» m»

Press comment on the Japanese reply to the American

7 9 5 .9 4 /3 5 4 5

note has been mild in tone and limited in amount.

The

NICHI IIICHI considers the reply reasonable as was the note
to which it answered.

The JIJI notes that Great Britain

asked only for a verbal assurance in regard to the open
door and states that the United States tried to induce
the other powers party to the Nine Power Treaty to address

notes to Japan.

It feels that Japan should take further

steps to make clear its Manchuria policy.

The ASAHI

refers to British and American reservations to the No War

Pact and asks why Japanese similar insistence in regard
to Manchuria should be rejected
*

It adds that the Japanese

aT
as
ao

regard military operations in Manchuria as necessary and
/

justifiable as Japan has an exceptional position there.

FORBES
WSB

£

m
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

MET
From
This telegram must be
closely paraphrased be
fore being c ommunicated
to anyone.

Tokio

Dated January 18, 1932
d
*
Rec

12;50 a.m.

Secretary of State,

Washington

DEW

15, January 18,
CONFIDENTIAL.
Competent observers comment on evident complete assur

of Japanese community - Army, official and individual - to

a degree never before reached.

The tendency is to oooper-

ate with the Chinese soldiers as in Nicaragua and to view

the Japanese uniform smashing successes in fighting as

proof that they are super-men.

There is no doubt this adds

an element of danger to the situation.
IZ

FORBES
WSB-KLP

7 9 5 .9 4 /3 5 4 6

ance and superiority complex pervading an important part
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Prentiss B. Gilbert, Esquire,

American Consul,
Geneva, Switzerland.

Sir:
for transmission to the Secretary General of the League
of Hat ions, for his very discreet use, confidential as

to source, a sum.<ary of certain telegrams received by

the Department bearing on the Manchuria situation.

Secretary General should not disclose the names or
designations of persons mentioned in these .messages.

Very truly yours,
For the Secretary of states

W. F,

Enclosure:
Summary of telegrams
(in duplicate).

793.94/5

l/l^/32

Jr

The

7 9 3 .9 4 /3 5 4 6

The Department encloses for your information and
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Digest of Information from AmerioanOffiolal
Sources InRegard to the Manohurla situation.
received from January 14 to January 18. ïffgg.
inclusive........... '

Lieutenant Al dr ioh, U. S. A., reports/ from Shanhaikwan
(January 13) that the Japanese troops and South Manchuria

Railway operators between Shanhaikwan and Chinohow are
withdrawing to Chinohow on account of the threat of Chinese

cavalry operating against the Japanese in the Peiplao area;
that at Suiohung the Japanese have a brigade headquarters
and two battalions of troops; that at Chinohow the Japanese
have the headquarters of the Twentieth Division; that the
Japanese desire to oooupy Peipiao is attributed to the sup
**

ply of railway ooal in that area; that many troops are
being returned to Mukden from Chinohow; that traffic east
of Chinohow is still badly disorganized; that at Shanhai

kwan there are one Japanese light cruiser and two small

aircraft carriers; that at Chinwangtao there are two Japa
nese destroyers and a small transport; and that it is not
believed that the Japanese have any present intention of

occupying Shanhaikwan.

,

3ÏI7

American Consul General Hanson at Harbin reports/

(January 13) that the Japanese military, through the
instrumentality of Hsi Hsia's new Kirin Government and

Chinese troops, have connenced a drive to eliminate the
rennant of the old Kirin Government now located at Pinhsi-

en; that this oaused the reoent uneasiness of the Chinese
Eastern Railway guards under General Ting Chao; that

according to Secretary Chao of the Heilungkiang Government,
Chang Ching-hui, Governor of Heilungkiang, is attempting
to arrange an amicable settlement between the Kirin and

Pinhsien
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Digest of Information from Amerloan Officiai
Sources in Regard to the Manchur ia Sitnation.
received from January 14 io January 16. jjgFgg.
XXIOlXLB jlVS e ' J ~ 'rir
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Lieutenant Al dr ioh, U. S. A., reports/from Shanhaikwan
(January 1.3) that the Japanese troops and South Manchuria

Railway operators between Shanhaikwan and Chinohow are

withdrawing to Chinohow on account of the threat of Chinese
cavalry operating against the Japanese in the Peipiao area;

that at Suiohung the Japanese have a brigade headquarters

and two battalions of troops; that at Chinohow the Japanese

have the headquarters of the Twentieth Division; that the
Japanese desire to occupy Peipiao is attributed to the sup
ply of railway coal in that area; that many troops are

being returned to Mukden from Chinohow; that traffic east
of Chinohow is still badly disorganized; that at Shanhai

kwan there are one Japanese light oruiser and two small
aircraft carriers; that at Chinwangtao there are two Japa

nese destroyers and a small transport; and that it is not

believed that the Japanese have any present intention of
occupying Shanhaikwan
*

,

A 577

American Consul General Hanson at Harbin reports/
(January 13) that the Japanese military, through the

instrumentality of Hei Hsia’s new Kirin Government and

Chinese troops, have coranenced a drive to eliminate the

rennant of the old Kirin Government now located at Pinhsien; that this caused the recent uneasiness of the Chinese
Eastern Railway guards under General Ting Chao; that

according to Secretary Chao of the Heilungkiang Government,
Chang Ching-hui, Governor of Heilungkiang, is attempting

to arrange an amicable settlement between the Kirin and

Pinhsien
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- 2 Pixjhsien Governments; and that General Ma also favors a
peaceful settlement.

The Consul General states that the

Harbin Chief of Police was forced on January 12, by pres

sure from all sides, including Japanese, to resign; that
with his resignation from office fell the last hopes of
the local Kuomintang remnant,

(,
/'? ? '' '
Lieutenant Brown, U, S. A., at Harbin reports/

(apparently on January 16) that the general belief in the
Manchull area is that there will be positive action by the
Japanese army against the Soviet within a period of three
months; that "Red” Mongols have recently actively been

engaged in driving "White" Mongol bands out of the border
region; that Soviet officials freely state that their

Government is prepared in case of attack, but does not

contemplate offensive action; that there are but few
Russian forces east of Irkutsk; and that the Japanese

Consul and Japanese agents have made recent trips into

Mongolia from Manchuli,

The American Ambassador at Tokyo rep orts/f January 18)
/
that, according to competent observers, the Japanese are
afflicted with a superiority complex which has spread to

an important part of the nation, including the army, the
officials and individuals; and that the successes of the

Japanese military are taken as proof that the Japanese are
super-men.
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AMBASSADE DE BELGIQUE

UNDER SECRETARY

JAN 15 1932

JAN 16 1932
1 9 1932

Le Gouvernement Belge a pris connaissance 'avë'é'wi^vif
interet de la note que le Gouvernement des Etats-Unis a adressée

à la Chine et au Japon.
Le Gouvernement du Roi attache en effet une grande

L
n

importance au respect des traités envisagés par le Gouvernement
Américain dans sa communication et, à ce point de vue, il note

particulièrement la déclaration du Gouvernement Américain de ne
point reconnaître une situation qui serait créee par des moyens

STARY’S o

contraires au Pacte Kellogg.

o
e
Cf

Au surplus, la Belgique a déjà manifesté aux repré

sentants de la Chine et du Japon que l’action pacificatrice de
la Société des Nations soit couronnée de succès, action qu’elle

a suivie de près en déléguant un observateur aux sessions du
Conseil à Genève et à Paris.
Le Gouvernement du Roi continue a suivre avec attention
cette question qui est inscrite à l’ordre du jour de la session

du Conseil de la Société des Nations qui s’ouvrira le 25 janviar
WASHINGTON, le 15 janvier 1952
|

Division of X.

c
•F5
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The Belgian Government has taken cognizance, wTth

keen interest, the note that the Government of the United

States has addressed to China and J nan.
The Government of His Majesty attaches,

in fact,

great importance to the respect for treaties shown
by the American Government in its communication, and

in this respect,

it notes particularly the American

Government’s declaration that it will not recognize
in any way a. situation which might be created by means

contrary to the Kellogg Pact.
Furthermore, Belgium has already informed the

Representatives of China and Japan that the action taken

by the League of Nations in the interests of peace must

be crowned with success, which action she has followed

closely by delegating an observer to the Sessions of
the Council at Geneva end at Paris.
The Government of His Majesty continues to follow

attentively this ouestion which is inscribed on the agenda

of the Session of the- Council of the League of Nations which
will open on January 25.

'.Ashingt' n, January 15, 1932.

TR:RGT:GES
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No. 330

I» SUu/^l
CONSULATE GENERAL

!

AMERICAN

Canton, China, December 18, 1931.

SUBJECT: Anti-Japanese Boycott in Canton.

I have the honor to submit the following report on
the anti-Japanese boycott in Canton.

m

Reference is made

to the following previous despatches having a bearing

No.

7 9 3 .9 4 /3 5 4 8

upon this subject which were addressed to the Legation:

77 of October 3, 1931, entitled "Reactions
in Canton to Manchurian Crisis",

No. .78 of October 5, 1931, entitled "Monthly
Political Report for September, 1931",
No.

80 of October 12, 1931, entitled "Canton
Riots of October 10, 1931",

No.

81 of October 15, 1931, entitled "The Student
Riots, the Anti-Japanese Agitation and the
Peace Movement", and

No.

86 of October 7, 1931, entitled "Political
and Military Developments in the Canton Consular
District during October, 1931".

These reports outline briefly the developments of anti-

Japanese sentiment in Canton, the anti-Japanese demonstra
i

tion which resulted in casualties on October 10, 1931, and
the gradual organization of an anti-Japanese boycott of

considerable magnitude.
Immediately following the Japanese incursion into Man

churia, the local authorities’were so occupied by the

political

co
co
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- 2 political repercussions that little or no attention was
given to the organization of a boycott during the latter

part of September.

It early became clear that the Cantonese

were determined to prevent anti-Japanese outrages or threaten
ed violations to the security of Japanese life and property
in this area.

This policy has been consistently pursued up

to the present time, although, inspite of precautions, a

number of students were killed and injured in the riot of
October 10, 1931, which has already been reported in detail

to the Department and the Legation.

However, the organiza

tion of anti-Japanese boycott committees has been permitted

and pickets have been tacitly allowed by the local regime to

search the premises of local business establishments for
Japanese goods for which registration with the boycott
<
committee is now required. Numerous cases of confiscation

have been alleged.

In local press reports one million dollars

Canton currency will be obtained, from the sale at auction of
confiscated Japanese goods, the proceeds of which are to be
devoted to the conduct of the anti-Japanese campaign in Man

churia.

Although the local authorities claim that the anti-

Japanese boycott is a spontaneous movement on the part of
patriotic Chinese merchants to express their disapproval of

Japanese imperialism as demonstrated in the occupation of
Manchuria, it actually appears that the boycott committee has

been organized at the instance of local public officials,
including the Mayor of Canton, and that the pickets function

with the sanction of the local authorities and as semi-official
representatives of the local authorities.

The anti-British

boycott

F
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boycott against Hongkong of 1925-1926 was operated on exactly
similar lines to those now used against the Japanese.

For a number of reasons it is extremely difficult to
obtain accurate information regarding the extent to which

Japan has suffered from local boycott activities.

As pre

viously pointed out, the boycott movement was slow in

developing, no important steps being taken to enforce it
until the early of October, and it was not until October

20th that the merchants were prohibited from placing new

orders with Japanese firms.

Large stocks of Japanese goods

were brought into Canton and Duchow prior to the imposition

of the boycott which theoretically may be disposed of without
interference.

Also large quantities of Japanese coal, cotton

yarns and presumably other products are brought into Canton

from Hongkong surreptitiously as North China products or

without reference to their provenance.

Another important fact

which must be considered is that the Chinese Maritime Customs

lists most articles arriving at this port from Hongkong as

originating there whatever the country of origin, so that
statistical information concerning the countries of origin

of goods is limited to a few items.

Because of this fact

no information is obtainable concerning Japanese imports of

matches, sulphate of ammonia, fish products and sundry goods

which make up a large part of the total imports from Japan.
It should also be observed that the British have been favored

in their trade with China by the relinquishment of the gold
standard, and that business generally shows an apparent decline

I

in volume as compared with 1930 which is on a still lower level
than
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The limited time during which the boycott

has been effective is also a handicap in determining the
extent to which Japan trade may have been affected, since

it is impossible to gauge the extent of new orders which

might have been placed had the boycott not been imposed.

It

is the general consensus of opinion, however, that British

and other European merchants, particularly the Germans, have
been benefitted considerably at the expense of the Japanese.

The effect on American trade would seem to be slight since

only a few relatively unimportant items of Japanese and
American imports are competitive.

The following figures may be helpful in showing the
extent to which Japan has been affected in certain leading
items by the activities of the boycott committee.

During

1930 imports of Japanese wheat flour amounted to 14,458

piculs as against 45,613 piculs for the first nine months

of 1931.

During October and November, 1931, however,

Japanese wheat flour imports dropped to 10 piculs. Imports

of sulphate of ammonia during the first three quarters of
1930 amounted to 24,444 piculs and to 1,321 piculs in October

and November in comparison with total imports of 840 piculs

for the first nine months of 1931; there are no imports of
sulphate of ammonia during October and November.

imports

of spirits of wine totalled 85,760 gallons during the first

nine months of 1931 as against only 3,201 during the months
of October and November, showing a marked drop as compared
with the average for the preceding nine months.

The following table shows imports of coal into Canton
for the first three quarters of 1930 and 1931 and for
October
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October and November of these two years respectively, in
which it will be observed that arrivals of Japanese coal

fell off heavily:
1930
1931
1st 3 quarters Oct.& Nov* 1st 3 quarters Qot.& Nov.
tons
54,113 tons 10,911 tons
56,001 tons 15,442
95,238
10,920
47,077
2,237
75,198
16,846
39,243
12,367
1,328
224
1,111
172

Coal

Honggay
Japan
*
Asiatic
Other

Coal Dust

32,184
7,112

Japan
Asiatic
*

6,633
1,559

34,866
9,634

2,704
629

*Dutch 2ast Indies and India.
A similar situation is disclosed in the following table covering

importations of cement:
C ement

- Piculs.

148,675 piculs 31,334
Hongkong
— «a
971
Macao
— a.
French Indo -China 10,495
24,034
Japan
62,863

70,099
4,303
—
4,678’

250,683
636
938
135,387

There also appears to be a marked decline in imports Of

common Japanese printing paper containing mechanical wood pulp,
common printing paper free from mechanical wood pulp and M. G.

Cap paper, the principal items used in this market.

It appears likely that the Japanese piece-goods business
will be materially affected in the event that the boycott is
prolonged, although available evidence is not sufficient to

indicate that Japanese trade has suffered greatly in these

lines.

Canton newspapers report that local knitting mills

have been closed down because of the shortage of Japanese

cotton yarns.

It is understood, however, that this commodity

is brought into Canton from stocks maintained in Hongkong to a

certain
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certain extent.

The boycott against Japanese cement is

also handicapping construction work in both Canton and
Wuchow, since other producing centers have not been able

as yet to bring shipments into this market in sufficient
quantities to replace the Japanese cement and at a price

which local users can afford to pay.
A Japanese member of the local staff of the Chinese

Maritime Customs orally stated that in his observation
Japanese trade had fallen off about 66$ but that certain
items, such as coal, have not been seriously affected.

Partially as a consequence of this decline in trade
and partly because of possible threats to Japanese life,

over one hundred members of the Japanese community were
evacuated from Canton on October 27, 1931.

Although a

certain number of Japanese steamers have entered the port

since the boycott became effective, they have been compelled

to use their own crews to discharge cargo, some vessels
being compelled to leave without landing goods destined for

this port.

The Bank of Taiwan has been subjected to heavy

runs and the business of the Yokohama Specie Bank has also
been curtailed, so that Japanese shipping and banking

business is substantially at a stand-still.

The firm, Mitsui

Bussan Kaisha, Limited, the largest Japanese business establish

ment in this city, is practically out of the silk market and

doing substantially no import or export trade.

The business

of other Japanese firms in Canton is also paralyzed.

So

long as the Manchurian situation remains unsettled, there is
little expectation that Japanese trade will be an important
factor in this market, although in previous years that country

controlled
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controlled, from 20$ to 25$ of the total foreign import

trade of the port.

As yet available figures are insuf

ficient to show the extent to which Japanese trade has

been affected or how the Japanese share of local business

has been distributed among European competitors,

in certain

lines, such as coal, competing interests have not been able

to take advantage of the elimination of the Japanese from
this market probably due to insufficient stocks and inadequate

handling and carrying facilities.

Nevertheless, it may be

anticipated that should the boycott be prolonged, foreign
competitors will absorb to a large extent that portion of
the trade of Canton which formerly went to Japan.

Although

available information is fragmentary and in many cases
without concrete evidence based on trade statistics, the

facts recited above may be helpful in gauging the extent to
which the Japanese have suffered as a consequence of local

boycott activities.
Respectfully yours,

h/
J. W. Ballantine,
American Consul General
Copies sent:
5 to Department
1 to Legation
1 to Consul General, Nanking
1 to Consul General, Shanghai
1 to Consul General, Hongkong.

600
FWHîCCW
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January 28, 1932.

~
In the attached despatch, as of
December 22, 1931, Consul General Hanson
reports a conversation with Mr. Jung Hou,
until recently Chief of the Bureau of
Finance at Kirin, whom Mr. Hanson has known
for some years. According to Mr. Jung Hou
the Japanese authorities are actively
working for the establishment of
independent governments in Manchuria.
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AMERICAN C ŒfSULATE GENERAL

HARBIN

CHINA,

SUBJiWl g J^ANS'UTTING 1.IEM0WDUM OF
’V/ITI-I MR. JUNG HOU

December 22, 1931

COP/ES SENT TO
, °-N.i•• andm
0QHVERSATION
rmu in. 1.i

ARY OF STATE

1Z
of State

I
-Tl

m

he honor to transmit herewith, for the information

date, forwarding to the Legation a copy of a memorandum of
a conversation recently held by me with Er. Jung Hou, until
recently a member of the Kirin provincial Government

respectfully yours,

G» C» Hanson
American Consul General

1 enclosure as indicated
800
TLL/tll

6 ^ 2 2 /^ 6 ’ 2 6 1

of the Department, a copy of ny despatch NO. 2397, of even
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AMERICAN CONSULATE GENERAL

HARBIN

SUBJECT:

CHINA,

Decsanber g2, 1931

TRANSMITTING ’.‘U'ORANDUM OF CONVERSATION
®
*
fl
UR. JUNG EOU.

Th» Honorable
Nelson Trualer Johnson,

.unerlcan Minister,
Peiping,

china

sir:

I hare the honor to transmit herewith, as of possible
1/

Interest to the Legation, a memorandum of a conversation I

recently held with t'r. Jung Rou and in which he expresses
his views relative to the political situation in Manchuria.
Mr. Jung Hou
*s

acquaintance with bo dates back to the years

when I was In charge of the American Consulate at Ylngkou
and he was the casmlssloner for Foreign Affairs there,

until

recently he was the Cessaissloner for Finance of the Kirin
provincial Government, and resigned when the Japanese set up

Hsl ch
*la

as Chang Kuan there.

Respectfully yours,

a. o. nansen
ABsrican Consul ornerai
1 enclosure as indicated
Copies have been sent to
the Department.

800
TLL/tU
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MEMORANDUM OF CONVERSATION
JI TH JUNG HOU, UNTIL RECENTLY CHIEF OF ISE
BUREAU OF FINANCE AT KIRIN.

Mr. Jung Hou called upon Er. Hanson at the
Consulate General on December 10 at 4 p.m.
The
present situatioxi in 14a no hurt a was sized up by him
as follows:

In occupying Manchuria, which is believed to
he her long adopted plan, Japan has availed herself
of three advantages: (1) An upset Europe confronted
with international questions of her own, (2) A
poor Russia still busy with hex five-year plan and
watched by her enemies, and (3) A war torn China unable
to meet foreign aggression.
Judging by what Japan
has done so far, it appears that Japan is working
to have an independent government for an independent
Manchuria organised from the bottom up, which will be
completely controlled by Japan.
She has already
put up a puppet local government each at Mukden and
Kirin, and is now endeavoring to have a similar govern
ment put up at Tsitsihar.
It will then bo left to
the local government so formed to organize a central
government "with somebody most suitable to Japan to be
placed at its head.
It is expected that after a
puppet government is formed at Tsitsihar a joint de
claration will be issued by the three local governments
to denounce the old Manchurian military authorities in
particular and the Chinese Republican Government in
general in an attempt to create a world impression that
the formation of an independent government for an in
dependent Manchuria is justified.

In regard to Mr. Hsu Jei Lun’s project of gold
mining in Manchuria with American capital, Mr. Jung
said that it would be an inopportunité time to proceed
with such a project at this time, because it would be
against Japan’s policy of establishing a complete
Japanese industrial monopoly in all of Manchuria and
would certainly meet with Japanese opposition, which
it would prove impossible to overcome now that Japan
has been dndeavoring to establish a firmer and firmer
grip on this country.

American Consulate General, Harbin, China,
December 14, 1931.
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SIR:

I have the honor to enclose herewith a copy,
in translation, of an interview with llr. Will Rogers
published in the local Russian newspaper "Rupor" in

regard to his visit to Harbin.

In. Rogers stayed

but one day in this city and was entertained at
luncheon by Ar. Samuel Sitting, manager of the Rational
City Sank of Hew York, and at dinner by me.

At my

residence i arranged for him to meet the leading American
merchants in the city.

Respectfully yours,
g

RansOTi
American Consul General

1 enclosure as indicated

030
GCH/th
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RUPOR, December 13, 1931.
Translate! by AY.
A VISIT TO tURBlb Of THR GAY1SST OF ALL A&gRICASiS
Super’s interview with the famous journalist
and cinema actor - Will Rogers.

Yesterday morning Will Rogers, the famous American
journalist and cinema actor, cate to Harbin.
He is travelling in Japan and China, and will later
go to Europe.
Stopping at the । odern Hotel, Will Rogers immediately
went to the bar and started a conversation with his
casual neighbours. His arrival was quite unexpected and
there was no one at the station to meet him.
Thereupon he told t; e hotel administration that if
anyone wanted to see him, they could find him in the
"American 3ar”.
This goes to prove that Will Rogers knows cur Harbin
geography thoroughly.
The RUTOR representative directed himself to Hr.
•Jnter berger’s American. Bar to attempt an interview with
one of the most popular persons in America (we want to
remind our readers that Will Rogers took the third place,
immediately after Henry Ford ^nd Owen Young, on the list
of most popular Americans).
Those who think that ..ill Rogers is a smartly dressed
and clean shaven American, - are greatly deceived.
Our representative discovered on one of the tall bar
chairs an old man in negligent attire. His weather beaten
ruddy face appeared from under a flat brown cap, he had
a dark brown-reddish demi-season coat on his shoulders
with the collar up.
A carelessly tied bright coloured soarf completed
the curious appearance of the famous cinema comedian and
renowned journalist.
i’aoing him on the bar counter stood cock-tails which
he offered to his interlocutors.
But it was no easy task to obtain an interview from
him.
A ooiaedian by vocation and by nature «ill Rogers
replied to all questions by jokes and clever repartees and
refused to give direct replies.
"I love to fly, ” said Will Rogers, "therefore, after
3 days in Tokio I flew to Osaka and then to Dairen.
"I came to manchuria to see what is going on here
and as I know very little about politics I cannot make any
statement.
"The War Minister Einami aske > me in Tokio what I
came for and I told him that I did not know."
Will Rogers laughs heartily.
"He also asked me whether I want to seo the war, but
1 told him that 1 would rather see the geisha girls."
He is so natural and gay that he laughs after every
reply. And he also makes funny faces and draws his head
into the shoulders.
Then he recounts how he flew together with Gibbons,
the famous American newspaper man.
"From Osaka we flew very low because of the clouds.
Gibbons was scared lest the Japanese hit the ground aid
changed into a train at Seoul.
-Thi s was also-
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This was also an obvious joke» because Gibbons is
considered as one of the bravest and most daring war
correspondents in the world and lost one eye in Mexico
where he went as & newspaper man during the revolution.
Gibbone will also visit Earbin in the near future.
>.leu asked about the salaries in the moving pictures
business, Will Kogers said:
"Lot so much to epeak of, but quite a lot in local
dollars. Your dollar went up to-day, I think it’s
because of my arrival...I heard quite a good deal of Harbin:
many roads and different interests come across each
other here, although I am a married man, but I still
want to look at pretty girls and they say there is quite
a lot of them here.
Sttx the way, you have more different
nationalities here then there are at Hollywood, ”
*.r. Kogers adds.
"Though you have not got much money you still live
very gaily in Barbin", he says. "Bon Harbin", laughs
Kogers.
"I can see many Huisiane here.
1 last was among
tee Russians in 1926, when I went to the USSR for an
interview with Chicherin.
"To-moirow I will write to America about your city.”
Of his extraordinary and momentous rising to fame
fill Kogers ays very little.
"formerly I was a cow-boy," he says, "I am 11 years
in tho screen work. Besides, I write for the Saturday
Evening Post and for 400 other newspapers in America.
"The last film where I acted was the ’Ambassador Bill’.
"The story takes place in an imaginary country which
represents Rumania. It represents the king, the queen,
their son and the intrigues of the court. There is quite
a number of Russians in that picture who act the part
of soldiers."
At this moment arrives hr. Hanson, the American Consul
General, hr. von-Aiegan and several other foreign
newspaper men and members of the local American community.
Will Rogers welcomes them all with much noise and
profusion. Speaking of his further journey Rogers says:
"Prom Harbin I shall go to kukden, Peiping, Shanghai,
Hongkong and to Singapoor through l.anila. Prom» there I
will fly to Europe."
"Whom will you fly with?"
"Oh, I don’t care as long ae the airplane has a
propeller, ’cause otherwise you cannot fly...
I shall
stay for 2 or 3 days in each city because I have to hurry
on, I must be back in America next February.
I shall
stop over to see the King of Siam at Bangkok, he is a
great friend of mine. To Peking 1 shall go through
dbixigohou, X am hot afraid of anybody," Rogers smiles.
When bidding him good-bye our newspaper man handed
over to Borers a copy of our newspaper of December 13th,
containing a whole article about him, and the last copy
of RUBEJ which had a picture of Lillian Tashman, the
famous Hollywood beauty on the cover.
•Then Rogers saw her picture, he exclaimed:
"Sure, I know her, we are working together in the
Pox studio."
When asked about his departure from Harbin, Rogers
laughed and said:
"It is much too cold to fight and I am too old to
ran after your girls and, therefore, there is nothing to
keep me here."
-"Will you be-

y
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"It depends on how long your cabarets stay open,
I will hardly stay in Harbin after they close, I will
choose a suitable plane and will hop off."
When the HJPOB representative bade good-bye to
Mr. Rogers, the laughter of the famous -àmerioan whose
feuilletons are read all over America was still heard
from the Bar.
♦ * » ♦ 4

(£. Zvantseff)

(e)
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In the attached despatch of
December 16, 1931, Consul General
Myers reports that according to the
■. Japanese Consulate General in Mukden,
Ithere are now approximately 160 Japanese
tadvisers attached to the various
fChinese Government, public utility,
* railway and industrial organizations
in South Manchuria. In addition
there are also a number of military
advisers.

The Consul General comments that
the presence of so many advisers will
naturally tend to give the Japanese
a monopoly in the Manchurian field.
He quotes one of the American corres
pondents as saying that the open door
policy will be observed but that the
open door "will be so crowded with
Japanese that it will be very difficult
for others to gain admittance.11
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AMERICAN CONSULATE
GENERAL,
Mukden, Cilina, December 16, 1931.

Subject: Japanese Advisers in Chinese Organizations in

of my despatch No. 504 to the Legation, Peiping, China,
dated December 14, 1931, on the above subject.

Respectfully yours, f*

s
en er al

15

M. s. My
American Cons

1932

Enclosure:
Copy of despatch No. 504 to the Legation,
Peipingt China, dated Dec.14,1931.

MSM:HTW
80U
Carbon copica
Received
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AMERICAN CONSULATE GENERAL

Mukden, Chine
December 14, 1931.

SUBJECT:

Japanese Advisers in Chinese Organi
zations in South Manchuria.

CONFIDENTIAL.

The Honorable

Nelson True1er Johnson,
American Legation,
Peiping, China,
Sir:

I have the honor to request the Legation, to refer
to this Consulate General’s despatch No. 501/of December
11, 1931, on the above subject, and to submit the follow

ing information pertinent to the subject matter of that

despatch.
It has been learned from the Japanese consulate
General that there are now approximately one hundred and

sixty Japanese advisers attached to the various Chinese

government, public utility, railway, and industrial
organizations in south Manchuria.

These advisers, ac

cording to the Japanese Consulate General, are all em

ployees of the South Manchuria Railway Company and as

such receive their salaries from that company.

In addi

tion to these Japanese, there are also officers of the

Kuantung Army who act in an advisory capacity to certain

local
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This body of Japanese »y be said to

form tha de facto administrâtLon of south Manchuria.

Through their supervisory authority they control

provincial and municipal government, railway opera
tion, public utilities, banking, and industrial enter
prise.

zssuining ;ven a partial continuation of this
system oithor under an independent .Manchuria or a

Manchuria loosely bound to Chin© proper, it is not

difficult to envision the monopolization of e large
part of Manchurians trade by the Japanese.

The various

government organizations, public utility companies,
railways, raining companies, end other industrial enter

prises ar© largo buyers of foreign .r-ade goods.

Railway

equipment, industrial and agricultural Taachinery, elec

trical machinery and materials, end building materials
are «or® of the products which corn readily to mind as

being products previously bought in not inconsiderable
amounts from America and Kurope.

z.n influential body of

Japanese advisers can. without difficulty turn this trade
to Japan.
During the course of a recent discussion concerning

*
the

possibility of an independent mnchurie , a prominent

official of the south Manchuria Railway Company informed

Mr. Vincent tnat the independence of this territory, such

independence to be guaranteed by Japan, would be of great
bens; fit to Manchurians and the world. *
toan

you imagine

a peaceful end prosperous Manchuria thrown open to world
trade
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trade and world investment?” The answer is obvious.
One can much more easily imagine that laanchuria will

become even more exclusively a field for Japanese
investment Vian it has been for the past two decades

and that trade conditions will as closely proximate
those in Korea as possible.

The door will be kept

open but, as one of the ><meric,n correspondents has
aptly stated, "It will be so crowded with Japanese that

it will be very difficult for others to gain admittance

Respectfully yours,

K. 3. Kyera.
American Consul General.

Original and one copy to Legation,
five copies to Department.
Copy to Embassy, Tokyo.

JCV:àBG
Ô00.
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view Granted New York Times Corresj^^^-^^*'
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W
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The Secretary of State,

Washington.
Sir:

apartment n

79o . 9 4 /3 5 5 2

I have the honor to enclose herewith a copy of

my despatch No. 505 to the Legation, Peiping, China,
dated December 15, 1031, on the above subject.
/

Respectfully yours,

American Consul

Enclosure:
Copy of despatch No. 505
to the Legation, PeipingJCViABG
800

,^2? Carbon Copies
Received

er al.

3
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AMERICAN CONSULATS GEÎRRAL
Mukden, Chine.

December lb, 1931.

GUBJSCT: Interview Granted New York Tims Corres
pondent by General Nonjo.
COMF1 SWUL

The Honorable
Nelson Trusler Johnson,

American Legation,
Peiping, China.

Gir:
I have the honor to submit for the legation’s in

formation the following report of an interview granted
by the Corasjander-in-hief of th® Kuantung Army, General
Honjo, to Hallett Abend, correspondent for the New York

Tires.

It is well to explain that Mr. Abend submitted

his questions in writing to General Honjo the latter part
of last week and that yesterday the General gave his re
plies similarly.

This report is therefore made in the

following question and answer form.

Mr. Abends will military necessity make it imperative
that Chinese troops evacuate the Chinchow zone?
General HonJos

It will.

Chief of Staff: Chinese troops with their base at
Chinchow are utilizing partisans In an attempt to attack
the Japanese army. This policy has already been put Into
operation. They are evidently trying to disturb peace
and order in the districts occupied by the Japanese army.
Unless Chinese at Chinchow withdrew, peace and order in
1'anchuria and life and property of Japanese and Chinese

will

<

km»;
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- 2 will ba perpetually menaced. Character of bines©
troops at Chinchow Is very bad, and it is considered
that the existence of this body of troops et Chinchow
is as dangerous as a cancerous growth to the het1th
of the humen body. As there is no food for them in
side the wall, they are following the historical pre
cedent.

yr. Abend: Many reports are going out to th©
effect that tue number of Japanese soldiers in Manchu
ria is much larger then the 16,600 permitted under
treaty. I should like very much to carry a detailed
statement from General Ponjo explaining ho
* , because
of deaths, wounded, frost-bite cases, sickness, and
the rumored transfer of one battalion to Tientsin, the
Japanese force in Manchuria Is still below treaty limi
tât Ions.
General Hon jo: The present, number of officers and
men, not excluding recent casualties, is lo,500. casual
ties are: killed 210, including 14 officers; wounded
40i , including 28 officers; frost-bitten, about 400.
There are also 400 included in the above figure which
have been sent to Tientsin.

Chief of otaff: ; ith regard to tne number of Japa
nese troops in Manchuria» we do not_conaIderthat we
are ^jaow^ bound .b y t as. r 0 st ,xqrcT'ib.hs"~o’f’ "tKe ~ old’’ *
t re at'y^lh
thi s ^esen^^Kj^AXaxu- —Mr. ..bend:
s General Monjo probably knows, there
is great uneasiness in fox
oign
*
banking and business cir
cles in lenchurie for fear that through various methods
the Japanese will creete a monopoly of trade here which
would be equivalent to the closing of “‘.-'‘he c-pen Door”•
1 understand tnat this is not Japan’s official inten
tion, but nevertheless various Chinese officiels have
told foreign business men and foreign correspondents
that, under duress, all purchases made by the present
Manchurian government must be only Japanese products.
I should be glad to quote General Honjo as flatly deny
ing the use of military pressure to enforce the purchase
of Japanese goods, and 1 should also be glad of a
quotable statement reiterating japan’s ‘Open Door"
policy.
General llonjo: There is absolutely no truth in
the statement that the Japanese military have forced
the purchase of Japanese -’arc hen dise.

Chief of Staff: Army Headquarter? slays give
consideration according to equal treatment to Japanese
and foreign merchants. For example, the Japanese ordi
nance depertment has changed from its past policy <f

purchasing
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purchasing only from Japanese flrrs and is no^ buying
gasoline from the Standard Gil Company and The Texas
Company.
- rmy headquarters attitude is the same as that
stated in the Imperial Government's declaration concerning
the open door” and equal opportunity in "anchuria. The
Army acts to m&ke
effective the Government’s policy
*
Mr. .abend: Joos -rmy Headquarters nave evidence
t< at the Chinese regular troops this side of Chinchow
supply arms, munitions, or money in order to influence
irregulars or bandits to attack th® .Couth Manchuria
Hallway zone
General

onjo:

1 can prove it.

Chief of Jtaff: cn December 1st General Yu Hsihsun sent a car f amunition from intramural china to
fun li&o and it was distributed. among the partisans.
Cn December 5th, General ;hi supplied sixty thousend
rounds of rifle ammunition t partisans st Taichipu.
The most powerful bandit chiefs now ere I.eo and Tsai.
Their bands -.ere recently incorporated into the "General
?.©serves of the Jelf Defence Dorps" end were supplied
with four trench tiortnrs, four ;/.achire .w, and several
tens of thousands of cartridges. This aviceuoe was ob
tained from a letter addressed to the Chief of the
Tublic .lafety Bureau in Haichun district. There are
also many other proofs. It is remarkable that although
the irregulars fight many times, their ammunition is
never exhausted.
Mr. Abend: V ill General Honjo officially define for
publication the present limits of what is, in a military
sense, ’‘The South Manchuria Railway Zone?” The Japanese
Government, in several notea to Nanking hes repeated
that railways built with Japanese money which China has
refused to repay "may b© regarded as the property of the
oouth Manchuria Railway’. when the military now refer
to tiie Couth Manchuria Railway zone do they include
these railways referred to in diplomatic notes?

General Honjo: Up to now the ..rmy Headquarters
has not had the tine necessary to make an explanation
of this matter. Cur interpretation of this matter is
the eer-c as that published by the Imperial Government.
Chief of staff: However, we have no knowledge of
the memorandum to the Nanking Government.

Mr. Abend: Ignoring entirely the question of the
Ghinchow area, what is to be the manner of dealing
effectively with the bandit problem in Manchuria? as
I understand it, the present Chinese administrations
in Mukden and in Kirin do not have enough reliable

troops
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troops to hunt down and exterminate the bandit gangs.
Will the military forces of the Mukden and Kirin Chinese
governments be increased and properly trained under
Japanese advisers until they can eradicate banditry,
or will the Japanese military forces now in Kanchurls
undertake this problem after the Ghinohow problem has
been settled? It is obvious that the Japanese cannot
n»rely remain inside the railway zone for fin indefinite
period of time subject constantly to raids and attacks
by bandits, but that the bandits must be pursued and
entirely dispersed. , definite settlement of this ban
dit problem is necessary before prosperity can be re
vived in Manchuria, end a definite statement from General
Honjo on this matter will bo of the utmost importance.
General Hon jo; 1 hope that the suppression of ban
dits will be in the future carried out by authorities
un<er a Chinese administrât Ion but at ths present they
(the local Chinese authorities) cannot de it because
of the old northeastern militarists at chinchow. These
militarists incite bandits to activity and cause the
provisional Manchurian government to be unstable. In
order, therefore, to aske Manchuria a ’’paradise of
peace” it is imperative to sweep all the militarists
at (Jhinohow out of Manchuria.

Mr. 'bend: Various foreign firns which sold airplanes
and other war equipment to Ghang Fsueh-lienr are worried
about payment.
.ould it be correct to state that these
*
wax
materials, captured by the Japanese on iept^mber 18th
and 19th, will bcooise the property of the new Manchurian
Government end will be paid for by that Government?

General Honjo: Disposal of this matter is now being
given consideration.
Mr. Abend: It is understood that the proposed new
Manchurian government will have a standing army only
about one eighth 01
* one tenth the size of Chang Hsuehliang’a former array. *. force of this size would not be
sufficient for self-defense against China or other pos
sible enemios. V.ould not a treaty guaranteeing military
support from Japan be necessary in a military sense,
for the stability of such a goveraiaent?
General Honjo: Until such time as the new Manchu
rian regime has developed arr.ed forces sufficient to
handle the bandit problem and insure itself against
attack by possible enemies, the Japanese military forces
now here will, it is understood, be willing to shoulder
the burden of maintaining stability.

Respectfully
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.Respectfully yours,

M. 3. Myers.
Amrican Consul General.

Original and one copy to legation.
Five copies to Department.
Copy to Embassy, Tokyo.

JCVtADG
800.
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GENERAL,
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my despatch No. 507 to the Legation at Peiping, China,
dated December 19, 1951, on the above subject.

Respectfully yours,

M. s. Myer
American Consul

Enclosure
Copy of despatch No. 507
to the Legation, Peiping.

HTW
800

Carbon Copica
Received
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I have tne honor to enclose herewith a copy of
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Ho.
AMERICAN CONSULATE GENERAL

Mukden, China,
December 19, 1931,

SUBJECT:

Political Conditions in South
Manchuria.

WWriAL.

The Honorable

Nelson Trusler Johnson,

American Legation,
Peiping, China.

Sir:

As giving some sidelights on the present situation
1/ in Manchuria, I have the honor to enclose herewith a

confidential memorandum containing a resume of my con

versation with Mr. K. Hayashi, Japanese Consul General

at Mukden, shortly after his return from Tokyo about a
week ago.

The two questions relating to Manchuria which ap
pear uppermost in the minds of the Japanese and which

are closely related ere the organization of independent
provincial governments and the withdrawal of the Chinese

forces from the Chlnhsien area.

The Japanese have been

making desperate efforts to secure suitable men to form

the different provincial governments and up to very re
cently, at least, their efforts have not been very
successful.

It is well known that both Tsang shlh-yi

and Yuan Chin-k’ai were repeatedly pressed to organize
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a provincial government ©,t Mukden, the most important

of the provincial governments in Manchuria.

Tseng

Shih-yi, Chairman of tlx® Provincial Government prior
to September 19, finally accepted the post on December

15 but under circumstances which raise grave suspicion

of extreme pressure, or coercion,

it any rate, it is

to be expected that this provincial government will now

be completely organized with the assistance and under
the supervision of Japanese advisers.

The Heilungkiang

post is still unsettled and according to reports Japanese
efforts to interest Ma Chan-shan in that or another im

portant post have so far failed.

The report has been

heard that even Chang Hei-p’eng, the garrison commissioner
at Taonan who had been under Japanese influehoe, is now
under Japanese surveillance on account of intercepted

communie at ions with chang Haueh-liang.

Th© Japanese military headquarters at Mukden, aided
by the local Japanese press, have been directing much at
tention to alleged military activities on the part of

the Chinese forces in the neighborhood of chinhsien and
to bandit activities alleged to be instigated by the

Chlnhsien government.

Both militarily and politically

the presence of Chinese forces in the Chinhsien area

has been a greet drawback to Japanese plans for the es
tablishment of independent governments in Manchuria.

It is believed that the Japanese command very reluctantly

withdrew its forces despatched in the direction of Chin
hsien in the latter p'art of November.

The official
press
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press releases of Japanese Headquarters have

iadioeted

that the elimination of the Chinese foro&a from this
area is a cerdinal part of their plans and would be

undertaken on the first suitable occasion.

.According

to a Tokyo press report, published this morning in the

local press,
that

the ':.&r Ministry announced on December 18th

bandits menacing the South Manchuria Railway

shall be suppressed arid that General ¥onjo, Commandar*
In-JhieX

of the Japanese

his discretion,

forces in Manchuria, may,

demand that the Chinese troops in the

Chlnhsien area retire

inside the hall within a week or

ten days end that should they refuse

to comply he shall

attack them.

Respectfully yours,

M. 55. Myers.
Consul General.

Minoricûn

Original and one copy to Legation.
Five copies to Department•
Copy to Embassy, Tokyo.
1/ Enclosures Memorandum of conversation with Mr. K.
Hayashi, Japanese Consul General
*

MSM. AAG
600.

at
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Enclosure No. 1, to despatch No .0^7, of M. 3. Myers
American Consul General, Mukden, China, to the legation,
Peiping, dated December 19, 1931, on the subject "political
Conditions in South Manchuria".

MEMORANDUM REGARDING CONVERSATION . ITH CONSUL GENERAL HAYASHI
CONFIDENTIAL.

Mr. K. Hayashi, Japanese Consul General at Mukden, re-_
turned to his post on December 13th from a sojourn of one
month at Tokyo. It rosy be interpolated that he was pre
viously Japanese Minister at Bangkok and has recently been
designated as Japanese Ambassador to Brazil. The follow
ing is a brief resume of interesting parts of his conver
sation with me at this Consulate General on December 16.

The induction of Tsang Shih-yi, until recently Chair
man of the local pi’ovinclal government, into the governor
ship was naturally referred to. Mr, Hayashi stated that
the establishment of provincial governments in each of the
three provinces was a matter of extreme importance and that
naturally the governorship at Mukden was the most important
one. He referred to the esteem in which Tsang is held by
the Chinese and to the good fortune of the province in
again securing his services, whether he will be a suit
able man to head the proposed government for all Manchuria
is uncertain; his associations have been confined to this
province. In any case he expressed the opinion that the
government for the three provinces is less urgent than
that for the individual piovinces. In this connection
the interesting statement was made that Chang Tso-hsiang
is still being considered as a possible head of this go
vernment - this would seem to indicate that Chang is still
persona grata with the Japanese -; Chang Ching-hui of
Harbin, it my be added, was referred to as ambitious.
As regards Henry Pu-yi, the statement was made that
some Japanese military officials and others (Ronin were
mentioned) as well as some Chinese are in favor of the
restoration of the Manchu monarchy. He expressed the
view that although the restoration of the monarchy is
not entirely a dead issue it is an unlikely development.

The self government movement, of which considerable
has been heard recently, is looked upon as a natural out
growth of the absence of a central administrative authority
at Mukden. Japan, he said, desires centralization and it
may be expected that the organization of a provincial go
vernment will lead to the abolition of these self govern
ment organs.

MT.
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- 2 Mr. Hayashi expressed the opinion, as it is under
stood he has on several previous occasions, that about
30>000,or 10,000 for each province, gendarmes or con
stabulary would be adequate to maintain peace and order
within the three provinces. He said that a military
force for the defence of the frontiers is not needed
and that Chinese armies have never proved effective
for that purpose. The Japanese army will no doubt look
after that matter including the keeping of the Chinese
forces out of Manchuria. In this connection it was
stated that the Arsenals at Mukden will not be needed
and should be converted into industrial works, but
what works he did not know. This office has heard re
ports, believed to be trustworthy, that some of the
latest equipment has been removed from the Arsenals
by the Japanese.

Reference was made to the roports that negotiations
were taking place at Peiping between the Japanese Legation
and Marshal Chang Hsueh-liang for the withdrawal of the
Chinese troops from Manchuria. He stated that Marshal
Chang is believed to be ready to withdraw his forces for
the purpose of keeping them intact but that Chiang Kaishih desired him to put up a fight.
Banditry, he admitted, is serious everywhere in
Manchuria and its suppression is one of the first tasks
that will have to be undertaken by the new government.
He agreed that the provinces, especially Fengtien I3rovince, had no adequate forces at present for this pur
pose and that no doubt the Japanese military would have
to cooperate.

Mr. Hayashi stated that while in Tokyo he was
asked by Japanese industrialists to indicate to them
the type of enterprises that could be established ih
Manchuria. He suggested farming - large scale - sugar
beet growing, cattle grazing, etc.

A true
the
in»l •S//''' V
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AMERICAN CONSULATE
GENERAL,
Mukden, China

c ember 28, 1931

Subject: Political Conditions

The Honorable

The Secretary of State,

Washington.
Sir:

I have the honor to enclose herewith a copy of
my despatch No. 513 tu the Legation at Peiping, China,
y

dated December 26, 1931, on the above subject.

Respectfully yours,

FEB

1

HTW
800

1932

Copy of despatch No. 513
to the Legation, Peiping.

°y--ÆüAZ
\
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«°AMERICAN CONSULATS GENERAL

Mukden, china.
December 26, 1931.

SUBJECT:

Political Conditions.

The Honorable,

Nelson Trusler Johnson,
American Legation,

Peiping, China.
Sir:

Referring to V¥ telegrams of December 21, 2 p.m.

December 23, 4 p.m., and December 24, 12 noon, in re
gard to the campaign against bandit# alleged by the

Japanese to be menacing the South Mane hurle. Railway,
1 have the honor to report additional Information.

The Japanese troops which were sent into Faku and neigh
boring districts on December 21st were commanded by

Lieutenant General Mori, head of the railway guards.
According to press reports and informction supplied by

Headquarters, ths bandit punitive expedition comprised
one regiment from the Chosen mixed brigade and three

bataillons of railway guards, or parts thereof.

Air

planes cooperated with this force which was supplied
with field artillery, trench mortars and machine guns.
The original announcement by Headquarters was to the

offset
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effect that 7000 bandits and irregulars were operating
in the Changtu-Faku region, but the scanty information

which has appeared in the local press and bean given
out by Headquarters since the i-eturn of these punitive

forces to their respective stations on December 24th
makes mention of only two small bandit groups, one num
*

boring 300 and the other IbO, as having been met and

dispersed with a total casualty list on the part of the
Chinese of 120 killed,

The Japanese losses were reported

as 3 killed and 3 wounded.

Furthermore, it was indicated

at the outset that the drive might be extended to Ghangwu,

a station on the Tahushen-Tungliao railway.

It terminated,

however, with the ocoupatioh of Kaku on the 23rd by the

Chosen brigade, from which it apparently immediately with
drew and returned to the railway sone.

According to press

reports, only in the district city of îiwalte, southwest

of Changchun, have the Japanese left a small occupation
force of one company.

It would seem from th® above that

either the original plans of the Japanese have not been

carried out or that the number of bandit® in that area
had been greatly over-stated,

on December 24, Readquarters

announced that the anti-bandit operations in that area

had been brought to a successful conclusion.
so far little has been reported in regard to bandit
operations south of Mukden in which troops of the second

Division at Liaoyang and the occupation force at Yingkou
ing
(Hewchwang) are participating. The fighty with irregulars
at Tlenchwangtal, on the Koupangtzu-Bewehwang branch of
the Peking-Mukden Railway, and the exchange of shots

between
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betwean a Japaneae troop train and a Chinese armored

train west of Tienchwangtai are the main features of
this move thus far given out - it was announced today
that when the Japanese forces entered this town on

December 23rd they were subjected to a devastating

fire by Chinese regulars and irregulars from roof tops
and other places of concealment and that the fight was
much mor© sanguinary than originally reported.

Newohweng-

chsng was occupied without resistance oh December 24th.
The spokesman of Headquarters last evening stated that

the irregulars captured near Tienchwangtai wearing plain
clothes over army uniforms have admitted that they ere

under the command of Huong Hsien-sheng, former Chief of
Police et Mukden.

In this connection, this morning’s

Japanese press carried, an alleged photo■ raph of several

of these men with machine gun belts filled with cartridge
*
around their necks.

It 1» also alleged that these irregu

lars have testified that officers have been despatched,
presumably on behalf of the Chinchow government, to make

arrangements with bandit chieftains to recruit irregulars

at & rate of silver <;30 per private with "pistols", the

chiefs of 100 or more to be given the rank of captain
and of 250 mounted men or 500 men on foot, the rank of
major, ©t cetera.

The Japanese press this morning reported that troops
of the Second Division at Liaoyang were moved to Yingkow

yesterday in view of the menace at that point.

This move

ment was not mentioned at this morning’s press conference

Respectfully
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He speet fully yours,

M. 3» Myers.
American Consul General.

Original and one eopy to Legation.
Kiva copias to Department,
One copy to Embassy, Tokyo.
One oopy to Consulate General, Harbin.

MSMjABG
800.
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Department of State
Division of Far Eastern Affairs
January 31, 1932.

With this despatch from Mukden, there
is enclosed a copy of an article which app
peared in THE JAPAN CHRONICLE which contains
the outline of the Japanese plan for the
development of Manchuria, Item No, 5 is
interesting as it states:
"The doors of Manchuria and Mongolia
are to be thrown open fend foreigners are
to be enabled to live in absolute security
of life and property."
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AMERICAN CONSULATE
GENERAL,
Mukden, China, December 29, 1931.

F /D E W
my despatch No» 51Ô to the Legation at Peiping, China,
dated December 29, 1931, on the above subject.

Respectfuxly yours,

Copy of despatch No
*
615
to the Legation, Peiping.

HTW
QOQ
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AMERICAN COJOJLJO G®im
Mukden, Chine.
December 29, 1931.

SUBJECT:

Political Conditions.

The Honorable

Nelson True 1er Johnson,
American Legation,

Peiping, China.
Sir j

Referring to my despatch No. 512, of December

24, 1931, regarding the reorganization of Japanese
military headquarters at Mukden, in which mention was

made of the proposal to establish a Residency-General
for Manchuria and Mongolia, I have the hohor to en

close herewith a copy of a news item which appeared in
The Japan Chronicle, on December 24, 1931, in regard to
this proposal.

In this connection, reference œy be made to Japa

nese press reports early in the month to the effect
that the government at Tokyo was considering the es
tablishment of a commission at Mukden for handling non-

military questions which, at the present time, fall
within the piovince of military headquarters.

The pro

posal provided for a commission composed of the Governor

of
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- a of the Kuantung Leased Territory, the President of
th® South Manchuria Hallway Company, the Commander
*
ühief
*
in

of the Kuantung forces and the Consul General

at Mukden (one report also mentions the Consul General

at Kirin), of which the president of the South Manchuria
Railway Compeny was suggested aa the head.

Consul

General Hayuahi in conversation with me mentioned that

this plan had been discussed by the romer cabinet *
apparently he was one of its proponents * and that General

Bon jo had agreed to it in principle but recommended that

its institution await the settlement of the military
situation.

Mr. Hayashi who had been at Tokyo for one

month returned to Mukden on December IS and on December
18 was transferred to Tokyo - he left here cn the 25th.

The establishment of an office - a commission and a

!?neral
Residency
®
*

have been mentioned in the press - for

handling the mny problems arising out of the occupation
of Manchuria seems to be ana of the pressing questions

before tte Tokyo government at thio time.

The army, it

should be pointed out, now completely controls affairs
In Manchuria and through advisors and other contacts

is supervising the independent governments of the fAan
*
ehurian provinces.

Cno of the pur. oses of the proposed

comission sec^s to be to place the direction of Japanese

Interests in the hands of civilians who are sWu&lnted
with conditions in Manchuria.

Respectfully

11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E\
letter, August 10, 1972
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__

Respectfully you
*
8»

M. 3. Myers,
ùneriean consul General.

News item regarding Residency-General
Enclosure:

Scheme.

Original and one copy to Legation.
Five copies to Department.
Copy
Copy to
to iMbaaay,
consulateTokyo.
General, Harbin.
Copy to Consulate, Dairen.

800.
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jaolosnx’e No. 1» to despatch
of J,.. 3. Myers,
American jonsul General, Mukden, china, to the Legation
Peiping, dated iiecerber 29, 1931, on the subject
*
"Politleal Conditions-’.

NW M..HCIKTRIA

further Light on Alleged Residency-General jcherne

Military Incentive

From the Japan Chronicle, December 24, 1931.

The Yushln says ;hat the military action of the
Japanese Garrison in lanchurin will terminate with the
conclusion of the present operations, and the stage of
constructive work will be entered upon early next year,
s this constructive work must be carried to a success
ful consummation, if the efforts hitherto made by the
Japanese Garrison and others are to fructify, great
energy is being put into the matter by the military and
all otlier authorities concerned, Ho definite plans have
yet been worked out, but it is agreed among all the au
thorities that a new Manchuria and Mongolia must form e
special territory entirely independent of China proper.

The local journal believes that the plan the military
authorities have in view is, in its essentials, as follows
1 .- Special care to be used to prevent a section of
capitalists monopolising interests. The whole nation must
benefit by the future development of Manehurla and Mongo
lia. The South Manchuria Railway Company to be converted
into a iitate organ, pure end simple.

2 .- The profits accruing from Manchuria and Mongolia
not to go into the national treasury but be used as the
fund for the establishment of e new Manchuria and Mongo
lia on a perfect basis, and for the effectual development
of the territory.
3 .- The natives to be put in important posts as far
as possible and the promotion of the happiness and in
terests of the 30,000,000 inhabitants to be made the key
note of administration, Japan rendering support to such
administration.
4 .- The Chinese military force, which ha® been the
root cause of evils for many years, to be reduced to a
minimum.

5.
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>
&•— The doors of K&nohuria and Mongolia to be
'thrown open end foreigners to be enabled to live
in absolute security of life and property.

>

In the matter of maintaining peace and order
effectually, it is further proposed that Japan should
help the chines© authorities; in the task. The quick
construction of all the prospective railway lines
covered by the treaties in existence is also urged.
Besides, such lines as are deemed necessary for the
development of Manchuria and Mongolia should be laid;
all these lines to be unified.
>hen all the ground work is finished two big
Departments, Industrial and the Administrative, should
be created. During the transitionary period, the
headquarters of the Japanese Garrison should attend
chiefly to these matters, but when some progress has
been made, it is suggested that a Resident-General of
Manchuria end Mongolia should be appointed.
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The Honorable
The Secretary of State,

Washington.

Sir:
Referring to the Minister’s telegram of November
30, 3 p.m., from Nanking to the Department concerning

the proposed reorganization of the Chinese police

force in the Chinese city at Tientsin, I have the

honor to transmit herewith copies of Consul General

73 of December 8, 1931, on this subject.
Inasmuch as the situation at Tientsin seems to

have improved during the last few days the Consular

13 ®32

Lockhart’s despatches, No. 65 of November 30, and No.

FEB

1/2
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Body at that place has not considered it necessary
to proceed further with the matter of the reorganize
tion of the Chinese police force
*

Respectfully yours,
For the Minister:

MAHLON F. PERKINS,
Counselor of Legation.

Enclosures:

1.

From the American Consul
General, Tientsin, No, 65,
November 30, 1931.

2.

From the American Consul
General, Tientsin, No. 73,
December 8, 1931.

800

LHE/GL
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No. 65

AMERICAN CONSULATE GENERAL

Tientsin, China, November 30, 1931.

,
*
Subject

Proposed Reorganization of the
Chinese Police Force in the Chinese
City of Tientsin.

The Honorable Nelson T. Johnson,

American Minister,

Peiping.
Sir:

I have the honor to refer to my conversation of this
morning with the counselor of the Legation, Mr. Perkins,

concerning a telegram addressed by the British Consul
General at Tientsin to the British Minister at Nanking
proposing a reorganization of the Chinese police force
in the Chinese City at Tientsin, and to enclose herewith

a copy of a telegram dated November 27, 1931, addressed

to the British Consul General at Tientsin by the British

Minister at Nanking directing that he consult with his
American and French Colleagues and commandants and report

whether there are any measures that can be suggested to
alleviate the critical situation at Tientsin.

There is

Osoenclosed a copy of a telegram addressed to me, under

date of November 28, by the American Minister at Nanking,
on the same subject.

There is also enclosed a copy of a telegram addressed
to the British Minister at Nanking on November 29, 1931,

by the British Consul General at Tientsin giving the

result
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result of a meeting between the American, French and British
Consuls General with the British and French commandants

on the evening of November 29, at which time it was

agreed to propose a reorganization of the Chinese police
force under a neutral board consisting of French, Italian
and British concession police representatives and an

American civilian.
itself.

The enclosed telegram explains

While it is realized that the plan proposed

might fall far short of relieving the situation, even

if it were acceptable to the Nanking Government and to
others concerned, it, nevertheless, represents the onlyplan which those participating in the conference here

felt might offer a possible solution of the local
difficulty.

There is reluctance on the part of foreign

consular and military authorities to become involved in

the controversy, and there is a distinct feeling that
if any effort whatever is made towards composing the
differences between the Chinese and Japanese, it must be
done without the assistance of the American, French,
British or Italian military forces.
Colonel Taylor, the commandant of the American troops

at Tientsin, with whom I have consulted since the enclosed
telegram from the British Consul General was drafted,

was informed of the action taken and states that while
he would interpose no objections to a neutral board such
as is described so long as it consists only of civilians,

under no circumstances would he be willing to have a
military officer appointed to the Board, nor would he be

disposed
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- 3 disposed to invoke any military force in strengthening

the hand of the neutral board

It was mads clear to

Colonel Taylor that only civilian members would be con
sidered eligible to take on the reorganization work

and that it was not anticipated that the military would
be called upon at any time to assist in any way with

the project either in its formative stage or later
Colonel Taylor was not present at the meeting inasmuch as he was just arriving from Peiping when the meeting
was called.

For that reason Colonel Drysdale attended

the meeting but was

careful not to commit the American

commandant to any support or disapproval of the plan
I wish to make it clear that fhe proposal is offered

amicable adjustment of

simply as a possible basis for an
the Sino-Japanese difficulties.

The relations between

the Chinese and Japanese growing out of the local dis

turbances, however, are so strained that little hope
can be held out that any foreign intervention, however

well intended or slight it may be, will prove acceptable
or effective

Respectfully yours,
(Signed) F. P. Lockhart
F.P.Lockhart,
American Consul General

800
Enclosures:

1/ Copy of telegram to British consul
General at Tientsin.
2/ copy of telegram to American Consul
General at Tientsin.

3/ copy of telegram to British Minister
at Nanking.

L
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Copy telegram to H.M. Minister, Nanking.
No. 25 of the

29th November, 1931.

Repeated to Peking No. 78.
Sent 12 midnight.

American, French, Italian Consuls and I have received
a letter from the governor stating that as a serious situa
tion will arise after the withdrawal of armed special police

from area adjacent to the Japanese concession which he fears
the ordinary city police will be inadequate to control he
asks us to transmit a request to our ministers to devise

some means of preserving peace in that area temporarily.

My American and French colleagues and I after
discussion with the British and French Commandants, the

American Commandant being absent, and with the agreement
of those present submit the following proposal which appears
to us to be the only plan offering a possible solution of

the difficulty,

Chinese city police force to be reorganized under

1.

a neutral board consisting of French, Italian and British
concession/ police representatives and an American civilian.

The Nanking Government must give its consent to

2.

this proposal.
3.

We consider that the consent of the Japanese

authorities to be essential but their participation in the

board undesirable.
4.

The above agreement to be merely a temporary

measure, to tide over the present crisis.
It is the unanimous opinion of us all that no proposal
patrol the area voncerned with an International military
force is feasible.

Amari nan and French Consuls ask you to be good enough
to communicate the above message to their Ministers.

Consul-General,

Copied by
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AMERICAN CONSULATE GENERAL
TIENTSIN - CHINA

TRUE READING
OF
TELEGRAM RECEIVED.

Received via U.S. Army Radio

Dated at: Nanking.
Date:

November 28,1931

Hour of despatch:
Date of Receipt: Nov.28

Hour of Receipt:

Novem 28 -

I asked my British Colleague to ask

British Consul General at Tientsin to furnish you

copy of his telegram of last night.

Please report

whether it is possible for anything to be done at

this moment.

Sending copy to Washington.
JOHNSON.

800

Copied by
GL
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COPY

Copy telegram from H. M. Minister.

No. 19.
Dated 27th November, 1931.

Sent 0150

28 November, 1931.

Received 0900 28 November 1931.

Addressed to Tientsin telegram No. 19
repeated to Paris for Foreign Office Tokyo G.O.C.

Hongkong Commander-in-Chief.

Please consult at once with your American

and

French Colleagues and Commandants and report please

urgently whether there are any measures we can reasonably
take to alleviate this critical situation.
2.

U.S. Minister asks that you will communicate

copy of this telegram to U.S. Consul-General and say

that he will confirm it on November 28th.

Copied by
GL

) 6 2 <■
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AMRIGAN CONSULATE GENERAL,

Tientsin, China, December 8, 1931»

subject:

Proposed Reorganization of the Chinese
Polios Force in the Chinese city at
Tientsin.

The Honorable Kelson T« Johnson,

American Minister,
Peiping.

Sirs
1 have the honor to refer to ay despatch No. S3 of
November 30, 1931, on the above-jaantioned subject, and
to report further developments as follows:

The meeting described in the second paragraph of
my despatch No. 65 of November 30 discussod a letter
addressed on November 39 by the chairman of the Hopei

Provincial Government to the British, French and American

Consuls General, and to the Italian acting Consul, con

cerning the need for adopting some temporary measure far
the mintenance of peace and order within the area from

which the armed police in the Chinese City had bean with
drawn.

A copy of the Chinese text of the letter in

question, together with the English translation, is en
closed herewith.

On November 30 a telegram was received

by the Consulate General from the American Minister at

Nanking authorising ne to proceed provisionally with the
plan which had been proposed and on December 1 a further
telegram was received from the Minister stating that he

had received a telegram from the Department of state at
Washington
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we shlngto n approving his instruction to æ of November 30.
At a mating botwocn the British, French end American

Consuls General and ths Italian acting Consul on December
1, 1931, at the British consulate General, it was agreed

that the British Consul General should hand to the Pro
vincial Chairman’s représentative (Dr. Hwang Taou-fah) an
aide-memoire, a copy of which is enclosed, setting forth

the proposal, and stating that before any of the details
could be worked out it would ba necessary to be notlflod
in writing that the proposal has the approval in principle
of the Governor of tiopoi, the liayor of Tientsin, and the

National Government at Nanking.
My British colleague was later orally informed that

the chairman of the Provincial Government had approved
the proposal and had referred it to the Central Government
at Nanking through Marshal Chang Hsueh-lieng at Peiping.

On December 5 a reply was addressed to the British Consul

General by Wang chu-chang, chairman of Hopei Province,
and Chang Hsueh-ming, Mayor of Tientsin, a copy of the

text of which is enclosed herewith, together with a trans

lation.

I may add that the seal of the Mayor of Tien

tsin was not attached to the original document.
At a nesting of the consular representatives concerned

at the British Consulate General on December 7 the reply
of the Provincial Governor end Mayor of Tientsin was

discussed.

The result of the meeting la set forth in the

enclosed draft aide-memoire which it is proposed to hand

to Dr. Hwang Taou-fah on tomorrow, Deecober 9.

X have

-JUÎ£22212â-
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Washington approving his instruction to me of November 30»
At a meeting between the British, french and American

Consuls General and the Italian acting Consul on December
1, 1931, at ths British Consulate General, it was agreed

that the British consul General should hand to the Provlncial Chairman’s representative (Dr. Hwang Tzou-fah) an

2/

aide-memoire, a copy of which is enclosed, setting forth

the proposal, and stating that before any of the details
could be worked out it would be necessary to be notified
in writing that the proposal has the approval in principle

of the Governor of Hopei, the Mayor of Tientsin, and the
National Government at Nanking.

My British colleague was later orally informed that
the chairman of the Provincial Government had approved
th® proposal and had referred it to the Central Government

at Nanking through Marshal Chang Hsuah-liang at Peiping.

On December 5 a reply was addressed to the British Consul
General by Bang chu-chang, chairman of Hopei Province,

and Chang Hsueh-mlng, Mayor of Tientsin, a copy of the

3/

text of which is enclosed herewith, together with a trans
lation.

I nay add that the seal of the Mayor of Tien

tsin was not attached to the original document.

At a meeting of the consular representatives concerned
at the British Consulate General on December 7 the reply
of the Provincial Governor and Mayor of Tientsin was

discussed.

4/

The result of the meeting Is set forth in the

enclosed draft aide-maaoire which it is proposed to hand

to Dr. Hwang Tzou-fah on tomorrow, Decembar 9.

I have

^Mfissaas..
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British colleague that the word "scheme"

in the last para graph be changed to * pro posai”.

The

words "as consuls"’ in the same paragraph will be changed to

"in our official capacity.”
It was ths view of the four consuls concerned that

the local situation lied cleared to such an extent that
the need for the reorganization of the police in the area

between the Japanese concession and Hopei was no longer
urgent, and that in any event the original proposal did

not at any tine contemplate the establishment of a
"buffer zone” as described in Chairman hang’s reply, nor
were the consuls prepared to give any guarentae as

suggested by the resolution of the Central Political Council

in Naoahing.

Accordingly, it was deemed advisable to notify

the Chinese authorities of these considerations in ths

sense of ths enclosed draft aide-memoire.
There Is some llklihood that the question will not be
pursued further inasmuch as conditions continue to improve

and the nesd for a police reorganization appears to be
steadily diminishing.

The preliminary negotiations did

not reach the point where it was necessary to consult with
the Japanese authorities.
An extra copy of this despatch is being sent herewith
in order that it any ba referred to the Department, together
5/

with a copy of ay despatch No. 65 of November 30, if that
course is deemed advisable by the Legation.

Respectfully yours,

600

fpl/da

F. P. Lockhart,
American Consul General.

Enclosures:
1/ Latter of November 29 from chairman of Hopei
Provincial Goverxunont, and Chinese text thereof
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Sncloeures (ContinuoA)i
8/ Àldo«MMBOiro»
3/ Heply of Chairman of Hopei Province, and
Mayor of Tientsin.
4/ Draft aide-memoire
*
5/ copy of despatoh No
*
65 of November 30,
to the Legation at Peiping
*

Original and 3 copies to Legation.
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Translation
Kov. 29, 1951.

Monsieur le Consul General,

I have the honour to infora you that I f»a in
receipt of u private telogrun fron h’anklng stating that

vith reference to the question of Maintaining the peace
and order in the area evacuated by the Pae ,^n Tui (arsed

polies), conferences are being held in oasern with the
various Ministers accredited to china.

Uow that repeated applications are cosing In
frac the civilian population in Tientsin, end Moreover,
you have been good enough to agree to give the setter

your consideration) realising that after the Chinese ?so

am itii are withdrawn, only a United number of police
beets being left over, there will be real jeopardy to the

peace and order of the locality in question, and conse
quently to the lives and properties of the people in the sane

locality) therefore, I sincerely hope that to sect such

an emergency you will be so good a» to request your Minister
with the view of devis! ng temporary measures for the
maintenance of peace and order within the said ares.

Before

anything is decided upon in this natter, you «re requested

to keep the herein cowcunicstion as being confidential.
X avail, ate., etc.,

seal of Hopei province
*
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Aide-memoire handed to Jr. Hwang Tsou-feh,
by H. B. K. Consul General on

1 .jecenboi4, 1931.

The American, «rench, Italian and British consular
repi'esentatiYos in Tientsin have carefully considered the
letter fraa th© Governor of Hopei, dated 39 Hoveiaber,
1931, on tho subject of the disturbed conditions in Tien»
tain City.
Being aniiaatod by the friendliest feelings towards
China and being anxious to assist th© Governor and Mayor
in bringing to an end the difficulties which have arisen
between tho city authorities and the Japanese, they have
studied mny possible lines of action and have com to the
conclusion that the first stop to take after the withdrawal
of the Peo An Tui to Hopei and the devolution on the
ordinary police of the duty of maintaining order in the
area from which the Pao An Tui had bean withdrawn, was to
restore th© confidence both to the Chinos© residents and
to the Japanese military and civil authorities. The above
Consular representatives now suggest that this end night
be attained by tho reorganisation of the existing Chinese
police forces in the area to the 3outh of the Chin Kang
Bridge and the Nan»Yun Ho by a neutral board of foreigners.

Before details of any such proposal can be worked out,
it is necessary to know first whether the scherae Moots with
the approval in principle of the Governor of Hopei end the
Mayor of Tientsin, should this bo the case, it is requested
that the scheme should be submitted to ths National Govern»
meat for their approval.
3o as to avoid future misunderstanding, the above
Consular representatives ask that they my be sent a wtitten
reply.
Meanwhile it is suggested that this proposal should
be treated as confidential.

{Signed) LAHCALOT G H AS
H.M. Consul General.
1 Joo emb er, 1931

It
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Trenslction

Tientsin, December 5th
XXth Year of the Republic.
Monsieur le Consul-Gmsral,

.e beg to ®cKnowledge th© receipt of your i’ssaorandwa
of uechæiber 1st with reference to the rastter of Greeting
e temper cry buffer-zone out of the area to too Jouth of
Ghln Kang Bridge.
The undersigned were deeply jaovod in their apprecia
tion by the sentWanta contained in tdie said Memorandum
to the effect that you and your Colleagues were animated
by too friendliest feelings towards China and. were anxious
to assist the undersigned in bringing to an and th©
difficulties existing in Tientsin.
»® had at one© forwarded ths contents of your said
Memorandum to Marshal Chang Hsueh-liang for transmission
to the Central Govormmt from whom © telegraphic reply
has bô'-si received, stating es follows

‘’with reference to th© Tientsin affair the
Central Political Council have passed a resolution
under even date; that is to say, ’If efficacious
guarantee Is devised by neutral countries, the area
contiguous to th© Japanese Concession may be created
a temporary buffer-son© for the purpose of avoiding
*
conflicts,
etc», etc. Your negotiations carrying
on in Tientsin, being in accordance with the object
of the said resolution, are hereby approved, c'urthermore, a written declaration my also be made to the
effect that the buffer-zone is created temporarily
to cope v?l th th© emergency arising out of the serious
situation existing in Tientsin. As soon as toe
general sitoation in the Port of Tientsin is so
improved that there to no need any longer of toe
herein measure, it will then bo agreeable for either
party to propose for the cancellation of th® sa»e,rt
etc. etc.

Accordingly, therefore, we have ths honour to aomuniceto
the above to you in writing and to request that you will
bo so good as to cause th© Consular Reprosontatives of the
United states of /vine ilea, Trane© end Italy resident in
Tientsin to ba informed of the seme
*
fee avail, etc., etc.
(Sgd) Wang Jhu-chanft
Chairman of Hopei Province.
(Sgd) Chang Hsueh-ialng
Mayor of Tientsin.

(Sealed) Hopei Provincial Government
Lancelot Giles, C.M.G., dsq..
His Britannic Majesty’s Consul General
Tientsin.

) 6 3 c
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Aide-mmolre handed to Ur. Hwang Tzon-feh

by H. B. k
*

Consul Qcmaral on

Oecmber, 1931.

The letter from Governor ^ang and &ayor Chang han
been considered by the American, French, Italian and
British consular representatives.
Acs the local situation has markedly lujiroved since
the date of the earlier coiajsunicetlon from Governor wang,
on tho subject of devising sone temporary scheme for the
preservation of poaco and order in certain sections of the
City of Tiw.tsin, it would sem unnecessary at the xaoiaent
to pursue die proposal made by the four consuls on 1
*
.>0-uc®jb©r

To prevent any future misunderstanding, however, the
consuls concerned wish to make it clear that their proposal
differed fundamentally frtaa that which lias been sp roved
by the Central Political Council.

Firstly, what was proposed was that the existing
Chinese police forces in th© area from which the rao An Tul
had been withdrawn should be reorganized by a neutral board,
of foreigners
*
There was never any idea that the area In
question should be made into a buffer zone, a term which
implies neutral control, but it was only intended that
neutral foreigners should be engaged by the Tientsin Police
Administration in the capacity of advisors, the Administra
tion Itself being entirely responsible for the adoption and
execution of such advice as might be tendered.
baoondly, the suggestion that efficacious guarantees
should be devised by neutral corntries is one which is far
beyond. the scope of the consuls
*
proposals.
It is not
dear in any case what it is desired should be covered by
the guarantees, but It must be emphasized that it Is quite
Impossible for the consuls to give guarantees of any kind
in regard to their scheme, as once It la accepted by the
Chinese authorities and advisers engaged, the consuls,
as consuls, will not be directly concerned with any steps
which tho Polie© Administration may then take.
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.Enclosure No# 5.

NoT 65.
AMERICAN CONSULATS GENERAL.
Tientsin, China, November 30, 1931.

Subject:

Proposed Reorganization of the
Chinese Polios Parce In the Chinese
City at Tientsin.

The Honorable Nelson T. Johnson,
American Minister,

Pciping.
Sir:

I have the honor to refer to ny conversation of this
morning with the Counselor of the Legation, Mr. Perkins,
concerning a telegram addressed by the British Consul
General at Tientsin to the British Minister at Nanking
proposing a reorganization of the Chinese police force

1/

In the Chinese City at Tientsin, and to enclose herewith
a copy of a telegram dated November 27, 1931, addressed
to the British Consul General at Tientsin by the British

Minister at Nanking directing that ht consult with his
American and French Colleagues and commandants and report
whether there are any measures that can be suggested to

alleviate the critical situation at Tientsin.
2/

There is

also enclosed a copy of a telegram addressed to ma, under

date of November 28, by the American Minister at Nanking,
on the same subject.

%!

There Is also enclosed a copy of a telegram addressed
to the British Minister at Nanking on November 29, 1931,
by the British Consul General at Tientsin gluing the

result

”
i7

) 6 3
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Of a meeting between the Amer io an, French and British

Consuls General with the British and French comnmndants
on the evening of November 29, at which time it was

agreed to propose a reorganization of the Chinese police

force under a neutral board consisting of French,

Italian

and British concession police representatives and an
American civilian.

itself,

The anclosed telegram explains

.fhlle it la realized that the plan proposed

might fall far short of relieving the situation, even

if it were acceptable to the Nanking Government and to
others concerned, it, nevertheless, represents the only
plan which those participating in the conference here
felt might offer a possible solution of the local

difficulty.

There is reluctance on the part of foreign

consular and military authorities to become involved In
the controversy, and there la a distinct feeling that

If any effort whatever is made towards composing the
differences between the Chinese and Japanese, It must be

done without the assistance of the American, French
British or Italian military forces
Colonel Taylor, the commandant of the American troops

at Tientsin, with whom I have consulted since the enclosed
telegram from the British Consul General was drafted

was Informed of the action taken and states that ih lie
he would Interpose no objections to a neutral board such
as Is described so long as it consists only of civilians

under no circumstances would he be willing to have a
military officer appointed to the board, nor would he be

disposed
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disposed to invoke eay military force in strengthening

the hand of the neutral board.

It was made clear to

Colonel Taylor that only civilian taambers would be con

sidered eligible to take on the reorganization work,

and that it was not anticipated that the military would

be called upon at any tine to assist in any way with
the project either in its formative stage or later.

Colonel Taylor was not present at the meeting inas
much as he was just arriving from Peiping when the meeting

was called,

Par that reason Colonel Drysdale attended

the meeting but was careful not to commit the American

commandant to any support or disapproval of the plan.
I wish to «sake it clear that the proposal is offered

simply as a possible basis for an amicable adjustment of

theSiao-Japanese difficulties.

The relations between

the Chinese and Japanese growing out of the local dis
turbances, however, are so strained that little hope

can be held out that any foreign intervention, however
well intended or slight it nay be, will prove acceptable

ar effective.
Respectfully yours,

800

V. P. Lockhart,
American Consul General.

FPL/DA
Enclosures:
1/ Copy of telegram to British Consul
General at Tientsin.
8/ Copy of telegram to American Consul
General at Tientsin.
3/ Copy of telegram to British Minister
at Hanking.

Original and 1 copy to Legation.
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Copy telegram. from H. M. Minister

So. 19.
Dated. 27th November, 1931.

Dent 0150

88 November, 1931,

Received 0900

28

November, 1931.

Addressed to Tientsin telegram Ho. 19

repeated to Paris for foreign Office Tokyo G.O.C. Hongkong

Command er- in-Chief •
Please consult at once with your American

and French Colleagues and dom&ndants and report please
urgently whether there are any measures we can reasonably

take to alleviate this critical situation.

2.

V. 8. Minister asks that you will communicate

copy of this telegram to U. S. Consul General and say that
he will confirm it on November 28th.
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AMERICAN CONSULATS GENERAL
TIENTSIN * CHINA

TRW READING
Of

TELEGRAM RSC2IVED

Received, via U.S. Army Radio

Dated at:
Data:

Nanking

November 28, 1931

Hour of Despatch:
Data of Rocelpt1 Nov. 28

Hour of Receipt:
November 28 -

I asked my British Colleague

to ask British Consul General at Tientsin to furnish
you copy of his telegram of last night.

Please report

whether it is possible for anything to be done at this

moment.

sending copy to Washington.
JOHNSON

800

Decoded by FPL
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Copy telegram to H. M. Minister, Nanking
No. 25 of tha 29 th November, 1931.

Repeated to Poking No. 78.
sent 12 midnight.

American, French, Italian Consuls and I have received

a letter from the governor stating that as a serious situa
tion will arise after the withdrawal of armed special police
from area adjacent to the Japanese Concession which he fears

the ordinary city police will be inadequate to control

he

asks us to transmit a request to our ministers to devise

some means of preserving peace in that area temporarily.
My American and French colleagues and I after
discussion with the British and French Commandants, the

American Commandant being absent, and with the agreement

of those present submit the following proposal which appears
to us to be the only plan offering a possible solution of

the difficulty.
1. Chinese city police force to be reorganized under

a neutral board consisting of French, Italian and British
concession police representatives and an American civilian.

2. The Nmking Government must give its consent to

this proposal.
3. rie consider that the consent of the Japanese
authorities to be essential but their participation in the
board undesirable.

4. The above arrangement to be merely a temporary
measure to tide over the present crisis.

It is the unanimous opinion of us all that no proposal
to patrol the area concerned with an international military
force is feasible.
American and French Consuls ask you to be good enough
to communicate the above message to their Ministers.
Consul General.
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In continuation of the Legation’s despatch

No. 1317 of December 11, 1931, I have the honor

OJ
Cl
Cl

to transmit herewith five additional editorials

1-5/

bearing upon the Manchurian situation, which

appeared in THE LEADER of Peiping during the past
two weeks.

Further editorials and news items on the
events in Manchuria will be found in the press
clippings being sent to the Department by the
same pouch.

_
<a

Respectfully yours,

/

For the Minister:

Mahlon F. Perkins,
Counselor of Legation.
Enclosures:
1-5/ As noted
800.
RLE: MM

co
NO
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LEADER,

Thursdav,

December

io,

DR. SZE AND THE LEAGUE
The ^action of a group of overseas Chinese in
Paris, in dêmâh^^’^thât^Chfffâ^déîê^îë“To~The
League ofï^fohTshoùYd acEm “accord a nee" with their
pTôgram,/tÿasM’â~^
thing, and unques- i
tionably much hurt the cause of China/ Therewas !
probably nothing that Thk ^Japanese^enjoyed more, i
throughout the whole period of League meetings, than ’
a detnoftStra^OTFisÇtKfëlti^
I
contention that China is not an organized state as are ;
other states. Certainly it is almost inconceivable that?
loyâTcîïizens of any other state, resident in a foreign !
country, should call upon their diplomatic représenta, i
tive and demand that he act in a certain way, utterly
regardless of any instructions he may have received |
from his home government. If the Chinese in Parisi
think that things were not being handled properly it !
wastheirBduty to take up the matter energetically with
*
the Chinese Government, but not to make demands i
upon a diplomatic representative who was carrying J
out his duties, under most difficult circumstances,
in accordance with instructions-from Nanking. There
are reports that Dr. Sze was actually struck by these
patriots. If so, it is simply disgraceful—to them.
Things like this under present circumstances, in no
way raise China’s position in the"eyes of the' world,
but tends to produce a reverse effect.
*
"
But while we cannot too severely condemn the
action of this group of men, the Chinese Government
should recognize that the continued supine • policy of
the Government has brought out some very unfavor
able reactions everywhere in the country. The original
policy of non-resistance to the Japanese invasion in
Manchuria, depending upon the League of Nations
and the Kellogg Pact, was understandable, and was
not in itself to be condemned. But China, loyally
adhering to the Covenant of the League, had a right!
to demand that the League should back her up with
something else than pious resolutions, had a right to,
demand that the other nations of the League should»
support their own Covenant with all the powers in
their hands. And the Covenant of the League gives
adequate punitive powers, which do not require the
consent of the party breaking, the peace, out only
agreement among the non-disputants.
It is now nearly three months since the occupa-!
tion began. In this time, the Japanese have been!
steadily expanding their power and consolidating their
administrations in Manchuria. At first they carried
on military actions only while the League was
adjourned. But more recently they have utterly
ignored the League Council, starting their drive on
Chinchow while the Council was in session and flatly
refusing the League proposal of a “neutral zone.”
China, again, was perhaps not unjustified in
accepting the first Japanese pledge of withdrawal, at
the end of September, and waiting tb see what would
come of it. But when, on the adjournment of the
League at the beginning of October, the Japanese at
once continued their aggression, it was up to China
to demand drastic action. This was no time for a

1931.
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cringing reluctance to annoy the League officials by
such demands. This was a time to call for action in
support of a loyal member against an invader. Such
action was urgently needed. The great territory o!
Manchuria was being occupied bit by bit. And still
Dr. Sze kept submitting reports to the League day by
day, but never demanding what he had a perfect right
and an absolute duty to demand—that the League
taken action against Japan. Other League members
were expecting it, journalists and observers the world
oyer were expecting it, but the Chinese delegate con
tinued to play the part of a mere information bureau
on Chinese affairs.
The League might have refused to act. But it
was necessary to find out. China had to know
whether the League would act or not. If it would not
act in behalf of a loyal member against a treacherous
one, then China must recognize that her previous
policy was wrong, and she must either fight, or
submit, or reach an agreement with states or inter
national organizations outside the League, which
would not betray her and hand her over bound hand
and foot to the enemy.
Now, at long last, it seems that China is taking
the action she should have taken two months ago. She
is demanding the evacuation of Japanese troops from
Manchuria altogether, even from the railway zone, j
She has demanded the application of Article XVL
against Japan. It is to be hoped that this will be j
followed by the demand that not only the South!
Manchuria Railway zone but all other Japanese Con
cessions in China be retroceded to China at once, and
extraterritoriality as well as all these things are merely
stepping-stones to armed conquest.
Judging from
reports reaching us yesterday from Paris, the League
intends to adjourn without fixing a definite date for
the complete evacuation of Japanese troops, although
asking them to do so “at an early date”,
according to the United Press, while Reuter
says
that
“the
Council has provisionally
washed its hands of the neutral zone question and is
prepared to separate without reaching an official
agreement regarding the Chinchow front.” The ques
tion is now squarely up to the League—will they act
against Japanese aggression or not? The question
must be kept insistently before them, and they must
definitely answer yes or no. The negative answer
means that the League has betrayed China, and that
China must look elsewhere for help.
It is this feeling of betrayal, this feeling that
enemy forces have been permitted to occupy great
areas of Chinese territory without any real opposition
from the Chinese Government, that has inspired these
attacks upon Government officials such as Dr. Sze.
This must be remembered by the Chinese Government.
But it must be remembered by the people that these
officials are only doing their duty, and that it is
cowardly and shameful, and lowers China in the eyes
of the world, to attack them personally for loyally
carryingz out the work entrusted to them by their
Government.
P. C. T,
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STUDENTS AND THE CRISES
On the same day that we learn from Paris that
Japan has submitted a demand to the League of
Nations that China withdraw her troops from such ;
territory as remains under Chinese control in thej
Three Eastern Provinces, we receive advices from.
Shanghai that students there have wrecked the local ‘
headquarters of the Kuomintang, have wrecked at
railway station close to the city and cut telephone !
and telegraph wires, and have attacked the Shanghai J
municipal building and virtually made a prisoner oft
the mayor of the city. What can be said of these j
things?
;
Most of these students, indeed, are inflamed with
a hot loyalty to ,China, a detestation of Japanese(
invasion and of compromise with the invaders, which
must be considered at all times. But worthy motives
are not sufficient. It is an old truism that the road i
to hell is paved with good intentions. The thing to
be considered is the effects of the actions that are
taken. Whatever the ultimate aim, there may be
methods at times which defeat the aim itself.
It is a most serious matter for China that these
troubled months, with’an enemy invadjmg,. occupying,
and c'oïïsôirdâfïng"herself in one of the richest areas of I
the country, there has been no Ministef~dF Foreign
Affairs at Nanking. Week after week, month after]
month, China has been carrying on with only an:
Acting Foreign Millister, at a time of as urgent need
as ever faced a hation. Many opportunities have been
lost, many chances missed. And who was respon
sible,. atbottom?
The cowardly and disgraceful assault on Minister
C.T. Wang was one of the most serious things that
has happened. It deprived China of a Foreign
Minister at a most critical period. The Japanese!
militarists undoubtedly rubbed their hands with glee]
at the news that China, at this period, was left without]
a fully empowered representative. We cannot say that]
a Japanese intrigue was responsible for the attack]
on Dr. Wang. We do not know. But there is no,
dont that the assault played absolutely, into Japanese]
hands, .aud that-it could not haye^been done better !
had Tokyo» actually .organized the business^""'
|
There was no wrong in submitting the Japanese
invasion to the League of Nations as China did. We
have never been over-trustful of the League and its
work, but still it must be given a chance. If there
are covenants and treaties, if China is a member of
an organization which forbids war among its members
and provides for other methods of settlement, it is up
to China to loyally observe her pledges, especially
when the breaker of the peace is a fellow-member of
the League. China did observe her pledges, did
refrain from armed resistance, for week after week, !
waiting for the League to act in defence of a loyal
member and in support of its own Covenant, waiting ;
for America to say something in support of the Anti-]
War Pact of which the United States was the prime,
mover. China gave one of the most remarkable in-1
stances in the world of non-resistance, and by so doing!
undoubtedly saved much suffering. But the présenta- j
tion of affairs to the League was not carried on
properly, and for two months China never put the
blunt question to the Council,—“Will you take punitive
measures against outlaw Japan or not?’'
|
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This was the question which should have been!
put by the middle of October at latest. Dr. bze, ■
continually supplying the League with fresh news
of invasions and intrigues and depredations by the
Japanese, for many weeks never presented the
question flatly: “We are loyal to the League and its
Covenant. We are endeavoring to fight this invasion
with an economic boycott. Will you join us in this,
and if this is not adequate support us i'n more drastic
measures?” There was no fully empowered minister
in Nanking, and Dr. Sze had no instructions for drastic
demands. Finally, a few weeks ago, he got instruc
tions, and made demands. But in the meantime the
Japanese occupation had assumed the nature of an
established thing. The Japanese are already, able to
speak about government under their control’as con-:
stituting the status quo. Their indefatigable pro
paganda campaign all over the world has had results,
and now they are actually demanding that the League
call on China to remove Chinese troops from Chinese
territory to let Japan take over control.
The League, of course, will refuse. But China is
at last on the defensive even at the League. Faced 1
with a ruthless invasion by an unscrupulous enemy,
she finds that the League to which she was so loyal
has no stomach for a real conflict with Japan. The
time when everyone was on China’s side, the time of
.continued Japanese invasions and atrocities and
depredations of all kinds, was lost. And now, perhaps,
Manchuria is lost.
What are the students doing now? Do they feel
the enormity of the crime which the Shanghai group
committed against their country who they attempted
to murder Dr. Wang, and deprived China of a Foreign
Minister with authority for so many terrible weeks ?
Do they understand how necessary it is to think out a
rational and intelligent course of action against aggres
sion, and not be forced into a suicidal policy which
may result in the complete subjection of China?
F. G.
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PREPARING FOR ANOTHER DRIVE

The session of the League Council adjourned,
with a pious resolution dutifully passed, Japanese
troop movements along the Peiping-Mukden Railway
are starting once more. The first drive was checked,
two weeks ago, by a statement by Col- ^Stim^qn. but
the colonel has since explained thâfTïë^îeantto say
just what he did say, and nothing more. He merely
intended to say that in view of Japan's assurances
that Chinchow would not beattacked?~fie
*was
aF~~a.
loss^?Un^érsl^d^'rTo “yredjt ’’) jTh§ jrgpqrtsjof the
Japanese^ drive on the city. Mr. Stimson .yras simply
more frank than diplomatic, as when the head of the
foreign affairs of a Great Powerasxaaj^^^nis it
means, as Maurice Chevalier would say, that he wants i
to do^^S&^fit™^’I
There can be no 'doubt, now, that Japan is
apprehensive only of America, and utterly despises
the League and its activities, The only question is
just how seriously the Japanese Government will take
Colonel Stimson’s statement of December 10, which
appears in another column today. This statement»
while fully endorsing the Resolution of the League
calling for cessation of hostilities, withdrawal of
Japanese troops into the railway zone, and the
appointment of a commission of inquiry, adds that
“the adoption of these resolutions in no way con
stitutes an endorsement of any action hitherto taken
in Manchuria. This Government as one of the
signatories of theKellogg-Briand Pact
and
the Nine Power Treaty
cannot disguise its
concern over
the events which have
there
transpired. The future efficiency of the Resolution
depends upon the good faith with which the pledge
against renewed hostilities is carried out......... The
American Government will continue to follow with
solicitous interest all developments in this situation in
the light of the obligations involved in the treaties to
which this country is a party.”
This is clearly a warning to Japan, though couched
in the most diplomatic of language. How seriously
it will be taken by the Japanese depends on many
things W’hich we here are not in a position to judge.
Americans utter unwillingness, at the beginning, to
show any active interest in what was taking place in
Manchuria, and Washington’s extraordinary statement
at that time that they did not see that the Kellogg
Pact had been violated by the Japanese military
offensive, gave rise to some very unpleasant suspicions.
The United States was apparently indifferent until the
League had long been working on the matter, and it
was freely rumored that there was a secret agreement
between the Japanese and American Governments.
That there have, indeed, been secret negotiations, was
made clear by the Stimson statement about the Japan-
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ese pledge concerning Chinchow, the Japanese author
ities being furious at what they called his breach of
faith in making public this pledge.
What the position of these secret negotiations is
at present we have no idea, but we shall find out soon.
If the Japanese start a second drive, it may be inter
preted as meaning that an agreement has been reached
with the United States, Washington promising not to
interfere so long as American interests are not
immediately affected.

With the ominous preparations in evidence along
the Peiping-Mukden line, it would appear that the
new drive is commencing. Let us make no mistake
about the objective now. Japan has stated officially
that Chinchow is only a way station, and that the aim
is Tientsin. And Tientsin is the key to North China.
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Friday, December x$.
... "take BACK MANCHURIA!

”

; Japan has now occupied most of Manchuria, China
lacks the military strength to drive the invaders out
by force, and no foreign state will intervene it appears.
JManchuria is being ruled by a combination of Japanese
and Chinese military and civil officials, fundamental
control lying in the hands of the Japanese, who are
assisted by Chinese. But does this mean the struggle
is hopeless?
Twenty-two years ago all China was being ruled ;
by a similar combination of foreigners and Chinese,1
the foreigners in that case being Manchus. But that
regime was overthrown, and the revolution gradually
fought its way up from the South. There was no
military movement from outside to help the
revolutionists. They depended upon their own
strength, and they won. The task is not yet com
pleted. Its magnitude is too great to be completed
quickly. But it is going ahead. And in Manchuria now
it must start right from the beginning.
The Chinese people of Manchuria can overthrow
Japanese rule from within. In a military sense China
lacks the strength of Japan. China must be sane
enough—the Government has been sane enough—not
to use the weapons selected by the enemy. There is
nothing which would more delight Japan than a
declaration of war by China. They have for months
been trying to provoke this. But they have failed.
Does this mean that Chinese must not resist the
invaders? No. it means that other weapons must be!
chosen. The people of Manchuria, with the sympathy |
and support of their fellows of the rest of China, ;
must resist the invaders,—resist with boycott and]
strike, with non-cooperation and sabotage of every'
kind. Were the Chinese in Manchuria determined not
to work with the enemy, not to support the enemy,
not to have anything to do with the enemy or his
works, it would be only a question of time till the
Japanese would withdraw or be overthrown.
The Japanese are in Manchuria for what they can
make out of the Chinese in the country. The Chinese
are to be hewers of wood and drawers of water for
their Japanese overlords. But suppose they refuse to
hew wood and draw water? Military force, of course,
can be applied. But how long would it be continued?
Would Japan find it profitable to bring in 30,000,000
soldiers to watch the 30,000,000 Chinese in Man
churia? Force is a weapon which the revolutionary
martyr can defy, but for the common people it may
mean much. But even if the common people give in to
force, suppose they quit again as soon as the force is
removed? Would Japan find it worth while?
Let the people of Manchuria curtail bean produc
tion, coming\dpwn tô"tl>eir actual necessities, ~SO that
the S. M. R. will make not a cent of their previous
profits? Let the Chinese workmen on the S M R. and
on thejines which the Japanese have stolen show’ that
they can work as badly. as jÜieÿ^Jfiâre’previously
worked.!..welt_ Let,the railway servants show that
unpleasant accidents can happen to japanese officials
and"'Chinese renegades” when tfavehngr- Let- every
servile Chinese taking military or goverttment service
under the Japanese understand that he may be signing
his own deathwarran^and
he
given to traitors,Let tïie/Js^^empïôy^îiTTiie
Japanese banks show__what extraordinary errofSTcan
occur. Let no Chinese buy a copper’s worth "of
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Japanese goods of any kind. Let there be a campaign
of non-cooperation, of sabotage, of bitter opposition
which will make the Japanese despair of ever getting
anything out of the country. And when they are
compelled, in order to keep their . .position in
Manchuria, to lay heavier and heavier taxes upon the,
Japanese people, to send more and more .troops to |
Manchuria, they will find an opposition at home which
will send them where Manchu garrisons of southern
China went many years ago. They can be left to the;
Japanese revolutionists’ to attend to. The Japanese
rebels have scores of their own to settle with these
military butchers.
"
Remember what these brigands have done in
Manchuria and elsewhere. Remember the plunder of
Chinese houses, remember the seizure of Chinese
railways and other property, remember the murder
of non-resisting Chinese—workmen and peasants,
police and soldiers—in Manchuria, remember the
massacres in Korea and in Tokyo. Remember these
things, and vow that they shall not go unpunished.
An eye for an eye, a tooth for a tooth, and a life
for a life. This must be the answer. But to achieve it,
it is necessary to use the tools which China can
handle. China must not fall into the enemy’s trap
and let him choose the weapons.
F. G.
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THE

LEADER

Tuesday,

December

22,

T931.

CHINA MUST ARM!

The Japanese invasion of Manchuria has taught
China a bitter lesson. China has placed complete
faith and reliance upon the League of Nations, but (
now it is proved that that cumbersome talking club j
has given Manchuria over to Japan without raising a
finger to reprimand the bully of the Far East.
I
Japan’s forcible and illegal acquisition of the,
three provinces of Manchuria demonstrates the well- [
known axiom that God helps those who help them-1
selves. The League could have immediately stopped
rapacious Japan’s military aggressions by the prompt
application of Article XVI which would paralyze
Japanese industry and commerce completely by a
combined boycott of all the nations of the world who
are members of the League, and would have brought
such a reaction in Japan that the militarists may
have been overthrown by this time. But events
proved that the Powers are too selfish to resort
to the boycott, thinking only of their own
pockets and not of their high-sounding platitudes
or the various pacts and agreements which
were solemnly signed for the preservation of
world peace. The League’s reluctance to compel j
Japan to evacuate Manchuria shows that the'
imperialist Powers do not care which nation controls
Manchuria, but. throughout the sessions they merely
looked upon the situation with "grave” concern when
Japanese bombed Chinese cities and passenger trains
and drove the Heilungkiang troops out of Tsitsihar.
Only war between China and Japan on a large scale
would have caused the League to take drastic action,
but we are not sure that the Powers would not have
accused China of violating the League Covenant and
the Kellogg Pact if this country had formally declared
war against the aggressor.
Might still seems to be right in this troubled
universe. And military and naval preparedness is the
only means of commanding respect in this militaryminded world. For centuries China had been unprepared
and she had to pay for it dearly. During the last half
century the Sleeping Giant was unable to withstand
the series of territorial aggressions which were instru
mental in bringing about the loss of certain sovereign
rights as well as several dependencies and a number of
strategic points and concessions. The Sino-Japanese
War revealed the total unpreparedness of China in
military equipment and naval strength. The Allied
occupation of 1900 was a further demonstration that
swords and spears and antiquated guns could not
cope with modern weapons of warfare.
Today Chinese soldiers have become accustomed
to the use of automatic rifles, machine-guns, trench
mortars, tanks, hand grenades and bombing planes.
But China still does not possess a sufficient quantity
of these weapons of destruction. She has paid little
heed to military preparedness, while her provocative!
neighbor has been preparing for years for the con-1
quest of China by the feverish construction of war-1
snips and the building up of a strong compact military
machine through the medium of conscription.
The leaders of the National Government knew
the importance of conscription and of the necessity

) 6 5 e
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of having educated soldiers when they passed the'
following resolution at the First -National Congress I
of the Kuomintang in 1924:
“The present system of . recruiting for the army shall
be changed into the system of conscription. At the same
time attention must be directed to improving the économie

conditions of the lower ranks of the officers and soldiers
and to improving their legal positions. Agricultural and
professional education shall be introduced into the army.
The qualifications of the officers shall be strictly pre
scribed, and thé methods of appointment and employment
shall be removed.”

It is absolutely necessary that the entire manhood
of the country should be so familiar with military life
as to enable rapid mobilization in case of war. It was
for this reason that the Ministry of Education issued
an order a few years ago for military training in all
universities and colleges, but for some reason or
another, the leading authorities of certain missionary
colleges opposed this order on the ground that China
should continue to maintain a philosophical disregard
of force and that military training would be detri
mental to this ancient civilization. The sudden and
unannounced Japanese invasion of Manchuria has
brought this question to the fore, and those who
opposed military training were compelled willingly or
unwillingly ter give it hearty support to appease
popular opinion.
The present invasion of a huge slice of
territory equal in area to the whole of Europe
demonstrates the value of military preparedness. If
China had devoted herself years ago to strengthen her
national defences and applied the system of conscrip
tion so that at least one hundred million reserves
would be prepared to fight for the preservation of the
country from foreign aggression, we doubt whether
Japan would have dared invade Manchuria.^

(e)
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Sir;-

&

In despatch No.631 of October 8, 1931, the Legation
reported that the local Government disregarded the appeal

of the Chinese Minister in Panama for the support of Costa
Rica before the League of Nations in the matter of recent

Japanese aggression, refusal being based on the fact that
this Central American Republic is not associated with the

Geneva Assembly.

However, the reply to the Chinese

Minister did not show the true attitude of Costa Rica in
respect of the present Sino-Japanese conflict.

The San

José press) and individuals in conversation, devote much

attention to the Par Eastern difficulty, and while they
have
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have no opinion as to the rights and. wrongs of the respec
tive parties, they are all intensely interested in the

affair.
I quote below a remark of don Tombs Soley GUell,

former Minister of Finance and one of the leading
economists of Costa Rica, which was made to me before

three or four prominent personages (and concurred in by

those present) when I was attempting to obtain an

expression of opinion in Salvadorean matters:"Salvador and its recognition, as well as
political events in the other Central American
Republics, are of no interest to us. What really
interests us and demands our attention is the
Manchurian question. ’ What is Washington going
to do?”

The above statement is a clear example of the

attention which people in San José and in the Provinces

fix on Washington in such of its major international
problems as are capable of commiting it to some greater

foreign policy or act.

Don Tombs Soley GUell, in the

above statement, gave the keynote of the positively
incrementiag. local conviction that the American

Government has shown a major interest in the
Manchurian question, that it has involved itself to

such an extent that positive physical steps will have
to be taken, and that, therefore, Washington’s ultimate

action in the matter is one of importance second only
to Costa Rica’s internal political condition and its

economic situation.
In line with the position in which Washington is
now placed, especially since the reported attack upon

Consul
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Consul Chamberlain, LA TRIBUNA, San José daily, published

an editorial in its daily column entitled "THE INTER

NATIONAL M'ŒîENT", which is keenly expressive of Costa
The clipping of this editorial and

1/

Rica’s interest.

2/

its translation are forwarded herewith.
Respectfully yours,

/
McCeney Werlich
Chargé d’Affaires ad interim

inclosures:

1. Clipping from LA TRIBUNA of January 7, 1932;
2. Translation of enclosure No.l.

800

China-Japan

McCW/BS
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Enclosure Eo.l, despatch Ko.742, January 7, 1932
•Lui TRIBÜITA
San José, Costa Rica
January
1932

El momento
internacional
AS explicaciones que el
gobierno japonés acaba
de dar al de los Estados
Unidos por el incidente ocun
”uo al consul de esta ultima
naciôn, Cullver Chamberlain
con soldados nipones en Man
churia, suceso que los cablegramas de esta misrna ediciôn explican a los lectores,
han side juzgadas insuficientes,segûn otro despacno, por
los Estados Unidos. En cuanto pasô el incidente, hecha la
representacién del caso por
les agentes de los Estados Unidos, las autoridades milita- I
res japonesas de Mukden die4 ।
ron explicaciones por Io ocu- I
rrido y aplicaron un castigo
a los dos soldados que ultrajaron al consul Chamberlain.
Pero ni las explicaciones han
satisfecho al departamento
de estado, ni e| castigo ha pa
I
recido Io suficientemente jus
to al mismo departamento y
a si Io expresa una nota de
formal protesta que Stimson
ha puesto en manos del embajador japonés en WasliTg
*
ton. Tiene el Japon planteado un nuevo incidence inter-»
nacional. Desde hace dos mo I
ses ha tenido friccjones con
Rusia, con Inglate’ra, con la
Liga de Naciones y ahora
con los Estados Unidos; mien
tras sus diplomâticos arguyen, explican, hacen un tejido de palabras para que las
cancillerias de las naciones
intcresadas se entretengan,
sus soldados prosiguen e| avance sobre China; al norto
llegaron hsta el rio Nonni; a
hora han tornado otrp rumbo, haoia e| corazôn mismo
de la grande- y desordcoda
repûblica, aprovechando
ocasion de su desbarajqste y
la de que las grandes *potencias mucho tienen que mirar
dentro de la propia casa pa
ra ocuparse de Io que pasa
fuera; ya ocuparon Chinchow
y se terne - dice un despacho
— que prosigan hacla Tien
Tsin. ^Hacia dônde va este
avance y cuâ| serâ su fin?

L
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Enclosure No.2, despatch No.742, January 7, 1932

LA TRIBUNA
San José, Costa Rica
January y, 1932

THE INTERNATIONAL MOMENT
The problem of the Far East continues to be the world’s
absorbing topic of the day; Stimson states that the declara
tions made to the Department of State by Japanese Ambassador
Debuchi regarding the incident which occurred between North
American Consul, Chamberlain, and Japanese soldiers in
Manchuria, have been considered as explanations by the
United States, but even after that, 7/ashington considers
that the matter has not ended; so that the controversy has
not terminated in spite of Debuchi’s explanations which
were accepted by the United States.- In 1914, in the name
of Austria, Berchtold declared that Serbia’s explanations
for the tragic occurence of Sarajevo were insufficient and
that Austria did not consider the matter closed.- Twenty
days later, war was imminent in Europe. The present
incident is not quite as grave. But circumstances like
a beginning and to Stimson’s declarations must be added
the following additional news which now has particular
importance: the Japanese military element has manifested
its lack of agreement with any attempt to inflict heavier
punishment on the soldiers connected with the Chamberlain
incident; Stimson has begun a maneuver - invoking the
international treaties which guarantee the integrity of
China, in order that France, England and the United
States may carry out a joint action in the face of the
Japanese advances into Manchuria and the threat to China
properly speaking. There is also talk of a démarche
which has been entrusted by the French Government to its
Ambassador in Tokio in order that within the perfect
friendship binding Japan and France the former may be
made to see by the latter that Japanese activities are
clashing with certain clauses of the 1907 Franco-Japanese
Treaty concerning the integrity of China. - And, moreover
Moscow; we must not forget that the Russians have large
interests in Man churia and that strong Japanese military
reserves have been established in their own zone of
influence after the victories on the Nonni river. The
last word has not yet been said in the Far Eastern
problem, which continues to perturb the present moment.

Translated by E.B.T.
Copied by B.Z.
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The Honorable
NS

The Secretary of State

Washington
Sir:
I have the honor to refer to the Embassy’s telegram-

p- qt ( c r

No. 239/November 28th, 8 P.M. in regard..to the garbled.

interview with the Secretary of State and. to enclose a copy

1/•

of a memorandum which I have received, from the Military Attaché
Respectfully yours

Enclosure : Copy of
Embassy’s File No.SOO-Manchuril’ Cheron Forbes.

ELN/SR.
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Reference to our recent conversation,

1931.

I wish to state

that when in Harbin on December 1st, i,_r. Hansen showed, me a
copy of a newspaper in the Russian language which had apparently
devoted, its entire front page to the discussion of I'r. Stimson’s

alleged statement to the press on November 27th.
Hr. Hansen stated that the Russian papers quoted Hr.

Stimson as saying:

that the Japanese Government had twice as

sured him that certain objectionable action would not be done

and yet it was done, and now in spite of the fact that the

Japanese Government had said that they would not move on Chin
chow it appeared from all re orts that this was about to be done

that under the circumstances it appeared that it was useless to

try to deal with ’such a Government.
Hr. Hansen in talking v;ith me about the above said that
the articles in the Russian papers used strong language,

bring

ing out the idea that hr. Stimson had said words to this effect:
” I have been lied to twice and apparently this is another ,

how are we to deal with such a Government.”

so
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The Honorable

.

The Secretary of State,

3>
se
c©
co
W

□
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;
-.

j

|
?

Washington.

Sir:

Supplementing my telegram No. 281 of December 27,
1931, reporting that the Vice Minister for Foreign Affairs
had. delivered, to me a statement and a memorandum relating

y,

-

i(

to Japanese intention with respect to Chinohow, I have the

1/, 2/. 'A.jjonor to transmit herewith copies of these two documents.
I

j
1

Thejre are also enclosed, as of possible interest, copies
in translation of editorials which appeared in the vernacular

\

’

press

$
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press following my delivery of the Secretary’s statement

on this subject.

It will be noted that these editorials are surpris
ingly free from bitterness.

The strongest term employed

by the Osaka ASAHI regarding the statements of the United

States, Great Britain, and France is "unwarranted";

by

the Tokyo NICHI NICHI, "inconsistent" and "goes too far";

by the Tokyo Jill, "premature";

and by the Tokyo ASAHI,

"wish the three Powers to drop the scales from their eyes

The editorial of the Tokyo ASAHI is the only one that im

putes selfish motives to the three countries.

The JIJI

fears it will encourage the Chinese in recalcitrance.

This paper also recalls the three-power Interference
that followed the Sino-Japanese war of 1894, as something

"still fresh in the mind of every Japanese".

Not unnatur

ally, all the newspapers uphold the Japanese military
from every point of view and place all blame on the
Chinese.
Hespectfully yours,

W. Cameron Forbes

^Enclosures:

1 - Statement by the Japanese
Government, dated December 27, 1931.
2 - Translation of Memorandum from the
Foreign Office, dated December 27, 1931.

3 - Translation of the Osaka ASAHI’s editorial
of December 26, 1931.
4 - Translation of the Tokyo NICHI *
s
NICHI
of December 25, 1931.

Editorial
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- Translation of the'Tokyo JI JI1 s .
editorial of December 26, 1031.

$ - Translation of the Tokyo ASAHI’s
editorial of December 29, 1931.

Embassy’s file No. 800.-Manchuria

LES/AA

O0!py to Pakinu
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Despatch Mo.

From American Embassy
Tokyo.

STATEME1TT BY THE JjiPANESE GOVERM^Hl
*

( December 27, 1931.)

1.

The maintenance of peace and order in Manchuria

is a matter to which the Government of Japan have always

attached the utmost importance.

They have on various

occasions taken every lawful step in order to secure

it, and to prevent Manchuria from becoming the battle
ground of militarist factions.

Only if peace and. order

prevail, can the country be safe either for the Chinese
or for the foreigner:

in the absence of peace and order

it is futile to speak of the Open Door or of equal op
portunity for the economic activities of all nations.

the events of September last have,

But

in spite of her wishes,

created a new responsibility and a wider sphere of action

for Japan.

Attacked by Chinese violence, her acts of

necessary self-protection resulted to her considerable

embarrassment in her having to assume the duty of main
taining public order and private rights throughout a wide

area.

The local authorities might have been expected to

co-operate in upholding law and order.

almost unanimously fled or resigned.

But,

in fact, they

It was Japan’s clear

duty to render her steps of self-defence us little dis
turbing us possible to the peaceable inhabitants of the

region.

It would have been a breach of that duty to have

left the population a prey to anarchy- deprived of all the
apparatus
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-2apparatus of civilized life.

Therefore, the Japanese

military have, at considerable sacrifice,

expended much

time and energy in securing the safety of persons and
property in the districts where the native authorities
become
*
had

ineffective.

This is a responsibility which

was thrust upon then by events,

and one which they had as

little desire to assume as to evade.

2.

But further than that, not only did the existing

machinery of justice and civilized existence break down,
but the criminal activities of the bandits who infest the

country were naturally stimulated.

The prestige and ef

ficiency'’ of the Japanese troops were for some time suffi
cient to keep them in check,

they were stationed.
ever,

and to maintain order wherever

Since the beginning of Hovember, how

a sudden increase in the activities of the bandits

has been noted in the vicinity of the South i.lunchuria

Bailway lone, and especially to the west of the Hain Line,and it has been established

demonstration/ by the

examination of arrested individuals, by documents which
have been seized, and from other sources of information,

that their depredations are being carried on through the

systematic intrigues of the Chinchow military authorities .

Reports have, indeed, been made by certain of the foreign
military observers suggesting that they fpund no evidences
of any preparations being made by the Chinese for an attack.

But as a matter of fact the military authorities at Chinchow
are maintaining large forces at various points, west of
Takushan,
territory.

on the Peiping-Hukden Railway and in the adjacent
Reconnaissances conducted by the Japanese mcmy

have not only definitely confirmed the assurance

that tnese
forces
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forces.are

jed in making preparations for war, but

have ci iso revealed the fact thac their outposts -re

stationed. along a line connecting Tienchuantai

Feichipao

and other points on the right bunk of the River Liao, well
advanced from Jhinchow.

It will readily be admitted that

such a situation in itself constitutes a constant menace
to the Japanese contingents dispersed -along the South
kanchuria Railway and elsewhere, but the danger is'even

greater than it seems at first sight,

if the further fact

is taken into consideration that the Peiping-llukden Railway

places the cities of LJukden, Yinkao and Hopei within a short
journey of three or four hours from Takushan and Kuopantsu

(which ure bases of the Chinese forces'/.
The bandit forces,(which include a large number of

officers and men discharged from the Chinese army), are daily
gaining

strength.

For instance, the number of bandits on the

western flank of the main line of the South

llanchuria Railway

was estimated early in November at 1,300, whereas investigations
conducted in early December revealed the fact that they then

numbered over 30,000.

moreover,

they are banded together in

large groups comprising several hundreds, or even thousands,

each equipped with machine guns and trench mortars; so that
they can no longer be distinguished from regular troops.

This points unmistakably to the existence of a state of
things in which the so-called bandits are directed a d

provided with arms by the Chinchow military authorities.

according to the statistics compiled in the Japanese Con

sulate-General at munden, the cases of bandit-raid in the
vicinity
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vicinity of the Railway Zone numbered 278 during the first
ten days of November, 341 during the second ten days, '438

during the final ten days of the month,

and 472 during the

first ten days of December, thus reaching the astounding
total of 1,529 in forty days.

It is the usual strategy of

these bandit-troops, when attached by our men, to fly west

ward,

or to take refuge on the right bank of the River Liao;

where our array, anxious to avoid any collision with the
Chinese Regulars, has made it a point to refrain from further

pursuit.
3.

On the 24th November,

the Foreign Minister of China

made an intimation to the Ministers at Ranking of the principal
Powers to the effect that the Chinese Government, in order to
avoid any collision between Chinese and Japanese forces, were
prepared to withdraw their troops to

Wall.

points within the Great

Upon a proposal to that effect being officiant made on

the 26th,

this Government signified their readiness to accept it

in principle- at the same time instructing the Japanese minister

at Shanghai, and the Legation at Peiping, to open conversations
on the matter with the Chinese Foreign Minister and with Marshal
Chang Hsueh-liang, respectively.
The Japanese Minister in China had several conferences

accordingly with the Chinese Foreign Minister between 30th

November and 3rd December .

In the midst of these conversa

tions, the latter withdrew the overture, and declined further

negotiation,

sentative

marshal Chang Hsueh-liang, with whom our repre

at Peiping carried on negotiations from the 4th

December onwards, either directly or through the Marshal’s
subordinates,

expressed Ion the Vthjhis willingness to call

in his Chinchow forces as a spontaneous move of withdrawal;

and he has since given repeated assurances as to the speedy

execution
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execution of his promise.

In point of fact, however,

there is no sign of any such withdrawal.

On the contrary,

the defences of Chinohow have since been strengthened.

4.

Accordingly, at the present moment, now almost a

month subsequent to the initiation of these negotiations

for the withdrawal of the Chinohow troops,

there appears

no prospect of obtaining any tangible result, owing entirely

to the want of good faith on the Chinese side,
same time, the increased activity,

part of marauding bands,

^t the

above described,

on the

threatens to bring about a complete

destruction of all peace and security throughout the whole

extent of South ^anchuria.

In these circumstances,

the

Japanese forces have now begun a general movement with a

view to a campaign against the bandits on a more extensive

scale than hitherto.

above,

It is obvious, from what has been said

that the Japanese army, if it is to achieve anything

like adequate success, will have to advance to the points

west of the River Liao where the bandits have their base.
Certainly,

the Japanese forces,

in deference to the Resolu

tions of the League Council adoptéd on eQth September and loth

December, are not in the field against the Regular Chinese
forces; but in the present abnormal conditions prevailing
in Lianchuria,

the necessities of the case compel them to

continue their operations against lawless elements.

This

is a point on which the Representatives of Japan at the
fecent session of the Council of the League held on the

10th December made a definite declaration.

So long as the

Chinchow military authorities, while simulating an unaggressive attitude,

continue to instigate and manipulate
the
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the movements of bandit organizations against the Japanese
army as well as Japanese and other peaceable inhabitants ,

and so long as the officers and men of the Chinchow army

mingle in large numbers with these bandits groups and so
render it impossible to distinguish the latter from Regular

troops, so long must the responsibility for the conse
quences of any action ..hica may be entailed upon the Japanese

Army in self-defence rest entirely v.ith the Chinese.
Ô.

ouring the. course of the past month, in spite of

the indignation aroused throughout the country by the behaviours
of the Jhinchou military authorities, and in accordance with the
constant desire of the Japanese Government to abide scrupu
lously by the resolutions of tne League Council, the operations

of tne -.army against tne oandits nave oeen restrained «<itnin
comparatively narrow limits, and the Government have done
everything in their power to devise neons for forestalling
a collision between the forces of tne two countries in tne

course of an eventual anti-bandit ca;.ipe.ion,

i'he Ammse

Government ore confident that their prolonged forebearonce
and their desire strictly to adhere to the stipulations of

international engagements will not fail to command recog
nition by the public opinion of the world,

xg —
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From American Embassy
j

Tokyo.

MEI-AQRANDW FROM THE FOREIGir~OFFIOK----------- "
Translation,

(A/l Ordinary No. 157)
December 27, 1931.

The Foreign Minister of the Imperial Government
has carefully read the memorandum from the Secretary

of State of America which was transmitted by the
American Ambassador in Japan under date of December
24, 1931.
The Imperial Government deeply appreciates the

friendly concern which the American Government has

always had with regard to the present incident and
at the same time has paid careful attention to the
argument expressed in the statement of the Secretary
of State on December 10th.

According to the memorandum of the Secretary of

State, there is, judging from reports made by
military officers in Manchuria of America and three
other countries, no evidence of any preparations on

the part of the Chinese for attack.

The Chinchow

military authorities are keeping great military
forces in general at Tahushan, west of the Peiping-

Mukden line, and in that vicinity, and they are not

only steadily making military preparations by des
patching advance forces to various places along the
right bank of the Liao River, but are employing

mounted bandits and other insubordinate elements and
are systematically disturbing peace, as is clearly

shown
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shown in the attached, statement of the Imperial Govern
ment of December 27th.
On December 10th, when the Council adopted a
resolution, the Japanese delegate made a definite

reservation that the Imperial Army will be obliged to

start military operations against bandits and other
insubordinate elements for the purpose of restoring

peace and order.

In the fear that in starting the

above military operations on a large scale a collision
will occur with the above-mentioned Chinese army, com

plete subjugation has been refrained from for a time.

Toward the close of November, a proposal regarding the
question of withdrawal from the vicinity of Chinchow

was advanced by the Chinese side, conversations between

Japan and China were conducted for about one month, but
on account of insincerity on China’s part the above-

mentioned withdrawal has not been realized up to the
present.

Meanwhile, the activities of groups of bandits,

instigated and employed by the Chinchow military

authorities, became so serious that there was finally
created a situation that is feared might bring about

a fundamental bankruptcy of general peace and order in
South Manchuria.

Thereupon, the Imperial Army was

recently obliged to move out simultaneously and begin

the subjugation of bandit bands on a comparatively large
scale.

The fact that the Imperial Army did not take

initiatory measures, such as attack on the Chinese

army, willingly in defiance of the resolutions adopted

by the Council on September 30th and December 10th is
explained in detail in the statement of the Imperial

Government
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Government above referred, to.
The Imperial Government is determined, to remain

loyal to the League of Nations Covenant, the No-War
Treaty, other various treaties, and the two resolutions
£

adopted by the Council regarding the present incident.
In spite of the fact that the Japanese people are greatly

irritated over the systematic disturbance of peace by
the Chinohow military authorities, the Japanese Army
restricted the freedom of subjugation of bandits for
a period of one month.

In the meanwhile, the Govern

ment has endeavored, by resorting to all possible
diplomatic measures,to prevent beforehand a collision
between the Japanese and Chinese armies that is likely

to occur when subjugation is carried out.

The Imperial

Gov^rTW^t trusts that the American Government will
surely understand that this sincerity and forbearance

are in accord with the spirit of faithfulness to ob

ligations based on the above-mentioned treaties and

the resolutions adopted by the Council.
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Tokyo.

ANOTHER WARNING REGARDING THE 1WANCHÜRIAN INCIDENT
(The Osaka ASAHI, December 26, 1931.)

f
The only way to prevent the Japanese army in lianchuria

from attacking Chinchow at the present moment will be to
cause China to withdraw her troops in Chinchow and its

neighborhood without delay.

The Chinese troops at Chinchow

are not the objective of the Japanese army which is now en
gaged in the sweeping operations against bandits and other

insubordinate elements in luanchuria.

There is no doubt

that the activities of bandits at this moment are due to

instigations by the Chinese authorities at Chinchow.

It

is unavoidable that in the sweeping operations the Japanese
army will ultimately come into collision with the Chinese troops

at Chinohow.

Japan has therefore warned China more than

once to withdraw her troops at Chinchow to districts inside

the Great Wall, contending that if China should resort to
a policy of procrastination she alone would be held respon
sible for the occurrence of any unfortunate incident.

If

the various Powers are fully convinced of the actual con
ditions in manchuria, they should give China warning to

withdraw her troops from Chinchow in order to avoid a col
lision with the Japanese army.

The Governments of the United States of America, Great
Britain and France are, however, assuming an attitude to

cause Japan only to take measures for the prevention of a
Qollision

(e)
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collision between the Japanese army and the Chinese troops
in the direction of Chinchow.

unwarranted.

Such an attitude is really

The operations of the Japanese army in

Manchuria are in no way aimed at territorial aggrandise

ment.

Under the treaties, Japan has stationed and is

still stationing her troops in Manchuria and safeguarded
the peace and order there with responsibility.

It is,

therefore, totally mistaken if any Power regards Japan as

an agressive country.

If the three Powers of Great Britain,

Prance and the United States are really concerned for the

restoration of peace in Manchuria, they should place full

confidence in the Japanese army which is now enegaged in

the sweeping operations with a view to establishing permanent peace in the Pour Pastern Provinces for the future.
Japan’s slogan to-day is "the various Powers should
refrain from making any proposition regarding the Manchurian

incident and place full confidence in Japan and her actions
for a while".

The military operations of Japan in Manchuria

have a double purpose;

One is the creation of a peaceful

new region, and the other is the establishment of a paradise
for the Japanese and other nationals for permanent living.

In this connection, we call attention of the Powers to the
fact that a diplomatic representative of a certain Power in

China is busy protecting Chang Hsueh-liang,

Even if the

Chinese troops at Chinchow should withdraw automatically, the

chaotic conditions in Manchuria will in no way be restored

to normal so long as the diplomatic representative in ques
tion continue helping Chang Hsueh-liang.
This is nothing
but interference in China’s internal affairs. We hope that
the Japanese Government will draw the attention of the three

Powers to the above interference and clearly explain the
existing
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existing situation in Manchuria in response to the three
Powers* recent warnings
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THE TRIPLE INTERFERENCE .

Be Fair and. Upright

Tokyo KUHI-NIoKE Editorial,
December 25,

1931.

The Ambassadors of three Powers, Britain, the United

States, and France, have approached the Japanese Foreign
Minister with '’friendly” advice- apparently as "friendly”
Powers- concerning the action of the Japanese „rray in

Manchuria on its march to Shinchow.

In this connection,

we doubt in the first place whether the Three Powers are

qualified to use in their advice the words ” the opinion
of the world”, because the League of Nations Council has

already recognized the standpoint of Japan to employ her

right of self-defence in Manchuria in the resolution unani
mously passed at its meeting.

Not only that, but also in

its recent session the Council has recognized Japan’s re
servation of free military action against the ravages of

Chinese outlaws in the region.

Thus the Japanese —rrny can

take any action for chastising and sweeping away Chinese

outlaws when necessity arises,

in any part of Manchuria

which is the zone covered by Japan's special rights and

interests,

so that up to the present the Japanese Army has

been and is taking free action in different directions in
—anchuria, and the three Powers have admitted such action

of the Japanese Army as nothing extraordinary and unusual.
It is the height of inconsistency that the three Powers

should now give such advice as to stop Japan’s military

operations

.........-ssra:

■

■ ■< =&..
3K:
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operations in Chinchow v.hich is nothing but a portion of
Manchuria.

Why do the three Powers want to set apart Chin-

|

\

chow from. Manchuria and check Japan’s military operations

directed against the Chinese outlaws assembled there?

Even

the League of Hations Council has not specified any exceptional

|

zone for Japan's military operations in Manchuria,

!

so that

Japan is free to take any action at Chinchow in case the

necessity of taking such a step arises.

Thus viewed, the

advice of the three Powers to try to c .eck Japan’s taking
rightful action at Chinchow by using the words” the world’s

opinions” goes too far.

We cannot but wonder why the three Powers, Britain,

the

United States and France, are so nervous aboui Chinchow, but

the fact that they are so nervous about Chinchow substantiates
the reason why the Japanese iSrmy must take the offensive

against the Chinese at Chinchow.

It is too well known a fact

,

that Chinchow is the rendez-vous of the picked troops of

j

General Chang-Hsueh-liang and the base of the
* - Chinese irre-

I

gular troops of various colors and denominations and bandit

soldiers who are constantly menacing peace and order in different
parts of Manchuria

and threatening the safety of Japanese

residents and troops.

It is also patent that unless Chang Hsueh-

liang withdraws the troops under his command from Chinchow the
influence of bandits and their ravages over Manchuria cannot be

exterminated.
,

Because of that patent fact Japan has agreed to

China’s proposal to create a neutral zone in Chinchow, but
while it made sucha proposal to the League’s Council China

later cancelled the proposal.

Again, the Japanese Army in

;

Manchuria has time and again demanded the withdrawal from

;

Chinchow of Chang Hsueh-liang's troops, but while declaring

he was doing this Chang Hsueh-liang has never carried out

his repeated declarations to that effect.

That Japan is not
inclined
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inclined to resort to military action without reasonable cause
for so doing is quite clear from the fact that she has been
patiently waiting for China to carry out its repeated de
clarations and promises, notwithstanding Japan has meanwhile

suffered from oft-’repeated wanton assaults at the hands of the
unprincipled Chinese bandit soldiers.
The situation in manchuria, however, has assumed now a worse
aspect than it had at the time of the last session of the League’s

Council.

Should Japan,

at this moment,

interference of the Powers,

stop,

on account of the

the operation of her right of

self-defence and self-protection with respect to Chinchow,

irrespective of circumstances,

it will be tantamount to denying

the action and attitude Japan has been taking vis-a-vis Lian-

churia up to the present and the result will be again to plunge

into a chaotic condition the whole of Hanchuria which is now on
Such a thing Japan can by

the way to perfect peace and order.
no means bear.

If the three Jowers take any different view

as to thé action of the Japanese nrmy it is indeed a very

deplorable matter, but we regret to say that Japan cannot
change the opinion of the Japanese nation as to Japan's stand

point on account of such different views of the three Powers.
Thirty-six years ago, three powers( not the three referred

to here) made a joint intervention in connection with the oc
cupation of Lanchuria.

Though there was a difference of views

between Japan and those tnree powers,

Japan yielded to their

interference, but the fine and splendid views expressed by

powers proved deceitful a few years afterwards.

event, spoiled by mean, despicable,

tricks,

This historic

subtle and underhand

is still fresh in the mind/ of every Japanese,

far as Hanchuria is concerned,

those

-s

the Japanese nation can never

listen to any advice nor admit the interference of any other

country
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country as to Japan’s rightful action and attitude.

The

present Japanese Government- the Inukai Ministry- is fully cogni

zant that it is hac
the Japanese nation.

d by this adamantine determination of

’Je do not entertain the least doubt or

the least uneasiness as to the formal reply of the Government

to the "friendly" advice

the three Pov/ers, which should be the

same as that given by Mr. Inukai to the verbal advice of the
maerican Ambassador on the 24th and nothing else

5

I

I

r
a-

ml
f *#1
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ANOTHER WARNING REG.-'-DING THE

A: CHERI AT

Tokyo JIJI, December Lu, 19ôl,

kith regard, to warnings given the Japanese Government
by the Governments of Great Britain and France through their

Ambassadors in Tokyo on December SGrd and by the Government of

the United States of America througii its Ambassador in Tokyo on
December 24th as to the possibilities of the Japanese Army’s
attacks on Ohinchow, ne fear that such u. warning will encourage
China and the Chinese to rely upon the three rowers for the

solution of the --oncnuriaa incident and thereby render a peace
ful set clement of the incident more difficult tnan ever before.

This triple warning seems to be somewhat premature because the
Japanese ..rmy has not yet started operations to attack the
headquarters of the Chinese .army at Chinchow.

He would call attention of the three ?o..ers to the fact
that Chang Hsueh-liang has recently given a pledge to hr. Yano,

Counselor of the Japanese Legation at Peiping, that the Chinese
rmy now stationed at Chinchow will soon withdraw to districts
inside the Great 'fall,

chang Hsueli-liang has not only not

carried out the pledge but is now assuming a challenging attitude
toward the Japanese Army.

The Japanese Government is, therefore,

asking Chong Hsueh-liang to fulfill the pledge.

The lust Council

of the League of Nations ended without definitely deciding a

zone for the withdrawal of the Chinese Army.

If the Council

had decided this point during its recent session, the so-called

Chinchow question would have been settled peacefully long ago.

It

■
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It seems that the three Powers misunderstand Japan’s

military operations in Lianchuria and thus served on Japan the

above warnings with an attitude similar to a sort of demon

stration

Such attitude on the part of the three Powers will

doubtless cause China to abandon her idea of withdrawing her

.rmy from Ghinchow and to continue to disturb peace and order
in j.lanchuria as hitherto

_'he Chinese authorities at Chinchow

are secietly manipulating bandits in

.anchuria and always trying

either to damage or destroy the South ilanchuriu Railway.

Japan

cannot tolerate such destructive operations on China’s part
i'he existence of the Chinese authorities at Chinohow

the

centre of the above operations is obviously inconsistent with

Japan’s desire for the

aaintenance of peace and order in .Jan-

churia and also for the safeguarding of her

in that region.

ights and interests

‘,7e hope that the three Powers will fully

understand the above fact.

If the three Powers are really

concerned over the situation at Chinchow, they should approach

the Chinese authorities at Chinchow' with a warning to withdraw
their army from that position

wonder that the three Powers, who are well

are

of the conditions in China, still misunderstand Japan’s true
motives for starting her military operations in lianchuria.

It

ts almost impossible for other nationals to establish a distinc
tion between bandits and regular Chinese troops in - .anchuria
?

;ued by the department of State at

an official
Washington

on December 24th indicates that regular

Chinese troops at chinchow are not assuming

attitude toward Japan.

F

as challenging an

We would call attention

on the part

of the Washington Government to the fact that regular Chinese
troops are soon transformed into bandits and vice versa, as

occasion

I
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It is, therefore, quite misleading to form

any judgment on the mere actions of regular Chinese troops

at Chinchow and the immediate neighborhood.

We hope that

the three Powers will thoroughly understand how necessary it is
for Japan to sweep away bandits in districts west of the Liao
River.

In this connection, we highly appreciate the motives of

the three Powers in closely watching the development of the
situation at Chinchow and elsewhere in x-anchuria.

It is to be

hoped that the three Powers will re<Ly upon Japan’s good faith and
assume an attitude of mere on-lookers for the time being.
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JAPAN’S REPLY TO TEE THREE POWERS .

(Tokyo Asahi’s Editorial, December 29).

The reply of the Japanese Government to the advice
of the British, French, and American Governments, which
was made public by the Government on Sunday evening, has
on the whole exhausted what the Japanese nation wants to

say.

Whereas the notes previously issued by the Japanese

Government in connection with the Manchurian affair were
rather

;,eneral in sense,

the recent note is rather signi

ficant in that it minutely enumerates the various facts
that occurred in Manchuria as evidence attesting to

China’s outrages and violation of treaty rights.

This

latter was necessitated by the unfair anti-Japnnese

attitude of the military officers of the three Powers
(Britain, France and the U. ited States,

in Peiping who

in their reports denied the undeniable activities of the

Chinese ^rmy in Chinchow.

It is a sincere wish of the

Japanese nation that the Gove rment s of the nations
abovementioned as well as the nations themselves shall

clearly and perfectly understand Japan’s stand in Man

churia through the recent statement.
This is not all.
the world,

We furt .er wish all the nations of

other than the three Powers,

stand Japan’s viewpoint.

clearly to under

The Manchurian affair is now a

question arresting the attention of the League of nations

and as such the two countries, namely, Britain and France
who are members of the League, may have the freedom to

approach
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Japan with such advice as may be considered to be

approach.

in consonance with the principle of the resolutions passed
by the League’s Council on September 30 and December 10th.
For further actions,

they must wait for the initiative of

the League itself or fresh activities of the League’s

Council,

otherwise the two Powers, Britain and France,

have to dare to encroach upon the functions of the
League of Nations.

With the United States, which is

not a member of the League,

circumstances are cuite different

and since she mentioned in her recent advice to Japan that

she would cooperate with the League in the matter she, too,
has no more freedom than Britain and France to take any
further step in the matter.

Thus it is the proper function

and duty of the League to judge Japan’s action and doings

vis-a-vis l.’anchuria and to consider proper counter measures

therefor.

In this connection, we, the Japanese nation,

do

wish all other nations, who are members of the League of
nations, to regard the recent note of the Japanese Govern
ment not only as the note replying to the three Powers’

advice but also as a note addresse- to all nations of the
world.

Next,

though the recent note of the Japanese Government

did not refer to the so-called Open Door, respect of china’s
lefT’i toriul
integrity,etc. , in Manchuria, we are called on to express
our sincere wish to the nations of tne world clearly to
understand Japan’s upright and fair intention in that respect.

They are reouested clearly to understand that Japan’s action
is not in the least imbued witn such idea or indention us
implies any territorial ambition or any other selfish ag

gressive design.

We know that the reason-why the three
Powers
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are so seriously concerned about and attach so

much importance to Chinchow lies in the fact that, in
addition to Chinehow geing the base of ûhang Hsueh-liang’s

administration, it is an important point of the Peiping

Railway and also is closely situated in the neighborhood
fulutao where there are 1 rge investments of British and

hutch capital.

No less are Americans interested in Jhincho

bnerica had once acquired from China the railway con.hi oh,

cession (the construction of the Ohinchow

being a parallel line to the South

line and hence a violation of the Russo-Japanese-Chinese
treaty with respect to hanchuri

cancelled on account

Japan and Russia

a joint

ust call the

In these circumstances
tt

the world

rstand .-nd

ue intention,

ihe udv.

on Chinchow is nothi

0ne step of I-pan’s
t imply any

:lf

intention to monopolize for herself the opportunities of
economic development in

Not only in Chinchow,
rmiii®3

but also in any and all parts of x-lancauris
and prepared no

the principle of the open

and

equal opportunity
and American investments in manchuria(ut

uated

at 50 million and 27 million yen respectively) doubled and
treb^led in the future

.t any rate, to make manchuriu a
residence both for natives

■foreigners and to enable it to attain an economic development in future cannot but contribute to

«

aid

welfare of Japan which must depend" on hanchuria for supply
Ox

>
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Vie, the .J^pvnese nation, do sincerely

uish those three itters and all other nations of the *.wrld
to drop the scales from their eyes and not fo.il to see

in a true lijht the intention of Japan’s military operatic
in hanchuriu ;:hich she has been compelled to take.-
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time Chinese public opinion is very much/Japanese aggression

in ranchuria conditions at Herbin make a publicly conducted

anti-japanese movement here very difficult
*

The local

Chinese authorities recently issued a warning to the association

of Chinese newspapers not to publish anything of a strong antiJapanese character and not to criticise General Chang Ching

latter proceed to Tsitsikar,there to take over the Heilungchiang

•FEB 6

Hui, the civil Administrator of the special ii^ea, should the

provincial government under Japanese control.

1932

Some of the large Chinese department stores at Harbin have

adopted the practice of marking their goods clearly as to

their origin, such as ’’native”, ”2uropean”, or ”Japanese”, thus
apparently giving the buying public the choice to boycott Japanese
made goods if it so desire.

Anti-Japanese feeling finds expression

in minor ways by school children destroying Japanese made goods
found in the possession of their friends, by anti-japanese slogans
being spread in the form of chain letters, dishes made from Japanese

products being eliminated from Chinese formal dinners, and in other
-ways-
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ways.
Respectfully yours,

t

G. C. Hanson
American consul General

Copy has been sent
to the Legation.
800
TLL/tll

XL

6 8 f
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No. 50
j^\AMERICAN CONSULATE GENERAL
^Tientsin, China, December 14, 1931 •

F/D E W

December 5-2 p.m
,
*

and to enclose herewith a copy,

in quintuplicate, of my despatch No, 83, of this
date, to the Legation at Peiping, on the subject of
Japanese patrols outside their concession.

Hespectfully yours,

Enclosure :
To Legation, Peiping, December 14, 1931»

800
SPL/DA:w
Original and 4 copies to Department
*

7 9 3 .9 4 /3 5 6 2

I have the honor to refer to my telegram of

) 6 8 c
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AMERICAN CONSULATEGENERAL,

Tientsin, China, Deoambor 14, 1931.

Subject:

Japanese Patrols Outside Concession.

The Honorable Nelson T. Johnson,

American Minister,

Peiping.
Sir:

I have the honor to refer to ray telegram of December
1/

5-1 p.zu., on the above-mentioned subject, and to enclose

herewith a copy of a menorendum prepared by Captain L. W.
Brown of the 15th United states Infantry, giving an account

of visits made by him to Nenkal University on December 5
and 6 to investigate reports that Japanese soldiers ware in

the vicinity of the University.

The msmorandw explains

Itself.
while no explanation has bean offered by the Japanese
military authorities indicating the reason for sending the

armored ear and the patrols to the above-mentioned region,
there is some likelihood that they were making Investiga

tions to determine whether any armed police were in the
area vlBltod or whether any Chinese troops were stationed
in that vicinity.

g/

There is also enclosed herewith a copy, in translation,
of a letter addressed to as under date of December 5, 1931,

by the Tientsin Municipal Government, enclosing a copy of
reports showing the presence of Japanese troops at other

points
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point» outside the Japanese concession on December 2, 3
and 4
*

The last three items apparently refer to the ease

described in Captain Brown’s memorandum herewith enclosed

Respectfully yours,

800

ye p, Lockhart,
American Consul General
*

fpl/da
Enclosures:

1/» Memorandum of Captain Brown, 15th U.S
*
Infantry.
2/, Copy, in translation, of letter from Tientsin
Municipal Gov^ms^it •

Original and 1 copy to Legation
*
In quintuplicate to the Department•
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HEADQUARTERS
U. S. ARMY TROOPS IN CHINA
TIENTSIN, CHINA.

December 5, 1931.
Memo, to The Commanding Officer.
In compliance with
10:00 a.^. this date to
that a Japanese armored
University and set up a
following.

your instructions received about
investigate and confirm the report
car had proceeded to vicinity of Nankai
machine gun position, I submit the

I requested that a mount for myself and four enlisted men
from the lâounted Detachment report to me at Morl Ing’s Corner
on Race Course Road. I ordered an official car and with Pvt.
English proceeded to the dyke just west of Villa West Lake
Hotel. Here I could get a fair view of the country from the
Japanese Barracks to Pa Li Tai. Here I could see nothing of
particular interest.

I left word at MorlIng’s Corner for the mounted patrol to
report to me in Pa Li Tai and proceeded to that village in the
official car. When I arrived there I got out and walked thru
the village. Everything seemed quiet and normal. I went to
the bridge that crosses the canal to Nankai University.
Arriving there I found tho bridge closed with barbed wire, and
one police aimed with a rifle on duty (Pao An Tui). While we
were talking a well dressed Chinese man spoke, and said he
could give me the situation as he had bean on the spot. Prof.
Frank L. Ho, Prof, of Economics.

He said that about twenty Japanese soldiers in charge of a
Japanese officer came to the bridge at 9 a.m, this morning.
First one armored Japanese ear came to within one hundred yards
of the bridge and just across the canal from the university.
The armored car stopped and some men got out and set up one
machine gun pointed in the direction of the university. Then
the other Japanese soldiers with the officer came to tho bridge
Nine of them stopped and about ten went into the village and
took up guard on the street corners,
The Pao An Tut manned the bridge and were ready to fight.
They were armed with rifles and hand grenades.
The Japanese cam® to the bridge with fixed bayonets and
their rifles in position to fire. They wanted to enter the
university. The Japanese could speak Chinese well. The police
told them they could not come thru, but that if they would get
authority from the Public Safety Bureau they would be welcome
to inspect all the university buildings and grounds.

When asked shat they wanted the Japanese said they were to
inspect the area. They left about 10 A.M. saying that they
would return tomorrow.

)69;,
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Prof. Ho impressed me aa being unusually intelligent and
he spoke excellent English. I asked him if I could use a
telephone and he took me to the police station on the west side
of the bridge, from which place I telephoned the Commanding
Officer at 11:50 A.M. Here I saw eight or ten Pao An Tui all
armed with rifles and a good supply of hand grenades. The
police were all very friendly and seemed anxious to tell me
what they knew. They answered all questions very freely. They
said there were no Pao An Tui in the village, only two ordinary
police. That at present there were twenty-two Pao An Tui to
guard the university. He said that on the day the Pao An Tui
withdrew to Hopei, all had left. That on Nov. 3 0, some robbers
had broken into one of the buildings. That every winter dis
organized Chihos® bandits from the countryside came and looted.
That the President had asked the Mayor to send enough Pao An Tui
back to guard the property. The Pao An Tui did return the
next day.
Dr. Ho stated that to the best of his knowledge there had
never been plain càothes men in that vicinity. They then showed
me a new rifle and some ammunition, both of which carried the
marks of the Fongtien or Mukden Arsenal. I inspected the rifle
carefully and apparently it had never been fired. They said
the rifle had been captured along with seventeen others of the
same make and about one hundred rounds of ammunition of the
same make on the night Nov. 10. At this time I dismissed the
mounted patrol which was waiting at Pa Li Tai under the Corporal
about 12:30 p.m.
Dr. Ho then asked me to inspect the university, which I did
going over the entire campus and in some of the buildings.
Originally they had four hundred fifty students. They had put
notice in the papers that the university would reopen next Monday,
Dec. 7th and they now had one hundred students. I asked if I
might go on top of the tall building and take a look at the
countryside. (Library with dome).
Here I could get an excellent view of the entire country from
Villa West Lake to Nankal Girls Middle School some two miles away.
The visibility was perfect and I could see Wang-Ming Middle School
Japanese Barracks, Nankai Middle School and all the villages west
of the Native City. Here Dr. Ho pointed out the village Wan Teh
Chuong north and west of the Japanese Middle school and about half
mile west of the Japmese Barracks. Here he said most of the
fighting or firing had taken place. (This statement is confirmed)
That on the night of Nov. 10th a large group of the Pao An Tui
left Pa Li Tai and went in a roundabout way west and noth to Wan
Teh Chuong to attack the plain clothes men. That when they got
there they found all the village people much excited and talking
about fighting for a new government. The Pao An Tui captured
eighteen (18) of these new Mukden Arsenal rifles and some
ammunition in houses. The people told them that anyone who went
into the Japmese concession would be given a rifle and ammunition
by this new Chinese Government. Dr. Ho said, "Our People and
Pao An Tui are so ignorant and stupid they did not make further
investigation of find out what the people meatn by this Chinese
Government”. In his opinion there are and have been many plain
clothes men. He thinks It is a Chinese secret Society of some
kind. He said the Chinese authorities have no proof that the
Japanese Instigated this trouble but at least the Japanese did
nothing to prevent it.
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At 12.45 p.m., while I was still on the roof of this
building a Japanese mounted patrol came along the canal road
(Road running north and south from Japanese barracks straight
to Pa Li Tai). They came to the bridge at Pa Li Tai, dis
mounted, and wanted to come into the university. There was
one junior Japanese officer and three mon. They were fully
equipped with arms and ammunition. They were told that they
should have authority from the Public Safety Sureau, but that
If they would leave their equipment behind an official of the
university would take them any place they cared to go. The
patrol then mounted and proceeded south thru the village Pa
Li Tai, thence east on rfu Yao Road to a sub police station
about 150 yards west of Race Course Road. The patrol turned
back and was returning the same route when I passed them. I
had no conversation with the Japanese.
I returned to the compound shortly before 2:00 p.m.

v«hen I left Headquarters I asked. Capt. Barrett to phone
the Japanese Headquarters and ask them what they knew about
the situation andto inform them I was going in the vicinity
of Pa Li Tai. Upon my return Capt. Barret informed me that
the Japanese had told him that an armored car had gone south
on the road toward Uankal University but that it had not gone
on a military mission. The driver of the armored car had
gotten on the wrong road and did not realize where he was
going. That the men were out for a little trip. They laughed
at the report machine guns had been set up.
At 12.10 a Russian civilian came from the direction of the
Japanese Concession and went thru Pa Li Tai. The Chinese said
he wes a Japanese spy. It is fairly well confirmed that the
Japanese do employ Russians for this purpose.
At present the ITankal University faculty and families of
one hundred students are on the campus. There are no students
or teachers at Kwang-Ming Middle School.

LESLIS ». BROWN,
Captain, 15th Inftflntry,
Intelligence Officer.

Sunday, Dec. 6, 1931.
I went to Nankal University at 11.50 today where I was
met by Dr. Frank Ho. The Japanese had told him yesterday
that they would return today. Dr. Ho Informed me that they
had not done so and he did not expect them to return.

He also informed me that Just a few minutes after I left
yesterday the Japanese mounted patrol came back to the bridge.
He advised the Chinese to invite them in. They dismounted and
came into the university grounds. They inspected the grounds
and several buildings. Here they made general observation of
the country. They did not ask many questions but seemed quite
friendly and Joked about various things. They made several
inquiries about a town ten 11 west of the university and
wanted to know how to reach this village.
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Yesterday about 5 p.m. a mounted patrol left the
Japanese barracks and went about a aile due west and then
returned.
The Public safety Bureau ordered the Pao An Toi police
to leave here. They left about 5 p.m. The people in the
village became panic stricken and many of them left during
the night. President Chuong had made arrangements with the
Japanese Consulate yesterday afternoon to keep a few Pao An
Tui here, consequently they returned at 9 p.m. last evening.
The university will open Monday.

Dr. Ho studied for eight years in the United States and
is a graduate of Yale University. He impresses ms as being
a very honest, -intelligent man who is well informed on the
local situation.

LESLIS W, BROW,
Captain, 15fch Infantry,
Intelligence Officer.
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TRANSLATION

From the Tientsin Municipal Government to the American
Consul General at Tientsin
*

Dated December 5, 1931
*
No. 677
Received December 7, 1931.

Sir:

ffe have the honor to refer to our previous despatch,
in which you were informed that the Peace Maintenance Corps
had been withdrawn, so that misunderstanding between the
Chinese and Japanese might be avoided •

The Japanese troops recently have, however, on several
occasions, conducted certain activities beyond their sphere
and encroached upon Chinese territory.
Having requested the Japanese Consul to take steps to
suppress such activities promptly, we enclose, for your
information, copies or reports received by this Government.

(Sealed)

Enclosures:
As stated.

FJ CL

TIENTSIN MUNICH Al GOVERNMENT
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COPIES OF REPORTS
December 2, 3:30 p.m. - Wang Sung-ch’un, Officer in Charge
of the 9th Branch Station, reports that three armed Japanese
soldiers, accompanied by a Japanese in foreign attire, made
a search for polios and Peace Maintenance Corps at Huai Ching
Li and then crossed over the King Chia Bridge and went south
ward. At the earns time, Wang sheng-hsiang, Officer in Charge
of the 8th Branch Station, has reported that six Japanese armed
soldiers conducted a search for Peace Maintenance Corps at
Pao Tai Chuang and later departed northward.

Today (presumably December 3) at 12 o’clock, the policeman on
duty at Yang Chia Ta Chiao, Han Kwan Ta Chleh, reports that
e ten armored car, on which Japanese flags were displayed,
mounted with two guns and several machine-guns, in the shape
of a boiler, arrived from Haikwangssu in our territory, stopped
in front of the Keen Girls’ School and returned to Haikwangssu
after a few minutes stay.

On the 4th instant, at 3 o’clock in the afternoon, I (name
not given), accompanied by Kia Chin-yuan, Kao Hsien-t’ing,
police officers, and four policemen, proceeded to points
beyond the international Bridge to inspect boats, when the
two officers, who were later ordered to the West River on a
similar mission, reached a point east of the Wei Sheng Bath
House at the corner of Chien >?u and Jung Yeh Streets, Nanshih,
where they were planning to take certain clothes which they
had ordered from a tailor, were seen and suddenly taken by the
Japanese soldiers on duty at the west end of Fuyo Road,
Japanese Concession, from the Chinese territory.

December 5th, 10 a.m. - Over ten Japanese soldiers, carrying
a machine-gun, came from the Japanese Barracks at Haikwangssu
in an armored car and made an Inspection tour In the vicinity
of Palaitai and returned to the Haikwangssu Barracks after
11 o’clock.

5th, 11:20 a.m. - Over 20 Japanese soldiers, carrying a machine'
gun, in an armored car, came from Haikwangssu to ?alitai and
parked the oar near the transformer station, west of the Kwang
Ta High School. They took down the machine-gun and placed It
in front of the Branch Police Station at Palitai. They forced
open the doors and inspected the premises. A Japanese officer
then asked the Officer In charge of the Station, M», for
entrance into the Nankal University. Ma informed the Japanese
that there were only a few students in the University, that
classes had been suspended, and that review of the place oould
not be made as no permission from his superior had been re
ceived. The Japanese officer declared that another visit
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would be made the next day if he was not permitted to see
the compound that day. He requested that the trenches, which
the Japanese state are blocking motor traffic, be filled up,
ahi warned the Chinese officer that whenever any attack is
made by plain-clothes men advance notice must be given to
the Japanese, so that misunderstanding might be avoided.

5th, 2:40 p.m. - A Japanese officer, accompanied by three
Japanese soldiers, mounted on ponies, came from Halkwangssu
and made an inspection tour around Palitai, Tsai Chia Gardens,
and Chu Chang Gardens and then went into the Nankai university
compound. All Police officer Ma’s efforts to refuse the
admittance were of no avail and they were finally shown by
the Business Manager of the institution to every part of the
compound. They then came to the Police station and asked the
number of troops stationed in that area. The Japanese officer
was told that there had never been any soldiers. He directed
that the defence works be removed at once in order to avoid
mi sunderstending.
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DEPARTMENT OF STATE

Division of Far Eastern Affairs
January 21, 1932.

Mr. Lockhart transmits herewith a
mimeographed document gotten out by
the Japanese authorities at Tientsin
attempting to justify their action at
Tientsin. Mr. Lockhart’s comments
found in his despatch to the Legation
are interesting as he questions the
correctness of certain statements made
in tnis document.
I do not think that you need read
the document.
I am only calling it to
your attention in case you should later
desire to study both the Chinese and
Japanese statements in regard to the
Tientsin incident.
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AMgîÿfcAN CONSULATE GENERAL
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Subject:

JAN 18 32

China, December 15, 1931.

V

Disorders at Tientsr

AFFAih

Tut Honora$l

MCLT 04 STATE
C0WM1.IMÎC4

»•

OF STATE

'MR

Washington.,

JaN

? TEC)

1

CO
GM

Sir:

CD

I have the honor to refer to my despatches Nos. 39

and 43, of November 21 and December 8, 1931, respectively

04
01
0)
04

on the above-mentioned subject, and to my despatch No. 50

of December 14, 1931, concerning Japanese patrols outside
their concession, and to enclose herewith a copy, in quin-

tuplicate, of my despatch No. 85, dated December 15

1931

addressed to the Legation at Peiping, on the subject of
disorders at Tientsin
Respectfully yours
m.

sp
—i1. P. Lockhart
American Consul General

800

EPL/DA
Enclosure:
To Legation, Peiping,
December 15, 1931»

Original and 4 copies to the Department

JO
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OUTLINE OF THE TIENTSIN AFFAIRS

JAPANESE INFORMATION BUREAU
Tientsin,
9 1)80 enter 1931»

THIS DOCUMENT MUST TP. r’T?- “
division of communicaiioi.kj ai<d
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OUTLINE OF THE TIENTSIN AFFAIRS

Io The First Occurrence#

I). The cause of trouble»
On November 8, the Chinese plain-clothes men suddenly created a disturbance

near Tientsin# They seemed to have belonged to "Th©'Association of Patriotic People’s
Autonomy of the Province of Hopei”, and it was considered simply to be a display of

anti-Chiang and Chang movements which were already started on the several occasions

during the |ast few years#
These Chinese plain-clothes men seemed to have been organised mostly by a

political group ofr^eople whose purpose is to deprive Chang Shueh Liang of his poli
tical powers, who extracted from the people the fruit of their labour and also res

ponsible for the Manchurian Affairs, and to enforce a new system of autonomy in this
Province by the people of Hopei#

On the night of November 8, the mein force of the Chinese plain-clothes men

seemed to have proceeded from 0. direction of Pa Li Tai in the
*
west buburbs of Tientsin

towards the native city, while the main points of the city were suddenly attacked by
another group of the Chinese plain-clothes men who were supposed to have been hinding

themselves at the various points of the native city# In the meantime ,1b was reported
f

thatflgntlng was taking place at the Public Safety Bureau, Chinese Telephone Administra
tion Bureau, Kou I Chieh (business centre of the native city) and so forth#

The Japanese troops, owing to a heavy firirjg which was heard near the Japan
ese Concession and also in the native city as well, knew that a disturbance was created

in the Chinese city and they immediately took the necessary steps for protecting their

Concession as it was felt that the Japanese Concession might also be endangered#
2). Defensive measures taken by the Japanese troops and outline of the local SinoJapanese olasho

On receipt ©f the information to the effect that on November 8, at 9.30 p.m#,

the rioters started a trouble and looting in the native city and that Pao An Tui the armed Chinese police - and gendarmes were detailed along the border of the Japan
ese Concession in addtion to. the armoured cars which were taking their positions at

Sam Pou Kuan and the Yamen Bridge, the Japanese troops were closely watching the change

of the situation and at about I0#30 p.m., the firing was heard away in the native city
♦
but at 10.50 p#m0, a heavy firing was started almost suddenly in the west and north
west of the Japanese Barracks#

The Japanese troops then considered it necessary to occupy the border cf
their Concession for propesting it and also their compatriots, and at II.00 p.m.,
the orders were given by the Japanese military authorities to take the defensive

measures for the Japanese Concession which, up to that moment, was still guarded by
the police force under the control of the Japanese Consulate General.

- - «.W-x 4'.. VA .
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On November 9, between I and 2 a,m,, the various units of the Japanese troops
were a^sasxta able to occupy the border line of the Japanese Concession but prior t®
their occupation of the Concession border the fighting was already taking place between
pao An Tui and plain-clothes men in the several points in the native city in an im
mediate front of the Japanese positions which were naturally exposed to a great danger,

prior to this, when the General Officer Commanding the Imperia]. Japanese
Forces in China gave orders to defend the Japanese Concession he indicated the various

units under his command a policy which they b|ïou3à carry out, instructing them at the
same time to maintain strictly a neutral attitude and tc avoid any unnecessary clash
between the Chinese and themselvesa

These orders were carried out by the Japanese units

and, through they were often fired ®a by Pao An Tui, especially at the Japanese defen

sive line which was established near the Japanese Bund they were incessantly made a
target of the Chinese firing and a Japanese soldier, while he was posted there as

sentry, was shot dead instantaneously by a Chinese bullet, the Japanese troops patient
ly kept silence and no firing was opened by them until 6 aom, of November 9,

One of the Japanese soldiers being killed by a Chinese bullet, the Japanese
military authorities immediately demanded General Wang Shu Chang, Chairman of Hopei,

to withdraw at once the Chinese armed police 300 metres from the Japanese Concession
border as it was considered absolutely necessary to do so in.order to avoid a Slno-

Japanese clash and a further unhappy event between the Japanese and Chinese forces.
The above demand was made at 2 a,m,,but no answer being given by the Chinese

military authorities until 4 aom<>, the second demand was then made insisting upon the
absolute necessity of the Chinese withdrawal, to which the Chinese authorities replied

that the Japanese demand will bo met by 6 e.oma

On the other hand, the Chinese armed

police continued to fire on the Japanese positions of their right -wing, especially on

that which was established near the Chinese Telephone Administration Bureau with the
result that a Japanese section commander was again killed by a Chinese bullet at about

5 a.m.
The Japanese Concession was then exposed to a great danger and the two Japanese

soldiers being killed by the Chinese, Ths Japanese troops who were ordered to take
strictly a neutral attitude and not to fire on th® Chinese side, were finally to com
pelled to prepare fox' opening an intimidating firing in order to protect themselves

from any further dangers when General Wang Shu Chang answered to the Japanese military

authorities that he will withdraw Pao An Tui by 6 a,m. as it was demanded,
^Therefore, the Japanese troops again refrained from firing on the Chinese

but a portion of Pao An Tui stationed near the Chinese Telephone Administration Bureau
still remained there and continued to fire on the.Japan ese positions.

Owing to the

lack of sincerity on the part of the Chinese who did not carry out their promises,

the Japanese troops were compelled to open fire, at about 7 a.m., on the Chinese who
then started firing far heavier than before.
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However, the Japanese troops were ordered, to stop their firing after a few
minutes and the various units of the Japanese troops did not fire again, while Pao

An Tui continued to fire on the Japanese from the various points until 10.30 p.m.
No firing was taken plaoe on the "both sides from noon of November 9 until
early next morning but on the morning of November 10, firing was again started on

the several points in the native city followed by the firing on the Japanese positions
by both Hao An Tui and Chinese plain-clothes mon.

On the night of November 10, starring at about midnight until early next
morning, heavy rifle and gun firings wore heard on the several points, far or near
the Japanese positions, along the whole lengih of' our defensive line, and during

these times Pao An Tui often approached to the Japanese Concession border and fired
on the Japanese positions.

Many bullets reached not only our positions but also they

fell in tho Japanese Concession, but still the Japanese troops were ordered to keep

silence.

General speaking, the Chinese.though the rioters were already expelled from
the native city and there were not any ones to. fight against,continued to take the
provocative action and hostile attitude towards the Japanese troeps who were not only
a third party but always kept silence, oven under a heavy firing started by Pao An

Tui «

3) . The Chinese apology and submission.

Since the outbreak of the local disturbances, the Chinese asked the Japanese

authorities to stop firing on the Chinese as they will also stop firing on tho Japan
ese but they still continued to fire on the Japanese positions and Japanese Concession

day and night, and when protested they always replied that it was the Chinese plain
clothes men who fired on the Japanese hut not pao An Tui.
On November II, General Wang Shu Chang, Commander of the Chinese 2nd Army
and Chairman of Hopei, and Chang Shueh Ming, Martial Law Commander, proposed the

Japanese authorities to stop firing from both sides and they promised not to fire
from the Chinese side in order to avoid a Sino-Japanese clash.

According to the Chinese proposal, an arrangement was made between the
Japanese and Chinese authorities to start the clearing of the Chinese plain-clothes men

in the 300 metres zone which was established between the Japanese and Chinese posi
tions and to remove the pretext of the Chinese firing on the Japanese by permitting

the Chinese ordinary police to patrol the

the above zone. On November 13,

the above plan was enforced in the .presence of the Sino-Japanese commission but during

their tour it was revealed unexpeotedely that the Chinese, contrary to Jiheir promise,
established in the neutral zone the barricades and many other military constructions.

A large number of Pao An Tui was also discovered there but none of the Chinese plain-
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plain-clothes men was found, out.

Thus, the Chinese breach of faith and. their distrust were

distrust were disclosed te the eyes of the world and it has become clear that Pao
An Tui (including many soldiers of the Chinese regular army wearing the uniform of

police), under the pretext that the plain-clothes men were hinding themselves in
the neutral zone, fired on taking aim at the Japanese troops.

When notified of this, General Wang Shu Chang was throawn into confusion,

On November 15, he called upon General Kashii personally at the latter’s Head

quarters and apologized to the Japanese Commander for the unjustified actions taken
by the Chinese under his command since the outbreak of the local disturbances and
also promised the Japanese military authorities to carry out the following conditions:

(I) To control the insulting propaganda against the Japanese troops.
(2) To remove the obstacles established on the line within 300 metres from the
Japanese Conoession border and also to demolish all the other obstacles

newly established in the native city facing the Japanese positions.

(3) Not to -permit Pao An Tui enter into the a^ove neutral zone.

In addition to these conditions, General Wang also agreed to recognize
the protest rose by the Japanese Consul-General on the subject of 20 Li.

Since

then, the local situation tias gradually ameliorated though the Chinese occasionally
firéd on the Japanese troops and Japanese Concession.

)7 0‘
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II. The Second Occurrence
lj$ The origin of trouble.

According to promises made by the Chinese on November 15, they started to

remove their barricades and also to stop their unjustified actions but any reasonable
progress was not reported to this effect, while the Japanese authorities who were very
anxious to restore the local orders tried to put every thing in its normal condition,
including, for. instance,traffic, trading, policing, etc., etc., by concentrating their

troops far behind the defensive line, permitting the traffic to be opened and finally,
on the afternoon of November 26, they disbanded the Japanese Volunteer Coz'ps.

However, on the night of November 26, the Chinese who stationed themselves

at the point facing the position of the Japanese left wing suddenly opened firing on
the Japanese positions and after a few minuted the whole length of our defensive line

was made a target of the Chinese firing.

Under such circumstances, the Japanese troops who were facing a surprise

attack started by the Chinese were compelled to fire on them at 9.30 p.m., basing on
the principleself-protection, to punish the outrageous Chinese v; ; .. provocative
action was really .the most hatred one.
Existence of the plain-clothes men was always the pretext found by the

Chinese whenever they started firing but it was absolutely untrue to say that the
plain-clothes men again appeared and^so the second Tientsin Affair occurred.

Another

striking example of the Chinese invention was given by them when they spread a rumour
saying that these Chinese plain-clothes men were used by the Japanese.
later on by the

7/hen protested

Japanese authorities to this effect, the Commissioner of the Public

Safety Bureau reflected very much on ihese unfounded propagandas and declaired that
he will enforce rigid control over the Chinese newspapers and the other similar organs.

As above mentioned, it was q,uite obvious that the second occurrence of the

Titntsin Affair was originated by the Chinese intentional attack on the Japanese troops.

2). The progress of trouble.
Th£ Japanese troops though ©neo relieved of their action immediately occupied
their positions once more and returned fire against the Chinese. Heavy firing was then

exchanged between the Japanese and Chinese forces because the Chinese used fcig guns in

addition te the rifle and light and heavy machine guns and the Japanese also used their
gund for returning fire on the Chinese gun firings.

The Chinese continued to fire on the Japanese positions until November 27
when, therefore, the Japanese military ahthorities rose a strong protest to General

Wang Shu Chang as it was obvious that the Chinese were taking hostile action against

ÿho Japanese troops.
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- 6 Since the first occurrence ôf the Tientsin Affairs, the Japanese Navy

began to move by despatching. a few destroyers to Tangkou and Chinwnntao for protecting
the Japanese on land and sea, and also the Japanese vessels on the Hai Ho, On the

morning of November 27, the landing force of these destroyers arrived at Tientsin

and joined the local Japanese garrison to protect the Japanese Concession,

Until the morning of November 28,heavy firing was still exchanged between
the Japanese and Chinese, and the Japanese military authorities, fearing that damages

might be done on the lives .and properties of the foreigners living in the native city,

advised the various foreign consuls to take necessary precautions, by the evening of

November 28,for protecting these foreigners and their properties actually existing in
the dangerous zone.

The firing did not cease until the morning of November 28.
*

3) . The Chinese surrender and the Japanese reinforcements.
/
The General Officer Commanding the Imperial Japanese Forces in China once

protested the Chinese military authorities against their actions in order to avoid
any unnecessary clash between the Japanese and Chinese forces but as the answer given
by General 7/ang Shu Chang was not satisfactory another, strong protest was made
against his insincerity and warned him to meet the Japanese demand at once.

On the

morning of November 29, the Chinese.military authorities sent their representative
to the Japanese Headquarters and decla'.red that they agreed to withdraw Pao An Tui
to Hopei, beyond the Grund Canal - the Japanese military authorities protested,among
others, against the existence in the native city of the armed Chinese police - and

also to remove all the barricades established in the native city.

The clearing work of these barricades was promised to be started on the

afternoon of November 29 and almost completed next day.

But, as it was then reported

to the Japanese military authorities from the various sources that many soldiers

of the Chinese regular army in plain clothes entered into the native city or the
Chinese soldiers and policemen exchanged their uniforms, the Japanese troops were

naturally watching these movements on the part of the Chinese,
No settlement has yet been made on these affairs and the negotiations are
still going on between the Japanese and Chinese authorities to reach a satisfactory
settlement.

The strenght of the local Japanese troops was numbered only 500 and they

were trying their best for over a score of days to protect some 6,000 Japanese

nationals residing in Tientsin and also to defend their Concession which measures
4 kilometres round. On the other hand, there were 3/40,000 Chinese regular troops
/
stationed in the area, half a dr.y’s journey from Tientsin, in addition to about
6,000 armed Chinese police under the control of the Public Safety Bureau,

The Japanese troops had nothing to afraid of the Chinese forces,though
they were far smaller in number than the Chinese, but taking into consideration cC
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- 7 the hard, working of the Japanese soldiers for the past several days, one infantry

battalion was despatched to Tientsin on the morning of December I as reinforcement

It was simply to give adequate protection to the
z
Japanese residents in Worth China that the above reinforcements were despatched

of the local Japanese garrison.

to Tientsin, and the total number of the Japanese troops - no restriction was es
tablished by the treaties to this effect - still remains to be smaller' than that

r

of the local French and American troops,
III, Conclusion,

‘

.

The first Tientsin Affair was thoroughly a Chinese inner strife which
took place between the Chinese troops and the reactive elements of their own nation

ality,

The Japanese were once reported, however, to have had some connections with

these Chinese reacting movement but it was simply one of the groundless propagandas

which are very common in this country.

Therefore, we do not consider it necessary

to give any explanation on this subject, because even the Chinese authorities re
cognized it untrue.

Examples of the Chinese breach of faith and their uncivilized actions xkt
throughout the first and second Tientsin Affairs are too numerous to count,

No

such authorities, troops, police and people as those of this country have never
existed in the world except in China, and therefore, it is a great mistake te give

them a treatement equal to the authorities, troops, police and people of any civi
lized country.

Take the Chinese armed police, Pao An 'I'ui, for example.

They are called

policing organ in this country but they have the special organisation and equip

ment, far better than those of the Chinese regular troops and, strange to say, it

is more difficult to deal with these people than the Chinese bandits.
Without having some knowledge of these oharaotaristics of the Chinese
who

become uncontrolable under certain® circumstances, it is impossible for any

one to clearly understand, not only the Machurian and Tientsin Affairs but also to

give an impartial judgement on these problearns,
Now, let us give some other striking examples of the uncivilised and
unjustified actions taken b-£ the Chinese during the local disturbances,

(I) The Chinese heavily fired on the Japanese under the pretext of the
existence of the Chinese plain-clothes men.

The Japanese authorities strongly

protested the Chinese against their ..firing and demanded to stop it at once, but

always they ignored our protest or demand and continued to fire .under the same

pretext.

In view of the fact that no firing was heard since pao An Tut were with

draw» to Hopei on November 29,it was easy to understand how they were unreliable,

what was the real nature of Pao Ar Tvi and what really were the plain—clothes men
*

-fl. ,(

Me j
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(2) Chinese responsible authorities often promiseci to stop firing of the

Chinese under their control but these promises have never been carried out» The
at
Chinese have no idea all to keep their words and the orders given by higher autho
rities are easily broken by their subordinates who act against the wishes of their

superior authorities.
(3) The Chinese pledged that all Hao An Tui and the barricades within
the SCO metres zone will be removed'but nnt only their promises were broken but more

troops were sent into the native city

and more barricades were established in the

above zone,
(4) As to the question of withdrawal of the Chinese troops outside 20 Li,

the Chinese authorities also promised to carry it out but these troops did not leave
the city and many of them, wearing the uniform of Pao An Tui, still remained tn the
several points at an immediate front of the Japanese positions. The repeated protests

made by the Japanese authorities to this effect were always ignored by the Chinese,

(5) A number of the Chinese armed police, carrying a flag of the red cross,
once appeared on the point 2-300 metres from the Japanese defensive line and tjyey

started firing on our positiei?s,

This constituted a great infringement of the Inter

national Laws and the Chinese action of this nature was not only intolerable but it

was really against the humanity,

(6) Scores of the Chinese armed police used some time an American flag
without any authority in order to avoid firing from the Japanese positions and in

other instance they constructed their positions deliberately very close to the
building owned by the foreigners’, thence they.,,started firing on the Japanese line.

The American Consular authorities already protested the Chinese against all these

unjustified actions.
Another example of the Chinese infringement of the International Laws

was reported when they suddenly started firing on the Japanese military representative

from behind at the moment when he hardly stepped into the Japanese Concession border
after having the negotiation with the Chinese representatives whom he met a certain
point of the native city,

(8) Free passage of the Hai Ho was recognized to the Japanese vessels by

the treaties but since the outbreak of the local disturbances the Chinese troops
stationed at Kokou often ordered the Japanese vessels to stop and when their orders
were ignored they fired on them.

The Chinese troops also made forcible search of

the Japanese vessels and Japanese passengers as well, and some time they threatened
the Chinese crew of the Japanese vessels without any proper reasons.
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- 9,(9) No treaties ptfrmit the Chinese authorities to restrain the liberty of

the Chinese under the employment of the Japanese troops but some of these Chinese
were executed at threatened by the Chinese authorities under the pretext that they

were employed by the Japanese troops»
(10J The Japanese troops did not fire on November 28 in order to give the

foreigners ample time to evaluate the native city where they were living but, taking
advantage of the Japanese silence, the Chinese strengthened their positions or extended their barricades and started firing on the Japanese line. On the same day, at

II.15 a.m., a Japanese sentry was seriously injured by a Chinese bullet which was

fired on him from the Chinese position established in front of the American Mission
Compound.

(II) In spite of the repeated protests

made by the Japanese, the Chinese

never stopped firing from the Nankai Girls’e Middle School to the direction of the

Japanese Headquarters and many bullets thus fired on by the Chinese often fell near

the French posts at Lao Si Kai and the several others reached the other foreign ConI

cessions.

Attitude of the Chinese^military and civil, in North China

towards the Japanese.
In June last when the Korean Affair and Nakamura case took place, the ten
dency of antl-Japanese feeling among the Chinese in North China, both military and
civil, was exceedingly deepened. Anti-Japanese movement in North China was almost died

i

temporarily during the campaign Shih Yu Shan but when it was over the Tampou and other
Chinese people again started violent movement to boycott the Japanese goods as It was

expected but the Chinese authorities though often warned by the Japanese diplomatic
authorities to this effect, never tried to stop it.

On the other hand, the Chinese authorities and troops began to show their
I
insulting attitude towards the Japanese troops more openly than before and a large

number of the Chinese soldiers went so far as to advocate a declaration of war against
of the attitude
Japan. A goœ>d example/of the Chinese soldiers towards the Japmese soldiers was

given by the fact that when the Japanese troops in charge of the railway protection

approached to a railway bridge near Shanhaikuan to march through it they were cheeked
by the Chinese troops who threatened the Japanese troops with their arms
*
Such was the tendency of the Chinese troops who tried deliberately to
infringe the proper treaty right recognized to the Japanese troops. Moreover, the
Japanese soldier-messengers were insulted very often by the Chinese soldiers when

they were travelling by train bDtweei£'ientsin,l’eping» Shanhaikuan, Chinwantao and

*
Tangkou

44
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It was thea anticipated that, unless, some peoper steps be taken, a clash

between the Japanese said Chinese soldiers was unavoidable and the Japanese troops
were insulted so often by the Chinese troops that the Japanese were finally com

pelled to increase the number of their soldier-messengers0
Since the outbreak of the Manchurian Affairs, more cases similar to the

above examples were reported and the Chinese soldiers or Tampon or students cried

out before the public the necessity of a declaration of war against Japan in order
to inspire the masses with hostility against our country, and especially, their in/
suit against the Japanese women and children were gradually increased,.

The Chinese attitude of this nature was considered too much unfair to be
taken towards the people of their neighbouring country as it constituted a declara

tion of financial war and an infringement of the treaties and also an insult of the

honour of the Japanese Empire,,

The Tientsin Affairs were resulted from the situa

tion outlined and thé Chinese attitude towards the Japanese had never been changed

even during the local disturbances.

Under such circumstances, we can easily draw

our coiiclusion on the Chinese attitude towards the Japanese in the future„
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Translation of a news item appearing in th®
CHING PAO (PEKING PRESS) of Dec «saber 5, 1931.

Chung Yang News Agency telegram—

NANKING, the 4th:—The correspondent called on the
Secretary-General of th© National Government and made
inquiry as to the Shinchow incident.

In reply he made

the following remarks:
"With respect to this question the Central
Government has now decided upon the three following
points:
(1) China cannot accept the proposal for
delimitation of Chinohow as a buffer zone unless
the Council of the League of Nations and the group
of neutral Powers give definite and responsible
guarantees; (2) The existence of the Provincial
Government at Chinchow must be upheld, and it
cannot under any circumstances withdraw; and (3)
In case Chinchow is attacked, the Chinese Army
:■
will of course take proper defensive measures
K
v
and hold the city at all costs.
x
4.'
"The above three points are fundamental
policies of the Government in regard to the
question of Chinchow. As regards the history
of this incident, when critical news concerning
the attack on Chinchow by the Japanese Army was
received on November 25th, Delegate Alfred Sze
submitted a memorandum to Sir Eric Drummond,
Secretary-General of the League of Nations, stating
in effect as follows:

” * A conflict between the Chinese and
Japanese forces therefore impends, which China
earnestly wishes to avoid and it would seem
that it can be prevented only if Hie Council
of the League without delay interposes some
decisive action. The Chinese Government asks
the Council immediately to take steps to
establish a neutral zone between the present
stations of the Chinese and Japanese forces,
such zone to be occupied by British, French,
Italian and other neutral detachments Under
the authority of the Council. China would
then, if requested by the Council in the

• interests
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Translation of a news item appearing in the
CHING PAO (PEKING PRESS) of December 5, 1931.

(Trans. EFS)

THE

Chung Yang News Agency telegram—
NANKING, the 4th: — The correspondent called on the

Secretary-General of the National Government and made
inquiry as to the dhinchow incident.

In reply he made

the following remarks:
"With respect to this question the Central
Government lias now decided upon the three following
points:
(1) China cannot accept the proposal for
delimitation of Chinohow as a buffer zone unless
the Council of the League of Nations and the group
of neutral Powers give definite and responsible
guarantees; (2) The existence of the Provincial
Government at Chinchow must be upheld, and it
cannot under any circumstances withdraw; and (3)
In case Chinchow is attacked, the Chinese Army
will of course take proper defensive measures
T
and hold the city at all costs.

"The above three points are fundamental
policies of the Government in regard to the
question of Chinchow. As regards the history
of this incident, when critical news concerning
the attack on Chinchow by the Japanese Army was
received on November 25th, Delegate Alfred Sze
submitted a memorandum to Sir Eric Drummond,
Secretary-General of the League of Nations, stating
in effect as follows:
’’ ’A conflict between the Chinese and
Japanese forces therefore impends, which China
earnestly wishes to avoid and it would seem
that it can be prevented only if ihe Council
of the League without delay interposes some
decisive action. The Chinese Government asks
the Council immediately to take steps to
establish a neutral zone between the present
stations of the Chinese and Japanese farces,
such zone to be occupied by British, French,
Italian and other neutral detachments dnder
the authority of the Council. China would
then, if requested by the Council in the
’interests
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"At the same time diplomatic officials of
the National Government revealed this idea in
conversâtions with the British and American
Ministers, so that they may transmit it to
the British and American Governments for reference.
On the 26th M. Aristide Briand made the following
formal proposal to various m®ber states of the
Council (Including China dnd Japan):

” *
(1) Any neutral government which
sends observers to Chinchow shall instruct
them to hold discussions as to the possibility
of establishing a buffer zone and other
measures that may avoid conflicts between
the Chinese and Japanese forces. Observers
shall also communicate with the Chinese and
Japanese commanders from time to time.’
"M. Briand in his note particularly requested the
Chinese Government to order the Chinese commanders
to communicate information to the observers.
Upon receipt of this note from M. Briand, the
Chinese Government informed the Executive Ydan
of the matter.’’

EFS:T

iwmpwi hi wwiwyiwuii '.uAWHBJWK

I

” 'Interests of peace, withdraw her forces
behind the Great Wall.’
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Translation of a news it«®i appearing in the
CHING PAO (PEKING PRESS) of December 5, 1931.

(Trans. EPS)

TI)E HISTORY OF THE QUESTION OF CHINCHOW.

Chung Yang News Agency telegram—
NANKING, the 4th:—The correspondent called on the

Secretary-General of the National Government and made

inquiry as to the dhinchow incident.

In reply he made

the following remarks:
"With respect to this question the Central
Government has now decided upon the three following
points:
(1) China cannot accept the proposal for
delimitation of Chinohow as a buffer zone unless
the Council of the League of Nations and the group
of neutral Powers give definite and responsible
guarantees} (2) The existence of the Prorlncial
Government at Chinchaw must be upheld, and it
cannot under any circumstances withdraw; and (3)
In case Chinohow is attacked, the Chinese Army
will of course take proper defensive measures
and hold the city at all costs.
"The above three points are fundamental
policies of the Government in regard to the
question of Chinohow. As regards the history
of this incident, when critical news concerning
the attack on Chinohow by the Japanese .imy was
received on November 25th, Delegate Alfred Sze
submitted a memorandum to Sir Erie Drummond,
Secretary-General of the League of Nations, stating
in effect as follows:
’’ *A conflict between the Chinese and
Japanese forces therefore impends, which China
earnestly wishes to avoid and It would seem
that it can be prevented only If die Council
of the League without delay interposes some
decisive action. The Chinese Government asks
the Council Immediately to take steps to
establish a neutral zone between the present
stations of the Chinese and Japanese farces,
such zone to bo occupied by British, French,
Italian and other neutral detachments Wnfter
the authority of the Council. China would
then, If requested by the Council in the

* interests
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u ‘interests of peace, withdraw her forces
behind the Great Wall.’
"At the same time diplomatic officials of
the National Government revealed this idea in
conversations with tho British and American
Ministers, so that they may transmit it to
the British and American Governments for reference.
On the 26th M. Aristide Briand made the following
formal proposal to various member states of tho
Council (including China dnd Japan):
” *
(1) Any neutral government which
sends observers to Chinchow shall instruct
them to hold discussions as to tho possibility
of establishing a buffer zone and other
measures that may avoid conflicts between
tho Chinese and Japanese forces. Observers
shall also communicate with the Chinese and
Japanese commanders from time to time.
*
"M. Briand in his note particularly requested ths
Chinese Government to order the Chinese commanders
to oormunioate information to the observers.
Upon receipt of this note from M. Briand, tho
Chinese Government informed the Executive YOan
of the matter.”
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From

Secretary of State,

Washington

F/D EW

w >£! op

Dated January 19, 1933

Rec’d 7:42 a.m
Wv-': nvis<|K or MZ p

<FAH tASÏEKH AFFAuW-

I .JAN 1.9
17, January 19, 5 p.m.

ohiefs of missions official-

ly this afternoon and briefly discussed the prevalent newspaper comment here about the formation of an independent
Chinese Government in Manchuria,which he repeated as wholly
due to tne initiative of resident Cninese officials.

I

asked how an independent government in Manchuria would

square with Japanese repeated declarations respecting^
32
3
Chinese sovereignty. He replied that he had not had ïâme F
co

C

to study this so as to state definitely what the position
of the Japanese Government would be but that although Man-

churia would remain Chinese soil, the government would be

independent as had been the case under Chang Tso Lin and
his son before his association with the Nanking authorities.

He was particularly cordial in tone.

Mr. Yoshizawa took

occasion to speak in the highest terms of the part played

7 9 ô .9 4 /3 5 6 5

Mr. Yoshizawa received ai:

Department of State
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2-#17 from Tokio, January 19,
5 pm.

MET

by Ambassador Dawes in helping to bring about the form

and adoption of the resolution of the League of Nations

Repeated to Peiping.
FORBES
RR-WSB
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Secretary of State,

1

Washington

9

1S32

F/D EW

Rec’d 1O;J.O a.m.

j

...

94, January 19, 6 p.m.

7 9 3 .9 4 /3 5 6 6

The following although not confirmed is transmitted as

being put forth by the Rengo Japanese News Agency at Mukden:
11 Preparations for establishing a new state in Manchuria

have been completed.

Leading Chinese at Mukden, constityrbr-

ing the backbone of the political move, are holding an

important meeting at the Provincial Government office since

yesterday the fifteenth.

The conference is expected to be

kept up until the end of the current month during which the
programme for the organization of the new government will

receive the final polishing and president, vice president^
and chief of the various departments in the government wi£l
be selected.

These things accomplished, a joint confereng^

of Fengtien, Kirin and Heilungkiang Provinces will be held
and the new state of Manchuria

and Mongolia will be formal

ly established. (END PART ONE)

JOHNSON
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From

Peiping via N.R
Dated January 19t 1932
Rectd 10:50 a.m.

Secretary of State,
Washington
94, January 19, 6 p.m. (PART TWO)

The inauguration of the new state is anticipated -*to

take place on February 21st.

Important points decided

upon by leading statesmen of the three provinces are:

One.

The territory, the ultimate object of the new

state is to combine Fengtien,Kirin, Heilungkiang, Jehol
in autonomous Mongol domain but in consideration Of the

prevailing state of affairs Fengtien, Kirin and Heilung
kiang will be included in the republic for the time being.

Two.

People, the people of the new state will be

called citizens, persons who lived in the territory for a

certain designated period being admitted to the citizenship

with equal rights and obligations without racial discrimi
nation.
Three.

Sovereign rights, the sovereignty of the state

belongs to the citizens.

The
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MET

2-#94 from Peiping via N.R.,
January 19, 6 pan. (PART TWO)

The Preddent of the new republic will be elected by

unanimous vote of the heads of the three provinces,»:

(END PART TWO)
JOHNSON

WSB
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

From

MET

PLAIN

Peiping
Dated January 19> 19?2
Rec’d 11:10 a.m.

Secretary of State,

Washington

94, January 19:, 6 p.m. (PART THREE)
Under the President, Executive, Judicial and Supervisory
Yuans will be established and Military, Diplomatic, Civil

Administration, Industrial and Educational departments
will be established under the Executive Yuan.

The three provinces maintaining the status quo for the
time being will carry out the administration of the respec

tive provinces under the Executive Yuan.

Besides a

Resources Committee and Communications Committee will
organize, the former to develop resources required especial

ly for national defense and the latter to develop communica

tions,

These two committees will be placed under the direct

control of the presidents

(END PART THREE END MESSAGE)
JOHNSON
KLP-WSB
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No. D-174

AMERICAN CONSULATE GENERAL,
Nanking, China.

^7-

December 24, 1931.

jâh 19 m
,4AR f AV

Sino-Japanese Controversy
in Manchuria.

The Honorable
WH

TO

V

The Secretary of State,
Washington

....

Sir:

I have the honor to enclose herewith five copies
of a pamphlet in English, entitled. '’HOSTILE ACTIVITIES

OF JAPANESE TROOPS IN THE NORTHEASTERN PROVINCES OF
CHINA, Volume One” and one copy of a collection of

reproductions of photographs entitled "PHOTOGRAPHS
SHOWING THE HOSTILE ACTIVITIES OF JAPANESE TROOPS IN
32^»

§

THE NORTHEASTERN PROVINCES OF CHINA, No. 1”.

These publications were sent to the American
Consulate General at Hanking on December 23, 1931, in

a wrapping which bore the stamp of the Department of
Intelligence and Publicity of the Ministry of Foreign

Affairs.
Respectfully yours,

WillysA. Peck,
American Consul General.
Enclosures:
1/ 5 copies of pamphlet, as stated, / <-^"1
2/ 1 copy of collection of reproduction
of photographs, as stated.

In q.uintuplicate
800

WRP:l£CL
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KncIosure So. 1 to despatch to the Department
So.D-174 of Willys R. Peak, American Consul
General at Ranking, China, dated December 24,
1981, entitled. ”3ino-Japanese Controversy in
Manchuria”.

HOSTILE ACTIVITIES OF JAPANESE TROOPS
IN THE NORTHEASTERN PROVINCES
OF CHINA.

(From September 18th, 1931, to November 7th, 1931.)

VOLUME ONE

।-a*

a,
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HOSTILE ACTIVITIES OF JAPANESE TROOPS
IN MANCHURIA
(From September 18, 1931, to November 7, 193 L)
LIAONING PROVINCE.
Shenyang Sept. 18th,
(Mukden).
10 p.m.

(1) Bombardment of Peitaiying (Northern Bar- a
racks), the Trench Mortar Arsenal, the
Shenyang Arsenal, etc.
(2) Machine gun attack from the city wall.

(3) Disarming of Chinese soldiers and police.
(4) Public and private buildings searched; of
ficials arrested.

(5) Machine gun attack on police stations with
in and outside the city.
(6) Raid on the Northeastern Provincial Bank,
the Bank of China, the Bank of Communica
tions, and the Frontier Development Bank.

(7) Occupation of the Shenyang Arsenal and the
aerodrome.

(8) Cutting of telegraphic Communications.
(9) Release of prisoners from the jails.
(10) Indiscriminate firing on pedestrians.
(11) Detention of civil and military officials.
(12) Coercing Chinese military authorities into
admitting that Chinese soldiers fired first and
destroyed the South Manchuria Railway
bridge, etc.

(13) Incineration of Chinese soldiers’ corpses in
order to destroyed the evidence.
(Note: Number of casualties and amount of
damage to public and private properties still
under investigation.)

Sept. 22nd,
11 am.

(1) Arrest and detention of Tsang Shih-yi,
Chairman of Liaoning Provincial Govern-
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Figures 1 to 12-showing the
victims of and damages done by _ _
an air raid conducted by eleven

Japanese aeroplanes on Chinchow

on October 8th, 1931, at 2 p.m.
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Pictures showing the victims

H

of and damages done by machine

S

gun attacks of Japanese troops

+
ZH

on the passenger trains of the
Peking-Mukden Railway during
the period from September 23rd
to September 26th, 1931.
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Fig. 1. An unidentified victim who was Shot in the face.
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Fig. 2. Mr. Li Feng-nien, aged 27, iiicnili/r of the. Finance I>epaitment of
the Liaoning Provincial^ Government, was shot and killed, on a passengti tiaui.
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Fig. 5. Another unidentified victim who met his tragic end at a shot
which penetrated the hack of his head.
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A facismile of the Agreement
governing the provisional ad
ministration of the Peking-Muk
den Railway. The Agreement was
signed by Mr. Hu Shun-tsan, As
sistant-Director of the Mukden
Office of the Peking-Mukden Rail
way Administration under the
duress of Nagano, staff officer of
the Japanese Kwantung Army.
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From
Secretary of State,
Washington

DEW

95, January 19, 3 p.m.
Legation’s 50, January 11,

reply to the American note,the SHIH CHIEH JIH PAO Peiping
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January 17th states that although the reply is courteous in

its terms the sense of it is nevertheless very unyielding,
that
Japan not only maintains/she has not violated the Nine Power

Treaty, Anti War Treaty American rights but also indicates
her determination to control Manchuria and Mongolia and the

impropriety of American interference.

Japan dares to take

this course because she has obtained the assistance of other
imperialists through diplomatic channels.

It is feared that

the United States will be unable to make any further -Strong

statement and that upon the receipt of Japanese reply “jthe Ç
co
American Government will merely file a rebuttal reiterating
a determination to reserve the various points mentioned in

the first note for use in future negotiations,.

In that

event what policy will China adopt towards Manchurian controyCrSy?
\wso-rr)

JOHNSON
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RE FLY OF THE JAPANESE FOREIGN MINISTER, DATED
JANUARY 16, TO THE NOTE OF THE AMERICAN
AMBASSADOR AT TOKYO.

Monsieur l‘Ambassadeur :

I have the honor to acknowledge the
receipt of Your Excellency’s note , dated

January 8th, which has had the most careful

attention of this Government.

The Government

of Japan were well aware that the Government

of the United States could elways be relied

on to do everything in their power to support
Japan’s efforts to secure full and complete

fulfillment in every detail of the Treaties
of Washington and the Kellogg Treaty for the

Outlawry of War.

They are glad to receive

this additional assurance of the fact.
As regards the question which Your

Excellency specifically mentions of the policy

of the so-called "Open Door", the Japanese
Government
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Government, as has so often been stated, regard

that policy as a cardinal feature of the politic
of the Far East and only regret that its effec

tiveness is so seriously diminished by the un
settled conditions which prevail throughout
Insofar as they can secure it, the

China.

policy of the open door will always be main
tained in Manchuria as in China proper.

They take note of the statement by the
Government of the United States that the latter

cannot admit the legality of matters which
might impair the treaty rights of the United
States or its citizens or which might be brought

about by means contrary to the treaty of August
27, 1928.

It might be a subject of academic

doubt whether in a given case the impropriety
of the means necessarily and always voids the

ends secured

but

as Japan has no intention

of adopting improper means that question does

not practically arise.

It may be added that the treaties which
relate to China must necessarily be applied
with
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with due regard to the state of affairs from
time to time prevailing in that country and that

the present unsettled and distracted state of
China is not what was in the contemplation of

the high contracting parties at the time of

the Treaty of Washington.
not satisfactory then:

It was certainly

but it did not display

that disunion and those antagonisms which it

does today.

This cannot affect the binding

character or the stipulations of the treaties:

but it may in material respects modify their
application since they must necessarily be ap

plied with reference to the state of facts as

they exist.
My Government desire further to point
out that any replacement which has occurred

in the personnel of the administration of

Manchuria has been the necessary act of the

local population.

Even in cases of hostile

occupation — which this was not

— it is

customary for the local officials to remain
in exercise of their functions.

In the

present case they for the most part fled or

resigned
-3-
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resigned;

it was their own behavior which was

calculated to destroy the working of the appa
ratus of government.

The Japanese Government

can not think that the Chinese people, unlike
all others, are destitute of the power of selfdetermination and of organizing themselves in

order to secure civilized conditions when they

are deserted by the existing officials.

While it need not be repeated that
Japan entertains in Manchuria no territorial

aims or ambitions yet, as Your Excellency knows,
the welfare and safety of Manchuria and its
accessibility for general trade are matters of
deepest interest and of quite extraordinary

importance to the Japanese people.

That the

American Government are always alive to the
exigencies of Ear Eastern questions has already
been made evident on more than one occasion.

At the present juncture when the very existence
of our national policy is involved it is agree

able to be assured that the American Government
are devoting in a friendly spirit such sedulous

care to a correct appreciation of the situation.

I shall
-4-
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I shall be obliged if Your Excellency will

transmit this communication to your Government
and I avail, etc.

-5-
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My dear Senator Borah:

, have been assembled in response to Senate Resolution 87
v'fc
wv of December 17, 1931. These documents are as follows:
av
q

1.

The written communications, both formal and

Informal, Including memoranda, which have passed between

the Government of the United States and the Governments
of China and Japan since September 18, 1931, relating to

the controversy between China and Jansa in Manchuria
since that date.
B.

The written communications which have been sent

or have passed between the Government of the United States
or its representatives and the League of Mations or

representatives of the League in reference to the said
controversy between China and Japan in Manchuria.
There are also included copies of various other

documents transmitted to the Government of the United

States

The Honorable
William I. Borah,

Chairman, Committee on Foreign Relations,
United States Senate

7 9 3 .9 4 /3 5 6 9 A

X am sending you herewith copies of documents which
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States for Ito information by the Council of the League of
Bations, such as resolutions adopted by the Council of

the League and certain of the sore formal oomounioations
which have passed between the Council of the League and

... the Chinese and the Japanese Governments.

The latter docu

ments have been selected on the basis of their pertinent
relationship to documents accounted for in paragraphs A
and B above.

A complete set of the oommunioations whioh

have passed between the Council of the League and the

Chinese and the Japanese Governments or their represen

tatives, many of which in addition to the ones furnished
herewith were transmitted to this Government for its in

formation, may be found in the League of Nations docvr»
aents whioh have already been published.
The documents transmitted herewith have been arranged

in chronological order and there have been inserted at
intervals brief statements of tho events, to facilitate an
understanding of the documents.

It io my understanding that these papers will not be
made public without my consent.
Sincerely yours,
HSHRYL, STIKSPS

Enclosure:
Folder of Documents.

SAtATXjTGl

yg;/

>
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NAVY DEPARTMENT
Office of Naval Intelligence
In reply refer to No.

WASHINGTON

F /D E W

Op-16-3-12

18 January 1832

Memorandum for the Division of Fa:

Eastern Affai

State Department

FOLLOWING FROM LIEUT BROWN N07/ HARBIN HAVING TUST VISITED
MANCHULI. "REPRESENTATIVE OPINION MANCHULI AREA AGREED PRESENT
SITUATION QUIET ^ITH THE GENERAL BELIEF THAT THERE WILL BE POS
ITIVE ACTION BY JAPANESE ARMY CONTRA SOVIET WITHIN A PERIOD OF 3
MONTHS. RED MONGOLS RECENTLY ACTIVELY ENGAGED IN DRIVING OUT OF
BORDER REGIONS WHITE MONGOL BANDS HO”EVER LARGE SCALE ACTIVITIES
AMONG THEM THOUGHT IMPOSSIBLE UNTIL THIS DAY.

TWO SOVIET OFFICIALS FREELY STATE THAT THEIR OWN GOVERNMENT
IS PREPARED IN CASE OF ATTACK BUT DOES NOT CONTEMPLATE OFFENSIVE
ACTION. FEW RUSSIAN FORCES EAST OF IRKUTSK. OFFICERS OF THE CLASS OF
1896 NOW MOBILIZED WOTERS NOTIFIED TO BE IN READINESS.SOVIET
PRESS UNANIMOUSLY AGREED NECESSARY PREPARE AGAINST BOTH JAPAN
AM) POLAND.
WHITE PARTISANS CONSIDERED NEGLIGIBLE QUANTITY HOWEVER JAPANESE
CONSUL AS WELL AS AGENTS HAVE MADE RECENT TRIPS INTO MONGOLIA
FROM MANCHULI.
HEAD OF THE HARBIN JAPANESE MILITARY MISSION LAST MONDAY
CITED NEED OF CLEARING NORTH MANCHURIA CHINESE FORCES THEN ADOPT
MEASURES WHICH WOULD STAMPT OUT COMMUNISTIC PROPAGANDA"

7 9 3 .9 4 /3 5 7 0

The following was received from the Naval Attachera Peiping, dated
16 January 1932:
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ROBERT RAMSPECK

THOMAS L. CAMP

5th Dist. Georgia

SECRETARY

421 HOUSE OFFICE BLDG.

Home Address ;

2

COMMITTEES:

Congress of tje WiW'f

CLAIMS
LABOR
CIVIL SERVICE

Housfe of 3Repre£tènta$^

ATLANTA, GEORGIA

ÎSastrington, Î3. €.

January 11, 1932.

JAN

DEPT. OF STATE

My dear Sir:
I am handing you herewith a communication from
the Librarian, Fourth Corps Area Headquarters, Fort Mc
Pherson, Georgia, requesting publications about the
Manchurian situation.

/
If the Department of State has anything available,
I will greatly appreciate your sending it to Miss Catherine P
Wasker, Corps Area Librarian, Fort McPherson, Georgia.
With beat

7 9 3 .9 4 /3 5 7 1

Secretary of State,
State Department,
Washington, D.C.

2 aglSTHRIQAL ABVISER
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FOURTH CORPS AREA LIBRARY
FORT MCPHERSON,ATLANTA,GEORGIA

Honorable Robert Ramspeck
House of Representatives
U.S.Congress
Washington,D.C.

My dear Mr. Ramspeck:
Due to the fact that General McCoy will probably go to
Manchuria these Headquarters are especially interested in any
publications relating to the situation there, either historical
or political.
If there are available any documents which you
could send us, will you be kind enough to do so?
With many thanks for all your courtesies, I am
Sincerely,

Catherine P.Walker
Corps Area Librarian
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In reply refer to
HA
My dear Hr. Ramspeek:

uary 11, 1932, in which you request that publications
concerning the Menchurian situation may be sent to Miss

Catherine P. Walker, Corps Area Librarian, Fort McPherson,
Atlanta, Georgia.
There is enclosed for your information a copy of a
letter upon the subject which has been sent to Miss
Lalker by the Department of State.

Sincerely yours,
S. L. 8HM9O!w

Enclosure.
To Miss Catherine P« Walker.
The Honorable

Hobart Ramspeek,
House of Representatives.

HA:EWS:JAA

793

The receipt is acknowledged of your letter of Jan
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Miss Catherine P. Walker,

Corps Area Librarian,

Jg

Fourth Corps Area Library,
Fort McPherson,

ÛJ

Atlanta, Georgia.

Madam:
The Department he.e been requested by the honorable
Robert Ramepeck, Member of Congress from Georgia, to

send you any publications which may be available relating
to the Manchurian situation.

The Department encloses as Indicated below a number
of publications which may be of interest to you.

lour

attention is especially invited to the entries "China:

Occupation of Cities in Manchuria", "Sino-Japanese Sit
uation" and "The Manchurian Situation" in the several

tables of contents of the enclosed copies of "Press

Releases".
AS
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As of possible Interest there is enclosed a copy of

price list 65, "Foreign Relations of the United States”♦
Publications named in price list 65 are not distributed
by the Department of State.

They are purchasable from

the Superintendent of Documents, Government Printing
Office, this city, and remittances should be sent direct

to that office.
Very truly yours,
For the Secretary of State;

Edvard C. Wwto,
Assistant Historical Adviser

Enclosures ;
Price list 65.
Mimeographed release of
January 7, 1952, giving
text of identic note to
Japanese and Chinese
governments.
Press Releases, publications
numbers 236, 238, 240, 245, 246,
252, 256, 258, 259, 260, 265, and
265.
Treaty Series No. 723.
The General Pact for the
Denunciation of ïïar.
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DOCUMENT FILE

NOTE
to
04

(0

SEE---------------- 811«00B/1233-...

FOR __

W
Cl

i»3„................

M
FROM —............. HOOgKOag----TO

REGARDING:

(J&taML.............) DATED
NAME

______
1—1127

Copy of Chinese newspaper, RESOHANCE, published in San
Framiseo, and containing material of a o(Humanistic
nature. Articles in paper regarding Japanese-Chinese
dispute in uanchuria.
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NOTE

SEE

893.911/275

from ___ Harbin.
-IQ__

REGARDING:

FOR

(___ Hanson___ j
NAME

De spatoll #5303

dated_
1 1127

Closing of the Chinese newspaper INTERNATIONAL:
Xt was closed by the Civil Administrator at
Harbin,principally for its criticism of recent
Japanese military movements in Manchuria.

OPO
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AMERICAS CONSULATE GERERAL

MO. 6303

E1RBI5 CHIBA, Decent» er 24, 1931.

SUBJECT: CLOSING OF THE CHIME2E HEAaPATLR "IITER8ATIOHAL”

TEE HONORABLE
THE SECRETARY OF STATS
WA2ÏÏIHGT0ÏÎ

SIR:

I have the honor to transmit herewith, for the
information of the Department, a oopy of my dee pat oh
Mo. 2290, of even date, sent to the Legation on the
eubjeot of closing of the Chinese newspaper IIFTOTATI08AL at Harbin.

Respectfully yours,

G. c
G. 0. Hanson
Amerlosn Consul General.
1 enclosure as indicated.
691
SCC/eoo
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Dooomber 24, 1»31.

HÀÜBH

SWIOTj

/D-/Î-7S’

OLO.DIG OP MB GHIim SWAM •’UTMATIOlAl’*

The Honorable
Sol son Trader Johneon,
«sériaon Minister,
Peiping, Shina.

Sir i
X have the honor to refer to my despatch Io. 2890,

dated. Deo ember 16, 1931, transmitting confidential prose
4ata on the local Ohlnoao newspapers, and to report that

the

IPTSSBaTIOBaI,

ths leading and host Ohlneee dally In

Barbin, was closed today by General Ohang Obing Bui, 31
*11
Adnlnlstrator at Barbin, principally for Its oritlaisas
against the recent Japanese military wovanents in Men sharia

îhle paper, which was also the oldest Chinese newspaper
in ex1stenoe at Harbin, although hollered to bo a eenl~

offielai organ when fire) established, sooooedod gradually
to bo acre and wore independent daring the last ten years

and, as the roewit, ease th carry increasing weight with
the Chinese reading pwblle.

as

a basin ass enterprise It

also became a anoooos
*

dines the resent incidents took place In Uanohnrla, it
apparently endeavored to strengthen Its position as tho
loading Shines e organ in this section voicing Shine co

pabllc-.
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publie opinion aguimt tho Japanese oooup^tlon of Manohurla,
and thus

tho snail ty of tho Japanese authorities, who

are now working through Gonorel Chang Ching Bal to hare tho

situation they dastro in Harbin as in Hund an and Kirin,
with the olowing of this paper, the loosl vemeoulor proie

has boon oospletoly «uooled with tho solo wxooptlon of the
GBSAT

KH, a r<aall Chinese daily owned and omtroliod

by the Jap-aneoe.
^.espootfully yours.

G. G. 'Uwn
A®erlusu Consul General.

091
j3C/fcCa
Copies have boui sent to the Depirtaont.
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- a -

yablio opinion against the Japanese occupution of Munohuria
•nd thus won the enmity of the Japanese authorities, who

are now working through General Chang Ching Bai to have the
situation th «y desire in Barhin as in üakden and Kirin.
With the olooing of this paper. the looal vernaoalar proas
has boon ooapletely maesled with the soie exception of the

GH^AT Ka small Chinese daily owed end controlled
by the Jap «•!••••

Aespeotfully years,

G. c. - Unaon
American Consul General.

891
jOO/sso

“oploa have betn sent to the Dep^rtaont
*
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NOTE

SEE

Despatch

FOR

.W?«!____

)

NAME

dated

Pec. 24.1931.
1-1127
opo

#510 to Legation,dated Dec.22,1931.
regarding. ^0n_dj.8p]>ay of qhinaBe National Flag in Mukden
since the Japanese occupation on Sept.lSthtReports -•
Japanese flags axe still being displayed over sane of
the government buildings. On occasion of celebration
of tha formation of the 'engtien Provincial Government
a red flag, with characters signifying "Congratulations
on the Establishment of tbs Provincial Government of
‘"engtien" was displayed above the Governor’s house.
(■Copy attached)

7 9 3 .9 4 /3 5 7 4

from__

893.01/455
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Mukden» Chine» Doosciber M, 1931.

Celebration of the jhWBatlan off the fongtlen
SUBJECT; Yovino lai

The Honorable
The secretary of state,
Washington.

Sir:
I have the honor to enolose herewith a copy of
Biy despatch Ko. blO to the -Legation at Peiping, China,

dated Deoorabflr 8S, 1931, on the above subject.

Respectfully yours,

M. s. Hyers
Aaericfi© Consul General.

Enclosure:

Copy of despatch Ho. Ü10 to the
Legation, Peiping, China.

HTW
eoo
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COSJVUr» G'T'T'HAI.

Kukden, 'bln®.
eeewber 2g, 1931,

elebrstion of the rermtlon er the
vengtlen rovltuHel

The Honorable

Nelson iruslsr Johnson,

rerlcfcn legjatioa,

wiping,

hint.

lr:

1 have th® honc?r -x at&ts that fe reception »t.s

held yestardwy ®t th© ftovaraur’s office la celebration

of the for cl ion of the :;®
*

«action . ro’ïiacial Govern
*

), the ra
*

®ant, of which isang -hLh«yi (

eent ; rovlaclal Chairman, formr-lly ©sisumed charge as

governor (Jhen$

hong) on fwcereter IC, 1931.

The re
*

eeption was attended by sone MOO guests, of
half were /«panes®.

about

Th® prinsipal foreign ^rueats wr«

General itlyeke, th® chief of

taff of Cenernl

onjo,

Consul General Myasbi and the soviet consul General •
the other

oasul» did not attend.

by Governor

■■'pe«ehea wer® mde

eaaf, t-« ho«t, lenerel : lyake, coneul

General Hayeahi end Tn ch»ung-han, who is the head of
the

elf loverment rlreotlon Board.

Kone of the speech

as reported in the native press, is noteworthy,
awarding to infortaation supplied by a cuest, Tu

however

h’un®-

han
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han, speaking for th® people of vanchuria, vherec-

terined the old goverarsent (of

v.suoh-liang)

as toss and venal and stutsd that ita downfall was

fu’8 cloae connect ion ^it);

r.
*

««Ivsnod.

Interests - he Is th©
.rcmpan/, a

nines» head of the -’’ton ns lag

ino-Jnpa.ieae concern which noæi nelly ©usrates

iron Blw:-9 supplying are to the
’•crks, an enterprise of lue

nshnn iron end .-tael

oath rsnohurin .hallway : w

pony - ?us.y explain his outspoken attack on the previous
administration.

rant Lon may be wane tpat tto .hiaese national flag

hee act b««n displayed in. *>:ukaefl
pation ou je ,t& -ber l^th.

since t'w Japanese occu

n the occasion ;>f this re-

caption, stove ti4> governur’r. house a red fias toering
the characters signifying " •on^ratulalloaa on t ®

«sent of tl«#

rovinoial cx>vernr.eut of

) »ea displayed.

n«!W
*
jfep

engtien" (
fla^s ere still being

floftis over aois© of t -« guverareirt; buildings.
aspectfully yours,

k.
./yera.
wrlcen consul aenerel.

Originel Mid one copy to legation,
five copies to a«p<rt«ent.
Copy to ïætossy, Tokyo.

MSMlXBC

’etwblish-
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RADIOGRAM
BPS

January

From

gaipêrng
To

The Adjutant General

Number 318

CONFIDENTIAL

January 7th

Reliable information Received from Tientsin 10:30 A.M.
January 7th that Japanese troops arrived two stations above

se troops and varship

control of Shanhaikwan January

remain in present position

Margetts

7 9 3 .9 4

Shanhaikwan January 6th7J That Japan military reported taking

w
01

01

b----
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RADIOGRAM
BFS

January 7, 1932.

9:30 A. M.

From Tokio

To

t vision

FAR

The Adjutant General

&nt of St

CONFIDENTIAL

Number 208
/

January 7th

More like peace time atmosphere surrounding Japanese General

Staff to-dayTj Chinese troops retreated to area Shanhaikwan, Lan
Chow, Tang Shan except 3d Cavalry Brigade to Jeholpreference Ja

to
04
to

panese troops, 2d Division from Oyang to Kirin, 20th Division con

sisting of 37th, 39th and 8th Infantry Brigades from Suichun to
Hsinmin, 4th Brigade Tsitsihar, Chan

Chiatun^ Shanhaikwan occupied

by troops from Tientsin; no military anti-Japanese movement expected
in north China

McIlroy

W
cn

O)
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED
^JAN 2 0 IS:
MET

GRAY

FROM

Peiping via N.R,

Dated January 20, 1932

•t1

Reo’d 4:40 a.m,
Secretary of State

TO

! O, N. i

Washington

100, January 20, 3 p.m.

io
04

Following from American Consul General at Harbin:

(0

"January 19, 3 p.m,

04
01

In the course of desultory rifle

firing by Chinese police last night Standard Oil Oompany

storage tank was pierced by bullet

Resulting damage

slight"
eo
to

"January 19, 5 p.m,
One.

Chinese officials confirm Chinese and Russian

ro

press reports of elimination of the Piphsien Government.
Two.

Director of Radio and Telegraph Hsu Shih Fa,

a prominent Kuomintang leader, resigned today due to

Japanese pressure.

Three.

Report confirmed that the staff of Japanese

military mission in Harbin is being increased and will be
headed by General Doihara within a week"
WSB-HPD

JOHNSON
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED
REP

From

This telegram must be
closely paraphrased be
fore being communicated
to anyone.

itokden
Dated January 20, 1932

“H

f?ec’d 2:40 a. m.

-Ü

0
Secretary of State,

■

. v

Washington.
January 20, 10 a. m.

3

(0
C!

a

(0

Department's telegram January 15,
URGENT

Harbor works account has not boon settled.

In addition to four hundred thousand dollar check reported to

w
01

the Department, National City Bank now holds similar checks

co

aggregating two and a half million Chinese dollars.

This

Consulate General is trying to secure payment of drafts

but the possibility of success is doubtful.
\

CONFIDENTIAL.

National City Bank(jaavâng ooneidiagtadi)

/J-

per cent of the reduction in gross business due to Japanese
ae
o
occupation as follows:
deposits 84 per- cent, loans 90,
to
fl

commercial credits 95, foreign exchange purchased ?2,

foreign exchange sold 40 and sales of securities 100
cent.

First two categories represent the gross fixed for

approximately five million yen.

Under last four categories

bank estimates that the reduction in gross business will be
eight million seven hundred thousand dollars gold.

LiYERS

WSB
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

MET
From
This telegram must be
closely paraphrased, be
fore being communicated
to anyone.

Peiping
Dated January 20, 1932

Rec’d 7:45 a.m.

Secretary of State,

Washington

’

>

1

95, January 20, 11 a.m.

Following is summary of two telegrams from Consul

793

General, Tïanking:
On 17th Peck and French Minister had interview with

<D

Chinese Minister for Foreign Affairs in the course of

\
04
01

which Chen said that former policy of Chinese Government
was passive or even pro-Japanese policy and that certain

members of Chinese Government, including himself, had now
determined on an active policy.

If carried out such

policy would result in invoking Article sixteen of League

Covenant, requesting conference of nine power signatories

S

and rupture the diplomatic relations with Japan. He impaled c1
00
N?
that a decision regarding all three measures was imminent
and Peck inferred that these measures would be adopted and

that Chen would resign unless diplomatic relations with
Japan were severed.
Chen added that diplomatic questions would be decided by

the
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3~#96 from Peiping, January 30,
11 a.m.

the emergency commission formed, to act until the standing

committee of the political council has been constituted
*
On the following day Ohen informed Peck that the

Chinese Government had not yet definitely decided to take
the three measures referred to above, as a rupture of

diplomatic relations with Japan was strongly opposed by
Ohiang Kai Shek.

Ohen believed that Japan’s occupation of

Manchuria is intended to be permanent and that if Ohina
continues passive policy Japan will find pretexts for occupy

ing Tientsin-Peiping and possibly other areas.

Referring

to financial matters Ohen said that the gold conversion

plan was being worked out but had not yet been fully decided.
He would be surprised if Soong resumed his former post as

Minister of Finance as Soong wanted to be Minister to France
in order to promote large foreign loan,

Ohen was quite

willing that he should have this appointment.
JOHNSON

RR-ÏÏSH

5( )
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

From

Peiping

Dated January 20, 1932

F/D E W

MET
This telegram must be
closely paraphrased be
fore being communicated
to anyone.

Rec’d 6:47 a.m.

Secretary of State,

Washington

q I J
Z7"

97, January 20, Noon,

Legation’s 96, January 20, 11

In conversation with Koo yesterday the latter asked me
what chance there was of a conference under the Nine Power

*
Treaty

I told him that I did not think there was any prob

7 9 3 .9 4 /3 5 8 0

1

ability of the calling of such conference in the near future.

He asked me if I did not think it wise for the Chinese to
""
I*

'Offer direct negotiations to the Japanese.
this was the thing that they should do.

I said I thought

He asked me if (I

•£:

did not think it would put China in a more advantageous
position, should such a conference be called, if ithe recordS

showed that she had been willing to negotiate directly with
the Japanese.

I replied that I certainly t bought th?- Chinese

position in any case would be improved.

He stated tiiafefc it

was his opinion that China should offer direct negotiations
saying that if the Japanese should prove unreasonable in .

their demands China would still be in a position to appeal'.
to

fc
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2-#97 from Peiping, January 20,
noon

MET

to such a conference.

Koo seemed pessimistic about the

situation at Nanking and expressed himself as believing that
those now in power were without any positive policy in this

matter.

He left gor Nanking yesterday afternoon ostensibly

to attend the funeral of his brother, but I believe with

the idea that he is going to Hangchow to discuss the future
with Ohiang.

JOHNSON
RR-ÏÏSB
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Dated January 20, 1932

DEW

Rec* d 3:15 a.m.
Secretary of State,

Washington

793

99, January 20, 2 p.m.
Legation’s 94, January 19

(0

Following from American Consul General at Mukden:

04
01
œ

"January 19, 4 p.m.
A local Japanese newspaper reports this morning that
the main points concerning the formation of the new govern

ment have been practically decided.

They are briefly as

follows:
The territory shall include the three northeaster©
sC
d
provinces, Jehol and Mongolia, but for the present only’thefe
co
C
00
three northeastern provinces.

One.

Two.

Qualifications for citizenship.

Three.

(4-}

rest with the people who shall elect

a president.
The Government departments are Administrative, Justice
and Inspectorate.

Communications and Finance shall be
Chinese
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2«-#99 from Peiping tia N«R.,
January 20, 1932.

Chinese directly responsible to the Presi dent,the selection
of the President, it is thought, may be left to the three

governors;
According to a press report Chang Ohing Hui, Hsi Chia

and Tang Yu Lin’s representatives are expected to arrive at

Mukden shortly to attend a conference regarding this matter.
Both Tsung Shih Yi and Chang Ohing Hui are mentioned the

head of the new state.

Indications seem to point to

early developments in this connection.
JOHNSON

KLP-HPD
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From

GRAY
Shanghai via N, R
Dated January 20, 1932

0:10 a. mt

F4R FAS» AFFÆ

Secretary of State,

-n

Washington

D
m

apartment, of State

January 20, 5 p. m
During the past week there have been at least tlire

clashes between Chinese and Japanese,

the most serious of

which occurred early January 20th when a mob of Japanese
set fire to a small Chinese factory just beyond settlement

CD
*'
-p

limits apparently as a reprisal for an attack on Japanese

monks on January 18th.

In the ensuing fracas one Chinese

policeman of th'

International Settlement was killed and

several wounded

also one Japanese killed and two others

wounded,.

(H
Ü1
oo
to

Japanese member of the Council has declared to

council that Japanese were in the wrong' and there will be
probably no complications as regards the Settlement author

ities but the presence in Shanghai of irresponsible elements
among both Chinese and Japanese might easily provoke much

more serious disobedience in the future

Repeated to the Legation
CC

CUMIFGHAM
KLP

WSB

(0
CH

co
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Department of State
Division of Far Eastern Affairs
January 27, 1932.

Mr. Peck transmits herewith memoranda
of four conversations with various persons
which took place in December about the
time President Chiang Kai-shek resigned.
All four
but if you do
I have tagged
passages have

memoranda are interesting
not have time to read them,
a few pages on which certain
been marked.

The page tagged "1" deals with Dr.
Wellington Koo’s views on the question
of direct negotiations with Japan.
The page tagged "2" deals with Dr.
Koo's remarks on the calling of a con
ference under the four power treaty
rather than under the Nine Power Treaty.

The page tagged "3" deals with the
fear of the foreign representatives sent
by the League of Nations to China for
their personal safety.
The page tagged ”4" deals with a
brief stataent by a certain Dr. Loh
of the five chief difficulties con
fronting the Nanking Government.
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COPIES SENT TO
O.N.l. ANDM. I. flj
No.D-173

Ct. hi lxi_X

1Q.

/

■American Consulate General
Nanking, China.

am 9 32
Subject

D_c ember 24-,

JUf-f^culties Confr
National Governnen

he Chinese

Y atoôF- to Y>o sont tc.

11-e Honorable
3 Socrc

itâi uilice (A-0/0),

Ff
.4 r - ?4.1\
* ■

of State

•Ja.

uon.

.as ox possible interest

I have

the honor to enclose herewith Memoranda ox

held tn7’
domestic and i

1/

with Dx1. Koo

na 0 ional
December 1

for

the salient feature of this conversation was a suggestion

nade by Dr. Koo
at Geneva,
1932,

(see pages 4,

5 and 6)

that there be called

during the Disariaaxi-nt Conference in February,

a separate conference of representatives of the

signatories of the Nine Power Treaty,

to settle the

controversy in regard to Manchuria;

2/

with various persons,

December 14;

this Memorandum

recounts the efforts made by the Consulate General to

verify a revert that all the important officers of the
National Government were intending to leave tne Capital

on the following day;

in view of the fact that rather

general
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general credence was given to this report at the time,
I thought it worth while to go into considerable detail;

with Dr. Loh Chia-luen, December 14; on page 1 are

set forth the principal difficulties confronting the
Chinese Government, which led many people to believe that

the officials of the Government might abandon their posts
Dr. Loh’s analysis of the Government’s internal complica
tions will probably interest the Department;
with Dr. Loh Chia-luen; this Memorandum gives an eye

witness account of the student fracas which attended the
resignation of President Chiang Kai-shek.

Re sp e c tf ully your s,

American Consul General.
Enclosures :
Four, as already described.

Five copies to the Department.
Two copies to the Legation.
800
VJRP-T
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Enclosure No. 1 to despatch No.D-173 of Willys R.
Peck, American Consul General at Nanking, China,
dated December 24, 1931, on the subject; Difficul
ties Confronting the Chinese National Government.
MEMORANDUM OF CONVERSATION

December 13, 1931.
CONFIDENTIAL
Dr. V. K. Wellington Koo, Minister for Foreign Affairs.
Mr. Petek.
Mr. Peck said that Mr. Johnson was in Shanghai for the

week-end and that he, Mr. Peck, was not acting for Mr. Johnson,
but that a telegram had come from the Department which raised

one or two points which he thought it desirable to mention to
Dr. Koo.

Mr. Peck said that the Department was interested in the
question of the neutral zone which it had been proposed to

make near Chinchow.

Mr. Peck said that he had observed press

reports to the effect that the Chinese Government had more or

less dropped this proposal.

The Department might not be aware

of this and Mr. Peck inquired of Dr. Koo what was, actually,

the state of the proposal.
Dr. Koo said that Mr. Peck undoubtedly kept in close
touch with public feeling in China and he confirmed the im

pression that the idea of a neutral zone had been dropped. Dr.
Koo recalled that Mr. Peck had been present at the interview, on

November 24, when Dr. Koo had outlined to the British, American
and French Ministers the idea that Japan should give their

Governments a guarantee, after which the Chinese would withdraw
their
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their forces from this area
*

*
Dr

Koo and Mr
*

;«ck then

dlsoussec, briefly, the circumstances of the tala under standing

whioh subsequently arose, to the of feet that the Chinese
Goverarsont had node a direct proposal to the Japanese Gowrment

in this eon action
*
setter w

*
;r

loo said that the upshot of the whole

th&t the Chinese people wr

v« ry strongly opposed

to the idea of any neutral none at all.

»’he Itttlo ©orner of

territory in which Chinchov la situated la all that remains In
Manchuria under Chinese ndmlnlstratl^n, and popular aeatiaent
is unalterably opposed to say undertaking by the Chinese Govern

ment that ita forces shall be withdra n therefrom
*
quired of -r. <ecK, howev r, wither the

*
lr

.'.00 in

tate vepartnent were

especially interested in the idea of the neutral sone.

*
Mr

Fedie replied that th® ot'A .& Le pur trie nt was concern©- over the

possibility that there might be fighting in this area and the

Department hoped very sincerely thet some method might be
arrived at which would prevent any hostilities around or

concerned with Chinchow.

*
Mr

Peck inquires of It* Koo whether

he thought that th® proposal ml^it be revived with any prospect
of suoossâ if the League of Stations ver® to be substituted for

the three Governments first nnmec In this connection.

replying to Mr
*

Peck’.' question, Lr
*

Koo said that the

Chinese people felt a greatly dlaialcheu confidence in the

League of itations and he thought they would not be Inclined to
place reliance on a guarantee given to the League
*

*
Mr

Peck asked Dr. Koo what effect had been produced on

th® publia mind in Chine by th® publication of the League's

resolution on lecenber 9
*

*
Lr

Koo said the Chinese public woo

«
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not satisfied with the corral 5.^1 on which tho resolution

provided should b® aunt to Manchuria, because the ©omission
lied r»;cly power to report on

the situation, and had no

authority to decide anything,

L-r. Koo w id tbnt China had

been greatly disappoint©»

by the resolution end by the handling

f the Manchurian controversy by the Council of the Laag?»
He eaid that the que tion brought before the vounoil by Chin»
had been tho military invasion of :.»anehuria by Japan, an

action which wu la violation not only of

.rticle XI of the

covenant, but also of the Kellogg I sot and of the Nine
:. ower Treaty, which latter docmacnt guvrtmtccs tn© territorial

Integrity of Chine,

r, Koo said Lht the Council, Instead

of dealing frankly /ith this issue, had ep arently been swayec

by th© is! itery po
er
*

of Japan, and the resolution which it had

passed on i«©ember v seems to :.ave been Irene c’ with a view to
providing the Council with e wans of exit from l.t« dlf;loulty.

ï‘he reoouition did not deal with tlu: question which bed been
brought before the Council by Chirr

thought that the prestige

rt the ocglnnia»

i-T, XOO

.-f the League vwu.d h?;v© bwen greatly

enhance: if it had expressed itself definitely in dlcapprobetion

of Japan’s action, even though Japan b bs< qucntly had refused

to abide by the Council’s decision
Mr, Pock then said tiret ir. 'Coo might be inter©ated in

having a copy of sane exerpte from a couple of ;mbs. .-Ages gsent by
; resident Hoover to Congress, which excerpts relutec to the
Manchurian con troveray j also in a published stete^nt me© by

the

ecretsry of Ctatc on booember 10, relating to the same
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Mr, Peek observe;. thit in giving e copy of these

statements to ±>r. iCoo, as telegraphed by the repartaient « he

m not giving bits, any confidentiel laf onction, since these
btatenants bad been subit ah®.., but still he thought Dr, Kfto

might 11
*®

to have tbm

,vr. Xoo sold thrt he ■.«»..> glad to get

the copy ^nieh ;~r. ?cak goto hln, bcanuao t « published eeoooate

oeemeâ rallier fragmentary, and he then proceeded to read the

copy handed to hi..: by .,îr, reek
*

«-Xtcr w lug the copy, ir, Xoo

said t ;at the stnt© ;ents made the position of th© Jolted State®

«uica ol&arei' loan it :mû boon.
*.r, Koo asked •■■.lx
*

.‘«ak whether tnc ;’.oeretary of State

really thougnt that China and Japan should negotiate directly
for a aettXwavnt of the ilanchurian controversy.

Mr. reek said

that this oviaentXVx w® th® thought of the .teerotary of state
*
He said that he had nut esan &ny 1au1ontian given by the
caretary of the precise .«jthod in vhioh the negotiation® might

be initluteu and eond ioted, but be thi}iie;at that the eoretary
v;ea oertalnly of the opinion »hat Jr.yun and China should find

some “ay to dleouaa and settle the i?.at
.cr
*
*
ur

between thœaselves
*

Koo aboerved that in the oonver.^ntlon with i:r. P
*elc

he wa meï'ely lolloping out lineu

thought, and wa® not, of

course, fMklng any definite proposal®,

v1th thia preface, tr,

<oo reasrkec tant he carefully distinguished bet een the
subject® which might one up in the course of discussion®

between snina and Japan, if negotiation® were to be opened
*

first thing which would hav® to be
of evacuation
*

The

isouased would ba the matter

Vi^on that had been settled doubtless there would

be a n mb r of other qovation® raised by Japan
*

It was antlelpated
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by the Chinaoe that the Japanese might take advantage both
&t their military occupation of 'Saacharla ©nd of the opening

of nagotlotlons to rale® tany other issues, la adltlon to
that of evacuation.

It. Koo aeorte-i thst thate other questions

relating to laanahurlo bed e very profound and Lraportnnt Interest

for many nation® besides China,

xhey were in feet internat! n»l

question® end eonoornec especially later anti anal relatione
centering the Peolflc aixa.

For example, he said, if Japan

were to renaia in military occupation of Uenchurla, far r aching

effect» would, or might, be produced jn the relative sttu«,lons

of other nations in this area.

ir. Koo referred to the Four

; owvr Treaty signed by the United States, Greet trits in, franca

end Japfin at

ashington on December If, 1Î21, relating to

insular ;:o is ^salons and lanulr-r djmlnl: ns in the region of the
raclfie vvoan, and recalled that Lt vas provided in t at Treaty
that if any controveray erase the contrneting parties should

convene a Joint conference to corsIder and adjust the controversy.
He said that the Mine Jo cr Treaty relating to prinelaies and
policies had not provldet’ so explicitly for a conference, but it
awKset. to hiu that this Î4anchurlan controversy

es of e type

similar to the sort of difficulty foreseen in the Four Powr
Treaty and that it could beat be settled by r joint oonferonoe of

all the Powers donearne--.

~r. '<00 expresses the hope thnt this

idee might be oomunioota s to ths Department of -State for its

noneIteration, not as a proposal, but simply as oac of several
possible methods of handling the iaattor.

lir. Peofc said that the Chinese had objected to ths résolut ion
of Deoamber » passed by the Council of the langue» on the ground
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& **

that the proeeedire which it provided for would take a

greet deal a- tU
e
*

to carry out, and thct th» lapaa of tUu

we » advantageous to Japan, wMlo

1 ®a dva a takeout
*

to China.

He afrkat •«•tether it mH not t.ak«; & long tine to ooitWN th®

some r« nee %hich ~r. ’Too had eug&eatec: and whether, frt
*
*
China'

«tehüpolnt, this would not be a diradv^tag®.

ir. -oo ra-.-Aûrk®
voulLC be- »,«!•

the,t in February, at Ceatv®, there

conferone®, nt wnloh all th® Foyers

a

oonosrned would be ropr.. r.-onto-:.
a eoaparaslTely

;i« thought that it wuld be

I’.spie nwteer ao aoavoks a aopnra te confer®nee

in üeneva hb that tlue, juat &■.■

ùon« nt a ie

conf’ers.iOa In cu.u.action with facirlc affair.;.

trihln^ton
it, i-iso said

tint it -ou -ù ^ractly tone to pacify public .-. pinion tn china

C ainacu JoVdra^at ooulc ann.'-unoe titet ' ;

if tà

oontroT«rsy

In ^-anc-iiU
*
lt> eould b® dettlof. by a ocuA-roao® in Ctoneva,
of natiuno h^viKg

by *
sc;itvt,iv
rup7®
a
in tlv.t

aotuel inter®, t

a, Lwt'itc e-f a uerely »e«sMWiict la tereat, sueh as

tlM3
b.r. .••eo-'x a.^kôfi br. Xo • to explain «aet he

expïTjiisi<>A "th© '.'G’^srs a no®rnci<iM.

.eant by the

Ko asked »hethar fir. Xoo

■.•'.rant thudo ,.’i>«e?3 -hlah alght f«el that they wort econ-nicfilly

interested in

ft eat ion in

Manohurie, t>x 'thet-itr He i-.&d
it.

other olasai-»

Koo »aid that by "th® honore •onoemad
*

he 4&®.ut those powers thrt are signatories of the Treaties
matl -ae • by the President and the Seerct^ry of ritate in their
,
*
kV.te^nt

jf which a copy han Just been handed to bin.

(Tfote)!
‘hllo ir. iCoo thus Included the Xollogg üriand
iaet signatories in his ©lass if1oation, l*
e«,
practically
all the notions of the world, !îr. Peek inferred tiwt he
really bed in siad the Hine Fewer Treaty signatories.)
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American Consul General at Nankin.; • o'!
her 24, 1931, on the subject Difficul
the Chinese Natlojial-.Gpvernrient

Peck

MBlaQAANDUM
CONFIDENTIAL

December 14, 1931.
Subject:

Possible Displacement of Present
Regime in Nanking.

On December 12, about 4 p.m. Mr. Dyer, an American

adviser in the National Health Administration, called on
Mr. Peck and informed him, confidentially, that Dr. J.
Heng-liu, Director General of the National Health Adminis

tration, had told him and Dr. Borcic, of the same

organization, that morning that practically all of the
heads of the Government in Nanking had decided to resign

their posts.

Dr. Liu said that when this information was

given to him, he had been told that he, Dr. Liu, must

remain.
ing.

Apparently he would be the only one thus remain

All other important posts would be filled by

appointees of the Canton faction.
*
../

Mr. Dyer said that it was rumored that this wholesale

departure of political leaders from Nanking might take
place on the day following, i.e., December 13, or possibly
on December 14.

Mr. Dyer said that he assumed Mr. Peck knew

about this plan.

Mr. Peck said that he had not heard of this contemplated
wholesale resignation, although he had been informed by a

newspaper man (Reuters Bulletin Service W.R.P.) that the

Canton Government leaders were meeting in Hongkong to discuss

appointments to important posts in the Government at Nanking,

to
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to fill the place of the present incumbents.

Mr. Peck

said that he would at once endeavor to verify the report.

Mr. Dyer said that the immediate purpose of his call
was to find out what plans for evacuation the Consulate
General had made, since there might be disorders when the

members of the Government left Nanking.

Mr. Dyer said that

the persons most alarmed were the foreign representatives
sent by the League of Nations to assist the Chinese Govern

ment.

He said that these representatives had been quartered

in the building of the "Over-Seas Chinese Reception Hall",

mainly so that they might easily be given police protection.
Mr. Dyer said that it had been proposed to place some of

these people in his residence, but he had succeeded in

forestalling this.
Mr. Peck said that the Consulate General had an

evacuation plan, of which Consul Meyêr had charge, and he
telephoned to Mr. Meyer’s residence to ask him to come to
the Consulate, but Mr. Meyer was out at the moment.

Mr. Peck excused himself from Mr. Dyer and arranged
to call on the Mayor of Nanking, Mr. V^ei Tao-ming.

Mr. Peck told the Mayor of the report which he had
heard that practically all of the important members of the

Government were about to resign, their places to be filled

by Canton appointees, and he asked whether the Mayor thought
this was true.

The Mayor at first made a general denial of

the report, but although he ultimately admitted that there
was some basis for it, he insisted that nothing had been
decided and that the members of the Government were still

looking into the matter, with a view to deciding upon their

course
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course of action.

The Mayor said that, in any case, the

change would not be a complete sweep, and would not be
accompanied by any disturbance, since it would be a purely

political measure, and not military.

Mr. Peck remarked that

he had a heavy responsibility in relation to the safety of
American citizens in Nanking and he asked that the Mayor

give him advance notice, if there seemed to be any prospect
of trouble in Nanking.

The Mayor promised to do this.

Mr. Peck said that he understood that General Chien
Ming-shu had brought troops into the city.

The Mayor said

that not many of General Chien’s troops were in the city,
possibly a few thousand in or near the city, and that most
of them were placed along the Shanghai-Nanking Railway.

On returning to the Consulate Mr. Peck telephoned to
the French Minister, to inquire whether the fatter had any
information about the reported resignations.

M. Wilden

replied that he had heard on the morning of December 12,

1931, that these wholesale resignations were being consider
ed, but he had no information to the effect that they had
actually been deciddd upon.

It was agreed that if either

M. Wilden or Mr. Peck received definite information later,
he would communicate with the other.

Mr. Peck likewise telephoned to the British Legation

and talked with Mr. Price, Secretary to the British Minister,
Mr. Price said that the British Minister had talked with

Dr. V. K. Wellington Koo that morning, but that the Chinese

Minister

V
\
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course of action.

The Mayor said that, in any case, the

change would not be a complete sweep, and would not be

accompanied by any disturbance, since it would be a purely
political measure, and not military.

Mr. Peck remarked that

he had a heavy responsibility in relation to the safety of
American citizens in Nanking and he asked that the Mayor
give him advance notice, if there seemed to be any prospect

of trouble in Nanking.

The Mayor promised to do this.

Mr. Peck said that he understood that General Chien

Ming-shu had brought troops into the city.

The Mayor said

that not many of General Chien’s troops were in the city,

possibly a few thousand in or near the city, and that most
of them were placed along the Shanghai-Nanking Railway.

On returning to the Consulate Mr. Peck telephoned to

the French Minister, to inquire whether the latter had any
information about the reported resignations.

M. Wilden

replied that he had heard on the morning of December 12,
1931, that these wholesale resignations were being consider
ed, but he had no information to the effect that they had

actually been deoiddd upon.

It was agreed that if either

M. Wilden or Mr. Peck received definite information later,

he would communicate with the other.

Mr. Peck likewise telephoned to the British Legation
and talked with Mr. Price, Secretary to the British Minister

Mr. Price said that the British Minister had talked with
Dr. V. K. Wellington Koo that morning, but that the Chinese

Minister

j 7 ‘1
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Minister for Foreign Affairs had made no reference to any

proposed resignations.

Mr. Price asked Mr. Teiohman,

Counselor of the British Legation, whether he had heard
anything about the matter.

Mr. Price told Mr. Peck that

Mr. Teichman had not heard about the rumored resignations,
and thought that the story might be merely a Chinese "face

saving” device.
Mr. Peck tried to get in telephone communication with

Mr. T. V. Soong, Minister of Finance, or with his Secretary,
Mr. M. Y. Tang, but was informed in English by the telephone

operator at the Ministry of Finance central telephone ex
change, that the Minister and everybody living in his house

had gone to Shanghai that afternoon.

Mr. Peck inquired

whether Dr. Koo, or some of his secretaries, were not still

living in Mr. Soong’s residence, and was told that there

was no one living in Mr. Soong’s residence.
Mr. Peck telephoned to Dr. J. Heng-liu and without

revealing to him the source of his information he asked
Dr. Liu whether he might call upon him and discuss with him
the report that certain members of the Government were about
to leave Nanking.

Dr. Liu hastily told Mr. Peok that he

really knew nothing about the matter, that he had not heard

of it.

A little later, however, Dr. Liu said that the

substitution of other officials for the present incumbents

would not, in any c«ise, be a substitution en bloc.

Dr. Liu

asked who had told Mr. Peok about the matter and Mr. Peck
said that he had received information from several persons,

none
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none of whom wished to be quoted.

Mr. Peek said that the

best informed of these persons had been a Chinese, who

said that the matter of the resignations was "still under
consideration”.

It was after this that Dr. Liu admitted

that some such move was contemplated.
(Note: Mr. Peck felt that it was rather gratuitous
for Dr. Liu to disclaim posession of the information
which he had already given to Mr. Dyer and Dr. Borcic,
but of course Mr. Peck did not show this irritation.
W.R.P.)

Mr. Peck telephoned to Mr. Chao, Reuter representative
in Nanking, and asked whether Mr. Chao had any confirmation

of the rumored resignations.

Mr. Chao said that he had

heard that the matter was under consideration but he had

not heard that it was so imminent as reported by Mr. Peck.
He said that he would enoeavor to look into the rumor and

would inform Mr. Peck what he learned.

Mr. Peck telephoned to Dr. Borcic and the latter said
that Dr. Liu had been told that the reported exodus of high

officials was definitely going to take place.

Dr. Borcic

had heard nothing that would throw doubt on the credibility

of the report.
Mr. Peck then sent a telegram to the Department

summarising the results of these investigations.

The

telegram was repeated to Mr. Johnson at Shanghai and to

the Legation.

On Sunday December 13, Mr. Peck telephoned to Dr.
Hsu Mo, of the Foreign Office and asked for an interview

with Dr. Koo, the Minister for Foreign Affairs.

After the

lapse of considerable time Dr. Hsu Mo telephoned to Mr. Peck

saying
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saying that Dr. Koo would see Mr. Peck at 5 o’clock at

the Officers
*

Moral Endeavor Association.

A separate memorandum has been prepared dealing

with other subjects talked about in the conversation
between Dr. Koo and Mr. Peck; but in regard to the rumored
resignations Dr. Koo told Mi
*.

Peck that the Canton faction

had demanded that it be allowed to appoint certain
important Government officials and that it was a possibility

that the Nanking Government would ’’take In” some of the
Southern leaders.

Dr. Koo said that the Canton Government

was, itself, split into two factions.

In one of these

factions Mr. Wang Ching-wei was the principal leader.

The

other faction was out principally for ’’Canton for the

Cantonese".

The latter faction was not especially interested

in national affairs.

He confirmed Mr. Peck’s suggestion that

General Chien Chi-tiang was the leader of the second faction,

but he said that Hu Han-min was the most important person

in it.

If Southern leaders were taken into the Government

at Nanking it would be from Mr. Wang Ching-wei’s Party.
(Note: Mr. T. V. Soong, Minister of Finance,
accompanied by Dr. Rajchman, adviser from the
League of Nations, and by other personnel, had
left Nanking by airplane for Shanghai at 4 p.m.
December 12. One theory propounded was that he
had gone to Shanghai to meet the Southern re
presentatives, Sun Fo and others, to arrange the
distribution of the posts to be given to Canton.
W.R.P.)
Mr. Peck asked Dr. Koo whether he, Dr. Koo, would be
one of the persons replaced by a Southern appointee.

Dr. Koo

gave no definite reply to this question but did say that he
had been told by some of the very persons who were fomenting
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the student agitations that although Dr. Koo was the
principal target for their attacks, they had no particular

grudge against him; that the attacks were designed to over

throw the Government, and were not intended to single out
Dr. Koo, since he was merely utilized as a target for the

attack on the Government as a whole.
Dr. Koo did not appear to be willing to discuss the

political situation in concrete terms and he told Mr. Peck

that he must not be quoted in reference to anything he had
said about the "internal situation".
(Note: The whole subject of the contemplated
resignations is being kept extremely secret and
it is evident either that the plans have not been
made, or that all those persons who may know about
them are afraid to discuss them. W.K.P.)

Mr. Dyer dined at the Consulate on the evening of
December 13.

Questioned by Mr. Peck he said that Dr. J.

Heng-llu still insisted that the wholesale resignations
would take place, but Dr. Liu insisted that strict secrecy
be observed by Mr. Dyer and Dr. Borcid, to whom Dr. Liu had

given some information regarding the matter.
Mr. Vaughan, of the Standard Oil Company, likewise
dined at the Consulate and told Mr. Peck privately that

Mr. Perry Hutton, the American operator of the private air
plane of Marshal Chang Hsueh-liang, had told Mr. Vaughan

that there would be a wholesale departure of Government
leaders from Nanking.

Mr. Perry Hutton said that Mrs. V.

K. Wellington Koo had come by airplane to Nanking from

Peiping and had intended to return to Peiping, but on
December 12 had suddently changed her mind and gone to
Shanghai instead.

Mr. Perry Hutton told Mr. Vaughan that
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he had been sent back to Peiping, but he expected
to be ordered to return to Nanking almost immediately

and that he expected also to take away some of the

important leaders from Nanking, when he should arrive.
About 11 a.m. December 14, Mr. Vaughan telephoned
to Mr. Peck that the Standard Oil Company had just re

ceived a telegram from Mr. Perry Hutton stating that
he would arrive in Nanking from Peiping on December
14.

Mr. Vaughan said that he supposed Mr. Perry Hutton

expected to take away some of the Government personnel

and if he, Mr. Vaughan, received any further news he

would at once inform Mr. Peck.
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Enclosure ITo. 3 to despatch Ho. D-173 of Willys 3. Peck,
American Consul General at Nanking, China, dated Decem
ber 24, 1931, on the subject:
Difficulties Confronting
the Chinese National Government.

Memorandum of Conversation

December 14, 1931

Subject:

The Dangerous Situation of the Chinese
Government.

Dr. Loh Chia-luen, of the Central Political Institute,
Wanking.
Mr. Peck, Counselor of Legation.

Dr. Loh and Mr. Peck coxiversed for an hour and a
half.

Observations made by Dr. Loh in regard to the

dangerous situation in which the Chinese Government

now finds itself may be summarized as follows:

The National Government (1) is practically with
out money,

(2) it is menaced by well-organized Communism

entrenched in the very heart of the country and working
relentlessly to overthrow the republican form of Govern
ment,

(3) it is struggling to overcome the effects of

a colossal flood in recent months, which has entailed
tremendous suffering and roused a feeling of mutinous

discontent among the masses,

(4) it has struggled for

almost three months to recover its rights in Manchuria
and is now bearing the odium of having adopted a futile
policy, and (o) it is sinking under a nation-wide
political attack, undeserved, but carried out in a way

which practically precludes any measures in self-defense
Dr. Loh elaborated each of these points as follows:

(1)
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(1)

Without going to the causes of the

Finances.

Government's financial stringency, Dr. Loh said that
the Government had had to borrow from the Chinese public

in the last few years between $700,000,000 and $800,000,000.

Most of these bonds are outstanding and must be.met.

The

necessary economies put in force by the Government have
inevitably fomented discontent and disloyalty.

For

example, the pay of a Colonel in the army is not more
than $60.uO per month, and in the lower grades of com

missioned officers, such as Captains and Lieutenants,
goes as low as w20.00 per month.

On this scale of pay

officers are unable to keep their heads- above water, or
to support their families, and are necessarily trying to

This money difficulty hampers the

"think a way out".

Government in every sort of activity.
(2)

Communism.

Economic distress among the masses

of the people, caused by floods, boycotts, wars, banditry,
etc., renders them,

just as in the case of the officers

in the army, desperate.

In this mood they instinctively

blame the National Government and quite naturally are
trying to find some way out of their distress.

This makes

them extremely receptive to Communist propaganda.

Communism is well-organized, both in respect of those
areas in which Soviet Governments have been set up and

are functioning, as in Kiangsi and Hupeh, and in respect
of the methods through which it injects its propaganda

into the mass of the population, the student and working
classes, etc.
(3)

Floods.

The tremendous

difficulty which the

Government is meeting in trying to alleviate the

destitution
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destitution of tens of millions of flood sufferers is
so well-known that Dr. Loh did not take time to go into
that.
(4)

The Manchurian Controversy.

The military

invasion of Manchuria by Japan has roused the people again

to the danger to be feared from Japan's predatory designs
on China.

This fear and resentment would find natural

The reasoning is

expression in armed retaliation.

that even if the Chinese should lose in their fight with
Japan and the Japanese should,

as a result, rob China

of Manchuria, nevertheless to fight would be better
than to suffer this loss without a struggle, for in the

latter event llanchuriu will be only the first of Japan's
thefts.

Japan will be undeterred by any consideration

of caution, and Shantung will be the next occupied area,

to be followed by Dukien,

etc.

As opposed to the

policy of fighting for their just rights and national
existence, the national Goverixment has steadily adhered

to a policy of trusting to the League of Dations to
bring about the withdrawal of Japanese troops from the
territory tney nave occupied.

In so doing, in the

popular estimation, the national Government has met with

lamentable failure, for the Japanese troops have not

withdrawn, nor is there a time limit set for their
withdrawal,

hot only that, Japan is even insisting that

Chinese troops shall be withdrawn from the Chinchow

area, the last remaining fragment of territory in

Manchuria controlled by China.
(5)

Political Attack.

Utilizing the Manchurian

diplomatic
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diplomatic defeat as the pretext,

various forces seek

ing the over-throw of the national Government have fomented

a nation-wide attack on the Government, manifested,

principally througn the student agitations.

The Govern

ment has not lost its hope in the international method

of protecting its rights in Manchuria,

is im

but it

possible to convince the general public, who base their
conviction of failure on the facts as they exist today

in Manchuria, almost three months after the first

Japanese invasion,
are unarmed;

at Mukden.

The hordes of students

generally they refrain from violence.

the Government were to shed their blood,

it could not

survive the indignation that would follow.
feels that,

somehow,

If

The public

the students are being utilized

and may be deluded, but nevertheless their motives are
patriotic, and they must not be wounded or killed.

The

thousands of students not only descend physically on

the Capital and everywhere obstruct means of commu
nication,

etc.,

but they are fatally lowering the

prestige of the Government by their fault-finding.
The Government must have some respect from the people

if it is to be able to function successfully.

the eyes of a large portion of the public,

concerns Manchuria,

so

Mow,

in

far as

it stands convicted of failure and

stupidity, not to mention cowardice and readiness to

allow Japan to continue robbing China until the nation
is extinguished.

These five causes have so lowered the National
Government in the respect and regard of the

Chinese

people
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people that it would, seem almost inevitable that the

present leaders of the Government give up in despair,
unless, in some way,

tnat Government can get some

credit in the eyes of the public.

Apparently, the

present leaders will not be able to bring this about
themselves; the process of sinking has gone too far.

If some assistance could come from the outside, the
Government could then carry on again.

Dr. Loh, in reply to a question, said that he feared
if President Chiang Kai-shek resigned there would be a

nation-wide debacle.

He feared that unified control

of the armed forces throughout the provinces, already
weak, would in that event completely disappear, and wars

of all dimensions would ensue,

producing chaos.

Dr.

Loh could not think of any other individual to whom the
rank and file of the provincial military leaders would
feel loyalty.

He did not think the Government,

itself,

at this stage of the game would command their loyalty.
Dr. Loh said that President Chiang Kai-shek was

debating the question of his resignation.

naturally,

his own impulse was to step aside and let some one

else, who might feel himself more capable,

the burden.

shoulder

If they stepped aside at this juncture,

under universal attack, President Chiang and his
associates would save their reputations,

since they

would resign in deference to popular demand, whereas

to continue meant only added difficulties and less

appreciation.

'/RP:MCL
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Enclosure No. 4 to despatch No. D-173 of Willys R. Peck
American Consul General at Nanking, China, dated Decern-’
her 24, 1931, on the subject: Difficulties Confronting
the Chinese National Government.

Memorandum of Conversation.
December 15, 1931.

Subject:

Resignation of President Chiang Kai-shek.

Dr. Loh Chia-luen, of the Central Political Institute.
Mr. Peck, Counselor of Legation.

At the invitation of Dr. Loh Mr. Peck called on
him at 4 p.m.

Dr. Loh gave the following account of the resigna

tion of President Chiang Kai-shek.

On December 5, 1931,

Mr. Hu Han-min, who had identified himself with the
seceding faction at Canton and is now in Canton, sent
a telegram to President Chiang Kai-shek saying that if

the latter did not resign, the Cantonese would set up

a separate government at Canton.

President Chiang,

after much consideration, then submitted his resignation

to the Central Executive Committee of the Nationalist
Party and urged that it be accepted, on the ground that

he wanted to bring about internal peace at any price.

The Central Executive Committee met this morning at the
Central Party Headquarters and after deliberating over

the matter for two or three hours, decided to accept
President Chiang’s resignation and appoint Mr. Lin Sen,

President of the Legislative Yuan as Acting President of

the Government.

This is in accordance with the Pro

visional Constitution, since President Chiang was also
President
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Enclosure No. 4 to despatch No. D-173 of Willys R. Peck
American Consul General at Nanking, China, dated Decern-’
her 24, 1931, on the subject: Difficulties Confronting
the Chinese National Government.

Memorandum of Conversation.

December 15, 1931.

Resignation of President Chiang Kai-shek.

Subject:

Dr. Loh Chia-luen, of the Central Political Institute.
Mr. Peck, Counselor of Legation.
O'-"

—

'At the invitation of Dr. Loh Mr. Peck called on

him at 4 p.m.

Dr. Loh gave the following account of the resigna

tion of President Chiang Kai-shek.

Cn December 5, 1931,

Mr. Hu Han-min, who had identified himself with the

seceding faction at Canton and is now in Canton, sent
a telegram to President Chiang Kai-shek saying that if

the latter did not resign, the Cantonese would set up
a separate government at Canton.

President Chiang,

after much consideration, then submitted his resignation
to the Central Executive Committee of the Nationalist

Party and urged that it be accepted, on the ground that

he wanted to bring about internal peace at any price.

The Central Executive Committee met this morning at the

Central Party Headquarters and after deliberating over

the matter for two or three hours, decided to accept
President Chiang’s resignation and appoint Mr. Lin Sen,

President of the Legislative Yuan as Acting President of

the Government.

This is in accordance with the Pro

visional Constitution, since President Chiang was also
President
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Presideut of the Executive Yuan, and. that poet having
become vacant, the President of the Legislative Yuan

is the next in succession.

General Ch’en Ming-shu

was appointed to be Acting President of the Executive
Yuan.

Matters had reached this stage, about 11:30 a.m.,
when the students, after doing considerable damage to
a part of the Foreign Office buildings, arrived in a

great crowd at the Central Party Headquarters and
demanded admittance.

This was refused by the police

men at the main entrance, and these policemen

were then

overpowered by the students, who made their way into

the main enclosure.

There they were opposed by some of

the officers of the Party Headquarters, the latter being

unprovided with armed guards, at least at that time.
The members of the Central Executive Committee, learning
oi the disturbance, sent two of their number, Dr. Ts’ai
Yuan-p’ei and General Ch’en Ming-shu, out to quell it.

These two men were at once surrounded by the students

and beaten.

Dr. Ts’ai Yuan-p’ei suffered severe injuries

and is now in the Central Hospital.

General Ch’en,

likewise, suffered an injury, from a blow on the head.
The students were armed with wooden clubs and iron

bars and at least one revolver.

This weapon was seized

by the police who finally came in force and fired warn
ing shots in the air, thus finally dispersing the

students.

In the meantime, however, at least three

shots were fired by the students, presumably from the
revolver in question, although the details have not been

learned
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It is significant to note that in the

first ranks of the students were some with red arm bands
and with a red flag, the latter, also, having been seized

These students professed themselves to be Communists.

JJ.1 the students were released.

The object of the

students seems to have been to bring about the arrest or

injury of some of their number, so that the Government

could be accused of perpetrating an ’’atrocity" on
students.

WHPîMCL
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from ...Japan..____ ______ ______ (....Forbes..............) dated
TO

REGARDING:

Appointment of Prince Kanin,as Chief of the General Staff of the Japanese
Army,it is thought will curb the activities of certain junior officers which
has been difficult since the beginning of the Manchurian affair.
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regarding:
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the Manchurian situation.

Is

DAted

Dec. 18, 1931,
i-i 127

m
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from____ Nanking__ _____ __ <____ Peck____ j
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3* MANCHURIAN CRISIS

I

The League of Nations Council met again no November 16
I

under the chairmanship of M. Briand, French Foreign Minister

Ü•

Meetings, public and private, continued intermittently until
Before and

the end of November with no resolution adopted.

during the session, information available In Nanking was to
the effect that Japanese troops engaged In further
*

aggres

sive acts in an attempt to seize the whole of Manchuria.
Following November 8, the peace of the native city of Tien
tsin was disturbed, and the Japanese were suspected of

having engineered the disturbances.

The Chinese military

authorities tried to restore order, but were not entirely
successful.

General Ma Chan-shan, who was during the month appoint
ed Vice-Commander of the Manchurian ’’Defence Army”, and
Acting Chairman and later Chairman of the Heilungkiang
Provincial Government, was greatly honored by people in

the Nanking consular district and else
;here
*

as "the only

military leader who had performed his duty by defending

the country.”

With the interruption of traffic on ths

Taonan-Angangchi Railway, however, General Ma could
receive no supply of munitions and food stuffs.

He was

also deprived of his principal source of revenue from
that railway with which to pay his soldiers.

Reinforce

ments, even if they were actually despatched, could not
reach Heilungkiang without first engaging the Japanese

forces or Mongolian bandits, and General Ma was, therefore,
credited with havixig put up a good fight even after the

loss of Tsitsihar on November 18.
A stream
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A stream of telegrams were received by the Govern

ment authorities in Nanking requesting that reinforcements
be sent to General Ma.

The telegrams stated that this

could not be taken to mean that China was declaring war
against Japan.

It meant only that Chine was acting in

self defence against the violation of her territories,

which was entirely legitimate.

Similar telegrams were

reported to have been received by Marshal Chang Hsueh-

llang, Vice Commander-In-Chief of the National Forces,
who, also, took no action in the matter and who was thus
denounced by the public for his disloyalty to the country.

Unsuccessful in inducing the National Government to render
irnme‘late assistance ".0 General Ma, a campaign for funds
in aid of the Heilungkiang provincial troops was launched

by Chinese public bodies in practically all of the cities

in the Nanking consular district and olsov/here.

The remit

tances were first made through the Bank of China and other
Chinese-owned banks.

Fearing that the remittances might

be seized by Japanese troops in th© some manner os the

salt revenue was detained, the money was latei’ remitted
through the branches of the National City Bank of New York
(American) and the Hongkong Shanghai Banking Corporation

(British) at Harbin, so the reports said.

All remittances

were accompanied by messages "commending and comforting”
General Ma for the gallant fight which troops under his

command had put up against the Japanese invaders, and
urging then to continue their resistance with a view to
frustrating the attempt of the Japanese to seize the Three
Eastern Provinces.
imultaneously
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Simultaneously, numerous student bodies from different
parts of the country came to Nanking petitioning the Govern

ment to declare war against Japan and demanding that severe
punishments be given to those high military officers who had
allowed the Japanese invaders to seize Chinese territories,

without offering resistance.

The students also questioned

the Chinese diplomatic authorities in regard to the truth

of the rumors concerning "direct negotiations with Japan",
"neutral area in Manchuria" and’’foreign control of Tientsin."

The students were on practically all occasions received. îhe
uniform answers of the Government authorities wore;

(1)

that the Government would take most effective measures to
defend the counti’y should the League of Nations fail to
reach a fair and just settlement; (2) that the rumors re

ferred to above were either Japan’s proposals to the League
or her propaganda; and (3) that students should continue to

study hard in order to prepare themselves to serve the
country at a future date.

At tho Fourth National Congress

of Kuomintang Delegates, General Chiang Kai-shok stated
that he would personally proceed to the North to cope with

the situation.

This gave rise to inquiries, by telegrams

and in person, in respect of the exact date of Chiang’s

departure.
he will

His only reply, so far made public, has been that

leave the Capital immediately after the adjournment

of the forthcoming First Plenary Session of the new Fourth
Central executive Committee which will be convened in Nanking

late in December, 1931, or early in January, 1932.

It was

understood that many other student bodies were to come to
Nanking for the same purpose early in December.
The
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SEE----------- 8?3.QP/11725_____________________

FOR _.#D-1?1

from------ Hanking.------------ -------- <........ Peck........... } DATED
TO

REGARDING:

NAME

Dec,,23,. 1931
1-1127

Chinchow situation. Statement of General Wu
Tieh-cheng in regard to the attack on Chinchow by the Japanese. He stated that if Marsh
!
*
Chang Hsueh-liang should surrender Chinchow
without resistance he would be politically dead.
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Chang Hsueh-liang should surrender Chinchow
without resistance he would be politically dead
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:.,
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*
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Political, Military, llplomtic, Financial, etc.

He a«id
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for
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ff ids cabinet.
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which sees®;, to bs tnrehtc..-ji.ig, Ij» said th«t if .-.«hi-rehal

G hang J!s'<xeh-’i Isag should surrender Ghiuch-»- ••itMuî
resistance he «ou-.û be politically dead, «ad tant the sam

thing was true of the ilnti a®l Oov
ram®nt,
*

for th® sentimnt

of the entire country was bitterly opposed to such e course,

hsn Ur. ionaid asXc® whetht'r the National Oovsrn ent
would sand military &s«lstanec to Wsrehal Chan® Usueh-linng

in
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the latter had to a® fend cMlnehow against a Japanese

attack, Central ft'u asked what Japan woild do if the Watloael
>Jov®rn ent brought troops fro®

Chinohow garrison.
it a deal®.r«Ua» or

of China»

th® ?^>'.ith to reinforce the

Ho Inquired whether Jspaa would hot oonstder

er a ad blockade and selxa t\li th® sea port®

Mr. l»nald ws»rk«^

that China must under no

olrou'.;i» tenons declare war against Japan, but It wu-d be

Justified in resisting In seif-defense.

Saner al ; u sailed

attention to th® fact that the only route by whieh reinforoe;wnta

eoule be sent to Chiaeh

from inside the -ïell would be by way

or Jabol, for the Japensee naval vessels oouic eaf.ily desir.y

the railway at ^hanhaikwan and uhln>en£teo by shell fire.
Peek ©Âpres ed soeie doubt whether the garni»
»
*

<£r.

at and near

Chlaehjw, whioh &, rone Id thought numbered about thirty
thousand, would actually resist tlae Japanese to the extent of

owaplete annihilation»

Central

u thought tiiey eould be relief

on to resist and Mr. ^nald arid they would zetreat under pressure

In fact, he said, military c^nsleerstions would compel the
garrison to retre.-.t sono distance frosa Chineh>w st th® very
cutset, owing to the faut that at Chlnohow the wermii w»s

not favorable for making ft defense»
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In response to your inquiry

with regard to China
s
*

sovereignty

in relation to Manchuria, I submit

materials hereunder.
A revised and amended

memorandum will come forward later.

SKH/2MF

?
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DIVISION OF FAR EASTERN AFFAIRS
January 13, 1932.
Manchuria;

Relation to China Prope

18

It is felt that recognition by Japan of China’s

F /D E W

and China’s Sovereignty thereover.

sovereignty over Manchuria is adequately implied from

point of view of formal evidence, in provisions of

tween Japan and Russia and the Treaty of Peking of
December 22, 1905, between China and Japan.
Particular attention is invited to Articles III-VT
of the Treaty of Portsmouth and, in connection there

with, Article I of the Peking Treaty.
Articles appear hereunder.)

(Copies of these

7 9 3 .9 4 /3 5 8

the Treaty of Portsmouth of September 5, 1905, be
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PORTSMOUTH TREATY

JAPAN-RUSSIA, SEPTEMBER 5, 1905.

"Art. III.

Japan and Russia mutually engage:

1.
To evacuate completely and simultaneously
Manchuria except the territory affected by the lease
of the Liao-tung Peninsula, in conformity with the
provisions of additional Article I. annexed to this
Treaty; and
2.
To restore entirely and completely to the
exclusive administration of China all portions of Man
churia now in the occupation or under the control of
the Japanese or Russian troops, with the exception of
the territory above mentioned.
The Imperial Government of Russia declare that
they have not in Manchuria any territorial advantages
or preferential or exclusive concessions in impairment
of Chinese sovereignty or inconsistent with the prin
ciple of equal opportunity.
"Art. IV. Japan and Russia reciprocally engage
not to obstruct any general measures common to all
countries, which China may take for the development
of the commerce and industry of Manchuria.

"Art. V.
The Imperial Russian Government transfer
and assign to the Imperial Government of Japan, with
the consent of the Government of China, the lease of
Port Arthur, Talien and adjacent territory and terri
torial waters and all rights, privileges and conces
sions connected with or forming part of such lease and
they also transfer and assign to the Imperial Govern
ment of Japan all public works and properties in the
territory affected by the above mentioned lease.
The two High Contracting Parties mutually engage to
obtain the consent of the Chinese Government mentioned
in the foregoing stipulation.
The Imperial Government of Japan on their part under
take that the proprietary rights of Russian subjects in
the territory above referred to shall be perfectly
respected."
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"Art. VI. The Imperial Russian Government engage
to transfer and assign to the Imperial Government of
Japan, without compensation and with the consent of the
Chinese Government, the railway between Changchun
(Kuancheng-tzu) and Port Arthur and all its branches,
together with all rights, privileges and properties
appertaining thereto in that region, as well as all
coal mines in the said region belonging to or worked
for the benefit of the railway.
The two High Contracting Parties mutually engage
to obtain the consent of the Government of China men
tioned in the foregoing stipulation."
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TREATY OF PEKING
CHINA-JAPAN, DECEMBER 22, 1905.

"Article I.

The Imperial Chinese Government consent

to all the transfers and assignments made by Russia to

Japan by Articles V and VI of the Treaty of Peace above

mentioned."
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DIVISION OF FAR EASTERN AFFAIRS
January 14, 1932.

MANCHURIA: SOVEREIGNTY

Reference to, at Washington Conference.

Examination of the proceedings of the Washington
Conference does not disclose any specific statement on
the subject of China’s sovereignty in reference to
Manchuria.

However, in a statement made by Baron

Shidehara in reference to the Sino-Japanese treaties

and agreements of 1915, in reference expressly to

those which relate to South Manchuria and Eastern
Inner Mongolia, Baron Shidehara said:

"In coming to this decision, which
I have had the honor to announce, Japan
has been guided by a spirit of fairness
and moderation, having always in view
China’s sovereign rights and the principle
of.equal opportunity."

(Reference:

FE:SKR/ZMF

CONFERENCE ON THE LIMITATION OF
ARMAMENT, page 328.)
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DEPARTMENT OF STATE

DIVISION OF FAR EASTERN AFFAIRS
January 14, 1932.
MANCHURIA:

SOVEREIGNTY

Statements of Secretary of State Kellogg.

In 1928, the Secretary of State, Mr. Kellogg,

made statements with regard to Manchuria, as follows:

At the press conference on May 19, 1928:
"The United States recognizes Manchuria
as Chinese territory."

At the press conference on May 21, 1928:
" . . . . Manchuria is a part of China
and we asstune that when the Treaty (NinePower Treaty) provided for the policies to
be pursued by the Powers as to China, it
covered Manchuria." ". . . .We have not
heard any country deny that Manchuria was
a part of China."

At the press conference on May 24, 1928:
"The correspondent observed that the
Secretary had stated he regarded Manchuria
as Chinese territory. The Secretary said
that the fact was generally conceded . . . ."
At the press conference on August 1, 1928:

"The Secretary stated he had merely
said that Manchuria was a part of China, and
that Japan conceded that there never was any
question about it."

FE:SKH/ZMF
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division of far eastern affairs
January 14, 1932

MANCHURIA: SOVEREIGNTY

Statements regarding —
Statement of Secretary of State Stimson

A.

Manchuria has been recognized as part of the Nanking

Government and the Nanking Government is suzerain,
sovereign, so to speak, to Manchuria, but you know all
China is in a state of flury.

That is one of the elements

of this problem.
Q.

That sovereignty is purely nominal.

A.

I don’t know.

I don’t pass judgment.

you could say purely nominal.
Q.

I don’t think

It is tenuous.

It is the only Government you and the League of Nations

has been dealing with.

A.

All anybody has been dealing with.

The Government of

Nanking is the only Government of China recognized by any
nations of the world that I know of.

(SOURCE:

Memorandum of
Press
*
Conference at Woodley,
Wednesday, November 25, 1931, page 12.)

FE:SKH/ZMF
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DIVISION OF FAR EASTERN AFFAIRS
January 14, 1932.
MANCHURIA:

SOVEREIGNTY

Statement of Japanese Foreign Minister Yoshizawa.
Recently the new Japanese Minister for Foreign
Affairs, Mr. Yoshizawa, is reported to have expressed

himself as follows:
Does "China” include "Manchuria”?

Victor Keen,

telegraphing from Mukden on January 9 to the NEW YORK

HERALD-TRIBUNE (see Sunday, January 10, edition) gives

the following account of his interview with Mr.
Yoshizawa, who was passing through Mukden en route to
Tokyo to assume the office of Japanese Foreign Minis

ter:
"•Does Japan still consider Manchuria
part of China as respects the nine-power
treaty and other pacts relating to it?’
the correspondent asked Mr. Yoshizawa.
"Unhesitatingly and emphatically he
replied:
’Certainly.’

"Asked whether the Japanese army’s
recent operations in Manchuria constituted
a violation of the Nine-Power Treaty in his
opinion, he said he must have time for a
thorough technical study of the treaty and
other data before replying.
’It is a diffi
cult and important question,
*
he said."
The NEW YORK TIMES (Sunday, January 10) carries an

AP despatch from Mukden of the same date to the same

effect.

FE:SKH/ZMF
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MANCHURIA:

SOVEREIGNTY

December 12, 1931.
Statements of Secretary of State Frank b. Kellogg
in Regard, to the Sovereignty of Manchuria. (CI Subject:
s
*
Japan
Right in Manchuria).
The following are excerpts from reports of Press

Conferences:

May 19, 1928.

At the press conference today the Secretary said.:

A correspondent inquired, concerning the attitude of
the United. States toward. Japan's assuming the power to
exclude the Chinese Government from Manchuria. The
Secretary replied that the Government of the United States
had not taken any position on that question at all.
A correspondent asked concerning our past policy
in Manchuria and inquired whether we recognized any
special claim of Japan in that country. The Secretary
replied in the negative. He added that Mr. Lansing,
in his note, did recognize a certain claim, but that
note was cancelled at the time of the Washington Con
ference. The United States recognizes Manchuria as
Chinese territory. The Secretary further stated that
of course we did not deny the legal ownership of the
lease of the South Manchurian railroad, running from
Dairen north to a junction with the Chinese Eastern,
for a certain term of years. The exact number of years
was not certain, the Japanese insisting it was for
99 years and the Chinese claiming the lease expired in
1936 or 1937.

May 21, 1928.

At the press conference today the Secretary said:

At the press conference this morning a correspondent
inquired whether the statement made by the Shanghai
correspondent of the NEW YORK TIMES that the Powers
at the Washington Conference agreed that Manchuria was
an integral part of China, was specifically true. The
Secretary said he could not state whether there was
anything
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- 2 anything bearing particularly on Manchuria in the
discussions of the Washington Conference, since he had
not examined those discussions for a long time. He
added that Manchuria is a part of China and he assumed
that when the treaty provided for the policies to be
pursued by the Powers as to China, it covered Manchuria.
A correspondent inquired whether the United States
Government has brought to the attention of the Japanese
Government the fact that it considers Manchuria Chinese
territory. The Secretary replied in the negative.

A coiTespondent Inquired whether, when japan or
any other country issues a warning to the warring
factions in China that neither side can enter Manchuria
while fighting, that would not be interference with
the administrative control of that section of China.
The Secretary declined to comment. A correspondent
inquired whether, not for quotation but merely as a
background, the Secretary aould state whether the
attitude of the United States in regard to Japan’s
right in Manchuria is the attitude of the other Powers
as well, Great Britain and France in particular, or
whether they support Japan’s position. The Secretary
said he had not heard any country deny that Manchuria
was a part of China. He added that he did not know
the attitude of the other Governments towards Japan’s
declaration and he did not care to speculate on the
subject.
May 24, 1928.

At the press conference today the Secretary said:

A correspondent observed that the Secretary had
stated he regarded Manchuria as Chinese territory. The
Secretary said that fact was generally conceded, but that
from that statement someone must have drawn conclusions
he did not make.

August 1, 1928.

At the press conference today the Secretary said

He said CONFIDENTIAL - NOT FOR PUBLICATION the
attitude of the United States has not changed as to the
legal position of Manchuria, that the attitude of the
United States has never changed on this subject. The
Secretary said that what he said before was entirely
misunderstood in Japan. The Secretary stated that he
had merely said that Manchuria was a part of China, and
that Japan conceded that there never was any question
about it. He added that his statement was twisted around
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- 3 and misquoted, and. it got out that he said they had no
interests in Manohuria. The Secretary remarked that
Chamberlain of the British Foreign Office said, of
course, Manchuria was part of China, and that his
statement had not attracted any attention. The
Secretary said his remarks were not for publication
because he did not want to get the matter stirred up
again. The Secretary said there was no question but
that the South Manchuria Railroad until 1939 belonged
to Japan - that no one doubts that and that China
does not.

rpb/rek
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2
RECEIVED

JAN 2 2 1932
SECRETARY’S OFFICE

The President of the Council,

Sinister of

Foreign Affairs of the French Republic, agrees
entirely with His Excellency the Secretary of State

on the principles recalled by the American note of

i

January 7th to the Japanese and Chinese Governments f:

and on the treaties and pacts to which the &pte
refers itself.
Mr. Briand himself, acting as Pres^gent^Lf

the Council of the League of Nations, has taken
advantage of the definitive constitution of the

Commission of Inquiry to notify, on the 14th of

this month,

this decision to the members of the

Council, including Japan and China.

He recalled the

important commitments stated in the two unanimous

resolutions
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resolutions of the Council

indicating that those

commitments remained a formal guarantee against the

pursuing of all territorial ambitions in Manchuria
and that they permit us to judge as strictly tempo
rary an

exceptional situation which must normally

end as soon as possible under the conditions stated

in the resolution of September 30th.
Concerning the question of the open door in

Manchuria,

the statement made on this subject by the

representative of Japan on October 30th during the

public sitting of the Council of the League of Na
tions is in accord with the stipulations of the
treaty of February 6th,

1922 and the Japanese Goverr-

ment confirmed its terms in the declaration annexed

to the note which it remitted on December 27th to
the French Ambassador in Tokyo.

Under the circumstances,

the notification

made on January 14th to the members of the Council

seems to be the best way to parallel the recent step
of the Secretary of State./.

Washington, January 19th, 1932.

/!.

■
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DOCUMENT FILE

NOTE

FROM .-.Hantai
*
----------------------- (......Adams_____ ) dated Dec. .12A 1931.
TO

REGARDING:

NAME

1-1127

peeling that the prolonged tranquillity in the treaty
ports of the Yangtze Valley is directly connected with
the Sino-Japanese controversy in Manchuria.

Is

7 9 3 .9 4 /3 5 8 9

SEE----- B23.00_.P<ILHanko®/54.__________ for ___ #76___
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3» Manchurian Situation:
November, aa already indicated, passed without
serious incidents in the treaty porta of the Hankow

consular district.

One cannot escape feeling that

this prolonged tranquillity in the treaty porta of

the Yangtze Valley la directly connected with the
Slno-Japnneae controversy in Manchuria.

It is

probably due to the real effort which the Chinese
authorities
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authorities in the various ports are making to avoid

the possibility of any incidents that could give
rise to military action by the Japanese.

Near the end of October the Japanese consuls at
Kiuklang end Hankow requested detailed information

on the subject of American residents in Klangs! and

Hupeh.

The Japanese Consul General at Hankow

requested the number and sex of Americans residing

In the French Concession, and In each of the Special
Administrative Districts, as well as in the Chinese

city of Hankow and in Wuchang, Hanyang, and other
ports of Hupeh.

The Japanese authorities have not

during past years asked for such information and

the requests were considered to be of sufficient
Interest to be telegraphically reported to the
Department and the Legation.

It is of course

possible that the requests had only a routine origin.

But the detailed nature of the information desired

also Indicated that the Japanese might be envisaging
the possibility of military action in this area.

As was shown in last month's report, it appears at
Hankow to be within the realm of reasonable surmise
that conditions in Japan, the close economic bonds

between China and Japan, and the painful pressure
being brought to bear upon Japan by the struggles of

the Chinese to sever these economic bonds, may force
upon Japan the course of military action in the

Yangtze Valley.

November plainly showed, however, that the Chinese
in this area are themselves carrying a heavy financial
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burden as a result of their deterrained boycott of

Japanese goods.

Chinese banks in isuhan, Shasl,

Icheng, end Changsha were caught with e good many

millions of dollars loaned on the security of
unsalable Japanese goods.

This embarrassing

situation has been aggravated by the calling in by
Shanghai Chinese banks of local and outport loans

and by the withdrawal of silver from banks in the
middle Yangtze region by depositors who fear for

the safety of their funds, not only because of the
situation in which the banks find themselves, but
because of nervous uncertainty over the outcome of
the present strained relations between China and

Japan.

The result has been a considerable number

of Chinese bank failures In the four sorts mentioned.
The banks which were strong enough to survive have
been forced to curtail severely their normal activities.

Japanese naval forces at Hankow at the end of

November consisted of eight vessels as compared with

nlfte at the end of October.
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From

2 1 1932

Peiping via N. R
Datée1 January 21, 1932

Rec’d 3:30 a

Secretary of State,

F/DEW

DIVISION OF

GRAY

Washington
102, January 21, 11 a

Legation’s

January

X
Following from American Consul General at Mukden:

’’January 20, 5 p. m.

Supplementing my January 19,

4 p. m., a Japanese extra of yesterday published a hearsay
list of the officials of the new State which contained no

new names except Ma Chan Shan's as Heilungkiang divisions
Tsung Shih Yi was listed as head of the Administration

Department as well as local Governor.

No president was

named

Inquiries have failed to elicit any definite information
regarding this movement which however is generally known to

be positive.

is also named as the possible headland

the date of inauguration is given as about February 11^

JOHNSON
WSB

HID

co
co
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From

hüCEIVjED
,AH 21 1832

•

DIVISION OF

GRAY
Peiping via N. R.

Dated January 21, 1932

Rec’d 9:25 a. m.
Secretary of State,

F/D EW

Washington.

15320106, January 21, 7 p. m.

a'?’»

/A

Legation’s 68, January 14, noonZr

/UfâZ
x*
ivw’g'

Information from Jehol doe i not indicate a likelihood

bandits and irregulars in Fengtien have been suppressed.

In

7 9 3 .9 4 /3 5 9 1

of a Japanese advance into that area until the Chinese

view of the recent comparative success of the guerilla warfare
by irregulars it would be difficult for the Japanese to prorccn
ceed against Jehol without considerable/forcements. Winter

conditions and poor communications are further obstacles

to such a campaign at this time.
JOHNSON
RR
WSB
<x>
03
VO
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SHANGHAI via N. R

Dated January 21, 1938Rec’d. 9:30 a.m,

F/D E W

Secretary of State

Washington

January 21, 5 p.m,
The following telegram has been s

"November 21

t to the Legation:

4- p.m,
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My January 20, 6 p.m,

At Japanese mass meeting held on afternoon January 20th

attended by about 12,000 Japanese, local Japanese Consul
General was denounced for his failure to obtain satisfaction
in various local incidents.

The crowd demonstrated in front

of Japanese Consulate General and then marched through streets
of Settlement to Japanese Marine headquarters

They smashed

windows in Chinese, shops and assaulted several Chinese.

The

entire police force of the Settlement is mobilized but so far

no disorders today.

Chinese and Japanese members of

Another Japanese^

to

mass meeting scheduled for the 23rd"
CUNNINGHAM

RR
WSB

GO
NO

KILïb

police force are functioning harmoniously.

Settlement
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This telegram must be
closely paraphrased bre^
fore being communicated
to anyone.

J anuary 21, 1932

Rec’d 8:30 a. m,
Secretary of State,
Washington

I mam 9 1 WtSiVKr'

-n

T1

23, January 21, 10 a. m.

O
m

STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL

By the Council's resolution of December 10, 1931,

the

Council remained seized of the question of the Sino-Japanese

conflict.

CD
I learn that by virtue of the invitation and the accept-^

<0

ance of the American Government to be represented on the
Council in its consideration of this matter in which

w
01
co
«

acceptance I was specifically named as representative and

in view of the fact that no formal exchanges have since

\ taken place between the American Government and League

authorities in this- matter from a piirely technical (repeat

J

technical) point of view I am still regarded by the LeS^ue
authorities as continuing in that capacity.

05

t

I am confident that I can so arrange matters pri^gtel;
through Drummond that this situation can be allowed to

lapse and that the raising of this question can thus be

entirely avoided.

In view of the approaching meeting of

the Council on January 25 which carries the Sino-Japanese

question on its agenda,

I would appreciate instructions.
GILBERT

RR - WSB

0

7
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। being communicated to anyone.

PLAIN

Washington,

January 21, 1932.
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AMERICAN CONSUL

GENEVA (SWITZERLAND) .
STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL.
Your No. 23, January 21, 10 a.m.
I consider it advisable that, as suggested in your

'

final paragraph, you so arrange matters privately
through Drummond that the matter of your technical

relation to the Council be allowed to lapse and the
question be not raised.

I would wish you, however,

to maintain cordial and intimate liaison with the
Council, through Drummond or some other of the officers
tZ

of the League, and continue to send me full reports of

the Council’s proceedings.
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Enciphered by__________ ________________

Sent by operator______________ M.,_______________, 19______ ___________________________
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DEPARTMENT OF STATE

DIVISION OF FAR EASTERN AFFAIRS
January 21, 1932..

MANCHURIA SITUATION
________ Next Meeting of the Council of the League.

JAN 2 2 1932

SECRETARY’S OFFICE

JÂN 22 19^ J
Referring to my memorandum of yesterday on this

ect

In that memorandum, after referring to the impending
meeting of the Council and the fact that the Manchuria

“n

•

question would probably come up, I said:
’’In view of this, it is believed that we

ID
04

should give thought to the question of our

•

liaison with the Council.

It is believed that

(0

at the outset we might instruct Consul Gilbert

to function for us in a liaison capacity.

It

may be desired, however, to send Mr. Wilson
from Berne.
"Instructions are requested."

In the telegram just received, copy attached, Mr.
Gilbert suggests that his relation to the Council, created
by virtue of the invitation and acceptance of the American
co
co
Government to be represented on the Council, needs to be

straightened out; and that in view of the approaching meet

ing of the Council, which carries the Sino-Japanese question
on its agenda, he would appreciate instructions.
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The Honorable
The Secretary of State,

SZ

*
Washington

hr,

Sir:
1/

I have the honor to attach hereto a pamphlet

“

g

co

c

which was published in Shanghai entitled JAPAN AND

THE NEXT WORLD WAR, which is an English translation

of an alleged secret Memorial presented by General
Tanaka, Premier of Japan in 1927, to the Japanese
Emperor, concerning the Manchurian situation
*

This document was handed to Mr. Starrett by
the Chinese Minister in Lima, with the request that
it be transmitted to the Department of State for

its information.

/

Although the Department is undoubtedly
in
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in possession of copies of this document, never

theless, it is being transmitted without comment
in response to the Minister’s request.
Respectfully yours,

For the Ambassador:

HPS’BJ
/ *

p. Starrett
Counselor of Embassy.

Enclosure:
1/ Pamphlet entitled
JAPAN AND THE NEXT WORLD WAR
(Only copy sent to the Department)
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HIGH LIGHTS OF THE MEMORIAL

Secret
MEMORIAL
Concerning Manchuria, Mongolia, China,
U. S. A. & the World
Submitted by
GENERAL TANAKA

(The then Premier of Japan)
to
The Japanese Emperor
in
<927

(STH EDITION)

1. For settling difficulties in Eastern Asia, Japan must
adopt a policy of '‘Blood and Iron.”
2. In order to conquer the world, Japan must conquer
Europe and Asia; in order to conquer Europe and Asia Japan
must conquer China, and in order to conquer China, Japan must
first Conquer Manchuria and Mongolia, Japan expects to fulfil
the above programme in ten years.
3. Japan regrets that she has signed the Nine-Power
Treaty which was intended by England and America to crush
her interests in Manchuria, for thereby she agrees that Man<
churia and Mongolia are Chinese territory. This has greatly
hampered the freedom of Japanese policy in Manchuria.

4.
Japan believes wars in near future with U.S.A, and
with Russia are inevitable, so in order to get militarily prepared,
Japan must build the Kirin-Hweining and Changchun-Talai
railways in Manchuria.
5. The South Manchuria Railway Co., act in Manchuria as
the Governor-General in Korea. In order to blind the eyes of
the world and forestall the disclosure of secrets at present, the
Colonial office nominaly conrols affairs of Formosa, Korea, and
Saghalian islands, only, while really it manages affairs of
Manchuria.

6. Japan must taxe strong steps, on basis of Twenty-one
demonds, to secure priority for building ^ilroads. right of
timbering and exploiting 19 iron and coal mines in Fentien.
7. Japan should spend yen 1,000,000 from “Secret funds”
of Army department in order to send 400 retired offices dis<
MOO (10-11-31)
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Tanaka memorial

guised as teachers and traders, scientists, and Chinese citizens
to Mongolia to influence the Mongolian princes to revolt against
China.

Memorial Presented to the Emperor of Japan on July 25, 1027,
by Premier Tanaka, Outlining the positive
policy in Manchuria.

8. Koreans should be utilized by Japan as vanguard for
colonization of and as spearhead for penetration into, Manchuria
and Mongolia.
9. Taking adventage of the local disorder in Fengtien,
Japan should manipulate the situation so that the Fengtien
Bank notes will depreciate to zero, and the Yen will take to
its place.

10. Japan must enjoy monopoly of supplies of beans, bean
cakes timber, coal, iron, fur, wool, and all other products of
Manchuria and Mongolia and perfect control of transportation
so that Chinese influence would be wiped out, and Europe and
America, when in need of these supplies, would be at the mercy
of Japan.
(From The China Critic)

(Reprinted from The China Critic Vol. IV No. 39,
Sept. 24, 1931.)

1

j
?

Since the European War, Japan’s political as well as
economic interests have been in an unsettled condition. This
is due to the fact that we have failed to take advantage of our
special privileges in Manchuria and Mongolia and fully to
realize our acquired rights. But upon my appointment as
premier, I was instructed specially to guard our interests in
this region and watch for opportunities for further expansion.
Such injunctions one cannot take lightly. Ever since I
advocated a positive policy towards Manchuria and Mongolia
as a common citizen, I have longed for its realization. So in
order that we may lay plans for the colonization of the Far
East and the development of our new continental empire, a
special conference was held from June 27th to July 7th lasting
in all eleven days. It was attended by all the civil and military
officers connected with Manchuria and Mongolia, whose discus
sions resulted in the following resolutions. These we respect
fully submit to Your Majesty for consideration.
General Considerations

The term Manchuria and Mongolia includes the provinces
Fengtien, Kirin, Heilungkiang and Outer and Inner Mongolia.
It extends an area of 74,000 square miles, having a population
of 28,000,000 people. -The territory is more than three times as
large as our own empire not counting Korea and Formosa, but
it is inhabited by only one-third as many people. The attra
ctiveness of the land does not arise from the scarcity of
population alone: its wealth of forestry, minerals and agricult
ural products is also unrivalled elsewhere in the world. In
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order to exploit these resources for the perpetuation of our
national glory, we created especially the South Manchuria
Kailway Company. The total investment involved in our un
dertakings in railway, shipping, mining, forestry, steel
manufacture, agriculture, and cattle raising as schemes pretend
ing to be mutually beneficial to China and Japan amounts to no
less than Yen 440,000,000. It is veritably the largest single
investment and the strongest organization of our country. Al
though nominally the enterprise is under the joint ownership
of the government and the people, in reality the government has
complete power and authority over it. In so far as the South
Manchuria Railway Company is empowered to undertake’diplo
matic, police, and ordinary administrative functions so that it
may carry out our imperialistic policies, the Company forms a
peculiar organization which has exactly the same powers as
the Governor-General of Korea. This fact alone is sufficient
to indicate the immense interests we have in Manchuria and
Mongolia. Consequently the policies of the successive adminis
trations since Meiji towards this country are all based on his
injunction, elaborating and continously completing the develop
ment of the new continental empire in order to further the
advance of our national glory and prosperity for countless
generations to coma
Unfortunately, since the European War there have been
constant changes in diplomatic as well domestic affairs. The
authorities of the Three Eastern Provinces are also awakened
and gradually work toward reconstruction and industrial deve
lopment following our example. Their progress is astonishing.
It has affected the spread of our influence in a most serious
way, and has put us to so many disadvantages that the dealings
with Manchuria and Mongolia of successive governments have
resulted in failure. Futhermore, the restriction of the Nine
Power Treaty signed at the Washington Conference have re
duced our special rights and privileges in Manchuria and
Mongolia to such an extent that there is no freedom left for
us. The very existence of our country is endangered. Unless
these obstacles are removed, our national existence will be in— 2 —

secure and our national strength will not increase. Moreover,
the resources of wealth are congregated in North Manchuria.
If we do not have the right of way there, it is obvious that we
shall not be able to tap the riches of this country. Even the
resources of South Manchuria which we won by the RussoJapanese War will also be greatly restricted by the Nine Power
Treaty. The result is that while our people cannot migrate
into Manchuria as they please, the Chinese are flowing in as a
flood. Hordes of them move into the Three Eastern Provinces'
every year, numbering in the neighbourhood of several millions.
They have jeopardized our acquired rights in Manchuria and
Mongolia to such an extent that our annual surplus population
of eight hundred thousand have no place to seek outlet. In
view of this we have to admit our failure in trying to effect a
balance between our population and food supply. If we do not
devise plans to check the influx of Chinese immigrants im
mediately, in five years
*
time the number of Chinese will exceed
6,000,000. Then we shall be confronted with greater’ difficulties
in Manchuria and Mongolia.
It will be recalled that W’hen the Nine Power Treaty which
restricted our movements in Manchuria and Mongolia was
signed, public opinion was greatly aroused. The late Em
peror Taisho called a conference of Yamagata and other high
officers of the army and the navy to find a way to counteract
this new engagement. I was sent to Europe and America to
ascertain secretly the attitude of the important statesmen
toward it. They were all agreed that the Nine Power Treaty
was initiated by the United States. The other Powers which
signed it were willing to see our influence increase in Man
churia and Mongolia in order that we may protect the interests
of international trade and investment. This attitude I found
out personally from the political leaders of England, France
and Italy. The sincerity of these expressions could be depend
ed upon. Unfortunately just as we were ready to carry out our
policy and declare void the Nine Power Treaty with the ap
proval of those whom I met on my trip, the Seiyukai cabinet
suddenly fell and our policy failed of fruition. It was indeed

—• 3
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a great pity. After I had secretly exchanged views with the
Powers regarding the development of Manchuria and Mongolia,
I returned by way of Shanghai. At the wharf there a Chinese
attempted to take my life. An American woman was hurt,
but I escaped by the devine protection of my emperors of the
past. It seems that it was by divine will that I should assist
Your Majesty to open a new era in the Far East and to develop
the new continental empire.

policy of national suicide. England can afford to talk about
trade relations only because she has India and Austrlia to
supply her with foodstuff and other materials. So can America
because South America and Canada are there to supply her
her needs. Their spare energy could be entirely devoted to deve
loping trade in China to enrich themselves. But in Japan her
food supply and raw materials decrease in proportion to her
population. If we merely hope to develop trade, we shall
eventually be defeated by England and America, who possess
unsurpassable capitalistic power. In the end, we shall get
nothing. A more dangerous factor is the fact that the people
of China might some day wake up. Even during these years
of internal strife, they can still toil patiently, and try to imitate
and displace our goods so as to impair the development of our
trade. When we remember that the Chinese are our sole
customers, we must beware, lest one day when China becomes
unified and her industries become prosperous. Americans
and Europeans will compete with us: our trade in China will be
ruined. Minseito’s proposal to uphold the Nine Power Treaty
and to adopt the policy of trade towards Manchuria is nothing
less than a suicidal policy.

The Three Eastern Provinces are politically the imperfect
spot in the Far East. For the sake of self-protection, as well
as the protection of others, Japan cannot remove the difficulties
in-Eastern Asia unless she adopts a policy of “Blood and Iron.”
But in carrying out this policy we have to face the United
States which has been turned against us by China’s policy of
fighting poison with poison. In the future, if we want to control
China, we must first crush the United States just as in the
past we had to fight in the Russo-Japanese War. But in order
to conquer China we must first conquer Manchuria and Mongolia.
In order to conquer the world, we must first conquer China.
If we succeed in conquering China, the rest of the Asiatic
countries and the South Sea countries will fear us and sur
render to us. Then the world will realize that Eastern Asia
is ours and will not dare to violate our rights. This is the plan
left to us by Emperor Meiji, the success of which is essential to
our national existence.

The Nine Power Treaty is entirely an expression of the
spirit of commercial rivalry. It was the intention of England
and America to crush our influence in China with their power
of wealth. The proposed reduction of armaments is nothing
but a means to limit our military strength, making it impossible
for us to conquer the vast territory of China. On the other
hand, China’s resources of wealth will be entirely at their
disposal. It is merely a scheme by which England and America
may defeat our plans. And yet the Minseito made the Nine
Power Treaty the important thing and emphasized our trade
rather than our rights in China. This is a mistaken policy—a
4
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After studying the present conditions and possibilities of
our country, our best policy lies in the direction of taking
positive steps to secure rights and privileges in Manchuria and
Mongolia. These will enable us to develop our trade. This will
not only forestall China’s own industrial development, but also
prevent the penetration of European Powers. This is the best
policy possible!

*
■

|
I
|

The way to gain actual rights in Manchuria and Mongolia
is to use this region as a base and under the pretence of trade
and commerce penetrate the rest of China. Armed by the
rights already secured we shall seize the resources all over the
country. Having China’s entire resources at our disposal we
shall proceed to conquer India, the Archipelago Asia Minor,
Central Asia, and even Europe. But to get control of Man
churia and Mongolia is the first step if the Yamato race wishes
to distinguish themselves on Continental Asia. Final success

— 5
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belongs to the country having food supply; industrial pros
perity belongs to the country having food-supply; industrial
prosperity belongs to the country having raw materials; the
full growth of national strength belongs to the country having
extensive territory. If we pursue a positive policy to enlarge
our rights in Manchuria and China, all these prerequisites of a
powerful nation will constitute no problem. Furthermore, our
surplus population of 700,000 each year will also be taken care
of. If we want to inaugurate a new policy and secure the
permanent prosperity of our empire, a positive policy towards
Manchuria and Mongolia is the only way.
Manchuria and Mongolia—Not Chinese Territory

Historically considered, Manchuria and Mongolia are
neither China’s territory nor her special possessions. Dr. Yano
has made an extensive study of Chinese history and has come to
the positive conclusion that Manchuria and Mongolia never
were Chinese territory. This fact was announced to the world
on the authority of the Imperial University. The accuracy of
Dr. Yano’s investigations is such that no scholars in China
have contested his statement. However, the most unfortunate
thing is that in our declaration of war with Russia, our govern
ment openly recognized China’s sovereignty over these regions
and later again at the Washington conference when we signed
the Nine Power Treaty. Because of these two miscalculations
(on our part) China’s sovereignty in Manchuria and Mongolia
is established in diplomatic relations, but our interests are
seriously injured. In the past, although China speaks of the
Republic of five races, yet Thibet, Sinkiang, Mongolia and
Manchuria have always remained special areas and the princes
are permitted to discharge their customary functions. There
fore in reality the sovereign power over these regions resides
with the princes. When any opportunity presents itself, we
should make known to the world the actual situation there.
We should also wedge our way into Outer and Inner Mongolia
in order that we may reform the mainland. So long as the
princes there maintain their former administrations, the sover

6

eign rights are clearly in their hands. If we want to enter
these territories, we may regard them as the ruling power and
negotiate with them for rights and privileges. We shall be
afforded excellent opportunities and our national influence will
increase rapidly.
Positive Policy in Manchuria

As to the rights in Manchuria, we should take forceful
steps on the basis of the Twenty-One Demands and secure the
following in order to safe-guard the enjoyment of the rights
which we have acquired so far:—
1.

After the thirty-year commercial lease terminates, we
should be able to extend the term at our wish. Also
the right of leasing land for commercial, industrial and
agricultural purpose should be recognized.

2.

Japanese subjects shall have the right to travel and
reside in the eastern part of Mongolia, and engage in
commercial and industrial activities. As to their move
ments, China shall allow them freedom from Chinese
law. Furthermore, they must not be subject to illegal
taxation and unlawful examination.

3.

We must have the right of exploiting the nineteen iron
and coal mines in Fengtien and Kirin, as well as the
right of timbering.

4.

We should have priority for building railroads and
option for loans for such purposes in South Manchuria
and Eastern Mongolia.

5.

The number of Japanese political, financial and military
advisers should be increased. Furthermore, we must
have priority in furnishing new advisers.

6.

The right of stationing our Police over the Koreans
(in China).

7
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7. The administration and development of the KirinChangchun Railway must be extended to 99 years.

8. Exclusive right of sale of special products—priority of
shipping business to Europe and America.
9. Exclusive rights of mining in Heilungkiang.

10. Right to construct Kirin-Hueining and Changchun-Talai
Railways.

11. In case money is needed for the redemption of the
Chinese Eastern Railway, the Japanese Government
must have the first option for making loans to China.
12 Harbour rights at Antung and Yingkow and the right
of through transportation.
13. The right of partnership in establishing a Central Bank
of the Three Eastern Provinces.
14. Right of Pasturage.
Positive Policy Towards Inner

and

Outer Mongolia

Since Manchuria and Mongolia are still in the hands of
the former princes, in the future we must recognize them as the
ruling power and give them support. For this reason, the
daughter of General Fukushima, Governor of Kwantung, risked
her life among the barbarous Mongolian people of Tushiyeh to
become adviser to their Prince in order that she might serve
the Imperial Government. As the wife of the Prince Ruler
is the niece of Manchu .Prince Su, the relationship between our
Government and the Mongolian Prince became very intimate.
The princes of Outer and Inner Mongolia have all shown sin
cere respect for us, especially after we allured them with
special benefits and protection. Now there are 19 Japanese
retired military officers in the house of the Tushiyeh. We have
acquired already monopoly rights for the purchase of wool,
for real estate and for mines. Hereafter we shall send secretly
more retired officers to live among them. They should wear

Chinese clothes in order to escape the attention of the Mukden
Government. Scattered in the territory of the Prince, they
may engage themselves in farming, herding or dealing in wool.
As to the other principalities, we can employ the same method
as in Tushiyeh. Everywhere we should station our retired
military officers to dominate in the Princes’ affairs. After a
large number of our people have moved into Outer and Inner
Mongolia, we shall then buy lands at one-tenth of their worth
and begin to cultivate rice where feasible in order to relieve our
shortage of food-supply. Where the land is not suitable for
rice cultivation, we should develop it for cattle raising and
horse breeding in order to replenish our military needs. The
rest of the land could be devoted to the manufacture of canned
goods which we may export to Europe and America. The fur
and leather will also meet our needs. Once the opportunity
comes, Outer and Inner Mongolia will be ours outright. While
the sovereign rights are not clearly defined and while the Chi
nese and the Soviet Governments are engaging their attention
elsewhere, it is our opportunity quietly to build our influence.
Once we have purchased most of the land there, there will be no
room for dispute as to whether Mongolia belongs to the Japan
ese or the Mongolians. Aided by our military prowess, we shall
realize our positive policy. In order to carry out this plan,
we should appropriate Yen 1,000,000 from the “secret funds”
of the Army Department’s budget so that four hundred retired
officers disguised as teacher and Chinese citizens may be sent
into Outer and Inner Mongolia to mix with the people, to gain
the confidence of the Mongolian princes, to acquire from them
rights for pasturage and mining and to lay the foundation of
our national interests for the next hundred years.
Encouragement and Protection of Korean Immigration

Since the annexation of Korea, we have had very little
trouble. But President Wilson’s declaration of the selfdetermination of races after the European War has been like a
divine revelation to the suppressed peoples. The Koreans are
no exception. The spirit of unrest has permeated the whole

8
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country. Both because of the freedom they enjoy in Manchuria
due to incompetent police system and because of the richness of
the country, there are now in the Three Eastern Provinces no
less than 1,000,000 Koreans. The unlooked for development is
fortunate for our country indeed. From a military and econ
omic standpoint, it has greatly strengthened our influence. From
another standpoint, it gives new hope for the administration of
Koreans. They will both be the vanguard for the colonization
of virgin fields and furnish a link of contact with the Chinese
people. On the one hand, we could utilize the naturalized
Koreans to purchase land for rice cultivation, on the other,
we could extend to them financial aid through the Co-operative
Society, the South Manchuria Railway, etc., so that they may
serve as the spear-head of our economic penetration. This will
give relief to our problem of food supply, as well as open a new
field of opportunity for colonization. The Koreans who have
become naturalized Chinese are Chinese only in name: they will
return to our fold eventually. They are different from those
naturalized Japanese in California and South America. They
are naturalized as Chinese only for temporary convenience.
When their numbers reach two million and a half or more, they
can be instigated to military activities whenever there is the
necessity, and under the pretence of suppressing the Koreans
we could bear them aid. As not all the Koreans are naturalized
Chinese, the world will not be able to tell whether it is the.
Chinese Koreans or the Japanese Koreans who create the
trouble. We can always sell dog’s meat with a sheep’s head
as sign-board.

is taking every precaution against this eventuality. If we want
to make use of the Koreans to develop our new continental
empire, our protection and regulations for them must be more
carefully worked out. We should increase our police force in
North Manchuria uifder the terms /of the Mitsuya Treaty so
that we may protect the Koreans and give them help in their
rapid advance. Furthermore, the Eastern Development Com
pany (Totuku Kaisha) and the South Manchuria Railway
Company should follow then to give them financial aid. They
should be given especially favourable terms so that through
them we may develop Manchuria and Mongolia and monopolize
the commercial rights. The influx of Koreans into these
territories is of such obvious importance both for economic and
military considerations that the Imperial Government cannot
afford not to give it encouragement. It will mean new opport
unities for our empire. Since the effect of the Lansing-Ishii
Agreement is lost after the Washington Conference, we can
only recover our interests through the favourable development
arising out of the presence of several millions of Koreans in
Manchuria. There is no ground in international relations for
raising any objection to this procedure.
Railroads

and

Development

of our

New Continent

Of course while we could use the Koreans for such pur
poses, we must beware of the fact that the Chinese could also
use them against us. But Manchuria is as much under our
jurisdiction as under Chinese jurisdiction. If the Chinese
should use Koreans to hamper us, then our opportunity of war
against China is at hand. In that event, the most formidable
factor is Soviet Russia. If the Chinese should use the “Reds”
to influence the Koreans, the thought of our people will change
and great peril will befall us. Therefore, the present Cabinet

Transportation is the mother of national defence, the as
surance of victory and the citadel of economic development.
China has only 7,200 to 7,300 miles of railroads, of which three
thousand miles are in Manchuria and Mongolia constituting twofifths of the whole. Considering the size of Manchuria and
Mongolia and the abundance of natural products, there should
be at least five or six thousand miles more. It is a pity that
our railroads are mostly in south Manchuria, which cannot
reach the sources of wealth in the northern parts. Moreover,
there are too many Chinese inhabitants in South Manchuria
to be wholesome for our military and economic plans. If we
wish to develop the natural resources and strengthen our
national defence, we must build railroads in Northern Man
churia. With the opening of these railroads, we shall be able

10
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to send more people (Japanese) into Northern Manchuria.
From this vantage ground we can manipulate political and
economic developments in South Manchuria, as well as streng
then our national defence in the interest of peace and order of
the Far East. Furthermore, the South Manchuria Railway was
built mainly for economic purposes. It lacks encircling lines
necessary for military mobilization and transportation. From
now on we must take military purposes as our object and build
circuit linûs to circle the heart of Manchuria and Mongolia in
order that we may hamper China’s military, political arift
economic developments there on the one hand, and prevent the
penetration of Russian influence on the other. This is the key
to our continental policy.
•

south. For the benefit of the Chinese themselves, there are
also advantages for these lines to run in this direction. Con
sequently our interest does not necessarily conflict with the
Chinese. Now that Russia is losing influence and is powerless
to advance in Manchuria and Mongolia, it is certain that the
Chinese must act according to our beckoning in the development
of railways in the future. Much to our surprise the Fengtien
Government recently built two railroads, one from Tahushan
to Tungliao and the other from Kirin to Haining both for
military purposes. Those two railroads affect most seriously
our military plans in Manchuria and Mongolia as well as the
interest of the. South Manchuria Railway. We therefore pro
tested strongly against it.

There are two trunk lines in Manchuria and Mongolia.
These are the Chinese Eastern Railway and the South Man
churia Railway. As regards the railroad built by Chinese, it
will doubtless become very powerful in time, backed by the
financial resources of the Kirin Provincial Government. With
the combined resources of Fengtien and Heilungkiang Provinces,
the Chinese railroads will develop to an extent far superior to
our South Manchuria Railway. Strong competition will inevit
ably result. Fortunately for us, the financial conditions in
Fengtien Province are in great disorder, which the authorities
cannot improve unless we come to their succor. This is our
chance. We should take positive steps until we have reached
our goal in railroad development. Moreover, if we manipulate
the situation, the Fengtien bank-notes will depreciate to an
inconceivable degree. In that event, the bankruptcy of Feng
tien will be a matter of time. The development of Manchuria
and Mongolia will be out of the question for them. But we
still have to reckon with the Chinese Eastern Railway. It
forms a T with the South Manchuria Railway. Although this
system is in a convenient shape, it is by no means suitable for
military purposes. When the Chinese build railroads as feed
ers of the Chinese Eastern Railway, it is best that they run
parallel to it, west and east. But with the South Manchuria
Railway as main line, we must have these lines run north and

That these railways were built was due to the fact that our
official on the spot as well as the South Manchuria Railway
authorities miscalculated the ability of the Fengtien Govern
ment and paid no attention to it. Later when we did intervene
the railways were already completed. Besides, the Americans
have -been anxious to make an investment in developing the
port of Hulutao through British capitalists. Taking advantt
age of this situation, the Fengtien Government introduced
American and British capital in these railways in order to hold
our interest at bay. For the time being we have to wink at it
and wait for the opportune moment to deal with China about
these two railroads.

— 12 —
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Recently, it is rumoured that the Fengtien Government is
planning to build a railroad from Tahushan to Harbin via
Tung Liao and Fu Yu, so that there may be a direct line
between Peking and Harbin without touching either the South
Manchuria Railway or the Chinese Eastern Railway. What is
more astonishing is that another railway beginning at Mukden
passing through Hailung, Kirin, Wuchang terminating at Har
bin is also under way. If this plan be realized, then these
two lines would encircles the South Manchuria Railway and
limit its sphere of activity to a small area. The result is that
our economic and political development of Manchuria and
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Mongolia will be checked and the plan for curtailing our power
provided by the Nine Power Treaty will be carried out. More
over, the completion uf these twu railroads will render the South
Manchurian Railway completely useless. The latter Company
will be confronted with a real crisis. But in view of China’s
financial conditions today, she cannot undertake these two rail
roads unless she resorts to foreign loans. And on these two
railways the transportation charges will have to be higher than
on the South Manchuria Railway. These considerations give
us some comfort. But in the event of these two railroads be
coming an accomplished fact and the Chinese Government
making especially low freight charges in order to compete with
the South Manchuria Railway, not only we but the Chinese
Eastern Railway will also sustain great losses. Japan and
Russia certainly would not allow China to carry out such ob
structive measures, especially as the Chinese Eastern Railway
depends upon Tsitsihar and Harbin for the bulk for its business.
The consequence would be even more serious to both Japanese
and Russian interests when the new railways are completed.

West. For although the power of Soviet Éussia is declining,
her ambition in Manchuria and Mongolia has not diminished
for a riiinute. Every step she takes is intended to obstruct our
progress and to injure the South Manchuria Railway. We
must do our utmost to guard against her influence. We should
use the Fengtien Government as a wedge to check her southern
advance. By pretending to check the southern advance of
Soviet Russia as a first step, we could gradually force our way
into North Manchuria and exploit the natural resources there.
We shall then be able to prevent the spread of Chinese in
fluence on the south and arrest the advance of Soviet Russia
on the north. In our struggle against the political and econ
omic influence of Soviet Russia, we should drive China before
us and direct the events from behind. Meanwhile, we should
still secretly befriend Russia in order to hamper the growth of
Chinese influence. It was largely with this purpose in view,
that Baron Goto of Kato’s cabinet invited Joffe to our country
and advocated the resumption of doplimatic relations with
Russia.

Let us now consider more in detail the competitive railways
projected in Manchuria and Mongolia.

Although we have an agreement with the Chinese Eastern
Railway concerning transportation rates, according to which
45% go to the Chinese Eastern Railway and 55% to us, yet
the Chinese Eastern Railway still grants preferential rates
detrimental to the interest of the South Manchuria Railway.
Moreover, according to a secret declaration of Soviet Russia,
although they have no tèrritorial ambition they cannot help
keeping a hand in the Chinese Eastern Railway on account of
the fact that north of the Chinese and Russian boundary the
severe cold makes a railway useless. Furthermore, as Vladi
vostok is theironly sea-port in the Far East, they cannot
give up the Chinese Eastern Railway without losing also their
foothold on the Pacific. This makes us feel the more uneasy.

China contemplates:

1.

Suolun-Taonan Railway.

2.

Kirin-Harbin Railway.

Soviet Russia proposes:

1.

Anta-Potung Railway.

2.

Mienpo-Wuchang-Pctuna Railway.

3. Kirin-Hailin Railway.
4.

Mishan-Muling Railway.

The Russian plans are designed to strengthen the Cn^Dese
Eastern Railway and thereby to extend its imperialistic schemesFor this reason the railways projected mostly run sa^t and
—
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On the other hand, the South Manchuria Railway is not
adequate for our purpose. Considering our present needs and
future activities, we must control railways in both North and
South Manchuria, especially in view of the fact that the re—
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sources of North Manchuria and Eastern Mongolia will furnish
no room for expansion and material gains. In South Manchuria
tlie Chinese is increasing at such a rate that it will surely
damage our interests politically and economically. Under such
circumstances, we are compelled to take aggressive steps in
North Manchuria in order to assure our future prosperity.
But if Soviet Russia’s Chinese Eastern Railway should spread
across this field our new continental policy is bound to
receive a set-back which will result in an inevitable conflict with
Soviet Russia in the near future. In that event we shall enact
once more our part in the Russo-Japanese War. The Chinese
Eastern Railway will become ours as the South Manchuria
Railway did last time, and we shall seize Kirin as we once
did Dairen. That we should draw swords with Russia again in
tlie ficdds of Mongolia in order to gain the wealth of North
Manchuria seems a necessary step in our program of national
aggrandisement. Until this hidden rock is blown up our ship
can have no smooth sailing. We should now demand from
China the fight of building all the important military railroads.
When these railroads are completed, we shall pour our forces
into North Manchuria as far as we can. When Soviet Russia
intervenes, as they must, that is our opportunity for open
conflict.

WE SHOULD BUILD THE FOLLOWING RAILWAYS

1. Tungliao-Jehol Railway. This line is 447 miles long
and will cost Yen 50,000,000. When it is completed it will be
of great value to our development of Inner Mongolia. As a
matter of fact, this is the most important of all the railways
in the whole undertaking. According to the careful surveys of
the War Department, there are in Inner Mongolia large tracts
of land suitable for rice cultivation. After proper develop
ment there will be room for at least 20 millions of our people.
Besides there, is the possibility of turning out 2,000,000 head of
cattle which may be transported by railways for food supply
and for purposes of exporting to Europe and America. Wool
also is a special product. While the sheep in Japan yield only

two catties of wool per head per year, the sheep in Mongolia
can yield six catties. The South Manchuria Railway has made
many experiments, all of which confirm this fact. Besides, the
wool is many times better than that of Australia. Its low cost
and high quality combined with its abundance in quantity make
Mongolia a potential source of great wealth. When this in
dustry is enhanced by the facilities of railway development,
the total production will increase at least ten-fold. We have
withheld this knowledge from the rest of the world, lest Eng
land and America compete with us for it. Therefore, we must
first of all control the transportation and then develop the wool
industry. By the time the other countries know about it, it
would be already too late to do anything. With this railroad
in our hands, we can develop the wool industry not only for our
own use, but also for exporting to Europe and America. Fur
thermore, we can realize our desire of joining hands with Mon
golia. This railway is a matter of life and death to our policy
in Mongolia. Without it, Japan can have no part in Mongolia’s
development.
2. Suolun-Taonan Railway. This line is 136 miles long
and will cost Yen 10,000,000. Looking into the future of Japan,
a war with Russia over the plains of North Manchuria is
inevitable. From a military standpoint, this line will not
only enable us to threaten Russia’s rear but also to curtail its
re-inforcements for North Manchuria. From an economic
standpoint, this road will place the wealth of the Tao Er Ho
Valley within our reach, thereby strengthening the South Man
churia Railway. The princes nearby who are friendly to us can
also use this road to extend our influence in order to open up
their respective territories. Our hope of working hand in hand
with the Mongolian princes, of acquiring land, mines and pas
turage, and of developing trade with the natives as preliminary
steps for later penetration, all depends upon this railway.
Together with Tungliao-Jehol Railway, they will form two
supplementary routes into Mongolia. When the industries are
fully developed, we shall extend our interests into Outer Mong
olia. But the danger of this line is that it might provide facili-
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ties for Chir>^e migration Into a rv-w region and ^poi! our own
pc'iey. Look at oo:r ^Tperirnrc with the South Manchuria
Ka’way. Hacr/t that r.<TW(\ the inf"reKf of China? The
redeeming feature, however, i« the fact that the land and mines
.Jong this railway are in the por.w-jdon of Mongol?,an princes.
If we ear gain possession of thorn first, we need have no worries
about Chinese migration. Moreover, we can make the princes
pass law? discriminating against Chinwe immigrants. When
life there is made miserable for the Chinese, they naturally will
leave for places afar. There are other methods to bar the Chinwt. Only if we try hard enough, no Chinese foot-prints will be
found on Mongolian territory.

A Section of Changchun-Taonan Railway. As this
line runs from Changchun to Fuyu and Talai, the section be
tween Changchun and Taon an is about 131 miles and costs ap
proximately Yen 11,000,000. This line is immensely important
from an economic standpoint, for the wealth of Manchuria and
an easy arce-s to North Manchuria on the one hand, and pre
judice the Chinese Eastern Railway to the benefit of the South
Manchuria Railway on the other. It runs through the upper
valley of the Sungari River where the soil 1’3 fertile and agri
cultural products abound. Further, in the vicinity of Talai
there is the Yuehliang Falls which could be harnessed for
electric power. That this section of the railway will be a pro
sperous center for industry and agriculture, is beyond doubt.
After the completion of this line, we shall be able to make Talai
a base and advance on Siberia through three directions; namely,
by ways of Taonan, Anshan and Tsitsihar. The wealth of
North Manchuria will then come to our hands. This will also
be the first line of advance to Heilungkiang. It will further
form a circuit with the railway between Changchun and Tao
nan, which will serve vrell for military purposes when we
penetrate into Mongolia. Along this whole line tlfe population
is sparse and the land is rich and extensive. No fertiliser will
be required on tho farms for fifty years. A possession of this
railway will ensure the possession of all the wealth of North

Manchuria and Mongolia. In this region there is room fot
at least 30 million people more. When the Tunhua Railway is
completed and joirs up with the line running to Hueining in
Korea, the products will be brought to the door of Osaka and
Tokyo by a direct route. In time of war our troops could
be despatched to North Manchuria and Mongolia via the Japan
Sea without a stop, forestalling all possibilities of Chinese forces
entering North Manchuria. Nor could American or Russian
submarines enter the Korean Strait. The moment the railways
between Kirin and Hueining and between Changchun and Talai
are completed, we shall become self-sufficient in food-stuff and
raw materials. We shall have no worries in the event of war
with any country. Then, in our negotiations about Manchuria
and Mongolia, China will be cowed to submission and yield to
our wishes. If we want to end the political existence of Man
churia and Mongolia according to the third step of Meiji’s plan,
the completion of these two railways is the only way. The
Changchun-Talai Railway will greatly enhance the value of
the South Manchuria Railway, besides developing into a pro
fitable line itself. It is an undertaking of supreme importance
in our penetration into this territory.
4. Kirin-Hueining Line. While the Kirin-Tunhua Line
is already completed, the Tunhua-Hueining Line is yet to be
built. The narrow gauge of 2 ft. 6 inches of the tracks from
Hueining to Laotoukow is inadequate for the economic develop
ment of the New Continent. Allowing Yen 8,000,€00 for
widening the tracks in this section and Yen 10,000,000 for
completing the section between Laotoukow and Tunhua, the
whole undertaking will cost approximately Yen 20,000,000.
When this is done, our continental policy will have succeeded.
Hitherto, people going to Europe have to pass through either
Dairen or Vladivostok. Now they can go on the trunk line
directly from Chingchinkang via the Siberian Railway. When
we are in control of this great system of transportation, we
need make no secret of our designs on Manchuria and
Mongolia according to the third step of Meiji’s plans. The
Yaraato Race is then embarked on the journey of world
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conquest! According to the last will of Meiji, our first
step was to conquer Formosa and the second step to annex
Korea. Having completed both of these, the third step is yet
to be taken and that is the conquest of Manchuria, Mongolia
and China. When this is done, the rest of Asia including the
South Sea Islands will be at our feet. That these injunctions
have not been carried out even now, is a crime of your humble
servants.
In history the people living in Kirin, Fengtien and part
of Heilungkiang, are called Sushan. They are now scattered
along the sea coast and in the basins of the Amur and Tumen
Rivers. They were known as Kulai, Sushan, Hucibei, Palou,
Wotsu, Fuyu, Kitan Pohai and Nuchen at different stages of
ristory. They were of a mixed race. The forefathers of the
Manchurian dynasty also began in this vicinity. They gained
control of Kirin, first, and then firmly established themselves
in China for 300 years. If we want to put into effect our
Continental Policy, we have to note this historical fact and
proceed to establish ourselves in this region first also. Hence
the necessity of the Kirin-Hueining Railway.

Whether the terminus of Kirin-Hueining Line be at Chingchin or Lochin or even Hsiungchi, we are free to decide accord
ing to circumstances. From the standpoint of national defence
at present, Lochin seems the ideal harbour and terminus.
Eventually it will be the best harbour in the world. On the
one hand it will ruin Vladivostok, and on the other it will be
the center of the wealth of Manchuria and Mongolia. More
over, Dairen is as yet not our own territory while Manchuria
is yet not a part of our empire, it is difficult to develop Dairen.
That being the case, we shall be in a precarious situation in time
of war. The enemy could blockade the Tsushima and Senchima
Straits, and we shall be cut off from the supplies of Manchuria
and Mongolia. Not having the resources there at our command
we shall be vanquished, especially as England and the United
States have worked hand in hand to limit our action in every
possible direction. For the sake of self-preservation and of
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giving warning to China and the rest of the World, we must
fight America some time. The American Asiatic Squadron
stationed in the Philippines is but within a stone’s throw from
Tsushima and Senchima. If they send submarines to these
quarters, our supply of food-stuff and raw materials from
Manchuria and Mongolia will be cut off entirely. But if the
Kirin-Hueining Railway is completed, we shall have a large cir
cuit line through all Manchuria and Korea, and a small cir
cuit line through North Manchuria. We shall have access in all
direction gaining freedom for the transportation of soldiers
and supplies alike. When our supplies are transported through
this line to our ports at Tsuruga and Niigata, enemy submar
ines will have no way of getting into the Japanese and Korean
straits. We are then entirely free from interference. This is
what is meant by making the Japanese Sea the center of our
national defence. Having secured the free transportation of
food and raw materials, we shall have nothing to fear either
from the American navy because of its size, or the Chinese or
Russian army because of their number. Incidentally, we shall
be in a position to suppress the Koreans. Let me reiterate the
fact that if we want to carry out the New Continental Policy,
we must build this line. Manchuria and Mongolia are the
undeveloped countries in the East. Over this territory we shall
have to go war with Soviet Russia sooner or later. The battle
ground will be Kirin.

When we carry out the third step of Meiji’s plans with
regard to China, we shall have to do the following things:—
L

Mobilise the army divisions in Fukuoka and Hiroshima,
and send them to South Manchuria via Korea. Thu
will prevent the northern advance of Chinese soldiers.

2.

Send the army divisions in Nagoya and Kwansei by sea
to Chingchin, and thence to North Manchuria via the
Kirin Hueining Line.

3.

Send the army in Kwantung through Niigata to Ching
chin or Lochin, and thence by Kirin-Hueining Line to
North Manchuria.
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4.

5.

Send the army divisions in Hokkaido and Sendai to
embark the ship at Aomori and Hakodate, and sail
for Vladivostok and thence, via the Siberian Railway,
to Harbin. Then they can descend on Fengtien, seize
Mongolia and prevent Russian forces from coming
south.

Finally these divisions in all directions will meet and
form themselves in two large armies. On the south,
they will keep Shanhaikuan and close it against the
northern advance of Chinese forces: on the north, they
will defend Tsitsihar against the southern advance of
the Russians. In this way we shall have all the re
sources of Manchuria and Mongolia at our command.
Even if the war should be prolonged for ten years, we
need have no fear for the lack of supplies.

Let us now analyze once more the Kirin-Hueining Railway
from the standpoint of its access from our ports.
First, with Chingchin as starting point:

1.

To Vladivostok.............................. 130 miles

2.

To Tsuruga.................................... 475 miles

3.

To Moji ......................................... 500 miles

4.

To Nagasaki

5.

To Fusan

............................... 650 miles

If Tsuruga instead of Dairen is made the connecting
link, there is a saving of 41 hours. Calculated at the rate
of 30 miles an hour on land and 12 miles an hour by sea,
we can use fast boats and trains and cut the time in half.
Manchuria and Mongolia are the Belgium of the Far East.
In the Great War, Belgium was the battlefield. In our wars
with Russia and the United States, we must also make
Manchuria and Mongolia suffer the ravages. As it is evident
that we have to violate the neutrality of these territories, we
cannot help building the Kirin-Hueining and Changchun-Talai
Railways in order that we may be militarily prepared. In time
of war we can easily increase our forces and in time of peace
we can migrate thousands upon thousands of people into this
region and work on the'rice fields. This line-offers the key to
economic development as well as to military conquests.

|
■J
|
j
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■

In undertaking the Kirin-Hueining Railway, it is necessary
to take advantage of the dry season and finish it at one stretch.
The mountains it must go through are all granite. The tunneling would need modern and up-to-date machines. As to the
sleepers and ballast required, there is an abundance all along
the line. Limestone and clay for making tiles and brick
are also to be had for the taking . Only rails, cars and
locomotives have to be brought in. The cost of construction
could therefore be reduced at least thirty per cent and the time
required forty per cent.

*
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..................................... 500 miles

Second, take Tsuruga as the port of entry and compte it
with Dairen. In this case we should consider it from the point
of view of Osaka an industrial center.

1.

From Changchun to Osaka via Lochin, the distrance
is 406 miles by land and 475 miles by sea. In point
of time the route will take 51 hours.

2.

From Changchun to Osaka via Dairen and Kobe, the
distance is 535 miles by land and 870 miles by sea. In
point of time it takes 92 hours.
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Now, let us look into the economic interests along this line.
According to the careful investigations of our General Staff and
the South Manchuria Railway, the total reserve of timber is
200,000,000 tons. If one million ton is fallen and imported to
our country each year, it will last two hundred years. This
will stop the import of American timber which has been costing
us Yen 80,000,000 to Yen 100,000,000 a year. Although our
information is reliable we cannot make it known to the world;
for if China or Russia learns that we get so much timber from
America, they would try to interfere with the construction of
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this line. Or else, the United States may buy from the Feng
tien Government all the timber rights on the one hand to protect
their own trade with us; on the other, to control the monopoly
and incidentally kill our paper industry.

Kirin was known as the “ocean of trees” even in the days
of Emperor Chien-Lung. Added to the original forests are the
growths in the intervening years since that time. Imagine the
vastness of the resources! To transport this timber from Kirin
to Osaka via Changchun and Dairen, there is a distance of 1,385
miles. For every cubic foot, we have to spend 34 cents.
Because of this high cost of transportation, we cannot compete
with the United States. If the Kirin-Hueining Line is com
pleted, the distance is reduced to about 700 miles. We can then
ship timber to Osaka at the low rate of 13 cents per cubic foot.
We can certainly defeat the timber importation from the
United States then. Supposing we calculate the profit at Yen
5.00 per ton timber and supposing there are two billion tons
of timber, the construction of the railway will bring to us the
easy profit of 10 billion yen. we will bar the import of Am
erican timber into our country. Furthermore, the industry of
paper manufacture furiture making, and wooden wares which
the cheap timber makes possible will add 20 milion yen more
to our country’s annual income.
There is also the Hsinchin coal mine, which has a reserve
of 600,000,000 tons of coal. The quality of this coal is superior
to that of Fushun coal, easy to excavate and suitable for the
extraction of petroleum, agricultural fertilizers and other
chemical by-products which we may both use at home and sell
in China. There are numerous other advantages which will
come to us from the building of the Kirin-Hueining Railway.
It is all gain without labour. The coal will supplement the
Fushun collieries. With both coal mines in our control, we
hold the key to the industries of all China. Speaking of the
Hsinchin coal, we shall reap a profit of Yen 5.00 on each ton
when it is shipped to Japan. With additional chemical by
products, we shall reap a profit of Yen 16.00 from each ton of
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coal. Taking an average profit of Yen 15.00 a ton, the total
profit will amount to 200 billion yen. All this comes as a
by-product from the operation of the Kirin-Hueining Railway.
There are, besides, the gold mines along the Mutan River. The
acquired rights of the South Manchuria Railway in the gold
mines of Chiapikou in the province of Kirin and the timber
in its neighbourhood will all be within reach of exploitation once
the Kirin-Hueining line is in operation.

In the vicinity of Tunhua the agricultural products, such
as oats, wheat, millet and kaoliang, yield an annual output of
over a million catties. There are twenty distilleries of wines,
thirty oil mills yielding an annual output of about 600,000 catties
of oil and 600,000 of bean cakes, besides many places for making
vermicelli. All these will depend upon the new railway. The
trade along this road may be estimated at 4 million yen a year.
The transportation charges of farm products alone will not
only defray the running expenses, but also yield a net profit of
Yen 200,000 a year. Including the profit from timber, coal and
its by-products transported by the railway, we can safely count
on a profit of Yen 8,000,000 a year. Besides, there are indirect
benefits such as the strengthening of the South Manchuria Rail
way, the acquisition of rights over forests, mines and trade as
well as the migration of large numbers of our people into
North Manchuria. Above all, is the shortening of distance
between Japan and the resources of wealth in North Manchuria.
It only takes three hours from Chingchin to Hueining, three
hours from Hueining to Sanfeng and three hours more from
Tumen river to Lungchingtsun. In 60 hours we can reach
the wealth of North Manchuria. Hence the Kirin-Hueining
Railroad alone can enable us to tap the immense wealth of
North Manchuria.
4. Hunchun-Hailin Railway. This is 173 miles long and
costs Yen. 24,000,000. All along this line are thick forests. In
order to strengthen the Kirin-Hueining Railway and to exploit
the forests and mines in North Manchuria, this line is needed.
In order to transfer the prosperity of Vladivostok to Hueining,
this line is also urgently needed. The greatest hope fox
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prosperity, however, is the fact that south of Naining and north
of Tunhua there is Lake Chungpo which can be used to generate
electric power. With this electric power, we shall have control
over the agricultural and industrial undertakings of the whole
of Manchuria and Mongolia. No amount of China’s agitation
can matter in the least to our industrial developments. Accord
ing to the investigations of the South Manchuria Railway, the
water power in the lake can generate at least 800,000 horse
power. With such an enormous quantity of electric power, the
industrial conquest of Manchuria and Mongolia can be easily
accomplished. In the neighbourhood of this immense power
plant, there will be phenomenal growth of wealth. We must
build this railway quickly, in order to provide facilities for
transportation.. Lake Hsingkai, which is owned jointly by
China and Russia, can also be developed for the generation of
electricity. In order that these two countries may not com
bine to frustrate our plans, we should introduce a resolution in
the International Conference of Electrical Engineering to be
held in Tokyo this year, to the effect that in the same area of
electricity supply there should not be two power plants. Be
sides, in the vicinity of Niigata and Hailin, the Oju Paper Mill
has acquired extensive rights of lumbering. They need the
immediate establishment of the power plant at Lake Chingpo
and the early completion of the Hunchun-Hailin Railway in
order to bring to the factory at home the raw materials growing
wild in Mongolia.
Moreover, the reason that the Fengtien-Kirin-Wuchang
Railway and the Kirin and Fengtien authorities intend to build
the Wuchang Railway and the Kirin-Mukden Railway, with
Hulutao or Tientsin as sea-port, is that they want to recover to
themselves the wealth of North Manchuria. By building the
Hunchun-Hailin Railway we shall not only strengthen the KirinHueining Railway, but also defeat the Chinese scheme and draw
the wealth of Manchuria to Chingchin harbour. The transpoortation charges will be two-thirds less compared with the
Chinese line and one-third less compared with the Siberian line.
They cannot compete with us. Our victory is a foregone con
clusion.
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The total trade in Manchuria is seven or eight billion yen
a year, all of which is in our hands» The business we do in
wool, cotton, soybeans, bean cakes, and iron, forms one-twentieth
of the total volume of world trade. And it is steadily increasing.
But the Namihaya Machi at Dairen (the wealthiest street in the
city) is still in Chinese possession. The sad story goes further.
Oil is a basic industry in Manchuria. We control only 6 percent
of it. Of the 38 oil mills in Yingkow, there is not one Japanese;
of the 20 oil miles in Antung there is only one Japanese and of
the 82 or 83 oil mills in Dairen there are only seven owned by
Japanese. This is by no means an optimistic outlook for us.
In order to recover the lost ground, we must first of all develop
transportation. Then, by securing a monopoly on both finished
products and raw materials, we shall be able to gain the upper
hand eventually. Furthermore, we ought to assist our people
in oil business by extending to them financial credit, so that the
oil industry of the Chinese will be forced out of the market.
There are many Chinese on Kawaguchi Machi in Osaka who are
dealers of our manufactured goods in Mongolia and Manchuria.
They are strong competitors of our own business men in China.
Our people are greatly handicapped because of their high
standard of living which compels them to figure at a higher
percentage of profit. On the other hand, the Chinese also have
their disadvantages. The goods that they get are of an inferior
quality, but the price that they pay is at least 10 percent higher
than what our own people pay. Besides, they are also obliged
to pay Yen 2.70 more than our people for every ton of goods
transported, and yet they can undersell our merchants in
Manchuria. It clearly shows the inability of our own people.
When one thinks of it, it is really pathetic. The Chinese is
single-handed, receiving no assistance from the government.
But the Japanese in Manchuria has every protection from the
government and long term credit at a low rate of interest. Still
there are innumerable cases of failures. Hereafter, we should
organize a cooperative exporting house to China. The steam
ship lines and the South Manchuria Railway should give it
special discounts, and the government in Kwangtung should
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prosperity, however, is the fact that south of Naining and north
of Tunhua there is Lake Chungpo which can be used to generate
electric power. With this electric power, we shall have control
over the agricultural and industrial undertakings of the whole
of Manchuria and Mongolia. No amount of China’s agitation
can matter in the least to our industrial developments. Accord
ing to the investigations of the South Manchuria Railway, the
water power in the lake can generate at least 800,000 horse
power. With such an enormous quantity of electric power, the
industrial conquest of Manchuria and Mongolia can be easily
accomplished. In the neighbourhood of this immense power
plant, there will be phenomenal growth of wealth. We must
build this railway quickly, in order to provide facilities for
transportation. Lake Hsingkai, which is owned jointly by
China and Russia, can also be developed for the generation of
electricity. In order that these two countries may not com
bine to frustrate our plans, we should introduce a resolution in
the International Conference of Electrical Engineering to be
held in Tokyo this year, to the effect that in the same area of
electricity supply there should not be two power plants. Be
sides, in the vicinity of Niigata and Hailin, the Oju Paper Mill
has acquired extensive rights of lumbering. They need the
immediate establishment of the power plant at Lake Chingpo
and the early completion of the Hunchun-Hailin Railway in
order to bring to the factory at home the raw materials growing
wild in Mongolia.

. Moreover, the reason that the Fengtien-Kirin-Wuchang
Railway and the Kirin and Fengtien authorities intend to build
the Wuchang Railway and the Kirin-Mukden Railway, with
Hulutao or Tientsin as sea-port, is that they want to recover to
themselves the wealth of North Manchuria. By building the
Hunchun-Hailin Railway we shall not only strengthen the KirinHueining Railway, but also defeat the Chinese scheme and draw
the wealth of Manchuria to Chingchin harbour. The transpoortation charges will be two-thirds less compared with the
Chinese line and one-third less compared with the Siberian line.
They cannot compete with us. Our victory is a foregone con
clusion.
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extend to it financial credit at a very low rate of interest, then
we can hope to beat the Chinese merchants and recover our
trade rights, so that we may develop the special products of
Manchuria and send them to all parts of the world.
The first step in gaining financial and commercial control
of Manchuria and Mongolia lies in the monopoly sale of their
products. We must have the rights of monopoly for the sale
of Manchurian and Mongolian products before we can carry
out our continental policy and prevent the invasion of American
capital as well as the influence of the Chinese traders.

Although the products of Manchuria and Mongolia may go
through any of the three ports, Dairen, Yingkow and Antung,
nevertheless Dairen holds the key to the situation. Every year
7,200 ships pass through this port with a total tonnage of
11,565,000 tons. This represents 70 percent of the total trade
of Manchuria and Mongolia. Fifteen navigation routes radiate
out from it with definite sailing schedule. Most of it is costal
sailing. We have in our grasp the entire transportation system
of Manchuria and Mongolia. The monopoly sale of Manchuria’s
special products will eventually come into our hands. When
that come true, we can develop our oceanic transportation in
order to defeat both Yingkow and Antung. Then the large
quantities of beans which the central and southern parts of
China consume, will depend upon us entirely. Moreover, the
Chinese are an oil eating people. In time of war, we can cut
off their oil-supply and the life of the whole country will become
miserable. Bean-cakes are important as fertilizers for the cul
tivation of rice. If we have control of the source of supply as
well as the means of transportation, we shall be able to increase
cur production of rice by means of a cheap supply of bean
cakes and the fertilizers manufactured as a by-product at the
Fushun coal mines. In this way, we shall have the agricultural
work of all China dependent upon us. In case of war, we can
put an embargo on bean-cakes as well as the mineral fertilizers
and forbid their exportation to Central and South China. Then
China’s production of food-stuff will be greatly reduced. This
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is one way of building up our continental empire which we must
not overlook. We should remember that Europe and America
also need large quantities of beans and bean-cakes. When we
have monopoly of the supplies and full control of transportation,
both on land and sea, the countries which have need of the
special products of Manchuria and Mongolia, will have to seek
our good-will. In order to gain trade monopoly in Manchuria
and Mongolia, we must have control of thfe complete transporta
tion system. Only then can we have the Chinese merchants
under our thumb.

However, the Chinese are adepts in learning our tricks and
beating us at our own game. We have yet found no way by
which we can compete successfully with them in oil-making and
sail-boat transportation. After building up the new system of
transportation, our policy should be tvro-fold. On the one hand,
wreck the sail-boat trade by means of heavy investment in our
own system. On the other hand, encourage our men to learn
all they can from the Chinese about sail-boat business. Another
thing we should be careful about is teaching the Chinese our
industrial methods. In the past we have established factories
in Manchuria and Mongolia, and carried on industries near the
source of raw materials. This gave to the Chinese the opport
unity of learning our secrets and establishing competitive
factories of their own. Hereafter, we should ship the raw
materials back home and do the manufacturing there, and then
ship the finished products for sale in China and other countries.
In this way we shall gain in three ways: (1) provide work for
our unemployed at home, (2) prevent the influx of Chinese into
Manchuria and Mongolia, and (3) make it impossible for the
Chinese to imitate our new industrial methods. Then iron of
Penhsihu and Anshan and the coal of Fushun should also be
sent home to be turned into finished products.

For all these considerations, the development of ocean trans
portation becomes the more necessary. The Dairen Risen
Kaisha Company should be enlarged, and our government should
extend to it loans at low interest through the South Manchuria
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Railway Company. By next year, we should complete 50,000
tons of new ships for oceanic transportation. That will be
sufficient to dominate over the traffic of the East. For on the
hand, we have the South Manchuria Railway for land trans
portation; on the other hand, we control the large quantities of
products in Manchuria and Mongolia waiting to be transported.
The success of this enlarged activities in oceanic transportation
with Dairen as centre is assured by the iron laws of economics.

It, we suffer the more. And we lose in spite of our control of
transtation and special backing of banking houses. Because of
the handicap of monetary system, people in Central and South
China always buy beans and bean-cakes from their own people.
We have no chance against them. In consequence, we cannot
conquer the whole of China.
3. With the silver standard in existence, the Chinese
Government can increase their notes to counteract our gold notes.
Consequently, our banks will fail to carry out the mission of
extending our country’s influence.

Gold Standard Currency Necessary

Although Manchuria and Mongolia are within our field of
activities, yet the legal tender there is still silver. It often
conflicts with our gold basis and works to our disadvantage.
That our people have failed to prosper as they should in these
places, is due to the existence of silver monetary system there.
The Chinese have persistently upheld the silver basis, and
therefore have made it impossible for us firmly to establish our
colonization plans on a firm economic foundation. We have
suffered from it the following disadvantages:

4. If the gold standard is adopted, we can issue gold notes
freely. With the credit of the gold notes, we can acquire rights
in real property and natural resources and defeat the credit of
the Chinese silver notes. The Chinese will be unable to compete
with us; and the currency of the whole of Manchuria and
Mongolia will be in our control.

2. The Chinese businessmen use silver money throughout
and are free from the effects of exchange fluctuations. There
fore their “junk” trade is prosperous. Although they have no
scientific knowledge of exchange value of gold and silver, they
always gain in the transaction. They have a natural gift for

5. The Government Bank of the Three Eastern Provinces,
the Bank of Communications, the Frontier Development Bank
and the General Credit & Finance Corporation have in cir
culation silver notes amounting to 38,000,000 dollars. Their
reserve funds in the form of buildings and goods are estimated
at 1,350,000 dollars. It is natural that the Chinese notes should
depreciate. It is only by acts of the Government that these notes
are still in circulation. Until we have entirely discredited the
Chinese silver notes, we will never place our gold notes in their
proper place in Manchuria and Mongolia, much less obtain the
monopoly in currency and finance of these two countries. With
the depreciated and inconvertible silver notes, the government of
the Three Eastern Provinces buys all kinds of products, thus
threatening our vested interests. When they sell these pro
ducts, they demand gold from us which they keep for the
purpose of wrecking our financial interests including our trade
rights in special products. For these reasons, our gold notes
are having a harder time and a gold standard for currency
becomes the more urgently necessary.
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1. The money that we bring into Manchuria is of gold
standard. When we use it either for daily livelihood or for
industry and trade, it has to be exchanged into Chinese silver
dollars. The fluctation of exchange is not infrequently as much
as 20 percent, resulting in serious loss to our people. Specula
tion becomes a regular business and investing money becomes a
matter of gambling. When one plans an investment of two
hundred thousand yen, one may suddenly find that his capital
has been reduced to one hundred fifty or one hundred sixty
thousand dollars due to the drop in exchange. The creditor
would chen have to call in the loan and business failures have
often resulted.
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camera often leaks out to the Chinese authorities of the Three
Eastern Provinces. They in turn would try to obstruct any
forward movements of the South authorization, it again has
to run the gauntlet at the Departments of Foreign Affairs, of
Railways, of Finance and of Army. If these ministers do not
agree, the matter is dropped. Therefore, although the present
prime minister realizes his own incompetence, he has never
theless taken concurrently the port-folio of foreign affairs, so
that our movements in Manchuria may be kept confidential and
the execution of our plans may be swift and decisive. On
account of these reasons, the South Manchuria Railway should
be radically re-organized. All appurtenant enterprises which
are profit-making should be made independent companies under
the wings of the South Manchuria Railway, so that we may take
determined steps on the conquest of Manchuria and Mongolia.
On the other hand, Chinese, Europeans and Americans should
be invited to invest money in the South Manchuria Railway on
the condition that we have a plurality of its stocks. In that
event the control of the Company is in our hands, and our
mission from the empire can be discharged more vigorously. In
short, by inviting international participation in the South Man
churia Railway, we can blind the eyes of the world. Having
achieved that, we can push our advance in Manchuria and
Mongolia at our will, free ourselves from the restraint of the
Nine Power Treaty and strengthen our activities in that country
with foreign capital.

In view of the above-mentioned considerations, we must
overthrow Manchuria’s inconvertible silver notes and divest the
government of its purchasing power. Then we can extend the
use of our gold notes in the hope of dominating the economic
and financial activities of Manchuria and Mongolia. Further
more, we can compel the authorities of the Three Eastern
Provinces to employ Japanese financial advisers to help us gain
supremacy in financial matters. When the Chinese notes are
overthrown,- our gold notes will take their place.
The Necessity of Changing the Organization of
South Manchuria Railway

the

The South Manchuria Railway Company functions in
Manchuria as the Governor-General of Korea did there before
the annexation. In order to build up our new Continental
Empire, we must change the organization of that Company so
as to break away from the present difficulties. The functions
of this Company are varied and important. Every change of
Cabinet involves a change of the administration of the South
Manchuria Railway, and conversely every activity of the South
Manchuria Railway also has important consequences on the
Cabinet. This is because the South Manchuria Railway is
semi-governmental, with final authority resting in the Cabinet.
For this reason, the Powers invariably look upon this railway
as a purely political organ rather than a business enterprise.
Whenever a new move is made for the development of Manchuria
and Mongolia, the Powers would invoke the Nine Power Treaty
to thwart the plans of the South Manchuria Railway. This has
greatly damaged the interests of our empire.

j

Considered from the point of view of domestic adminis
tration, the South Manchuria Railway is subject to a quadruple
control. There are the Governor of Kwantung, the Chief
Executive of Dairen, the Consul-General at Mukden, besides the
President of the South Manchuria Railway itself. These four
officers must meet and exchange views at Dairen before any
thing is undertaken. What is discussed in the meeting held in

j
Iron and steel are closely connected with national develop|
ment. Every country today attaches great importance to it.
ÏBut because of the lack of ores, we have found no solution to
this problem. Hitherto we have had to import steel from the
1
Yangtze Valley and the Malay Peninsula. But according to
|
a secret survey of our General Staff, a wealth of iron mines are
i
found in many places in Manchuria and Mongolia. A conser-
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The important appurtenant enterprises of the South Man
churia Railway are:—

1

1.

Iron and Steel
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vative estimate of the reserve is 10 billion tons. At first when
there was a lack of technique, the Anglian Iron and Steel Works
was involved in an annual loss of Yen 3,000,000. Later, new
methods were discovered, and the technique developed so that
during 1926 the loss was only Yen 150,000 and a year later
there was a profit of Yen 800,000. If the furnace is improved,
we ought to earn at least Yen 4,000,000 a year. The quality
of the ore at Penhsihu is excellent. By amalgamating it with
the Anshan Iron Works, we shall have the comfort of being
self-sufficient in iron and steel.

The iron deposits in Manchuria and Mongolia are estimated
at 1,200,000,000 tons; and coal deposits, 2,500,000,000 tons. This
coal ought to be sufficient for smelting the iron orc?. With such
large amounts of iron and coal at our disposal, we ought to be
self-sufficient for at least seventy years. At the rate of $100.00
profit on each ton of steel, for 350,000,000 tons of steel we shall
have a profit of Yen 35,000,000,000. This is a tremendous asset
to out economic resources. We shall save the expense of Yen
120,000.000 which we pay for the ‘importation of steel every
year. When we can have sufficient iron and steel for our own
industries, we shall have acquired the secret for becoming the
leading nation in the world. Thus strengthened, we can conquer
both the East and the West. In order to attain this goal, the
iron works must be separated from the South Manchuria
Railway. Such unified control will keep China from preventing
us to become self-sufficient in iron and steel.
2. Petroleum
Another important commodity which we lack is petroleum.
It is also essential to the existence of a nation. Fortunately,
there lie in the Fushun Coal Mine 5,200,000,000 tons of shale
oil, from every hundred catties of which six catties of crude oil
.may be extracted. By means of American Machinery, every
hundred catties will yield nine catties of refined oil good for
motor cars and battleships. At present, Japan imports from
foreign countries 700,000 tons of mineral oils every year valued
at Yen 60,000,000. These figures are on the increase. As there
are 50 billion tons of shale in the Fushun Mines, the yield

—

34
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calculated at five percent would be 250,000,000 tons; at nine
percent, 450,000,000 tons of oil. Taking an average of the two,
the yield would be 350,000,000 tons, and assuming the value of
the oil to be fifteen yen a ton, the oil shale contained in the
Fushun Mine would bring us Yen 2,250,000,000. This will be
a great industrial revolution for us. From the standpoint of
national defence and national wealth, petroleum is a great
factor. Having the iron and petroleum of Manchuria, our army
and navy will become impregnable walls of defence. That
Manchuria and Mongolia are the heart and liver of our empire,
is a truthful saying. For the sake of our empire, we should be
congratulated.
Agricultural Fertilizer—Amonia Sulphati
AND OTHER PRODUCTS

Agricultural fertilizer is a great necessity for the production
of foodstuff. Chemical fertilizers depend upon the ammonia
sulphate extracted from coal. The Fushun coal yields especially
good results. At present, our total consumption of ammonia
sulphate is 500,000 tons. Of this, only half is manufactured at
home, using the coal from the Kailan or the Fushun Mining
Companies. The remaining half is imported from abroad af
the cost of Yen 35,000,000 a year. With our agricultural work
daily increasing and in view of the development of our new
empire in Manchuria and Mongolia, we shall easily need
1,000,000 tons of ammonia sulphate every year during the next
ten years. From the soot gathered from the burning of Fushùn
coal connected with the manufacture of steel, we could produce
large quantities of ammonia sulphate. If the yield is put at
300,000 tons a year, we shall add an annual income of more
than Yen 40,000,000. In fifty years, this will mount up to
Yen 2,000,000,000. sThis money could be used for the improve
ment of our agriculture. If there is any surplus, we can buy
bean-cakes with it and then invade the farms all over China
and in the South Sea Islands. In order to accomplish this, we
must separate this enterprise from the South Manchuria Rail
way. We shall then be able to control the fertilizers of the Far
East
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Soda

and

have gained control of it in the Three Eastern Provinces, we
may harness the water power of the Yalu River to work on
these metal ores. In view of the development of aircraft, in
the future all the world will come to us for the materials neces
sary for aeronautics.

Soda Ash

We import 100,000 tons of Soda Ash at the cost of more
than Yen 10,000,000 a year. Both soda and soda ash are
valuable materials for military and industrial purposes. Soda
is derived from nothing more than salt and coal, both of which
are cheap and abundant in Manchuria and Mongolia. If we go
into this manufacture, we can supply not only ourselves but
can also sell it to China with a view to controlling its industrial
products. We ought to gain from it a profit of at least Yen
15,000,000 a year. We can also supply our own military and
chemical needs. Again this industry must be separated from
the South Manchuria Railway.
Magnesium

and

Aluminium

According to the independent surveys of the South Man
churia Railway Company and Dr. Hon ta of Tohoku University,
magnesite and aluminium is a very promising business (in
Manchuria). Magnesite is found in the surroundings of
JTashichiao, and aluminium in the vicinity of Yentai. The
deposit is one of the largest in the world. A ton of magnesite
is worth Yen 2,000 and a ton of aluminium is worth about
Yen 1,700. An estimate of the deposits of both minerals in
Manchuria is Yen 750,000,000. These substances are especially
useful for making aeroplanes, mess kit-3 in the army, hospital
apparatus and vessels, and other important industries. The
United States alone has extensive deposits of these substances.
The output of our country is one ton a year! Such materials
are becoming more useful every day, but the supply is insuffi
cient. Its price is growing high, as if never reaching a limit.
The deposits in our territory of Manchuria and Mongolia, are
nothing less than a God-given gift. The metal is really
precious, being indispensable to both our industry and national
dersence. It also should be made in independent business,
separate from the South Manchuria Railway. Its manufacture
should be in Japan, so as to keep the Fengtien Government from
imitating it on the one hand and to avoid the watchful eyes of
the British and American capitalists on the other. After we
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If all the enterprises mentioned above are made independent
undertakings, they would make rapid progress and bring us at
least a profit of 60 billion yen a year. The industrial develop
ment in South Manchuria means much to our national defence
and economical progress. It will help us to build the founda
tion of an industrial empire. As to the cultural undertakings
such as hospitals, schools and philanthropic institutions, they
are our signal towers in the advance into • Manchuria and
Mongolia. They are the institutions for spreading our national
prestige and power. More specificially, they are the baits for
rights and privileges. Let us separate all these from the South
Manchuria Railway in order that we may redouble our efforts
and advance into North Manchuria to reclaim the sources of
great wealth there.

I

1
j
à

When these important undertakings become independent
and are free to develop without the interference of our officials,
they will naturally become channels of national prosperity. On
the wings of economic development, we could make rapid advance
without either arousing the suspicion of the Powers or the anti
Japanese activities of the people of the Three Eastern Provinces.
Such hidden methods would enable us to build the New Con
tinent Empire with ease and efficiency.
The foreign loans for the South Manchuria Railway must
be confined to those railroads already completed. Other rail
ways built by us but nominally under Chinese control, can
either be amalgamated with the completed lines or made inde
pendent according to the desire of the investing nations. The
slogan of “Equal Opportunity” helps us to get foreign loans as
well as to dispel suspicion of our designs in North Manchuria.
At any rate, we shall need foreign capital to develop our con
tinental empire. When the South Manchuria Railway is open
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to foreign investments, the powers will be glad to lend more
to us and China can do nothing to block it. This is an excellent
way to further our plans in Manchuria. We should lose no
time in doing it. As to the wealth concentrated in the northern
part of Manchuria and Mongolia, we should be likewise. The
two new railways from Kirin to Hueining and from Changchun
to Talai, as well as the lumber and mining interests, should also
be managed as separate institutions.

The South Manchuria Railway will also be greatly enriched
by our exploits in North Manchuria. Already Chinese im
migrants are pouring into South Manchuria in large numbers.
Their position wjll become stronger every day. As the right of
renting land in the interior is not yet secured, our immigrants
are gradually losing ground. Even if our government’s backing
will maintain our people there, they cannot compete with the
Chinese due to the latter’s low standard of living. Our only
chance now is to defeat the Chinese by heavy capitalization.
This again necessitates the use of foreign loans. This is so,
especially because the riches of North Manchuria are even not
accessible to the Chinese immigrants. We must seize the present
opportunity, and hasten the progress of immigration by our own
people and take possession of all rights there so as to shut out
the Chinese. But in order to encourage immigration, rapid
transportation is essential. This will both afford facilities to
our people and bring the natural resources there to the would
be market. Moreover, both Russia and ourselves have been
increasing armaments. On account of geographical positions,
we have conflicting interests. If we want to obtain the wealth
of North Manchuria and to build up the New Continent accord
ing to the will of Emperor Meiji. we must rush our people into
North Manchuria first and seek to break the friendship between
Russia and China. In this way, we can enjoy the wealth of
North Manchuria and hold at bay both Russia and China. In
case of war. our immigrants in North Manchuria will combine
with our forces in South Manchuria, and at one stroke settle the
problem forever. In ease this is not possible, they can still
maintain their own in North Manchuria and supply the rest of
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us with food-stuff and raw materials. As the interests of North
Manchuria and our country are so wrapped up, we should march
directly into North Manchuria and pursue our settled policy.
The Necessity of Establishing

a

Colonial Department

Our exploitation of Manchuria takes a variety of forms.
Often those in authority take such different views that even the
most profitable undertaking for our country cannot be carried
out. Because of the lack of speed, our secrets are often exposed
and are made propaganda materials by the Mukden government
much to the detriment of our country in international relations.
Whenever a new undertaking is projected in Manchuria and
Mongolia, it will become the subject of discussion of tens of
meetings and conferences in Dairen. Not only the approval
of the four-headed government there is necessary, but also the
sanction of the cabinet at home has to be secured before any
thing can be carried out. Because of all these obstacles, any
undertaking will take months and months before any definite
results are seen. In the process it is possible for the Chinese
to employ Japanese adventurers to steal our secrets so that
before a project is launched it is often reported to the Chinese
and in turn it becomes common property of the world. We are
suddenly brought under the check of world opinion, and more
than once we have incurred hardship in putting into practice
our policy toward Manchuria and Mongolia. * Furthermore, the
opposition party has also made capital out of what they find
in these regions in order to attack the government. All these
have many serious have with our diplomatic relations. Hence
forth, we must change our practice in order to proceed adroitly.
The centre of control must be in Tokyo. That will (1) insure
secrecy, (2) stop China from knowing before-hand our plans,
(3) avoid the suspicion of the powers before a thing is done,
(4) unify the multiple control in Manchuria and (5) bring the
government agencies in Manchuria and Mongolia in close touch
with the central government so as to deal with China with
undivided power. For these reasons we should follow the
original plan for absorbing Korea laid down by Ito and Katsura
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and establish a Colonial Department, the special function of
which is to look after the expansion in Manchuria and Mongolia.
The administration of Formosa, Korea and Saghalien Island
may be its nominal function, but our expansion in Manchuria
and Mongolia is its real purpose. This will blind the eyes of
the world on the one hand and forestall the disclosure of secrets
on the other.

It is my personal conviction that the fact that the absorption
of Korea could not be effected during the administration of Ito,
is due to the lack of a special office for control. Therefore, there
were always differences of opinion and secret policies were
impossible. Such a state of affairs played into the hand of
international obstruction and Korean opposition. Then a
number of propagandists went to Europe and America as well
as Korea itself, declaring that we firmly respected the inde
pendence of Korea and had no designs on an inch of Korean
territory. The result of their work was the recovery of inter
national confidence. After that, a colonial department was
established under the pretence of Formosa, Then we seized the
opportunity and the object was gained! It goes to prove that
in order to undertake colonization am immigration, a special
office for it is absolutely necessary. Moreover, the creation of
a new empire in Mongolia and Manchuria is of utmost import
ance to the existence of Japan. It is necessary to have a special
colonial office in order that the politics in that vast territory
may be controlled from Tokyo. The officers in the field should
only take orders: they should not interfere with the execution
of policies where they please. This will insure secrecy; and
the opposition nation have no chance of getting into the secrets
of our colonial activities. Then our movements regarding
Mongolia and Manchuria will be beyond the reach of inter
national public opinion, and we shall be free from interferences.
As to the subsidiary enterprises of the South Manchuria
Railway such as the Development Company, the Land Company,
and the Trust Company, the power of supervision and planning
should also be in the colonial office. They should all be under
united control, is order that they may all help in the general
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policy of expansion in Mongolia and Manchuria of the Imperial
Government and complete the creation of the new empire.
Taling River Valley of Peking-Mukden Railway

The Taling River Valley is a wide area sparely populated
but infested with bandits. Many Koreans have made invest
ments here, especially in rice field. Judging from its resources,
this region is bound to be prosperous. It will also be an advant
ageous foothold for us if we want to expand into the Jehol
region. We .should give full protection to our Korean subjects
here and wait for an opportunity to secure from China the
right of colonization so that our immigrants may live here and
act as our vanguards to Jehol and Mongolia. In case of war
fare, this valley will be a strategic point to quarter large armies
of soldiers. We shall then not only check the Chinese soldiers
from advancing north but also hold the key to the immense
wealth of South Manchuria. When Koreans come into this
region we should finance them through our Trust and other
financial organs with a view to gaining for these organs the
actual ownership while the Koreans may satisfy themselves with
the right of farming only. Ostensibly the ownership of land
must reside with the Koreans. It is a convenient way of
securing rights from the Chinese government. Henceforth the
trust companies and financial organs should give them full
backing when our own and Korean subjects wish to gain land
ownership. If they need money to buy farms from the Chinese,
the financial organs should also come to their aid. Unnoticeably we shall gain control of the better rice fields which we
may give to our own emigrants. They shall displace the Kore
ans who in turn may go on opening new fields, to deliver to the
convenient use of our own people. This is the policy with res
pect to the colonization of rice field and bean farms. As to the
policy for herd farming, the Development Company should be
especially entrusted gradually to expand, eventually placing all
the wealth of herds at the disposal of our country. This same
company may also take care of horse breeding and select the
best out of Mongolia for the use of our national defence.
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is due to the lack of a special office for control. Therefore, there
were always differences of opinion and secret policies were
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international obstruction and Korean opposition. Then a
number of propagandists went to Europe and America as well
as Korea itself, declaring that we firmly respected the inde
pendence of Korea and had no designs on an inch of Korean
territory. The result of their work was the recovery of inter
national confidence. After that, a colonial department was
established under the pretence of Formosa, Then we seized the
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in order to undertake colonization am immigration, a special
office for it is absolutely necessary. Moreover, the creation of
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ance to the existence of Japan. It is necessary to have a special
colonial office in order that the politics in that vast territory
may be controlled from Tokyo. The officers in the field should
only take orders: they should not interfere with the execution
of policies where they please. This will insure secrecy; and
the opposition nation have no chance of getting into the secrets
of our colonial activities. Then our movements regarding
Mongolia and Manchuria will be beyond the reach of inter
national public opinion, and we shall be free from interferences.
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and the Trust Company, the power of supervision and planning
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The Taling River Valley is a wide area sparely populated
but infested with bandits. Many Koreans have made invest
ments here, especially in rice field. Judging from its resources,
this region is bound to be prosperous. It will also be an advant
ageous foothold for us if we want to expand into the Jehol
region. We .should give full protection to our Korean subjects
here and wait for an opportunity to secure from China the
right of colonization so that our immigrants may live here and
act as our vanguards to Jehol and Mongolia. In case of war
fare, this valley will be a strategic point to quarter large armies
of soldiers. We shall then not only check the Chinese soldiers
from advancing north but also hold the key to the immense
wealth of South Manchuria. When Koreans come into this
region we should finance them through our Trust and other
financial organs with a view to gaining for these organs the
actual ownership while the Koreans may satisfy themselves with
the right of farming only. Ostensibly the ownership of land
must reside with the Koreans. It is a convenient way of
securing rights from the Chinese government. Henceforth the
trust companies and financial organs should give them full
backing when our own and -Korean subjects wish to gain land
ownership. If they need money to buy farms from the Chinese,
the financial organs should also come to their aid. Unnoticeably we shall gain control of the better rice fields which we
may give to our own emigrants. They shall displace the Kore
ans who in turn may go on opening new fields, to deliver to the
convenient use of our own people. This is the policy with res
pect to the colonization of rice field and bean farms. As to the
policy for herd farming, the Development Company should be
especially entrusted gradually to expand, eventually placing all
the wealth of herds at the disposal of our country. This same
company may also take care of horse breeding and select the
best out of Mongolia for the use of our national defence.
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Precaution Against Chinese Migration

Recently the internal disturbances in China have driven
large hordes of immigrants into Mongolia and Manchuria,
thereby threatening the advance of our migration. For the
sake of our activities in this field we should not fail to take
precautions. The fact that the Chinese government welcomes
this migration and does nothing to hold back the tide oppresses
our policy even the more seriously. A noted American sinologue
has made the statement that the Mukden authorities are carry
ing out such effective government that all people are moving
into their territory. Therefore, the influx of immigrants is
looked upon as a mark of effective government of Mukden
authorities. We, of course, are concerned. Unless we put a
stop to it, in less than ten years our own policy of emigration
will prove an instrument for China to crush us with. Political
ly we must use police force to check this tendency as much as
possible and economically our financiers should drive the Chin
ese out with low wages. Furthermore, we must develop and
expand electric power to displace human labor. This will keep
out Chinese immigrants as well as monopolize the control of
motor force as a first step toward controlling the industrial
development of this vast region.
Hospitals

and

Circulation Dept.,
50 Peking Road

Shanghai, China.

Date193

.

Gentlemen :
Please enter my subscription for a period of

....

year from Vol.

No.

to

Vol.No........... -.......against ray remittance of
Dollars

(..................... ) herewith in

money order or check to The China Criticj

Schools

Hospitals and Schools in Manchurira must be independent
of the South Manchuria Railway. For the people have often
considered these as institutions of imperialism and refuse to
have anything to do with them. When these are separated
and made independent institutions we shall be able to make
the people realize our goodness so that they will feel thankful to
us.... But in establishing schools emphasis should be laid on
normal schools for men and women. Through these in educa
tional work we may build up a substantial good-will among the
people towards Japan. This is our first principle of cultural
structure.
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Name of Subscriber.

Address.
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The China Critic’s Special Features:

1—Editorials and Editorial Paragraphs on current affaire, impartial
and fearless ;
2—Special Articles’, on all subjects of general interest, contributed
or specially written by leading authorities ;

3—Facts and Figures, giving statistical data on industrial and
financial conditions;

4—Chief Events of the Week, classified and condensed, to save
you time in keeping touch with the current developments.
5—Chinese Press Comments, rendered in good English for easy
reading;
6—The Little Critic, criticism of various interesting topics in the
lighter vein, that will make the reader both smile and think.

7—Arts and Letters, publishing not only choice poems and stories,
but also essays on various subjects within its legitimate field.

8—Women’s World, where one finds not how to furnish a house
nor the latest style in the fashion, but such subjects as will
engage the attention of all thingking women.
9—Book Review thorough and scholarly, serving as a good reader’s
guide;
10—Official Documents published for historical records in the future;
11— Style, popular and pleasing;

12—Stock, best among all weeklies in China;
13—Printing, clear types, making reading a pleasure;

14—Subscription rate®, reasonable, only M. $7 in China, or G.$5
abroad a year, postage included.
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Prepared for Department of State, in complianoe
with Legation’s telegraphic instruction of Noxem
her 25, 1931.

A. S. Chase.

Tsingtao, China.
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w

Date of Completion:
December 2, 1931.
Date of Mailing:
December 2, 1931.

co
general Situation.

CQ
In general, it may be stated that the boycott to

date has affected Japanese commercial interests in
Tsingtao seriously, but not desperately as in the

larger ports of China.
On
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On import and export activities combined, Japanese

trade is probably losing from 20 to 25$ as a direct re
sult of the boycott.

Imports and import shipping are

the heaviest sufferers and are sustaining a loss due to

boycott of from 40 to 45$.

Export trade, while falling

off in certain lines, is holding up well on the whole,

and the boycott has affected exports in general, at the
most, not more than 15$.
The important Japanese manufacturing industries

here, particularly the cotton mills, are operating near

capacity and disposing of their output.

At the same time

they have only retained their trade at the sacrifice of
heavy price cutting, as a result of which they are opera

ting at considerable loss, which, of course, cannot con
tinue indefinitely.

Japanese passenger steamer service has completely

lost its Chinese patronage and must accordingly be tak
ing heavy losses.
Other less important Japanese activities are suf

fering somewhat, but far less than in the larger China

ports.
The relatively mild effects of the boycott here

may be ascribed primarily to the facts: that the Shan

tung Chinese population in general are not of excitable
nature nor anti-Japanese in sentiment; that the Chinese
Provincial and Municipal Authorities have seen fit to
give little encouragement to the boycott and to prevent

its enforcement by extreme means such as pickets and
seizures; and that Japanese traders here are to a

large....
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large degree in the fortunate position of being able

to handle their products all the way to and from the
interior- whioh, of course, means that, in the absence

of actual obstruction by force, they can get out their
exports and distribute their imports with comparative

ease
Import Situation»
It is in imports and import shipping that Japa-

nese interests in this district are suffering moet

heavily.

Even in these lines, however, the situation

does not approach the desperate conditions reported
elsewhere in China.

To trace briefly the course of the boycott with
respect to imports to date, it may be said that incoming Japanese shipments actually rose above normal

in August in anticipation of enforcement of the boy
cott, fell off badly through September and the first

half of October due partly to boycott but also to tem-

porary oversupply resulting from the heavy August deliveries, and have since then recovered somewhat- up

to the point possible under the boycott, that Is as

a result of new though limited orders which have been

placed following consumption of the August surpluses
According to statistics which may be taken as ap-

proximately correct, September imports from Japan and

in Japanese bottoms from China coast ports were well
under those of August and about 40^ less than those of
September, 1930.

October’s record was even worse than September’s

as may be seen from the following statistics, ex
pressed
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pressed in freight tons:
October 1931 September 1931 October 1930

Imports from
Japan

17,900

Imports from
China in Japa
nese bottoms
7,200
Total
25,100

15,200

36,000

12,600
27,800

10,700
46,700 ’

On the other hand, within the month, October wit

nessed a distinct betterment in the situation, since a
further analysis of the figures indicates that over
seventy per cent of the 25,100 tons total is account
able to the last two weeks of the month.

Complete figures for November are not yet avail
able, but, according to returns which should represent

about two-thirds of the totals, imports from Japan and
in Japanese bottoms from Chinese ports will be some

what above those of October.
While other factors such as exchange may have con

tributed to the sudden late October increase, it is be
lieved that the higher level of the past six weeks-

october 15th to December 1st- has been due in some mea
sure to the fact that as the preboycott surpluses have

become completely consumed, new orders have been forth
coming, which, though not satisfactory from the Japa

nese point of view, at least prove that the boycott is
progressing far less sensationally here than elsewhere

in China.
While imports in general have been depressed for
the past few months, a study of statistics indicates

clearly that Japanese imports have slumped to a far
greater degree than the market as a whole.

The

following....
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following figures illustrate this convincingly:

A) Total imports from
all countries in
cluding China»

B) Total imports from '> Ratio
Japan plus imports I of
from China coast iniB to A
Japanese bottoms
I

September 1930 74,700
October 1930
85,000
September 1931 60.000
October 1931
61,000

45,000
46,000
28,000
26,000

60$
54$
47$
4355

After careful consideration of statistics and esti
mates by persons whose opinions should be authoritative,

one may say with reasonable certainty, in summary of the
import situation, that losses now being experienced here

by Japanese imports and import shipping as a direct re

sult of the boycott amount to between 40 and 45$.
Expert Situation.
Japanese export activities here are showing far less

effect from the boycott than import lines»

In fact, un

like the import situation, there is no marked falling uff

of trade which may be with certainty attributed to the
boycott

While Japanese exports for September and Octo

bar have been dull, so has the export market in general
and it is difficult to distinguish boycott results from
effects of general depression.

While the total volume of Japanese export trade
appears to be holding up well against the boycott, cer-

tain lines are undoubtedly sustaining considerable losses
This applies particularly to products from the interior

which have been accustomed to reach local Japanese ex
porters through the medium of Chinese traders operating

on the local Produce Exchange.

A comparison of the two month period, September 1st
to October 31st, for 1930 and 1931, shows that, while
total
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total exports for the period were 124,150 freight tons
in 1931 as against 81,500 freight tons in 1930 (an ab
normally low figure), the percentages of the totals re
presented by exports to Japan plus exports to the China

coast in Japanese bottoms were 48^% in 1930 and 45% in
While not conclusive, this comparison would in

1931.

dicate that, even as regards total cargoes, Japanese
export lines have suffered slightly from the boycott.

Complete export figures for November are not yet
at hand, but from those received to date, it would ap

pear that the situation for the month with respect to

the boycott will be approximately that of October.
After considering various indications, the writer

is inclined to take the opinion recently expressed to
him by a high official in the Chinese Maritime Customs

to the effect that, while certain lines are suffering
considerably, Japanese export trade here as a whole

has suffered a loss ascribable to boycott which cannot
be more than 10 or 15%,
Situation of Tslngtao Japanese Mills.

Next to imports and shipping, the heaviest suf

ferers from the boycott here are probably the Japanese
factories.

The Japanese cotton mills, which constitute by
far the greatest part of Tslngtao* s Japanese manufac
turing interests and employ normally some 35,000 la

borers, have been producing up to capacity or nearly
so and are at present finding little trouble in dis

posing of their output.

At the same time, according

to good authority, they are taking heavy financial

losses.

This seeming paradox is explained by the
fact
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fact that the factories have since the beginning of

the boycott cut their prices below cost to the point
where the average northern Chinese sacrifices patrio

tism to purse and buys.

In general, this has meant

their selling at a price at least 25$ under that of

the competing local Chinese cotton mill.

By this means

the Japanese factories are retaining or even increasing
their volume of sales in Shantung and elsewhere in the
north, though they have all but lost their former

trade to South China, where a more effective boycott,
proving impervious to their cheaper prices, has re

sulted in leaving the market entirely to their Chinese
rivals.

A certain amount of labor force has been cut off
by the Japanese mills within the past two months, which
is estimated to amount to about 10$ of total persennel,

or in all some 3,500 men.

This has been in the way of

gradual elimination of the less capable workmen, however
and its chief effect on production has been that of in

creased efficiency.
or walk-outs.

There have been no large lay-offs

This has been due not only to the desire

of the mill operators to keep up production at all

costs, but also to the persuasive efforts of the local
Chinese Government officials, who have realized only &

well what a potential menace to the orderly status quo
of the port- and incidentally to their own tenure of

office- large numbers of unemployed laborers would con
stitute.

One factor that has especially mitigated against

the effectiveness of the boycott here as applied to
Japanese......
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Japanese looal factories has been the tolerant attitude
of the Shantung Provincial Government, which has offi

cially announced that goods produced in Japanese facto
ries located in China shall not be considered as sub
ject to the boycott#
How long the looal Japanese mills can continue

operating at a loss is difficult to foresee.

Unless

agitation against their products increases appreciably,

however, it seems unlikely that the mills will shut

down in the near future.
Other Effects of Boycott.
Japanese passenger shipping entering and leaving

Tslngtao shows a practically complete loss of Chinese
patronage, which, of course, means a very serious de

crease of passenger revenues.

Chinese travelers leaving

for both northern and southern ports now use other than
Japanese lines, or, as is more frequent, travel by
train.

This situation is due to existence of pickets

and other extreme tactics by Chinese boycott agitators

at other ports of arrival rather than obstructionist
action at this end.

Other forms of Japanese commercial interests, such
as restaurants and hotels, are all feeling their share
of the boycott.

As with the more important lines, how

ever, agitation against them is far less vigorous than

elsewhere in China, and their losses, while important,
are not very serious.
In q.uintriplicate to Department of State,
Copy to Legation,
Copy to Consulate General, Shanghai.
800/610.21
ASC/FP
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Chief sources of information: ships
manifests, conversations with Com
missioner of Maritime Customs, Di
rector of local Chinese cotton mill
and other important local business
men.
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Uy dear Dr. Hornbeck:

In continuation of my letter dated January
14

1932, I am enclosing to you for the information

of the State Department three (3) copies of a cable
gram which is an official translation of the note

in reol" to the note of the Secretary of State communi-

.

n

cateô to our Government on January d, 1932, on une

“0

•

question of llanchuria, and which has just been re

Very sincerely yours,

Charge d'Affaires ad interim.
Enclosure:
3 Co ies of cablegram
as above.

Dr.

Stanley K. Hornbeck,
Chief, Division of Far Eastern Afoairs,
Department of State.

7 9 3 .9 4 /3 5 9 6

ceived.
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CABLEGRAM
FROM THE MINISTRY OF F0RGIG17 AFFAIRS AT NANKING
DATED JANUARY 15, 1932.

I aa.ve the honor to acknowledge the receipt of
Your Excellency’s note dated January g, 1932, stating
that (note of the United States Government delivered
on January G, 1932, to the Chinese Government).
It is amply evident that the American Government

takes the most serious view of the lawless acts of the
Japanese military forces in the 3 Eastern Provinces
and that it upholds also the dignity of the interna

tional covenants and of the pact against war.

The

Chinese Government from the time that the present

events in the Northeast began on September IS, 1931,
and up to the present day, has in every respect ful

filled its duties as prescribed in the pe,ct against
war, and -the Chinese Governm
*nt

therefore has taken no

steps of any nature whatever calculated to aggravate

the situation, but has,in accordance with the procedures
set forth in the existing international covenants, asked
that Signatory Powers direct their special attention to

these events.

The Japanese military forces, on the

contrary, following the adoption of the Resolution of

the League of Nations on September 30, 1931, and ‘the

meeting of the Council on October 2b, 1931, have still
continuously extended the field of their invasion, and

even after the passing of the League’s Resolution on

December 10, 1931, have openly invaded and seized
Chinchow, the seat of the Chinese local government.
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- 2 More recently Japan has occupied. Suichung and advanced, to

Shanhaikwan, and has increased the nunbers of the Japan
ese vessels and troops at Chinwangtao, Tientsin and other

places.

In addition to this, there are indications of

the inteiit'.on to attack Jehol.

These violations of the Covenant of the League of

Hations, the Mine Power Treaty and t' e Pact against 17ar,
and. this disregard of the repeated decisions of the
League are facts which it has not been possible to con

ceal.

The Japanese Government therefore must bear full

responsibility for all the events involved.

•7ith reference to the notification of Your Excel

lency’s Government that in this matter it does not
recognize as legal any situation de facto, I have the

honor to state that the Chinese Government has repeatedly
lodged with the Japanese Government gravest protests

a.gainst the various invasions and lawless acts perpe
trated by the Japanese troops since September IS, 1931,

and has made it known int'rnationally that the Chinese

Government accords them no recognition -whatsoever.
’7ith regard to the treaties or agreements referred

to in the note under reply, I have the honor to sta.te
that the Chinese Government, basing its position on its
sovereignty end independence and on the nrinciole of ter

ritorial and administrative

integrity, has absolutely

no intention of concluding any treaties or agreements

of the categories described.
It is the sire ere hope of the Chinese Government

that Your Excellency’s Government will continue to pro
mote the effectiveness of the international covenants

in order that their dignity may be conserved.
I have
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I have the honor to bring the above to the attention
of Your Excellency and. express the hope that you will

transmit it to Your Excellency's Government for its infor

mation and. action.
Eugene Chen
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DEPARTMENT OF STATE

Division of Far Eastern Affairs

January 16, 1932.

The text of the/chinese note

of January ^2 he^éwith apparently
take^s~'accoJat jrff the text of the
American Government’s note of

January 7.

SKH/ZMF
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XJ Di^’sion

CHINESE LEGATION

y1"

WASHINGTON

January 14-, 1$32
R,;.r

Uy dear Dr. Hornbeck:
DT
The Minister wishes to enclose to you for

T1

o
m

-he information of the State Department three (3)
conies of a translation of a cablegram which is a

note in reply to the note or the Secretary of State

<o
w

on the question of Manchuria, and which has just

(O
been received.

W
01
(0
0)

Very sincerely yours

Enclosure:
Conies of cablegram
as above.

ce
Dr. Stanley K

Hornbeck,

Chief, Division of Far Eastern Af:airs,

Department of State.

S3
OJ
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TRANSLATION OF TELEGRAM
FROM THE MINISTRY OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS AT NANKING

DATED JANUARY 12, 1932.

We have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your
note of the Sth instant stating that with the recent
military operations about Chinchow the last administrative
authority of the Chinese Republic in Manchuria had. been

destroyed, and, however,

the American Government continued

confident that the neutral commission recently authorised
by the Council of the League of Nations would facilitate
an ultimate solution of the difficulties between China
and Japan; but in view of the present situation and of

its rights and. obligations,

the American Government deemed

it to be its duty to notify the Imperial Japanese Govern
ment and the Chinese Government that it could not admit
the legality of any situation de facto, nor did it intend

to recognize any treaty or agreement entered into between

those Governments or agents thereof, which might ioair

the treaty rights of the United States or its citizens in
China,

including those which relate to the sovereignty,

independence, or territorial and administrative integrity

of China, or the open door policy, nor intend to recog
nize any situation, treaty or agreement contrary to the

Covenant obligations of the Pact of Paris of August 27,
I92S.

We
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’Je noted that the American Government was much con

cerned with the actions of the Japanese military forces in

Manchuria, and we highly appreciate the attitude which the
American Government has been taking to uphold the dignity
and prestige of international treaties and the Kellogg

Anti-War Pact.

Ever since the Manchurian incident took place on
September IS, 1933-,the Chinese Government steadfastly

complying with the requirements contained in the Anti-‘.7ar
Pact, has never taken any step which might complicate the
situation but acted in accordance with the stipulations
of those international treaties, and requested all the

Signatory Powers to give the matter thei.r serious atten

tion.

The Japanese military forces however, in spite of

the resolution passed and adopted by the Council of the

League of Mations on the JOth of September and at the

close of the Session of the Council of the League of
Nations on the 24th of October, continued to take the

most aggressive measures.

Even after the resolution,

passed and adopted by the Council of the League of Nations
on the 10th of December, they occupied Chinchow where the

Chinese provincial administration was located.

Recently

they have advanced further and taken possession of Suichung and reached Shanhaikwan.

They have also increased

the naval and military forces at Tientsin and Chingwangtao

They are now planning to invade Jehol.

That Japan has

violated the Covenant of the League of Nations, the Nine

Power Treaty and the Kellogg Anti-’.7ar Pact, and ignored
the Resolutions of the Council of the League of Nations

are undeniable facts, for which the Japanese Government

must bear the entire responsibility.
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It is noted, that the American Government will not

admit the legality of any situation de facto, and it should
he stated that the Chinese Government has repeatedly des

patched strong protests to the Japanese Government concern
ing the various offensive measures and illegal actions of
the Japanese troops since September IS, 1931, and also has

notified the Council of the League of Hâtions that it will

not recognize the same.

The Chinese Government, standing

firmly on the principle to maintain the complete sovereignty

and territorial and administrative integrity of China will
not enter into any such treaty or agreement as was inti
mated in the note of the American Government.

The Chinese Government strongly cherishes the hope
that the American Government will continue to strengthen

the effective application of those international treaties
in order to maintain their dignity and prestige.

The

Chinese Government hereby has the honor to con unicate the

note in reply to Your Excellency to be forwarded to the
American Government for its information and. action

January 20, 1932.

Dear Mr* Yen:
I wish to acknowledge with thanks the receipt of

your letter of January 14, 1932, with which you en

closed, for the information of the Department of State,
three copies of a translation of a cablegram dated

Government to this Government's note delivered to the

Chinese Ministry of foreign Affairs on January 8; also
the receipt of your supplementary letter of January 16

enclosing copies of an official translation of the Chinese Government’s note above referred to.

Yours sincerely,

Mr. Eawkling Yen,
Chinese Chargé d'Affaires ad interim,
Washington, D. C.

PE:RSM:EJL
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January 12, 1932, constituting the reply of the Chinese
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January 20, 1932.

Bear Mr. Ten:

I wish to acknowledge with thanks the receipt of

your letter of January 14, 1932, with which you en

closed, for the Information of the Department of State,

three copies of a translation of a cablegram dated
Government to thia Government’s note delivered to the

Chinese Ministry of Foreign Affairs on January 8; also
the receipt of your supplementary letter of January 16
enclosing copies of an official translation of the Chi

nese Government's note above referred to.
Yours sincerely,

Mr. Hawkling Yen,
Chinese Chargé d'Affaires ad interim,

Washington, D. C.
I’E:RSM:EJL

\

-
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January 12, 1932, constituting the reply of the Chinese
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DOCUMENT FILE
NOTE

SEE___ 894.00/343

FROM ___ JS-Bæ

for

(....Eorbes......... )

dated

...Jan, 21,__J.9.32

TO

regarding:

Speech by Foreign Minister regarding the Manchurian
situation, and expressing thanks of the Japanese
Government forthe impartiality of the Soviet Republic.
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GRAY

Tokio

Dated January 21, 1932

Rec’cL 8:25 a.'ni.
Secretary of State,

Washington

19, January 21, 5 p.m.

The Diet was dissolved today after reassembling fol
lowing the New Year recess.

This action was expected as

indicated in the Embassy’s despatches 421, 458 and 460 when
the political situation was discussed at some length.

The

general election will probably be set for February 20th.
The Prime Minister, Foreign Minister and the Finance

delivered addresses.

The Foreign Minister’s speech has

been telegraphed to Washington and will be made public by
the Japanese Embassy.
The Foreign Minister dwelt at some length on the Man

churian situation and expressed the thanks of the Japanese
Government for the impartiality of the Soviet Republic.

He

also referred sympathetically to the forthcoming Arms Con

ference at Geneva.

For the first time in some years there

was no reference to the American immigrati on policy.
The
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2-#19 from Tokio, January 21,
5 p.m.

MET

The speeches of the three Ministers of State lose some

thing of their importance because of the dissolution as the
Government must necessarily mark time until the elections
are over.

FORBES
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

COPIES SENT TO
U. N. I. AN D M. I. ft.
From

REP

GRAY
h ri’ . A, V FJj

DÀŸ..IHU lv OF

Tokic
Dated January 22, 1932

o
m

Rec’d 7:49 a

Secretary of State,

Washington.

(0
CM

21, January 22, 6 p. m.

(0

Japanese have despatched one

carrier and four destroyers to Shanghai with landing force

of four to five hundred men.
The Government here state that they regard the disturb

ance as purely local like Tsingtau or Foochow but feel that
some assurance may be necessary to prevent further rioting.

Foreign Office states verbally that the Japanese Consul
General has been instructed to take all questions up with
the Chinese local authorities and/or with the Municipal

Council.

No representations are to be made at Nanking at

least for the present,.

Repeated Peiping.

FORBES
WSB

CM
01
(0
co
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TELEGRAM received
; j !S32
_______
. ; /dblC'N Gi-1
From
REP
This telegram must be
closely paraphrased 1
fore being communicl|
to anyone.
''

GENEVA
Datei^Fanuary 22, 1932

I

Secretary of St

iïwr
E32

i

ïïasaing.,cn

I
JAN 2 9

or/is^ OF
[WESTERN (LiilPtAN AFFAIRS

F /D E W

L department OF STATE

Rec’a 10:05 a. m>

25, January 22, 10 a. m.

.

FOR THE SECRETARY.

January 21, 4 p. m., and from my talk with Drummond venture
to express the opinion that no difficulty will be encountered
in the arrangement being carried out as suggested.

GILBERT

WKC
KLP
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I have acte! on the instructions in your IIo< 20,
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WEfiH EUROP&aH AFFAH

teleg:

REP

This telegram must be
closely paraphrased before being communicated
to anyone..

PEIPING

From
Dated January 22, 1932

i v

.

11

Secretary of State,

O
m
«

Washington*
109, January 22, 5 p* m*

Following is summary of infor
Brown at Harbin* January 15th*

Atamen Semenoff in daily conference with Japanese

authorities and with several Mongol princes at Mukden*

Japanese are working among both White- Russians and
Mongols with a view to employing them later this year..

Two*

Japanese troops in Manchuria consist of seven

full brigades of infantry, the six independent railway

7 9 3 .9 4 /3 6 0 0

One.

trains, cavalry, artillery, et cetera, in all about 30,000

regular troops*

Three.

Japanese authorities at Harbin assert the

*sP

r

existence of extensive Soviet propaganda in Northern Manchuria
CO

detrimental to Japanese interests and claim that only the
sternest.of positive measures will succeed in stopping it*

It is maintained that this is the most serious present

menace to Japan especially by reason of the ability of the
/

Soviets to purchase the assistance of Chinese of all classes.
Japanese

f—
L
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2- j^lO9, from Peiping,Jan.22, 5 $?{&

Japanese military state that their first task is to cle«.r
Northern Manchuria of Chinese remnants and then eradicate all

vestiges of Bolshevist propaganda.

Four.

Japanese believe that the recent plot against the

Emperor was the result of Russian intrigue in Harbin which

centered there and extended over China as far as Shanghai.
Five.

At Eahchuli conditions were quiet.

People

believe that the Japanese will come at least as far as the

Hingan range, and may possibly invade Soviet territory and

that business will be better under their rule.

Russians

all believe that the Japanese are desirous of fighting them

in which case the Russians would only act in self defense.
There is a difference of opinion whether a Japanese

advance will come immediately in the Spring or a year from
now.

It is agreed that Russians would not take the initia

tive

even if possession of the Chinese Eastern Railway

were at stake.
Six.

Brown’s general impression is that if there is to

be fighting between the two countries it will be Japan which

forces the issue after indirectly attempting to provoke a
Soviet initiative through Mongol and White Russian intrigue.
In the Spring Japan may move to the Hingan range, in order
to better direct this campaign of mercenaries on the border.

JOHNSON

KIP - HPD
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EMBASSY OF THE
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Japan, December 29, 1951.
rjeoeivted

No.

JAN 2 8 1932

SECRETARY’S OFFICE

F/DEW
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The Honorable
The Secretary of State,
Washington.

**

□

<5

q

NO

Sir:

An analysis of the bandit situation in South Manchuria
reveals the following very interesting facts which of them

selves constitute a pretty severe indictment of the methods
pursued in Manchuria by both Japan and China in the matter
of banditry.

The figures in this table are taken from

The South Manchuria Railway’s Second Report on Progress in

Manchuria,
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Manchuria, dated April, 1931:
Year

Raids

1906 --------------

Year

Raids

9

1918

82

1907 -------------- 32

1919

106

1908 -------------- 30

1920

183

1909 -------------- 46

1921

152

1910 -------------- 34

1922

104

1911 -------------- 57

1923

131

1912 -------------- 33

1924

246

1913 -------------- 69

1925

206

1914 -------------- 64

1926

213

1915 -------------- 86

1927

296

1916 -------------- 71

1928

352

1917 -------------- 99

1929

368

During part of this period a portion of the South Manchuria
Railway was under construction and its area was extended
considerably.

The zone to be protected became larger

with an increasingly proportionate risk of outlawry as

the railroad reached less settled regions.

As these

regions became settled with immigrants the value of

property along the line and in the railway warehouses
increased and offered more opportunity for booty. Compare

these figures of one bandit raid a day in 1929 with the
number of raids which the Japanese Government gave in its
statement to the representatives of the French, British

and American governments, dated December 27th, which shows
something like forty raids

ber.

the first ten days of Decem

The fact is that the Japanese Army, having scattered

the Chinese forces and taken away their source of supplies

without
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without disarming then^have practically turned these large
numbers of men loose without pay, sustenance or control to
prey upon the community, which they are doing in groups

more or less numerous and more or less organized, accord
ing to the degree of leadership they have maintained.

The

Japanese claim that these men are directed, supplied and
encouraged from Chinchow;

in fact, they charge that these

forces are acting directly under orders from Chang Hsueh-liang

and his Generals.

Many of the Japanese claims, however,

have been found by foreign military observers so widely

at variance with the facts that it is difficult to place
much credence in them.

Just now the newspapers carry

daily reports of attacks made by Japanese troops and they
say that they can hardly distinguish between bandits and

regulars, all of which is unquestionably calculated to

stir up the public mind and to Justify sending more troops
and incurring greater expenses on the part of the Army,

which will undoubtedly appear before the Government for an
increased budget to meet the cost of the Manchurian cam

paign.

The military authorities are resorting to every

device they can to consolidate public opinion, - propaganda,

flag-waving, patriotic displays in windows, including dis
play of articles brought back as throphies from the

"battlefields’* of Manchuria, as they style them.

Although

the Japanese have not declared war on China nor severed

diplomatic relations, yet in Manchuria the Military Attaché
reports that they look upon the whole thing as nothing

but war;

the talk is all of war and they make no effort

to camouflage it by placing pictures of the dove of peace
on their military documents as they are figuratively doing

on
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on their diplomatic ones.

The newspapers speak of troops

being sent "to the battle area" and yesterday both houses

of the Diet passed a unanimous vote thanking the soldiers
for their work in Manchuria.

The fact is that while this

war fervor is on and is at fever heat it is unpatriotic
for anyone to speak against the Army or its policy in
Manchuria and nobody dares to do it.

You ask any Japanese

and he will say that the people are unanimously back of

the Government in regard to their policy in Manchuria.

When they come to pay the bills the war fervor may have

died down and there may be another story, but as both
political parties have been party to it it can hardly now
become a partisan matter.

Be all this as it may the turbulent conditions which
the Japanese have stirred up in Manchuria make a real

menace to the peace of every inhabitant, whether Chinese,
Japanese, or foreign, and presents a problem that is taking

on such serious proportions that the Japanese are constant
ly sending reinforcements to Manchuria.

It looks as though

the situation was going to require an army there to which

the scant fifteen thousand allowed by treaty will be a mere
handful.

In other words, they have started something of

a conflagration which will need drastic measures to ex

tinguish.
Respectfully yours,

V/. Cameron Forbes

Embassy’s File No. 800.-Manchuria
WCF/AA
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/C4rpNSfn3rease in banditry in Manchuria is attributed to the
,

fact that:
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"The Japanese Army, having scattered the
5g
Chinese forces and taken away their source of
supplies without disarming them, have
J practically turned these large numbers of men -4
SECRETARY’S OFF|OE jooae without pay, sustenance or control to
<0
£- pre.v upon the community."
Q|

I
IAN *> 8199? I
J

Mr. Forbes states that:

(0

"The military authorities are resorting
to every device they can to consolidate public
opinion, - propaganda, flag-waving, patriotic
displays in windows, including display of
articles brought back as trophies from the
’battlefields* of Manchuria, as they style them";

**>

and adds:
"The fact is that while this war fervor is
on and is at fever heat it is unpatriotic for
anyone to speak against the Army or its policy
in Manchuria and nobody dares to do it...............
When they come to pay the bills the war fervor
may have died down and there may be another
story, but as both political parties have been
party to it it can hardly now become a partisan
matter."

FE?RSM:BJL

CM
0)
O

—
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November 5, 1931.

Because of the widespread interest in the present

F/DEW

To the Members and Friends of Japan America Society:

situation in Manchuria, it has occurred to me that you would
perhaps care to have exact copies of the official statements

close them herewith.

Very truly yours,

GEORGE F. POND, Secretary.
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of the Japanese Government concerning the same, and I en
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The Statement of the Japanese Government.
September 24, 1931.
1.

The Japanese Government has constantly^been exerci

sing honest endeavors in pursuance of its settled policy to
foster friendly relations between Japan and China and to pro

mote common prosperity and well being of the two countries. Un
fortunately, the conduct of officials and individuals of China

for some years past has been such that our national sentiment
has frequently been irritated.

In particular, unpleasant in

cidents have taken place, one after another, in regions of
Manchuria and Mongolia,

in which Japan is interested in es

pecial degree, until impression has gained strength in the

minds of the Japanese people that Japan!s fair friendly atti
tude is not being reciprocated by China in like spirit.
Amidst an atmosphere of perturbation and anxiety

thus created a detachment of Chinese troops destroyed tracks

of the South Manchuria Railway in the vicinity of Mukden and
attacked our railway guards at midnight of September 18th. A
clash between Japanese and Chinese troops then took place.

2.

The situation became critical, as the number of..

Japanese guards stationed along the entire railway did not
then exceed 10,400, while there were in juxtaposition some
220,000 Chinese soldiers.

Moreover hundreds of thousands of

Japanese residents Wore placed in jeopardy.

In order to fore

stall imminent disaster the Japanese army had to act swiftly.

The Chinese soldiers garrisoned in neighboring localities 'wore
'I•
' I
’ '
disarmed and duty of maintaining peace and. ofdof whs left in
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the hands of the local Chinese organizations, under the super

vision of the Japanese troops.
3.

These measures having been taken, our soldiers were

mostly withdrawn within railway zone.

There still remain some

detachments in Mukden and Kirin and a small number of men in

a few other places, but nowhere does state of military occupa
tion as such exist.

Reports that Japanese authorities have seized customs
or salt gabelle office at Yingkou or that they have taken cont
rol of Chinese railways between Ssupingkai and Chengchiatun

or between Mukden and Sinmintun are entirely untrue, nor has
the story of our troops having ever been sent north of Chang

chun or into Chientao any foundation in fact.

4«

The Japanese Government at a special cabinet meet

ing on September 19th took decision that all possible efforts
should be made to prevent aggravation of the situation and in

structions to that effect were given to the commander of the
Manchurian garrison.

It is true that a detachment was des

patched from Changchun to Kirin on September 21st, but it was
not with a view to military occupation but only for the pur

pose of removing menace to South Manchuria Railway on the
flank.

As soon as that object has been attained the bulk of

our detachment will be withdrawn.

It may be added that while

a mixed brigade of four thousand men was sent from Korea to
join the Manchurian Garrison the total number of men in the

garrison at present still remains within the limit set by
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treaty and th"t fact cannot therefore be regarded, having any
-ray added to seriousness of the- international situation.
5.

It may be superfluous to repeat that the Japanese

Government harbors no territorial designs in Manchuria. What

we desire is that the Japanese subjects shall be enabled to
safely engage in various peaceful pursuits and be given oppor

tunity in participating in the development of that land by
means of capital and labor.

It is the proper duty of a government to protect the
rights and interests legitimately enjoyed by a nation or indi

viduals.

Endeavors of the Japanese Government to guard the

South Manchuria Railway against wanton attacks should be viewed
in no other light.

The Japanese Government, true to established policy,

is prepared to cooperate with the Chinese Government in order
to prevent the present incident from developing into a disas

trous situation between the two countries and to work out such

constructive plans as will once for all eradicate causes for
future friction.

The Japanese Government would be more than

gratified if the present difficulty could be brought to a solu

tion vdiich will give a now turn to mutual relations of the
two countries.
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The Statement of the. Japanese Government .
October fw > 1931.
1.

On October 22,

the Japanese representative in the

Council of the League of Nations proposed certain amendments to
the resolution then before the council with regard to two quest

ions of (1) withdrawal of the Japanese troops to railway zone
and (2) direct negotiations between China and Japan,

However,

these suggested amendments as well as the resolution itself
fell through having failed to obtain the unanimous approval of
the council2<

As has been repeatedly emphasized by the Japanese

Government, the whole Manchurian affair was occasioned solely

by the violent and provocative attack launched by the Chinese

army on the railway zone.

Certain small contingents of Japanese

soldiers still remaining at few points outside that zone are

insistently demanded by the danger to which the large population
of the Japanese in that region are exposed in life and property.
The presence of such a limited number of troops is quite incap

able of being represented as a means ©f dictating te China
Japan’s terms for the settlement of the present difficulties.

Nothing is farther from the thoughts ©f Japan than to bring armed

pressure to bear up»n China in the course of these negotiations.
3.

The Japanese Government have on various occasions

given expression to their firm determination to suffer no abridg
ment or diminution of Lhe rights and interests of Japan, which
arc vital to her national existence and which arc woven into the
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complex fabric of her political and economic isolations with
China. Unfortunately the so-called "recovery of rights" move
ments in China have recently attained extravagant developments,

vrhilc feelings antagonistic to Japan have been openly encouraged

in text books used at various schools in China and have become

In defiance of treaties and

deeply seated in the Chinese mind.

regardless of all the history, a vigorous agitation has been
carried on in China with the object of undermining the rights and

interests of Japan even most vital.

Ls things stand at present,

a complete witndrawal of the Japanese troops to the South Man
churia Railway zone under a more assurance of the Chinese Gov

ernment would create an intolerable situation exposing Japanese
subjects to the gravest dangers,

The risk of such dangers is

clearly evidenced by past experience and by conditions which
actually obtain in China.

4,

The Japanese Government are persuaded that in the

present sicuation the safety of the Japanese subjects in Manchuria

can hardly bo ensured without a provision being made to remove
the national antipathies and suspicions existing in mutual re
lations of the two powers.

already expressed,

With this end in view, they have

in the note of the Minister for Foreign Aff

airs of October 9th to the Chinese Minister in Tokyo, their readi
ness to enter into negotiations with the Chinese Government on
certain basic principles that should regulate the normal interre-
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-.5That note was communicated

lationship between the. two countries.

at the time to tho Council of the League.

Convinced that this

method of procedure is alone calculated to open out a way to

save the situation, the Japanese Government have consistently
hold to their proposals in that sense throughout the recant dis

cussions at the Council of the League.

The basic principles

which they hav^ had in mind relate to : (.1 )Mutur.l repudiation of
aggressive policy and conduct.

(2) Respect for China’s terri

(3) Complete suppression of all organized move

torial integrity.

ments interfering with freedom of trade and stirring up inter
national hatred.

(4) Effective protection throughout Manchuria

of all peaceful pursuits undertaken by the Japanese subject.

(5)

Respect for treaty rights of Japan in Manchuria,
The Japanese Government believe that all those- points,

being in entire accord with the aims and aspirations of tho
League of Nations and embodying natural basis upon which pe-aco in

the Far East must depend, will commend themselves to an approval
of tho public opinion of the world.

The refusal by the Japanese

representative to lay these points on the table of the council
was due to the consideration that they should in their nature

properly form the subject of negotiations between the parties
directly involved,

5.

With the future welfare of both nations in mind, the

Japanese government feel that an urgent need at the present
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moment is to arrive at a solution of the problem by the coopera

tion of the t'.'.o countries and thus seek a' path of common happiness
and prosperity. Their willingness remains unaltered and unabated

to open negotiations with the Chinese Government on the subject
of th^ basic principles above formulated relating to the normal

relations between Japan and China and on the subject of the with

drawal of the Japanese troops to the South Manchuria Railway
Zone.
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203 SOUTH DEARBORN STREET

November 6, 19?1

bear Member:tespite some fears which have been expressed that the Japan
America Society was terminating all activities, the Board has had its
initial meeting and outlined a tentative program for the year. It was
intended that an announcement be sent to all members of the Society at
the beginning of the summer regarding prospective plans, and the Treas
urer assumes the blame for failure to have this done. The Board wishes
all members to know the present status of affairs and hopes that an ac
tive interest vdll be maintained throughout the coming season*

Mm. Coleman, our former Executive Secretary, left on June first
and expects to devote himself entirely to lecturing this year, and for
that reason and because of the normal cessation of activities during the
summer time, the rooms in the Palmer House were closed. The Board felt
that because of business conditions, it was unwise to carry the overhead
for Quarters during this year and voted to dispense with permanent rooms
until conditions warrant a change*
Through the courtesy of Mr, Muto, the Japanese Consul, we are
hoping to secure the presence of Ambassador Pebuchi as speaker at a dinner
meeting some time this month. The Ambassador’s plans are necessarily some
what uncertain through the diplomatic situation, but ho has expressed a
willingness to address the Society at the first available date, and we are
hoping to have him as the guest at our opening meeting of the year.
Luncheon meetings with interesting speakers on topics connected with
Japanese art, culture and commerce are also being tentatively arranged
and definite announcement of them will be sent you shortly.
The Board felt that in view of the reduced cost of operation
and the general tendency toward retrenchment, resident dues should be
reduced to $5*00* and passed a resolution to that effect. It also felt
that because of the mar y misunderstandings which have arisen in the
press and elsewhere regarding the Manchurian situation, the Society
should function more actively than ever this winter, and we hope for
your continued interest and co-operation to that end»

Faithfully yours,
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SUBJECT:

Transmitting the Tanaka memorial.

1—1221 (ro
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THE HONORABLE
THE SECRETARY OF STATE,

&

o/SMaks ///&&'or^a/

WASHINGTON.

7 9 3 ,9 4 /3 6 0 3

SIR:

I have the honor to transmit herewith a copy of
the "China Critic", dated September 24, 1931, contain

ing what purports to be a memorial presented to the

Emperor of Japan on July 25, 1927 by Premier Tanaka
outlining the policy in Manchuria, together with eight

reprints of the memorial supplied by the Chinese Con
sulate General, Batavia, and another reprint entitled

"Japan and the Next World War".
The reprints above mentioned were furnished this
office by the Chinese Vice-Consul in Batavia some weeks

ago.

At tiie request of this office the original

copy of the "China Critic" was obtained by the Chinese

®°,

For the Department's information

g
to

Consulate General.

it is pointed out that the editorsof this magazine are
understood to be prominent in Shanghai.

The chancel

lor of the Chinese Consulate General at Batavia stated

that Chang Hsin-Hai is counsellor of the Chinese Foreign

Office, that Quentin Pan is a professor in the Shanghai
University
Î
I

P
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-2University, and that Wu Lien-Teh is a prominent editorial

writer, and that all of the other members of the editor
ial staff are highly educated and well respected.

The Chinese Consulate General has distributed hun
dreds of these reprints to practically all foreign rep
resentatives and Dutch officials, as well as to the Chin
ese population.

Both the Director of the Department

of Education and the Acting British Consul General, af
ter perusing the Memorial, expressed the opinion that

it is a genuine document.
It is assumed that the Consulate General in Shang
hai and the legation at Peiping have already forwarded

these documents to the Department, but it was thought
advisable to transmit this information if only to show

the extent of Chinese propaganda in this connection.
Respectfully yoursS'

,
TOA/hk

American Consul GenexaX
/

Enclosures:

'

Copy of "China Critic*.
8 copies of Tanaka Memorial.
1 copy of "Japan and the Next World War".
Original and 2 copies to Department.
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THE CHINA CRITIC
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HIGH LIGHTS OF THE MEMORIAL

Secret
MEMORIAL
Concerning Manchuria, Mongolia, China,

U. S. A. & the World
Submitted by
GENERAL TANAKA

(The then Premier of Japan)
to
The Japanese Emperor
in

1927

(STH EDITION)

1. For settling difficulties in Eastern Asia, Japan must
adopt a policy of “Blood and Iron.”
2. f,In order to conquer the world, Japan müst conquer
Europe and Asia; in order to conquer Europe and Asia Japan
must conquer China, and in order to conquer China, Japan must
first Conquer Manchuria and Mongolia, Japan, expects to fulfil
the above* programme in ten years.

3. Japan regrets that she has signed the Nine-Power
Treaty which was intended by England and America to crush
her interests in Manchuria, for thereby she agrees that Man
churia and Mongolia are Chinese territory. This has greatly
hampered the freedom of Japanese policy in Manchuria.
4. Japan believes wars in near future with U.S.A. and
with Russia are inevitable, so in order to get militarily prepared,
Japan must build the Kirin-Hweining and Changchun-Talai
railways in Manchuria.

5. The South Manchuria Railway Co., act in Manchuria as
the Governor-General in Korea. In order to blind the eyes of
the world and forestall the disclosure of secrets at present, the
Colonial office nominaly conrols affairs of Formosa, Korea, and
Saghalian islands, only, while really it manages affairs of
Manchuria.
6. Japan must taxe strong steps, on basis of Twenty-one
demonds, to secure - priority for building ^ilroads. right of
timbering and exploiting 19 iron and coai mines in Fentien.

7. Japan should spend yen 1,000,000 from “Secret funds”
of Army department in order to send 400 retired offices dis<

6,000 (10-11-31)

I
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guised as teachers and traders, scientists, and Chinese citizens
to Mongolia to influence the Mongolian princes to revolt against
China.
•
8. Koreans should be utilized by Japan as vanguard for

colonization of and as spearhead for penetration into, Manchuria
and Mongolia.

9. Taking 'adventage of the local disorder in Fengtien,
Japan should manipulate the situation so that the Fengtien
Bank notes will depreciate to zero, and the Yen will take to
its place.
• 10. Japan must enjoy monopoly of supplies of beans, bean
cakes timber, coal, iron, fur, wool, and all other products of
Manchuria and Mongolia and perfect control of transportation
so that Chinese influence would be wiped out, and Europe and
America, when in need of these supplies, would be at the mercy
of Japan.

{From The China Critic)

I
]

TANAKA MEMORIAL
Memorial Presented to the Emp'eror of Japan on Jztly 25, 1927,
by Premier Tanaka, Outlining the positive
policy in Manchuria,
(Reprinted from The China Critic Vol. IV No. 39,
Sept. 24, 1931.)
Since the European War, Japan’s political as well as
economic interests have been in an unsettled condition. This
is due to the fact that we have failed to take advantage of our
special privileges in Manchuria and Mongolia and fully to
realize our acquired rights. But upon my appointment as
premier, I was instructed specially to guard our interests in
this region and watch for opportunities for further expansion.
Such injunctions one cannot take lightly. Ever since I
advocated a positive policy towards Manchuria and Mongolia
as a common citizen, I have longed for its realization. So in
order that we mdy lay plans for the colonization of the Far
East and the development of our new continental empire, a
special conference was held from June 27th to July 7th lasting
in all eleven days. It was attended by all the civil and military
officers connected with Manchuria and Mongolia, whose discus
sions resulted in the following resolutions. These we respect
fully submit to Your Majesty for consideration.
General Considerations

The term Manchuria and Mongolia includes the provinces
Fengtien, Kirin, Heilungkiang and Outer and Inner Mongolia.
It extends an area of 74,000 square miles, having a population
of 28,000,000 people. The territory is more than three times as
large as our own empire not counting Korea and Formosa, but
it is inhabited by only one-third as many people. The attra
ctiveness of the land does not arise from the scarcity of
population alone: its wealth of forestry, minerals and agricult
ural products is also unrivalled elsewhere in the world. In
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order to exploit these resources for the perpetuation of our
national glory, we created especially the South Manchuria
Railway Company. The total investment involved in our un
dertakings in railway, shipping, mining, forestry, steel
manufacture, agriculture, and cattle raising as schemes pretend
ing to be mutually beneficial to China and Japan amounts to no
less than Yen 440,000,000. It is veritably the largest single
investment and the strongest organization of our country. Although nominally the enterprise is under the joint ownership
of the government and the people, in reality the government has
complete power and authority over it. In so far as the South
Manchuria Railway Company is empowered to undertaké diplo
matic, police, and ordinary administrative functions so that it
may carry out our imperialistic policies, the Company forms a
peculiar organization which has exactly the same powers as
the Governor-General of Korea. This fact alone is sufficient
to indicate the immense interests we have in Manchuria and
Mongolia. Consequently the policies of the successive adminis
trations since Meiji towards this country are all based on his
injunction, elaborating and continously completing the develop
ment of the new continental empire in order to further the
advance of our national glory and prosperity for countless
generations to come.

Unfortunately, since the European War there have been
constant changes in diplomatic as well domestic affairs. The
authorities of the Three Eastern Provinces are also awakened
and gradually work toward reconstruction and industrial deve
lopment following our example. Their progress is astonishing.
It has affected the spread of our influence in a most serious
way, and has put us to so many disadvantages that the dealings
with Manchuria and Mongolia of successive governments have
resulted in failure. Futhermore, the restriction of the Nine
Power Treaty signed at the Washington Conference have re
duced our special rights and privileges in Manchuria and
^Mongolia to such an extent that there is no freedom left for
us. The very existence of our country is endangered. Unless
these obstacles are removed, our national existence will be in

secure and our national strength will not increase. Moreover,
the resources of wealth are congregated in North Manchuria.
If we do not have the right of way there, it is obvious that we
shall not be able to tap the riches of this country. Even the
resources of South Manchuria which we won by the RussoJapanese War will also be greatly restricted by the Nine Power
Treaty. The result is that while our people cannot migrate
into Manchuria as they please, the Chinese are flowing in as a
flood. Hordes of them move into the Three Eastern Provinces
every year, numbering in the neighbourhood of several millions.
They have jeopardized our acquired rights in Manchuria and
Mongolia to such an extent that our annual surplus population
of eight hundred thousand have no place to seek outlet. In
view of this we have to admit our failure in trying to effect a
balance between our population and food supply. If we do not
devise plans to check the influx of Chinese immigrants im
mediately, in five years’ time the number of Chinese will exceed
6,000,000. Then we shall be confronted with greater difficulties
in Manchuria and Mongolia.
It will be recalled* that when the Nine Power Treaty which
restricted our movements in Manchuria and Mongolia was
signed, public opinion was greatly aroused. The late Em
peror Taisho called a conference of Yamagata and other high
officers of the army and the navy to find a way to counteract
this new engagement. I was sent to Europe and America to
ascertain secretly the attitude of the important statesmen
toward it. They were all agreed that the Nine Power Treaty
was initiated by the United States. The other Powers which
signed it were willing to see our influence increase in Man
churia and Mongolia in order that we may protect the interests
of international trade and investment. This attitude I found
out personally from the political leaders of England, France
and Italy. The sincerity of these expressions could be depend
ed upon. Unfortunately just as we were ready to carry out our
policy and declare void the Nine Power Treaty with the ap
proval of those whom I met on my trip, the Seiyukai cabinet
suddenly fell and our policy failed of fruition. It was indeed
— 3 —
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a great pity. After I had secretly exchanged views with the
Powers regarding the development of Manchuria and Mongolia,
I returned by way of Shanghai. At the wharf there a Chinese
attempted to take my life. An American woman was hurt,
but I escaped by the devine protection of my emperors of the
past. It seems that it was by divine will that I should assist
Your Majesty to open a new era in the Far East and to develop
the new continental empire.
The Three Eastern Provinces are politically the imperfect
spot in the Far East. For the sake of self-protection, as well
as the protection of others, Japan cannot remove the difficulties
in Eastern Asia unless she adopts a policy of “Blood and Iron.”
But in carrying out this policy we have to face the United
States which has been turned against us by China’s policy of
fighting poison with poison. In the future, if we want to control
China, we must first crush the United States just as in the
past we had to fight in the Russo-Japanese War. But in order
to conquer China we must first conquer Manchuria and Mongolia.
In order to conquer the world, we must first conquer China.
If we succeed in conquering China, the rest of the Asiatic
countries and the South Sea countries will fear us and sur
render to us. Then the world will realize that Eastern Asia
is ours and will not dare to violate our rights. This is the plan
left to us by Emperor Meiji, the success of which is essential to
our national existence.

The Nine Power Treaty is entirely an expression of the
spirit of commercial rivalry. It was the intention of England
and America to crush our influence in China with their power
of wealth. The proposed reduction of armaments is nothing
but a means to limit our military strength, making it impossible
for us to conquer the vast territory of China. On the other
hand, China’s resources of wealth will be entirely at their
disposal. It is merely a scheme by which England and America
may defeat our plans. And yet the Minseito made the Nine
Power Treaty the important thing and emphasized our trade
rather than our rights in China. This is a mistaken policy—a

(e)

policy of national suicide. England can afford to talk about
trade relations only because she has India and Austrlia to
supply her with foodstuff and other materials. So can America
because South America and Canada are there to supply her
her needs. Their spare energy could be entirely devoted to deve
loping trade in China to enrich themselves. But in Japan her
food supply and raw materials decrease in proportion to her
population. If we merely hope to develop trade, we shall
eventually be defeated by England and America, who possess
unsurpassable capitalistic power. In the end, we shall get
nothing. A more dangerous factor is the fact that the people
of China might some day wake up. Even during these years
of internal strife, they can still toil patiently, and try to imitate
and displace our goods so as to impair the development of our
trade. When we remember that the Chinese are our sole
customers, we must beware, lest one day when China becomes
unified and her industries become prosperous. Americans
and Europeans will compete with us: our trade in China will be
ruined. Minseito’s proposal to uphold the Nine Power Treaty
and to adopt the policy of trade towards Manchuria is nothing
less than a suicidal policy.
After studying the present conditions and possibilities of
our country, our best policy lies in the direction of taking
positive steps to secure rights and privileges in Manchuria and
Mongolia. These will enable us to develop our trade. This will
not only forestall China’s own industrial development, but also
prevent the penetration of European Powers. This is the best
policy possible!
The way to gain actual rights in Manchuria and Mongolia
is to use this region as a base and under the pretence of trade
and commerce penetrate the rest of China. Armed hy the
rights already secured we shall seize the resources all over the
country. Having China’s entire resources at our disposal we
shall proceed to conquer India, the Archipelago Asia Minor,
Central Asia, and even Europe. But to get control of Man
churia and Mongolia is the first step if the Yamato race wishes
to distinguish themselves on Continental Asia. Final success
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belongs to the country having food supply; industrial pros
perity belongs to the country having food-supply; industrial
prosperity belongs to the country having raw materials; the
full growth of national strength belongs to the country having
extensive territory. If we pursue a positive policy to enlarge
our rights in Manchuria and China, all these prerequisites of a
powerful nation will constitute no problem. Furthermore, our
surplus population of 700,000 each year will also be taken care
of. If we want to inaugurate a new policy and* secure the
permanent prosperity of our empire, a positive policy towards
Manchuria and Mongolia is the only way.
Manchuria

and

Mongolia—Not Chinese Territory

Historically considered, Manchuria and Mongolia are
neither China’s territory nor her special possessions. Dr. Yano
has made an extensive study of Chinese history and has come to
the positive conclusion that Manchuria and Mongolia never
were Chinese territory. This fact was announced to the world
on the authority of the Imperial University. The accuracy of
Dr. Yano’s investigations is such that no scholars in China
have contested his statement. However, the most unfortunate
thing is that in our declaration of war with Russia, our govern
ment openly recognized China’s sovereignty over these regions
and later again at the Washington conference when we signed
the Nine Power Treaty. Because of these two miscalculations
(on our part) China’s sovereignty in Manchuria and Mongolia
is established in diplomatic relations, but our interests are
seriously injured. In the past, although China speaks of the
Republic of five races, yet Thibet, Sinkiang, Mongolia and
Manchuria have always remained special areas and the princes
are permitted to discharge their customary functions. There
fore in reality the sovereign power over these regions resides
with the princes. When any opportunity presents itself, we
should make known to the world the actual situation there.
We should also wedge our way into Outer and Inner Mongolia
in order that we may reform the mainland. So long as the
princes there maintain their former administrations, the sover-

— « —
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ei^n rights are clearly in their hands. If we want to enter
these territories, we may regard them as the ruling power and
negotiate with them for rights and privileges. We shall be
afforded excellent opportunities and our national influence will
increase rapidly.
Positive Policy in Manchuria

As to the rights in Manchuria, we should take forceful
steps on the basis of the Twenty-One Demands and secure the
following in order to safe-guard the enjoyment of the rights
which we have acquired so far:—
1. After the thirty-year commercial lease terminates, we
should be able to extend the term at our wish. Also
the right of leasing land for commercial, industrial and
agricultural purpose should be recognized.

2. Japanese subjects shall have the right to travel and
reside in the eastern part of Mongolia, and engage in
commercial and industrial activities. As to theiy move
ments, China shall allow them freedom from Chinese
law. Furthermore, they must not be subject to illeèal
taxation and unlawful examination.
3. We must have the right of exploiting the nineteen iron
and coal mines in Fengtien and Kirin, as well as the
right of timbering.
4. We should have priority for building railroads and
option for loans for such purposes in. South Manchuria
and Eastern Mongolia.
5. The number of Japanese political, financial and military
advisers should be increased. Furthermore, we must
have priority in furnishing new advisers.

6. The right of stationing our Police over the Koreans
(in China).
7 -,
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7. The administration and development of the KirinChangchun Railway must be extended to 99 years.

8. Exclusive right of sale of special products—priority of
shipping business to Europe and America.

9. Exclusive rights of mining in Heilungkiang.
10. Right to construct Kirin-Hueining and Changchun-Talai
Railways.
11. In case money is needed for the redemption of the
Chinese Eastern Railway, the Japanese Government
must have the first option for making loans to China.
12 Harbour rights at Antung and Yingkow and the right
of through transportation.

13. The right of partnership in establishing a Central Bank
of the Three Eastern Provinces.
14. Right of Pasturage.
Positive Policy Towards Inner

and

Outer Mongolia

Since Manchuria and Mongolia are still in the hands of
the former princes, in the future we must recognize them as the
ruling power and give them support. For this reason, the
daughter of General Fukushima, Governor of Kwantung, risked
her life among the barbarous Mongolian people of Tushiyeb to
become adviser to their Prince in order that she might serve
the Imperial Government. As the wife of the Prince Ruler
is the niece of Manchu Prince Su, the relationship between our
Government and the Mongolian Prince became very intimate.
The princes of Outer and Inner Mongolia have all shown sin
cere respect for us, especially after we allured them with
special benefits and protection. Now there are 19 Japanese
retired military officers in the house of the Tushiyeh. We have
acquired already monopoly rights for the purchase of wool,
for real estate and for mines. Hereafter we shall send secretly
more retired officers to live among them. They should wear

Chinese clothes In order to escape the attention of the Mukden
Government. Scattered in the territory of the Prince, they
may engage themselves in farming, herding or dealing in wool.
As to the other principalities, we can employ the same method
as in Tushiyeh. Evérywhere we should station our retired
military officers to dominate in. the Princes’ affairs. After a
large number of our people have moved into Outer and Inner
Mongolia, we shall then buy lands at one-tenth of their worth
and begin to cultivate rice where feasible in order to relieve our
shortage of food-supply. Where the land is not suitable for
rice cultivation, wè should develop it for cattle raising and
horse breeding in order to replenish our military needs. The
rest of the land could be devoted to the manufacture of canned
goods which we may export to Europe and America. The fur
and leather will also meet our needs. Once the opportunity
comes, Outer and Inner Mongolia will be ours outright. While
the sovereign rights are not clearly defined and while the Chi
nese and the Soviet Governments are engaging their attention
elsewhere, it is our opportunity quietly to build our influence.
Once we have purchased most of the land there, there will be no
room for dispute as to whether Mongolia belongs to the Japan
ese or the Mongolians. Aided by our military prowess, we shall
realize our positive policy. Tn order to carry out this plan,
we should appropriate Yen 1,000,000 from the “secret funds”
of the Army Department’s budget so that four hundred retired
officers disguised as teacher and Chinese citizens may be sent
into Quter and Inner Mongolia to mix with the people, to gain
the confidence of the Mongolian princes, to acquire from them
rights for pasturage and mining and to lay the foundation of
our national interests for the next hundred years.
Encouragement and Protection of Korean Immigration

Since the annexation of Korea, we have had very little
trouble. But President Wilson’s declaration of the selfdetermination of races after the European War has been like a
divine revelation to the suppressed peoples. The Koreans are
no exception. The spirit of unrest has permeated the whole
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country. Both because of the freedom they enjoy in Mancjiuria
due to incompetent police system and because of the richness of
the country, there are now in the Three Eastern Provinces no
less than 1,000,000 Koreans. The unlooked for development is
fortunate for our country indeed. From a military and econ
omic standpoint, it has greatly strengthened our influence. From
another standpoint, it gives new hope for the administration of
Koreans. They will both be the vanguard for the colonization
of virgin fields and furnish a link of contact with the Chinese
people. On the one hand, we could utilize the naturalized
Koreans to purchase land for rice cultivation, on the other,
we could extend to them financial aid through the Co-operative
Society, the South Manchuria Railway, etc., so that they may
serve as the spear-head of our economic penetration. This will
give relief to our problem of food supply, as well as open a new
field of opportunity for colonization. The Koreans who have
become naturalized Chinese are Chinese only in name: they will
return to our fold eventually. They are different from those
naturalized Japanese in California and South America. They
are naturalized as Chinese only for temporary convenience.
When their numbers reach two million and a half or more, they
can be instigated to military activities whenever there is the
necessity, and under the pretence of suppressing the Koreans
we could bear them aid. As not all the Koreans are naturalized
Chinese, the world will not be able to tell whether it is the
Chinese Koreans or the Japanese Koreans who create the
trouble. We can always sell dog’s meat with a sheep’s head
as sign-board.
Of course while we could use the Koreans for such pur
poses, we must beware of the fact that the Chinese could also
use them against us. But Manchuria is as much under our
jurisdiction as under Chinese jurisdiction. If the Chinese
should use Koreans to hamper us, then our opportunity of war
against China is at hand. In that event, the most formidable
factor is Soviet Russia. If the Chinese should use the “Reds”
to influence the Koreans, the thought of our people will change
and great peril will befall us. Therefore, the present Cabinet
— 10 —

is taking every precaution against this eventuality. If we want
to make use of the Koreans to develop our new continental
empire, our protection and regulations for them must be more
carefully worked out. We should increase our police force in
North Manchuria under the terms of the Mitsuya Treaty so
that we may protect the Koreans and give them help in their
rapid advance. Furthermore, the Eastern Development Com• pany (Totuku Kaisha) and the South Manchuria Railway
Company should follow then to give them financial aid. They
should be given especially favourable terms so that through
them we may develop Manchuria and Mongolia and monopolize
the commercial rights. The influx of Koreans into these
territories is of such obvious importance both for economic and
military considerations that the Imperial Government cannot
afford not.to give it encouragement. It will mean new opport
unities for our empire. Since the effect of the Lansing-Ishii
Agreement is lost after the Washington Conference, we can
only recover our interests through the favourable development
arising out of the presence of several millions of Koreans in
Manchuria. There is no ground in international relations for
raising any objection to this procedure.
Railroads and Development

of oür

New Continent

Transportation is the mother of national defence, the as
surance of victory and the citadel of economic development.
China has only 7,200 to 7,300 miles of railroads, of which three
thousand miles are in Manchuria and Mongolia constituting twofifths of the whole. Considering the size of Manchuria and
Mongolia and the abundance of natural products, there should
be at least five or six thousand miles more. It is a pity that
our railroads are .mostly in south Manchuria, which cannot
reach the sources of wealth in the northern parts. Moreover,
there are too many Chinese inhabitants in South Manchuria
to be wholesome for our military and economic plans. If we
wish to develop the natural resources and strengthen our
national defence, we must build railroads in Northern Man
churia. With the opening of these railroads, we shall be able
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to send more people (Japanese) into Northern Manchuria,
From this vantage ground we can manipulate political arid
economic developments in South Manchuria, as well as streng
then our national defence in the interest of peace and order of
the Far East. Furthermore, the South Manchuria Railway was
built mainly for «economic purposes. It lacks encircling lines
necessary for military mobilization and transportation. From
now on we must take military purposes as our object and build
circuit lines to circle the heart of Manchuria and Mongolia in
order that we may hamper China’s military, political and
economic developments there on the one hand, and prevent the
penetration of Russian influence on the other. This is the key
to our continental policy.

There are two trunk lines in Manchuria and Mongolia.
These are the Chinese Eastern Railway and the South Man
churia Railway. As regards the railroad built by Chinese, it
will_ doubtless become very powerful in time, backed by the
financial resources of the Kirin Provincial Government. With
the combined resources of Fengtien and Heilungkiang Provinces,
the Chinese railroads will develop tn an extent far superior to
our South Manchuria Railway. Strong competition will inevit
ably result. Fortunately for us, the. financial conditions in
Fengtien Province are in great disorder, which the authorities
cannot improve unless we come to their succor. This is our
chance. We should take positive steps until we have reached
our goal in railroad development. Moreover, if we manipulate
the situation, the Fengtien bank-notes will depreciate to an
inconceivable degree. In that event, the bankruptcy of Feng
tien will be a matter of time. The development of Manchuria
and Mongolia will be -out of the question for them. But we
still have to reckon with the Chinese Eastern Railway. It
forms a T with the South Manchuria Railway. Although this
system is in a convenient shape, it is by no means suitable for
military purposes. When the Chinese build railroads as feed
ers of the Chinese Eastern Railway, it is best that they run
parallel to it, west and east. But with the South Manchuria
Railway as main line, we must have these lines run north and
— 12 —

south. For the benefit of the Chinese themôelvçs, there are
also advantages for these lines to run in this direction. Con
sequently our interest does not necessarily conflict with the
Chinese. Now that Russia is losing influence and is powerless
to advance in Manchuria and Mongolia, it is certain that the
Chinese must act according to our beckoning in the development
of railways in the future. Much to our surprise the Fengtien
Government recently built two railroads, one from Tahushan
to Tungliao and the other from Kirin to Haining both for
military purposes. Those two railroads affect most seriously
our military plans in Manchuria and Mongolia as well as the
interest of the South Manchuria Railway. We therefore pro
tested strongly against it.
That these railways were built was due to the fact that our
official on the spot as well' as the South Manchuria Railway
authorities miscalculated the ability of the Fengtien Govern
ment and paid no attention to it. Later when we did intervene
the railways were already completed. Besides, the Americans
have been anxious to make an investment in developing the
port of Hulutao through British capitalists. Taking advantt
age of this situation, the Fengtien Government introduced
American and British capital in these railways in order to hold
our interest at bay. For the time being we have to wink at it
and wait for the opportune moment to deal with China about
these two railroads.

Recently, it is rumoured that the Fengtien Government is
planning to build a railroad from Tahushan to Harbin via
Tung Liao and Fu Yu, so that there may be a direct line
between Peking and Harbin without touching either the South
Manchuria Railway or the Chinese Eastern Railway. What is
more astonishing is that another railway beginning at Mukden
passing through Hailung, Kirin, Wuchang terminating at Har
bin is also under way. If this plan be realized, then these
two lines would encircles the South Manchuria Railway and
limit its sphere of activity to a small area. The result is that
our economic and political development of Manchuria and
—— 13 f—*
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Mongolia will be checked and the plan for curtailing our powet
provided by the Nine Power Treaty will be carried out. More
over, the completion of these two railroads will render the South
Manchurian Railway completely useless. The latter Company
will be confronted with a real crisis. But in view of China’s
financial conditions today, she cannot undertake these two rail
roads unless she resorts to foreign loans. And on these two
railways the transportation charges will have to be higher than
on the South Manchuria Railway. These considerations give
us some comfort. But in the event of these two railroads be
coming an accomplished fact and the Chinese Government
making especially low freight charges in order to compete with
the South Manchuria Railway, not only we but the Chinese
Eastern Railway will also sustain great losses. Japan and
Russia certainly would not allow China tef carry out such ob
structive measures, especially as the Chinese Eastern Railway
depends upon Tsitsihar and Harbin for the bulk for its business.
The consequence would be even more serious to both Japanese
and Russian interests when the new railways are completed.

West. For although the power of Soviet Èussia is declining,
her ambition in Manchuria and Mongolia has not diminished
for a minute. Every step she takes is intended to obstruct our
progress and to injure the South Manchuria Railway. We
must do our utmost to guard against her influence. We should
use the Fengtien Government as a wedge to check her southern
advance. By ’ pretending to check the southern advance of
Soviet Russia as a first step, we could gradually force our way
into North Manchuria and exploit the natural resources there.
We shall then be able to prevent the spread of Chinese in
fluence on the south and arrest the advance of Soviet Russia
on the north. In our struggle against the political and econ
omic influence of Soviet Russia, we should drive China before
us and direct the events from behind. Meanwhile, we should
still secretly befriend Russia in order to hamper the growth of
Chinese influence. It was largely with this purpose in view,
that Baron Goto of Kato’s cabinet invited Jofle to our country
and advocated the resumption of doplimatic relations with
Russia.

Let us now consider more in detail the competitive railways
projected in Manchuria and Mongolia.

Although we have an agreement with the Chinese Eastern
Railway concerning transportation rates, according to which
45% go to the Chinese Eastern Railway and 55% to us, yet
the Chinese Eastern Railway still grants preferential rates
detrimental to the interest of the South Manchuria Railway.
Moreover, according to a secret declaration of Soviet Russia,
although they have no territorial ambition they cannot help
keeping a hand in the Chinese Eastern Railway on account of
the fact that north of the Chinese and Russian boundary the
severe cold makes a railway useless. Furthermore, as Vladi
vostok is theironly sea-port in the Far East, they cannot
give up the Chinese Eastern Railway without losing also their
foothold on the Pacific. This makes us feel the more uneasy.

China contemplates:

1. Suolun-Taonan Railway.
2. Kirin-Harbin Railway.

Soviet Russia proposes:
1. Anta-Potung Railway.
2. Mienpo-Wuchang-Potuna Railway.
3. Kirin-Hailin Railway.

4. Mishan-Muling Railway.
The Russian plans are designed to strengthen the Chinese
Eastern Railway and thereby to extend its imperialistic schemes.
For this reason the railways projected mostly run east and
— 14

On the other hand, the South Manchuria Railway is not
adequate for our purpose. Considering our present needs and
future activities, we must control railways in both North and
South Manchuria, especially in view of the fact that the re-

—
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sources of North Manchuria and Eastern Mongolia will furnisjl
no room for expansion and material gains. In South Manchuria
the Chinese is increasing at such a rate that it will surely
damage our interests politically and economically. Under such
circumstances, we are compelled to take aggressive steps in
North Manchuria in order to assure our future prosperity.
But if Soviet Russia’s Chinese Eastern Railway should spread
across this field our new continental policy is bound to
receive a set-back which will result in an inevitable conflict with
Soviet Russia in the near future. In that event we shall enact
once more our part in the Russo-Japanese War. The Chinese
Eastern Railway will become ours as the South Manchuria
Railway did last time, and we shall seize Kirin as we once
did Dairen. That we should draw swords with Russia again in
the fields of Mongolia in order to gain the wealth of North
Manchuria seems a necessary step in our program of national
aggrandisement. Until this hidden rock is blown up our ship
can have no smooth sailing. We should now demand from
China the right of building all the important military railroads.
When these railroads are completed, we shall pour our forces
into North Manchuria as far as we can. When Soviet Russia
intervenes, as they must, that is our opportunity for open
conflict.

WE SHOULD BUILD THE FOLLOWING RAILWAYS
1. Tungliao-Jehol Railway. This line is 447 miles long
and will cost Yen 50,000,000. When it is completed it will be
of great value to our development of Inner Mongolia. As a
matter of fact, this is the most important of all the railways
in the whole undertaking. According to the careful surveys of
the War Department, there are in Inner Mongolia large, tracts
of land suitable for rice cultivation. After proper development there will be room for at least 20 millions of our people.
Besides there, is the possibility of turning out 2,000,000 head of
cattle which may be transported by railways for food supply
and for purposes of exporting to Europe and America. Wool
also is a special product. While the sheep in Japan yield only

two catties of wool per head per year, the sheep in Mongolia
can yield six catties. The South Manchuria Railway has made
many experiments, all of which confirm this fact. Besides, the
wool is many times better than that of Australia. Its low cost
and high quality combined with its abundance in quantity make
Mongolia a potential source of great wealth. When this in*
dustry is enhanced by the facilities of railway development,
the total production will increase at least ten-fold. We have
withheld this knowledge from the rest of the world, lest Eng
land and America compete with us for it. Therefore, we must
first of all control the transportation and then develop the wool
industry. By the time the other countries know about it, it
would be already too late to do anything. With this railroad
in our hands, we can develop the wool industry not only for our
own use, but also for exporting to Europe and America. Fur
thermore, we can realize our desire of joining hands with Mon
golia, This railway is a matter of life and death to our policy
in Mongolia. Without it, Japan can have no part in Mongolia’s
development.
2. Suolun-Taonan Railway. This line is 136 miles long
and will cost Yen 10,000,000. Looking into the future of Japan,
a war with Russia over the plains of North Manchuria is
inevitable. From a military standpoint, this line will not
only enable us to threaten Russia’s rear but also to curtail its
re-inforcements for North Manchuria. From an economic
standpoint, this road will place the wealth of the Tao Er Ho
Valley within our reach, thereby strengthening the South, Man
churia Railway. The princes nearby who are friendly to us can
also use this road to extend our influence in order to open up
their respective territories. Our hope of working hand in hand
with the Mongolian princes, of* acquiring land, ftines and pas
turage, and of developing trade with the natives as preliminary
steps for later penetration, all depends upon this railway.
Together with Tungliao-Jehol Railway, they will form two
supplementary routes into Mongolia. When the industries are
fully developed, we shall extend our interests into Outer Mong
olia. But the danger of this line is that it might provide facili-
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ties for Chinese migration into a new region and spoil our own
policy, Look at our experience with the South Manchuria
Railway. Hasn’t that served the interest of China? The
redeeming feature, however, is the fact that the land and mines
Jong this railway are in the possession of Mongolian princes.
If we can gain possession of them first, we need have no worries
about Chinese migration. Moreover, we can make the princes
pass laws discriminating against Chinese immigrants. When
life there is made miserable for the Chinese, they naturally will
leave for places afar. There are other methods to bar the Chin
ese. Only if we try hard enough, no Chinese foot-prints will be
found on Mongolian territory.
9. A Section of Changchun-Taonan Railway. As this
line runs from Changchun to Fuyu and Talai, the section be
tween Changchun and Taonan is about 131 miles and costs ap
proximately Yen 11,000,000. This line is immensely impoitant
from an economic standpoint, for the wealth of Manchuria and
an easy access to North Manchuria on the one hand, and pre
judice the Chinese Eastern Railway to the benefit of the South
Manchuria Railway on the other. It runs through the upper
valley of the Sungari River where the soil is fertile and agri
cultural products abound. Further, in the vicinity of Talai
there is the Yuehliang Falls which could be harnessed for
electric power. That this section of the railway will be a pro
sperous center for industry and agriculture, is beyond doubt.
After the completion of this line, we shall be able to make Talai
a base and advance on Siberia through three directions; namely,
by ways of Taonan, Anshan and Tsitsihar. The wealth of
North Manchuria will then come to our hands. This will also
be the first line of advance to.Heilungkiang. It will further
form a circuit with the railway between Changchun and Tao
nan, which will serve well for military purposes when we
penetrate into Mongolia. Along this whole line the population
is sparse and the land is rich and extensive. No fertiliser will
be required on the farms for fifty years. A possession of this
railway will ensure the possession of all the wealth of North
-18 —
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Manchuria and Mongolia. In this region there is room for
at least 30 million people more. When the Tunhua Railway is
completed and joirs up with the line running to Hueining in
Korea, the products will be brought to the door of Osaka and
Tokyo by a direct route. In time of war our troops could
be despatched to North Manchuria and Mongolia via the Japan
Sea without a stop, forestalling all possibilities of Chinese forces
entering North Manchuria. Nor could American or Russian
submarines enter the Korean S'srait. The moment the railways
between Kirin and Hueining and between Changchun and Talai
are completed, we shall become self-sufficient in food-stuff and
raw materials. We shall have no worries in the event of war
with any country. Then, in our negotiation^ about Manchuria
and Mongolia, China will be cowed to submission and yield to
our wishes. If we want to end the political existence of Man
churia and Mongolia according to the third step of Meiji’s plan,
the completion of these two railways is the only way. The
Changchun-Talai Railway will greatly enhance the value of
the South Manchuria Railway, besides developing into a pro
fitable line itself. It is an undertaking of supreme importance
in our penetration into this territory.
4. Kirin-Hueining Line. While the Kirin-Tunhua Line
is already completed, the Tunhua-Hueining Line is yet to be
built. The narrow gauge of 2 ft. 6 inches of the tracks from
Hueining to Laotoukow is inadequate for the economic develop
ment of the New Continent. Allowing Yen 8,000,000 for
widening the tracks in this section and Yen 10,000,000 for
completing the section between Laotoukow and Tunhua, the
whole undertaking will ‘ cost approximately Yen 20,000,000.
When this is done, our continental policy will have succeeded.
Hitherto, people going to Europe have to pass through either
Dairen or Vladivostok. Now they can go on the trunk line
directly from Chingchinkang via the Siberian Railway. When
we arc in control of this great system of transportation, we
need make no secret of our designs on ' Manchuria and
Mongolia, according to the third step of Meiji’s plans. The
Yamato Race is then embarked on the journey of world
— M «
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conquest! According to the last will of Meiji, our first
step was to conquer Formosa and the second step to annex
Korea. Having completed both of these, the third step is yet
to be taken and that is the conquest-of Manchuria, Mongolia
and China. When this is done, the rest of Asia including the
South Sea Islands will be at our feet. That these injunctions
have not been carried out even now, is a crime of your humble
servants.

In history the people living in Kirin, Fengtien and part
of Heilungkiang, are called Sushan. They are now scattered
along the sea coast and in the basins of the Amur and Tumen
Rivers. They were known as Kulai, Sushan, Hueibei, Palou,
Wotsu, Fuyu, Kitan Pohai and Nuchen at different stages of
ristory. They were of a mixed race. The forefathers of the
Manchurian dynasty also began in this vicinity. They gained
control of Kirin, first, and then firmly established themselves
in China for 300 years. If we want to put into effect our
Continental Policy, we have to note this historical fact and
proceed to establish ourselves in this region first also. Hence
the necessity of the Kirin-Hueining Railway.
Whether the terminus of Kirin-Hueining Line be at Chingchin or Lochin or even Hsiungchi, we are free to decide accord
ing to circumstances. From the standpoint of national defence
at present, Lochin seems the ideal harbour and terminus.
Eventually it will be the best harbour in the world. On the
one hand it will ruin Vladivostok, and on the other it will be
the center of the wealth of Manchuria and Mongolia. More
over, Dairen is as yet not our own territory while Manchuria
is yet not a part of our empire, it is difficult to develop Dairen.
That being the case, we shall be in a precarious situation in time
of war. The enemy could blockade the Tsushima and Senchima
Straits, and we shall be cut off from the supplies of Manchuria
and Mongolia. Not having the resources there at our command
we shall be vanquished, especially as England and the United
States have worked hand in hand to limit our action .in every
possible direction. For the sake of self-preservation and of
20
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giving warning to China and the rest of the world, we must
fight America some time. The American Asiatic Squadron
stationed in the Philippines is but within a stone’s throw from
Tsushima and Senchima. If they send submarines to these
quarters, our supply of food-stuff and raw materials from
Manchuria and Mongolia will be cut off entirely. But if the
Kirin-Hueining Railway is completed, we shall have a large cir
cuit line through all Manchuria and Korea, and a small cir
cuit line through North Manchuria. We shall have access in all
direction gaining freedom for the transportation of soldiers
and supplies alike. When our supplies are transported through
this line to our ports at Tsuruga and Niigata, enemy submar
ines will have no way of getting into the Japanese and Korean
straits. We are then entirely free from interference. This is
what is meant by making the Japanese Sea the center of our
national defence. Having secured the free transportation of
food and raw materials, we shall have nothing to fear either
from the American navy because of its size, or the Chinese or
Russian army because of their number. Incidentally, we shall
be in a position to suppress the Koreans. Let me reiterate the
fact that if we want to carry out the New Continental Policy,
we must build this line. Manchuria and Mongolia are the
undeveloped countries in the East. Over this territory we shall
have to go war with Soviet Russia gooner er later. The battle
ground will be Kirin.
When we carry out the third step of Meiji’s plans with
regard to China, we shall have to do the following things:—

1. Mobilise the army divisions in Fukuoka and Hiroshima,
and send them to South Manchuria via Korea. Thu
will prevent the northern advance of Chinese soldiers.
2. Send the army divisions in Nagoya and Kwansei by sea
to Chingchin, and thence to North Manchuria via the
Kirin Hueining Line.
3. Send the army in Kwantung through Niigata to Ching
chin or Lochin, and thence by Kirin-Hueining Line to
North Manchuria.
21
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Send the army divisions in Hokkaido and Sendai * to
embark the ship at Aomori and Hakodate, and sail
for Vladivostok' and thence, via the Siberian Railway,
to Harbin. Then they can descend on Fengtien, seize
Mongolia and prevent Russian forces from coming
south.

5. Finally these divisions in all directions will meet and
form themselves in two large armies. On the south,
they will keep Shanhaikuan and close it against the
northern advance of Chinese forces: on the north, they
will defend Tsitsihar against the southern advance of
the Russians. In this way we shall have all the re
sources of Manchuria and Mongolia at our command.
Even if the war should be prolonged for ten years, we
need have no fear for the lack of supplies.

Let us now analyze once more the Kirin-Hueining Railway
from the standpoint of its access from our ports.
First, with Chingchin as starting point:

1. To Vladivostok............................130 miles
2. To Tsuruga................................... 475 miles
3. To Moji ......................................... 500 miles

4. To Nagasaki

............................ 650 miles

5. To Fusan ..........................

500 miles

Second, take Tsuruga as the port of entry and compare it
with Dairen. In this case we should consider it from the point
of view of Osaka an industrial center.
1. From Changchun to Osaka via Lochin, the distrance
is 406 miles by land and 475 miles by sea. In point
of time the route will take 51 hours.
2. From Changchun to Osaka via Dairen and Kobe, the
.distance is 535 miles by land and 870 miles by sea. In
point of time it takes 92 hours. «
22 —

If Tsuruga instead of Dairen is made the connecting
link, there is a saving of 41 hours. Calculated at the rate
of 30 miles an hour on land and 12 miles an hour by sea,
we can use fast boats and trains and cut the time in half.

Manchuria and Mongolia are the Belgium of the Far East.
In the Great War, Belgium was the battlefield. In our wars
with Russia and the United States, we must also make
Manchuria and Mongolia suffer the ravages. As it is evident
that we have to violate the neutrality of these territories, we
cannot help building the Kirin-Hueining and Changchun-Talai
Railways in order that we may be militarily prepared. In time
of war wo can easily increase our forces and in time of peace
we can migrate thousands upon thousands of people into this
region and work on the rice fields. This line offers the key to
economic development as well as to military conquests.
In undertaking the Kirin-Hueining Railway, it is necessary
to take advantage of the dry season and finish it at one stretch.
The mountains it must j^o through are all granite. The tunnel
ing would need modern and up-to-date machines. As to the
sleepers and ballast required, there is an abundance all along
the line. Limestone and clay for making tiles and brick
are also to be had for the taking . Only rails, cars and
locomotives have to be brought in. The cost of construction
could therefore be reduced at least thirty per cent and the time
required forty per cent.

•

Now, let us look into the economic interests along this line.
According to the careful investigations of our General Staff and
the South Manchuria Railway, the total reserve of timber is
200,000,000 tons. If one million ton is fallen and imported to
our country each year, it will last two hundred years. This
will stop the import of American timber which has been costing
us Yen 80,000,000 to Yen 100,000,000 a year. Although our
information is reliable we cannot make it known to the world;
for if China or Russia learns that we get so much timber from
America, they would try to interfere with the construction of
~ 28
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this line. Or else, the United States may buy from the Feng
tien Government all the timber rights on the one hand to protect
their own trade with us; on the other, to control the monopoly
and incidentally kill our papei’ industry.

Kirin was known as the “ocean of trees” even in the days
of Emperor Chien-Lung. Added to the original forests are the
growths in the intervening years since that time. Imagine the
vastness of the resources! To transport this timber from Kirin
to Osaka via Changchun and Dairen, there is a distance of 1,385
miles. For every cubic foot, we have to spend 34 cents.
Because of this high cost of transportation, we cannot compete
with the United States. If the Kirin-Hueining Line is com
pleted, the distance is reduced to about 700 miles. We can then
ship timber to Osaka at the low rate of 13 cents per cubic foot.
We can certainly defeat the timber importation from the
United States then. Supposing we calculate the profit at Yen
5.00 per ton timber and supposing there are two billion tons
of timber, the construction of the railway will bring to us the
easy profit of 10 billion yen. we will bar the import of Am
erican timber into our country. Furthermore, the industry of
paper manufacture furiture making, and wooden wares which
the cheap timber makes possible will add 20 milion yen more
to our country’s annual income.
There is also the Ilsinchin coal mine, which has a reserve
of 600,000,000 tons of coal. The quality of this coal is superior
to that of Fushun coal, easy to excavate and suitable for the
extraction of petroleum, agricultural fertilizers and other
chemical by-products which we may both use at home and sell
in China. There are numerous other advantages which will
come to us from the building of the Kirin-Hueining Railway.
It is all gain without labour. The coal will supplement the
Fushun collieries. With both coal mines in our control, we
hold the key to the industries of all China. Speaking of the
Hsinchin coal, we shall reap a profit of Yen 5.00 on each ton
when it is shipped to Japan. With additional chemical by
products, we shall reap a profit of Yen 16.00 from each ton of
- 24 «
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coal. Taking an average profit of Yen 15.00 a ton, the total
profit will amount to 200 billion yen. All this comes as a
by-product from the operation of the Kirin-Hueining Railway.
There are, besides, the gold mines along the Mutan River. The
acquired rights of the South Manchuria Railway in the gold
mines of Chiapikou in the province of Kirin and the timber
in its neighbourhood will all be within reach of exploitation once
the Kirin-Hueining line is in operation.

In the vicinity of Tunhua the agricultural products, such
as oats, wheat, millet and kaoliang, yield an annual output of
over a million catties. There are twenty distilleries of wines,
thirty oil mills yielding an annual output of about 600,000 catties
of oil and 600,000 of bean cakes, besides many places for making
vermicelli. All these will depend upon the new railway. The
trade along this road may be estimated at 4 million yen a year.
The transportation charges of farm products alone will not
only defray the running expenses, but also yield a net profit of
Yen 200,000 a year. Including the profit from timber, coal and
its by-products transported by the railway, we can safely count
on a profit of Yen 8,000,000 a year. Besides, there are indirect
benefits such as the strengthening of the South Manchuria Rail
way, the acquisition of rights over forests, mines and trade as
well as the migration of large numbers of our people into
North Manchuria. Above all, is the shortening of distance
between Japan and the resources of wealth in North Manchuria.
It only takes three hours from Chingchin to Hueining, three
hours from Hueining to Sanfeng and three hours more from
Tumen river to Lungchingtsun. In 60 hours we can reach
the wealth of North Manchuria. Hence the Kirin-Hueining
Railroad alone can enable us to tap the immense wealth of
North Manchuria.
'
4. Hunchun-Hailin Railway. This is 173 miles long and
costs Yen. 24,000,000. All along this line are thick forests. In
order to strengthen the Kirin-Hueining Railway and to exploit
the forests and mines in North Manchuria, this line is needed.
In order to transfer the prosperity of Vladivostok to Hueining,
thia line is also urgently needed. The greatest hope fox
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prosperity, however, is the fact that south of Naining and north
of Tunhua there is Lake Chungpo which can be used to generatev
electric power. With this electric power, we shall have control
over the agricultural and industrial undertakings of the whole
of Manchuria and Mongolia. No amount of China’s agitation
can matter in the least to our industrial developments. Accord
ing to the investigations of the South Manchuria Railway, the
water power in the lake can generate at least 800,000 horse
power. With such an enormous quantity of electric power, the
industrial conquest of Manchuria and Mongolia can be easily
accomplished. In the neighbourhood of this immense power
plant, there will be phenomenal growth of wealth. We must
build this railway quickly, in order to provide facilities for
transportation. Lake Hsingkai, which is owned jointly by
China and Russia, can also be developed for the generation of
electricity. In order that these two countries may not com
bine to frustrate our plans, we should introduce a resolution in
the International Conference of Electrical Engineering to be
held in Tokyo this year, to Lie effect that in the same area of
electricity supply there should not be two power plants; Be
sides, in the vicinity of Niigata and Hailin, the Oju Paper Mill
has acquired extensive rights of lumbering. They need the
immediate establishment of the power plant at Lake Chingpo
and the early completion of the Hunchun-Hailin Railway in
order to bring to the factory at home the raw materials growing
wild in Mongolia.
Moreover, the reason that the F engtien-Kirin-Wuchang
Railway and the Kirin and Fengtien authorities intend to build
the Wuchang Railway and the Kirin-Mukden Railway, with
Hulutao or Tientsin as sea-port, is that they want to recover to
themselves the wealth of North Manchuria. By building the
Hunchun-Hailin Railway we shall not only strengthen the KirinHueining Railway, but also defeat the Chinese scheme and draw
the wealth of Manchuria to Chingchin harbour. The transpoortation charges will be two-thirds less compared with the
Chinese line and one-third less compared with; the Siberian line.
They cannot compete with us. Our victory is a foregone con
clusion.
— 26 —
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- The total trade in Manchuria is seven or eight billion yen
a year, all of which is in our hands. The business we do in
wool, cotton, soybeans, bean cakes, and iron, forms one-twentieth
of the total volume of world trade. And it is steadily increasing.
But the Namihaya Machi at Dairen (the wealthiest street in the
city) is still in Chinese possession. The sad story goes further.
Oil is a basic industry in Manchuria. We control only 6 percent
of it. Of the 38 oil mills in Yingkow, there is not one Japanese;
of the 20 oil miles in Antung there is only one Japanese and of
the 82 or 83 oil mills in Dairen there are only seven owned by
Japanese. This is by no means an optimistic outlook for us.
In order to recover the lost ground, we must first of all develop
transportation. Then, by securing a monopoly on both finished
products and raw materials, we shall be able to gain the upper
hand eventually. Furthermore, we ought to assist our people
in oil business by extending to them financial credit, so that the
oil industry of the Chinese will be forced out of the market.
There are many Chinese on Kawaguchi Machi in Osaka who are
dealers of our manufactured goods in Mongolia and Manchuria.
They are strong competitors of our own business men in China.
Our people are greatly handicapped because of their high
standard of living which compels them to figure at a higher
percentage of profit. On the other hand, the Chinese also have
their disadvantages. The goods that they get are of an inferior
quality, but the price that they pay is at least 10 percent higher
than what our own people pay. Besides, they are also obliged
to pay Yen 2.70 more than our people for every ton of goods
transported, and yet they can undersell our merchants in
Manchuria. It clearly shows the inability of our own people.
When one thinks of it, it is really pathetic. The Chinese is
single-handed, receiving no assistance from the government.
But the Japanese in Manchuria has every protection from the
government and long term credit at a low rate of interest. Still
there are innumerable cases of failures. Hereafter, we should
organize a cooperative exporting house to China. The steam
ship lines and the South Manchuria' Railway should give it
special discounts, and the government in Kwangtung should
_ 27 —
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extend to it financial credit at a very low rate of interest. Then
we can hope to beat the Chinese merchants and recover our
trade rights, so that we may develop the special products of
Manchuria and^send them to all parts of the world.

The first step in gaining financial and commercial control
of Manchuria and Mongolia lies in the monopoly sale of their
products. We must have the rights of monopoly for the sale
of Manchurian and Mongolian products before we can carry
out our continental policy and prevent the invasion of American
capital as well as the influence of the Chinese traders.

- ‘
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Although the products of Manchuria and Mongolia may go
through any of the three ports, Dairen, Yingkow and £ntung,
nevertheless Dairen holds the key to the situation. Every year
7,200 ships pass through this port with a total tonnage of
11,565,000 tons. This represents 70 percent of the total trade
of Manchuria and Mongolia. Fifteen navigation : routes radiate
out from it with definite sailing schedule. Most of it is costal
sailing. We have in our grasp the entire transportation system
of Manchuria and Mongolia. The monopoly sale of Manchuria’s
special products will eventually come into our hands. When
that come true, we can develop our oceanic transportation in
order to defeat both Yingkow and Antung. Then the large
quantities of beans which the central and southern parts of
China consume, will depend upon us entirely. Moreover, the
Chinese are an oil eating people. In time of war, we can cut
Off their oil-supply and the life of the whole country will become
miserable. Bean-cakes are important as fertilizers for the cul
tivation of rice. If we have control of the source of supply as
well as the means of transportation, we shall be able.to increase
our production of rice by means of a cheap supply of bean
cakes and the fertilizers manufactured as a by-product at the
Fushun coal mines. In this way, we shall have the agricultural
work of all China dependent upon us. In case of war, we can
put an embargo on bean-cakes as well as the mineral fertilizers
and forbid their exportation to Central and South China. Then
China’s production of food-stuff will be greatly reduced. This

.

is one way of building up our continental empire which we must
not overlook. We should remember that Europe and America
also need large quantities of beans and bean-cakes. When we
have monopoly of-the supplies and full control of transportation,
both on land and sea, the countries which have need of the
special products of Manchuria and Mongolia, will have to seek
our good-will. In order to gain trade monopoly in Manchuria
and Mongolia, we must have control of thFe complete transporta
tion system. Only then can we have the Chinese merchants
under our thqmb.

However, the Chinese are adepts in learning our tricks and
beating us at our own game. We have yet found no way by
which we can compete successfully with them in oil-making and
sail-boat transportation. After building up the new system of
transportation, our policy should be two-fold. On the one hand,
wreck the sail-boat trade by means of heavy investment in our
own system. On the other hand, encourage our men to learn
all they can from the Chinese about sail-boat business. Another
thing we should be careful about is teaching the Chinese our
industrial methods. In the past we have established factories
in Manchuria and Mongolia, and carried on industries near the
source of raw materials. This gave to the Chinese the opport
unity of learning our secrets and establishing competitive
factories of their own. Hereafter, we should ship the raw
materials back home and do the manufacturing there, and then
ship the finished products for sale in. China and other countries.
In this way we shall gain in three ways: (1) provide work for
our unemployed at home, (2) prevent the influx of Chinese into
Manchuria and Mongolia, and (3) make it impossible for the
Chinese to imitate our new industrial methods. Then iron of
Penhsihu and Anshan and the coal of Fushun should also be
sent home to be turned into finished products.
For all these considerations, the development of ocean trans
portation becomes the more necessary. The Dairen Risen
Kaisha Company should be enlarged, and our government should
extend to it loans at low interest through the South Manchuria
— 29 —
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extend to it financial credit at a very low rate of interest. Then
we can hope to beat the Chinese merchants and recover our
trade rights, so that we may develop the special products of
Manchuria andjsend them to all parts of the world.
The first step in gaining financial and commercial control
of Manchuria and Mongolia lies in the monopoly sale of their
products. We must have the rights of monopoly for the sale
of Manchurian and Mongolian products before we can carry
out our continental policy and prevent the invasion of American
capital as well as the influence of the Chinese traders.

Although the products of Manchuria and Mongolia may go
through any of the three ports, Dairen, Yingkow and Antung,
nevertheless Dairen holds the key to the situation. Every year
7,200 ships pass through this port with a total tonnage of
11,565,000 tons. This represents 70 percent of the total trade
of Manchuria and Mongolia. Fifteen navigation routes radiate
out from it with definite sailing schedule. Most of it is costal
(sailing. We have in our grasp the entire transportation system
of Manchuria and Mongolia. The monopoly sale of Manchuria’s
special products will eventually come into our hands. When
that come true, we can develop our oceanic transportation in
order to defeat both Yingkow and Antung. Then the large
quantities of beans which the central and southern parts of
China consume, will depend upon us entirely. Moreover, the
Chinese are an oil eating people. In time of war, we can cut
Off their oil-supply and the life of the whole country will become
miserable. Bean-cakes are important as fertilizers for the cul
tivation of rice. If we have control of the source of supply as
well as the means of transportation, we shall be able.to increase
our production of rice by means of a cheap supply of bean
cakes and the fertilizers manufactured as a by-product at the
Fushun coal mines. In this way, we shall have the agricultural
work of all China dependent upon us. In case of war, we can
put an embargo on bean-cakes as well as the mineral fertilizers
and forbid their exportation to Central and South China. Then
China’s production of food-stuff will be greatly reduced. This
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is one way of building up our continental empire which we must
not overlook. We should remember that Europe and America
also need large quantities of beans and bean-cakes. When we
have monopoly of-the supplies and full control of transportation,
both on land and sea, the countries which have need of the
special products of Manchuria and Mongolia, will have to seek
our good-will. In order to gain trade monopoly in Manchuria
and Mongolia, we must have control of thre complete transporta
tion system. Only then can we have the Chinese merchants
under our thumb.
However, the Chinese are adepts in learning our tricks and
beating us at our own game. We have yet found no way by
which we can compete successfully with them in oil-making and
sail-boat transportation. After building up the new system of
transportation, our policy should be two-fold. On the one hand,
wreck the sail-boat trade by means of heavy investment in our
own system. On the other hand, encourage our men to learn
all they can from the Chinese about sail-boat business. Another
thing we should be careful about is teaching the Chinese our
industrial methods. In the past we have established factories
in Manchuria and Mongolia, and carried on industries near the
source of raw materials. This gave to the Chinese the opport
unity of learning our secrets and establishing competitive
factories of their own. Hereafter, we should ship the raw
materials back home and do the manufacturing there, and then
ship the finished products for sale in. China and other countries.
In this way we shall gain in three ways: (1) provide work for
our unemployed at home, (2) prevent the influx of Chinese into
Manchuria and Mongolia, and (3) make it impossible for the
Chinese to imitate our new industrial methods. Then iron of
Penhsihu and Anshan and the coal of Fushun should also be
sent home to be turned into finished products.

For all these considerations, the development of ocean trans
portation becomes the more necessary. The Dairen Risen
Kaisha Company should be enlarged, and our government should
extend to it loans at low interest through the South Manchuria
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Railway Company. By next year, we should complete 50,000
tons of new ships for oceanic transportation. That will be
sufficient to dominate over the traffic of the East. For on the
hand, we have the South Manchuria Railway for land trans
portation; on the other hand, we control the large quantities of
products in Manchuria and Mongolia waiting to be transported.
The success of this enlarged activities in oceanic transportation
with Dairen as centre is assured by the iron laws of economics.
Gold Standard Currency Necessary

Although Manchuria and Mongolia are within our field of
activities, yet the legal tender there is still silver. It often
conflicts with our gold basis and works to our disadvantage.
That our people have failed to prosper as they should in these
places, is due to the existence of silver monetary system there.
The Chinese have persistently upheld the silver basis, and
therefore have made it impossible for us firmly to establish our
colonization plans on a firm economic foundation. We have
suffered from it the following disadvantages:
1. The money that we bring into Manchuria is of gold
standard. When we use it either for daily livelihood or for
industry and trade, it has to be exchanged into Chinese silver
dollars. The fluctation of exchange is not infrequently as much
as 20 percent, resulting in serious loss to our people. Specula
tion becomes a regular business and investing money becomes a
matter of gambling. When one plans an investment of two
hundred thousand yen, one may suddenly find that his capital
has been reduced to one hundred fifty or one hundred sixty
thousand dollars due to the drop in exchange. The creditor
would then have to call in the loan and business failures have
often resulted.

2. The Chinese businessmen use silver money throughout
and are free from the effects of exchange fluctuations. There
fore their “junk” trade is prosperous. Although they have no
scientific knowledge of exchange value of gold and silver, they
always gain in the transaction. They have a natural gift for

— so

it, ,we suffer the more. And we lose in spite of our control of
/ transtation and special backing of banking houses. Because of
the handicap of monetary system, people in Central and South
China always buy beans and bean-cakes from their own people.
We have, no chance against them. In consequence, we cannot
conquer the whole of China.

3. With the silver standard in existence, the Chinese
Government can increase their notes to counteract our gold notes.
Consequently, our banks will fail to carry out the mission of
extending our country’s influence.
4. If the gold standard is adopted, we can issue gold notes
freely. With the credit of the gold notes, we can acquire rights
in real property and natural resources and defeat the credit of
the Chinese silver notes. The Chinese will be unable to compete
with us; and the currency of the whole of Manchuria and
Mongolia will be in our control.
5. The Government Bank of the Three Eastern Provinces,
the Bank of Communications, the Frontier Development Bank
and the General Credit & Finance Corporation have in cir
culation silver notes amounting to 38,000,000 dollars, 'fheir
reserve funds in the form of buildings and goods are estimated
at 1,350,000 dollars. It is natural that the Chinese notes should
depreciate. It is only by acts of the Government that these notes
are still in circulation. Until we have entirely discredited the
Chinese silver notes, we will never place our gold notes in their
proper place in Manchuria and Mongolia, much less obtain the
monopoly in currency and finance of these two countries. With
the depreciated and inconvertible silver notes, the government of
the Three Eastern Provinces buys all kinds of products, thus
threatening our vested interests. When they sell these pro
ducts, they demand gold from us which they keep for the
purpose of wrecking our financial interests including our trade
rights in special products. For these reasons, our gold notes
are having a harder time and a gold standard for currency
becomes the more urgently necessary.
—
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tn view of the above-mentioned considerations, we must
overthrow Manchuria’s inconvertible silver notes and divest the
government of its purchasing power. Then we can extend the
use of our gold notes'in the hope of dominating the economic
and financial activities of Manchuria and Mongolia. Further
more, we can compel the authorities of the Three Eastern
Provinces to employ Japanese financial advisers to help us gain
supremacy in financial matters. When the Chinese notes are
overthrown, our gold notes will take their place.
The Necessity of Changing the Organization
South Manchuria Railway

?
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The South Manchuria Railway Company functions in
Manchuria as the Governor-General of Korea did there before
the annexation. In order to build up our new Continental
Empire, we must change the organisation of that Company so
as to break away from the present difficulties. The functions
of this Company are varied and important. Every change of
Cabinet involves a change of the administration of the South
Manchuria Railway, and conversely every activity of the South
Manchuria Railway also has important consequences on the
Cabinet. This is because the South Manchuria Railway is
semi-governmental, with final authority resting in the Cabinet,
For this reason, the Powers invariably look upon this railway
as a purely political organ rather than a business enterprise.
Whenever a new move is made for the development of Manchuria
and Mongolia, the Powers would invoke the Nine Power Treaty
to thwart the plans of the South Manchuria Railway. This has
greatly damaged the interests of our empire.

Considered from the point of view of domestic administration, the South Manchuria Railway is subject to a quadruple
control. There are the Governor of Kwantung, the Chief
Executive of Dairen, the Consul-General at Mukden, besides the
President of the South Manchuria Railway itself. These four
officers must meet and exchange views at Dairen before any
thing is undertaken. What is discussed in the meeting held in
— 83 —

camera often leaks out to the Chinese authorities of the Three
Eastern Provinces. They in turn would try to obstruct any
forward movements of the South authorization, it again has
to run the gauntlet at the Departments of Foreign Affairs, of
Railways, of Finance and of Army. If these ministers do not
agree, the matter is dropped. Therefore, although the present
prime minister realizes his own incompetence, he has never
theless taken concurrently the port-folio of foreign affairs, so
that our movements in Manchuria may be kept confidential and
the execution of our plans may be swift and decisive. On
account of these reasons, the South Manchuria Railway should
be radically re-organized. All appurtenant enterprises which
are profit-making should be made independent companies under
the wings of the South Manchuria Railway, so that we may take
determined steps on the conquest of Manchuria and Mongolia.
On the other hand, Chinese, Europeans and Americans should
be invited to invest money in the South Manchuria Railway on
the condition that we have a plurality of its stocks. In that
event the control of the Company is in our hands, and our
mission from the empire can be discharged more vigorously. In
short, by inviting international participation in the South Man
churia Railway, we can blind the eyes of the world. Having
achieved that, we can push our advance in Manchuria and
Mongolia at our will, free ourselves from the restraint of the
Nine Power Treaty and strengthen our activities in that country
with foreign capital.
The important appurtenant enterprises of the South Man
churia Railway are:—

1. Iron and Sjeel

Iron and steel are closely connected with national develop
ment. Every country today attaches great importance to it.
But because of the lack of ores, we have found no solution to
this problem. Hitherto we have had to import steel from the
Yangtze Valley and the Malay Peninsula. But according to
a secret survey of our General Staff, a wealth of iron mines are
found in many places in Manchuria and Mongolia. A conser-
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vative estimate of the reserve is 10 billion tons. At first when
there was a lack of technique, the Anshan Iron and Steel Works
was involved in an annual loss of Yen 3,000,000. Later, new
methods were discovered, and the technique developed so that
during 1926 the loss was only Yen 150,000 and a year later
there was a profit of Yen 800,000. If the furnace is improved,
we ought to earn at least Yen 4,000,000 a year. The quality
of the ore at Penhsihu is excellent. By amalgamating it with
the Anshan Iron Works, we shall have the comfort of being
self-sufficient in iron and steel.
The iron deposits in Manchuria and Mongolia are estimated
at 1,200,000,000 tons; and coal deposits, 2,500,000,000 tons. This
coal ought to be sufficient for smelting the iron ores. With such
large amounts of iron and coal at our disposal, we ought to be
self-sufficient for at least seventy years. At the rate of $100.00
profit on each ton of steel, for 350,000,000 tons of steel we shall
have a profit of Yen 35,000,000,000. This is a tremendous asset
to our economic resources. We shall save the expense of Yen
120,000,000 which we pay for the importation of gteel every
year. When we can have sufficient iron and steel for our own
industries, we shall have acquired the secret for becoming the
leading nation in the world. Thus strengthened, we can conquer
both the East and the West. In order to attain this goal, the
iron works must be separated from the South Manchuria
Railway. Such unified control will keep China from preventing
us to become self-sufficient in iron and steel.
2. Petroleum
Another important commodity which we lack is petroleum.
It is also essential to the existence of a nation. Fortunately,
there lie in the Fushun Coal Mine 5,200,000,000 tons of shale
oil, from every hundred catties of which six catties of crude oil
>may be extracted. By means of American Machinery, every
hundred catties will yield nine catties of refined oil good for
motor cars and battleships. At present, Japan imports from
foreign countries 700,000 tons of mineral oils every year valued
at Yea 60,000,000. These figures are on the increase. As there
are 50 billion tons of shale in the Fushun Mines, the yield
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calculated at five percent would be 250,000,000* tons; at nine
percent, 450,000,000 tons of oil. Taking an average of the two,
the yield would be 350,000,000 tons, and assuming the value of
the oil to be fifteen yen a ton, the oil shale contained in the
Fushun Mine would bring us Yen 2,250,000,000. This will be
a great industrial revolution for us. From the standpoint of
national defence and national wealth, petroleum is a great
factor. Having the iron and petroleum of Manchuria, our army
and navy will become impregnable walls of defence. That
Manchuria and Mongolia are the heart and liver of our empire,
is a truthful saying. For the sake of our empire, we should be
congratulated.
Agricultural Fertilizer—Amonia Sulphati
AND OTHER PRODUCTS

Agricultural fertilizer is a great necessity for the production
of foodstuff. Chemical fertilizers depend upon the ammonia
sulphate extracted from coal. The Fushun coal yields especially
good results. At present, our total consumption of ammonia
sulphate is 500,000 tons. Of this, only half is manufactured at
home, using the coal from the Kailah or the Fushun Mining
Companies. The remaining half is imported from abroad at
the cost of Yen 35,000,000 a year. With our agricultural work
daily increasing and in view of the development of our new
empire in Manchuria and Mongolia, we shall easily need
1,000,000 tons of ammonia sulphate every year during the next
ten years. From the soot gathered from the burning of Fushun
coal connected with the manufacture of steel, we could produce
large quantities of ammonia sulphate. If the yield is put at
300,000 tons a year, we shall add an annual income of more
than Yen 40,000,000. In fifty years, this will mount up to
Yen 2,000,000,000. This money could be used for the improve
ment of our agriculture. If there is any surplus, we can buy
bean-cakes with it and then invade the farms all over China
and in the South Sea Islands. In order to accomplish this, we
must separate this enterprise from the South Manchuria Rail
way. We shall then be able to control the fertilizers of the Far
East.
-
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Soda and Soda Ash

We import 100,000 tons of Soda Ash at the cost of more
than Yen 10,000,000 a year. Both soda and soda ash are
valuable materials for military and industrial purposes. Soda
is derived from nothing more than salt and coal, both of which
are cheap and abundant in Manchuria and Mongolia. If we go
into this manufacture, we can supply not only ourselves but
can also sell it to China with a view to controlling its industrial
products. We ought to gain from it a profit of at least Yen
15,000,000 a year. We can also supply our own military and
chemical needs. Again this industry must be separated from
the South Manchuria Railway.
Magnesium and Aluminium

According to the independent surveys of the South Man
churia Railway Company and Dr. Honta of Tohoku University,
magnesite and aluminium is a very promising business (in
Manchuria). Magnesite is found in the surroundings of
.Tashichiao, and aluminium in the vicinity of Yentai. The
deposit is one of the largest in the world. A ton of magnesite
is worth Yen 2,000 and a ton of aluminium is worth about
Yen 1,700. An estimate of the deposits of both minerals in
Manchuria is Yen 750,000,000. These substances are especially
useful for making aeroplanes, mess kits in the army, hospital
apparatus and vessels, and other important industries. The
United States alone has extensive deposits of these substances.
The output of our country is one ton a year! Such materials
are becoming more useful every day, but the supply is insuffi
cient. Its price is growing high, as if never reaching a limit.
The deposits in our territory of Manchuria and Mongolia, are
nothing less than a God-given gift. The metal is really
precious, being indispensable to both our industry and national
dersence. It also should be made in independent business,
separate from the South Manchuria Railway. Its manufacture
should be in Japan, so as to keep the Fengtien Government from
imitating it on the one hand and to avoid the watchful eyes of
the British and American capitalists on the other. After we

have gained control of it in the Three Eastern Provinces, we
may harness the water power of the Yalu River to work on
these metal ores. In view of the development of aircraft, in
the future all the world will come to us for the materials neces
sary for aeronautics.
If all the enterprises mentioned above are made independent
undertakings, they would make rapid progress and bring us at
least a profit of 60 billion yen a year. The industrial develop
ment in South Manchuria means much to our national defence
and economical progress. It will help us to build the founda
tion of an industrial empire. As to the cultural undertakings
such as hospitals, schools and philanthropic institutions, they
are our signal towers in the advance into Manchuria and
Mongolia. They are tlie institutions for spreading our national
prestige and power. More specificially, they are the baits for
rights and privileges. Let us separate all these from the South
Manchuria Railway in order that we may redouble our efforts
and advance into North Manchuria to reclaim the sources of
great wealth there.

When these important undertakings become independent
and are free to develop without the interference of our officials,
they will naturally become channels of national prosperity. On
the wings of economic development, we could make rapid advance
without either arousing the suspicion of the Powers or the anti
Japanese activities of the people of the Three Eastern Provinces.
Such hidden methods would enable us to build the New Con
tinent Empire with ease and efficiency.

The foreign loans for the South Manchuria Railway must
be confined to those railroads already completed. Other rail
ways built by us but nominally under Chinese control, can
either be amalgamated with the completed lines or made inde
pendent according to the desire of the investing nations. The
slogan of “Equal Opportunity” helps us to get foreign loans as
well as to dispel suspicion of our designs in North Manchuria.
At any rate, we shall need foreign capital to develop our con
tinental empire. When the South Manchuria Railway is open
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to foreign investments, the powers will be glad to lend more
to us and China can do nothing to block it. This is an excellent
v.uy to further our plans in Manchuria. We should lose no
time in doing it. As to the wealth concentrated in the northern
part of Manchuria and Mongolia, we should be likewise. The
two new railways from Kirin to Hueining and from Changchun
to Talai, as well as the lumber and mining interests, should also
be managed as separate institutions.
The South Manchuria Railway will also be greatly enriched
by our exploits in North Manchuria. Already Chinese immigrants are pouring into South Manchuria in large numbers.
Their position will become stronger every day. As the right of
renting land In the interior is not yet secured, our immigrants
are gradually losing ground. Even if our government’s backing
will maintain our people there, they cannot compete with the
Chinese due to the latter’s low standard of living. Our only
chance now is to defeat the Chinese by heavy capitalization.
This again necessitates the use of foreign loans. This is so,
especially because the riches of North Manchuria are even not
accessible to the Chinese immigrants. We must seize the present
opportunity, and hasten the progress of immigration by our own
people and take possession of all rights there so as to shut out
the Chinese. But in order to encourage immigration, rapid
transportation is essential. This will both afford facilities to
our people and bring the natural resources there to the would
be market. Moreover, both Russia and ourselves have been
increasing armaments. On account of geographical positions,
we have conflicting interests. If we want to obtain the wealth
of North Manchuria and to build up the New Continent accord
ing to the will of Emperor Meiji, we must rush our people into
North Manchuria first and seek to break the friendship between
Russia and China. In this way, we can enjoy the wealth of
North Manchuria and hold at bay both Russia and China. In
case of war, our immigrants in North Manchuria will combine
with our forces in South Manchuria, and at one stroke settle the
problem forever. In case this is not possible, they can still
maintain their own in North Manchuria and supply the rest of

us with food-stuff and raw materials. As the interests of North
Manchuria and our country are so wrapped up, we should march
directly into North Manchuria and pursue our settled policy. .
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Establishing a Colonial Department

Our exploitation of Manchuria takes a variety of forms.
Often those in authority take such different views that even the
most profitable undertaking for our country cannot be carried
out. Because of the lack of speed, our secrets are often exposed
and are made propaganda materials by the Mukden government
much to the detriment of our country in international relations. *
Whenever a new undertaking is projected in Manchuria and
Mongolia, it will become the subject of discussion of tens of
meetings and conferences in Dairen. Not only the approval
of the four-headed government there is necessary, but also the
sanction of the cabinet at home has to be secured before any
thing can be carried out.. Because of all these obstacles, any
undertaking will take months and months before any definite
results are seen. In the process it is possible for the Chinese
to employ Japanese adventurers to steal our secrets so that
before a project is launched it is often reported to the Chinese
and in turn it becomes common property of the world. We are
suddenly brought under the check of world opinion, and more
than once we have incurred hardship in putting into practice
our policy toward Manchuria and Mongolia. Furthermore, the
opposition party has also made capital out of what they find
in these regions in order to attack the government. All these
have many serious have with our diplomatic relations. Hence
forth, we must change our practice in order to proceed adroitly.
The centre of control must be in Tokyo. That will (1) insure
secrecy, (2) stop China from knowing before-hand our plans,
(3) avoid the suspicion of the powers before a thing is done,
(4) unify the multiple control in Manchuria and (5) bring the
government agencies in Manchuria and Mongolia in close touch
with the central government so as to deal with China with
undivided power. For these reasons we should follow the
original plan for absorbing Korea laid down by Ito and Katsura
39
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and establish a Colonial Department, the special function of
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which is to look after the expansion in Manchuria and Mongolia.
The administration of Formosa, Korea and Saghalien Island
may be its nominal function, but our expansion in Manchuria
and Mongolia is its real purpose. This will blind the eyes of
the world on‘the one hand and forestall the disclosure of secrets
on the other.
It is my personal conviction that the fact that the absorption
of Korea could not be effected during the administration of Ito,
is due to the lack of a special office for control. Therefore, there
were always differences of opinion and secret policies were
impossible. Such a state of affairs played into the hand of
international obstruction and Korean opposition. Then a
number of propagandists went to Europe and America as well
as Korea itself, declaring that we firmly respected the independence of Korea and had no designs on an inch of Korean
territory. The result of their work was the recovery of international confidence. After that, a colonial department was
established under the pretence of Formosa, Then we seized the
opportunity and the object was gained! It goes to prove that
in order to undertake colonization an< immigration, a special
office for it is absolutely necessary. Moreover, the creation of
a new empire in Mongolia and Manchuria is of utmost import
ance to the existence of Japan. It is necessary to have a special
colonial office in order that the politics in that vast territory
may be controlled from Tokyo. The officers in the field should
only take orders: they should not interfere with the execution
of policies where they please. This will insure secrecy; and
the opposition nation have no chance of getting into the secrets
of our colonial activities. Then our movements regarding
Mongolia and Manchuria will be beyond the reach of inter
national public opinion, and we shall be free from interferences.
As to the subsidiary enterprises of the South Manchuria
Railway such as the Development Company, the Land Company,
and the Trust Company, the power of supervision and planning
should also be in the colonial office. They should all be under
united control, in order that they may all help in the general
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policy of expansion in Mongolia and Manchuria of the Imperial
Government and complete the creation of the new empire.
Taling River Valley of Peking-Mukden Railway
r

The Taling River Valley is a wide area sparely populated
but infested with bandits. Many Koreans have made invest
ments here, especially* in rice field. Judging from its resources,
this region is bound to' be prosperous. It will also be an advant
ageous foothold for us if we want to expand into the Jehol
region. We should give full protection to our Korean subjects
here and wait for an opportunity to secure from China the
right of colonization so that our immigrants may live here and
act as our vanguards to. Jehol and Mongolia. In case of war
fare, this valley will be a strategic point to quarter large armies
of soldiers. We shall then not only check the Chinese soldiers
from advancing north but also hold the key to the immense
wealth of South Manchuria. When Koreans come into this
region we should financé them through our Trust and other
financial organs with a view to gaining for these organs the
actual ownership while the Koreans may satisfy themselves with
the right of farming only. Ostensibly the ownership of land
must reside with the Koreans. It is a convenient way of
securing rights from the Chinese government. Henceforth the
trust companies and financial organs should give them full
backing when our own and Korean subjects wish to gain land
ownership. If they need money to buy farms from the Chinese,
the financial organs should also come to their aid. Unnoticeably we shall gain control of the better rice fields which we
may give to our own emigrants. They shall displace the Kore
ans who in turn may go on opening new fields, to deliver to the
convenient use of our own people. This is the policy with res
pect to the colonization of rice field and bean farms. As to the
policy for herd farming, the Development Company should be
especially entrusted gradually to expand, eventually placing all
the wealth of herds at the disposal of our country. This same
company may also take care of horse breeding and select the
best out of Mongolia for the use of our national defence.
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Precaution Against Chinese Migration

Recently the internal disturbances in China have driven
large hordes of immigrants into Mongolia and Manchuria,
thereby threatening the advance of our migration. For the
sake of our activities in this field we should not fail to take
precautions. The fact that the Chinese government welcomes
this migration and does nothing to hold back the tide oppresses
our policy even the more seriously. A noted American sinologue
has made the statement that the Mukden authorities are carry
ing out such effective government that all people are moving
into their territory. Therefore, the influx of immigrants is
looked upon as a mark of effective government of Mukden
authorities. We, of course, are concerned. Unless we put a
stop to it, in less than ten years our own policy of emigration
will prove an instrument for China to crush us with. Political
ly we must use police force to check this tendency as much as
possible and economically our financiers should drive the Chin
ese out with low wages. Furthermore, we must develop and
expand electric power to displace human labor. This will keep
out Chinese immigrants as well as monopolize the control of
motor force as a first step toward controlling the industrial
development of. this vast region.
Hospitals

and
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Schools

Hospitals and Schools in Manchurira must be independent
of the South Manchuria Railway. For the people have often
considered these as institutions of imperialism and refuse to
have anything to do with them. When these are separated
and made independent institutions we shall be able to make
the people realize our goodness so that they will feel thankful to
us.... But in establishing schools emphasis should be laid on
normal schools for men and women. Through these in educa
tional work we may build up a substantial good-will among the
people towards Japan. This is our first principle of cultural
structure.
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The China Critic’s Special Features:

1—Editorials and Editorial Paragraphs on current affairs, impartial
and fearless ;
2—Special Articles on all subjects of general interest, contributed
or specially written by leading authorities ;
3—Facts and Figures, giving statistical data on industrial and
financial conditions;
4—Chief Events of the Week, classified and condensed, to save
you time in keeping touch with the current developments.

5—Chinese Press Comments, rendered in good English for easy
reading;
6—The Little Critic, criticism of various interesting topics in the
lighter vein, that will make the reader both smile and think.

7—Arts and Letters, publishing not only choice poems and stories,
but also essays on various subjects within its legitimate field.

8—Women’s World, where one finds not how to furnish a house
nor the latest style iu the fashion, but such subjects as will
engage the attention of all thingking women.
9—Book Review thorough and scholarly, serving as a good reader’s
guide;
10—Official Documents published for historical records in the future;

11—Style, popular and pleasing;
12—Stock, best among all weeklies in China;

13 —Printing, clear types, making reading a pleasure;
14—Subscription rate5», reasonable, only M. $7 in China, or G.$5
abroad a year, postage included.
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TANAKA MEMORIAL.
(Reprinted from „The China Critic”, Shanghai, September 24, 1931).

gINCE the European War, Japan’s
political as well as economic in
terests have been in an unsettled
condition. This is due to the fact
that we have failed to take ad
vantage of our special privileges
in Manchuria and Mongolia and
fully to realize our acquired rights.
Eut upon my appointment as pre
mier, I was instructed specially to
guard our interest in this region
and watch for opportunities for
further expansion. Such injunc
tions one cannot take lightly. Ever
since I advocated a positive policy
towards Manchuria and Mongolia
as a common citizen, I have longed
for its reallization. So in order that
we may lay plans for the coloni
zation of the Far East and the
development of our new continen
tal empire, a special conference
was held from June 27th to July
7tb lasting in all eleven days. It
was attended by all the civil and
military officers connected with
Manchuria and Mongolia, whose
discussions result in the following
resolutions. These we respectfully
submit to Your Majesty for consi
deration

General Consideration.

The term Manchuria and Mon
golia includes the provinces Feng

tien, Kirin, Heilungkiang and
Outer and Inner Mongolia. It ex
tends an area of 74,000 square
miles, having a population of
28,000,000 people. The territory is
more than thc^e times as large as
our own empire not Counting Ko
rea and Formosa, but it is inha
bited by only one-third as many
people. The attractiveness of the
land does not arise from the scar
city of population alone : its wealth
of forestry, minerals and agricul
tural products is also unrivalled
elsewhere in the world. In order
to exploit these resources for the
perpetuation of our national glory,
we created especially the South
Manchuria Railway Company. The
total investment involved in our
undertakings in railway, shipping,
mining, forestry, steel manufac
ture, agriculture, and cattle rais
ing, as schemes pretending to be
mutually beneficial to China and
Japan amount to no less than Yen
440,000,000. It is veritably the lar
gest single investment and the
strongest organization of our
country. Although nominally the
enterprise is under the joint ow
nership of the government and the
people, in reality the government
has complete power and authority.
In so far as the South Manchuria
Railway Company is empowered to
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undertake diplomatic, police, and over, the resources of wealth are
ordinary administrative functions congregated in North Manchuria.
so that it may carry out our im If we do not have the right of way
perialistic policies, the Company here, it is obvious that we shall not
forms a peculiar organization be able to tap the riches of this
which has exactly the same powers country. Even the resources of
as the Governor-General of Korea. South Manchuria which we won
This fact alone is sufficient to in by the Russo-Japanese War will
dicate the immense interests we also be greatly restricted by the
have in Manchuria and Mongolia. Nine Power Treaty. The result is
Consequently the policies towards that while our people cannot mi
this country of successive adminis grate into Manchuria as they
trations since Meiji are all based please, the Chinese are flowing in
on his injunctions, elaborating and as a flood. Hordes of them move
continuously completing the devel into the Three Eastern Provinces
opment of the new continental every year, numbering in the
empire in order to further the ad neighbourhood of several millions.
vance of our national glory and They have jeopardized our acqui
prosperity for countless generations red rights in Manchuria and Mon
to come.
golia to such an extent that our
Unfortunately, since the Euro annual surplus population of eight
pean War^ there have been con hundred thousand have no place
stant changes in diplomatic as well to seek refuge. In view of this we
domestic affairs. The authorities of have to admit our failure in trying
the Three Eastern Provinces to effect a balance between our
are also awakened and gra population and food supply. If we
dually work toward reconstruc do not devise plans to check the
tion and industrial develop influx of Chinese immigrants im
ment following our example. mediately, in five years’ time the
Their progress is astonishing. number of Chinese will exceed
It has affected the spread of our 60,000,000 Then we shall be con
influence in a most serious way, fronted with greater difficulties in
and has put us to so many dis Manchuria and Mongolia.
advantages that the dealings with
It wjll be recalled that when the
Manchuria and Mongolia of suc Nine Power Treaty was signed
cessive governments have resulted which restricted our movements in
in failure. Futhermore, the restric Manchuria and Mongolia, public
tion of the Nine Power Treaty sig opinion was greatly aroused. The
ned at the Washington Conference late Emperor Tasiho called a con
have reduced our special rights ference of Yamagata and other
and privileges in Manchuria and high\ officers of the army and the
Mongolia to such an extent that navy to find a way to counteract
there is no freedom left for us. The this new engagement. I was sent
very existence of our country is to Europe and America to ascertain
endangered. Unless these obstacles secretly the attitude of the im
are removed, our natioanl existence portant statesmen toward it. They
will be insecure and our national were all agreed that the Nine
strength will not develop. More Power Treaty was initiated by the
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United States. The other Powers
which signed it were willing to see
our influence increase in Manchu
ria and Mongolia in order that we
may protect the interests of inter
national trade and investment.
This attitude I found out perso
nally from the political leaders of
England, France and Italy. The
sincerity of these expressions could
be depended upon. Unfortunately
just as we were ready to carry out
our policy and declare void the
Nine Power Treaty with the appro
val of those whom I met on my
trip, the Seiyukai cabinet suddenly
fell and our policy failed of frui
tion. It was indeed a great pity.
After I had secretly exchanged
views with the Powers regarding
the development of Manchuria and
Mongolia, I returned by way
of Shanghai. At the wharf
there a Chinese attempted to
take my life. An American
woman was hurt, but I es
caped by the divine protection of
my emperors of the past. It seems
that it was by divine will that I
should assist Your Majesty to open
a new era in the Far East and to
develop the new continental em
pire.
The Three Eastern Provinces are
politically the imperfect spot in
the Far East. For the sake of selfprotection as well as the protection
of others, Japan cannot remove the
difficulties in Eastern Asia unless
she adopts a policy of „Blood and
Iron”. But in carrying out this po
licy we have to face the United
States which has been turned
against us by China’s policy of
fighting poison with poison. In the
future if we want to control China,
we must first crush the United
States just as in the past we had to

fight in the Russo-Japanesse War.
But in order to conquer China we
must first conquer Manchuria and
Mongolia. In order to conquer the
world, we must first conquer Chi
na, If we succeed in conquering
Clpia, the rest of the Asiatic coun
tries and the South Sea countries
will fear us and surrender to us.
Then the world will realize that
Eastern Asia is ours and will not
dare to violate our rights. This is
the plan left to us by Emperor
Meiji, the success of which is essen
tial to our national existence.
The Nine Power Treaty is en
tirely an expression of the spirit
of commercial rivalry. It was the
intention of England and America
to crush our influence in China
with their power of wealth. The
proposed reduction of armaments
is nothing but a means to limit
our military strength, making it
impossible for us to conquer the
vast territory of China. On the
other hand, China’s resources of
wealth will be entirely at their
disposal. It is merely a scheme by
which England and America may
defeat our plans. And yet the Minseito made the Nine Power Treaty
the important thing and empha
sized our trade rather than our
rights in China. This is a mis
taken policy — a policy of national
suicide. England can afford to talk
about trade relations only because
she has India and Australia
to supply her with foodstuff
and ether materials. So can
America because South Ame
rica and Canada are there to
supply her needs. Their spare
energy could be entirely devoted
to developing trade in China to
enrich themselves. But in Japan
her food supply and raw materials
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decrease in proportion to her po
pulation. If we merely hope to
develop trade, we shall eventually
be defeated by England and Ame
rica, who possess unsurpassable
capitalistic power. In the end, we
shall get nothing. A more danger
ous factor is the fact that the
people of China might some day
wake up. Even during these years
cf internal strife, they can still toil
patiently, and try to imitate and
displace our goods so as to impair
the development of our trade.
When we remember that the Chi
nese are our sole customers, we
must beware, lest one day when
China becomes unified and her in
dustries become prosperous. Ame
ricans and Europeans will compete
with us: our trade in China will
be wrecked. Minseito’s proposal to
uphold the Nine Power Treaty and
to adopt the policy of trade to
wards Manchuria is nothing less
than a suicidal policy.
After studying the present con
ditions and possibilities of our
country, our best policy lies in the
direction of taking positive steps
to secure rights and privileges in
Manchuria and Mongolia. These
will enable us to develop our trade.
This will not only forestall China’s
own industrial development, but
also prevent the penetration of
European Powers. This is the best
policy possible!
The way to gain actual rights in
Manchuria and Mongolia is to use
this region as a base and under
the pretence of trade and com
merce penetrate the rest of China.
Armed by the rights already se
cured we shall seize the recources
all over the country. Having Chi
na’s entire resources at our disposal
we shall proceed to conquer India,

the Archipelago Asia Minor, Cen
tral Asia, and even Europe. But to
get control of Manchuria and Mon
golia is the first step if the Yamato
race wishes to distinguish them
selves on Continental Asia. Final
success belongs to the country
having food-supply;
industrial
prosperity belongs to the country
having food-supply;
industrial
prcisperity belongs to the coun
try having raw materials; the
full growth of national strength
belongs to the counry having
extensive territory. If we pur
sue a positive policy to en
large our rights in Manchuria
and China, all these prerequisites
of a powerful nation will constitute
no problem. Furthermore our sur
plus puplation of 700,000 each year
will also be taken care of. If we
want tc inaugurate a new policy
and secure the permanent pros
perity of our empire, a positive
policy towards Manchuria and
Mongolia is the only way.
Manchuria and Mongolia—Not
Chinese Territory
Historically considered, Manchu
ria and Mongolia are neither Chi
na’s territory nor her special pos
sessions. Dr. Yano has made an
extensive study of Chinese history
and has come to the positive con
clusion that Manchuria and Mon
golia never were Chinese territory.
This fact was announced to the
world on the authority of the Im
perial University. The accuracy of
Dr. Yano’s investigations is such
that no scholars in China have
contested his statement. However,
the most unfortunate thing is that
in our declaration of war with Rus
sia, our government openly recog

nized China’s sovereignty over
these regions and later again at
the Washington conference when
we signed the Nine Power Treaty.
Because of these two miscalcula
tions (on our part) China’s sover
eignty in Manchuria and Mongolia
is established in diplomatic rela
tions, but our interests are serioulsy injured. In the past, although
China speaks of the Republic of
five races, yet Thibet, Sinkiang,
Mongolia and Manchuria have al
ways remained special areas and
the princes are permitted to dis
charge their customary functions.
Therefore in reality the sovereign
power over these regions resides
with the princes. When the opport
unity presents itself, we should
make known to the world the
actual situation there. We should
also wedge our way into Outer and
Inner Mongolia in order that we
m.ay reform the mainland. So long
as the princes there maintain their
former administrations, the sover
eign rights are clearjty in their
hands. If we want to enter these
territories, we may regard them as
the ruling power and negotiate
with them for Ights and privileges.
We shall be afforded excellent op
portunities and our national in
fluence will increase rapidly.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.
7.

Postive Policy in Manchuria
As to the rights in Manchuria,
we should take forceful steps on
the basis of the Twenty-One De
mands and secure the following in
order to safe-guard the enjoyment
of the rights which we have ac
quired so far:—
1. After the thirty-year commer
cial lease terminates, we should
be able to extend the term at

8.

9.
1C.

11.

our wish. Also the right of
leasing land for commercial,
industrial and agricultural
purpose should be recognized.
Japanese subjects shall have
the right to travel and reside
in the eastern part of Mon
golia, and engage in commer
cial and industrial activities.
As to their movements, China
shall allow them freedom from
Chinese law. Furthermore, they
must not be subject to illegal
taxation and unlawful exami
nation.
We must have the right of ex
ploiting the nineteen iron and
coal mines in Fengtien and
Kirin, as well as the right of
timbering.
We should have priority for
building railroads and option
for loans for such purposes in
South Manchuria and Eastern
Mongolia.
The number of Japanse poli
tical, financial and military
advisers and training officers
must be increased. Furtermore, we must have priority
in furnishing new advisers.
The right of stationing our
Police over the Koreans (in
China).
The administration and devel
opment of the Kirin—Chang
chun Railway must be extendi
to 99 years.
Exclusive right of sale of spe
cial products—priority of ship
ping business to Europe and
America.
<_
Exclusive rights of mning in
Heilungkiang.
Right to construct Kirin—
Hueining and Changchun—
Talai Railways.
In case money is needed for
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the redemption of the Chinese
Eastern Railway, the Japanese
Government must have the
first option for making loans
to China.
12. Harbcur rights at Antung and
Yingko and the right of
through transportation.
13. The right of partnership in
establlishing a Central Bank of
the Three Eastern Provinces.
14. Right of Pasturage.

Positive Policy Towards Inner
and Outer Mongolia
Since Manchuria and Mongolia
are still in the hands of the former
princes, in the future we must re
cognize them as the ruling power
and give them support. For this
reason, the daughter of General
Fukushima. Governor of Kwantu ng, risked her life among the
barbarous Mongolian people of
Tushiyeh to become adviser to
their Prince in order that she
might serve the Imperial Govern
ment. As the wife of the Prince
Ruler is the niece of Manchu Prin
ce Su. the relationship between
cur Government and the Mongo
lian Prince became very intimate.
The princes of Outer and Inner
Mongolia have all shown sincere
inspect for us, especially after we
filmed them with special benefits
end protection. Now there are 19
Japanese retired military officers
ir the house of the Tushiyeh. We
have acquired already monopoly
rights for the purchase of wool,
for real estate and for mines. Here
after we shall send secretly more
retired officers to live among them.
They should wear Chinese clothes
in order to escape the attention of
the Mukden Government. Scattered

in the territory of the Prince, they
may engage themselves in farm
ing, herding or dealing in wool. As
to the other principautés, we can
employ the same method as in Tu
shiyeh. Everywhere we should sta
tion our retired military officers
to dominate In the Princes’ affairs.
E
After a larg^ number of our people
have moved into Outer and Inner
Mongolia, we shall then buy lands
at one-tenth of their worth and
begin to cultivate rice where
feasible in order to relieve our
shortage of food-supply. Where the
land is not suitable for rice culti
vation, we should develop it for
cattle raising and horse breeding
in order to replenish our military
needs. The rest of the land could
be devoted to the manufacture of
carlned goods which we may export
to Europe and America. The fur
and leather will also meet our
needs. Once the opportunity comes,
Cuter and Inner Mongolia will be
ours outright. While the sovereign
rights, are not clearly defined and
while the Chinese and the Soviet
Governments are engaging their
attention elsewhere, it is our op
portunity quietly to build our in
fluence. Once we have purchased
most of the land there, there
will be no room for dispute
as to whether Mongolia be
longs to the Japanese or the
Mongolians. Aided by our mili
tary piowess, we shall realize
our positive policy. In order to
carry out this plan, we should appropiate Yen 1,000,000 from the
„secret funds” of the Army De
partment’s budget so that four
hurderd retired officers disguized
as teachers and Chinese citizens
may be sent into Outer and Inner
Mongolia to mix with the peoplie,

to gain the confidence of the Mon
golian princes, to acquire from
them rights for pasturage and
mining and to lay the foundation
of our national interests for the
next hundred years.

Encouragement and Protection of
Korean Immigration
Since the annexation of Korea,
we have had very little trouble.
Eut President Wilson’s declaration
of the selfdeterminations of races
after the European War has been
like a divine revelation to the sup
pressed peoples. The Koreans are
no ex^ption. The spirit of unrest
has permeated the whole country.
Both because of the freedom they
enjoy in Manchuria due to incom
petent police system and because
of the richness of the country,
there are now in the Three Eastern
Previnces no less than 1,000,000 Ko
reans. The unlooked-for develop
ment is fortunate for our country
indeed. From a military and eco
nomic standpoint, it has greatly
strengthened our influence. From
another standpoint, it gives new
hope for the administration of
Koreans. They will both be the
vanguard for the colonization of
virgin fields and furnish a link
of contact with the Chinese peo
ple. On the one hand, we could
utilize the naturalized Koreans to
purchase land for rice cultivation,
on the other, we could extend to
them financial aid through the
Co-operative Society, the South
Manchuria Railway, etc., so that
they may serve as the spear-head
of our economic penetration. This
will give relief to our problem of
food supply, as well as open a new
field of opportunity for coloniza

tion. The Koreans who have be
come naturalized Chinese are
Chinese only in name: they will
return to our fold eventually. They
are different from those natura
lized Japanese in\ California and
South America. They are natura
lized as Chinese only for temporary
convenience. When their numbers
reach two million and a half or
more, they can be instigated to
military activities whenever there
is the necessity, and under the
pretence of suppressing the Ko
reans we could bear them aid.
As not all the Koreans are na
turalized Chinese, the world will
not be able to tell whether it is the
Chinese Korean or the Japanese
Korean who create the trouble. We
can always sell dog’s meat with a
sheep’s head as sign-board.

Of course while we could use the
Koreans for such purpose, we must
beware of the fact that the Chinese
could also use them against us.
Eut Manchuria is a much under
our jurisdiction as under Chinese
jurisdiction. If the Chinese should
use Kireans to hamper us, then our
opportunity of war against China
is at hand. In that event, the most
formidable factor is Soviet Russia.
If the Chinese should use the
„Reds” to influence the Koreans,
the thought of our people will
change and great peril will befall
us. Therefore, the present Cabinet
is taking every precaution against
this eventuality. If we want to
make use of the Koreans to develop
our new continental empire, our
protection and regulations for
them must be more carefully work
ed out. We should increase our
police force in North Manchuria
under the terms of the Mitsuya
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Treaty so that we may protect the
Koreans, and give them help in
their rapid advance. Furthermore,
the Eastern Development Company
(Totuku Kaisha) and the South
Manchuria
Railway
Company
should follow then to give them
financial aid. They should be given
especially favourable terms so that
through them we may develop
Manchuria and Mongolia and mo
nopolize the commercial rights.
The influx of Koreans into these
territories is of such obvious inl
portance both for economic and
military considerations that the
Imperial Government cannot afford not to give it encouragement.
It will mean new opportunities for
cur empire. Since the effect of the
Lansing-Ishii Agreement is lost
after the Washington Conference,
we can only recover our interests
through the favourable develop
ment arising out cf the presence
of several millions of Koreans in
Manchuria. There is no ground in
international relations for raising
any objection to this procedure.

Railroads and Development of our
New Continent

Tiansportation is the mother of
national defence, the assurance of
victory and the citadel of economic
development. China has only 7,200
tc 7,300 miles of railroads, of which
three thousand miles are in Man
churia and Mongolia constituting
two-fifths of the whole. Consider
ing the size of Manchuria and
Mongolia and the abundance of
natural products, there should be
at least five or six thousand miles
more. It is a pity that our railroads
are motsly in South Manchuria,
which cannot reach the sources

(e)
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of wealth in the northern parts.
Moreover, there are too may Chi
nese inhabitants in South Man
churia to be wholesome for our
military and economic plans. If we
wish to develop the natural resour
ces and strengthen our national
defence, we must build railroads in
Northern Manchuria. With the
opening of these railroads, we shall
be able to send more people (Ja
panese) into Northern Manchuria.
From this vantage ground we can
manipulate political and economic
developments in South Manchuria,
as well as strengthen our national
defence in the interest of peace
and order of the Far East. Further
more, the South Manchuria was
built mainly for economic purposes.
It lacks encircling lines necessary
for military mobilization and
transportation. From now on we
must take military purposes as our
object and build circuit lines to
circle the heart of Manchuria and
Mongolia in order that we may
hamper China’s military, political
and economic developments there
cn the one hand, and prevent the
penetration of Russian influence
on the other. This is the key to our
continental policy.

petition will inevitably result. For
tunately for us, the financial con
ditions in Fengtien Province are in
great disorder, which the authori
ties cannot improve unless we came
to their succor. This is our chance.
We should take positive steps until
we have reached our goal in rail
road development. Moreover, if we
manipulate the situation, the
Fengtien bank-notes will depre
ciate to an inconceivable degree.
In that event, the bankruptcy of
Fengtien will be a matter of time.
The development of Manchuria
and Mongolia will be out of the
question for them. But we still
have to reckon with the Chinese
Eastern Railway. It forms a T with
the South Manchuria Railway. Al
though this system is a convenient
shape, it is by no means suitable
for military purposes. When the
Chinese build railroads as feeders
of the Chinese Eastern Railway, it
is best they run parallel to it, west
and east. But with the South Man
churia Railway as main line, we
must have these lines run north
and south. For the benefit of the
Chinese themselves, there are also
advantages for these lines to run
in this direction. Consequently our
interest does not necessarily con
flict with the Chinese. Now that
Russia is losing influence and is
powerless to advance in Manchuria
and Mongolia, it is certain that the
Chinese must act according to our
beckoning in the development of the
railways in the future. Much to
our surprise the Fengtien Govern
ment recently built two railroads,
one from Tahushan to Tungliao
and the other from Kirin to Haining both for military purposes.
Those two railroads affect most
seriously our military plans in

There are two trunk lines in
Manchuria and Mongolia. These
are the Chinese Eastern Railway
and the South Manchuria Railway.
As regards the railroad built by
Chinese, it will doubtless become
very powerful in time, backed by
the financial resources of the Kirin
Provincial Government. With the
combined resources of Fengtien
and Heilungkiang Provinces, the
Chinese railroads will devolop to
an extent far superior to our South
Manchuria Railway. Strong com-

Manchuria and Mongolia as well
as the interest of the South Man
churia Railway. We therefore protested strongly against it.
That these railways were built
was due to the fact that our official on the spot as well as the South
Manchuria Railway authorities
miscalculated the ability of the
Fengtien Government and paid no
attention to it. Later when we did
intervene the railways were al
ready completed. Besides, the Ame
ricans have been anxious to make
an investment in developing the
port of Hu-lu-tao through British
capitalists. Taking advantage of
this situation, the Fengtien Go
vernment introduced American and
British capital in these railways in
order to hold our interest at bay.
For the time being we have to wink
at it and wait for the opportune
moment to deal with China about
these two railroads.

Recently, it is rumoured that the
Fengtien Government is planning
to build a railroad from Tahushan
to Harbin via Tungliao and Fuyu,
so that there may be a direct line
between Peking and Harbin with
out touching either the South
Manchuria Railway or the Chinese
Eastern Railway. What is more
astonishing is that another rail
way beginning at Mukden passing
through Hailung, Kirin, Wuchang
terminating at Harbin is also un
der way. If this plan becomes true,
then these two lines would encirc
le^ the South Manchuria Railway
and limit its sphere of activity to
a small area. The result is that our
economic and political development
of Manchuria and Mongolia will be
checked and the plan for curtail-

» .
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ing our power provided by the Nine
Power Treaty will be carried out.
Moreover, the completion of these
two railroads will render the South
Manchurian Railway completely
useless. The latter Company wil be
confronted with a real crisis. But
in view of China’s financial condi
tions today, she cannot undertake
these two railroads unless she
resorts to foreign loans. And on
these two railways the transport
ation charges will have to be higher
than on the South Manchuria Rail
way. These considerations give us
some comfort. But in the event of
these two railroads becoming an
accomplished fact and the Chinese
Government making especialy low
freight charges in order to com
pete with the South Manchuria
Railway, met only we but the Chin
ese Eastern Railway will also
sustain great losses. Japan and
Russia certainly would not allow
China to carry out such obstructive
measures, especially as the Chinese
Eastern Railway depends upon Tsitsihar and Harbin for the bulk for
its business. The consequence
would be even more serious to both
Japanese and Russian interests
when the new railways are com
pleted.
Let us now consider more in
detail the competitive railways
projected in Manchuria and Mon
golia.

China contemplates :
1.
2.

Suolun—Taonan Railway.
Kirin—Harbin Railway.
Soviet Russia preposes:

1.
2.

Anta—Potung Railway.
Mienpo — Wuchang — Potung
Railway.

3.
4.

Kirin—Hailin Railway.
Mishan—Muling Railway.

The Russian plans are designed
to strengthen the Chinese Eastern
Railway air-4 thereby to exend its
imperialistic schemes. For this
reason the railways projected
mostly run east and west. For
although the power of Soviet Rus
sia is declining, her ambition in
Manchuria and Mongolia has not
diminished1 for a minute. Every
step she takes is intended to ob
struct our progress and to injure
the South Manchuria Railway. We
must do our utmost to guard
against her influence. We should
use the Fengtien Government as a
wedge to check her southern ad
vance. By pretending to check the
southern advance of Soviet Russia
as a first step, we could gradually
force our way into North Manchu
ria and exploit the natural res
ources there. We shall then be able
to prevent the spread of Chinese
influence on the south and arrest
the advance of Soviet Russia on
the sonrth. In our struggle against
the political and economic influen
ce of Soviet Russia, we should drive
China before us and direct the
events from behind. Meanwhile,
we should still secretly befriend
Russia in order to hamper the
growth of Chinese influence. It was
largely with this purpose in view,
that Baron Goto of Kato’s cabinet
invited Joffe to our country and
advocated the resumption of doplimatic relations with Russia.

Although we have an agreement
with the Chinese Eastern Railway
concerning transportation rates,
according to which 45% go to the
Chinese Eastern Railwty and 55%

to us, yet the Chinese Eastern Rail
way still grants preferential rates
detrimental to the interest of the
South Manchuria Railway. More
over, according to a secret declara
tion of Soviet Russia, although
they have no territorial ambition
they cannot help keeping a hand
in the Chinese Eastern Railway on
account of the fact that north of
the Chinese and Russian boundary
the severe cold makes a railway
valueless. Furthermore, as Vladivastok is their only sea-port in the
Far East, they cannot give çp the
Chinese Eastern Railway without
losing also their foothold on the
Pacific. This makes us feel the
more uneasy.
On the other hand the South
Manchuria Railway is not adequate
for our purpose. Considering our
present needs and future activities,
we must control railways in both
north arjzü south Manchuria, es
pecially in view of the fact that
the resources of North Manchuria
and Eastern Mongolia will furnish'
no room for expansion and ma
teria! gains. In South Manchuria
the Chinese is increasing at such
a rate that it surely will damage
our interests politically and eco
nomically. Under such circumstan
ces, we are compelled to take
aggressive steps in North Manchu
ria in order to assure our future
prosperity. But if the Chinese East
ern Railway of Soviet Russia
should spread across this field our
new continental policy is bound to
receive a set-back which will result
in an inevitable conflict with So
viet Russia in the near future. In
that event we shall enact once
more part in the Russo-Japanese
War. The Chinese Eastern Railway

will become ours as the South Man
churia Railway did last time, and
we shall seize Kirin as we once did
Dairen. That we should draw
swords with Russia again in the
fields of Mongolia in order to gain
the wealth of North Manchuria
seems a necessary step in our pro
gram of national aggrandisement.
Until this hidden rock is blown up
our ship can have no smooth sail
ing. We should now demand from
China the right of building all the
important military railroads. When
these railrods are completed, we
shall pour our forces into North
Manchuria as far as we can. When
Soviet Russia intervenes, as they
must, that is our opportunity for
open conflict.
We should insist on the building
of the following railways:
1. Tungliao—Jehol Railway. This
line is 447 miles long and will cost
Yen 50,000,000. When it is com
pleted it will be of great value to
our development of Inner Mongo
lia. As a matter of fact, this is the
most important of all the railways
in the whole undertaking. Accord
ing to the careful surveys of the
War Department, there are in
Inner Mongolia lagre tracts of land
suitable for rice cultivation. After
proper development there will be
room for at least 20 millions of our
people. There is besides the possi
bility of turning out 2,000,000 head
of cattle which may be transported
by railways for food supply and
for purposes of exporting to Europe
and Amerika. Wool also is a special
product. While the sheep in Japan
yield only two catties of wool per
head per year, the sheep in Mon
golia can yield six catties. The
Couth Manchuria Railway has
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made many experiments, all of
which confirm this fact. Besides,
the wool is many times better than
that of Australia. Its low cost and
high quality combined with its
abundance in quantity make Mon
golia a potential source of great
wealth. When this industry is en
hanced by the facilities of railway
development, the total production
will increase at least ten-fold. We
have withheld this knowledge from
the rest of the world, lest England
and America compete with us for
it. Therefore, we must first of all
control the transportation and
then develop the wool industry.
By the time the other countries
know about it, it would be already
toe late to do anything. With this
railroad in our hands, we can de
velop the wool industry not only
for our own use, but also for ex
porting to Europe and America.
Furthermore, we can realize our
desire of joining hands with Mon
golia. This railway is a ma£er of
life and death to our policy in Mon
golia. Without it, Japan can have
no part in Mongolia’s development.

2. Suolun—Taonan Railway. This
line is 136 miles long and will cost
Yen 10,000,000. Looking into the
future of Japan, a war with Russia
over the plains of North Manchu
ria is inevitable. From a military
standpoint, this line will not only
enable us to threaten Russia’s rear
but also to curtail its re-inforcements for North Manchuria. From
an economic standpoint, this road
will place the wealth of the Taoer-ho Valley within our reach,
thereby strengthening the South
Manchuria Railway. The princes
nearby who are friendly to us can
also use this road to extend our

influence in order to open up their
respective territories. Our hope of
working hand in hand with the
Mongolian princes, of acquiring
land, mines and pasturage, and of
developing trade with the natives
as preliminary steps for later pe
netration, all depends upon this
railway. Together with Tungliao—
Jehol Railway, they will form two
supplementary routes into Mongo
lia. When the industries are fully
developed, we shall extend our in
terests into Outer Mongolia. But
the danger of this line is that it
might provide facilities for Chinese
migration into a new region and
spoil our own policy. Look at our
experience with the South Man
churia Railway. Hasn’t that served
the interest of China? The redeem
ing feature, however, is the fact
that the land and mines along this
railway are in the possession of
Mongolian princes. If we can gain
possession of them first, we need
have no worries about Chinese mi
gration. Moreover, we can make
the princes pass laws discriminat
ing against Chinese immigrants.
When life there is made miserable
for the Chinese, they naturally will
leave for places afar. There are
other methods to bar the Chinese.
Only if we try *hard enough, no
Chinese foot-prin^ will be found on
Mongolian territory.

3. A Section of Changchun—
Taonan Railway. As this line runs
from Changhun to Fuyu and Talai,
the section between Changchun
and Taonan is about 131 miles and
costs approximately Yen 11,000,000.
This line is immensely important
from an economic standpoint, for
the wealth of Manchuria an Mon
golia lies all in North Manchuria. It
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will enable us to have an easy
access to North Manchuria on the
one hand, and prejudice the Chin
ese Eastern Railway to the benefit
of the South Manchuria Railway
on the other. It runs through the
upper valley of the Sungari River
where the soil is fertile and agri
cultural products abound. Further,
in the vicinity of Talai there is the
Lueh-Liang Falls which could be
harnessed for electric power. That
this section of the railway will be
a prosperous center for industry
and agriculture, is beyond doubt.
After the completion of this line,
we shall be able to make Talai a
base and advance on Siberia
through three directions; namely,
by way of Taonan, Anshand and
Tsitsihar. The wealth of Nort Man
churia will then come to our hands.
This will also be the first line of
advance to Heilungkiang. It will
further form a circuit with the
railway between Changchun and
Taonan, which will serve well for
military purposes when we penet
rate into Mongolia. Along this
whole line the population is sparse
and the land is rich and extensive.
No fertiliser will be required on
the farms for fifty years. A posses
sion of this railway will ensure the
possession of all the wealth of
North Manchuria and Mongolia.
In this region there is room for at
least 30 million people more. When
the Tunhua Railway is completed
and joins up with the line running
to Hueining in Korea, the products
will be brought to the door of
Osaka and Tokyo by a direct route.
In time of war our troops could be
despatched to North Manchuria
and Mongolia via the Japan Sea
without a stop, forestalling all pos
sibilities of Chinese forces entering

North Manchuria. Nor could Ame
rican or Russian submarines enter
the Korean Strait. The moment
the railways between Kirin and
Hueining and between Changchun
and Talai are completed, we shall
become self-sufficient in food-stuff
and raw materials. We shall have
no worries in the event of war with
any country. Then, in our negotia
tions about Manchuria and Mon
golia, China will be cowed to sub
mission and yield to our wishes.
If we want to end the political
existence of Manchuria and Mon
golia according to the third step
of Meiji’s plan, the completion of
these two railways is the only way.
The Changchun—Talai Railway
will greatly enhance the va|ge of
the South Manchuria Railway, be
sides developing into a profitable
line itself. It is an undertaking of
supreme importance in our penet
ration into this territory.
4. Kirin—Hueining Line. While
the Kirin—Tunhua Line is already
completed, the Tunhua—Hueining
Line is yet to be built. The narrow
gauge of 2 ft. 6 inches of the tracks
from Hueining to Laotoukow is in
adequate for the economic develop
ment of the New Continent. Allow
ing Yen 8,000,000 for widening the
tracks in this section and Yen
10,000,000 for completing the sec
tion between Laotoukow and Tun
hua, the whole undertaking will
cost approximately Yen 20,000,000
When this is done, our continental
policy will have succeeded. Hither
to, people going to EUrope have
to pass through either Dairen or
Vladivostok. Now they can go on
the trunk line directly from Chingchinkang via the Siberian Railway.
When we are in control of this
great system of transportation, we
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need make no secret of our designs
on Manchuria and Mongolia ac
cording to the third step of Meiji’s
plans. The Yamato Race is then
embarked on the journey of world
conquest! According to the last will
cl Meiji, our first step was to conqeur Formosa and the second step
to annex Korea. Having completed
both of these, the third step is yet
to be taken and that is the con
quest of Manchuria, Mongolia and
China. When this is done, the rest
of Asia including the South Sea
Islands will be at our feet. That
these injunctions have not been
carried out even now, is a crime of
your humble servants.

In history the people living in
Kirin, Fengtien and part of Hei
lungkiang, are called Sushan. They
are now scattered along the sea
coast and in the basins of the
Amur and Tumen rivers. They
were known as Kulai, Sushan,
Hueibei, Palou, Wotsu, Fuyu, Kltan,
Pohai and Nuchen at different
stages of history. They were of a
mixed lace. The forefathers of the
Manchurian dynasty also began in
this vicinity. They gained control
of Kirin, first and then firmly
established themselves in China for
300 years. If we want to put into
effect our Continental Policy, we
have to note this historical fact
and proceed to establish ourselves
in this region first also. Hence the
necessity of the Kirin—Hueining
Railway.
Whether the terminus of Kirin—
Hueining Line be at Chingchin or
Lochin or even Hsiungchi, we are
free to decide according to cir
cumstances. From, the standpoint
of national defence at present, Lo

chin seems the ideal harbour and
terminus. Eventually it will be the
best harbour in the world. On the
one hand it will ruin Vladivostok,
and on the other it will be the
center of the wealth of Manchuria
and Mongolia. Moreover, Dairen is
an yet not our own territory. While
Manchuria is yet not a part of our
empire, it is difficult to develop
Dairen. That being the case, we
shall be in a precarious situation
in time of war. The enemy could
blockade the Tsushima and Senchima Straits, and we will be cut
off from the supplies of Manchuria
and Mongolia. Not having the res
ources there at our command we
will be vanquished, especially as
England and the United States
have worked hand in hand to limit
our action in every possible direc
tion. For the sake of self-preser
vation and of giving warning to
China and the rest of the world,
we must fight America some time.
The American Asiatic Squadron
stationed in the Philippines is but
within a stone’s throw from Tsu
shima and Senchima. If they send
submarines to these quarters, our
supply of food-stuff and raw ma
terials from Manchuria and Mon
golia will be cut off entirely. But
if the Kirin—Hueining Railway is
completed, we shall have a large
circuit line through all Manchuria
and Korea, and a small circuitine
through North Manchuria. We
shall have access in all direction
gaining freedom, for the transport
ation of soldiers and supplies alike.
When our supplies are transported
through this line to our ports at
Tsuruga and Niigata, enemy sub
marines will have no way of gett
ing into the Japanese and Korean
straits. We are then entirely free
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from interference. This is what is
meant by making the Japanese Sea
the center of our national defence.
Having secured the free transport
ation of food and raw materials,
we shall have nothing to fear
either from the American navy be
cause of its size, or the Chinese or
Russian army because of their
number. Incidentally, we shall be
in a position to suppress the Ko
reans. Let me reiterate the fact
that if we want to carry out the
New Continental Policy, we must
build this line. Manchuria and
Mongolia are the undeveloped
countries in the East. Over this
territory we shall have to go war
with Soviet Russia sooner or later.
The battle ground will be Kirin.
When we carry out the third step
of Meiji’s plans with regard to
China, we shall have to do the
following things:—
1. Mobilise the army divisions in
Fukuoka and Hiroshima, and
send them to South Manchu
ria via Korea. This will prevent
the northern advance of Chin
ese soldiers.
2. Send the army divisions in Na
goya and Kwansei by sea to
Chingchin, and thence to
North Manchuria via the Kirin
—Hueining Line.
3. Send the army in Kwantung
through Niigata to Chingchin
or Lochin, and thence by Ki
rin—Hueining Line to North
Manchuria.
4. Send the army divisions in
Hokkaido and Sendai to em
bark the ship at Aomori and
Hakodato, and sail for Vladi
vostok and thence, via the Si
berian Railway, to Harbin.
Then they can descend on
Fengtien, seize Mongolia and

5.

prevent Russian forces from
coming south.
Finally these divisions in all
directions will meet and form
themselves in two large armies.
On the south, they will keep
Shanhaikuan and close it
against the southern advance
of the Russians. In this way
we shall have all the resources
of Manchuria and Mongolia at
our command. EVen if the war
should be prolonged for ten
years, we need have no fear
for the lack of supplies.

Let us now analyze once more
the Kirin—Hueining Railway from
the standpoint of its access from
our ports.
First with Chingchin as starting
point:
1. To Vladivostok — 130 miles
— 475 miles
2. To Tsuruga
— 500 miles
3. To Moji
— 650 miles
4. To Nagasaki
— 500 miles
5. To Fusan
Second take Tsuruga as the port
of entry and compare it with Dai
ren. In this case we should con
sider it from the point of view of
Osaka as industrial center.
1. From Changchun to Osaka via
Lochin, the distance is 406
miles by land and 475 miles by
sea. In point of time the route
will take 51 hours.
2. From Changchun to Osaka via
Dairen and Kobe, the distance
is 535 miles by land and 870
miles by sea. In point of time
it takes 92 hours.
If Tsuruga instead of Dairen
is made the connecting link,
there is a saving of 41 hours.
Calculated at the rate of 30 miles
an hour on land and 12 miles
an hour by sea, we can use fast
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boats and trains and cut the
time in half.
Manchuria and Mongolia are the
Belgium of the Far East. In the
Great War, Belgium was the battle
field. In our wars with Russia and
the United States, we must also
make Manchuria and Mongolia
suffer the ravages. As it is evident
that we have to violate the neu
trality of these territories, we can
not help building the Kirin—Hueining and Chanchun—Talai Rail
ways in order that we may be
militarily prepared. In time of war
we can easily increase our forces
and in time of peace we can mi
grate thousands upon thousands
of people into this region and
work on the rice fields. This line
offers the key to economic deve
lopment as well as to military
conquests.

In undertaking the Kirin—Hueining Railway, it is necessary to
take advantage of the dry season
and finish it at one stretch. The
mountains it must go through are
al! granite. The tunneling would
need modern and up-to-date ma
chines. As to the sleepers and bal
last required, there is an abun
dance all along the line, Lime
stone and! clay for making tiles
and brick are also to be had
for the taking. Only rails, cars and
locomotives have to be brought in.
The cost of construction could
therefore be reduced at least thirty
per cent and the time required
forty per cent.
Now let us look into the eco
nomic interests along this line. Ac
cording to the careful investiga
tions of our General Staff and the

South Manchuria Railway, the
total reserve of timber is 200,000,000
tons. If one million ton is fallen
and imported to our country each
year. This will last two- hund
red years. This will stop the import
of American timber which has been
costing us Yen 80,000,000 to Yen
100,000,000 a year. Although our
information is reliable we cannot
make it known to the world; for
if China cr Russia learns that we
get so much timber from America,
they would try to interfere with
the construction of this line. Or
else, the United States may buy
from the Fengtien Government all
the timber rights on the one hand
to protect their own trade with us;
on the other, to control the mono
poly and incidentally kill our paper
industry.
Kirin was known as the „ocean
of trees” even in the days of Em
peror Chien-Lung. Added to the
original forests are the growths in
the interventing years since that
time. Imagine the vastness of the
resources! To transport this timber
from Kirin to Osaka via Chang
chun and Dairen, there is a distan
ce of 1,385 miles. For every cubic
foot, we have to spend 34 cents.
Because of this high cost of trans
portation, we cannot compete with
the United Sates. If the Kirin—
Hueining Line is completed, the
distance is reduced to about 700
miles. We can then ship timber to
Osaka at the low rate of 13 cents
per cubic foot. We can certainly
defeat the timber from the United
States then. Supposing we cal
culate the profit at Yen 5.00 per
ton of timber and supposing there
are two billion tons of timber, the
construction of the railway will
bring to us the easy profit of 10

billion yen. Besides, we will bar
the import of American timber into
our country. Furthermore, the in
dustry of furniture making, paper
manufacture and other usages
which the cheap timber makes
possible will add 20 million yen
mere to our country’s annual in
come.
There is also the Hsin Chin coal
mine, which has a reserve of
600,000,000 tons of coal. The quality
of this coal ia superior to that of
Fushun coal, easy to e^vate and
suitable for the extraction of pe
troleum, agricultural fertilizers and
ether chemical by-products which
wo may both use at home and sell
ir. China. There are numerous
other advantages which will come
to us from the building of the
Kirin—Hueining Railway. It is all
gain without labour. The coal will
supplement the Fushun collieries
With both coal mines in our con
trol, we hold the key to the in
dustries of all China. Speaking of
the Hsin Chin coal, we shall reap
a profit of Yen 5.00 on each ton
when it is shipped to Japan. With
additional chemical by-products,
we shall reap a profit of Yen 16.00
from each ton of coal. Taking an
average profit of Yen 15.00 a ton,
the total profit will amount to 200
billion yen. All this comes as a by
product from the operation of the
Kirir. Hueining Railway. There
are, besides, the gold mines along
the Mutan River. The acquired
rights of the South Manchuria
Railway in the gold mines of ChiaFi-kou in the province of Kirin
and the timber in its neighbour
hood will all be within reach of
exploitation once the Kirin—Hueir; nr ji-n j<j jn operation.
In the vicinity of Tunhua the

agricultural products such as oats,
wheat, millet and kaoliang, yield
an annual output of over a million
catties. There are twenty distille
ries of wines, thirty oil mills yield
ing an annual output of about
600,000 catties of oil and 600,000 of
bean cakes, besides many places
for making vermicelli. All these will
depend upon the new railway. The
trade along this road may be
estimated at 4 million yen a year.
The transportation charges of
farm products alone will not only
defray the running expenses, but
also yield a net profit of Yen
200,000 a year. Including the profit
from timber, coal and its by-pro
ducts transported by the railway,
we can safely count on a profit of
Yen 8,000,000 a year. Besides, there
are indirect benefits such as the
strengthening of the South Man
churia Railway, the acquisition of
rights over forests, mines and trade
as. well as the migration of large
numbers of our people into North
Manchuria. Above all, is the short
ening of distance between Japan
and the resources of wealth in
North Manchuria. It only takes
three hours from Chingchin to
Hueining, three hours from Huei
ning to Sanfeng and three hours
more from Tumen river to LungChing-Tsun. In 60 hours we can
reach the wealth of North Man
churia. Hence the Kirin—Hueining
Railroad alone can enable us to
tap the immense wealth of North
Manchuria.

4.

Hunchun—Hailin

Railway.

This is 173 miles long road costs
Yen 24,000,000. All along this line
are thick forests. In order to
strengthen the Kirin—Hueining
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Railway and to exploit the forests
and mines in North Manchuria,
this line is needed. In order to
transfer the prosperity of Vladi
vostok to Hueining, this line is also
urgently needed. The greatest hope
for prosperity, however, is the fact
that south of Naining and north
of Tunhua there is Lake Ching Po
which can be used to generate elec
tric power. With this electric power,
we shall have control over the agri
cultural and industrial undertak
ings of the whole of Manchuria
and Mongolia. No amount of Chi
na’s agitation can matter in the
least to our industrial develop
ments. According to the investig
ations of the South Manchuria
Railway, the water power in the
lake can generate at least 800,000
horse-power. With such an enorm
ous quantity of electric power, the
industrial conquest of Manchuria
an Mongolia can be easily accom
plished. In the neighbourhood of
this immense power plant, there
will be phenomenal growth of
wealth. We must build this railway
quickly, in order to provide facili
ties for transportation. Lake Hsing
Kai, which is owned jointly by
China and Russia, can also be de
veloped for the generation of elec
tricity. In order that these count
ries may not combine to frustrate
our plans, we should introduce a
resolution in the International
Conference of Electrical Engineer
ing to be held in Tokyo this year,
to the effect that in the same area
of electricity supply there should
not be two power plants. Besides,
in the vicinity of Niigata and Hai
lin, the Oju Paper Mill has acquired
extensive rights of lumbering. They
need the immediate establishment
of the power plant at Lake Ching-

po and the early completion of the
Hunchun-Hailin Railway in order
to bring to the factory at home
the raw materials growing wild in
Mongolia.

Moreover, the reason that the
Fengtien authorities intend to
build the Kirin-Wuchang Railway
and the Kirin—Mukden Railway,
with Hulutao or Tientsin as sea
port, is that they want to recover
to themselves the wealth of North
Manchuria. By building the Hunchun—Hailin Railway we shall not
only strengthen the Kirin—Huei
ning Railway, but also defeat the
Chinese scheme and draw the
wealth of Manchuria to Chingchin
harbour. The transportation char
ges
will be two-third less co
pared with the Chinese line and
one-third less compared with the
Siberian line. They cannot compete
with us. Our victory is a foregone
conclusion.
The total trade in Manchuria is
seven or eight billion yen a year,
all on which is in our hands. The
business we do in wool, cotton, soy
beans, bean cakes, and iron, forms
one-twentieth of the total volume
of world trade. And it is steadily
increasing. But the Namihaya
Machi at Dairen (the wealthiest
street in the city) is still in Chin
ese possession. The sad story goes
further. Oil is a basic industry in
Manchuria. We control only 6 per
cent of it. Of the 38 oil mills in
Yingkow, there is not one Japan
ese; of the 20 oil mills in Antung
there is only one Japanese and of
the 82 or 83 oil mills in Dairen
there are only seven owned by Ja
panese. This is by no means an
optimistic outlook for us. In order
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to recover the lost ground, we must
first of all develop transportation.
Then, by securing a monopoly on
both finished products and raw
materials, we shall be able to gain
the uppers-hand eventually. Fur
thermore, we ought to assist our
people in oil business by extending
to them financial credit, so that
the oil industry of the Chinese
will bo forced out of the market.
There are many Chinese on Kawa
guchi Machi in Osaka who are
dealers of cur manufactured goods
in Mongolia and Manchuria. They
are strong competitors of our own
business men in China. Our people
are greatly handicapped because
of their high standard of living
which compels them to figure at a
higher percentage of profit. On
the other hand, the Chinese also
have their disadvantages. The
goods that they get are of an ini'crior quality, but the price that
they pay is at least 10 percent
higher than what our own people
pay. Besides, they are also obliged
to pay Yen 2.70 more than^ our
people for every ton of goods trans
ported, and yet they can undersell
our merchants in Manchuria. It
clearly shows the inability of our
own people. When one thinks of
it, it is really pathetic. The Chinese
is single-handed, receiving no as
sistance from the government. But
tho Japanese in Manchuria has
every protection from the govern
ment and long term credit at a
low rate of interest. Still there are
innumerable cases of failures.
Hereafter, we should organize a
cooperative exporting house to
China. The steamship lines and
the South Manchuria Railway
should give it special discounts,
and the government in Kwantung

should extend to it financial credit
at a very low rate of interest. Then
we can hope to beat the Chinese
merchants and recover our trade
rights, so that we may develop the
special products of Manchuria and
send them to all parts of the world.
The first step in gaining finan
cial and commercial control of
Manchuria and Mongolia lies in the
monopoly sale of their products.
We must have the rights of mono
poly for the sale of Manchurian
and Mongolian products before we
can prevent the invasion of Ame
rican capital as well as the in
fluence of the Chinese traders.

Although the products of Man
churia and Mongolia may go
through any of the three ports,
Dairen, Yingkow and Antung, ne
vertheless Dairen holds the key to
the situation. Every year 7,200 ships
pass through this port with a total
tonnage of 11,565,000 tons. This
represents 70 percent of the total
trade of Manchuria and Mongolia.
Fifteen navigations routes radiate
out from it with definite sailing
schedule. Most of it is costal sail
ing. We have in our grasp the
entire transportation system of
Manchuria and Mongolia. The mo
nopoly sale of Manchuria’s special
products will eventually come into
cur hands. When that come true,
we can develop cur oceanic trans
portation in order to defeat both
Yingkow and Antung. Then the
large quantities of beans which the
central and southern parts of Chi
na consume, will depend upon us
entirely. Moreover, the Chinese are
an oil eating people. In time of
war, we can cut off their oil-supply
and the life of the whole country
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will become miserable. Bean-cakes
are important as fertilizers for the
cultivation of rice. If we have con
trol of the source of supply as well
as the means of transportation, we
shall be able to increase our pro
duction of rice by means of a cheap
supply of bean-cakes and the ferr
tilizers manufactured as a by-pro
duct at the Fushun coal mines. In
this way, we shall have the agri
cultural work of all China de
pendent upon us. In case of war,
we can put an embargo on beancakes as well as the mineral fer
tilizers and forbid their export
ation to Central and South China.
Then China’s production of food
stuff will be greatly reduced. This
is one way of building up our con
tinental empire which we must not
overlook. We should remember that
Europe and America also need
large quantities of beans and bean
cakes. Wdien we have monopoly of
the supplies and full control of
transportation, both on land and
sea, the countries which have need
of the special products of Manchu
ria and Mongolia, will have to seek
cur good-will. In order to gain
trade monopoly in Manchuria and
Mongolia, we must have, control of
the complete transportation sys
tem. Only then can we have the
Chinese merchants under our
thumb.
However, the Chinese are adepts
in learning our tricks and beating
us at our own game. We have yet
found no way by which we can
compete successfully with them in
oil-making and sail-boat trans
portation. After building up the
new system of transportation, our
policy should be two-fold. On the
one hand, wreck the sail-boat trade

by means of heavy investment, in
our own system. On the other land,
encourage our men to learn all they
can from the Chinese about sail
boat business. Another thing we
should be careful about is teaching
the Chinese our industrial methods.
In the past we have established
factories in Manchuria and Mon
golia, and carried on industries
near the source of raw materials.
This gave to the Chinese the op
portunity of learning our secrets
and establishing competitive fac
tories of their own. Hereafter, we
should ship the raw materials back
home and do the manufacturing
there, and then ship the filched
products for sale in China and
other countries. In this way we
shall gain in three ways: (1) pro
vide work for our unemployed at
home, (2) prevent the influx of
Chinese into Manchuria and Mon
golia, and (3) make it impossible
for the Chinese to imitate our new
industrial methods. Then iron of
Fenhsihu and Anshan and the
coal of Fushun should also be sent
home to be turned in to finished
products.

For all these consideration, the
development of ocean transport
ation becomes the more necessary.
The Dairen Risen Kaisha Company
should be enlarged, and our go
vernment should extend to it loans
at low interest through the South
Manchuria Railway Company. By
next year, we should complete
50,000 tons of new ships for oceanic
transportation. That will be suffi
cient to dominate over the traffic
of the East. For on the hand, we
have the South Manchuria Railway
for land transportation; on the
ether hand, we control the large
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quantities of products in Manchu
ria and Mongolia waiting to be
transported. The success of this
enlarged, activities in oceanic
transportation with Dairen as
centre is assured by the iron laws
of econmics.
Gold Standard Currency
Necessary

Although Manchuria and Mon
golia arc within our field of acti
vities, yet the legal tender there
is silver. It often conflicts with
our gold basis and works to our
disadvantage. That our people have
failed to prosper as they should
in these places, is due to the exis
tence of silver monetary system
there. The Chinese have persist
ently upheld the silver basis, and
therefore have made it impossible
for us firmly to establish our co
lonization plans on a firm econo
mic foundation. We have sufered
from, it the following disadvant
ages:
1. The money that we bring
into Manchuria is of gold standard.
When we use it either for daily li
velihood or for industry and trade,
it has to be exchanged into Chin
ese silver dollars. The fluctation
or exchange is not infrequently as
much as 20 percent, resulting in
serious loss to our people. Specu
lation becomes a regular business
and investing money becomes a
matter of gambling. When one
plans an investment of two hund
red thousand yen, one may sudd
enly find that his capital has been
reduced to one hundred fifty or
one hundred sixty thousand dollars
due to the drop in exchange. The
creditor would then have to call

in the loan and business failures
have often resulted.
2. The Chinese businessmen
use silver money throughout and
are free from the effects of ex
change fluctuations. Therefore
their „junk” trade is properous.
Although they have no scientific
knowledge of exchange value of
gold and silver, they always gain
in the transaction. They have a
ratura1 gift for it, we suffer the
more. And we lose in spite of our
control of transaction and special
backing of banking houses. Because
of the handicap of monetary sys
tem, people in Central and South
China always buy beans and bean
cakes from their own people. We
have no chance against them. In
con sequence, we cannot conquer
the whole of China.
3. With the silver standard in
existence, the Chinese Government
can increase their notes to counter
act our gold notes. Consequently,
cur banks will fail to carry out the
mission of extending our country’s
influence.
4. If the gold standard is adop
ted. we can issue gold notes freely.
With the credit of the gold notes,
we can acquire rights in real pro
perty and natural ressources and
defeat the credit of the Chinese
silver notes. The Chinese will be
unable to compete with us; and
the currency of the whole of Man
churia and Mongolia will be in our
control.
5. The Government Bank of the
Three Eastern Provinces, the Bank
of Communications, the Frontier
Development Bank and the General
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Credit & Finance Corporation have
in circulation silver notes amount
ing to 38,000,000 dollars. Their re
serve funds in the form of build
ings and goods are is estimated at
1,350,000 dollars. It is natural that
the Chinese notes should depre
ciate. It is only by acts of the Go
vernment that these notes are still
in circulation. Until we have enti
rely discredited the Chinese silver
notes, we will never place our gold
notes in their proper place in Man
churia and Mongolia, much less
obtain the monopoly in currency
and finance of these two countries.
With the depreciated and incon
vertible silver notes, the govern
ment of the Three Eastern Provin
ces buys all kinds of products, thus
threatening our vested interests.
When they sell these products, they
demand gold from us which they
keep for the purpose of wrecking
our financial interests including
our trade rights in special products.
For these reasons, our gold notes
are having a harder time and a
gold standard for currency becomes
the more urgently necessary.

In view of the above-mentioned
considerations, we must overthrow
Manchuria’s inconvertible silver
notes and divest the government
of its purchasing power. Then we
can extend the use of our gold
notes^in the hope of dominating
the pcnomic and financial activi
ties of Manchuria and Mongolia.
Furthermore, we can compel the
authorities of the Three Eastern
Provinces to employ Japanese fi
nancial advisers to help us gain
supremacy in financial matters.
When the Chinese notes are over
thrown, our gold notes will take
their place.

Encourrage Investment From A
Third Power
It has been our traditional po
licy to exclude from Manchuria
and Mongolia investments of a
third Powerd. But since the Nine
Power Treaty is based on the prin
cipe of equal opportunity for all,
the undertaking principle of the
International Consortium which
regards Manchuria and Mongolia
as outside its sphere becomes ana
chronistic. We are constantly under
the watchful eyes of the Powers,
and every step that we take arouse
suspicion. That being the case, we
better invite foreign investments
in such enterprise as the develop
ment of electric power or the ma
nufacture of alkali. By using Ame
rican and European capital, we
can further our plans for the de
velopment of Manchuria and Mon
golia. By so doing, we -hall allay
international suspicion and clear
the way for larger plans on
the one hand and induce the Po
wers to recognize the fact of our
special position in that country on
the other. We should welcome any
power wishing to make investment,
but we must not allow China to
deal with the leading countries at
her v/jJl. As we are anxious that
the Pov/ers recognize the fact of
our special position in Manchuria
and Mongolia in political as well
as economical affairs, we are ob
liged to intervene and share all
responsibilities with her. To make
this a customary practice in diplo
matic dealings, is another import
ant policy for us.
The Necessity of Changing The
Organization of the South
Manchuria Railway.
The South Manchuria Railway
Company functions in Manchuria
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as the Governor-General of Korea
did there before the annexation.
In order to build up our new Con
tinental Empire, we must change
the organization of that Company
sc as to break away from the pre
sent difficulties. The functions of
this Company are varied and im
portant. Every change of Cabinet
involves a change of the adminis
tration of the South Manchuria
Railway, and conversely every acti
vity of the South Manchuria Rail
way also has important conse
quences on the Cabinet. This is
because the South Manchuria Rail
way is semi-governmental, with
final authority resting in the Ca
binet. For this reason, the Powers
invariably look upon this railway
as a purely political organ rather
than a business enterprise. When
ever a new move is made for the
development of Manchuria and
Mongolia, the Powers would invoke
the Nine Power Treaty to thwart
the plans of the South Manchuria
Railway. This has greatly damaged
the interests of our empire.

Considered from the point of
view of domestic administration,
the South Manchuria Railway is
subject to a quadruple control.
There are the Governor of Kwantung, the Chief Executive of Dai
ren, the Consul-General at Muk
den, besides the President of the
South Manchuria Railway itself.
These four officers must meet and
exchange views at Dairen before
anything is undertaken. What is
discussed in the meeting held in
camera often leaks out to the
Chinese authorities of the Three
Eastern Provinces. They in turn
would try to obstruct any forward
movements of the South author! -

zation, it again has to run the
gauntlet at the Departments of
Foreign Affairs, of Railways, of
Finance and of Army. If these
ministers do net agree, the matter
is dropped. Therefore, although the
present prime minister realizes his
own incompetence, he has nevertheJecs taken concurrently the
portfolio of foreign affairs, so that
our plans may be swift and deci
sive. On account of these reasons,
the South Manchuria Railway
should be radically re-organized.
All appurtenant enterprises which
are profit-making should be made
independent compands under the
wings of the South Manchuria
Railway, so that w’e may take de
termined steps on the conquest of
Manchuria and Mongolia. On the
other hand, Chinese, Europeans
and Americans should be invited
to invest money in the South Man
churia Railway on the condition
that we have a plurality of its
stocks. In that event the control
of the Company is in our hands,
and our mission from the empire
can be discharged more vigorously.
In short, by inviting international
participation in the South Man
churia Railway, we can blind the
eyes of the world. Having achieved
that, we can push our advance in
Manchuria and Mongolia at our
will, free ourselves from the rest
raint of the Nine Power Treaty and
strengthen our activities in that
country with foreign capital.
The important appurtenant en
terprises of the South Manchuria
Railway are:—

1.

Iron and Steel

Iron and steel are closely con
nected with national development.
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Every country today attaches great
importance to it. But because of
the lack of ores, we have found
no solution to this problem. Hit
herto we have had to import steel
from» the Yangtze Vally and the
Malay Peninsula. But according to
a secret survey of our General
Staff, a wealth of iron mines are
found in many places in Manchu
ria and Mongolia. A conservative
estimate of the reserve is 10 billion
tons. At first when there was a lack
of technique, the Anshan Iron and
Steel Works was involved in an
annual loss of Yen 3,000,000. Later,
new methods were discovered, and
the technique developed so that
during 1926 the loss was only Yen
150,000 and a year later there was
a profit of Yen 800,000. If the furn
ace is improved, we ought to earn
at least Yen 4,000,000 a year. The
quality of the ore at Penhsihu is
excellent. By amalgamating it with
the Anshan Iron Works, we shall
have ;he comfort of being selfsufficient in iron and steel.
The iron deposits in Manchuria
and Mongolia are estimated at
1,200,000,000 tons; and coal depo
sits, 2,500,000,000 tons. This coal
ought to be sufficient for smelting
the iron ores. With such large
amounts of iron and coal at our
disposal, we ougt^i to be self-suffi
cient for at least seventy years. At
the rate of $ 100.00 profit on each
ton of steel, for 350,000,000 tons of
steel we shall have a profit of Yen
35,000,000,000. This is a tremendous
asset to our economic resources.
We shall save the expense of Yen
126,000,000 which we. pay for the
importation of steel every year.
When we can have sufficient iron
and steel for our own industries,
we shall have acquired the secret

for becoming the leading nation in
the world. Thus strengthened, we
can conquer both the East and the
West. In order to attain this coal,
the iron works must be separated
from the South Manchuria Rail
way. Such unified control will keep
China from preventing us to be
come self-sufficient in iron and
steel.
2. Petroleum.
Another important commodity
which we lack is petroleum. It is
also essential to the existence of
a nation. Fortunately, there lie in
the Fushun Coal Mine 5,200,000,000
tons of shale oil, from every hund
red catties of which six catties of
crude oil may be extracted. By
means of American Machinery
every hundred catties will yield
nine catties of refined oil good for
motor cars and battleships. At
present^, Japan imports from for
eign 70,000 tons of mineral oils
every year valued at Yen 60,000,000.
These figures are on the increase.
Ac there are 50 billion tons of shale
in the Fushun Mines, the yield cal
culated at five percent would be
250,000,000 tons; at nine percent,
450,000,000 tons of oil. Taking an
average of the two, the yield would
be 350,000,000 tons, and assuming
the value of the oil to be fifteen
yen a ton, the shale oil contained
in the Fushan Mine would bring
us Yen 2,250,000,000. This will be
a great industrial revolution for us.
From the standpoint of national
defence and national wealth, pe
troleum is a great factor. Having
the iron and petroleum of Man
churia, our army and navy will
become impregnable walls of de
fence. That Manchuria and Mon
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golia are the heart and liver of
our empire, is a truthful saying.
For the sake of our empire, we
should be congratulated.
Agricultural Fertilizer—Ammonia
Sulphate and other Products

Agricultural fertilizer is a great
necessity for the production of
foodstuff. Chemical fertilizers de
pend upon the ammonia sulphate
extracted from coal. The Fushun
coal yields especially good results.
At present, our total consumption
cf ammonia sulphate is 500,000
tons. Of this, only half is manu
factured at home, using the coal
from the Kailan or the Fushun
Mining Companies. The remaining
half is imported from abroad at
the cost of Yen 35,000,000 a year.
With our agricultural work daily
increasing and in view of the de
velopment of our new empire in
Manchuria and Mongolia, we shall
easity need 1,000,000'tons ofjammonia sulphate every year during the
next ten years. From the soot
gathered from the burning of Fu
shun coal connected with the ma
nufacture of steel, we could pro
duce large quantities of ammonia
sulphate. If the yield is put at
300,000 tons a year, we shall add
an annual income of more than
Yen 40,000,000. In fifty years, this
will mount up to Yen 2,000,000,000.
This money could be used for the
improvement cf our agriculture. If
there is any surplus, we can buy
bean-cakes with it and then invade
the farms all over China and in
the South Sea Islands. In order to
accomplish this, we must separate
this enterprise from the South
Manchuria Railway. We shall then
be able to control the fertilizers
of the Far East.

Soda and Soda Ash

We import 100.000 tons of Soda
Ash at the cost of more than Yen
10,000,000 a year. Both soda and
soda ash are valuable materials for
military and industrial purposes.
Soda is derived from nothing more
than salt and coal, both of which
are cheap and abundant in Man
churia and Mongolia. If we go into
this manufacture, we can supply not
only ourselves but can also sell it
to China with a view to controlling
its industrial products. We ought
to gain from it a profit of at least
Yen 15,000,000 a year. We can also
supply our own military and che
mical needs. Again this industry
must be separated from the South
Manchuria Railway.
.Magnesium and Aluminium
According to the independent
surveys of the South Manchuria
Railwty Company and Dr. Honta
of Tohoku University, magnesite
and aluminium is a very promising
business (in Manchuria). Magne
site is found in the surroundings of
Tashichiao, and aluminium in the
vicinity of Yentai. The deposit is
one of the largest in the world. A
ton of magnesite is worth Yen 2,000
and a ton of aluminium is worth
about Yen 1,700. An estimate of
the deposits of both minerals in
Manchuria is Yen 750,000,000. These
substances are especially useful for
making aeroplanes, mess kits in the
army, hospital apparatus and ves
sels, and other important indus
tries. The United States alone has
extensive deposits of these subs
tances. The output of our country
is one ton a year! Such materials
are becoming more useful every
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day, but the supply is insufficient.
Its price is growing high, as if
never reaching a limit. Tne depo7 sits in our territory of Manchuria
and Mongolia, are nothing less
than a God-given gift. This metal
is really precious, being indispens
able to both our industry and na
tional defence. It (also should be
made in independent business,
separate from the South Manchu
ria Railway. Its manufacture
should be in Japan, so as to keep
the Fengtien Government from
imitating it on the one hand and
to avoid the watchful eyes of the
British and American capitalists
on the other. After we have gained
control of it in the Three Eastern
Provinces, we may harness the
water power of the Yalu River to
work on these metal ores. In view
of the development of aircraft, in
the future all the world will come
to us for the materials necessary
for aeronautics.

5(d)

or

(e)
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that we may redouble our efforts
and advance into North Manchuria
to reclaim the sources of great
wealth there.
When these important undertak
ings become independent and are
free to develop without the inter
ference of our officials, they will
naturally become channels of na
tional prosperity. On the wings of
economic development, we could
make rapid advance without either
arousing the suspicion of the Po
wers or the anti-Japanese activi
ties of the people of the Three
Eastern Provinces. Such hidden
methods would enable us to build
the New Continent Empire with
ease and efficiency.

The foreign loans for the South
Manchuria Railway must be con
fined to those railroads already
completed. Other railways built by
us but nominally under Chinese
control, can either be amalgamated
If all the enterprises mentioned with the completed lines or made
above are made independent un independent according to the desire
dertakings, they would make rapid of the investing nations. The
progress and bring us at least a slogan of „Equal Opportunity”
profit of 50 billion yen a year. The helps us to get foreign loans as
industrial development in South well as to dispel suspicion of our
Manchuria means much to our designs in North Manchuria. At
national defence and economical any rate, we shall need foreign
progress. It will help us to build capital to develop our continental
the foundation of an industrial empire. When the South Manchu
empire. As to the cultural under ria Railway is open to foreign in
takings such as hospitals, schools vestments, the powers will be glad
and philantrophic institutions, to lend more to us and China can
they are our signal towers in the do nothing to block it. This is an
advance into Manchuria and Mon excellent way to further our plans
golia. They are the institutions for in Manchuria. We should lose no
spreading our national prestige time in doing it. As to the wealth
and power. More specificially, they concentrated in the northern part
are baits for rights and privileges. of Manchuria and Mongolia, we
Let us separate all these from the should be likewise. The two new
South Manchuria Railway in order railways from Kirin to Hueining
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and from Changchun to Talai, as
well as the lumber and mining in
terests, should also be managed as
separate institutions.

The South Manchuria Railway
will also be greatly enriched by our
exploits in North Manchuria. In
undertaking this, we must permit
foreign investment on the South
Manchuria Railway so that any
profit that it makes is shared by
ether nations. When they share in
the profits, no one will interfere
with our activities in North Man
churia. Already Chinese immi
grants are pouring into South
Manchuria in large numbers. Their
position will become stronger every
day. As the right of renting land
in the interior is not yet secured,
our immigrants are gradually los
ing ground. Even if our govern
ment’s backing will maintain our
people there, they cannot compete
with the Chinese due to the latter’s
low standard of living. Our only
chance now is to defeat the Chin
ese by heavy capitalization. This
again necessitates the use of for
eign loans. This is so, especially
because the riches of North Man
churia are even not accessible to
the Chinese immigrants. We must
seize the present opportunity, and
hasten the progress of immigra
tion by our own people and take
possession of all rights there so as
to shut out the Chinese. But in
order to encourage immigration,
rapid transportation is essential.
This will both afford facilities to
our people and bring the natural
resources there to the would be
market. Moreover, both Russia and
ourselves have been increasing ar
maments. On account of geogra
phical positions, we have conflict

ing interests. If we want to obtain
the wealth of North Manchuria
and to build up the New Continent
according to the will of Emperor
Meiji, we must rush our people into
North Manchuria first and seek to
break the friendship between Rus
sia and China. In this way, we can
enjoy the wealth of North Man
churia and hold at bay both Russia
and China. In case of war, our im
migrants in North Manchuria will
combine with our forces in South
Manchuria, and at one stroke settle
the problem forever. In case this
is not possible, they can still
maintain their own in North Man
churia and supply the rest of us
with food-stuff and raw materials/
As the interests of North Manchu
ria and our country are so wrapped
up, we should march directly into
North Manchuria and pursue our
settled policy.

The Necessity of Establishing a
Colonial Department
Our exploitation of Manchuria
takes a variety of forms. Often
those in authority take such dif
ferent views that even the most
profitable undertaking for our
country cannot be carried out. Be
cause of the lack of speed, our
secrets are often exposed and are
made propaganda materials by the
Mukden government much to the
detriment of our country in inter
national relations. Whenever a new
undertaking is projected in Man
churia and Mongolia, it will become
the subject of discussion of tens of
meetings and conferences in Dai
ren. Not only the approval of the
four-headed government there is
necessary, but also the sanction of
the cabinet at home has to be se-
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cured before anything can be car
ried out. Because of all these obs
tacles, any undertaking will take
months and months before any de
finite results are seen. In the pro
cess it is possible for the Chinese
to employ Japanese adventurers to
steal our secrets so that before a
project is launched it is often re
ported to the Chinese and in turn
it becomes comon property of the
world. We are suddenly brought
under the check of world opinion,
and more than once we have in
curred hardship in putting into
practice our policy toward Man
churia and Mongolia. Furthermore,
the opposition party has also made
capital out of what they find in
these regions in order to attack the
government. All these have many
serious problems (?) with our di
plomatic relations. Henceforth, we
must change our practice in order
to proceed adroitly. The centre of
control must be in Tokyo. That
will (1) insure secrecy, (2) stop
China from knowing before-hand
our plans, (3) avoid the suspicion
of the powers before a thing is
done, (4) unify the multiple control
in Manchuria and (5) bring the
government agencies in Manchuria
and Mongolia in close touch with
the central government so as to
deal with China with undivided
power. For these reasons we should
follow the original plan for absor
bing Korea laid down by Ito and
Katsura and establish a Colonial
Department, the special function
of which is to look after the ex
pansion in Manchuria and Mon
golia. The administration of For
mosa, Korea and Saghalien Island
may be its nominal function, but
our expansion in Manchuria and
Mongolia is its real purpose. This

will blind the eyes of the world on
the one hand and forestall the disclosurre of secret on the other.
It is my personal conviction that
the fact that the absorption of
Korea could not be effected during
the administration of Ito, is due
to the lack of a special office for
control. Therefore, there were al
ways differences of opinion and
secret policies were impossible.
Such a state of affairs played into
the hand of international obstruc
tion and Korean opposition.
Then a number of propagandists
went to Europe and America as
well as Korea itself, declaring that
we firmly respected the indepen
dence of Korea and had no designs
on an inch of Korean territory.
The result of their work was the
recovery of international confi
dence. After that, a colonial de
partment was established under
the pretence of Formosa. Then we
seized the opportunity and the ob
ject was gained! It goes to prove
that in order to undertake colo
nization and immigration, a spe
cial office for it is absolutely ne
cessary. Moreover, the creation of
a new empire in Mongolia and
Manchuria is of utmost importance
to the existence of Japan. It is
necessary to have a special colo
nial office in order that the politics
in that vast territory may be con
trolled irom Tokyo. The officers in
the field should only take orders:
they should not interfere with the
execution of policies where they
please. This will insure secrecy;
and the opposition nations have no
change of getting into the secrets
of our colonial activities. Then our
movements regarding Mongolia
and Manchuria will be beyond the
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reach of international public opi
nion, and we shall be free from
interferences.
As to the subsidiary enterprises
cf the South Manchuria Railway
such as the Development Company,
the Land Company and the Trust
Company, the power of supervision
and plannig should also be in the
colonial office. They should all be
under united control, in order that
they may all help in the general
policy of expansion in Mongolia
and Manchuria of the Imperial
Government and complete the
creation of the new empire.
Ô

Taling River Valey on Peking—
Mukden Railway

The Taling River Valley is a wide
area sparsely populated but infest
ed with bandits. Many Koreans
have made investments here, espe
cially in rice field. Judging from
its resources, this region is bound
to be prosperous. It will also be
an advantageous foothold for us
if we want to expand into the Jehol
region. Wc should give full protec
tion to our Korean subjects here
and wait for an opportunity to
secure from China the right of
colonization so that act as our
immigrants may live here and act
as our vanguards to Jehol and
Mongolia. In case of warfare,
this valley will be a strategic
point to quarter large armies
of soldiers. We shall then not
only check the Chinese soldiers
from advancing north but also hold
the key to the immense wealth of
Couth Manchuria. When Koreans
come into the this region we should
finance them through our Trust
and other financial organs with a

view to gaining for these organs
the actual awnership while the
Koreans may satisfy themselves
with the right of farming only.
Ostensibly the ownership of land
must reside with the Koreans. It
is a convenient way of securing
rights from the Chinese govern
ment. Henceforth the trust com
panies and financial organs should
give them full backing when our
own and Korean subjects wish to
gain land ownership. If they need
money to buy farms from the Chin
ese, the financial organs should
also come to their aid. Unnoticeably we shall gain control of the
better rice fields which we may
give to our own emigrants. They
shall displace the Koreans who in
turn may go on opening new fields,
to deliver to the conveninent use
of our own people. This is the
policy with respect to the coloni
zation of rice field and bean farms.
As to the policy for herd farming,
the Development Company should
be especially entrusted gradually
to expand, eventually placing all
the wealth of herds at the disposal
of our country. This same companv
may also take care of horse breed
ing and select the best out of Mon
golia for the use of our national
defence.
Precaution agains-^Chinese
Migration

Recently the internal disturban
ces in China have driven large
hordes of immigrants into Mongo
lia and Manchuria, thereby threa
tening the advance of our migra
tion. For the sake of our acitivities
in this field we should not fail to
take precautions. The fact that
the Chinese government welcomes
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this migration and does nothing to
hold back the tide oppresses our
policy even the more seriously. A
noted American sinologue has
made the statement that the Muk
den authorities are carrying out
such effective government that all
people are moving into their terri
tory. Therefore, the influx of im
migrants is looked upon as a mark
of effective government of Mukden
authorities. We, of course, are con
cerned. Unless we put a stop to it,
in less than ten years our own
policy of emigration will prove an
instrument for China to crush us
with. Politically we must use police
force to check this tendency as
much as possible and economically
cur financiers should drive the
Chinese out with low wages. Fur
thermore, we must develop and
expand electric power to displace
human labor. This will keep out
Chinese immigrants as well as

monopolize the control of motor
force as a first step toward cont
rolling the industrial development
01 this vast region.
Hospitals and Schools

Hospitals and Schools in Man
churia must be independent of the
South. Manchuria Railway. For the
people have often considered these
as institutions of imperialism and
refuse to have anything to do with
them. When these are separated
and made independent institutions
wc shall be able to make the people
realize cur goodness so that they
will feel thankful to us.......... But
in establishing school emphasis
should be laid on normal schools for
men and women. Through these in
educational work we may build- up
a usbstantial good-will among the
people towards Japan. This is our
first principle of cultural structure.
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to warn the public of the imminent danger in
Manchuria. Unfortunately our prediction has
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have been guided by the principle that truth
speaks louder than propaganda. The following
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the present crisis so dramatically precipitated by
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Peace At All Cost

EWS has reached us from Canton, stating that the Can
ton authorities led by Messrs. Sun Fo, Koo Ying
Feng and Chen Chi Tang have expressed themselves
in favor of peace so as to bring about a united China
against the Japanese aggression in Manchuria. Needless
to state, this is the most heartening news that we have
heard for the past week, amidst the nation’s trials and
tribulations. We have always been pleading for peace
and have expressed our opinions thus on several
occasions. Only last week, we commented on the
Canton situation and made the statement that all our
hopes for peace between Nanking and Canton were
shattered. We are now however ready to withdraw the
statement, in view of fact that the Canton officials have
shown their willingness to meet Nanking .more than
half way, in < rder that a united front might be present
ed by China against Japanese vandalism. In fact, this is
a case wherein we are glad that we have been wrong!

N

Cowardice of the Japanese Militarists

(BRWO
(fëtfTL)
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HE foreceful occupation of Mukden and other cities
in Manchuria by the Japanese is without doubt the
most cowardly act in the record of human history. It
is besides without equal in its malignity and murderous
intent in international relationship of this decade. At the
present time sixteen out of the twenty-eight provinces
in China are severely flooded and some seven
hundred million people are threatened by starvation
and death.
This gigantic disaster
following in
the wake of the ravages of the red bandits over
a large part of the country and a long series of
internal wars marks the darkest moment in the Chinese
national life inured as we are to all sorts of famines'
and internal disturbances. To chose this hour to strike
a mortal blow to the nation will necessarily slacken the
efforts in the famine relief work and result in millions

T
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of deaths.
This gross cowardice can be better
realized if we suppose that some foreign power should
choose to send an invading army and navy to Japan after
the earthquake of 1925. To be sure the invading nation
will meet with the least resistence; but such an action
will bring no glory to the invading nation, nor will it
reflect any credit on her military organization. Nor should
the Japanese think that the end will justify the means and
that because they have met with no open resistence so
far, the Chinese people will put up with their outrages
with complacency. For the reason above stated, we
may not deal with the Japanese militarists in kind; we
may not be able to hail the invading murderers with
fire and sword; but we surely can resort to some means
none the less effective and ruinous. The only way that
a weak country can even her score with a militaristic
country like Japan is non-cooperation. For years past
we have been using boycott to add weight to our argu
ment with the unreasonable and agressive Japan. But
mere boycotting is now not enough. We must carry out a
nation-wide campaign of non-cooperation like the similar
movement which accelerated in not a small measure
the Indian Independence Movement. Henceforth let all
the Chinese people sever their dealings and relationships
with the Japanese in totality! Let no food or other
commodities be supplied to the Japanese civilians as
well as militarists in this country! Let no person buy
a cent’s worth of goods of any kind from the Japanese!
Let all those who are now in the Japanese employ leave
their service ! The idea is to make the Japanese living in
this country uncomfortable and their business un
profitable. This movement should be made organized as
well as indivilualistic—organized, so that it may gain
momentum and become widespread in the shortest time;
individualistic, so that it may be carried out voluntarily
without any compulsion. There shall not be any slack
ing of this movement, until the majority of factories in
Japan cease functioning; until a great part of the
Japanese residents in this country find it unprofitable to
stay and leave for home; and above all until the Japan
ese troops have by necessity been withdrawn. No one
is foolish enough to feed the hand that promises to
murder him, so why should we cooperate with the Japanese
for our own destruction!

Tokyo’s Views

September 24, 1931

in Manchuria from Tokyo even better than
the Japanese Consul-General who is there in person
and right in the midst of the trouble. And what a
wonderful Consul-General they have that needs to be
informed from Tokyo that he and the other Japanese in
Manchuria are in need of self-defense! A Reuter report
later, though under the same date, stated that “official
circles here appear to have changed their views to some
extent. . . . 't hey now seem inclined to the belief that
the action taken by the Japanese troops was merely
bravado on the part of a number of hot-headed junior
officers, who were angered at what they considered
the weakkneed policy of their superiors over the alleged
murder of Captain Nakamura. It was reported a few
days ago from Mukden that General Young Chen, the
chief of Staff of the Manchurian Army had informed
Mr. Morioka, the Japanese Consul at Mukden that. . . .
“a detachment of cavalry had been sent to arrest General
Kwan Yu-heng and eleven others who were supposed
to have been directly concerned with the shooting (of
Captain Nakamura), and the idea got abroad that the
Japanese authorities would be satisfied with the
punishment of these men and would not demand
further satisfaction or other penalties.’’ Do we not have
here the plain language of the Japanese official circles
that they desire, besides the punishment of the guilty,
some “further satisfaction’’ from the Nakamura case?
As to what that “further satisfaction’’ is, the whole world
knows it by now, since it has already been expressed in
action.
But one might inquire why such a sudden
change. The cause is not far to seek. The Reuter re
port from London stated that The Sunday Times advised
the powers “to keen their weather eye on these develop
ments’’ which, it says, are in no way lacking in danger.
“This is not the first time’’, The Sunday Times adds,
“that a moment, when Western eyes have been distracted
by other events, has been seized by Japan to further her
own policies.’’ Despite the Japanese attempt to localize
the issue, the Berlin Tokal-Anseiger believes that it “is of
concern to the whole world and confronts the League of
Nations with a serious task”. The Chinese delega
tion to the League of Nations issued in the night of the
19th “a statement, charging the Japanese military
authorities with all responsibility of the affair”. And
last but not the least, the Japanese press is unanimously
regretting the incident, and all Japanese stocks declined
sharply last Saturday. Both the Tokyo and Osaka
stock exchanges opened in the morning of the 21st
only for one hour and their “closure was ordered to
avoid panic”. Evidently Japan is already feeling the
“pinch” of glory.

N the 20th, a United Press report came from Tokyo,
stating that “Today Mr. Morshima of the Asiatic
Credulity of Chinese Officials
Bureau of the Foreign Office left Tokyo for Mukden.
He is carrying important instructions to Mr. Hayashi,
WO weeks ago, Mr. Shigemitsu in presenting his
the Japanese Consul-General at Mukden. Mr. Hayashi
will be informed that Japan has taken the action
credentials to President Chiang Kai-shek at Nan
she has in Manchuria as a matter of self-defense”.
king expressed the sentiment that “the friendly
How wonderful the Japanese Foreign Office must relations between China and Japan are not only of
be in order to be able to appreciate the situation mutual benefit to the two countries but are also the kev
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to the peace in the Orient and the cornerstone of the
world.” Not long after that, rumors were circulated
that the Japanese officials were secretly mobilizing and
were planning for a two route advance into Manchuria.
The rumor, for it was so-called, was subsequently denied
by the Japanese Minister, who branded it as “entirely
groundless and absurd.” The apparent sincerity in his
attitude was endorsed by other responsible officials in
Tokio, most of whom, we had been led to believe, were
not over-anxious for war. Even General Minami, the
Chauvinistic War Minister, came out with the state
ment that “the army will do as the nation wills”, which
announcement indicated that the military would not
take any rash steps without having first of all consulted
the nation at large. All in all then, the news for the
past week had been so optimistically assuring that it
actually had the effect of having misled the whole Chi
nese officialdom into thinking that Japanese invasion
of Manchuria was totally out of question.
Sub
sequent events, however, proved that they had been
mistaken, or at any rate, that their credulity had been
capitalized to advantage by the Japanese. But we can
not blame the officials. The fact that on that fatal night,
Nanking’s mind was busily engaged in planning for the
reception of Col. and Mrs. Lindburgh who were to arrive
on the next day and that Mukden officials were having a
good time, dancing at the Mukden Club (According to
a news report in The Shanghai Times, a Chinese General
was killed by a machine-gun bullet just outside the
Club, where dancing was proceeding.) only indicates
that we were in no wise ready for war, or to be exact,
that we had not been purposely planning to start the
trouble ourselves.

brethren? To love and to hate concurrently is not an
art which the Chinese can manipulate. Let us, there
fore, return Japan her gold and riches, as generously as she
has given. If we have to die of Japanese bullets, we prefer
to die honorably of starvation.

From Hangchow to Mukden

OR some months since the organisers fixed our
beautiful and historical city of Hangchow as the
venue of the next Conference of the Institute of Pacific
Relations to begin on October 21, there has been loud
and persistent opposition to the proposed gathering being
held at all. The main reason is that, to the uninitiated, the
Institute of Pacific Relations is merely a cloak for Im
perialism, comprising not perhaps active officials of
their respective countries but actually influential per
sons who might tomorrow become their most aggressive
agents. To substantiate, they point to Mr. T. Matsuoka,
one of the rare Japanese who can speak English
eloquently. This man served for several years in the
diplomatic service of his country, stayed for a long time
in Peking, where his only oily tongue won numerous
admirers, then became Vice-President of the South
Manchuria Railway, where he was the foreign mouth
piece of the President Yamamoto—that notorious
brother-conspirator of General Tanaka, who as Premier
of Japan issued the secret memorandum for swallowing
up China which we have the opportunity to publish in
full in this special number. When Tanaka died before
his nefarious designs were accomplished, the Minseito
under Hamaguchi and now Wakasutki came into power,
and the suave Matsuoka attended the Kyoto Conferenre
of the Institute of Pauific Reations in 1929 as chief non
Give and Take
official spokesman for Japan. At this gathering he did
HE Chinese National Flood Relief Commission re his utmost to convince his audience of the importance
cently acknowledged with thanks the generous con and necessity of attaching Manchuria and Mongolia to
tributions from Japan among which are noted the 100,000the Japanese Empire! This same ex-official coined the
Yen from the emperor and provisions valued at 300,000 term “weak-kneed policy” for attacking the apparently
Yen from the Japanese Flood Relief Commission. As a friendly policy of Baron Shidehara toward China and
more concrete expresion of sympathy and helpfulness, has been the most persistent advocate of the mailed fist
the latter Commission sent to China a delegation of in Japan’s dealings with this country. If and when
16 members headed by Baron R. Fukao to render as Wakasutki resigns, Matsuoka expects to be appointed
sistance to relief work in the flooded areas. The arrival Foreign Minister under a Seiyukai Government.
of this commission was on last Friday, when a receptioii Up to the recent outrageous action of Japan in forcibly
was given by the Minister of Industries, Dr. H. H. Kung. occupying strategic points of South Manchuria, while
The sentiment expressed on that occasion was apprecia her civilian ministers in and out of the country were
tion and gratitude on the part of China, profound symp denying mobilisations and spreading false news of pacific
athy and willingness to serve on the part of Japan. intentions to fool the world, we have followed our usual
What amity and goodwill! On the same day, Friday liberal cosmpolitan attitude, hoping against hope that
the 18th, the Japanese army invaded and occupied the responsible and sensible elements of the present
Mukden. There were bombardment and killing. The Japanese government might eventually convince the
Chinese offered nonresistence. Indeed, the situation is dif chauvinistic militarists of a changed and more friendly
ficult to understand. While realizing that the former world, where nations as well as people could live and
benevolent acts came from the Japanese people and not the let live, and that China and Japan, as the two most im
Japanese Government, we are nevertheless forced to view portant nations in the orient, could live in harmony and
the above gift in a different light. We cannot see the way help each other so as to contribute toward the peace
clear to reconciling the giving of a total of 400,000 Yen and happiness of the world. But evidently the Japanese
and the taking or “robbing” by the same nationals of militants have learnt and unlearnt nothing since the World
life and property at the same time. Why save the lives War and still believe in primitive methods of barbarism
of flood victims when you have to make victims of their for conquering their huge neighbor, to whom their empire
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owed so much of its culture and civilisation in times past. hesitate to dithdraw our invitation for the Conference. It
In other words, they are determined to attain their ends would be better for China to suffer embarrassment as host
by any means, however, foul. That being so, we venture country than for the institute to betray its avowed object
to suggest that the Institute officials either expel the Japan by allowing Japan to further perpetrate her malicious de
ese from membership or call off the Confernce altogether. signs under friendly disguise. As for those who are al
For as far as the Chinese are concerned, we must hence ready en route, we would, suggest that they proceed to
forth consider Japan as the outcast, the untouchable land Mukden which Japan has succeeded in occupying by reason
of the East, with whose people we could not and would of treachery. There the promoters of “Pacific Relations'
not associate or do business with. We cannot be hosts to may see with their own eyes how the Island Empire fulfills
the representatives of a nation without soul or any sense her promises of peace in wanton destruction of Chinese
of honour. Even at this eleventh hour we should not lives and property.

Japanese Invasion of Manchuria
Y the time we go to press, the Japanese outrage in
Ever since the death of Tanaka and the loss of
Manchuria should have become known to the whole power of Seiyukai, of which he was its leader and
world. Briefly summarized, the °rave situation wasprophet, things seemed to have turned apparently for
said to have been created by the alleged blowing up the better, and for a while we were almost led to believe
of a section of the South Manchuria Railway at Huan- that the Japanese officials had really been solicitious of
But subsequent events have
kutun by the Chinese soldiers. Following this supposed Chinese friendship.
event the Japanese troops immediately staged surprised proved conclusively that we had been deluded with
attacks upon the Chinese soldiers and marched into vain hopes. In the beginning of July the Wanpaoshan
Mukden. According to the latest reports, Japanese sol affair happened, and a considerable number of Chinese
diers have also occupied Yingchow, Nanling, Tungta- farmers were ruthlessly slaughtered by Japanese soldiers.
ting Changchun and Kwauchengtze. Furthermore, Nip Not long after, more than a hundred Chinese residents
ponese military forces are reported to have landed in of Korea were killed by the Koreans. Before these in
Tsingtao, much to the consternation of the Chinese cidents could be settled, the alleged murder of Mr.
Nakamura, Captain and “Doctor of Philosophy”, was
population.
Immeuiately after the news of the Japanese invasion magnified and capitalized by the Japanese Military and
had reached here, Mr. Shigemitsu, the Japanese Minister, press, and Japanese troops were being secretly mobilized
gave out an interview to The China Press, and made the and sent into Manchuria. Japanese diplomats, it is true,
statement that the “unfortunate incident’’ was entirely had been vigorously denying that Japan was contemplat
started by the Chinese, and as “no war was expected by ing a forceful seizure. Mr. Shigemitsu himself, for
the Japanese troops, no special preparation had been instance, made the statement on September 17 that the
made for the trouble.” He also said that the Japanese report of Japanese troop movements was entirely false,
officials are trying to “localize the incident” which he but what happened two days later proved that he had
been either too optimistically cocksure, or deliberately
hopes will be “serious only in Shengyang.”
While we share the opinion of Mr. Shigemitsu that misleading.
what happened was indeed an “unfortunate incident”, yet
It was Lincoln who said that we cannot deceive all
we would like to point out that it was neither, as the the people all the time, and this saying applies in^the
Japanese Minister has optimistically stated, a “local” present case. The Wanpaoshan affair, the Korean Mas
affair for China; nor, as he has diplomatically intimated, sacres and the Nakamura case, we now begin to see, are
a surprised event for Japan.
but curtain raisers. The Truth is finally out! The man
To take the latter point first. It is an open secret who says that Japan was totally unprepared for the
that the Japanese Government has, since the War with whole business had better “tell it to the Japanese
Russia, looked upon Manchuria as a potential colony. Marines.”
Ultimate conquest of Manchuria has always been upper
According to an official statement issued by the
most in the minds of all Japanese militarists and politi
cians. The only point upon which they seem to disagree Tokyo Foreign Office, it was necessary for Japan to take
is whether they should adopt a “moderate” or “positive” “self protecting measures” since she could not “over
policy. The late Tanaka, for instance, was a strong look such act of the Chinese troops to destroy Japanese
advocate of the latter, for it was he who authorized Railway”. But, let us ask, the S. M. .R. is always
Japan’s ignominous Twenty-One demands as well as carefullv guarded and policed how could the Chinese
the dispatch of troops to Tsinan in the summer of 1928. soldiers have had the opportunity to get near the line,
The recently disclosed Tanaka Memorial, published else not to say to blow up the tracks? The fact is that, as the
where in this issue, on which we already commented last Chinese Government had expressed the correct attitude
week testifies eloquently to the malicious intentions towards toward the culprits in the Nakamura case, the Japanese
the world at large as entertained by the Japanese jingoists had to invent another case and exploit it quickly,
before diplomatic negotiations would become possible.
jingoists in general and Tanaka in particular.
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Furthermore, even granted that the report was true,
why could not the Japanese disarm these soldiers first,
secure the necessary proofs and then wait until the next
morning to protest to the Chinese authoritties and to ask
for whatever satisfaction they might deem proper? Why
could it not be, in other words, settled by diplomatic
means and why must they immediately resort to the
occupation of Manchuria by the military without warning?
And why must they seize the Chinese Government buildings,
imprison an important Chinese official and take posses
sion of the Mukden Arsenal and the wireless station!
Again why should they send troops to Tsingtao, since
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according Mr. Shigemitsu, it was purely a “local”
incident?
Whatever else it may be, we are convinced that Mr.
Shigemitsu is mistaken to call the outrage a “local”
incident. To say that “its effects will not go beyond
Shenyang” when most of the strategic points in Man
churia have been taken by the Japanese soldiers, when
a Chinese gunboat has been disarmed by the Japanese
naval authorities, when troops have been rushed to
Tsingtao and else where is, to say the least, to grossly
mispresent the situation and openly insult the intel
ligence of the world.

The Shanghai Times Shows Its Color
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N commenting upon the Japanese occupation of
Mukden and other parts of Manchuria, our con
temporary, The Shanghai Times, (Sept. 20) attempts to
white-wash the indefensible acts of the Japanese mili
tary. The merits of the case are dealt with elsewhere
in this issue, and it is our intention to point out here only
the fallacies apparently being indulged in by this journal
in question.
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Let us begin with the so-called “sympathy, friend
liness and patience” of the Japanese. They consist of
nothing but the Wanpaoshan Affair, the anti-Chinese
riots in Korea, the audacity in refusing to pay adequate
compensation and the open agitation of war with China
by the military. Where is the sympathy? Where is
the friendliness? Where is the patience?
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It is asserted that “those who have followed with
any intelligent interest the course of Sino-Japanese
politics within recent months will have been struck by
the extraordinary spirit of smypathy, friendliness and
patience shown by the Japanese Government towards
the Nanking regime even in the face of grave provoca
tion, such as the organised boycott of Japanese goods,
tantamount to an act of war. There is an obvious limita
tion, however, to forbearance, and in the present case
the limit seems to have been overstepped.”

The “sympathy” may be the few handfuls of money
sent for flood relief. But this, when viewed in the latest
developments, is but a ruse to direct public attention in
Central China from Japan’s aggression in Manchuria.
4

The “friendliness” is shown in Japan’s refusal to
protect Chinese lives in Korea and readiness to spread
terror in Mukden in the darkness of night and destroy
ing city after city as the latest reports indicate.

The “patience” is eloquently shown by the use of
force at a time when a settlement of the so-called
Nakamura case, in the words of The Times, “seemed
to.be in sight.”

This eminent journal, further, denounces the recent
anti-Japanese boycott and styles it as “tantamount to

an act of war,” the same words which were used by the
Japanese military. Is boycott such a new thing that it
was never employed by Japan when she was trying to
shake oif the foreign yoke in the way of extraterritorial
ity? Is the editor so ignorant of Japanese history that
he does not know this single fact?
If the Japanese are justified in resorting to military
force to impose their will on China, is China not justified
in adopting the boycott which is but a form of passive
resistence? What would The Times editor advise us
to do? Would he have us suffer our compatriots to be
butchered by Koreans inspired by the Japanese and
welcome this atrocity with heart-felt gratitude?

It is further asserted that “there is an obvious
limitation to forbearance.” What beautiful balderdash!
The fact is there is considerable chicanery on Japan’s
part but never forbearance. The limit is not reached of
her forbearance but of her ingenuity of creating more
cases which might justify the dispatch of troops to Man
churia. The Japanese military are forced to adopt the
latest design of blowing up a part of the tracks of the
South Manchuria Railway and then placing the blame on
the Chinese. Is the editor not aware of the fact the no
Chinese soldier is ever allowed to approach within 20
li of the railway zone? With the vigilance of the Japanese garrison as it is, it is hardly possible for a single
soldier, let alone a group of soldiers, to damage the
tracks.

Without waiting for definite confirmation but choos
ing to believe in the veracity of Japanese statements, this
journal has gone the length of accepting them as if they
were final without publishing Chinese versions already
available. It is most noteworthy that two other local
newspaper refrained from comment on this latest
outrage pending the arrival of further information. And
yet this journal which is usually slow in grasping current
events should jump at the opportunity to defend Japan’s
act. Is this a mere coincidence or something more?
The Times is known as a British journal, but its
attitude would seem to warrant an investigation into its
avowed nationality. We do not begrudge a Japanese
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paper known as a Japanese paper the privilege of dis
seminating false news against China to its heart’s con
tent, but we do despise any one for dispensing “public
opinion” for Japanese interest by hiding behind a British
mask !
Furthermore, England is admittedly on friendly
terms with this country. It is only common decency that
a journal deriving protection from its government and
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enjoying the hospitality of China should at least main
tain a policy of truthfulness in relation to facts, or abstin
ence from twisting facts.
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The Times in concluding the ill-advised leader, hands
out a piece of cheap advice for “calmness”. It may be
welcome fr<,m any other sources but not from irresponsible
quarters. The journal tells us to be “calm”, but it has
yet to learn to be “honest.”

Japanese Aggression in Manchuria*
By W. H. Wang

APAN is at present directing her energies to effect a
settlement of a whole group of issues now outstand
ing. She is now negotiating directly with the powers
at Mukden. Her program in Manchuria comprehends:
(1) the acquisition by Japan of the right to part
icipate in the future financing of the Tahushan-Tungliao railway and the Mukden-Hailungcheng-Kirin rail
way;
(2) a definite and comprehensive railway agree
ment to permit Japan to complete the Kirin-Kainei
railway project to Chosen, and now completed as far
as Tunhua;
(3) the sanction both by Mukden and Nanking of
the opening of a Japanese branch consulate at Maoershan (Linkiang) in Linkianghsien on the Chinese side
of the Yalu River in the Chientao district;
(4) the removal of restrictions to the right of
Japanese nationals—a right conceded “legally” in the
agreements of 1915—to lease land outside the present
restricted areas, and, in fact, impeded even within
Mukden, for example;
(5) the removal of impediments to Japanese trade
in the form of exceptional and arbitrary taxation; and
(6) the stabilization of Manchurian currency
through some arrangement with Japanese banks, the
plan now proposed being a Japanese loan to Mukden.

J

All these things Japan has long wished to achieve;
her ways of going about to further her ends have varied
according to changing conditions in Peking and in Man
churia, but never for the instant has she lost sight of
them.
It is generally conceded, for the sake of world peace
as well as for commercial interests, that Sino-Japanese
cooperation will speedily be brought about. However,
Baron Tanaka has come forward (November 14, 1928)
to state that railway negotiations in Manchuria were
progressing satisfactorily. At once suspicion is aroused
that Baron Tanaka will maintian Japan’s economic hold
on South Manchuria by an effective control of the rail
way. Baron Tanaka is suspected of trying to squeeze
out of the very much harassed young Marshall Chang
♦This article was written immediately after Marshal Chanpr 'Hsueh-liang
joined the Nationalist Government, but the facts set forth still hold true
today.—Editors.

at Mukden some favorable agreement which Japan can
use to advantage later on in opening negotiations with
Nanking. In this connection the China Critic remarks,
“This might have been good diplomacy a century ago
but young China will not stand for such nonsense. The
sooner Premier Tanaka realizes this the sooner may a
settlement be reached.”(1)
The Japanese government permits Japanese patent
medicine dealers to operate in the Three Eastern Pro
vinces, with the object of recruiting more opium fiends
among the natives, so as to destroy their vitality.
The recent bold activities of bandits in Manchuria
are ascribed to a great extent to Japanes instigation.
Some of the gangs are actually led by Japanese. ’ We
often hear how young, ambitious Japanese come to Man
churia simply to join the bandits. The Japanese au
thorities are shutting their eyes to the smuggling of arms
and ammunition to supply these denizens of the road
that they may raise distrubances in Manchuria.
Civil wars among the war lords have been incited
more or less by the Japanese press.
Japan authorizes the Bank of Chosen to issue
notes on a rather flimsy specie reserve to make them
circulate in the Three Eastern Provinces, None of these
notes circulates in Japan proper, unless first converted
into Bank of Japan notes.
Japan has laid a double track along the full length
of the South Manchuria Railway without consulting
China about it.
We should go on enumerating, but sufficient number
of points have been presented to show that any ex
pectation of whole-hearted Japanese cooperation must
end in disappointment.
The divine-given right of man to “life, liberty, and
the pursuit of happiness” is talked about ad infinitum in
Japan but she does not appear to contribute to any such
Utopia in Manchuria. On the contrary “Tanakaism”
has become an international menace. When the Nation
alists advanced to the north and when it seemed that
there would be a sharp clash of arm in Shantung; Japan’s
rush of an armed force to Tsinan to protect her citizens
and her interests was deemed perfectly natural by Baron
(1) The China Critic, Nov. 22, 1928.
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Tanaka. He announced over and over again that Japanese
troops would be withdrawn as soon as he considers
conditions safe. There was serious disorder, to put it
mildly, in this Japanese armed occupation of Tsinan,
and for this disorder the soldiers themselves could not
have been responsible since it is a matter of common
knowledge that Japanese troops typify the very last word
in military discipline.

Baron Tanaka pledged his word that he would with
draw Japanese troops when the threatened territory was
safe. Why does he now seek to “negotiate” a with
drawal? Japan is pledged to respect the territorial
integrity of China. When, therefore, he flatly refuses
to allow Manchuria to come under Nationalist rule, he
affronts every Western Power pledged, and he insults the
Chinese nation.
Japan’s future policy in Manchuria after the down
fall of the northern warlords is a burning question to
the home government, or, we may say more specifically,
to the Tanaka Cabinet.

917

(3) The Chinese authorities must speedily agree
to an extension of the Kirin-Hainyang line for a distance
of 60 miles.
(4) Japan was to be allowed to open at once a new
consulate at Linkiang near the Korean frontier for the
purpose of watching Korean agitators and of protecting
trade interests.

In addition to the above matters, there were hints
that Japan had previously entered into negotiations with
Soviet Russia regarding a division of interest in Man
churia which would effectually silence Soviet Russia,
should she raise her voice in protest against Japan’s
consummating her purpose to convert South Manchuria
into a Japanese protectorate. Without doubt the Tanaka
policy was correctly termed “positive.”
Dpring the desperate fighting between the Peking’
and Nanking governments in the spring of 1928, Japan
contemplated re-investing the ex-Emperor of the
Manchus with imperial authority. This would bear
out Japan’s stand that Manchuria is not China’s land but
the property of the Manchus. With Yung Pung on the
throne at Mukden, Manchuria would be a sovereignty
distinct from China. Japan’s “support” of the new Man
churia would, no doubt, be a repetition of her support
of Korea, and would inevitable have the same results.

In the event of an open conflict between the Fengtien and Nationalist forces in Manchuria, the public
seems of one mind that the Japanese government should
exercise care to avoid complications with Nanking with
out sacrificing the special privileges now enjoyed by
Baron Tanaka’s notorious acts are unmatched in
Japan in Manchuria. The more thoughtful Japanese
have shown no hesitation to demand the settlement of present-day diplomacy. Even that faithful subject and
the Manchurian question by their government, not with seasoned diplomat, Baron Shidehara, calls the Tanaka
the Fengtien remnants but with the Nationalist govern policy “a mass of trickery”. Baron Tanaka has missed
ment. Yet the Japanese unanimously agree that their his vocation ; he should have stepped into the late Mr.
Houdini’s shoes! Anyway, Baron Tanaka is a militarist.
interests in Manchuria must be protected at any cost.
He is not a diplomatic either by training or by nature.
Following the appointment to office of Baron He may send afield as many propagandists as he pleases
Tanaka as premier and foreign minister with his much
(as Count Uchida to Europe and Baron Kaneko to
publicized “strong” policy, the liberal leaders in Japan America) but while he continues to perform as he does
and the Japanese press began to express apprehension at home the efforts of his emmissaries will be all in vain.
because General Tanaka was a military man, a former Meanwhile all China is behind the Nationalist govern
minister of war, and largely responsible for the Twenty- ment and no threats will raise the boycott that pinches
one Demands of 1915.
Japan so painfully. Moreover, Tanakaism is a menace
to international interests in the Far East. It has ceased
Early in his premiership, Baron Tanaka summoned to concern merely China. The powers should move in
two conferences of Japanese diplomats familiar with concerted action at once and block the Tanakaism of 1929
Chinese affairs. Baron Tanaka was chairman of the as they put aside the Twenty-one Demands in 1915.
Tokyo conference. The other conference was held at
In the opinion of many thoughtful persons following
Mukden. When the Japanese consul-general at Mukden up Sino-Japanese matters, to effect a compromise be
returned home after the Tokyo conference, he presented tween the rival policies so as to satisfy both parties
certain demands to the civil governor of Fengtien seems impossible. For instance, the economic develop
Province.
ment of Manchuria with Japanese capital may not be
entirely
devoid of good for the Chinese. At the same
fl) Owing to the difficulty of settling the question
time to solve Shantung’s over-population by moving into
of leasing land to the Japanese in Manchuria, it was
desired as an alternative, that the Chinese grant land Manchuria need not threaten Japanese interests there.

ownership to the Japanese.
(2) The Chinese must abandon their construction
of a railway line parallel to the South Manchuria line,
and the Chinese must pledge themselves to construct no
parallel line in the future,

It has been suggested that the entire Manchurian
question be submitted to the Hague Tribunal. But would
Japan and China agree to this? The chances are against
it. As Sir Herbert Ames, Representative of Canada at
the League of Nations pointed out, if that very complex
thing, Manchuria, was too knotty for the Washington
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Conference to untie, would it meet with a better fate at
Japan has only to study history to see the ultimate
The Hague whose ability to deal with Far Eastern ques fate of a capitalist-controlled country. England, former
tions had not yet been demonstrated? The only thing ly a capitalistic country is exceedingly prosperous since
in favor of presenting the cause to The Hague would be her Industrial Revolution. The Great War has not
some agreement on the part of China and Japan. This crushed Germany, today full of vigor.
prospect has been blighted by the rather strong policy of
The author feels that until the yellow races co
the present Nanking government, which indicates that the
party in power is less likely to make concessions than was lierate and establish permanently friendly relations, the
Orient will never be free commercially of the Occident.
the government that preceded it.
Whatever China’s shortcomings, she has never Finally, he leels that with China and Japan working
shown any tendency to seize lands properly belonging together as brothers, the idea of white supremacy will
to another nation. Her aim is to utilize what she already have passed away, but that Japan should take the in
has. For Japan it may be well to bear in mind that itial step toward concession since she is more in
international autocracy as well as national autocracy is dustrialized than China.
out of date—it has lost its charm for individuals and for
Meanwhile Nationalist China is unwilling to wait
nations. To treat China on anything like a satisfactory
basis, Japan must inculcate democratic ideas. Japanese until 2022 for the return of the Leased Territory and
scholars already see Japan tending to a philosophical the South Manchuria Railway system.
democracy. It is surprising that a country so up-to-theWhat will ultimately transpire between China and
minute in every thing else should be so backward in govern
Japan no one can predict. Everyone can advise of
mental conceptions. As The China
Weekly Review
admirably phrases it, “Japan must give up the idea of being course, but advice is what everyone wants to give and no
one wants to take. Whether Japan is willing to take
the Ruler of the Pacific, and accept that of being the equal
the first step toward concession, as the author feels she
among equals, with a view to sharing with others what
must, or whether the stage is set for a Titanic clash of
ever the Pacific has to offer to the building up of human
arms no one can foretell. If the latter, not only will th?
life.”
peace of the Par East be broken but conflict may take
The juxtaposition of China and Japan, their similar on a world-zeide character. (The Italics are the Editors’).
language and similar race, their interdependence in
As far as Manchuria is concerned, if Japan throws
industry, all point to the necessity of a policy of mutual and
equal benefit rather than one of one-sided domination. down the guantlet and invades that portion of China,
Whether Japan in the future specializes in commerce, or she will have to exterminate the Chinese to the last
in industry, or in agriculture, China will always remain man before her dream of annexing Manchuria can ever
an important factor in her national economy.
take form.

The Korean Peril In Manchuria
By Frederick Hung (
MID our enthusiasm in the reunification of wartorn
China and in the ambitious reconstruction program
of the National Government we are apt to center our
attention on Nanking and Shanghai, neglecting quite un
consciously the problems of our remote provinces,
whose news reach but intermittently and incompletely
the big papers of Shanghai. One of these problems
which merits particular attention is the smuggling ol
Koreans into Manchuria, which has assumed enormous
proportions the last few years. Many of these are com
munist refugees driven out of Korea and are attracted
by the fertile ground for subversive activities in
Northern Manchuria where Soviet agents plot and sow
revolution in broad day light. Others, and this class
represents thousands of immigrants, are driven or smug
gled into Manchuria, in order to give room for the
Japanese settlers in Korea on the one hand, and to fill
up Manchuria with Japanese subjects on the other.
Still others are ambitious farmers and craftsmen at
tracted by the fertility of the Manchurian soil and the
richness of her forest and mines. All of them live under

A

)

the protection of the Japanese Hag, enjoy extrater
ritorial rights, and are theiefore completely indépend
ant of Chinese law.

These Japanese Koreans are adventurers and op
portunists. They come and see and grasp the land
and usurp the Chinese ' worker’s job. Tens of thous
ands of Chinese famine victims are thus prevented
from immigrating into Manchuria and left to die of
starvation simply because the Japanese Koreans are
occupants of the land and there is no more room. for
Chinese settlers. The Japanese authorities are -as
usual deaf to Chinese protests, and pretend to know
nothing of the business.

The reason why Koreans like coming' into Chin
ese Manchuria is obvious. In Korea they are a sub
dued people, downtrodden by Japanese cruelty and arlogance, and crushed by the grinding wheel of
economic exploitation. They need only to cross the
frontier and
step
into
paradise.
As
colonists
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under the flag of the Rising Sun, they are free to
overrun Chinese farm lands without bothering about
Chinese law or taxes. They can trade without paving
the imposts, and can dump into Chinese market
Japanese goods, thus reaping enormous profits. The
more adventurous individuals smuggle into Manchuria
drugs and narcotics and arms for the local bandits.
With everything to gain and nothing to lose it would
indeed be unnatural if they didn’t Hood into Manchuria.
On the Japanese side the situation is more than de
sirable, for on the one hand, the exodus of Koreans
releases the population pressure of Chosen, and on the
other hand it offers a means of economic and political
penetration into the coveted Manchuria. Their presence
in Chinese territory always affords an excellent pretext
for military and police intervention.

tion in Manchuria. We have no right to let aliens
occupy our land by illegal means while our own people
starve to death!
The question naturally arises as to how we can
cope with the situation amid the multitude of international difficulties in Manchuria. As China is entirely
unprepared for an armed assertion of her national
rights, many officials have a tendency to be pessimistic
on the prospects of diplomatic approach of the ques
tion, past experiences have shown that Japan would
never render justice to us unless forced to do so. How
ever» if we examine more closely the question, we don't
see how Japan can refuse our demand for limiting
Korean immigration without being looked upon as an
cncroacher of Chinese territory. All sovereign nations
enjoy the right to limit immigration and to expel those
The exact number of Koreans in the Manchurian aliens without passpoits or permits of residence. May
provinces is unknown to the Chinese authorities, as our Foreign Office and its agents in Manchuria be more
majority of them do not have authentic passports. Ac energetic! and that they approach Japan at once for
cording to the Manchurian correspondant of The Shun opening negotiations to readjust the present danPao whose report appeared on April 2 of this year, no derous situation. And should Japan refuse to accord
less than 3,700000 Koreans were driven or persuadeditâh atisfaction to our legitimate demand we may of course
to go into Manchuria in the ten year’s period 1920-1||||ask the League of Nations for arbitration.
On the other hand, through our Manchurian police
1930, and plans are underway to smuggle in 400,000I
more the current year. According to figures supplied authorities we can execute many legitimate schemes;
by the same source, these Koreans now occupy more that would get rid of the more undesirable elements
than 20,000,000 mows (roughly 3,000,000 acres) of cul of the Korean population, such as the communists,
tivated land, or about one third of the total cultivated contrabandists of opium and arms, vagabonds, and in
land in Kiangsu Province. These lands occupied by general those who are smuggled into China without a
Japanese Koreans produce annually 15,000,000 piculs pass-port. Identity cards should be established in
of rice of which 11,000,000 piculs are exported to Japan, order to keep track of all subjects and aliens, and these
thus causing a serious shortage of food in China. The cards examined as frequently as necessary and as they do
lands usurped by these Japanese subjects and their an in Europe.
Lastly, the Korean menace in Manchuria ought
nual crops would therefore easily support a Chinese
farming population of ten million persons with a sur to be able to demonstrate to our legislation the absolute
plus that would go a long way toward diminishing necessity of an immigration limitation act. Every im
China’s food importation which went up to $400,000,- migrant is a burden to the poverty-stricken Republic,
000 last year. The Japanese-Korean in vasion into and drains away a part of the food and resources which
Manchuria thus indirectly causes the death of millions our own people so sorely need. When one remembers
of famine-stricken farmers in North China, The situa- that we who make a quarter of the world’s population
tion is no longer ridiculous, it is tragic ! Need it be ai*>e crowded into one sixteenth of the Earth’s land
emphasized that this state of affairs must cease? At surface, it will be easy to understand why we are
all cost we must save Manchuria from the menace of forced to refuse hospitality to immigrants» especially
Korean peril, which cannot but strengthen Japan’s posi- those who are above our law.

“Hail! The Sungari Ri ver’s Time Is Coming”
By Ishimoto Keiketsu ( Zfj + JKW )
Translated by T. King (
At this moment, the attention of our people is wholly
focussed on things and developments in our northeast
as a result of the startling and high-handed actions so suddenly
taken in Manchuria by the Japanese Army. Have our people
clearly and fully grasped the meaning of what the Japanese
call the “Manchuria Question”? Today, the period for the con
solidation and preservation of the rights and privileges secured
by Japan during and after the Russo-Japanese war has passed;
while the time for the completion of the Kirin-Huining Railway,
from the Tunhua Station of which a branch line effects a con
nection with the Hailin Station of the Chinese Eastern Railway
so that a speedy and direct route by rail may become available

from Korea to the most fertile and rich basins of the Sungari
River, embracing the vast plains of Heilungkiang, Kirin, Liao
ning (Fengtien) and Jehol, is coming. What remains still un
constructed of the Kirin-Huining Railway is merely a gap of 180
Chinese li. No wonder, the Japanese should show so great a
satisfaction by shouting vociferously: “The Sungari River’s
time has come (or is coming)”. In spite of the fact that
these regions are inhabited by our brethren to the number of
twenty-eight millions, the Japanese will know how to humour
their whims and respect their susceptibilities and how to show
them small favour and secure their meek submission in the hope
of gradually reducing them to a state of serfdom. Our readers
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may, perhaps, laugh at the boastfulness of the Japanese. If
they do, let them make a tour through the South Manchuria
Railway’s annexed territory, the so-called railway zone; and,
if they have time, also Formosa. They will find either place an
eye opener. Oh! Wake up; Oh! rouse yourselves instantly, our
countrymen!

If our readers desire further proof of our allegation regard
ing Japan’s ambitious designs on Manchuria, they may find it
abundantly in the article written by a Japanese named
Ishimoto Keiketsu
) under the very caption of “The
Sungari River’s Time Is Coming”, which is translated and
reproduced below:—

(1) No such terms as vast plains and spacious virgin
land can convey adequately the impression of the stu
pendous greatness of the Continent of Manchuria. Agri
cultural products are grown in such profusion everywhere
there that one wonders where they will end. Of all things
created in this world, this tract of rich virgin land may
alone deserve to be called “limitless.” One can hardly help
heaving a sigh of gratitude at the bountifulness of the
“mother earth” in providing a limitless supply of food
stuffs for mankind to meet their seasonal wants. Then,
as far as the eye can see, jungles of respectable sizes are
dotting the plains here and there, gold ores and sands are
produced from rivers and streams, and large deposits of
coal are found underneath the ground.
As regards its area, the four provinces of Heilung
kiang, Kirin, Liaoning and Jehol cover approximately
74,000 square miles, or about twice the size of the whole of
Japan. But Manchuria has a population of only 28,000,000.
Within these 74,000 square miles, level land, incomparably
rich and fertile, is found in the northern part, that is, in
the Sungari Valley, covering more than one-half of the
whole area. If we want to seek any place of an identical
nature elsewhere on this globe, we can only point out “The
Mother of Mankind,” the name borne by the rich plains
watered by the Nile River, and the Mesopotania Plains
catered for by the two rivers of Euphrates and Tigris,
as at all comparable with the Sungari plains. If this
valley is fully developed, it will be able to feed a popula
tion exceeding 200,000,000 quite easily.
The Sungari Valley should be regarded as a valuable
asset not only to Manchuria, but to the whole world as
well. There can be no doubt that the Sungari River will
constitute the root point in the settlement of the Man
churia question. In other words, the question will simply
resolve itself into “finding out ways and means of securing
the power to control the markets of the vast plains along
the Sungari River. But our first step should be to struggle
as energetically as possible for the possession of a speedy
route leading from a sea-port to the very centre of these
fertile plains.”
I have heard that the great war in Europe was chiefly
caused by the keen contention between Great Britain, Ger
many and r rance for the gratification of their desire to
to secure the right to control the Mesopotania plains, at
least economically. Germany wanted to build a railway
from Berlin to Baghdad viâ Constantinople. Britain want
ed to do the same, starting from Koweit west of the Per
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sian Gulf to Baghdad by way of Basra. The present case
is similar in scope, as Japan wants to use Dairen as a
base from which to reach Lioaning and thence to Harbin
viâ Changchun. She may use the South Manchuria Rail
way to attain her object. China is intensively engaged in
the construction of the Hulutao Harbour, from which a
railway may be built by way of Tahuwan and Tungliao
to Taonan, and thence, by crossing right over the Chinese
Eastern Railway, extended to Tsitsihar, the Capital of
Heilungkiang. A branch line may lead from Liaoning to
Kirin, by means of which products and capital in north
Manchuria may be tackled. As regards Russia, she has
already built the Chinese Eastern Railway which runs right
across these vast plains from west to east and which ter
minates at Vladivostok, a port easily accessible from sea.

The above-mentioned three Powers, China, Russia and
Japan, respectively occupying Hulutao, Vladivostok and
Dairen, are all striving to reach the Sungari River basins
as their goal, and to reach there by the quickest and shortest
possible route. That they will play the leading parts in
the near future in a drama that will become the greatest
problem the world has ever witnessed, goes without saying.
(2) The Manchuria Question has recently come to
the fore in Japan. It has become the most popular topic,
whether in writing or in conversation or cinema pictures.
The Japanese people seem to be intensely interested in this
question. Although hundreds are discussing it every
month and thousands every year, I have scarcely met any
one who can intelligently and convincingly answer the
question “What is the so-called Manchuria Question?” The
answers have always been more of a commentary than of
an informative character. Some declare that the system
of a four-headed government must be abolished (probably
in reference to the Council of Elder Statesmen, the mili
tary clique, the Cabinet represented by the Minister of
Foreign Affairs and the Director-General of the S. M. R.) ;
some say that competitive railway lines, whether parallel
to or surrounding the existing Japanese lines, should not
be permitted ; while others express dissatisfaction at
Japan’s weak foreign policy, or regret for the dearth of
Japanese public opinion, or indignation at China’s haughty
attitude, more or less in a general and vague manner.
Certain people are merely repeating th parrot-cry that we
should uphold and protect what rights and privileges that
have been secured during and since the Russo-Japanese
war. As regards any mode of procedure to be followed or
what would be the best plan for us to adopt in order to
achieve success, no one has even made any suggestion.
Why has there been no concrete proposal ever made? Be
cause no one has yet taken pains to study carefully this
Manchuria problem, and, therefore, no one really under
stands it clearly,

I have prepared a paper on “How to administer the
Sungari Valley m North Manchuria which, in richness of
resources, is comparable to the Mesopotamia plains.” Hav
ing grasped the question fully, I am able to put down my
conclusions in a concrete form in the following paragraphs
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(3) The Sungari River basin contains 40,000 square
miles of fertile land. But how can this region be speedily
reached from the sea? And how can the goods and
products of that locality be conveniently and cheaply
transported elsewhere? These two questions nust be
clearly understood before we can make our route com
pete successfully with any other route. The first point
to be studied and settled is the length of the
route. Unfortunately, the South Manchuria Railway
controlled by Japan and stretching from Dairen to
Harbin would be about 580 miles long, that is, it would
cover the greatest distance. China’s projected line from
Hulutao to Tsitsihar would be about 100 miles shorter
than the S.M.R., while Russia is operating a line from
Vladivostok bin, a distance of about 480 miles only.
Thus, for the purpose of competition in railway traffic,
the Vladivostok-Harbin line would occupy the most ad
vantageous position, the Hulutao-Tsitsihar line next and
the Dairen-Harbin line the last and worst of the three.
In other words, the S.M.R. would be in a very disadvan
tageous position in the matter of distance, as far as a
competitive war for supremacy in the Sungari Valley
is concerned.

But there is one line that has not yet attracted much
attention. This is the line that starts from Hsiungchi,
a seaport in Korea and, after passing Hunchun, Wangching and Ningan, could effect a connection with the
Hailin Station of the C.E.R., whereby it would be the
shortest railway when completed, as the distance from
Hsiungchi to Harbin would approximately be 450 miles
only and, in addition, it would enjoy the further advan
tage of having a seaport that will never be frozen up
all the year round, and that seaport in Korea too, a
very important point of advantage in the eyes of Japan
in view of her Manchuria policy. This line would score
over one of its competitors, viz, the Russia line, whose
seaport is Vladivostok which is ice-bound during the
cold season.
In conclusion, since in the matter of distance, the
S.M.R. would be in the worst position when struggling
for supremacy in the Sungari Valley, relief had to be
sought in building a line from Hsiungchi to Hailin. To
accelerate the completion of this new route of com
munication is, then, the guiding spirit and driving force
that have shaped Japan’s new Manchuria policy; it is
also a concrete reply to the query “What is the so-called
Manchuria question?
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speedier and cheaper transportation of goods and pro
ducts to and from North Manchuria than any other line;
or to change the original policy of tackling North Man
churia by concentrating our efforts on making Chang
chun as a centre for marketing and distributing all
agricultural products ; or to encourage the promotion of
industries all along the line, with a view to living up
to the reputation of the S.M.R. as the principal carrier
of passengers and goods in that great Continent. All
these are, it is true, but methods of a passive nature ;
still they are practical methods.

During this time of crisis, one cannot help recol
lecting the number of theoretical plans evolved at the
time of the inception of the S.M.R., and the difficulties
Encountered in trying later to carry them into practice.
At that time, farmers were scarce in North Manchuria,
and all political and econmical measures were taken with
Liaoning as the centre of activity in view. Later, the S.M.R.
had always endeavoured to transfer the centre of activity
northward by gradual degrees, in accordance with its origi
nal policy.- After the European War, the conditions through
out the world changed so greatly and so suddenly that if
its old policy were adhered to, it would have been impossible
for it to march with the times. However, a good opport
unity presents itself today for a change of policy. But
if we did not clearly understand our wants, we could only
blindly adopt a new policy, whereby we would not only
lose a unique and rarely-met opportunity in a whole century,
but might even create an everlasting regret for generations
afterwards !
(5) To put our new Manchuria policy into effect
requires a new guiding spirit. A colonization scheme with
out an ideal working plan would be doomed to failure.
The assimilation of a people without culture would be
worse than useless. To rule without philosophy would
incur the resistance of an alien people. Many such
instances can be cited in the history of colonization.
Spain’s colonization scheme failed in Mexico, because
of her lack of ideals. France has been governing Annam
by disregarding the importance of culture and by
^practising the policy of an extortionist; she is, therefore,
sinking deeper and deeper in the mire. The British
Government of India stands out as a good example of
ruling people without the wisdom of a philosopher.
Therefore, unless we proceed to the region of the
Sungari with a full complement of new ideas and ideals,
culture and philosophy, we shall fail in the end although
we may succeed for a moment to reach our goal.

(4) Since the new policy with the Sungari Valley
as the goal has been decided upon, and since the S.M.R.
(6) Manchuria is the fatherland of the Manchu
has to cover the greatest distance before reaching a , •'
seaport, other methods must be devised to counteract people who are of the same race as the Japanese and
this drawback: either to adopt a method to ensure a Koreans. It is only right that Manchuria should be the
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sovereign territory of the Manchus. It was during the
latter half of the nineteenth century that the Manchus for
got their own ideals, forsook their own philosophy and
kowtowed to the philosophical shibboleths of their subject
people, the Chinese, with the result that their fatherland was
penetrated by the Chinese. At present, 90% of the popula
tion in Manchuria is composed of Chinese. But this does
not matter at all. What we should do is to study and
ascertain the Chinese social system and the Chinese char
acteristics and their inherent nature, and use our know
ledge thus gained as a basis on which to carry out our new
policy. Has the S.M.R. directorate been fully prepared
in this respect? By merely living in a warm and cozy
house situated in the leased territory, how can they learn
to know the Chinese people? By chiefly cultivating an
acquaintanceship with the militarists, how can they hope
to known anything? The Chinese know and care nothing
apart from self-interest and personal desires; nor do they
like the militarists and politicians.

The Chinese people would never willingly mingle with
any officials, much less with the politicians. They will
devote themselves to producing the food they eat and
procuring the water they drink. In ancient times, great
men in China used to make every effort to meet the wishes
of the populace which they had ascertain through various
channels. They swept away what the people disliked, They
introduced what the people wanted. In the execution of
our new Manchuria policy, we should handle all matters
in a broadminded manner and from a lofty viewpoint,
adopting tactics with due regard to the psychology and
susceptibilities of the Chinese people and without violating
the principles of human rectitude as are universally prac
tised in every part of the world.
(7) In this concluding paragraph, 1 would finally
emphasize the necessity of adopting reforms in the Japanese
Empire itself as an essential conldition for carrying out
our new policy in Manchuria. 1 do not mean that I want
our people to support “a strong foreign policy”. I want
a proper adjustment of all home questions being first
made, in order that our whole energy may be devoted to
to achieving progress abroad.
Only think ! The Sungari River, whose greatest depth
is 2,000 feet and whose How stretches away to an immense
distance, is watering a limitless expanse of rich land !

“Come, Brethren ! Let us construct an ideal society
at this spot ; let us introduce a glorious culture here.” I
have often heard this outcry.
From times immemorial, fertile land along the banks
of large rivers and canals has invariably served
as the seat on which for mankind to create and develope

culture and civilization, besides giving them an opportunity
to attain the highest pinackle of fame and glory. The
peoples living in the basins of the Nile, the Mesopotamia,
the Yellow River, the Ganges, etc., have one and all suc
ceeded in building up for each a distinct and independent
civilization, and in rendering certain kinds of signal and
lasting service for the benefit of mankind in general. In
the position occupied by Japan today, it is assuredly her
duty to create a kind of new civilization. This is not a
van-saying, certainly. Let us, the peoples of Japan, Korea,
Manchuria and Mongolia, together with peoples of all
other countries, unitedly establish a new civilization for the
twenty first century, both spiritually and materially, as a
new era has just now dawned!
“The Sungari River’s Time Is Coming!” “The Sungari
River’s Times Is Coming!”

Notice
The attention of our readers is called to the
Tanaka Memorial published in the column
reserved for “Official Documents”.
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-OFFICIAL DOCUMENTS ■
TANAKA

MEMORIAL

Memorial Presented to the Emperor of Japan on July 25, 1927, by Premier
Tanaka, Outlining the positive policy in Manchuria.
Since the European War, Japan’s
perialistic policies, the Company forms
political as well as economic interests
a
peculiar organization which has exactly
have been in an unsettled condition. This
the same powers as the Governoris due to the fact that we have failed
General of Korea. This fact alone is
to take advantage of our special privi
sufficient to indicate the immense in
leges in Manchuria and Mongolia and
terests we have in Manchuria and Mon
fully to realize our acquired rights. But
golia.
Consequently the policies to
upon my appointment as premier, I was
wards this country of successive adminis
instructed specially to guard our inter
trations since Meiji are all based on his
ests in this region and watch for oppor
injunctions, elaborating and continuously
tunities for further expansion. Such in
completing the development of the new
junctions one cannot take lightly. Ever
continental empire in order to further
since I advocated a positive policy to
the advance of our national glory and
wards Manchuria and Mongolia as a com
prosperity for countless generations to
mon citizen, I have longed for its reali
come.
zation. So in order that we may lay
Unfortunately, since the European
plans for the colonization of the Far East
War there have been constant changes in
and the development of our new con
diplomatic as well domestic affairs. The
tinental empire, a special conference was
authorities of the Three Eastern Pro
held from June 27th to July 7th lasting
vinces are also awakened and gradually
in all eleven days. It was attended by
work toward reconstruction and indus
all the civil and military officers con
trial development following our example.
nected with Manchuria and Mongolia,
Their progress is astonishing.
It has
whose discussions result in the follow
ing resolutions, These we respectfully
affected the spread of our influence
submit to Your Majesty for considerain a most serious way,, and has
tion.
put us to so many disadvantages that the
General Considerations
dealings with Manchuria and Mongolia
The term Manchuria and Mongolia in
of successive governments have resulted
cludes the provinces Fengtien, Kirin,
in failure. Futhermore, the restriction
Heilungkiang and Outer and Inner
of the Nine Power Treaty signed
Mongolia. It extends an area <*f 74,000
at the Washington Conference have re
square miles, having a population of 28,duced our special rights and privileges
000,000 people. The territory is more
in Manchuria and Mongolia to such an
than three times as large as our own em
extenty that there is no freedom left for
pire not Counting Korea and Formosa,
us. The very existence of our country
but it is inhabited by only one-third as
is endangered.
Unless these obstacles
many people. The attractiveness of the
are removed^ our national existence will
be insecure and cur national strength will
land does not arise from the scarcity of
not develop. Moreover, the resources of
population alone: its wealth of forestry,
wealth are con -regated in North Man
minerals and agricultural products is
also unrivalled elsewhere in the world.
churia. If we do not have the right of
way here, it is obvious that we shall not
In order to exploit these resources for
the perpetuation of our national glory,
be able to tap the riches of this country.
we created especially the South Man
Even the resources of South Manchuria
churia Railway Company. The total in
which we won by the Russo-Japanese
War will also be greatly restricted by
vestment involved in our undertakings in
railway, shipping, mining, forestry, steel
the Nine Power Treaty. The result is
manufacture, agriculture, and cattle rais
that while our people cannot migrate into
ing, as schemes pretending to be
Manchuria as they please, the Chinese
mutually beneficial to China and Japan
are flowing in as a flood. Hordes of them
amount to no less than Yen 440,000,000.
move into the Three Fa-tern P,evinces
It is veritably the largest single invest
every year, numbering in the neighbour
ment and the strongest organization of
hood of several millions.
They have
our country. Although nominally the
jeopardized our acquired rights in Man
enterprise is under the joint ownership
churia and Mongolia to such an extent
of the government and the people, in
that our annual surplus poplation of
reality the government has complete
eight hundred thousand have no place to
power and authority. In so far as the
seek refuge. In view of this we have
South Manchuria Railway Company is
to admit our failure in trying to effect a
empowered to undertake diplomatic,
balance between our population and food
police, and ordinary administrative func
supply. If we do not devise plans to
tions so that it may carry out our imcheck the influx of Chinese immigrants
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immediately, in five years’ time the num
ber of Chinese will exceed 6,000,0000.
Then we shall be confronted with
greater difficulties in Manchuria and
Mongolia.
It will be recalled that when the Nine
Power Treaty was signed which restrict
ed our movements in Manchuria and
Mongolia, public opinion was greatly
aroused. The late Emperor Taisho called
a conference of Yamagata and other
high officers of the army and the navy to
find a way to counteract this new eng
agement. I was sent to Europe and
America to ascertain secretly the atti
tude of the important statesmen toward
it. They were all agreed that the Nine
Power Treaty was initiated by the
United States. The other Powers which
signed it were willing to see our influence
increase in Manchuria and Mongolia in
order that we may protect the interests
of international trade and investment.
This attitude I found out personally from
the political leaders of England, France
and Italy. The sincerity of these expres
sions could be depended upon. Un
fortunately just as we were ready to
carry out our policy and declare void the
Nine Power Treaty with the approval of
those whom I met on my trip, the Seiyukai cabinet suddenly fell and our policy
failed of fruition. It was indeed a great
pity. After I had secretly exchanged
views with the Powers regarding the
development of Manchuria and Mongolia,
I returned by way of Shanghai. At the
wharf there a Chinese attempted to take
my life. An American woman was hurt,
but I escaped by the divine protection of
my emperors of the past. It seems that
it was by divine will that I should assist
Your Majesty to open a new era in the
Far East and to develop the new con
tinental empire.
The Three Eastern Provinces are
politically the imperfect spot in the Far
East. For the sake of self-protection as
well as the protection of others, Japan
cannot remove the difficulties in Eastern
Asia unless she adopts a policy of
“Blood and Iron”. But in carrying out
this policy we have to face the
Unitpd States which has been turned
against us by China’s policy of fighting
poison with poison. In the future if we
want to control China, we must first
crush the United States just as in the
past we had to fight in the RussoJapanese War. But in order to conquer
China we must first conquer Manchuria
and Mongolia. In order to conquer the
world, we must first conquer China. If
we succeed in conquering China, the rest
of the Asiatic countries and the South
Sea countries will fear us and surrender
to us. Then the world will realize that
Eastern Asia is ours and will not dare
to violate our rights. This is the plan
left to us by Emperor Meiji, the success
of which is essential to our national
existence.
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The Nine Power Treaty is entirely an
expression of the spirit of commercial
rivalry. It was the intention of England
and America to crush our influence in
China with their power of wealth. The
proposed reduction of armaments i? no
thing but a means to limit our military
strength, making it impossible for us to
conquer the vast territory of China. On
the other hand, China’s resources of
wealth will be entirely at their disposal.
It is merely a scheme by which England
and America may defeat our plans. And
yet the Minseito made the Nine Power
■Treaty the important thing and em
phasized our trade rather than our rights
in China. This is a mistaken policy—a
policy of national suicide. England can
afford to talk about trade relations only
because she has India and Austrlia to
supply her with foodstuff and other ma
terials. So can America because South
America and Canada are there to supply
her needs. Their spare energy could be
entirely devoted to developing trade in
China to enrich themselves.
But in
Japan her food supply and raw materi
als decrease in proportion to her popula
tion. If we merely hope to develop trade,
we shall eventually be defeated by Eng
land and America, who possess unsur
passable capitalistic power. In the end,
we shall get nothing. A more danger
ous factor is the fact that the people of
China might some day wake up. Even
during these years of internal strife, they
can still toil patiently, and try to imitate
and displace our goods so as to impair
the development of our trade. When we
remember that the Chinese are our sole
customers, we must beware, lest one day
when China becomesunified and her
industries become prosperous.
Ameri
cans and Europeans will compete with
us: our trade in China will be wrecked.
Minseito’s proposal to uphold the Nine
Power Treaty and to adopt the policy of
trade towards Manchuria is nothing less
than a suicidal policy.

After studying the present conditions
and possibilities of our country, our
best policy lies in the direction of taking
positive steps to( secure rights and
privileges in Manchuria and Mongolia.
These will enable us to develop our
trade. This will not only forestall
China’s own industrial development, but
also prevent the penetration of Euro
pean Powers. This is the best policy
possible!
The way to gain actual rights in Man
churia and Mongolia is to use this re
gion as a base and under the pretence
of trade and commerce penetrate the
rest of China. Armed by the rights
already secured we shall seize the resources all over the country. Having
China’s entire resources at our disposal
we shall proceed to conquer India,
the Archi pelago Asia Minor, Central
Asia, and even Europe.
But to

get control of Manchuria and Mongo
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lia is the first step if the Yamatoi
race wishes to distinguish themselves on
Continental Asia. Final success be
longs to the country having food-supply;
industrial prosperity belongs to the
country having food-supply; industrial
prosperity belongs to the country hav
ing raw materials; the full growth of
national strength belongs to the country
having extensive territory. If we pursue
â' positive policy to enlarge our rights
in Manchuria and China, all these pre
requisites of a powerful nation will con
stitute no problem. Furthermore our
surplus population of 700,000 each year
will also be taken care of. If we want
to inaugurate a new policy and secure
the permanent prosperity of our em
pire, a positive policy towards Man
churia and Mongolia is the only way.

Manchuria and Mongolia—Not
Chinese Territory
Historically considered, Manchuria and
Mongolia are neither China’s territory
nor her special possessions. Dr. Yano
has made an extensive study of Chinese
history and has come to the positive con
clusion that Manchuria and Mongolia
never were Chinese territory. This fact
was announced to the world on the au
thority of the Imperial University. The
accuracy of Dr. Yano’s investigations is
such that no scholars in China have
contested his statement. However, the
most unfortunate thing is that in our
declaration of war with Russia, our
government openly recognized China’s
sovereignty over these regions and later
again at the Washington conference
when we signed the Nine Power Treaty.
Because of these two miscalculations (on
our part) China’s sovereignty in Man
churia and Mongolia is established in
diplomatic relations, but our interests
are sgriously injured. In the past, al
though China speaks of the Republic of
five races, yet Thibet, Sinkiang, Mon
golia and Manchuria have always re
mained special areas and the princes are
permitted to discharge their customary
functions. Therefore in reality the
sovereign power over these regions re
sides with the princes. When the op
portunity presents itself, we should
make known to the world the actual
situation there. We should also wedge
our way into Outer and Innnr Mongolia
in order that we may reform the main
land. So long as the princc« there main
tain their former administrations, the
sovereign rights are cleany in their
hands. If we want to enter these ter
ritories, we may regard tnem as the
ruling power and negc+iate with them
for rights and privileges. We shall be
afforded excellent opportunities and our
national ifluence will increase rapidly,

Positive Policy in Manchuria

As to the rights in Manchuria, we
should take forceful steps on the basis
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of the Twenty-One Demanda and secure
the following in order to safe-guard? the
enjoyment of the rights which we have
acquired so far:—
1. After the thirty-year commercial
lease terminates, we should be
able to extend the term at our
wish. Also the right of leasing
land for commercial, industrial and
agricultural purpose should be re
cognized.
2. Japanese subjects shall have the
right to travel and reside in the
eastern part of Mongolia, and engage in commercial and industrial
activities. As to their movements,
China shall allow them freedom
from Chinese law. Furthermore,
they must not be subject to illegal
taxation and unlawful examina
tion.
3. We must have the right of ex
ploiting the nineteen iron and coal
mines in Fengtien and Kirin, as
well as the right of timbering.
4.

5.

6.
7.
8.

9.
10.

11.

12.

13.
14.

We should have priority for build
ing railroads and option for loans
for such purposes in South Man
churia and Eastern Mongolia.
The number of Japanese political,
financial and military advisers
and training officers must be in
creased. Furthermore, we must
have priority in furnishing new
advisers.
The right of stationing our Police
over the Koreans (in China).
The administration and develop
ment of the Kirin-Changchun Rail
way must be extended to 99 years.
Exclusive right of sale of special
products—priority of shipping
business to Europe and America.
Exclusive rights of mining in
Heilungkiang.
Right to construct Kirin-Hueining
and Changchun-Talai Railways.
In case money is needed for the
redemption of the Chinese East
ern Railway, the Japanese Gov
ernment must have the first option
for making loans to China.
Harbour rights at Antung and
Yingko and the right of through
transportation.
The right of partnership in establishing a Central Bank of the
Three Eastern Provinces.
Right of Pasturage.
Positive Policy Towards Inner
and Outer Mongolia

Since Manchuria and Mongolia are
still in the hands of the former princes,
in the future we must recognize them
as the ruling power and give them sup
port. For this reason, the daughter of
General Fukushima, Governor of Kwan-

1
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tung, risked her life among the bar
barous Mongolian people of Tushiyeh to
become adviser to their Prince in order
that she might serve the Imperial Gov
ernment. As the wife of the Prince Ruler
is the niece of Manchu Prince Su, the
relationship between our Goverment and
the Mongolian Prince became very in
timate. The princes of Outer and Inner
Mongolia have all shown sincere respect
for us, especially after we allured them
with special benefits and protection.
Now there are 19 Japanese retired mili
tary officers in the house of the Tushiyeh.
We have acquired already monopoly
rights for the purchase of wool,, for real
estate and for mines. Hereafter we shall
send secretly more retired officers to live
among them. They should wear Chinese
clothes in order to escape the attention
of the Mukden Government. Scattered
in the territory of the Prince, they may
engage themselves in farming, herding
or dealing in wool.
As to the other
principalities, we can employ the same
method as in Tushiyeh. Everywhere we
should station our retired military officers
to dominate in the Princes’ affairs. After
a large number of our people have
moved into Outer and Inner Mongolia,
we shall then buy lands at one-tenth of
their worth and begin to cultivate rice
where feasible in order to relieve our
shortage of food-supply.
Where the
land is not suitable for rice cultivation,
we should develop it for cattle raising
and horse breeding in order to replenish
our military needs. The .rest of the land
could be devoted to the manufacture of
canned goods which we may export to
Europe and America. The fur/and lea
ther will also meet our needs. Once
the opportunity comes, Outer and Inner
Mongolia will be ours outright. While
the sovereign rights, are not clearly de
fined and while the Chinese and the
Soviet Governments are engaging their
attention elsewhere, it is our opportunity
quietly to build our influence. Once we
have purchased most of the land there,
there will be no room for dispute as to
whether Mongolia belongs to the Japan
ese or the Mongolians. Aided by our
military prowess, we shall realize our
positive policy. In order to carry out
this plan, we should appropriate Yen
1,000,000 from the “secret funds” of the
Army Department’s budget so that four
hundred retired officers disguised as
teachers and Chinese citizens may be
sent into Outer and Inner Mongolia to
mix with the people, to gain the con
fidence of the Mongolian princes, to ac
quire from them rights for pasturage
and mining and to lay the foundation
of our national interests for the next
hundred years.

Encouragement and Protection of
Korean Immigration

Since the annexation of Korea, we
have had very little trouble. But Pre
sident Wilson’s declaration of the self
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determination of races after the Euro
pean War has been like a divine revela
tion to the suppressed peoples. The
Koreans are no exception. The spirit
of unrest has permeated the whole
country. Both because of the freedom
they enjoy in Manchuria due to incom
petent police system and because of the
richness of the country, there are now
in the Three Eastern Provinces no less
than 1,000,000 Koreans. The unlookedfor development is fortunate for our
country indeed. From a military and
economic standpoint, it has greatly
strengthened our influence. From an
other standpoint, it gives new hope for
the administration of Koreans. They
will both be the vanguard for the
colonization of virgin fields and furnish
a link of contact with the Chinese peo
ple. On the one hand, we could utilize
the naturalized Koreans to purchase
land for rice cultivation, on the other,
we could extend to them financial aid
through the Co-operative Society, the
South Manchuria Railway, etc., so that
they may serve as the spear-head of our
economic penetration. This will give re
lief to our problem of food supply, as
well as open a new field of opportunity
for colonization. The Koreans who have
become naturalized Chinese are Chinese
only in name: they will return to our
fold eventually. They are different from
those naturalized Japanese in Clifornia
and South America. They are naturaliz
ed as Chinese only for temporary con
venience. When their numbers reach
two million and a half or more, they can
be instigated to military activities when
ever there is the necessity, and under
the pretence of suppressing the Koreans
we could bear them aid. As not all the
Koreans are naturalized Chinese, the
world will not be able to tell whether it
is the Chinese Koreans or the Japanese
Koreans who create the trouble. We
can always sell dog’s meat with a sheep’s
head as sign-board.

Of course while we could use the
Koreans for such purposes, we must be
ware of the fact that the Chinese could
also use them against us. But Man
churia is as much under our jurisdiction
as under Chinese jurisdiction. If the
Chinese should use Koreans to hamper
us, then our opportunity of war against
China is at hand. In that event, the
most formidable factor is Soviet Russia.
If the Chinese should use the “Reds”
to influence the Koreans, the thought of
our people will change and great peril
will befall us. Therefore, the present
Cabinet is taking every precaution
against this eventuality. If we want to
make use of the Koreans to develop our
new continental empire, our protection
and regulations for them must be more
carefully worked out. We should in
crease our police force in North Man
churia under the terms of the Mitsuya

Treaty so

that we may protect

the

Koreans and give them help in their
rapid advance. Furthermore, the East
ern Development Company (Totuku
Kaisha) and the South Manchuria Rail
way Company should follow then to give
them financial aid. They should be given
especially favourable terms so that
through them we may develop Man
churia and Mongolia and monopolize the
commercial rights.
The influx of
Koreans into these territories is of such
obvious importance both for economic
and military considerations that the Im
perial Government cannot afford not to
give it encouragement. It will mean
new opportunities for our empire. Since
the effect of the Lansing-Ishii Agree
ment is lost after the Washington Con
ference, we can only recover our interests
through the favourable development
arising out of the presence of several
millions of Koreans in Manchuria. There
is no ground in international relations
for raising any objection to this proce
dure.
Railroads and Development of our
New Continent
Transportation is the mother of na
tional defence, the assurance of victory
and the citadel of economic development.
China has only 7,200 to 7,300 miles of
railroads, of which three thousand miles
are in Manchuria and Mongolia con
stituting two-fifths of the whole. Con
sidering the size of Manchuria and Mon
golia and the abundance of natural pro
ducts, there should be at least five or
six thousand miles more. It is a pity
cnat our railroads are mostly in south
Manchuria, which cannot reach the
sources of wealth in the northern parts..
Moreover, there are too many Chinese
inhabitants in South Manchuria to be
wholesome for our military and econo
mic plans. If we wish to develop the
natural resources and strengthen our
national defence, we must build railroads
in Northern Manchuria. With the open
ing of these railroads, we shall be able
to send more people (Japanese) into
Northern Manchuria. From this vant
age ground we can manipulate political
and economic developments in South
Manchuria, as well as strengthen our na
tional defence in the interest of peace
and order of the Far East. Further
more, the South Manchuria was built
mainly for economic purposes... It lacks
encircling lines necessary for military
mobilization and transportation. From
now on we must take military purposes
as our object and build circuit lines to
circle the heart of Manchuria and Mon
golia in order that we may hamper
China’s military, political and economic
developments there on the one hand, and
prevent the penetration of Russian in
fluence on the other. This is the key to
our continental policy.

There are two trunk lines in Manchuria
and Mongolia. These are the Chinese
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Eastern Railway and the South Man
churia Railway. As regards the rail
road built by Chinese, it will doubtless
become very powerful in time, backed
by the financial resources of the Kirin
Provincial Government. With the .com
bined resources of Fengtien and Hei
lungkiang Provinces, the Chinese rail
roads will develop to an extent far
superior to our South Manchuria Rail
way. Strong competition will inevit
ably result.
Fortunately for us, the
financial conditions in Fengtien Province
are in great disorder, which the au
thorities cannot improve unless we came
to their succor. This is our chance.
We should take positive steps until we
have reached our goal in railroad de
velopment. Moreover, if we manipulate
the situation, the Fengtien bank-notes
will depreciate to an inconceivable de
cree. In that event, the bankruptcy of
Fengtien will be a matter of time. The
development of Manchuria and Mongolia
will be out of the question for them,
But we still have to reckon with the
Chinese Eastern Railway. It forms a
T with the South Manchuria Railway.
Although this system is a convenient
shape, it is by no means suitable for
military purposes. When the Chinese
build railroads as feeders of the Chinese
Eastern Railway, it is best that they run
parallel to it, west and east. But with
the South Manchuria Railway as main
line, we must have these lines run north
and south. For the benefit of the Chin
ese themsellves, there are also advant
ages for these lines to run in this direc
tion. Consequently our interest does not
necessarily conflict with the Chinese.
Now that Russia is losing influence and
is powerless to advance in Manchuria
and Mongolia, it is certain that the
Chinese must act .according to our
beckoning in the development of railways in the future. Much to our surprise the Fengtith Government recently
built two railroads, one from Tahushan
to Tungliao and the other from Kirin
to Haining both for military purposes.
Those two railroads affect most serious
ly our military plans in Manchuria and
Mongolia as well as the interest of the
South Manchuria Railway. We there
fore protested strongly against it.

That these railways were built was
due to the fact that our official on the
spot as well as the South Manchuria
Railway authorities miscalculated the
ability of the Fengtien Government and
paid no attention to it. Later when we
did intervene the railways were already
completed. Besides, the Americans have
been anxious to make an investment in
developing the port of Hu-lu-tao through
British capitalists. Taking advantage of
this situation, the Fengtien Government
introduced American and British capital
in these railways in order to hold our
interest at bay. For the time being we
have to wink at it and wait for the

opportune moment to deal with China
about these two railroads.
Recently, it is rumoured that the
Fengtien Government is planning to
build a railroad from Tahushan to Har
bin via Tung Liao and Fu Yu, so that
there may be a direct line between
Peking and Harbin without touchingcither the South* Manchuria Railway or
the Chinese Eastern Railway. What is
more astonishing is that another rail
way beginning at Mukden passing
through Hailung, Kirin, Wuchang ter
minating at Harbin is also under way.
If this plan becomes true, then these
two lines would encircles the South
Manchuria Railway and limit its sphere
of activity to a small area. The result
is that our economic and political de
velopment of Manchuria and Mongolia
will be checked and the plan for cur
tailing our power provided by the Nine
Power Treaty will be carried out. Moreox er, the completion of these two rail
roads will render the South Manchurian
Railway completely useless. The latter
Company wil bo confronted with a reU
crisis. But in view of China’s financial
conditions today, she cannot undertake
these two railroads unless she resorts to
foreign loans. And on these two rail
ways the transportation charges will
have to be higher than on the South
Manchuria Railway. These considera
tions give us some comfort. But in the
event of these two railroads becoming
an accomplished fact and the Chinese
Government making especiaty
low
freight charges in order to compete with
the South Manchuria Railway, not only
we but the Chinese Eastern Railway will
also sustain great losses. Japan and
Russia certainly would not allow China
to carry out such obstructive measures,
especially as the Chinese Eastern Rail
way depends upon Tsitsihar and Harbin
for the bulk for its business. The
"" consequence would be even more serious to
both Japanese and Russian interests
when the new railways are completed.
Let us now consider more in detail
the competitive railways projected in
Manchuria and Mongolia.

China contemplates:
1. Suolun-Taonan Rail 1 way.
2. Kirin-Harbin Railway.
Soviet Rusisa proposes:

Anta-Potu ng Railway.
Mienpo-Wuchnng-Potuna Rail
way.
Kirin-Hailin Railway.
4. Mishan-Muling Railway.
The Russian plans are designed to
strengthen the Chinese Eastern Railway
and thereby to extend its imperialistic
schemes. For this reason the railways
projected mostly run past and west. For

2.

although the power of Soviet Russia is
declining, her ambition in Manchuria and
Mongolia has not diminished for a
minute. Every step she takes is intend
ed to obstruct our progress and to in
jure the South Manchuria Railway. We
must do our utmost to guard against her
influence. We should use the Fengtien
Government as a wedge to check her
southern advance.
By pretending to
check the southern advance of Soviet
Russia as a first step, we could gradually
force our way into North Manchuria and
exploit the natural resources there. We
shall then be able to present the spread
of Chinese influence on the south and
airest the advance of Soviet Russia on
the snorth. In our struggle against the
political and economic influence of Soviet
Russia, we should drive China before
us and direct the events from behind.
Meanwhile, we should still secretly be
friend Russia in order to hamper the
growth of Chinese influence.
It was
largely with this purpose in view, that
Baron Goto of Kato’s cabinet invited
Jofie to our country and advocated the
resumption of doplimatic relations with
Russia.
Although we have an agreement with
the Chinese Eastern Railway concerning
transportation rates, according to which
45f/< go to the Chinese Eastern Railway
and 55 Çi to us, yet the Chinese Eastern
Railway still grants preferential rates
detrimental to the interest of the South
Manchuria Railway. Moreover, accord
ing to a secret declaration of Soviet
Russia, although they have no territorial
ambition they cannot help keeping a
hand in the Chinese Eastern Railway on
account of the fact that north of he
Chinese and Russian boundary the severe
cold makes a railway valueless. Fin
thermore, as Vladivostok is their only
sea-port in the Far East, they cannot
give up the Chinese Eastern Railway
vithcut losing also their foothold on
the Pacific. This makes us feel t1 e
more uneasy.
On the other hand the South Manchuria
Railway is not adequate for our pur
pose.
Considering our present needs
and future activities, we must control
railways in both north hand south Man
churia, especially in view of the fact
that the resources of North Manchuria
and Eastern Mongolia will furnish no
room for expansion and material gains.
In South Manchuria the Chinese is in
creasing at such a rate that it surely
will damage our interests politically and
economically. Under such circumstances,
we are compelled to take aggressive
steps in North Manchuria in order to
assure our future prosperity, But if
the Chinese Eastern Railway of Soviet
Russia should spread across this field
our new continental policy is bound to
receive a set-back which will result in
an inevitable conflict with Soviet Russia
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in the near future. In that event we
f
shall enact once more our part in the
{Russo-Japanese War.
The Chinese
Eastern Railway will become ours as
|
the South Manchuria Railway did last
J.
time, and we shall seize Kirin as we
fl
once did Dairen. That we should draw
■
swords with Russia again in the fields
■
of Mongolia in order to gain the wealth
I of North Manchuria seems a necessary
■
step in our program of national aggranB disement. Until this hidden (rock is
B blown up our ship can have no smooth
■
sailing. We should now demand from
■
China the right of building all the im■
portant military railroads. When these
fl
railroads are completed, we shall pour
fl
our forces into North Manchuia as far
I as we can. When Soviet Russia in.•
terrenes, as they must, that is our opporA
tunity for open conflict.
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We should insist on the building of
the following railways:
1. Tungliao-Jehol Railway. This line
is 447 miles long and will cost Yen 50,000,000. When it is compeleted it will be
of great value to our development of
Inner Mongolia. As a matter of fact,
this is the most important of all the
railways in the whole undertaking. According to the careful surveys of the
War Department, there are in Inner
Mongolia lagre tracts of land suitable for
rice cultivation. After proper development there will be room for at least
20 millions of our people. There is besides the possibility of turning out 2,000,000 head of cattle which may be
transported by railways for food supply
and for purposes of exporting to Europe
and America. Wool also is a special
product. While the sheep in Japan yield
only two catties of wool per head per
year, the sheep in Mongolia can yield
six catties. The South Manchuria Railway has made many experiments, all of
which confirm this fact. Besides, the
wool is many times better than that of
Australia. Its low cost and high quality combined with its abundance in
quantity make Mongolia a potential
source of great wealth. When this in
dustry is enhanced by the facilities of
railway development, the total production will increase at least ten-fold. We
have withheld this knowledge from the
rest of the world, lest England and
America compete with us for it. Therefore, we must first of all control the
transportation and then develop the wool
industry. By the time the other countries know about it, it would be already
too late to do anything. With this railroad in our hands, we can develop the
wool industry not only for our own use,
but also for exporting to Europe and
America.
Furthermore, we can realize
our desire of joining hands with Mon
golia. This railway is a matter of life.
and death to our policy in Mongolia.
Without it, Japan can have no part in
Mongolia’s development.
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2. Suolun-Taonan Railway. This line
is 136 miles long and will cost Yen
10,000,000. Looking into the future of
Japan, a war with Russia over the plains
of North Manchuria is inevitable. From
a military standpoint, this line will not
cnly enable us to threaten Russia’s rear
but also to curtail its re-inforcements
for North Manchuria. From an economic
standpoint, this road will place the
wealth of the Tao-er-ho Valley within
our reach, thereby strengthening the
South Manchuria Railway. The princes
nearby who are friendly to us can also
use this road to extend our influence
in order to open up their respective ter
ritories. Our hope of working hand in
hand with the Mongolian princes, of
acquiring land, mines and pasturage, and
of developing trade with the natives as
preliminary steps for later penetration,
all depends upon this railway. Together
with Tungliao-Jehol Railway, they will
form two supplementary routes into
Mongolia. When the industries are fully
developed, we shall extend our interests
into Outer Mongolia. But the danger of
this line is that it might provide facili
ties for Chinese migration into a new
region and spoil our own policy. Look
at our experience with the South Man
churia Railway. Hasn’t that, served the
interest of China? The redeeming fea
ture, however, is the fact that the land
and mines along this railway are in the
possession of Mongolian princes. If we
can gain possession of them first, we
need have no worries about Chinese
migration. Moreover, we can make the
princes pass laws discriminating against
Chinese immigrants. When life there is
made miserable for the Chinese, they
naturally will leave for places afar.
There are other methods to bar the Chin
ese. Only if we try hard enough, no
Chinese foot-prints will be found on
Mongolian territory.

directions; namely, by way of Taonan,
Anshan and Tsitsihar. The wealth of
North Manchuria will then come to our
hands. This will also be the first line
of advance to Heilungkiang. It will
further form a circuit with the railway
between Changchun and Taonan, which
will serve well for military purposes
when we penetrate into Monfolia. Along
this whole line the population is sparse
and the land is rich and extensive. No
fertiliser will be required on the farms
for fifty years. A possession of this
railway will ensure the possession of all
the wealth of North Manchuria and Mon
golia. In this region there is room for
at least 30 million people more. When
the Tunhua Railway is completed and
joins up with the line running to Hueining in Korea, the products will be
brought to the door of' Osaka and Tokyo
by a direct route. In time of war our
troops could be despatched to North
Manchuria and Mongolia via the Japan
Sea without a stop, forestalling all pos
sibilities of Chinese forces entering North
Manchuria. Nor could American or Rus
sian submarines enter the Korean Strait.
The moment the railways between Kirin
and Hueining and between Changchun
and Talai are completed, we shall be
come self-sufficient in food-stuff and raw
materials. We shall have no worries in
the event of war with any country.
Then, in our negotiations about Man
churia and Mongolia, China will be cow
ed to submission and yield to our wishes.
If we want to end the political existence
of Manchuria and Mongolia according to
the third step of Meiji’s plan, the com
pletion of these two railways is the
only way. The Changchun-Talai Rail
way will greatly enhance the value of
the South Manchuria Railway, besides
developing into a profitable line itself.
It is an undertaking of supreme import
ance in our penertation into this territory.

3. A Section of Changchun-Taonan
Railway. As this line runs from Chang
chun to Fuyu and Talai, the section be
tween Changchun and Taonan is about
131 miles and costs approximately Yen
11,000,000. This line is immensely im
portant from an economic standpoint,
for the wealth of Manchuria and Mon
golia lies all in North Manchuria. It will
enable us to have an easy access to
North Manchuria on the one hand, and
prejudice the Chinese Eastern Railway
to the benefit of the South Manchuria
Railway on the other. It runs through
the upper valley of the Sungari River
where the soil is fertile and agricultural
products abound. Further, in the vicin
ity of Talai there is the Yueh-Liang
Falls which could be harnessed for elec
tric power. That this section of the
railway will be a prosperous center for
industry and agriculture, is beyond
doubt. After the completion of this line,
we shall be able to make Talai a base
and advance on Siberia through three

4. Kirin-Hueining Line. While the
Kirin-Tunhua Line is already completed,
the Tunhua-Hueining Line is yet to be
built. The narrow gauge of 2 ft. 6
inches of the tracks from Hueining to
Laotoukow is inadequate for the econo
mic development of the New Continent.
Allowing Yen 8,000,000 for widening the
tarcks in this section and Yen 10,000,000
for completing the section betewen Lao
toukow and Tunhua, the whole under
taking will cost approximately Yen 20,000,000. When this is done, our con
tinental policy will have succeeded.
Hitherto, people going to Europe have
to pass through either Dairen or Vladi
vostok. Now they can go on the trunk
line directly from Chingchinkang via the
Siberian Railway. When we are in con
trol of this great system of transporta
tion, we need make no secret of our
designs on Manchuria and Mongolia ac
cording to the third step of Meiji’s plans.
The Yamato Race is then embarked on
the journey of world conquest! Ac-
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cording to the last will of Meiji, our
first step was to conquer Formosa and
the second step to annex Korea. Having
completed both of these, the third step
is yet to be taken and that is the con
quest of Manchuria, Mongolia and China.
When this is done, the rest of Asia in
cluding the South Sea Islands will be
at our feet. That these injunctions have
not been carried out even now, is a
crime of your humble servants.

In history the people living in Kirin,
Fengtien and part of Heilungkiang, are
called Sushan. They are now scattered
along the sea coast and in the basins of
the Amur and Tumen rivers. They were
known as Kulai, Sushan, Hueibei, Palou,
Wotsu, Fuyu, Kitan, Pohai and Nuchen
at different stages of history. They were
of a mixed race. The forefathers of the
Manchurian dynasty also began in this
vicinity. They gained control of Kirin,
first, and then firmly established them
selves in China for 300 years. If we
want to put into effect our Continental
Policy, we have to note this historical
fact and proceed to establish ourselves
in this region first also. Hence the
necessity of the Kirin-Hueining Railway.

Whether the terminus of Kirin-Huei
ning Line be at Chingchin or Lochin or
even Hsiungchi, we are free to decide
according to circumstances. From the
standpoint of national defence at pre
sent, Lochin seems the ideal harbour and
terminus. Eventually it will be the best
harbour in the world. On the one hand
it will ruin Vladivostok, and on the other
it will be the center of the wealth of
Manchuria and Mongolia.
Moreover,
Dairen is as yet not our own territory.
While Manchuria is yet not a part of
our empire, it is difficult to develop
Dairen. That being the case, we shall
be in a precarious situation in time of
war. The enemy could blockade the
Tsushima and Senchima Straits, and we
will be cut off from the supplies of
Manchuria and Mongolia. Not having
the resources there at our command we
will be vanquished, especially as Eng
land and the United States have worked
hand in hand to limit our action in
every possible direction. For the sake
of self-preservation and of giving warn
ing to China and the rest of the world,
we must fight America some time. The
American Asiatic Squadron stationed in
the Philippines is but within a stone’s
throw from Tsushima and Senchima. If
they send submarines to these quarters,
our supply of food-stuff and raw ma
terials from Manchuria and Mongolia will
be cut off entirely. But if the KirinHueining Railway is completed, we shall
have a large circuit line through all
Manchuria and Korea, and a small circuitine through North Manchuria. We
shall have access in all direction gain
ing freedom for the transportation of
soldiers and. supplies alike. When our
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supplies are transported through this
line to our ports at Tsuruga and Niigata,
enemy submarines will have no way of
getting into the Japanese and Korean
straits. We are then entirely free from
interference. This is what is meant by
making the Japanese Sea the center of
our national defence. Having secured
the free transportation of food and raw
materials, we shall have nothing to fear
either from the American navy because
of its size, or the Chinese or Russian
army because of their number. In
cidentally, we shall be in a position to
suppress the Koreans. Let me reiterate
the fact that if we want to carry out
the New Continental Policy, we must
build this line. Manchuria and Mongolia
are the undeveloped countries in the
East. Over this territory we shall have
to go war with Soviet Russia sooner or
later. The battle ground will be Kirin.
When we carry out the third step of
Meiji’s plans with regard to China, we
shall have to do the following things:—
1. Mobilise the army divisions in Fu
kuoka and Hiroshima, and send
them to South Manchuria via
Korea. < This will prevent the nor
thern advance of Chinese soldiers.
2. Send the army divisions in Nagoya
and Kwansei by sea to Chingchin,
and thence to North Manchuria via
the KirinHueining Line.
3. Send the army in Kwantung
through Niigata to Chingchin or
Lochin, and thence by Kirin-Huein
ing Line to North Manchuria.
4. Send the army divisions in Hok
kaido and Sendai to embark the
ship at Aomori and Hakodato, and
Hakodate,, and sail for Vladivostok
and thence, via the Siberian*, Rail
way, to Harbin. Then they can
descend on Fengtien, seize Mong
olia and prevent Russian forces
from coming south.
5. Finally these divisions in all dir
ections will meet and form them
selves in two large armies. On the
south, they will', keep Shanhaikuan
and close it against the northern
advance of Chinese forces; on the
north, they will defend Tsitsihar
against the southern advance of the
Russians. In this way we shall
have all the resources of Manchuria
and Mongolia at our command.
Even if the war should be prolong
ed foil ten years, we need have no
fear for the lack of supplies.
Let us now analyze once more the
Kirin-Hueining Railway from'the stand
point cf its access from our ports.
First with Chingchin as starting point :
1. To Vladivostok — 130 miles
— 475 miles
2. To Tsuruga
— 500 miles
3. To Moji
4. To Nagasaki — 650 miles
— 500 miles
5. To Fusan
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Second take Tsuruga as the port of
entry and compare it with Dairen. In
this case we should consider it'from the
point of view of Osaka as industrial
center.
1.

From Changchun to Osaka via
Lochin, the distrance is 406 miles
by land and 475 miles\ by sea. In
point of time the route will take 51
hours.

2.

From Changchun to Osaka via
Dairen and Kobe, the distance is
535 miles by land and 870 miles
by sea. In point of time it takes
92 hours.

If Tsuruga instead of Dairen is
made the connecting link, there is a
saving of 41 hours. Calculated at) the
rate of 30; miles an hour on land and
12 miles an hour by sea, we can use
fast boats and trains and cut the time
in half.

Manchuria and Mongolia are the Bel
gium )<?f the Far East. In the Great
War, Belgium was the battlefield. In
our wars with Russia and the United
States, we must also make Manchuria
and Mongolia suffer the ravages. As it
is evident that we have to violate the
neutrality of these territories, we cannot
help building the Kirin-Hueining and
Changchun-Talai Railway^ in order that
we may be militarily prepared. In time
of war we can easily increase our forces
and in time of peace we can easily
increase our forces and in time of peace
we can migrate thousands upon’ thou
sands of people into this region and work
on the rice fields. This line offers the
key to economic development as well as
to military conquests.

1

In undertaking the Kirin-Hueining
Railway, it is necessary to take advant
age of the dry season and finish it at
one stretch. The mountains it must go
through are all granite. The tunneling
would need modern and up-to-date ma
chines. As to the sleepers and ballast
and ballast required, there is an abun
dance all along the line. Limestone and
clay for making tiles and brick are also
to be had for the taking. Only rails, cars
,and locomotives have to be brought in.
The cost of construction could therefore
qe reduced at least thirty per cent and
the time required forty per cent.
Now,, let us look into the economic
interests along this line. According to
(the careful investigations of our General
Staff and the South Manchuria Railway,
the total reserve of timber is 200,000,000
tons. If one million ton is fallen and
imported to our country each year, it
will last two hundred years. This will
stop the import of American timber
which has been costing us Yen 80,000,000
to Yen 100,000,000 a year. Although our
information is reliable we cannot make
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it known to the world; for if China or
Russia learns that we get so much
timber from America, they would try
to interfere with the construction of
this line. Or else, the United States
may’buy from the Fengtien Government
all the timber rights on the one hand to
protect their own trade with us; on
the other, to control the monopoly and
incidentally kill our paper industry.
Kirin was known as the “ocean of
trees” even in the days of Emperor
Chien-Lung. Added to the original
forests are the growths in the interven
ing years since that time. Imagine the
vastness of the resources! To transport
this timber from Kirin to Osaka via
Changchun and Dairen, there is a
distance of 1,385 miles. For every cubicfoot, we have to spend 34 cents. Be
cause of this high cost of transportation,
we canhot compete with the United
States. If the Kirin-Hueining Line is
completed, the distance is reduced to
about 700 miles. We can then ship tim
ber to Osaka at the low rate of 13
rents per cubic foot. We can certainly
defeat the timber from the United States
thon. Supposing we calculate the profit
at Yer< 5.00 per ton of timber and sup
posing there are two billion tons of tim
ber, the construction of the railway will
bring to us the easy profit of 10 billion
yen. Çerides we will bar the import of
American timber into our country. Fur
thermore, the industry of furniture mak
ing, paper manufacture and other usages
which the cheap timber makes possible
viH Hd 20 million yen more to our
country’s annual income.
Then is also the Hsin Chin coal mine,
which has a reserve of 600,000,000 tons
of coal. The quality of this coal is
superior to that of Fushun coal, easy to
excavate and suitable for the extraction
of petroleum,‘agricultural fertilizers and
other chemical by-products which we
may both u.ce at home and sell in China.
There arc numerous other advantages
which will come to us from the building
of the Kirin-Hueining Railway. It is
all gain without labour. The coal will
supplement the Fushun collieries. With
both coal mines in our control, we hold
the key to the industries of all China.
Speaking of the Hsin Chin coal, we shall
reap a profit of Yen 5.00 on each ton
when it is shipped to Japan.
With
additional chemical by-products, we shall
reap a profit of Yen 16.00 from each
ton of coal. Taking an average profit of
Yen 15,00 a ton, the total profit will
amount to 200 billion yen. All this comes
as a by-product from the operation of
the Kirin-Hueining Railway. There are,
besides, the gold mines along the Mutan
River. The acquired rights of the South
aMnchuria Railway in the gold mines
of Chia-Pi-kou in the province of Kirin
and the timber in its neighbourhood will
all be within reach of exploitation once
the Kirin-Hueining line is in operation.
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In the vicinity of Tur.hua the agricul
tural products such as oats, wheat, millet
and kaoliang, yield an annual output
of over a million catties. There arctwenty distilleries of wines, thirty oil
mills yielding an annual output cf about
600,000 catties of oil and 600,000 of
bean cakes, besides many places for
making vermicelli. All these will de
pend upon the new railway. The trade
along this road may be estimated at 4
million yen a year. The transportation
charges of farm products alone will not
only defray the running expenses, but
also yield a net profit of Yen 200,000 a
year. Including the profit from timber,
coal and its by-products transported by
the railway, we can safely count on a
profit of Yen 8,000,000 a year. Besides,
there are indirect benefits such as the
strengthening of the South Manchuria
Railway, the acquisition of rights over
forests, mines and trade as well as the
migration of large numbers of our peo
ple into North Manchuria. Above all,
is the shortening of distance between
Japan and the resources of wealth in
North Manchuria. It only takes three
hours from Chingchin to Hueining.
three hours from Hueining to Sanfeng
and three hours more from Tumen river
to Lung-Ching-Tsun. In 60 hours we
can reachf the wealth of North Manchu
ria. Hence the Kirin-Hueining Railroad
alone can enable us tn tap the immense
wealth of North Manchuria.
4. Hunehun-Hailin Railway. This is
173 miles long and costs Yen. 24,000,000.
All along this line are thickforests. In
order to strengthen the Kirin-Hueining
Railway and to exploit the forests and
mines in North Manchuria, this line is
needed. In order to transfer the pros
perity of Vladivostok to Hueining, this
lind is also urgently needed. The great
est hope for prosperity, however, is the
fact that south of Naining and north
of Tunhua there is Lake Ching Po
which can be used to generate electricpower. With this electric power,, wc
shall have control over the agricultural
and industrial undertakings of the whole
of Manchuria and Mongolia.
No
amount of China’s agitation can matter
in the least to our industrial develop
ments. According to the investigations
of the South Manchuria Railway, the
water power in the lake can generate at
least 800,000 horse-power. With such
an enormous quantity of electric power,
the industrial conquest of Manchuria and
Mongolia can be easily accomplished. In
the neighbourhood of this immense
power plant, there will be phenomenal
growth of wealth. We must build this
railway quickly, in order to/ provide
facilities for transportation. Lake Hsing
Kai, which is owned jointly by China
and Russia, can »l«n
developed for
the generation of electricity. In order
that these two countries may not com
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bine to frustrate cur plans, we should
introduce a resolution in the Inter
national Conference cf Electrical Engi
neering to be held in Tokyo this year,
to the effect that in the same area of
electricity supply there should not be
two power plants. Besides, in the vici
nity of Niigata and Hailin, the Oju
Paper Mill has acquired extensive rights
cf lumbering. They need the immediate
establishment of the power plant at Lake
Chingpo and the early completion of
the Hunchun-Hailin Railway in order
to bring to the factory at home the raw
materials growing wild in Mongolia.

Moreover, the reason that the FengKirin-Wuchang Railway and the
tien authorities intend to build
the
Wuchang Railway and the Kirin-Mukden
Railway, with Hulutao or Tientsin as
sea-port, is that they want to recover to
themselves the wealth of North Man
churia. By building the HunchunHailin Railway we shall not only
strengthen the Kirin-Hueining Railway,
bufc also defeat the Chinese scheme and
draw the wealth of Manchuria to Ching
chin
harbour.
The
transportation
chr.rres will be tw'o-thirds less compared
with the Chinese line and one-third less
ermrared with the Siberian line. They
cannot’ compete wuth us. Our victory is
a foregone conclusion.
The total trade in Manchuria is seven
or eight billion yen a year, all ofi which
is in our hands. The business wé do in
wool, cotton, soybeans, bean cakes, and
iron, forms one-twentieth of the total
volume of world trade. And it is steadi
ly increasing. But the Namihaya Machi
at Dairen (the wealthiest street in the
city) is still in Chinese possession. The
sad story goes further. Oil is a basic
industry in Manchuria. We control only
6 percent of it. Of the 38 oil mills in
Ying cow, there is not one Japanese; of
the 20 oil miles in Antung there is only
one Japanese and of the 82 or 83 oil
mills in Dairen there are only seven
owned by Japanese. This is by no means
an Ir ntimistic outlook for us. In order
to recover the lost ground, we must first
of all develop transportation. Then, by
securing a monopoly on both finished
products and raw materials, we shall
be able to gain the upper-hand even
tually. Furthermore, we ought to assist
our people in oil business by extending
to them financial credit, so that the oil
industry of the Chinese will be forced
out of the the market. There are many
Chinese on Kawaguchi Machi in Osaka
who are dealers' of our manufactured
goods in Mongolia and Manchuria. They
are strong competitors of our owrf busi
ness men in China. Our people are
greatly handicanned because of their
high standard of living which compels
them to figure at a higher percentage
of profit. On the other hand, the Chin-
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ese also have their disadvantages. The
goods that they get are of an inferior
quality, but the price that they pay is
at least 10 percent higher than what
our own people pay. Besides, they are
also obliged to pay Yen 2.70 more than
our people for every ton of goods trans
ported, and yet they can undersell our
merchants in Manchuria. It clearly
shows the inability of our own people.
When one thinks of it, it is really pathe
tic. The Chinese is single-handed, re
ceiving no assistance from the govern
ment. But the Japanese in Manchuria
has every protection from the govern
ment and long term credit at a low rate
of interest. Still there are innumerable
cases of failures. Hereafter, we should
organize a cooperative exporting house
to China. The steamship lines and the
South Manchuria Railway should give
it special discounts, and the govern
ment in Kwangtung should extend to it
financial credit at a very low rate of
interest. Then we can hope to beat the
Chinese merchants and recover
our
trade rights, so that we may develop
tie special products of Manchuria and
send them to all parts of the world.
The first(step in gaining financial and
commercial control of Manchuria and
Mongolia lies in the monopoly sale of
their products. We must have the rights
of monopoly for the sale', of Manchurian
and Mongolian products before we can
carry out our continental policy and
prevent the invasion of American capi
tal as well as the influence of the
Chinese traders.

Although the products of Manchuria
and Mongolia may go through any of
the three ports. Dairen, Yingko and
Antung, nevertheless Dairen holds the
key to the situation. Every year 7,200
ships pass through this port with a
total tonnage of 11,565,000 tons. This
represents 70 percent of the total trade
of Manchuria and Mongolia. Fifteen
navigations routes radiate out from it
with ciefir.itc sailing schedule. Most of
it is coastal sailing. We have in our
grarp the entire transportation system
of Manchuria and Mongolia. The mono
poly sale of Manchuria’s special pro
ducts will eventually come into our
hand- When that come true, we can
develop our oceanic transportation in
order to defeat both Yingko and Antung.
Then the large quantities of beans
which the central and southern parts
of China consume, will depend upon us
entirely. Moreover, the Chinese are an
oil eating peoplel. In time of war, we
can cut off their oil-supply and the life
of the whole country will become miser
able. Bean-cakes are important as fer
tilizers for the cultivation of rice. If
we have control' of the source/ of supply
as well ac the means of transportation.,
we shall be able to increase our pro

duction of rice by means of a cheap
supply of bean-cakes and the fertilizers
manufactured as a by-product at the
Fushun coal mines. In this way, we
shall have the agricultural work of all
China dependent upon us. In case of
war, we can put an embago on bean
cakes as well as the mineral fertilizers
and forbid their exportation to Central
and South China. Then China’s pro
duction of food-stuff will be greatly re
duced. This is one way of (building up
our continental empire which we must
not overlook. We| should remember tha*
Europe and America also need large
quantities of beans and bean-cakes.
When we have monopoly of the sup
plies and full control of transportation,
both on land nrd rca, the countries
which have need of the special products
of Manchuria and Mongolia, will have
to seek our good-will. In order to gain
trade monopoly in Manchuria and Mon
golia, we must have control of the com
plete transportation system. Only then
can we have the Chinese merchants
under our thumb.

ships for oceanic transportation. That
will be sufficient to dominate over the
traffic of the East. For on the hand,
we have the South Manchuria Railway
for land transportation; on the other
hand, we control the large quantities of
products in Manchuria and Mongolia
waiting to be transported. The success
of this enlarged activities in oceanic
transportation with Dairen as centre is
assured by the iron laws of economics.

However, the Chinese are adepts in
learning our tricks and beating us at our
own game. We have yet found no way
by which we can compete successfully
with them in oil-making and sail-boat
transportation. After building up the
new system-of transportation, our policy
should be two-fold. On the one hand,
wreck the sail-boat trade by means of
heavy investment in our own system.
On the other hand, encourage our men
to learn all they can from the Chinese
about sail-boat business. Another thing
we should be careful about is teaching
the Chinese our industrial methods. In
the past we have established factories
in Manchuria and Mongolia, land carried
on industries near the source of raw
materials. This gave )to the Chinese the
opportunity of learning our secrets and
establishing competitive factories of
their own. Hereafter, we should ship
the raw materials back home and do the
manufacturing there, and then ship the
finished products for sale in China and
other countries. In this way we shall
gain in three ways: (1) provide work
for our unemployed at home, (2) pre
vent the influx of Chinese into Man
churia and Mongolia, and (3) make it
impossible for the Chinese to imitate cur
new industrial methods. Then iron of
Pt nhsihu and Anshan and the coal of
Fushun should also be sent home to be
turned into finished products.

1. The money that we bring into a
Manchuria is of gold standard. When
we us it either for daily livelihood or 'yS
for industry and trade,, it has to be
—‘3
exchanged into Chinese silver dollars.
_.j
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For all these considerations, the deve
lopment of ocean transportation becomes
the more necessary. The Dairen Risen
Kaisha Company should be enlarged,, and
our government should extend to it loans
at low interest through the South Man
churia Railway Company. By next year,
we should complete 50,000 tons of new
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Gold Standard Currency Necessary
Although Manchuria and Mongolia are
within our field of activities, yet the
legal tender there is still silver,
It
often conflicts with our gold basis and
works to our disadvantage. That our
people have failed to prorsper as they
should in these places, is due to the
existence of silver monetary system
there. The Chinese have persistently
upheld the silver basis, and therefore
have made it impossible for us firmly to
establish our colonization plans on a
firm economic foundation. We have sufon ] from it the following disadvantages :
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4. If the gold standard is adopted,,
we can issue gold notes freely. With
the credit of the gold notes, we can
acquire rights in real property and' na
tural resources and defeat the credit
of the Chinese silver notes. The Chinese
will be unable to compete with us; and
the currency oP the whole of Manchuria
and Mongolia will be in our control.
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5. The Government Bank of. the
Three Eastern Provinces, the Bank of
Communications, the Frontier Develop
ment Bank and the General Credit &
Finance Corporation have in circullation
silver notes amounting to 38,000,030
dollars. Their rreserve funds ir| the
form of buildings and goods are esti
mated at 1,350,000 dollars. It is natui al
thot the Chinese notes should depreciate.
It is only by acts of the Government
that these notes are still in circulation.
Until we have entirely discredited the
Chinese silver notes,, we will never place
our gold notes in their proper place in
Manchuiia and Mongolia, much less ob
tain the monopoly in currency and
finance of these two countries. With
the depreciated and inconvertible silver
notes, the government of the Three
Eastern Provinces buys all kinds of pro
ducts. thus threatening our vested in
terests. When they sell these products,
they demand gold from us which they
keep for ihe purpose of wrecking our
financial interests including our trade
rights in special prorducts. For these
reasons, our gold notes are having a
harder time and a gold standard for
currency becomes the more urgently
necessary.

Tn view of the above-mentioned con
siderations, we must overthrow Man
churia’s inconvertible silver notes and
divest the government of its purchasing
power. Then we can extend the use of
our gold notes in the hope of dominating
the economic and financial activities of
Manchuria and Mongolia. Furthermore,
we can compel the authorities of the
Three Eastern Provinces to employ
Japanese financial advisers to help us
gain supremacy in financial matters.
When the Chinese notes are overthrown,
our gold notes will take their place.

à

Encourage Investment From A
Third Power
It has been our traditional policy to
exclude from Manchuria and Mongolia
investments of a third Power, But since
the Nine Power Treaty is based on the
principle of equal opportunity for all,
the underlying principle of the Inter
national Consortium which regards Manchdria and Mongolia as outside its sphere
becomes anachronistic. We are constant
ly under the watchful eyes of the Powers,
and every step that weltake arouse sus
picion. That being the case, we better
invite foreign investments in such enter-

(e)
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pri-e as the development of electric
power or the manufacture of alkali. By
using American and European capital,
w can further our plans for the develop
ment of Manchuria and Mongolia. By
so doing, we shall allay international
suspicion and clear the way for lavger
pl as on the one hand and induce the
Powers to recognize the fact of our
special position in that country on the
other. We should welcome any power
wishing to make investment, but we
must not allow China to deal with the
le ding coutnries at her will. As we are
anxious that the Powers recognize the
fact of our special position in Manchuria
and Mongolia in political as well as
economical affairs, we are obliged to
intervene and share all responsibilities
with her. To make this a customary
practice in diplomatic dealings, is ano
ther important policy for us.

The Necessity of Changing The
Organization of the South
Manchuria Railway
The South Manchuria Railway Com
pany functions in Manchuria as the
Governor-General of Korea did there be
fore the annexation. In order to build
up our new Continental Empire,, we must
change the organization of that Company
so as to break away from the present
difficulties. The functions of this Com
pany are varied and important. Every
change of Cabinet involves a change of
the administration of the South Man
churia Railway, and conversely every
activity of the South Manchuria Rail
way, and conversely every activity of
the South Manchuria Railway also has
important consequences on the Cabinet.
This is because the South Manchuria
Railway is semi-governmental, with final
authority resting in the Cabinet. For
this reason, the Powers invariably look
upon this railway as a purely political
organ rather than a business enterprise.
Whenever a new move is made for the
development of .Manchuria and Mongo
lia, the Powers would invoke the Nine
Power Treaty to thwart the plans of
This
the South Manchuria Railway.
has greatly damaged the interests of
our empire.
Considered from the point of view of
domestic administration, the South Man
churia Railway is subject to a quadruple
control.
There are the Governor of
Kwantung, the .Chief Executive of
Dairen, the Consul-General at Mukden,
besides the President of the South Man
churia Railway itself. These four officers
must meet and exchange views at Dairen
before anything is undertaken. What is
discussed in the meeting held in camera
often leaks out to the Chinese autho-’
rities of the Three Eastern Provinces.
They in turn would try to obstruct any
forward movements of the South nu
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thorization, it again has to run the
gauntlet at the Departments of Foreign
Affairs, of Railways, of Finance and of
Army. If these ministers do not agree,
the matter is dropped. Therefore, al
though the present prime minister
realizes his own incompetence, he has
nevertheless taken concurrently the port
folio of foreign affairs, so that our
movements in Manchuria may be kept
confidential and the execution of our
plans may be swift and decisive. On
account of these reasons* the South
Manchuria Railway should be radically
re-organized.
All appurtenant enter
prises which are profit-making should
be made independent companies under
the wings of the South Manchuria Rail
way, so that we may take determined
steps on the conquest of Manchuria and
Mongolia. On the other hand, Chinese,
Europeans and Americans should be in
vited to invest money in the South Man
churia Railway on the condition that
we have a plurality of its stocks. In
that event the control of the Company
is in our hands, and our mission from
the empire can be discharged more
vigorously. In short, by inviting inter
national participation in the South Man
churia Railway, we can blind the eyes of
the world. Having achieved that, we can
push our advance in Manchuria and
Mongolia at our will, free ourselves from
the restraint of the Nine Power Treaty
and strengthen our activities in that
country with foreign capital.
The important appurtenant enterprises
of the South Manchuria Railway are:—
1. Iron and Steel

Iron and steel are closely connected
with national development.
Every
country today attaches great importance
to it. But because of the lack of ores,
we have found no solution to this
problem. Hitherto we have had to im
port steel from the Yangtze Valley and
the Malay Peninsula. But according to
a secret survey of our General Staff, a
wealth of iron mines are found in many
places in Manchuria and Mongolia. A
conservative estiamte of the reserve is
10 billion tons. At first when there was
a lack of technique, the Anshan Iron
and Steel Works was involved in an an
nual loss of Yen 3,000,000. Later,, new
mothods were discovered, and the tech
nique developed so that during 1926 the
loss was only Yen 150,000 and a year
later there was a profit of Yen 800,000.
If the furnace is improved, we ought
to earn at least Yen 4,000,000 a year.
The quality of the ore at Penhsihu is
excellent. By amalgamating it with the
Anshdn Iron Works, we shall have the
comfort of being self-sufficient in iron
and steel.
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The iron deposits in Manchuria and
Mongolia are estimated at 1,200,000,000
tons; and coal deposits, 2,500,000,000
tons. This coal ought to be sufficient for
smelting the iron ores. With such large
amounts of iron and coal at our disposal,
we ought to be self-sufficient for at least
seventy years. At the rate of $100.00
profit on each ton of steel, for 350,000,000
tons of steel we shall have a profit of
Yen 35,000,000,000. This is a tremendous
asset to our economic resources. We
shall save the expense of Yen 120,000,000
which we pay for the importation of
steel every year. When we can have
sufficient iron and steel for our own in
dustries, we shall have acquired the
secret for becoming the leading nation
in the world. Thus strengthened, we
can conquer both the East and the West.
In order to attain this goal, the iron
works must be separated from the South
Manchuria Railway. Such unified con
trol will keep China from preventing
us to become self-sufficient in iron and
steel.
2. Petroleum
Another important commodity which
we lack is petroleum. It is also essen
tial to the existence of a nation. For
tunately, there lie in the Fushun Coa!
Mine 5,200,000,000 tons of shale oil,
from every hundred catties of which
six catties of crude oil may be extract
ed. By means of American Machinery,
every hundred catties will yield nine cat
ties of refined oil good for motor cars
and battleships. At present, Japan im
ports from foreign countries 700,000 tons
of mineral oils every year valued at
Yen 60,000,000. These figures are on the
increase. As there are 50 billion tons
of shale in the Fushun Mines, the yield
calculated at five percent would be 250,000,000 tons; at nine percent, 450,000,000
tons of oil. Taking an average of the
two, the yield would be 350,000,000 tons,
and assuming the value of the oil to be
fifteen yen a ton, the oil shale contain
ed in the Fushun Mine would bring us
Yen 2,250,000,000. This will be a great
industrial revolution for us. From the
standpoint of national defence and na
tional wealth, petroleum is a great factor.
Having the iron and petroleum of Man
churia, our army and navy will become
impregnable walls of defence. That
Manchuria and Mongolia are the heart
and liver of our empire, is a truthful
saying. For the sake of our empire,
we should be congratulated.

Agricultural Fertilizer—Ammonia
Sulphate and other Products

Agricultural fertilizer is a great
necessity for the production of foodstuff. Chemical fertilizers depend upon
the ammonia sulphate extracted from
coal. The Fushun coal yields especially
good results. At present, our total con-
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sumption of ammonia sulphate is 500,000
tons. Of this, only half is manufactured
at home, using the coal from the Kail an
or the Fushun Mining Companies. The
remaining half is imported from abroad
at the cost of Yen 35,000,000 a year.
With our agricultural work daily in
creasing and in view of the development
of our new empire in Manchuria and
Mongolia, we shall easily need 1,090,000
tons of ammonia sulphate every year
during the next ten years. From the
soot gathered from the burning of
Fushun coal connected with the manu
facture of steel, we could produce large
quantities of ammonia sulphate. If the
yield is put at 300,000 tons a year, we
shall add an annual income of more
than Yen 40,000,000. In fifty years,
this will mount up to Yen 2,000,000,000.
This money could be used for the im
provement of our agriculture. If there
is any surplus, we can buy bean-cakes
with it and then invade the farms all
over China and in the South Sea Islands.
In order to accomplish this, we must
separate this enterprise from the South
Manchuria Railwav. We shall then be
able to control the fertilizers of the
Far East.

Soda and Soda Ash

We import 100.000 tons of Soda Ash
at the cost of more than Yen 10,000,000
a year. Both soda and soda ash are
valuable materials for military and in
dustrial purposes. Soda is derived from
nothing more than salt and coal, both
of which are cheap and abundant in
Manchuria and Mongolia. If we go into
this manufacture, we can supply not
only ourselves but can also sell it to
China with a view to controlling its in
dustrial products. We ought to gain
from it a profit of at least Yen 15,000,000
a year. We can also supply our own
military and chemical needs. Again this
industry must be separated from the
South Manchuria Railway.
Magnesium and Aluminium
According to the independent surveys
of the South Manchuria Railway Com
pany and Dr. Honta of Tohoku Univer
sity, magnesite and aluminium is a very
promising business (in Manchuria).
Magnesite is found in the surroundings
of Tashichiao, and aluminium in the
vicinity of Yentai. The deposit is one
of the largest in the world. A ton of
magnesite is worth Yen 2,000 and a ton
of aluminium is v/orth about Yen 1,700.
An estimate of the deposits of both
minerals in Manchuria is Yen 750,000,000.
These substances arc especially
useful for making aeroplanes, mess kits
in the army, hospital apparatus and
vessels, and other important industries.
The United States alone has extensive
deposits of these substances. The out
put of our country is one ton
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a year! Such materials are becoming
more useful every day, but the
supply
is
insufficient.
Its
price
is growing high, as if never reaching a
limit. The deposits in our territory of
Manchuria and Mongolia, are nothing
less than a God-given gift. This matai
is really precious, being indispensable to
both our industry and national dersence.
It also should be made in independent
business^ separate from the South Man
churia Railway. Its manufacture should
be in Japan, so as to keep the Fengtien
Government from imitating it on the
one hand and to avoid the watchful eyes
of the British and American capitalists
on the other. After we have gained
control of it in the Three Eastern Pro
vices, we may harness the water power
of the Yalu River to work on these metal
ores. In view of the development of
aircraft, in the future all the world will
come to us for the materials necessary
for aeronautics.

ti

If all the enterprises mentioned above
are made independent undertakings, they
would make rapid progress and bring
us at least a profit of 60 billion yen a
year.
The industrial development in
South Manchuria means much to our
national defence and economical progress.
It will help us to build the foundation
of an industrial empire. As to the
cultural undertakings such as hospitals,
schools and philanthropic institutions,
they are our signal towers in the ad
vance into Manchuria and Mongolia.
They are the institutions for spreading
our national prestige and power. More
specifically, they are the baits for
rights and privileges. Let us separate
all these from the South Manchuria
Railway in order that we may redouble
our efforts and advance into North
Manchuria to reclaim the sources of
.great wæalth there.

When these important undertakings
become independent and are free to
develop without the interference of our
officials, they will naturally become
channels of national prosperity. On the
wjngs of economic development, we could
make rapid advance without either arous*»
ingj the suspicion of the Powers or
the anti-Japanese activities of the
people of the Three Eastern Pro
vinces. Such hidden methods would en
able us to build the New Continent
Empire with ease and efficiency.

The foreign loans for the South Maiv
chuiia Railway must be confined to those
railroads already completed. Other railways built by us but nominally under
Chinese control, can either be amalga
mated with the completed lines or made
independent according to the desire of
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the investing nations. The slogan of
“Equal Opportunity” helps us to get
foreign loans as well as to dispel sus
picion of our designs in North Man
churia. v At any rate, we shall need
foreign capital to develop our continental
empire.
When the South Manchuria
Railway is open to foreign investments,
the powers will be glad to lend more
to us and China can do nothing to block
it. This is an excellent way to further
our plans in Manchuria. We should
lose no time in doing it. As to the
wealth conccentrated in the northern
part of Manchuria and Mongolia,, we
should be likewise. The two new rail
ways from Kirin to Hueining an$ from
Changchun to Talai, as well as the lum
ber and mining interests, should als)
be managed as separate institutions.
The South Manchuria Railway will
also be greatly enriched by our exploits
in North Manchuria. In undertaking
this, we must permit foreign investment
on the South Manchuria Railway so that
any profit that it makes is shared by
other nations. When they share in the
profits, no one will interfere with our
activities in North Manchuria. Already
Chinese immigrants are pouring into
South Manchuria in large numbers.
Their position will become stronger every
day. As the right of renting land in
the interior is not yet secured, our im
migrants are grradually losing ground.
Even if our government’s backing will
maintain our people there, they cannot
compete with, the Chinese due to the
latter’s low standard of living. Our
only chance now is to defeat the Chinese
by heavy capitalization. This ) again
necessitates the use of foreign loans.
This is so, especially because the riches
of North Manchuria are even not ac
cessible to the Chinese immigrants. We
must seize the present opportunity, and
hasten the progress of immigration by
our own people and take possession of
all rights there so as to shut out the
Chinese. But in order to encourage im
migration, rapid transportation is es
sential. This will both afford facilities
to our people and bring the natural
resources there to the would be market.
Moreover, both Russia and ourselves
have been increasing armaments. On ac
count of geographical positions, we have
conflicting interests. If we want to ob
tain the wealth of North Manchuria and
to build up the New Continent according
to the will of Emperor Meiji, we must
rush our people into North Manchuria
first and seek to break the friendship
between Russia and China. In this way,
we can enjoy the wealth of North Man
churia and hold at bay both Russia
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and 'China. In case of war, our im
migrants in North Manchuria will com
bine wi/n our forces in South Man
churia, and at one stroke settle the
problem forever. In case this is not
possible, they can still maintain their
own in North Manchuria and supply the
rest of us with food-stuff and raw mater
ials. As the interests of North Man
churia and cur country are so wrapped
up, we should march directly into North
Manchuria and pursue our settled policy.
The Necessity of Establishing a Colonial
Department
Our exploitation of Manchuria takes
a variety of forms. Often those in
authority take such different views that
even the most profitable undertaking for
our country cannot be carried out.
Because of the lack of speed, cur secrets
are often exposed and are made propaandu materials by the Mukden govern
ment much to the detriment of our
country in international relations. When
ever a new undertaking is projected in
Manchuria and Mongolia, it will become
the subject of discussion of tens of
meetings and inferences in Dairen. Not
only the approval of the four-headed
government dhere is necessary, but also
the sanction of the cabinet at home has
to be secured before anything can be
carried out. Because of all these obsta
cles, any undertaking will take months
and months before any definite results
are seen. In the process it is possible
for the Chinese to employ Japanese
adventurers to steal our secrets so that
before a project is launched it {is often
reported to the Chinese and in turn it
becomes common property of the world.
We are suddenly brought under the
check of world opinion, and more than
once we have incurred hardship in
putting into practice our policy toward
Manchuria and Mongolia. Furthermore,
the opposition party has also made
capital out of what they find in these
regions in order to attack the govern
ment. All these have many'serious have
with our diplomatic relations. Hence
forth, we must change our practice in
orber to proceed adroitly. The centre1
of control must be in Tokyo.- That will
(1) insure secrecy, (2) stop China from
knowing before-hand our plans, (3)
avoid the suspicion of the4 powers before
a thing is done, (4) unify the multiple
control in Manchuria and (5) bring the
government agencies in Manchuria and
Mongolia in close touch with the central
government so as to deal With China
with undivided power. For these reasons
we should follow the original plan for
absorbing Korea laid down by Ito ;and
Katsura and establish a Colonial Depart

f
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ment, the special function of which is
to look after the expansion in Manchuria
and Mongolia. The administration of
Formosa, Korea and Saghalien Island
may be its nominal function, but our
expansion in Manchuria and Mongolia
is its real purpose. This will blind the
eyes of the world cn the one hand and
forestall the disclosurre of secrets on the
other.
It is my personal conviction that the
fact that the absorption of Korea, could
not be effected during the administration
of Ito, is due to the lack of a special
officq for control. Therefore, there were
always differences of opinion and^ secret
policies were impossible. Such a state
of affairs played/into the hand of inter
national obstruction and Korean opposi
tion. Then a number of propagandists
went to Europe and America as well
as Korea itself, declaring that we firmly
respected the independence of Korea and
had no designs on an inch of Korean
territory. The result of their work was
the recovery of international confidence.
After that, a colonial department was
established under the pretence of
Formosa, Then we seized the opportunity
and the object was gained! It goes
to prove that in order to undertake
colonization and immigration, a special
office for it is absolutely necessary.
Moreover, the creation of a new empire
in Mongolia and Manchuria is of ut
most importance to the existence of
Japan. It is necessary to have a spe
cial colonial office in order that the
politics in that vast territory may be
controlled from Tokyo. The officers in
the field should only take orders: they
should not interfere with the execution
of policies where they please. This will
insure secrecy; and the opposition nation
have no chance of getting into the se
crets of our colonial activities. Then our
movements rerearding Mongolia and
Manchuria will be beyond the reach of
international nubile opinion, and we
shall be free from interferences.

As to the subsidiary enterprises of the
South Manchuria Railway such as the
Development Company, \the Land Com
pany. and the Trust Company, the power
of supervision and planning should also
be in the colonial office. They should all
be under united control, in order that
they» may all help in the general policy
of expansion in Mongolia and Manchuria
of the Imperial Government and com
plete the creation of the4 new empire.
Taling River Valley on PekingMukden Railway

The Taling River Valley is a wide area
sparsely populated but infested with ban
dits. Many Koreans have made invest
ments here, especially in rice field.
Judging from its resources, this region
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THE CHINA CRITIC

is bound to be prosperous. It will also
They shall displace the Koreans who in
be an advantageous foothold for us if
turn may go on opening new fields, to
we want to expand into the Jehol region.
deliver to the convenient use of our own
people. This is the policy with res
We should give full protection to our
pect to the colonization of rice'field and
Korean subjects here and wait for an
bean farms. As to the policy for herd
opportunity to secure from China the
farming, the Development Company
right of colonization so that our imshould be especially entrusted gradually
migrants may live here and act as our
to expand, eventually placing all the
vanguards to Jehol and Mongolia. In
wealth of herds at the disposal of our
case of warfare, this valley will be a
country. This same company may also
strategic point to quarter large armies
take care of horse breeding and select
of soldiers. We shall then not only check
the best out of Mongolia for the use of
the Chinese soldiers from advancing
our national defence.
north but also hold the key to the im
mense wealth of South Manchuria. When
Precaution against Chinese Migration
Koreans;come into this region we should
finance them through our Trust and
Recently the internal disturbances in
ether financial organs with a view to
China have driven large hordes of im
gaining .f or these organs the actual
migrants into Mongolia and Manchuria,
ownership while the
Koreans may
thereby threatening the advance of our
satisfy themselves with the right of
migration. For the sake of our ac
farming only». Ostensibly the ownership
tivities in this field,we should not fail
of land must reside with the Koreans.
to take precautions. The fact that the
It is a a convenient way of securing
Chinese government
welcomes this
rights from the Chinese government.
migration and does nothing to hold back
Henceforth the4 trust companies and
the tide oppresses our policy even th?
financial organs should give them full
more seriously.
A noted American
backing when our own and Korean sub - sinologue has made the statement that
jects wish to gain land ownership. If
the Mukden authorities are carrying out
they need money to buy farms from the
such effective government that all peo
Chinese, the financial organs should also
ple are moving into their territory.
come to their aid. Unnoticeably We shall
Therefore, the influx of immigrants is
gain control of the better rice fields
looked upon as a mark of effective gov
which we may give to our own emigrants.
ernment f Mukden authorities. We, of

course, are concerned. Unless we put a
stop to it, in less than un years our
own policy of emigration will prove an
instrument for China to crush us (with.
Politically we must use police force to
check this tendency as much as possible
and economically our financiers should
drive the Chinese out with low wages.
Furthermore, we must develop and ex
pand electric power to displace human
labor. This will keep out Chinese im
migrants as well as monopolize the con
trol of motor j rforce as a first step to
ward controlling the industrial develpment of this vast region.
Hospitals and Schools

Hospitals and Schools in Manchurira
must be independent of the South Man
churia Railwlay. For rhe people have
often considered these as institutions of
imperialism and refuse to have anything
to do with them. When these are se
parated and made independent institu
tions we shall be able to make the peo
ple realize owr goodcss so that they will
feel thankful to us.... But in esta
blishing schools emphasis should be laid
on normal schools for men and women.
Through these in educational wrork we
may build up a substantial good-will
among the people towards Japan. This
is our first principle of cultural struc
ture.

An Appeal to an American Senator
A TELEGRAM SENT TO SENATOR
BORAH BY LEADERS OF SHANGHAI
CHINESE COMMUNITY

Senator Borah, Washington, D. C.
Greetings. In midst of our most dif
ficult campaign against communist
bandits, and our catastrophic floods in
sixteen provinces most seriously affecting more than 16,000,000 of our
people, and shortly after assurances of
friendship by minister Shigemitsu recently presenting his credentials in
Nanking, the militarists in Japan on
Sept. 19th deliberately broke Kellogg
Peace Pact, and altogether unprovoked
and in a lightening fashion poured
Japanese troops into Manchuria, dis
armed Chinese troops, drove away Chi
nese police, killed Chinese ch ilians,
bombarded Chinese arsenal, seized Chi
nese radio station, telegraph administra
tion, and railway communications and

occupied Chinese government head
quarters in Mukden. Japanese forces
have occupied and are now controlling
strategic centers of Changchun, Mukden,
Antung, and Yingkow, virtually con
trolling entire south Manchuria. Re
peating her strategy successfully used
in forcing by threat of war, Chna’s
acceptance of Twenty-one Demands in
1915, Japan announced she would not
tolerate friendly mediation in order fully
and freely to carry out her exploiting
designs on Manchuria and Mongolia.
Thus far, our people and especially Chi
nese leaders and troops in Manchuria
are straining themselves under self
control. We sincerely appeal to you
and through you the American Govern
ment and people for your understand
ing and sympathy in our advocacy of
and determined fight for justice, right
eousness and peace in Far East. (Sept.
21.)
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in foreign countries. Every description of bank
ing business transacted. Transfers made to all
parts of China and abroad. Privileged to issue
Banknotes and to act as a Government Deposi
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facilities for development of industry
and commerce extended.
Chairman of the Board:
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General Manager:
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CONFIDENTIAL
DEPARTMENT OF STATE

f

^‘vision of\

Wff EASTER

affair

MN 23 1332

f

'’A

JAN 22 1932

J anùa®ÆF*m2 AstaJ-^5*

DIVISION OF

MEMORANDUM Oy^^SSSSÊïToN BETWEEN SECRETARY STIMSON AND
THE COUNSELOR OF THE JAPANESE EMBASSY, MR. SOTOMATSU KATO

Publication of Correspondence.
Mr. Kato came to my house at 9:15 this morning.

I

told him that I had sent for him because I understood

<0
04
•
ID

that the Japanese Ambassador was away in Cuba, and I

asked him how long the Ambassador would be gone.

Mr. Kato

replied that the Ambassador would probably be gone about
ten days.

I told him that I was sending to the Senate all of the

written correspondence, including the formal notes and

the unofficial memoranda, which had passed between the two

governments, and that these would undoubtedly become pub*»

lie in that way, sooner or later; that it might not be
for some days, but I did not know.

I said that the Senag£

had requested the papers, and reminded him that I had told
Ambassador Debuohi in November that I must reserve the

right to make public this correspondence, if necessary,
and that now, on this request of the Senate, the occasion

seemed to have come.

He said he remembered that.

I told Mr. Kato that I had been over the papers very

carefully myself and saw nothing which, so far as I could

tell,

W
0)
O
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DEPARTMENT OF STATE

THE SECRETARY

- 2 tell, would be embarrassing to have published now in

regard to their connection with the immediate! relations

of the two governments.
HLS
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TELEGRAM RECEIVÇJL
MET
Peiping via N.R,
From

Dated January 2 2, 1932

v

JF

Rec’d 9:30 a.m,

Secretary of

EASjlKH
JAN •’ 21S3:

107, Januar

Following

'

OPIES gent t<
Un. i. ’0/4. i.f

F/DEW

Washington

merit of

>^pm.

rom Lieutenant Brown at Mukden:

Japanese forces there, commanding officer states necessary

in order to clear bandits.

7 9 3 .9 4 /3 6 0 5

"Preparations being made Tsitsihar for increase in

Chinese forces recently brought

there from the South now withdrawn. Control Koshan Railway

reported purchased from directes® by the Japanese for

two million yen.

Through Railway traffic operating Tsitsihar to Mukden
via Taonan with a mixed Chinese-Japanese staff and equipment
which it is planned to use competition channels.

x
This lin^

guarded by the Japanese and a new Chinese army, Meng Ning

special army, Japanese equipped.

Outstanding impression

gained was the degree of understanding which has apparently

been reached by the Japanese and Chinese military in that
area".

JOHNSON
WSB-HPD
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January

21 ieS2'

Prentiss B. Gilbert, Esquire,

American Consul

Sir:
■ .»•

7

I desire to convey to you an expression of my
appreciation of the earnest and efficient services

r,:
t'j

which you and the members of your staff rendered in

■5'7

connection with the negotiations arising out of the
Sino-Japanese controversy in Manchuria.

The suddenness

of the crisis and the extremely delicate character of
the negotiations which ensued intensified the strain
under which you worked.

I particularly wish to assure

you of the Department's appreciation of the thoroughness

with which you kept it informed of developments, and of
your prompt and untiring response to its instructions

during those difficult weeks.
Please convey to the members of your staff an ex

pression of my sincere appreciation of their loyal efforts.
Very truly yours*

J6

WE:EPL:ABW;SS

7 9 3 .9 4 /3 6 0 5 A

Geneva, Switzerland
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

--

MET
,iV •*

V

(

D! 7iWC-M C‘F

From

ÇE}

/^°HËssÈnttÔ

gray
14

Shanghai via n.R.

Secretary of State,

F /DEW

Dated. January 22, 1932

Washington

CONFIDENTIAL.
My telegram of January 21, 5 p.m., last sentence.
Chairman of Shanghai Municipal Council called on me
this morning and irformed mo that he intended to call at

7 9 3 .9 4 /3 6 0 6

January 22, 6 pœ.

once on the Japanese Admiral and request him to arrange to

preserve order at the Japanese mass meeting tomorrow after-

noon.

I told hin emphatically that the Japanese Consuls

was the one who should be consulted rather than the Admiral £
n5

that it was better for the police to handle the situation

if possible and I strongly suggested that he consult with
the Japanese Consul General and leave it to the latter to

determine Aether to call on the Japanese military.

I told

him also that if conditions become such as to render it

impossibly for the Municipal Council including the volunteers
to control, the situation I thought the Council should apply
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2~from Shanghai via N.R., January
32, 6 pm*

MET

to the Senior Consul for the assistance of all the powers*

He said. he believed, it would, be better to have the Japanese

meet an emergency and. if there were any shooting for them
to do it rather than the Shanghai Municipal Council»

I

thought that in my opinion the Shanghai Municipal Council

was better qualified to handle the situation than the Japan
ese military.

That if it became a question of handling a

Chinese mob the police would delay firing longer and possibly

would be able to handle the situation.

After some further

remarks the Chairman seated that he would call on the Japan

ese Consul General and ask him to use his best offices to
preserve order at the meeting and would later call on the

Japanese Admiral and express the hope that he would work in
coordination with the Japanese Consul General,

Press reports today that Japanese Admiral issued a

statement that in case the Uhyor fails to comply with the
demands of the Japanese tJonWtt?. General in connection with
various anti-Japaneee cases heT the Admiral, would take

appropriate steps to protect the tights and interest of
Japan,
Repeated to the Legation*
WSB-KLP

CUmiTOHAM
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Telegram Sent

1—188
PREPARING OFFICE
WILL INDICATE WHETHER

1—138

TO BE TRANSMITTED

CONFIDENTIAL CODE
NONCONFIDENTIAL CODE

Collect

department nf State

Charge Department

--

PLAIN

OR
Charge to

-, • Washington,

25, 1932,

$

f Ci

AMCONSUL

SHANGHAI (CHI!
CONFIDENTIAL - STAFF

oW,

One.

The Department approves the interpretation

placed by you upon the functions and responsibilities of

$

(a) the Shanghai Municipal Council, (b) the Consular Body

and (c) the various powers concerned in relation to the
administration of the International Settlement, in con-

nection with the problems presented by the current situation
at Shanghai.

The Department also approves the action taken

by you and commends you for your prompt and able handling

of the situation.

Such interpretation and action conform

with the Department’s existing instructions (see Depart-

ment’s telegram to Legation No. 47, February 5, 1930

6 p.m., circularized as enclosure to Legation’s circular

No. 7, February 14, 1930, section three, in reference

to the International Settlement)

which were based upon

the international character of the International Settle

ment and were directed toward preserving the adminis
trative integrity of that area..
Enciphered by
Sent by operator..
Index Bu.—No. 50.

i

TWO
M.

19.
v a. oovmxurxT rann-nio omci: im
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Your January 22, 6 p.m,
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1

1—138

PREPARING OFFICE
WILL INDICATE WHETHER

Telegram Sent

1—138

CONFIDENTIAL CODE

Collect

Bepartnnmt of

Charge Department

TO BE TRANSMITTED

NONCONFIDENTIAL CODE

ate

PLAIN

OR
Charge to

Washington,

$

Two.

Department regards insistence upon rights and

fcri iniiF* responsibilities of the Consular Body and the

Municipal Council in the field of administration as full;
warranted and constantly desirable,
1

6

Repeat this telegram to Peiping and to Nanking,

*

Index Bu.—No. 50.

u 8.

government pbwtwo

omci: im

1—188
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Shanghai^ Telegram of January 23, 6 p.m

. Q
I concur in the stand which Mr, Cunningham has taken
\'ï>
.\
in regard to the situation impending at Shanghai.

«. JA

Whenever the maintenance of peace and order in the

7 9 3 .9 4 /3 6 0 6

\ ». '

International Settlement at Shanghai appeared to be
getting beyond the means at the disposal of the Municipal

Council, the practice has been for the authorities of
the Municipal Council to approach the Consular Body,
through the Senior Consul, for advice and assistance.

The Senior Consul thereupon consulted with his colleagues,

who decided upon what should be done in the emergency.
This decision usually took the form, in serious emergencies,

of requesting the Senior Admiral present to consult with

the other naval forces at Shanghai for the purpose of
landing sailors and marines.

Prior to the Shanghai incident in 1925, serious
emergencies seldom arose and no coordinated defense plan

had been worked out.

Subsequent to that date, however,

the naval and military commanders at Shanghai in

collaboration with the Settlement authorities worked

out an elaborate defense plan for Shanghai.

£

If. therefore, a serious emergency now exists at
*
wo
Shanghai or if the Council feels that one is impending,§
NJ
the

A
v®*!
J
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the Chairman of the Council should by all means consult

with the Senior Consul rather than directly with the
Japanese Admiral, a^^n~Ùi^present case. To do other
wise will, in my opinion, lead to the breaking down of
the long-standing system of international control and

cooperation in matters concerning the International
Settlement of Shanghai.

If this practice is to be

destroyed, we shall soon find the Japanese taking over
control of Shanghai as they have other parts of China

and thus destroying forever its international status.
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1932
T

MANCHURIA SI

5» x, ■/

Rumor of Japanese Inquiries fS
It is reported as a ’’Wall Street rumor

O
m

that

Japanese are feeling about with regard to the possibility

of a loan either for the South Manchuria Railway or for
Japanese enterprises in general in Manchuria.

No authentic information with regard to this has as

yet, so far as I know, reached this Department.

(Note:

We

have heard of an earlier effort to obtain a credit).

It is easily conceivable that something of this sort
is going on.

It is the estimate of officers of this

Division that such an attempt on Japan’s part would be
logical, whether or not the Japanese inquirers expected to
be successful — as an essential part of an organized

propaganda directed toward winning for Japan's position in
Manchuria a favorable opinion in influential circles irp'
n
s
this country.
-‘i <<
This Division suggests that, in case inquiries or g
s
proposals in regard to a possible loan to Japan are brought

to the attention of the Department, the inquirers be told that

this Government is of the opinion that no encouragement should
be given to such proposals pending the development of more

satisfactory evidence than has yet appeared with regard to
Japan's methods and intentions in the handling of the
Manchuria
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(NOTE:

Economic considerations - principal among

which are the fact that Japan is "hard up" - give us a

potential weapon in the diplomatic contest in which we

are engaged which we should not hesitate cautiously but
effectively to use.

The success or failure of Japan’s

military venture will probably depend in the long run on

commercial and financial factors.

We can at least refrain

from contributing toward the success of their venture
those weapons which they at present most need.)

skh/rek
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Nt'CD
EMBASSY OF THE
yU&TÉB' STATES OF AMERICA

No. 2155.

Paris, January 11, 1932

JAN 2 ? 32
(

DEPARTMENT OF STATE

JAN 2 5 E32
DIVISION OF
WESTERN EUROPLAN AFFAIRS

The Honorable

The Secretary of State,
Washington, D. C.

Sir:

In compliance with the Department's

instruction No. 293 of August 19, 1930, I
have the honor to transmit herewith clippings from the French press, on the sub

ject of the Sino-Japanese conflict

cover

ing the period from December 22, 1931, to

January 11, 1932, inclusive

Respectfully yours,

Walter E. Ed(

Enclosures
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Enclosures (single copy):
Clippings from the following newspapers:

December 22, 1931»
NÔZ 1 - L’HUMANiÏE
December 25, 1931.
NÔZ 2 - L’HUMANTÎE
3 - LE POPULAIRE
December 26, 1931,
NoZ 4 - L’HUMANlïË

December 27. 1931»
NÔZ 5 - L’HUMANITÉ
December 28. 1931»
NÔZ 6'
L’hUmanïtê
December 31. 1931»
NoV~7 - tWïÂNÏÏE

January 3. 1932.
NÔZ 8 - l’hWanite
9 - LE JOURNAL

January 6. 1932»
No. 10-L’HUMANÏTE
January 7, 1932.
Mo. 11 - L’ÉüfoANlTE

January 8. 1932»
No. 12- L’HUMÀNxTE

January 9» 1932»
No.’ lb - L’amTdé peuple
14 - L’HUMANITE
15 - JOURNAL DES DEBATS
16 - LE POPULAIRE

January 10. 1932.
No. 17 - LÀ ÏÔWAL
18 - JOURNAL DES DEBATS
19 - LA REPUBLIQUE
January 11. 1932.
No. èÔ-L’HÙMANÏTE
21 - LE QUOTIDIEN

In quintuplicate
710.
RS/jdk
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Enclosure No. 1 to Despatch No. 2155
of January 11, 1932.
From the Embassy at Paris.

Extract from INHUMANITE, December 22, 1931,
DÉFENDONS L’U.R.S.S. ET LES SOVIETS CHINOIS !

De nouveau la guerre fait rage
en Mandchourie
------------------ □£□□£=□□------- --------- -

Pour briser le mouvement de masse
contre le brigandage impérialiste en Extrême-Orient
le gouvernement français
inculpe de complot contre la sûreté de l’Etat
les militants communistes dénonçant le rôle de la France

Des ouvriers chinois antiimpérialistes viennent d’être arrêtés par les troupes

japonaises qui, après les avoir brutalisés, les ont amenés, ligotés, à Moukden

La nouvelle offensive (k‘s troupes jaj»o- “
nuises en Mandchourie se poursuit pré
sentement. De nombreux combats .sont li
vrés aux détachements anliimpérialistes.
Des avions bombardèrent la ville de
Toungluo, tuant et blessant de nombreuses personnes.

■ L’attaque a été déclenchée simultané
ment, nous l’avons déjà signalé, à l’ouest
et au nord de Moudken, à Sypsingîiaï,
Chang-Tou, Koyren. Tich-Ling, TeliangTchia-Tun. Ce front de l’offensive japo
naise est commandé par le général Mori
et le but est « pour le Japon » de se
rendre définitivement maître de toute la
bande de territoire voisine de la Mongo
lie où la résistance des’ masses à d’oc
cupation n’est pas encore brisée. La
pénétration en Mongolie doit, succéder à
ces opérations de guerre.
Sûr lé Wont de King-Tchéou, l’dffelh'sîve nippone n’est plus qu’une question
de jours, peut-être d’heures. Le com
mandement général-de .l’armée d’occupa
tion a décidé de « chasser les Chinois
de Mandchourie ». Et l’agence Reuter
communique que la prise de King-Tchéou
est prévue pour avant Noël, jour où d’im
portants renforts arriveront encore. Le
retrait des troupes chinoises au delà de
la Grande-Muraille,, est considéré com
me imminent, laissant le champ libre.
aux forces japonaises.
j
De plus, les renforts japonais récem- !
ment envoyés à Tien-Tsin et ChanghaïKouan sont une menace constante dans
la Chine du Nord.
D’n fait encore, qui démontre que l’im
périalisme japonais considère désormais:
la Mandchourie comme son bien, c’est j
le départ de l’ex-minislre de la guerre
japonais, le général Minami, pour la
Mandchourie. Sa mission officielle est
d’étudier les possibilités de prospection
des puits et « de passer en revue les
problèmes intéressant le nouveau gou
vernement mandchou >» (que l’on sait
être entièrement soumis à Tokio). Le
principal de ces problèmes est le. renfor
cement et l’extension des chemins de fer
en Mandchourie , et en Mongolie.

Les opérations de guerre
de l’impérialisme français
Dans la Chine méridionale, malgré les
démentis « > inévitables »’ du gouverne
ment, les forces de l’impérialisme fran
çais continuent les ' incursions en terri
toire chinois et tout est prêt pour, des
opérations de guerre de grande enver
gure contre les Soviets chinois.
Les révélations de la-presse étrangère •
ne sont pas sans gêner les bandits qui
auraient voulu perpétrer leur mauvais
coup h l’improviste. Mais les intérêts
impérialistes qui. s’opposent en. Chine font
que chacun des antagonistes ne veut lais
ser libre l’adversaire : le but recherché
est l’action commune des impérialistes
contre la révolution chinoise pour le dé
pècement du pays.

*
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De son côté l'impérialisme français
qui a tout mis en cru\re pour faire ava
liser la guerre'de conquête du Japon en
Mandchourie, , est disposé à tenter. le
coup de force qui doit le rendre maître
des provinces méridionales. Le rassem
blement de troupes coloniales à la fron
tière du Yunan/uu Kouangsi et les com?
bats .qjii se sont déjà. défoulés entre les
forces opérant dgs incursions et les dé
tachements de partisans rouges, consti
tuent la première phase dans rexécution
du plan criminel de l’impérialisme fraîir
çais en Chine1 et' contre l’Union soviéti

que.

’

,

’ '

Briand dément/avec duplicité, mais le
gouvernement s’emploie à renforcer la
répression contré notre Parti comniuniste. dévoilant impitoyablement les pro
jets sanglants dé: la bourgeoisie françai
se, qui voit avec tèrreur s’approfondir la
crise. C'est ainsi- que l’on apprenait hier
qu’un militant de Béziers venait d’être
inculpé de complot. contre la sûreté de
l'Etat, pour avoir, en réunion publique,
dénoncé ..le rôle.et les plans de l’impéria
lisme français en Extrême-Orient ’ à pro
pos de la guerre en Mandchourie.
Cette inculpation honteuse, si (die con
firme tout ce que nous ayons dévoilé dn
rôle '0t des projets de l’impérialisme
français dans les événements d’Extrê
me-Orient — pour le partage de la Chine
et pour l’agression antisoviétique — mon
tre aussi la crainte de la bourgeoisie
devant le, mouvement de masse croissant
contre la guerre impérialiste, pour de
soutien des Soviets chinois menacés, pour
la défense de notre patrie socialiste.
Les canailles impérialistes veulent ma
ter l’action .organisée des travailleurs
français pour’.pouvoir réaliser leurs pro
jets d’intervention sanglante en Chine
et de .guerre • contre 1’1 JL S. S.

Une nouvelle ignominie
de Vandervelde
Et, à ce propos, il nous faut dénoncer
le rôle.infâme des leaders de la IIe Inter
nationale qui soutiennent de toutes leurs ;
forces ces plans de guerre et de brigùn- 1
dage.
1
1
A l’heure où ies campagnes redoublent
dans la presse bourgeoise contre 1’1’.K.
S.S., oii le Japon s’installe en Mandchou
rie et va s’emparer de la Mongolie, a
l’heure où la ‘France impérialiste porte
la guerre en Chine et que l‘i ni erven lion
des pmCsances contre la révolution chi
noise pour le partage du pays est un
fait incontestable, où la mèiïace grandit
contre 1’1. R.S.S:, la IIe Internationale
s’engage à nouveau dans le. déliai et AL
Vandervelde- se livre, dans la V/c Sor/Ù/listc. ù une agression' nouvelle, mais ।
plus- odieuse , cm ore que les précédentes
contre ta" patch* social»,stades travailleurs.
« Mes sympathies, dit M. Vandervelde,
vont à, la Chine.1' » A quelle Chine? A
celle des coupeurs de tête. Le leader so
cialiste nous- confie avec attendrissement
(pie les membres :du Kuomintang établis
on Belgique lui ont témoigné leur grati
tude. Suivent mne série d'affirmations
que l'on peut cataloguer dans le tableau
suivant :
1® Justification (décidément M. Vandervelde r-'Hdive du coup de force japonais
et- insinuation . criminelle contre les iSo
viets : « ./'écrivais récemment qu'il :élail
difficile de se défendre contre l'impression
que, comme jadis les Russes et les Jnglais en Perse,' le gourerneméni faponais
• q. les Soviets étaient .d'accord, pour se
partager la. Mandchourie en zone d'in
fluence. »
’
’
M. Vandervelde. d’ailleurs, falsifie’ son
propre texte. C’est bien au Japon, et A
lui seul, que,’dans un article récent,'il
reconnaissait quelques titres à la conquête
de la Mandchourie.
2° Exaltation, de la politique des dépecolts français (le la Chine,: « Depuis le
début, le président en- exercice, M .Uriqnd,
n'a cessé de faire, en faveur de ta paix,
un effort d'autanj plu* courageux^ qp’à
Paris de grosses difficultés s'efforcent de
le contrecarrer. »

(e)

.(Ces éloges s’adressent au . gouverne
ment qui concêntte à cette hgiire ses trou
pes à la frontière indochinpise et dans, le
Kouangsi.) (
. {
3° Attaque vénimeuse contre, l’U.R.S.
ç.: « Les Japonais,, par des traités qu'ils
Pnt dictés il la'Chine, sont' maîtres de" la
Mandchourie du Sud. Les Soviets 'en' y
mettant. plus de forme ont le contrôle de
la région du Nord. Pour être camouflé,
Neur impérialisme en définitive ne diffère
ipas de l'autre. •
Voilà comment le parti socialiste parti
cipe à la préparation idéologique de la
guerre contre les ouvriers et les paysans
..ÿe l’Union {Sôvi&Jque’./ g
1 |
Dans leur travail sans relâche au sein
des masses ouvrières, nos camarades du
Parti doivent dénoncer ce rôle abomina
ble de la 11° Internationale et ' de' ses
Headers : Vandervelde, Blum, Grumbach,
etc..., etc.
Dans la lutte contre l’impérialisme fran
çais, les coups les plus rudes doivent être
portés au social-impérialisme, son meil
leur laquais.
M. MAGNIEN.
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Défendons l’U R. S. S.
et la Révolution chinoise

Le Japon impose ses volontés
i

LE GOUVERNEMENT
DE CANTON
CONFIRME L’INCURSION
DES TROUPES FRANÇAISES
EN CHINE MÉRIDIONALE

A ce sujet une démarche hypocrite des
ambassadeurs de France et d’Angleterre
et une intervention intéressée de l’am
bassadeur des Etats-Unis ont été effectuées
avant-hier, par les premiers au ministère
des Affaires étrangères japonais et, par
le second, au chef du gouvernement, M.
ïnukaï.
Les deux premiers ont remis un aidemémoire expriment l’inquiétude (?) que
cause à leurs gouvernements respectifs la
possibilité d’un prochain engagement en- >
ire les trompes chinoises et japonaises à
King-Tchéou.
|

On sait d’autre part que l’impérialisme ■
français
soutient de toutes ses forces l’im
Les forces japonaises
périalisme japonais (au même moment
avait une entrevue confidentielle
livrent de sanglants combats [Briand
‘avec M. Yoshizama, nouveau ministre
des Affaires étrangères, au sujet de la si
dans le sud de la Mandchourie
tuation en Mandchourie et le la politique
d’agression antisoviétique et que l’Angle
Le sang coule en Mandchourie et Vimterre voit d’un bon œil l’expansion nippérialisme japonais affirme de nouveau pone en Mandchourie et l’extension du
sa volonté de poursuivre ses opérations conilit en Extrême-Orient. Cette démar
de brigandage.
che n’est donc qu’une manunivre desti
Les troupes japonaises livrent des com née à cacher la collusion des impéria
bats incessants aux Chinois an nord et listes et à fournir à la nouvelle clique de
au Sud dé Moukden. Le ; forces nippones Nankin des possibilités d'une politique dé-,
ont occupé hier la citadelle de Tien-Chii* magogique auprès des masses en révolte.,
Taï et le fort de Niou-Tchang. Près de
La démarche de l’ambassadeur des
Tching-Tchia-Toun, une escadrille d’avions i Etats-Unis est, par contre, dictée par les
japonais a bombardé des rassemblements intérêts de l’impérialisme américain qui
deforces anti impérialistes évalués à en sont menacés par les visées ’ japonaises
viron 2.OU) hommes; on estime les vie-; sur la Chine du Nord et Washington s’op
times à des centaines de morts et blessés. pose violemment à l’occupation de KingPrès de Tien-Ching-Taï (en direction de Tchéou.
King-Tchéou). un train blindé japonais a
Mais M. ïnukaï a répondu à l’ambassa
attaqué un train blindé chinois. Après deur américain que les Japonais ne faisant
un combat à coups de canons et de mi pas de différence entre les « bandits » et
trailleuses, les Japonais se retirèrent, les troupes régulières chinoises, il faut
mais revinrent à la charge avec un fort que ces dernières évacuent King-Tchéou
détachement d’infanterie et des pièces de bon gré pour éviter toute rencontre...
’d'artillerie. Le combat dura plusieurs
Par la suite, une note officielle fut pu
heures.
bliée par laquelle le gouvernement de
Un engagement s’est produit également guerre à outrance déclare que « le Japon
entre les forces régulières chinoises et ja» ne se propose pas d'occuper King-Tchéou,
punaises à Fakounien. au nord de Mouk mais d’y supprimer (le rrfnl ne prête pas
à confusion !) les éléments de désordre ».
den, à l’ouest du fleuve Lio-Ho.
Comme on voit — et les dépêches ne C’est au Japon, ajoute la note, qu'incom
en Mandchourie le maintien de la
parlent que des engagements les plus sé be
paix (?) et de l’ordre.
rieux — la guerre fait rage en Mandchou
C’est là une réaffirmation du « droit »
rie. Par le fer et par le feu, l’impéria
lisme nippon poursuit l’occupation de ter du Japon à se rendre maître du pays,
« droit » consacré par la S.D.N. sous
ritoires toujours plus étendus.
l’impulsion de Briand. Et le général HonEt des renforts sont envoyés régulière jo faisait au même moment une déclara
ment sur le théâtre des opérations. En
1 plus du porte-avion et du croiseur dont tion à Moukden — approuvée par les
autorités — disant catégoriquement qu’« au
nous signalions le départ hier pour Port- cune ingérence ne sera admise dans la
Arthur, le cabinet ïnukaï a dépêché en- campagne engagée contre les « bandits »,
! core deux contre-torpilleurs et un bâti les
hors-la-loi, les irréguliers ou les régu-1
ment auxiliaire dans le port chinois de I liers débandés, do quelque côté d’ailleurs
Tching-Ouang-Tao. Ces cinq bâtiments, qu’une intervention puisse venir ». C’est
venant renforcer les quelques trente na i une mise en demeure à l’Amérique d'avires de guerre qui se trouvent déjà dans I voir à ne pas tenter de contrecarrer les
les eaux chinoises, font prévoir une ac plans de conquêtes du Japon. Ceci dé
tion militaire de grande envergure con montre en outre que les antagonismes
tre la Chine du Nord, après l’occupation impérialistes ne font que s’exacerber en
préparée de King-Tchéou.
Extrême-Orient, bien que contre l’U.R.S.
Tchang Shue Liang louvoie entre Tokio S., le front uni des puissances de proie
ety Nankin pour mettre des formes à l’a soit un fait, menaçant pour le pays du
bandon de cette dernière ville. Il a suggé socialisme.
ré hier à M. Yana, conseiller de la léga
tion du Japon, de lui remettre par écrit
une demande d’évacuation. Ce dernier a
refusé d’en référer à son gouvernement
estimant que Tultimatum du général Honjo garde toute sa force. C’est donc au
jourd’hui que l’offensive japonaise sur
King-Tchéôu peut être déclenchée par les
troupes japonaises.
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Le Kuomintang
et l’intervention française

dans le sud
Dans le sud de la Chine la menace, de
la part de l’impérialisme français n’est
en rien affectée par sa dénonciation par
les feuilles chinoises et américaines. Les
déplacements et concentrations de troupes
se poursuivent à la frontière du Yunan
et du Kouangsi.
On se rappelle que Briand avait démen
ti la nouvelle de l’incursion de forces',
françaises et de combats en territoire chi-|
nois. Le gouvernement de Canton lui-;
même se voit obligé de reconnaître quej
les troupes françaises ont envahi la Chine
Méridionale. Il vient, pour dissimuler son
accord secret avec les impérialistes P’ant cais sur la lutte commune contre l’Armée
Rouge chinoise, d’adresser un simulacre
I de protestation au consul de France à
Canton, contre le passage de la frontière
du Kouangsi par les troupes coloniales
françaises.
Mais, vils laquais, les hommes de Cun-i
ton « veulent conserver l’assurance que
les nouvelles parvenues à leur connais
sance ne concernent que des manœuvres
régulières des troupes françaises ». On
ne peut avec plus de cynisme faire le
jeu des impérialistes qui entendent se
partager la Chine pour « mettre en valeur
les chemins de fer et les richesses miné
rales », comme le dit si bien M. Mar-i
gaine.
Il importe donc au prolétariat français
de prendre au plus vite en mains la dé
fense des travailleurs chinois qui luttent
pour leur indépendance. Le soutien ef
fectif des Soviets chinois, c’est la lutte
contre l’intervention impérialiste, contre
le partage de la Chine ; c’est le combat
accentué pour la défense de l’U.R.S.S.,
contre la guerre impérialiste.
M. MAQNIEN.

(e)
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LA GUERRE EN MANDCHOURIE

L’INQUIETUDE
des grandes puissances
Il y a à peine quinze jours que le
'Conseil de la Société des Nations a
clos sa session extraordinaire de Pa
ris, consacrée au « règlement » du
conflit sino-japonais. Et voilà que les
ambassadeurs de France et de GrandeBretagne se voient obligés d’effectuer
une démarche auprès du gouvernement
de Tokio, pour lui exprimer « la vive
inquiétude que cause à leurs gouver
nements respectifs la possibilité d’un
prochain engagement entre les trou
pes chinoises et japonaises à TchinTchéou ».
De son côté, l’ambassadeur des
Etats-Unis a fait part au ministre ja
ponais des affaires étrangères des
« craintes de son gouvernement ».
Avant même de répondre par la
voie diplomatique, le gouvernement de
Tokio a publié une déclaration offi
cielle. La voici, telle qu’elle a été
transmise par \’Agence Reuter :
Ou déclare officiellement que contrai
rement à l’opinion générale, le Japon ne
se propose nullement de s’emparer de
Tchin-Tchéou, l’activité des troupes
nippones ayant uniquement pour but
de supprimer les éléments de desordre
existant dans cette ville.
Par suite de la suspension temporaire
du pouvoir administratif en Chine,
ajoute-t-on, c’est au Japon qu’il incombe
de maintenir la paix et l’ordre dans le
pays.
Cette déclaration est interprétée
comme une réponse aux notes récem
ment remises par les gouvernements
français, britannique et américain au
Cabinet de Tokio qui adresse à ces der
niers vraisemblablement le 26 courant,
sa réponse officielle.

Il faut le reconnaître : en l’occur
rence, c’est le Japon qui est plus logi
que que les trois grandes puissances.
Le délégué du Japon au Conseil de la
S.D.N., tout en acceptant la résolu
tion finale du 10 décembre, avait dé
claré formellement que son gouverne
ment se réservait le droit de prendre
toutes les mesures militaires nécessai
res pour combattre le « banditisme »
en Mandchourie.
Le Conseil 11’a pas protesté. Les
représentants de la F’rance et de l’An
gleterre n’ont pas relevé cette déclara
tion insolente et hypocrite à la fois.
Le Conseil et les grandes puissances
ont par conséquent admis la thèse japonaise. De quoi se plaignent-ils donc
à présent ?

+++

Voilà donc les grandes puissances
obligées de.se déjuger en l’espace de
quelques semaines. Certes, elles le
font d’une manière très timide. A en
croire VAgttitt -Rango, qui est l’agen
ce officiel le Ttn gouvernement japonais.
u l’ambassadeur des Etats-Unis, M.
Eorbes, a attiré l’attention du gouver
nement japonais sur l’émotion que
•pourrait éprouver l’opinion publique,
mondiale si les troupes japonaises vc
niaient à entrer en conflit avec les trou
pes régulières de Tchin-Tchéou ».
Ou rapporte, ajoute le communiqué,
que le memorandum américain expri
me le désir que les troupes japonaises
engagées dans les opérations contre les
bandits le soient de telle façon que tout
incident entre elles et les troupes chi
noises soit minutieusement évité car il
aurait sur l’opinion à l’étranger un ef
fet fâcheux.
En formulant oette représentation
dans l’esprit de la résolution de la S.
D. N. en date du 10 décembre dernier,
les Etats-Unis insistent pour que le gou
vernement japonais conserve avec le
plus,grand soin la haute main sur la
situation.
M. Inukai, dans sa réponse verbale,
a répété que les troupes japonaises ac
tuellement engagées contre les bandits,
les hors la loi et les irréguliers, n’ont
pas une intention quelconque de mar
quer une action agressive contre les ré
guliers et Tchin-Tchéou. Le président
du Conseil, cependant, a attiré l’atten
tion de l’ambassadeur sur la difficul
té extrême qu il y a pour les Japonais,
à distinguer les bandits des réguliers.

Il a suggéré que la meilleure manière
de faire disparaître les risques d'inci
dents serait que les troupes chinoises
fussent retirées en deçà de la GrandeMuraille.
La réponse du Japon se passe Je
commentaires. Ses troupes sont en
Mandchourie. Elles y resteront et éten
dront encore leur zone d’occupation.
C’est là le fait brutal qu’on pou
vait prévoir et qu’on devait prévoir.
Les manœuvres savantes de la bureau-1

cratie de la S.D.N., les tractations
secrètes des membres du Conseil, les
résolutions bâtardes ne servent à rien
Une guerre, une violation flagrante
des traités de paix, une agression ne
peuvent être prévenues ou arrêtées que
par une action publique et hardie.
Le Conseil de la S.D.N. n’a pas
voulu faire appel à l’opinion publi
que. Il n’a pas su mobiliser, cont'e
l’agresseur, la volonté de paix des ;
peuples. Il n’a pas osé entreprendre!
une action énergique contre celui qui
trouble la paix parce que les grandes
puissances sont liées au Japon par la
solidarité de leurs intérêts impérialis
tes en Chine.
Mais la solidarité des impérialistes
n’est qu’apparente. A tout moment
elle peut ère brisée par la rivalité entre
eux.
Le conflit sino-japonais porte en lui
les germes d’une nouvelle guerre dans
laquelle toutes les puissances ayant
des « intérêts i> en Chine seront en
traînées.
O. ROSENFELD.
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DÉFENDONS LA PATRIE SOCIALISTE | que

L attaque japonaise
sur King-Tchéou
est prête
à se déclancher!

« les Etats-Unis insistent pour I
que le gouvernement japonais con' serve avec le plus grand soin la hau; te main sur la situation » en Mand
chourie. La rédaction de cette phrase,
quand on connaît les buts ultérieurs
de l’occupation de la Mandchourie,
ne laisse pas de doute sur l’entente
de tous ces coquins — rivaux quant
à leurs propres visées — contre le
pays du socialisme.

Les intrigues japonaises
en Mongolie

A Moscou, les agents provocateurs Et, il faut le répéter, les visées ja
ponaises ne s’arrêtent pas à la
nippons préparaient un attentat qui ! Mandchourie, mais à l’Extrêmedevait entraîner la guerre avec i
guerre des impérialistes contre TU.
IU. R. S. S.
R.S.S. donnerait atf Jafion ces im-

ineuses contrées déjà travaillées par
intrigues et complots des gardes
Dans la journée d’hier aucune les
et des japonais eux-mêmes.
nouvelle n’est parvenue à Paris sur blancs
L’impérialisme japonais en enva
le développement de l’offensive japdhissant la Mandchourie prépare une
, naise en Mandchourie. Ce silence attaque
contre la République popu
i peut être gros de menace.
laire de la Mongolie extérieure.
| En effet le ministère des affaires
militaristes chinois, les prin
i étrangères du Japon a câblé aw con- cesLes
la Mongolie intérieure,les gar
| seiller de la légation japonaise de des deblancs
russes et bouriates, en
Pekin l’instruction de mettre Tchang- liaison avec les féodaux, le haut cler
-Shue-Liang en demeure d’évacuer gé de la Mongolie extérieure, organi
King-Tchéou sans retard, ce dernier sent et préparent activement, sous la
n’ayant pas obtempéré à l’ultimatum direction de l’impérialisme japonais,;
l’adjoignant d’abandonner la ville des bandes armées en vue d’une inavant le 25 décembre. La situation fervent ion contre la République po
reste donc des plus graves.
pulaire de Mongolie.
On peut rapprocher l’absence de
Pour arriver à leurs fins, les im
nouvelle de la démarche de lambas- périalistes japonais se servent com
sâdeur des Etats-Lois, M. Forbes, me agent du fugitif thibétain Panti auprès du président du conseil japo- chen-Bogdo, qui n’est pas sans liai
| nais que nous signalions hier. Mal son avec l’agent de l'Intelligence ser
gré la volonté belliqueuse de l’impé vice Trebitsch-Lincoln...
rialisme’ japonais et le soutien sans
Le long de la frontière mon
réserve de l’impérialisme français,
dans la préparation de l’agression gole, à l’es, et au sud-est, se
antisoviétique le gouvernement de concentrent des forces réaction
Inukaï cherche à éviter, à l'heure ac naires qui doivent exécuter, sous la
tuelle, un conflit ouvert avec les direction du Japon et de son agent
Pantchen-Bogdo, le programme de
Etats-Unis.
l’impérialisme de Tokio : l’asservis
Immédiatement après que M. For sement
des Ar» aies mongols et la
bes eût formulé à Inukaï les c. aintes
de la République po-#
de son gouvernement, le cabinet de transformation
Tokio, pour soutenir la réponse ver polaire mongole en une colonie japo-*
bale de son président, envoyait au naise.
Li>s tenta lives d»‘ soulèvement dvcousecrétaire de S.D.N. une note dans veites
et réprimées au cours des deux
'laquelle il est dit que « l’activité des dernières
< mlankoin, Baïanbandits s’étend de plus en plus en zurkhé; unannées
complot des princes de l’EMandchourie » que 20.000 hommes de glisç
et des féodaux (Manzouchéri,
troupes régulières chinoises sont logodzir)
ont démontré que les féo
concentrées à King-Tchéou (le Japon daux
les fonctionnaires réaction
i a lui 60.000 hommes en territoire naires,etsentent
leur impuissance d’a
chinois) et,que « la situation criti battre eux-mème
le pouvoir révolu
que, (!) des forces japonaises est ac tionnaire des masses
travailleuses
centuée par les agissements des ban- j mongoles, voient leur unique salut
des d'irréguliers». Afin de justifier « dans l’intervention du Japon, du
la « nécessité » pour les troupes japo-B Kuomintang et des gardes blancs,
nuises d’avancer sur King-Tchéou, I L’occupation de la Mandchourie fajla note ajoute qu’il n’y a pas « l’om-'cilite la réalisation des projets impêbre d’un doute sur les relations étroi- rialistes du Japon de conquête de la
tes des « bandits » avec les réguliers République mongole qui se trouve
chinois ».
| ainsi, avec ses sœurs de toute l’U.R.
S..S. sous la menace directe d’une ;
Sur cette note, le Japon se couvre! guerre.
présence et les déclara-1
et, comme il fut déclaré officielle- ! lions du Lagénéral
Minami en Mand-,
ment avant-hier qu’aucune immix chourie, les opérations
tion de quelque puissance qu’elle vers l’ouest font ce danger guerrières
imminent.
vienne ne sera acceptée# les opéra
tions de guerre ne seront en rien ra
La provocation de Moscou
lenties.
Notre camarade Molotov, au cours
Bailleurs les Etat-Unis, intéressés
à ce qu’un conflit avec l’Union So de son discours du 22 décembre à la
viétique éclate le plus rapidement cession du comité exécutif central de
possible, en protestant contre Inoccu l’U.R.S.S., dans la partie relative à
pation préparée de King-Tchéou ne la politique de paix du gouverne
font — nous l’avons à maintes repri ment soviétique, fit allusion aux in
ses montré — que défendre leurs in nombrables provocations (les impé
térêts dans la Chine du nord. Mais, rialistes destinées à entrainer l’Etat
dans le mémorandum remis par M. ouvrier dans la guerre voulue par
Forbes à M. Inukaï, il est précisé i fees-ennemis.
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L’attentat — .dont VHumanité si
gnalait hier ta découverte — préparé
par une personnalité d’une ambassa
de étrangère contre l’ambassadeur du
Japon à Moscou fait partie des plans
suivis de l’impérialisme. Cet attentat
devait précipiter l’ouverture du con
flit souhaité entre le Japon et l’U.R.
S.S., qui serait le signal de l’attaque
conjuguée des vassaux de la France
à la frontière occidentale. Les dépê
ches disent que les fomentateurs
payés du complot ont quitté le terri
toire soviétique.
Mais ce fait, entre cent autres,
montre quelle insistance diabolique
mettent les puissances impérialistes
à provoquer la guerre contre les ou
vriers et les paysans construisant
victorieusement le socialisme sur 1/6
du globe, en face du monde capitalis
te en pleine crise.
Ce fait montre encore que l’U.R.
S.S. est menacée aujourd’hui comme
aux heures les plus graves de la
guerre* civile et de l’intervention,
plus quelle ne le fut en 1929. Et
avec notre patrie socialiste, la révolu
tion chinoise, les Soviets chinois sont
menacés de la même manière par les
impérialistes travaillant au dépèce
ment de la Chine.
Répondons aux complots, aux provocations4 à la préparation de l’in
tervention contre l’U. R. S. S. et, en
Chine, par l’accentuation de la lutte
contre l’impérialisme français et con
tre son meilleur laquais, le socialfas
cism e.
En faisant pénétrer dans les larges
masses ouvrières les mots d’ordre de
lutte de classe sur tous les terrains
du Parti Communiste.
M. MACNIEN. I
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et la Révolution chinoise7!

LE SANG CONTINUE
A COULER
EN MANDCHOURIE

D’autre part, la résistance et la guerril
la des détachements = antiimpérialistes en
Mandchourie continue- contre leg occu
pants. Vendredi malin, dans la banlieue
de xMoukden, un groupe de travailleurs)
chinois (ceux que l’on a, à Tokio et à la’
S. D. N., appelés « bandits ») a tiré sur ’
un détachement de police japonaise com
mandé par deux officiers.
J

Tous ces faits doivent inciter nos ca-

A Lunchuntun, prés de Moukden, un manides à redoubler d’activité dans leur

autre groupe de partisans a attaqué les travail d’agitation et de propagande au'forces d’occupation à coups de milrail- près des larges masses pour dénoncer les
préparatifs de guerre contre l’U.R.S.S.
leuses. Un violent combat eut lieu.
Dans la région de Tuen-Chouang-Ti de et pour le soutien actif des travailleurs
sérieux combats se poursuivent entre les chinois aux prises avec les impérialistes.
L’intervention contre la révolution chi
troupes chinoises et japonaises.
Ainsi le sang continue à couler en
... noise
.
.a déjà
. - été commencée par la France
Et M. Yoshizawa
Mandchourie. La guerre fait rage dans impérialiste par les incursions dans le
pays conquis par l’impérialisme nip- Kouangsi. Les troupes japonaises réministre des Affaires Etrangères ce
pon qui vient par ailleurs, d’envoyer en- pandant le sang en Mandchourie constidu Japon
core des renforts d’artillerie, de cavale- tuent 1 avant-garde des armées impérialistes dont on prépare le rassemblement
est allé hier s’entendre avec Laval rie et d’infanterie à Tien-Tsin.
Pendant
ce
temps,
le
gouvernement
de
solls 1 e^ide db in S-D-N.
sur la politique antisoviétique
guerre à outrance qui a pris le pouvoir H taut accentuer notre riposte aux acet les plans
i au Japon entend conserver ce pouvoir, tions de brigandage et aux préparatifs de
de partage de la Chine
Le cabinet Inukaï, qui représente le guerre de 1 impérialisme français. Il faut
parti militaire-fasciste Seiyukaï, s'est pré- entraîner les ouvriers de tous les partis,
D’après les dénêches de Tokio la Dresse’s^té hier devant le Parlement pour y ^s inorganisés et lesouvriers sous 1 uniu apres tes qepeenes ue iokio, la presse
dn trône On np «ait pn forme dans la luttederrière les mots
japonaise est remplie, depuis trois jours, lire æ sœurs du trône. Un ne sait en
confirmés nar le derriP violentes vitnnérations contre la dé’ core Quellea été lattdude du Parti Mm- a orare ou t dru, connûmes par le oer
ae violentes vituperations contre la ae- .. H déharané « et nui n in mninrite nier Comité central :
marche dp I’amheSQAdeiir dec; Fltnts-Lnis SCllO * deoarque » et qui a la majoilie.
de'M“aï“ J Ion général est
<’" ,—üt que si un nmemlnnent. Abohfion de, frai/és inégaux - qui asl’exiéence d’uno nelion militaire nlms BP refusant la confiance était présenté par
la. Clune.
centuée en Mandchourie a>mre lœ mw les 8nciens ministres, M. Inukaï était Evacuation de la Chine et rappel imméses en révolte œntee Itenv^iisX^t décidé à dissoudre ,a Diète et à refair« dial des troupes et forces navales fran
ges en revqlte contre 1 envahisseur eV ( fierfjons sous le règne de la terreur (aises d Extrême-Orient (Chine el Indo; pour une offensive décisive contre KingPhinp\ .
UFchéou
Certains journaux sugsèrenf C’est que l’alhance avec 1 impérialisme dime)
.
,iquau
icneuu. lieucertains
journaux
su^geiein
f
rfm
cais
pour
l
’
agression
antisoviétique
de s’adresser au Japon. “«nça^ puu i agiessjun anusuvieiiquc Solidarité révolutionnaire des ouvriers
-1PQ mrQQpnoP’ dnivonf
nnr-nn.w■
dans les Plans de partage de la Chine soldats et marins avec les soviets chinois
les pii.s..diice.5 doivent « persuader
renforcement de la politique de et les travailleurs de l'U.R.S.S.
; Nankin de retirer les troupes chinoises de e'Tige æ i cniui cemein ui ui puuuque ae
.
I
! guerre de T impérialisme japonais.
Il faut affaiblir notre propre impénaHier, M. Yoshizawa, ex-ambassadeur bsme.
du Japon à Paris et nommé ministre des Et cela sur tous les terrains. La lutte
Affaires étrangères, a eu un long entre- des marins, des dockers, des ouvriers de
tien avec Laval, avant de quitter la chez Renault, contre l’attaque de leurs
France. Cette entrevue est grosse de me- salaires, les manifestations de chômeurs
noces en ce qui concerne l’attitude du Ja- et leur organisation pour la lutte en liaipon à l’égard de l’U.R.S.S., car nul son avec leurs camarades encore occudoute que c’est cette question — avec pés, etc., sont autant de coups portés
celle de l’appui à la France pour l’inter- aux fauteurs de guerre, sont autant d’acvention dans les provinces méridionales lions de masse qui contribuent à la dé-1
de Chine — qui a été le point central de fense.de l’U.R.S.S. et de la révolution
la conversation comme l’indique une dé- chinoise.
M. MAQNIEN,
duration d’adieu de Yoshizawa,

Voici, dans les rues de Tientsin, un
tank « français ». Sauvegarde des
intérêts de la concession française î
Menace directe de l’impérialisme in
ternational contre l’U.R.S.S. I

1 King-Tchéou » et de laisser la place lipre
aux forcés Japonaises.
Mais, par ailleurs, on apprend qtte Nan
kin a donné — ne serait-ce pas une sug
gestion américaine ? — l’ordre à Tchang
Shue Liang d'organiser au- plus vite la
défense de la région de King-Tchéou pour
résister à l’attaque japonaise prévue. Il
I est à noter que. jusqu’à présent l’ex-dicta
teur de Moukden agissait en pleine indé
pendance. Ce fait est assez significatif :
il montre que Tchang Shue Liang n’a pas
exécuté l’ultimatum de l’état-major japo
nais d’avoir à évacuer la ville ; ensuite
cet « acte » de Nankin a pour but detenter de calmer l’effervescence révolu-;
tionnaire — en premier lieu chez les étu
diants — contre la politique de trahison
du Kuomintang.
Mais les Japonais sont décidés è oc
cuper cette région coûte que coûte...
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La vague révolutionnaire qui a emporté
le gouvernement de Nankiiq le mouve
ment soviétique qui se développe dans le
Sud ont, de toute évidnce, contrarié le
plan des puissances impérialistes.
Aussi assistons-nous, depuis quelques
jours, à un redoublement de fureur des
campagnes interventionnistes. Depuis
longtemps déjà, la France, sous la plume
du professeur Maspero, a préconisé une.
politique du partage de la Chine e»
'sphères d’influences, a Le jour où la
Chine ne serait plus capable de respecter
ni, de faire respecter ses engagements,
c'est à nous seul qu'incomberait le soin de
1 amener l'ordre cl la sécurité dans ces ré
gions.,, Nous ne pourrions, en effet, per
mettre que les régions chinoises limitro
phes du Tonkin tombent aux mains d'une
puissance étrangère ».
La France impérialiste au premier rang.
Ces lignes ont été écrites, il y a plu
sieurs années déjà. Mais avant-hier, dans
le Figaro, le docteur Legendre procla
mait : « De graves dangers nous mena
cent en Chine », et coirpne le professeur
Maspero, M. Legendre prônait F interven
tion armée dans les provinces chinoises!
Or, dès maintenant, — les démentis du
Quai d’Orsay ne changeant rien à l’af
faire, — des troupes françaises ont envahi
le Kiangsi et un traité franco-japonais
règle les modalités du partage chinois
entre Paris et Tokio.
Rapprochez ce fait de l’appréciation sui
vante imprimée il y a quelques jours dans
le supplément colonial du Temps, à pro
pos des travaux de la base navale de
Saigon, :
» Les événements de Mandchourie et
la grande tension politique qui s'ensuivit ।
dans tout VExtrême-Orient, mettent au
premier plan la question de la défense de
l'Indochine, Dans l'hypothèse d'un grave
conflit qui menacerait le monde du Paci
fique, il semble, en effet difficile que
notre grande colonie d'Asie ne soit pas
appelée à jouer un certain rôle dans ce
conflit ».
Observez au surplus que le provocateur
arrêté à Moscou cette semaine, au mo
ment ou il allait perpétrer un attentat qui
devait déclancher la guerre appartenait à
la mission diplomatique de la Tchécoslo
vaquie, c'est-à-dire d'un pays ami et allié
de la Fance.
Notez enfin que la plupart des généraux
et amiraux promus avant-hier à la Lé
gion d’honneur appartiennent ou ont ap
partenu à des formations indochinoises,
et vous vous convaincrez de la justesse du
jugement qu’exprimait, il y a quelques
jours, notre Comité Central lorsqu'il af
firmait que la guerre de Mandchourie '
c’était « le démembrement de la Chine, le
commencement de l’attaque contre l’Union
Soviétique et de lu nouvelle tentative de
l’impérialisme pour le partage du globe ».
Contre cette entreprise de rapine, notre !
Parti dressait la politique du prolétariat :
Abolition des traités inégaux, retrait des
forces militaires et navales françaises
d’Extrême-Orient, solidarité avec les So
viets chinois et avec I’D.R.S.S. Et ajou
tait que c’était dans la mesure où nous
organiserions noire contre-offensive éco
nomique, où nous prendrions la tête de
l’immense armée des sans-travail, où
nous renforcerions notre action antimili
tariste que nous ferions reculer les forces
de guerre.

NARS, Date

(e)

/y*7 ST

Ces recommandations n‘ont rien perdu
de leur valeur, au contraire. Les inanitéslations*de Montmartre, jeudi dernier, Fac
tion résolue des ouvriers de’chez Renault
démontrent que l’alerte lancée par notre
Pardi a été entendue.
Mais les choses vont vite. Nous n’avons
plus le droit d’atiendre. Amplifions et
précipitons notre riposte.
Gabriel PERI.
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DÉFENDONS LA PATRIE SOCIALISTE
——

L attaque japonaise
sur King-Tchéou
est prête
à se déclancher!

que «les Etats-Unis insistent pour
que le gouvernement japonais con
serve avec le plus grand soin la haui te main sur la situation » en Mand
chourie. La rédaction de cette phrase,
quand on connaît les buts ultérieurs
de l’occupation de la Mandchourie,
ne laisse pas de doute sur l’entente
de tous ces coquins — rivaux quant
à leurs propres visées — contre le
pays du socialisme.

Les intrigues japonaises
en Mongolie

A Moscou, les agents provocateurs Et. il faut le répéter, les visées ja
ponaises ne s’arrêtent pas à la
nippons préparaient un attentat qui ; Mandchourie, mais à l’ExtrêmeOrient soviétique et à la Mongolie
devait entraîner la guerre avec [ (intérieure
et extérieure soviétisée). La
guerre des impérialistes contre l’U.
l’U. RJ. S.
R.S.S. donnerait atf Japon ces im

menses contrées déjà travaillées par
Dans la journée d’hier aucune les intrigues et complots des gardes
nouvelle n’est parvenue a Paris sur blancs et des japonais eux-mêmes.
L’impérialisme japonais en enva
le développement de l’offensive japd; naise en Mandchourie. Ce silence hissant la Mandchourie prépare une
attaque contre la République popu
peut être gros de menace.
laire de la Mongolie extérieure.
En effet le ministère des affaires
militaristes chinois, les prin
étrangères du Japon a câblé au con- cesLes
la Mongolie intérieure,les gar
| seiller de la légation japonaise de des deblancs
russes et bouriates, en
Pékin l’instruction de mettre Tchang- liaison avec les
féodaux, le haut cler
• Shue-Liang en demeure d’évacuer gé
Mongolie extérieure, organi
! King-Tchéou sans retard, ce dernier sentdeetlapréparent
activement, sous la
n’ayant pas obtempéré à l’ultimatum direction de l’impérialisme
japonais,,
T adjoignant d’abandonner la ville des bandes armées en vue d
’une in
avant le 25 décembre. La situation tervention contre la République po
reste donc des plus graves.
pulaire de Mongolie.
On peut rapprocher l’absence de
Pour arriver à leurs fins, les im
nouvelle de la démarche de Tambas- périalistes japonais se servent com
Jâdeur des Etats-Lmis, M. Forbes, me agent du fugitif thibétain Pantj auprès du président du conseil japo chen-Bogdo, qui n’est pas sans liai
nais que nous signalions hier. Mal- son avec l’agent de VIntelligence ser
gré la volonté belliqueuse de l’impé vice Trebitsch-Lincoln...
rialisme’ j-apônais et le soutien sans
Le long de la frontière mon-';
réserve de l’impérialisme français,
dans la préparation de l’agression gole, à l’est et au sud-est, se:
antisoviétique le gouvernement de concentrent des forces réaction
Inukaï cherche à éviter, à l'heure ac naires qui doivent exécuter, sous la
tuelle, un conflit ouvert avec les direction du Japon et de son agent
Pantchen-Bogdo, le programme de
Etats-Unis.
Immédiatement après que M. For l’impérialisme de Tokio : l’asservis
bes eût formulé à Inukaï les craintes sement des Arcates mongols et la
de son gouvernement, le cabinet de transformation de la République po-*
Tokio, pour soutenir la réponse ver pulaire mongole en une colonie japo-*
bale de son président, envoyait au naise.
secrétaire de S.D.N. une note dans Les tentatives de soulèvement décou
vertes et réprimées au cours des deux
laquelle il est dit que « l’activité des dernières
années Oulankom, Baïanbandits s’étend de plus en plus en
zurkhé) un complot des princes de l’E; Mandchourie » que 20.000 hommes de glisv
et des féodaux (Manzouchéri,
troupes régulières chinoises sont
I concentrées à King-Tchéou (le Japon logodzir) ont démontré que les féo
I a lui 60.000 hommes en territoire daux et les fonctionnaires réactionchinois) et,que «la situation criti maires, sentent leur impuissance d’a
eux-mème le pouvoir révolu
que.
des forces japonaises .est ac battre
tionnaire des masses travailleuses
centuée .par les agissements des ban mongoles, voient leur unique salut
des d’irréguliers ». Afin de justifier dans l’intervention du Japon, du
la « nécessité » pour les troupes japo Kuomintang et des gardes blancs.
naises d’avancer sur King-Tchéou, L’occupation de la Mandchourie fa
j la note ajoute qu’il n’y a pas « l’om cilite la réalisation des projets impé
bre d’un doute sur les relations étroi- rialistes du Japon de conquête de la
tes des « bandits » avec les réguliers République mongole qui se trouve
sœurs* de
chinois ».
i! ainsi, avec ses
----------' toute l’’U.R.
°
menace directe d’une
Sur cette note, le Japon se couvre ! S..S. sous
~ La laprésence
et les déclara
et, comme il fut déclaré officielle-1 tions du général Minami
en Mand
ment avant-hier qu’aucune immix chourie, les opérations guerrières
tion de quelque puissance qu’elle
vienne ne sera acceptée, les opéra vers l’ouest font ce danger imminent.
tions de guerre ne seront en rien ra
La provocation de Moscou

lenties.
Bailleurs les Etat-Unis, intéressés
à ce qu’un conflit avec l’Union So
viétique éclate le plus rapidement
possible, en protestant contreinoccu
pation préparée de King-Tchéou ne
font — nous l’avons à maintes repri
ses montré — que défendre leurs in
térêts dans la Chine du nord. Mais,
dans le mémorandum remis par M.
Forbes à M. Inukaï, il est précisé I

Notre camarade Molotov, au cours
de son discours du 22 décembre à la
session du comité èxécûtif central de |
l’U.R.S..S., dans la partie relative àl
la politique de paix du gouverne-1
ment soviétique, fit allusion aux in
nombrables provocations des impé
rialistes destinées à entrainer l’Etat
ouvrier dans la guerre voulue par
ses ennemis.

5( )
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Défendons l’U. R. S. S. et les Soviets chinois
------------ ♦[=]♦------------

LA FRANCE EST A LA TÊTE
DE L’ENTREPRISE DE DÉPÈCEMENT
DE LA CHINE
- Di=jDi=ia--------------------- ■

Les districts soviétiques du Kiangsi
consolident leurs positions
Nanti de la grand’croix de la Légion
d’honneur que lui décernèrent MM.
Briand et Laval, il’ambassadeur Yokishajwa s'en est allé vers Tokio où il doit prén। dre possession dy portefeuille des affaires
étrangères. Cependant, l’on est depuis
trois jours sans nouvelle aucune des opé
rations militaires que le Japon prépare
vers King-Tchéou.
L’offensive est-elle déclanchée déjà et
attend-on pour nous informer que la ville
soit tombée entre les mains des Nippons ?
Le cabinet de Tokio a-t-il au contraire
jugé préférable d’ajourner son attaque ï
Nul ne sait. Mais cette imprécision même
ne laisse pas d’être inquiétante.
Deux faits ont dominé la chronique de
ces dix derniers jours et leur importance
est telle qu’il convient d’y insister avec
beaucoup de force. Le premier, c’est le
renversement de Tchang Kaï Shek et de
son équipe, aujourd’hui! balayés par la
vague révolutionnaire ; le second, c'est

------------------- -----------l'intervention militaire de la France dans |
les provinces méridionales de la Chine, i
Les Wellington Koo, les Sze, les Soong I
qui exerçaient le pouvoir à Nankin ont1
di) céder la place. Ils ont à leur actif les
massacres en masse des ouvriers et des
paysans chinois, la ruine du pays, l’in
vasion étrangère. Ce sont les révoltes
d’ouvriers et d’étudiants qui ont culbuté
le Napoléon chinois. Mais la contre-révolution n’a pas fini de manœuvrer. A la
place de Tchang Kaï Shek, définitivement

WANG CHIN WEI

ancien bourreau de la Commune de
Canton, chef de la « gauche » du
Kuomintang
démonétisé, elle pousse au gouvernement
les politiciens de la gauche du Kuomin
tang, les Wang Chiin Wei, les Eugène
Chen, ceux qui appartiennent à la clique
cantonaise. La rivalité de ces deux fac
tions ne date pas d’hier. Wang Chin Wei
s’est mis sur les rangs chaque fois que le
Kuomintang a été menacé dans son
prestige. Aujourd’hui, il lui faut se livrer
à une manœuvre plus complexe encore.
Pour étrangler plus sûrement le mouve
ment révolutionnaire, il fait mine d’adop
ter quelques-unes de ses revendications.
Mais le truc est par trop grossier. Le
cian canlonais, qui s’intitula longtemps
parti des réorganisateurs, mériterait plus
légitimement le nom de parti des extermi
nateurs, au même titre que la clique nankânoise aujourd’hui déchue. Wang Chin
Wei, en particulier, a compté parmi les
bourreaux les plus sauvages de la glo- ■
i rieuse insurrection de Canton, en décem
bre 1927.

Les victoires de l’armée rouge

et les paysans
Cela, les ouvriers de Chine ne sont pas
‘ près de l'oublier. Ils savent que dans les
tragiques épreuves de l’Extrême-Orient,
il n’y a qu’une force d’émancipation et de
libération, c’est celle des Soviets chinois.
Ainsi s’explique le renforcement continuel
des districts soviétiques et les succès de
l’armée rouge. La dernière en date des
victoires des révolutionnaires est la con
solidation de Sui-Djin, qui est devenu la
capitale de la région soviétique du Kiangsi
méridional, et la menace rouge sur la
grande ville de Nantchang.
Sur ces événements, la presse dite d’ini formation reste naturellement muette.
70 à 80 millions d’hommes vivent organi
sés suivant le système soviétique et les
journaux bourgeois et socialistes passent
sous silence ce... détail 1
Quelle instructive illustration dont nos
camarades des Comités de défense de
Vlluma doivent tirer profit dans leur agi
tation et dans leur propagande.
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Enclosure No. 7 to Despatch No. 2155
of January 11, 1932.
From the Embassy at Paris.
Extract from L’HUMANITE, December 31, 1931.

Luttons contre le dépècement de la Chine !

TRAINS BLINDÉS, TANKsTaRTILLERIE
ET AVIONS DE L’IMPÉRIALISME JAPONAIS
SÈMENT LA MORT A KING-TCHÉOU
---------------------- ai=]Di=ia----------------------

Rosenfeld craint le «péril jaune»...

Dans Tien-Tsin en état de siège : une rue de la concession japonaise barrée de
reseaux de iils de fer barbelés dans lesquels passe un courant électrique
Les dépêches, avant-hier soir, annon- ’iTiTHT
çant' l’i-ijIrée des forces japonaises à !
King-Tchéou, axai-nt un peu devancé le I
fail qui ne peut tarder. En réalité, les I
trompes du général Tamon s<«ut aux por
tes de la ville et Tchang Slme Liang a!
retiré ses forces (pii reculent vers la
Grande Muraille et Tien-Tsin.
Mais des combats continuent à se dé; rouler autour de King-'lé licou ; [a bri
gade du général Kimura, qui de Ilsililun
! s’était dirigée vers l’ouest, a occupé cet
i après-midi la ville de Talmshan. entre
, Kou-Pan-Tzé et Sin-Min-Lou, après un
violent combat.
A Pi-Tchon-Yi, un engagement a eu
lieu entre les Japonais et les détache
ments antiimpérialistes.
Hier, à l’aube, des troupes Japonaises
ont avancé simultanément de Hsinmintun et de Panshan vers un important em
branchement de la voie ferrée, à Koupangtzu. Les autos blindée-, venant de
Hsimnintun ont également attaqué les.
Chinois près de Paiehiapao.
Les hostilités entre . les ■ réguliers chi-

Le général japonais
YAHIMICHI SUZUKI
qui commande les forces nippones> de
Tsitsikar et par consequent dirige
laq provocations antisovietiques et

N\'esbJaponais ont attaque avec, huit ca
nons X autos blindées, des m^
leuses et huit avions qui ont lancé BU
; bombes.
les pertes sont inconnues.
On mande de Sim Min à (’agence
Renuo que les chars d assaut Wonms
se dirigeant sub celte localité sont entre,
en conflit avec les troupes chinoises puà
de Pai Tchi Pao hier matin, à 8 heures.
D’autre part, selon VAsahi Shimboum,
plusieurs croiseurs et un destroyer nip
pons ont quitté port-Arthur pour une desi tinalion inconnue.
I Des troupes japonaises ont, en outre,
i quitté Port-Arthur à bord d’un transport
qui a appareillé en direction de Lchm-1
Ouang-Tao, au sud de Tchin-Tchéou.
Enfin, des avions japonais amenés au
large de Tchin-Ouang-Tao par un navre
porte-avions, ont bombardé la ville de
Li e n-Sh a n.
_________ _
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Voilà de quelle façon l’impérialisme ‘
japonais exécute les « mesures de police
nécessaires » en Mandchourie, comme
la S.D.N., .sous la direction de l’impôt
mlisme français, lui en a donné man
dat.

Rosenfeld découvre
la guerre en Chine
C est dans ces conditions que le Popu
laire découvre que le Japon porte la
guerre en Chine. Bosenfeld vient de punlier dans le journal de M. Blum deux
articles, par lesquels il semble changer
de position quant au « conflit sino-japonais ».
11 vitupère contre la S.D.N. qui s’en»
i dort et s’aperçoit que la presse parisien
ne mène campagne pour le soutien des
opérations de brigandage de l’impérialis
me nippon en Mandchourie. Mais, lors
de notre dénonciation de l’intervention
dps troupes françaises en Chine méridio
nale, le journal de xM. Blurn a su garder
un silence d’or.
C’est que si maintenant Bosenfeld s’é
lève démagogiquement contre les crimes
du Japon en Chine, c’est que le mouve
ment de masse contre le dépècement de
la Chine et pour la défense de l’U.B.
|S.S., sous l'impulsion de notre Parti
communiste, se développe dans le pays. .
Le Parti socialiste soutient tous "les
plans de brigandage colonial et de guerre
antisoviétique de l’impérialisme français.
Les clameurs de Ziromsky et de Bosen( feld n'ont d'autre but que de détourner
; les ouvriers de la lutte véritable, le com! bat révolutionnaire de classe contre l’im■ périalisme français et par là même, faci; liter l’exécution des plans de partage de
: la Chine et les préparatifs de guerre con
tre les ouvriers et les paysans de l’Union
i Soviétique.
i Bosenfeld salue la formation du nou- !
1 veau gouvernement du Kuomintang à!
Xankin. H le peut, car ce sont les prin- i
cipaux agents de l’impérialisme français !
<yui ont pris le pouvoir en Chine et.. I
T' hang-Kaï-Sek fait partie du Comité de j
contrôle du gouvernement ! Ce sont les'
mêmes fusilleurs d’ouvriers qui vont œu
vrer à livrer en détail la Chine aux puis
sances 1

Le « péril jaune »
Mais Bosenfeld s’ « élève » contre
l’avance des troupes japonaises en Chine
parce qu’il sait que l’intervention est le
signal d’une recrudescence de l’essor ré
volutionnaire parmi les masses chinoises.
Et il craint qu’à la « révolution natio
nale démocratique » (celle du Kuomin
tang) ne succède la révolution proléta
rienne, que le pouvoir des Soviets chi
nois s’étende à toute la Chine, « ruinant
délinitivement le commerce extérieur et
l’industrie coloniale ». Sa frayeur — la
frayeur des impérialistes — il l’exprime
ainsi :
« La guerre la plus nationale et révo
lutionnaire conduit fatalement à l'élablisj sèment d'un fort pouvoir militaire.
i Et si le Japon impérialiste et milita
riste pouvait sombrer dans la guerre
contre la ( hine, en mourait il pourrait
donner au monde le militarisme encore
plus redoutable d'un peuple de quatre
cents millions d'habitants. »
Bosenfeld a conscience de la victoire
délinitive de l’armée rouge chinoise, de
la victoire des 400 millions de travail
leurs de Chine qui chasseront leurs op
presseurs impérialistes. Il voit là un nou
veau « péril jaune ». La Chine soviétique
unie à 1’U. B.S.S. ! Quel danger pour le
monde capitaliste !
En face de la ’ manœuvre socialiste,
renforçons notre lutte contre l’impéria
lisme français, soutenons activement de
toutes nos forces la révolution chinoise,
défendons avec encore plus d’énergie
l’U.B.S.S. menacée. Et contre le socialimpérilaisme portons nos coups fes plus
rudes. — M. M.
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Enclosure No. 8 to Despatch No. 2155
of January 11, 1932.
From the Embassy at Paris.

Extract from L’HUMANITE, January 3, 1932.

Luttons contre le dépècement1
ï 7„ FL'
f
uC lü Chiite • ■
------

LES JAPONAIS
DANS KING-TCHEOU

..^comment la presse impérialiste
• nippone pnspare idéologiquement la mieriVxécnHnnieat,aî^lrfue’ continuant- alors
Trmaka
du lanieilx Plan du Won

vditilàiPnn;Vn,OTr Ie ",u9rre mondiale de, ^7" -lequel des Je. debut , de l’affaire
| mandchoue, nous avons alerté ’es tra
'.ue deSp.;kT1ï-eI^quel ,0",e >« P0W;
• nf T
(1? 1 Lnion soviétique, résis|düc. — Al M es Prov°cations%- est, ten-

1 L'impérialîsine japonais sera bientôt
( maître de toute la M;mdchôuri<‘. IIL'V'matin, les troupes dippmios sont entrées
à King- Ldiéou, évacuée par Tc-hang
Sime Liang. Ce dernier avait demande
aux aui.irdés japonaises que, toute faci
lité lui soit donnée pour celle évacuation.
• in voit clairement, par ce fail, l'hyporiisir du Kuomintang dont le ni'uvriiii
gouvurm-mi nt axait décimé tlicùlratelie ni que King-Tchéou serait « opiniâtre
ment delendllc ’».
Les aubrriiés japonaises .ont immédiate
ment pla ;e des fonctionnaires , nippons à
tous les posies, d’adminislration de la
ville, comme dans Ions les points con-;
qnis ces derniers jours dans la Mand
chourie du Sud.
Kl leur avance ne s’arrêtera d’ailleurs
pas là : les forces concentrées à TienJsin dcmonlrenl que l’impérialisme japoitiiis «si pr<-t à poursuivre ses opérations
de guerre dans la Chine du Nord.
Mais cela n’ira pas sans -heurts entre
les puissants rivaux qui s’opposent dans
le Pacifique.
« .Vous sommes d la veille d'une guerre
mondiale dans le Pacifique ».
C’est sous ce titre que le journal japo-1
nais Nifion publiait il y a quatre jours
un article dans lequel il était dit :
Que nous le voulions ou non, nous som
mets à la veille d une nouvelle guerre mo,n
diale dans le Pacifique. Les Japonais ont
prédit que les Etats-Unis inciteront à la
guerre en intervenant dans les affaires ja-1
pmaises à Dairen ou en Mandchourie. Les
Japonais ont concentré toute leur attention I
sur la Chine et ont négligé les tâches his-!
toriques du Japon dans le Pacifique. Main
tenant, au moment de l’intervention de.
trois puissances, qui n’est, proprement dit,
' qu’une intervention dé deux puissances!
i

L’inquisition japonaise à Tien-Tsin
(Angleterre et Etats-Unis), • le Japon doit
définir qui est l’ennemi des peuples asia
tiques. Les Etats-Unis se contentèrent jus
qu’ici des phrases contre le Japon. Mais
ils appuient maintenant leurs phrases par
des manœuvres navales.
La guerre qui vient dans le Pacifique
sera une bataille entre des pays asiatiques
et la race blanche pour l’hégémonie mon
diale, Sous ce rapport, l’incident mandchourlen n’est qu’un prélude de la colli
sion ni-ppone avec la race blanche. Le Ja
pon doit être prêt à toute éventualité.

La prise de King-Tchéou, en renforçant \
la position du Japon en Mandchourie,
constitue un accroissement du danger de
guerre confie l'Cnion Soviétique. Madré
à Moukden depuis le 19 septembre, l'im
périalisme japonais s'est ensuite empare
de Kirin, puis de Tsilsikar et, mainte
nant, avec l'occupation de Kimi-l chcwi.
il tient dans ses griffes le district de
Jchal.
Poursuivant Connexion définitive du
pays il a constitué un gouvernement cen
tral a autonome » à Moukden. Les ma
rionnettes qui y sont placées par tes Ja
ponais ont décidé de publier une décla
ration solennelle par laquelle la Mandchouiie se détachera de la Chine et se.
placera sous la « protection » du Japon.
Son drapeau portera les trois couleurs
des provinces du Seng-Tien (Moukden,,
du Heilungkiug (Tsitsikar) el.de Kirin.
Les douanes maritimes seront « autono
mes », cesl-d-dire passeront aux mains
des Japonais ; les revenus de la gabelle
également.
Mais l'impérialisme japonais entend
s'adjoindre, en plus de la Mandchourie,
la Mongolie également. Nous aqons déjà
dévoilé les intrigues et complots dirigés
par le Japon et la France tant en Mon
golie intérieure que sur le territoire pe ,a
République populaire mongole (soviélisée).
Les autorités militaires ont arrêté le plan
de conquête de la Mongolie et le ministre
de la guerre Araki, à la suite d'une con
versation avec le conseiller du parti
Scivukaï, lamoto [ancien présiden I du
Sud-Mandchourien\, déclarait le 27 décem
bre que « le nouvel Fiai mandchoumongol ne devra avoir aucun. rapport
avec la Chine ».
Et il ajoutait :
En Mandchourie/ parallèlement avec
les entreprises privées, il faut créer une
série d’entreprises japonaises. Les cercles
militaires estiment indispensable1 que ee
soit l’armée du Kouan-toun qui aie la di
rection des affaires politiques, administra
tives, industrielles et des transports en
Mandchourie pour que le programme ja
ponais puisse être réalisé.
Ce programme d'anne.rion de la Mand
chourie et de la Mongolie, comme on l'a
vu par le cours des événements de ces
quatre derniers mois, est réalisé avec me- j
th ode et avec l'entier soutien de l'impé-l
rialisme français.
Des armements sont envoyés au Japon
par le trust Srhncider-Crcusol-Skuda,
tant de France que de Tchécoslovaquie.
J.'elal-major japonais est. en étroite liai
son avec l'étal-major français pour l'éta
blissement des plans de l'agression antisoviétique. Ce n'est pas pour rien que
trois aérodromes ont été édifiés à des
rythmes records dans la Mandchourie du
Nord, le long de l'Est Chinois.
Les troupes n'occupent pas encore
Kliarbinc, niais Vimpérialisme japonais
commence à agir tout à fait ouvertement
comme si Kharbinc avait subi déjà le
sort de King-Tchéou.
.Mais il y a plus. Intéressé à la cons
titution d'une solide place d'armes japof
nuise contre l'Union Soviétique, Vimpé
rialisme français déploie une grande ac
tivité pour que soient employés avec pro
fit les gardcs-blanes russes en Mand
chourie cl en Mongolie.
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Sans aucun doute, après une interven
tion de rimpérialisme français, et sur la
demande des organisations militaires rus
ses de Paris, Tokio ■ a donné Vordre à
Tchang Tsin Hui de remettre en liberté
les leaders de r organisa lion des Cosa
ques de VAmour, Ouchgkov, Krioukov,
Laie lin, etc., et d'arrêter toutes pour
suites concernant ces canailles.
On se rappelle — l’Humanité Ca si
gnalé — qu'Ouchakov avait été arrêté
dans la partie occidentale du chemin de
fer de l’Est chinois et que sur lui avait
été trouvée une lettre de la mission mili
taire japonaise à Kharbine. (Il est intéres
sant de noter la libération de ces agents
de Vimpérialisme qui vont continuer avec
plus de célérité Vélaboration de complots
et de provocations destinés à provoquer
la guerre contre le pays du socialisme.
Et pendant que le Japon accentue son
emprise sur la Mandchourie, renforce!
ses unités militaires pour entrer en Mon
golie, alors que les troupes françaises ont
déjà commencé la guerre dans les pro
vinces méridionales contre les Soviets
chinois, la presse blanche de Paris pu
blie* sous la protection du gouvernement
français, des articles appelant à la guerre
contre notre patrie socialiste.

La Renaissance, l'organe de Miller, écrit
que « les émigrés russes doivent être aux
côtés du Japon, car l’avance japonaise
sur l’Extrême-Orient soviétique peut me
ner à la guerre avec l’U.R.S.S. et la
victoire du Japon dans cette guerre sera
un appui aux tâches nationales de l’émi
gration ».
Et le gouvernement français non seu
lement tolère, mais aide (Maginot et Rol
lin patronnent la fourniture d'armes aux
garde-blancs), ces ignobles provocations
à la guerre contre l’Union Soviétique.
, L’impérialisme français appuie de tou
tes ses forces la „ guerre du Japon en
Mandchourie. Il dirige les plans d’agres
sion antisoviétique et de partage de la
Chine.
En plus de toute notre action de masse
dans tous les domaines qui doivent affai
blir notre ennemi, l'impérialisme fran
çais .faisons comprendre aux travailleurs,
de France la nécessité d'exiger avec force
l’expusion des canailles russes-blancs du
territoire français.
C’est une des tâches du prolétariat dans
la lutte sans répit pour la défense de
l’Union Soviétique.

M. MAGNIEN.

j
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Enclosure No» 9 to Despatch No» 2155
of January 11, 1932.
From the Embassy at Faris»

Extract from LE JOURNAL, January 3, 1932.

LES GRANDS TROUBLES
de 1’-----Asie --En Chine comme dans 1’Inde
les passions méconnaissent
les principes d’ordre
les plus élémentaires
L'année commence bien mal en Asie:
rébellion dans l'Inde, confusion anar
chique en Chine. Dans les deux cas,
soulèvement des passions contre l'ordre.
Rien de plus logique que l'attitude
du vice-roi de l'Inde. Lord Wellingdon
n'a pas du tout refusé de recevoir Gan
dhi et de maintenir des rapports avec
les chefs nationalistes. Il entend seule
ment que chacun reste à sa place. Il est
tout disposé à prendre les mesures né
cessaires pour accélérer l'évolution cons
titutionnelle, mais n'admet pas que Gan
dhi prétende traiter avec lui d'égal à
égal et discuter des ordonnances de po
lice provoquées par des attentats.
En répondant à ces déclarations fer
mes mais conciliantes par la reprise de
la campagne de désobéissance et de boy
cottage, les nationalistes assument la
responsabilité des désordres et des ré
pressions qui vont suivre.
Candhi ne pourra pas dire qu'on
l'arrêtera une fois de plus pour en faire
un martyr. L'Angleterre lui a prodigué
assez d'égards pour montrer quelle était
disposée à aller plutôt au delà de ce que
recommandait la prudence.
De même, les nationalistes chinois
devraient comprendre, s'ils n'étaient
pas aveuglés par les passions, qu'ils font
exactement tout ce qu'il faut pour jus
tifier l'attitude du Japon. Ce qui légi
time l'action japonaise, c'est quelle est
apparue comme le seul moyen possible
d'assurer le respect des traités et de ré
tablir l'ordre.
Les Japonais n'ont pas été les seuls
à faire l'expérience de l'interprétation
très particulière que la Chine dorme au
respect des engagements. Le 4 mai
1931, à une époque où l'on ne
parlait pas d'opérations en Mandchou
rie, le gouvernement de Nankin a dé
chiré purement et simplement tous les
traités qui assuraient aux étrangers des
garanties d'exterritorialité. Ce n'est pas
une raison parce que les dirigeants chi
nois ont battu en retraite avant l'échéance
dû 1er janvier pour crier au miracle. Les
Chinois ont cédé uniquement parce que
les événements les ont obligés à recon
naître qu'ils ont besoin du concours des
puissances. Là où ils se trompent, c'est
quand ils s'imaginent que ce concours
pourrait aller jusqu'à les aider à violer
les engagements pris envers les Japo
nais.
Pour invoquer leurs droits, les na
tions doivent se montrer capables d'as
sumer leurs devoirs. Les Chinois com
me les Indiens ont beaucoup de chemin
à faire avant d'en arriver là.
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Enclosure No. 10 to Despatch No. 2155
of January 11, .J-^2.
From the ISmbassy at Parle.
Extract from L’HUMANITE, January 6, 1932.

DÉFENDONS L’U.R.S.S. ET LES SOVIETS CHINOIS !

Maître de la Mandchourie
le Japon
veut
envahir la Chine
, _
-------------- □□=□□[=□□--------------La tension s’accroît entre Tokio et Washington

L’impérialisme nippon, comme l’impcrialisme français en 1914-18, a constitué
son théâtre au front. Voici des « artistes » de Tokio distribuant des pro- :
grammes de la représentation qu’elles vont donner. Cabotinage, mensonge et '
mouchardage, c’est ça l’art capitaliste !

Nous avons annoncé hier l’envoi
d’une escadre japonaise dans le port,
chinois de Fou-Tchéou et le débar- ;
quement d’un détachement de trou-;
pe. Le prétexte est l’assassinat d’un
instituteur japonais, qui est, très
probablement, une vulgaire provoca
tion.
Le Japon a plusieurs régiments
concentrés à Tien-Tsin. Plus de 30
batiments de guerre sont stationnés
dans les ports chinois. L’impérialis
me nippon veut encore débarquer
des troupes dans les grands ports
de Chine afin de renforcer sa posi
tion en Mandchourie, préparer Lavaine de ses forces en Chine du
Xord et participer à l’intervention
des puissances co,litre les Soviets
chinois. Comme le signale le télé
gramme qu’on lira par ailleurs, l’ar
mée rouge chinoise continue à en
registrer de brillants succès. Les sol
dais du Kuomintang passent à l’ar
mée rouge> H faut alors précipiter,
l’cxuéditioii _ contre-réx olutionnai.re, |
car des plans "de partage de. la Chine
sont menacés. C’est là le se,ns du;
coup de force de Fou-Tchéou.
Le mouvement antiimpériali-stc s’é
tend avec rapidité en Chine. Les ma
nifestations se succèdent dans tou
tes les villes contre les résidents ja
ponais, anglais, français — et contre;
It'S traîtres du Kuomintang. Pendant
que les troupes de l’impérialisme
français font des incursions dans les
provinces méridionales, que les ca
nonnières anglaises remontent le
Yang-Tsé-Kiang, le Japon a pour
mandat de. provoquer l’i,ntervention
ouverte, de justifier l’envoi du corps
expéditionnaire .qui fut l’objet de dé
bats au Conseil de la S. D. N.
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Le rôle de l’impérialisme français
C’est ainsi que le gouvernement
japonais de guerre à outrance a $bn-

M. SCHNËE
délégué de l’Allemagne à la
commission d‘étude en Mandchourie

né à son chargé d’affaires à Nankin
des instructions pour « protester au
près du gouvernement chinois co.ntrc
les attaques dont sont fréquemment
victimes les Japon <s et leurs biens
à Canton, Fou-Tci.éou, Amoy et
Soua-Teoü ».
__
Le gouvernement chinois serait
avisé que le Japon <c se verrait dans
l’obligation » de débarquer des déta
chements en vue de “ protéger fcs
natronaux » si le Kuomiptang n’ar
rive pas à mettre fin à l’agitation
• antiimpérialistc.
Les mêmes arguments étaient em
ployés par Tokio avant les combats
sanglants qui ont permis mix trou
pes nippones de s’emparer de Kingl'chéou.
L’intervention des puissances con
tre la révolution et les Soviets chi
pais, comme- on voit, est en benne
voie d’exécution.

L’antagonisme nippo-américain :
Mais, par ailleurs, la situation est
de plus en plus tendue entre ie Ja
pon et les Etats-Unis. Le consul
américain, M. Culver Chamberlain,
qui se rendait à Kharbine, a essuyé
des coups de feu tirés à Moukdcn
contre sun automobile par des sen. ti.nellés japonaises. Cet événement
î n'est, pas fortuit.
i
l Washington exigea des réparations!
et la punition des fautifs. Le geuver-;
nernent do Tokio présenta bien hier i
scs excuses à celui des Etats-Unis,
mais les sentinelles, qui n agirent
que par ordre, restent impunies ; ce
i qui donne tout son caractère à cet
: attentat/ A Washington on estime
.que l’affaire n'est pus close par les
excuses hypocrites ne M. Inukaï, car
les résidents américains en Mand
chourie continuent a être persécutés
par lés postes japonais.
C’est dans cette atmosphère do
soute à poudre que la Commission^
d'Eludes' de lu S. I). N »-en! n cons
tituée, va partir ce rnois-û pour la
Mandchourie. La Mandcnoui-ie est en
tièrement au* mains du Japon qui,
s'emparant *de King-Tchéou, annihi
la l'idée de la « zone neutre ». La
Commission, ,avec le général Claudel
à la tète, n’aura donc qu’à enregis
trer la situation ; mais oussi sort
rôle véritable, est de préparer ies ba
ses communes de l’intervention des
puissances en Chine et mettre au
poi,nt les conditions de l’agression
contre fU.‘ n. S. S.

L’attentat de Moscou a avor
té. A 'Prague, on est près d’étouffer
l’enquête suç les agissements crimi
nels de Vanek, agent de l’impérialis
me français qui est le véritable ins
tigateur "de ce , complot. Il importe
donc aux stratèges de guerre de se
presser avant ’que la tension entre
Tokio et Washington’ soit arrivéeau point critique. Car il faut l’uniqn
de tous pour mener la guerre contre
Je pays du socialisme victorieux et
contre le pouvoir soviétique se ren
forçant, eji Chine.
i C’est ainsi qp’on pouvait lire hier
dans le Mafia :
Parlant du principe que les Japo
nais sont les seuls qui peuvent ac
tuellement assurer l'ordre cl la sécu
rité en Mandchourie, il est b-en évi
dent que les autres nations pourront
commencer plus librement qu aupa
ravant^ non seulement avec les pro
vinces de l'Esl, mais encore avec
celles du Centre. La Chine est assez
vaste pour redevenir, rjuand elle
sera sortie de son anarchie, un mar
ché profitable, à tous et à scs habi
tants eux-mêmes.
Il est inutile d'crgolcr à ce sujet
cl de diviser les Occidentaux en
deux camps. Vue telle incompréhen
sion ou une tèlle erreur, comme on
voudra,ne serait avantageuse qu'aux
Soviets^ qui, tût ou tard, $e heurte
ront ait Japon.
Les deux idées de l’intervention en
Chine et de la guerre contre T IL R.
S. & so,nt Contenues dans cette ci
tation. La guerre des puissances en
Chine est indispensable aûx impéria
listes pour g faire sortir la Chine de
l’anarchie » et se rendre maîtres des
provinces, du Centre, où 80 millions
de Chinois vivent sous le régime so*
viatique (C’est la thèse défendue aus
si par le radical-socialiste Margaine).
Il faut réaliser le front uni des « Oc
cidentaux » dans ce but et pour ai
der le Japon à soutenir la guerre qui
« tôt ou tard » éclatera avec les So
viets.
Et, comme toujours, c’est la pres
se de l'impérialisme français qui
dicte la. marche à suivre, parce que
c’est l’impérialisme français qui di
rige tous ces plans de guerre et de
contre-révolution.

Les agissements des gardes blancs
Le complot de Moscou, éventé par
la vigilante Guépéou, a échoué. Mais
déjà des dépêches de Moukdcn si
gnalent laconiquement que des inci
dents assez graves ont éclaté à Kharbine, provoqués par les Russes
blancs qui ont attaqué des Chinois.
Ces nouvelles méritent une atten
tion toute particulière.
Les impérialistes veulent enlever
l’Est-Chinois à l’influence de PU. R.
Is. S. L’impérialisme japonais, maî
tre de Tsitsikar, occupe une position
de commande sur cette voie ferrée.
Les Russes blancs, .d’après les di। recti vos de l'impérialisme français,
' ont pour tâche de provoquer des in
cidents— al laques de l’adminisralion
du chemin de fer et du Consulat, etc.
— qui doivent entraîner l’occupa(ion de Kharbine par les Japonais.
Les citoyens soviétiques, fonctionnai
res de l’Est-Chinois, seront chasses
de Mandchourie. Le cas de guerre
sera trouvé. Les Dernières Nouvelles
du blanc Milioukov publiaient, hier,
à ce sujet, des renseignements inté
ressants sur lesquels il nous faudra
revenir.
Le danger qui menace l’U. R. S. S.
se précise de plus en plus.C’est alors
que ce fierait une grave faute d’af
faiblir notre lutte de masse contre
l’impérialisme français, pour la dé
fense de notre patrie socialiste, con
tre la guerre impérialiste. Accentuons
sans relâche le combat sur tous les
■ terrains de classe, économique, poli
tique, antimilitariste. Il ji’y a pus
une minute à perdre.

M* MAGNfEN.
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DEFENDONS L’U. R. S. S.
ET LES SOVIETS CHINOIS !

Les trouper japonaises

poursuivent
leur avance
en direction
de la Chine du Nord
Pendant que sont préparées
la prise de l’Est chinois
et l’expulsion
des fonctionnaires soviétiques
avec l’aide dés Russes-blancs

de ses plans de conquêtes, avec l’appui
sans réserves de l’impérialisme français.

Une conférence à Washington
La commission d'études s'apprête à
partir pour LExtrêmd-Orient. Mais déjà
les chancelleries travaillent à lui faciliter
sa lâche d’organisme de dépècement de
la Chine et de preparation de l’agression
antisoviétique.
En effet, le 5 janvier, M. Stimson, se
crétaire d’Etat américain, a convoqué les
ambassadeurs de France, M. Claudel, et
d’Angleterre,. sir Ronald Lindsay, pour
discuter du développement des événe
ments en Mandchourie.
Le but de cette conférence secrète est
clair : la tension est de plus en plus
grande entre le Japon et les Etats-Unis
surtout après l’attentat de Moukden con
tre le consul américain.
Dans les conditions actuelles, malgré les
désirs belliqueux du Japon, une guerre |
entre ces deux puissances n’est pas dési-j
rable*: il faut au plus vite réaliser les pro-1
jets de partage de la Chine, il faut tâcher
de mettre en sourdine les rivalités impé
rialistes pour perpétrer l’agression contre
l'IJ.R.S.S.
Mais les intérêts de l’Amérique sont
trop menacés par l’emprise chaque jour
plus étendue et plus menaçante du Japon
en Chine.
' L’impérialisme américain qui pousse,
parallèlement à la France, à la guerre
contre l’Union Soviétique, entend avoir
une large part du butin chinois, surtout
dans la Chine du Nord que menacent les
visées japonaises.
Au conseil de la S.D.N., on est arrivé!
à un compromis bâtard. Il faut aujour
d’hui renforcer ce compromis contre in
révolution chinoise et l'U.R.S.S,
La conférence de Washington a donc
pour but d’éviter l’éclatement du conflit
mppo-américain et sceller le bloc des
puissances pour l’intervention contre les
Soviets chinois et pour préciser les modft '
lités de la guerre contre l’Etat ouvrier.

Menaçant d’occuper Fou-Tchéou et en-1
voyant un croiseur à Canton, l’impéria
lisme japonais continue sa guerre en
Mandchourie.
; Dans toute la région de King-Tchéou,
• des combats se déroulent journellement
i entre les troupes japonaises et les détaichements de partisans antiimpérialistes.
i A Sin-Min, une violente rencontre a eu
lieu. Les Japonais ont eu treize tués.
'
Prés de la gare de King-Tchéou, un
poste japonais a été attaqué par les par
tisans. Et de nombreux faits analogues
montrent l’acuité de la lutte que mènent
les travailleurs mandchous contre l’enva
hisseur.
Mais l’impérialisme japonais entend
briser cette résistant?' Les expéditions
punitives se succèdent sans interruption,
tant au Nod qu’au Sud de, Moukden. Le
Japon veut assurer son arrière pour pré
parer l’invasion de la Mongolie.
En attendant, l’avance continue vers la
Grande-Murailie, en direction de la Chine
du Nord — pendant que la nouvelle clique’
L’activité provocatrice
du, Kuomintang au pouvoir à Nankin, par
l’intermédiaire d’Eugène Chéri, se prépare '
des Russes-Blancs
à ouvrir des négociations avec Tokio pour
Et pour la [(réparation de cette guerre,
« régler » l’annexion de la Mandchourie
, les Russes-blancs sont des agents pré
par le Japon.
Les.troupes japonaises ont occupé Sien- cieux de Paris et de Tokio. Si, en France,
Chan, qui se trouve à
kilometres au ils préparent les cadres des bandes qui
1 Sud de King-Tchéou et de nouvelles trou envahiront l’U.R.S.S., à l’Est ou â
pes sont envoyées pour renforcer les régi- । l’Ouest, dans leurs écoles militaires pa
monts japonais qui marchent vers la tronnes par l’état-major français, s’ils
s’arment fébrilement avec l’appui de DeChine du Nora.
L’impérialisme japonais, qui reçut le terding et des ministres du commerce et
blanc-seing du conseil de la S.D.N., de la guerre, si leur presse appelle chaque
poursuit donc avec méthode l’exécution jour à la guerre contre les ouvriers et les
paysans de l’Ünion Soviétique, en Mand
chourie ils jouent un rôle encore plun
actif.
Nous signalions hier les sanglants évé
nements que les Russes-blancs ont pro
voqués à Kharbine. Bien que les agences
1 ne donnent aucun détail sur ces événe
ments mêmes, elles signalent avec4 célé
rité que les Russes-blancs ont demandé
aux autorités japonaises d'assurer leur
protection à Khaïbinu.

Une vue de King-Tchéou

5( )
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On voit très bien la manœuvre, u'est
l’appel à l’occupation de Khurbine par le»
troupes japonaises, occupation rendant
virtuellement rhnpérialisnte japonais maî
tre du chemin de fer dfe l’Est chinois.
Et déjà on cherche à mettre en cause les
fonctionnaires soviétiques du chemin de
fer.

«Chassez les Soviets
de l’Est chinois »
Ces faits font patie d’un plan bien
préparé. Dans le numéro <le mardi des
Dernières’/Vouvclles, qui s’éditent én russe
à Paris, fut publiée une « lettre de Kharbine » jetant une lumière crue siir la pré
paration de la guerre contre notre patrie d
socialiste. Le correspondant du blanc Milioukov écrit :
Onang-Tsin-Kaï. (Président du nouveau
gouvernement de Moukden, déclara ouver
tement dans une conversation avec les re
présentants de la presse à Moukden, qu’il
faut rompre avec les Soviets.
L’ordre régnant sur le chemin de fer do
l’Est Chinois ne satisfait pas les maîtres
de lait de la Mandchourie.
Sur l’Est Chinois doivent être effectués
des changements radicaux. Comme écho de
l’état d’esprit du Japon les déclarations
d’un membre influent et actif du comité
de Moukden — Ui-Tchoun-Haun — sont
également très sympathiques. « Une telle
situation (sur l’Est Chinois) ne peut être
tolérée. »
« Sur ce chemin de fer, expllque-t-il.
« le travail communiste est mené sur une
extraordinairement grande échelle, les com
munistes se sentent comme chez eux sur
l’Est Chinois ».A Moukden, le gouvernement
a un vaste plan de lutte contre le Komintern. « 11 est décidé que la lutte contre le ■
communisme sera menée jusqu’à ce qu’il
soit rejeté hors des frontières de la Mand
chourie. Tous les communistes seront expul
sés de Mandchourie. »
Et les Dernières Nouvelles traduisent
en clair :
Naluiellement, il s’agit de l’expulsion des
citoyens soviétiques. Et le premier coup
sera porté sur le chemin de fer de l’Est
Chinois. Ici sera démontrée la décision du
nouveau gouvernement mandchou de mener
la lutte contre le bolchevisme. Sur l’Est
Chinois sera effectuée une épuration géné
rale ayant pour but l’éloignement des bol
cheviks.
... Toutes les personnes envoyées d’U.
R. S. s. sur l’Est Chinois, tous les citoyens
soviétiques de-nouveau engagés au chemin
do fer après le conflit sino-soviétiqùe .se
ront licenciés et expulsés comme éléments
nuisibles, comme porteurs de la contagion
communiste.
Ce plan, ouvertement exposé par la
feuille du « démocrate » Milioukov, c’est
le plan du Japon, préparé en accord avec
Paris et les organisations des canailles
Russes-blancs.

L’attaque au printemps
Actuellement, les trop grands froids
empêchent la réalisation immédiate de ce
plan, retiennent les opérations militaires
des troupes japonaises. Mais le corres
pondant des Dernières nouvelles ’qui sait
à* quoï s’en tenir, écrit' cri conclusion de
son article (envoyé de Kharbine à la fin
de décembre) :
« Au début de Vannée prochaine, dans
les mois où reviendront le beau temps et
le printemps mandchourien, sera une inté
ressante saison politique... Ici à Kharbine, presque tous les hommes politiques
et les habitants sont convaincus que l'af
faire va Ijienlôl se dénouer ».
C’est donc le^printcmps 193^ que la
France et le Japon ont choisi pour agres
ser F Union soviétique. C’est pourquoi sont
poussés avec une telle célérité l’occupa
tion de la Mandchourie, la réalisation du
font uni des puissances en Chine, les
complots, les provocations ignobles des
gardes-blancs. C’est pourquoi les campa
gnes de presse contre l’U.R.S.S,. {Je suis
partout) sont renforcées.
La lutte contre l’impérialisme français,
pour Ja défense de l’U.R.S.S. est plus
que jamais la tâche primordiale de nos
camarades du Parti. En entraînant les
ouvriersdans la lutte contre la diminution
des salaires, en groupant les chômeurs
dans la iutte avec les travailleurs encore
occupés, en renforçant le ' travail anti-1
militariste du P.C. et des J.C., etc,, il
faut accentuer l’action de masse qui doit,
sur tous les terrains affaiblir l'impéria
lisme français. Le danger gandit. La
tâche est urgente.
M. MAGNIJEN

or
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Détendons notre patrie socialiste

APRÈS LA PROVOCATION
DE MOSCOU
LA PROVOCATION
DE KHARBINE
L’impérialisme français et son allié
japonais sont résolus à précipiter
l’attaque contre i’U. R. S. S.

Lord LYTTON
délégué de l’impérialisme britannique
à la commission de Mandchourie

ves se* produisent à Kharbine/ilîus-1
tre la façon dont les impérialistes
. savent utiliser tous leurs atouts dans
Je mystère dont ils
' vent la
naissance de la guerre.
Kharbine, ville consulaire en
Mandchourie, siège de la direction,
mixte de LEst chinois, centre des»
band' organisées ties gardes-blancs, I
lest le iieu choisi pour provoquer les
I événements 'qui doivent accélérer le |
déclanchement de l’agression contre
l'Union Soviétique.
| Le renouvellement du crime de SeÉrajevo a échoué à-.Moscou. Le secre| taire de la mission tchécoslovaque
I Vanek, pavé par les cercles français
Il fini polissent à la guerre contre l LL
ItR. S. S., avait pour mission de créer
île prétexte à i’attaque des troupes
1 japonaises.
I ’ jj>s impérialistes de Parts vou! laiont, perpétrer à nouveau le ,crime
‘de Serajevo, qui fut le prétexte de
i;1
impmiel.sle mondiale. Le
« Seraievo » de Moscou devait être
le prélexie de la guerre des puissan
ces impérialistes contre le pp>s du
socialisme, piaulant que serait en-;
•■.•piis, par le feu et par le 1er, le,
épècement de la (’.bine.
'
Le Giiépéou ava111 démoli ces plans!
rrimmeK. l’impérialisme français et
son allié, le Jupon, cherchent autre
chose sur I’Esl-('.liiuois.
Les extraits de la presse blanche;
de Unis, que rions publiions hier, '
montrent quelle ardeur est manites-j
blaries du Jiipnii contre I L. R. S. S.
I] est caractéristique que Jos prm'tr
cations de Kharbine soient ef f ecluées au même moment m'i la feuille
de Milioukuv publie le puin d’expul
sion des citoyens soviétiques de
l’Lsl-Cliinois et de « guerre contre
b» bil'.chevisme » en Mandchourie.
Los impérialistes de Paris f‘l de
Tokm préparer!f rtdldffHf* de /'/'./«.
S.S. POl’R LE PRIX TEMPS. Et,
comme i»n voit, tout <*sl mis en œu
vre dans celle préparation. Les in
cidents de Kharbine vont être utili
sés, sur l’ordre des gouvernements,
liar' toute la presse afin de préparer
I’ (( opinion » [tour l’occupation dei
Kharbine et du chemin de fer de
l’Esl-Cliinois par les Japonais. Los
complais des gardes-blancs vont <se
mulliplier, ainsi que leurs provoca
tions. Gomme en 1929, il faut s’atten
dre à des expéditions des bandes de
Semenov en territoire soviétique,
pendant que l’ava,nce des troupes ja
ponaises se poursuivra vers la fron
tière de LU. R. S. S.
Le danger est si grand que ce se
rait un crime de ne pas accentuer,
par tous les moyens, notre lutte de
masse contre l’impérialisme fran-

La loi martiale est proclamée à
Kharbine.
Voilà un événement capital dans
la préparation de la guerre contre i
jl’Union Soviétique.
I D’après les nouvelles, on ne peut
; plus imprécises, parvenues hier à
Paris, les événements qui se sont
déroulés à Kharbine sont des plus
graves. Des bagarres sanglantes,
। provoquées de concert par les gar
des-blancs misses et la police chinoiI se, ont eu lieu entre la police et
! des Russes émigrés. D’après la Koel\.nische Zrilung, des barricades au
raient même été élevées dans une
I rue de la ville. 11 y eut 7 tués (6 Rus! ses et 1 Chinois) et 20 blessés — tous
Russes, -d’après 1’ Exchange Tele
sion, contre la guerre impérialiste,
graph.
Et naturellement on parle de ci taut en (June qu’en Mandchourie,
toyens soviétiques, fonctionnaires de pour la défense de l'U. R. S. S.
l'ans les usines et sur les chan
l’Êst chinois, qui auraient été mêlés
à ces bagarres. Dans l’état actuel tiers, à l’atelier comme à la campa.... \ partout il faut être à la tête des
des informations, on ne peut définir , gne
exactement les phases de la provoca mouvements contre la léduction des
sanires, organiser la lutte de masse
tion évidente des Russes-blancs.
chômeurs, renforcer notre tra
Si parmi les morts et les blessés
se trouvaient des citoyens de l’Union vi ,| anti, exiger l’expulsion des gar
Soviétique, on se trouverait en pré des bla.nes ; il faut dans tous les do
sence de la répétition de l’attentat maines porter les coups qui affaiblis
manqué contre l’ambassadeur du sent l'impérialisme français,
Japon
_______à Moscou.
...
j Le 13 janvier, en assignant en masL’appel dos gardes-blancs à la t se au grand meeting de la Grange« protection » du Japon et pour l’oc-J aux-Belles contre Ja guerre ell M.undcupation militaire ne Kharbine nam chou rie, contre l’i.nlervenlion trah
ies Japonais est bien significatif,
çaise en Chine, les’ travailleurs de la
Région Parisienne affirmeront leur
volonté de défendre la révolution
chu mise et l’U. R. S. S>. menacées.
M. MAGNIEN.
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EN MANDCHOURIE
Le général Honjo, commandant en chef des forces
japonaises en Mandchourie, avait promis, vers le
20 décembre, de planter le drapeau japonais à KinTchéou le 1er janvier 1932. Un arrêt de ses avantgardes devant une position plus solide qu’il ne le pen
sait, la nécessité de faire intervenir l’artillerie, de rap
procher le gros de ses troupes, a retardé d’un jour
l’événement prévu. C’est le 2 janvier au matin que
l’emblème du Soleil Levant a flotté sur la ville si
disputée.
Malgré tous les discours du Conseil de la S. D. N.,
les Japonais ont atteint leur but. Kin-Tchéou dans
leurs mains, leur détachement de Chan-Hai-Kouan
renforcé, tenant l’origine de la Grande Muraille,
la frontière même de la Mandchourie, il n’y a plus
d’armée chinoise en terre mandchoue. L’autonomie
des Trois Provinces, dont le drapeau à trois bandes
— vert, blanc, jaune — est déjà choisi, va être pro
clamée. Un gouvernement régulier se constitue à
Moukden, sous le protectorat japonais. L’événement
historique est accompli î La Chine — qui n’a pas
voulu se battre — perd trois de ses plus belles pro
vinces et le Japon s’enrichit d’un immense territoire,
fertile et peuplé. Plus tard, la partie est de la Mon
golie se joindra aux provinces mandchoues et les
objectifs japonais seront pleinement atteints.

La morale de cette affaire, c’est que les « projets
de résolution )) d’une assemblée de juristes, sans
moyens de coercition, même adoptés à l’unanimité,
sont sans valeur devant la « résolution » personnelle
d’un homme d’action énergique pourvu des moyens
nécessaires. Et ceci nous rappelle qu’une agression
brusquée se repousse par la force et non par des cris
de désespoir et des appels aux pactes les plus variés !
Avis à nos Unions nationales d’anciens combattants
pacifistes... !
Le document qui a clôturé la soixante-cinquième
session de la S. D. N. avait été adopté à l’unanimité,
mais le Japon avait fait la réserve que les troupes japo
naises — qui ne devaient pas combattre les armées
chinoises — conservaient le droit de guerroyer contre
les « bandits ».
La Chine, nous l’avons expliqué ici à plusieurs
reprises, est, en raison de la faiblesse — ou de l’inexis
tence — du Pouvoir Central, un pays où les bandits
ont toujours pullulé. Nous sommes plus que fixés sur
la question, nous, Français, qui avons mis plus de
vingt ans à débarrasser notre Indo-Chine des bandes
de coquins chinois qui venaient piller et razzier, en
permanence, nos populations paisibles. U nous a fallu
de longues années d’efforts, a énormes sacrifices d’ar
gent et des flots de sang pour venir à bout de bandes,
dont les chefs se nommaient Lu’u Ky, Bakky, Hoang
Man, Hoang Than Loï, Mac Que An... etc., et qui
comptaient souvent dans leurs rangs un grand nombre
de soldats réguliers chinois des postes de la frontière,
venant, casaque d’uniforme retournée, participer au
pillage. Tragique période qui a fait le bonheur de
1*Indo-Chine et dont le souvenir a disparu, hélas! de
la mémoire des jeunes intellectuels annamites moder
nisés... ! Ces bandes de pirates, restes des armées
chinoises de la révolte des Taï-Pings, débris des for
ces chinoises qui, sous le nom de « Pavillons Noirs »,
défendirent contre nous, en 1883, sous les ordres de
Liou Vinh Phuoc, les citadelles de Son-Tay et de

Bac-Ninh, furent en partie détruites, en partie refou
lées en Chine où elles devinrent des troupes régu
lières (Yun-Nan). Le métier de chef xTe' bande, con
venablement exercé, mène loin. La majorité des puis
sants généraux chinois n’a pas d’autre origine. Le
« maréchal » Tchang So Lin, le maître de Moukden
pendant des années, était un ancien « bandit ».
Des bandes analogues ont existé de tout temps, en
Mandchourie. Pendant la guerre russo-japonaise, les
Russes eurent à défendre leur chemin de fer contre ces
irréguliers, qu’ils nommaient des « Khoungouzes ».
Les petits postes, les isolés, les convois mal gardés,
étaient la proie des Khoungouzes qui connaissaient
l’art de faire dérailler les trains pour les piller plus
facilement.
Au traité de Portsmouth, le Japon hérita des droits
de la Russie en Mandchourie et de son chemin de
fer... y compris les Khoungouzes, que les Japonais
baptisèrent (( bandits » et dont l’activité incessante
causa, aux nouveaux propriétaires, les pires ennuis.
Tchang Sue Liang, après la prise de Moukden par
les Japonais, concentra son armée à Kin-Tchéou en
lui défendant de se battre, mais, en même temps, il
prit à sa solde et ravitailla en armes et munitions toutes
les troupes de bandits qui « travaillaient » sur les con
fins de la Mongolie et les lança contre le chemin de
fer sud-mandchourien (japonais). Puis, il renforça leur
action en camouflant des détachements de son armée
que les Japonais baptisèrent « bandits » et traitèrent
comme tels et, peu à peu, l’armée chinoise qui, plai
dant « pacifiste » à Genève, ne pouvait combattre en
face, s engagea dans la guérilla sans uniforme. Les
Japonais ne s’y trompèrent jamais... et le leur montrè
rent sans ménagements.
Ce fut une des nombreuses fictions de cette guerre
qui ne peut pas en être une. Et en voici une autre :
l’Amérique, l’Angleterre et la France ayant manifesté
le désir que Kin-Tchéou ne fût pas pris, les Japonais
ont traversé triomphalement la ville, puis l’ont éva
cuée pour cantonner tout autour, à l’extérieur. Ainsi
Kin-Tchéou est pris — et ne l’est pas. Ils avaient agi
de même à Tsi-Tsi-Kar !
Il n’y a eu qu’un accroc au scénario. Pour accé
lérer la retraite des 9°, 12e et 19e brigades chinoise» et
les rejeter sur la Mongolie, l’escadre japonaise, mouil
lée à Chi-Van-Tao, près de Chan-Hai-Houan, a bom
bardé et détruit par le canon la voie ferrée TienTsin-Moukden qui, dans cette région, suit le bord de
la mer. Or, ce n’est plus là de la terre mandchoue,
mais province du Pe-Tchi-Li. Il y a là une faute de
jeu... ! '
Pour le Japon, la « manœuvre » est finie! Or, la
commission d’enquête de la S. D. N. n’est pas partie,
elle se constitue avec difficulté. Le gouvernement
français a désigné, pour le représenter, le général
Claudel, inspecteur général de l’armée coloniale,
membre du Conseil supérieur de la Guerre. Il ne pou
vait faire un meilleur choix et il conviendrait de s’en
réjouir si cette désignation n’éloignait de France, à
la veille du 2 février, un de nos meilleurs chefs d’ar
mée !
Mais cette commission n’a plus rien à faire en
Mandchourie. Elle évoquerait le souvenir des carabi
niers d*Offenbach ! Il faut souhaiter sa suppression.
Général nenri

noswès.
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TOUT EST PRET POUR LA GUERRE

Et, hier, on apprenait qu’une
bombe avait été jetée contre le carosse du mikado devant, son palais
Tokio. L’auteur de l’attentat est
Attentats, provocations de
un Coréen qui fut aussitôt arrêté;
à apprendre. qUC1
tout est mis en œuvre cetAttendons-nous
individu est un « révolutionnaila solde des Soviets ». Mais ce
par la France et le Japon lrc’aità^produisant
quinze jours âpre?
la déqpiiverte du . complot Vanek à,
Moscou est extrêmement symptoma
pour déclancher
tique; de la célérité manifestée par
impérialistes pour précipiter le
l’attaque contre FU.R.S.S. les
déclenchement de la guerre contre
L’Union Soviétique.
La Mandchourie est presque en
Les rivalités s’aggravent
tièrement aux mains des Japonais
qui s’apprêtent à s’emparer de
entre les impérialismes
Tien-Tsin — où la garnison fran
américain et nippon
। çaise
est continuellement sur le pied
de guerre — et qui débarquent des
troupes à Fou-Tchéou. Les troupes,
Le danger de guerre contre de l'impérialisme français massées
l’Union des Républiques Socialistes au sud de la Chine ont commence
Soviétiques devient chaque jour plus l’intervention contre les Soviets chi
menaçant. Et c’est à 1 est que nois. Les canonnières britanniques
présentement la menace est la plus sont postées dans le Haut Yang-Tségrave.
Kiang ec on apprenait hier que qua
Mais parallèlement les préparatifs tre destroyers anglais ont quitté;
de l’agression sont effectivement Malle jeudi soir à destination de la,
poussés à l’ouest, dans les pays de; Chine. En Pologne, Tchécoslovaquie:
l’Europe orientale vassaux de la et Roumanie tout est prêt pour la
mobilisation des armées sous la di
France.
rection des officiers de l’état-major
Déclencher la guerre a.nti sovié français.
tique à l’Extrême-Orient et pousser
Toutes les conditions sont donc
ensuite l’attaque à la frontière eu réunies pour le déclenchement de la
ropéenne de l’Union est le plan des guerre contre TUnion Soviétique et
impérialistes, de l’impérialisme fran- le journal de Milioukov était bien in! ç.ais, puisque c’est Paris qui a la . (orme qui annonçait, mardi dernier,
(direction de toute cette immonde \ l’agression contre notre 'patrie sociapréparation guerrière contre les ou | liste pour le printemps prochain.
vriers et les paysans soviétiques.
Ceite situation confirme l’apprePour déclencher l’agression, toute j dation du comité central du P.C.F.
; une série de provocations est mise * sur la lutte pour le repartage du
en chantier, afin de « justifier » le monde et l’imminence de la guerre)
crime par un événement « fortuit » impérialiste contre l’U.R.S.S.
qui doit entraîner le conflit recher
Comme on lira par ailleurs, la si
tuation est extrêmement tendue eu
ché.
Après les accusations de la pré tre le Japon et les Etats-Unis au
du partage de la Chine. Mais
tendue fourniture d’armes par l'U. sujet
lutte contre je pays du socialisme,
R.S.S. au général chinois Ma Tchang la
la nécessité pour les puissances ca
Tchan (qui s’est révélé ensuite sou pitalistes
pleine crise de tenter
doyé par le Japon), après les com d’abattre en
l
’
Etat
ouvrier en plein
plots des gardes blancs découverts essor doit — momentanément
—
à Kharbine, surgit l’affaire Vanek. apaiser les rivalités sordides des for
L’attentat préparé par ce diplomate bans impérialistes pour réaliser le
tchécoslovaque devait provoquer la ; front coihmun du monde capitaliste
déclaration de guerre par le Japon dépérissant contre le monde socia
à ru.R S. S.
liste florissant et menaçant par sa
signification
historique. Et dans cet
A Kharbine
te tâche l’impérialisme français joue
Le « Serajevo » de Moscou n’ayant le premier rôle.
C’est pourquoi, dans des conditions
pu aboutir, c’est mainténant les
provocations de Kharbine, devant si menaçantes pour tout le proléta
entraîner l’occupation de la ville par riat international et les masses tra
les troupes japonaises qui aideront vailleuses d’Extrême-Orient, noire tâ
le « gouvernement » des laquais de che 'urgente est d'accentuer, accen
l’imnérialisme nippon de Moukden tuer encore, la lutle contre l'impéria
à. chasser les citoyens soviétiques de lisme français.
l’Est chinois. H faut s’attendre à des
L’exemple de la résistance et des
raids des blancs contre le consulat mouvements courageux des ouvriers
soviétique. Ce$ opérations sont .pré de Renaujt doit ,être mpltiplié dans
vues, bjerç agencées, entre Paris et les usines; les chantiers et'les ports.
! Tokio,'poür provoquer la protesta Pour lutter contre la guerre impétion. du . gouvernement soviétique. lisle, pour la défense de l’U.R.S.S.
affaiblir sur tous les terrains
Ce serait le signal du déplace il faut
Ja lutte de classe notre propre
ment des troupes japonaises, de
appuyées par les escadrilles concen impérialisme.
M. MAGNIEN.
trées dans les nouveaux aérodromes
de Tsitsikar, Kharbine et Kirin,
vers la frontière de l’Union pendant
'que les bandes de Kouzmine et Se
menov opéreraient leurs incursions
de brigands en territoire soviétique.
A l’heure présente, la presse des
gardes blancs de Kharbine et ne
Paris est remplie de considération
et de discussion sur l’opportunité et
les modalités de l’incursion des ar
mées de l’Empire du Soleil Levant
dans l’Extrême-Orient soviétique, du
Baikal au Kamchatka.
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L’impérialisme japonais entend
défendre ses « droits » en Chine
contre les États-Unis
Nous avons signalé hier l’avance des
troupes japonaises jusqu'à la grande mu
raille de Chine et les desseins dé l’impé
rialisme nippon de s'emparer de TiettTsin et se rendre mai Ire de la (Jtine du
Nord.
Des nouvelles de Tol;io signalent l'in
tention de l’impérialisme japonais de dé
barquer des détachements de murins en
Chine et d'entreprendre le blocus des
principaux ports chinois si le boycottage
continue.
Cela n’est pas sans inquiéter grande
ment les Etats-Unis. L’attentat de Moukden n’a fait qu’exacerber l'antagonisme
entre le Jupon et les Etals-Unis. L’avan
ce actuelle des troupes japonaises et l’oc
cupation qui ne la il aucun doute d une
partie de la Chine du Nord va encore ai
guiser la lutte des deux impérialismes.
L’atmosphère est de plus en plus sur
chauffées en ce qui concerne leurs rap
ports.
C’est ainsi qu’avant hier soir le gou
vernement des Etats Luis adressait au
f Jupon une note informant le gouverne
ment du Mikado de sa décision d’invo
quer le traité des 9 puissances signé à
Washington en 1922 par les Etals Unis,
lu Belgique, lu France, lu Crumb ‘-Breta
gne, la Hollande, l’Italie, le Portugal, la
Chine et le Japon.

Ions d’accord contre 1T.B.S.S.
Mais si îa tension s’accentue entre ces
deux puissances pour l'hégémonie dans
le Pacifique, contre 1’1 nion , Soviétique
dont l’invasion de la Mandchourie et le
partage de la Chine constituent la pre
mière manche, il n’y a pas de désaccord,
au contraire. Les impérialistes de WallStreet poussent de toutes leur forces à
lu guerre antisoviétique. Ecoulez ce que
dit le New-York Tunes du dimanche 27
décembre :
Bien qu’il soit possible que le Japon n'en
gage point'les hostilités avec la Russie pré
sentement, il est presque certain que le
principal motif de son altitude présente,,
n’est point son intention de reviser les irai
tés ou (le régler ses conlliis avec la Chine,
mais plutôt le désir urgent de s’établir luimême en Mandchourie, de façon à être en
jiosition, pour affronter la Kiissie, avec des
chances de succès, si un conflit éclatait.
De nombreux observateurs étrangers et un
certain nomine d'immuns influents japonais'
eux-mémes, persuadés que le Japon pousse
ra à la guerre contre la Uussie dans le pro
che avenir, croient’ que, si une telle guerre
est inévitable, le Japo i devrait pousser da
vantage maintenant, au lieu d’attendre que
la Russie aie complété son Plan Quinquen
nal et ne devienne plus forte.

Voilà l’opinion des cercles dirigeants
des Etats-Unis que représente le" .Vctc- I
York Times.
I
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Extract from JOURNAL DES DEBATS, January 9, 1932.

Les Etats-Unis prennent position contre le Japon
WASHINGTON INVOQUE LE TRAITÉ DES NEUF PUISSANCES
Depuis quelques jours, mous laissions pré
voir, dans ces colonnes, que le conflit sino-ja□onais, au sujet de la Mandchourie, allait entrer
lans une phase nouvelle. La note que Washing*
'.on a envoyée, hier, à la Chine et au Japon ainsi
lu’aux autres signataires , du traité des neuf
puissances, «souligne le rejet, par les Etats-Unis,
de toutes les concessions et de tous les accords,
que, sous la pression des troupes nippones, Te
gouvernement de Nankin pourrait être amené
à souscrire.
AI. Stimson a convoqué séparément les repré
sentants des neuf puissances signataires du
traité de 1922 afin de se concerter sur la situa
tion. On annonce que les puissances intéressées
ont décidé de procéder à une,action bien définie,.
« d'un caractère décisif et sans équivoque ».
D’autre part, on dit que le gouvernement améri
cain aurait pris également une décision d’un
caractère plus décisif, dont on ignore encore les
détails. • . - - ■
-. ■
. ’ .’
Il faut attribuer cette initiative du gouverne
ment américain à l’avance japonaise à l’ouest de
Tchin-Tchéou, et à l’occupation de Chang-HaiKouan, au pied de la Grande Muraille.
Bien qu’on ne connaisse pas encore l’accueil
que le Japo«n réservera à la note américaine,
certains indices laissent supposer que le gouver
nement nippon, sans se heurter formellement à
Washington, s'élèvera contre cette intervention,
le Japon ayant déclaré explicitement qu’il n’avait
aucune visée territoriale sur la Chine.
Il convient d’établir un lien entre le déclen
chement de l’action des Etats-Unis et l’arrivée
à Washington du généra] Dawcs, l’observateur
américain dont on connaît l’activité qu’il déve
loppa parallèlement aux efforts déployés par le
Conseil de la S.D.N. lors de sa dernière réunion
à Paris, d’une part, et la nomination du nouveau '
ministre de Chine à Washington, M. W. Yeu,
comme délégué chinois au Conseil de la S.D.N.
Ceci signifie que, dorénavant, les Etats-Unis dé
sirent diriger eux-mêmes les négociations au su, jet de l’évacuation de la Mandchourie. Le dis-<
cours que le président Hoover a prononcé en’
réponse à l’allocution dè AI; Yen, lorsque le
nouveau ministre de Chine lui a présenté, hier,
ses lettres de créance est significatif à cet
égard.
Le gouvernement américain, a dit M. Hoover,
conscient des engagements qu’il a pris en si
gnant les traités, se propose de suivre de très
près le développement de la situation. Je vous
prie de transmettre, Alonsieur le ministre, l’as
surance que le gouvernement et le peuple amé
ricains continueront à suivre avec le plus pro
fond et le plus sympathique intérêt la lutte de
I la nation chinoise pour la réalisation de ces
; principes qui forment la base d’un Etat demo| cratique.
En prenant ainsi ouvertement parti pour la
Chine, le président Hoover a marqué nettement
la volonté des Etats-Unis, après l’échec de la
; S.D.N., d’assurer l’indépendance chinoise. L’iniI liative de Washington ne manquera pas de pro%

duire une grande impression, mais exercerat-elle une influence 'bienfaisante sur le dévelop
pement de la situation en Extrême-Orient ?
C’est vraisemblablement une conférence inter
nationale qui sera chargée de réaliser les prin
cipes énoncés dans la note américaine, qui a
toute l’allure d’un ultimatum. — AL L.
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Extract from LE POPULAIRE, January 9, 1932.

LA RIVALITÉ
DES IMPERIALISMES
---------------- ---------------- ----------- :---------

Le gouvernement de Washington
vient de découvrir... le pacte Kellogg!
On se rappelle qu’au commencement
de l’invasion, japonaise, les EtatsUnis s’étaient empressés de déclarer
que le conflit sino-japonais ne met
tait pas en cause le pacte Kellogg.
Pour être juste, je dois ajouter oue
le Conseil de la S.D.N., de son cô
té, n’a pas vu, dans l’action agressive
des troupes nippones, une violation du
® Covenant.
♦
Durant bientôt quatre mois, le Con
seil de la S.D.N. et les Etats-Unis
n’ont cessé d’affirmer qu’il n’y a,-.en
Mandchourie, ni guerre, ni agression,
et que tout se réduisait à un simple
incident entre le Japon et la Chine.
Brusquement, tout est changé. Le
gouvernement américain, après avoir
consulté les ambassadeurs dç France
eu d’Angleterre, a adressé hier une
note au Japon. En voici le texte :
« Les récentes opérations militaires
opérées à Kin-Tchéou ont détruit les
derniers vestiges de l’autorité admi
nistrative de ja République chinoise
dans le sud de la Mandchourie tels
qu’ils existaient avant le 18 septembre.
« Le gouvernement américain conti
nue à avoir confiance que l'œuvre
de la Commission neutre récemment
instituée par le Conseil de la S.D.N.
facilitera la découverte d’une solution
aux difficultés qui existent entre la
Chine et le Japon, mais en raison de
la présente situation et de ses propres
droits et obligations dans cette iione,
le gouvernement américain estime qu’il
est de son devoir de notifier à la fois
à la Chine et au Japon qu’il ne peut
admettre la légalité d’aucune situation
« de facto ». Il n’a pas l’intention de
reconnaître aucun traité ou accord in- •
tervenu entre ces gouvernements ou
leurs agents susceptibles de porter’
atteinte aux droits des Etats-Unis ou ;
de ses nationaux en Chine, y compris ।
ceux de la souveraineté, de l’indépen- j
dance ou de l’intégrité territoriale on I
administrative de la Chine, connus1
sous le nom de politique de « la porte
ouverte ». “

« Il n'a pas T intention de reconnaî
tre une situation, traité ou accord Qui
pourrait avoir été amené par des
moyens contraires au Covenant ou aux
obligations découlapt du Pacte de Pa
ris auquel la Chine et le Japon ainsi
que les Etats-Unis sont parties. »

Comment s’explique ce revirement
soudain ? Quel événement nouveau
s’est produit ?
Aussi longtemps que les puissances
impérialistes croyaient naïvement ou feignaient de croire — que l’action
du.J^pq^ Rirait pour résultat de con
solider les « droits ». de tous les'
Etats capitalistes intéressés, elles se
sont bofrhees a dès déclarations vagtïès
et refusées ’à toute action. Mais à pré
sent, elles se rendent compte que le
Japon veut se créer en Chine une si
tuation privilégiée, au détriment des
autres. En effet, maître de la Mand
chourie, grâce à la complaisance de
toutes les grandes puissances, y com
pris l’U.R.S.S., le Japon ne cache
plus son intention d’annexer définiti
vement les régions occupées. Il ne veut
même plus s’arrêter devant la Grande
Muraille. Il vise Tien-Tsin. Il me
nace Changhaï; où il veut envoyer des
bateaux de guérre et des troupes. Tl
se prépare à imposer à la Chine de
nouveaux traités, à son unique profit,
à l’exclusion des autres Etats impé
rialistes.
L’âme généreuse du capitaliste yankeelie peut pas supporter, cela. De
là Ta nouvelle attitude de M. Hoover. !
Mais, tout en se souvenant du pacte
Kellogg et même du Covenant, Wa
shington pense surtout au Traité des
[Neuf, signé en 1922 par les EtatsUnis, l’Angleterre, la France, la Bel
gique, le Portugal, l’Italie, les PaysBas, le Japon et la Chine. Ce traité
a établi une sorte d’équilibre en Chi
ne — équilibre des intérêts impérialis
tes, s’entend. C’est pour protéger cet
équilibre, et non pas pour protéger la
Chine attaquée, que les Etats-Unis in
terviennent dans le conflit.
C’était à prévoir, et le Populaire
n’a pas ceçsé pendant toute la durée
■du conflit smo-japonais de rendre l’o
pinion publiqùé attentive, à cette con-®5
séquence de l’invasion de la Mand
chourie. Et c’est pour l’éviter -ne
nous avons réclamé du Conseil de la
S.D.N., des Etats-Unis et de l’U.R.

S.S., une action énergique et commu
ne. Au. début, cette action toute mo
rale pouvait être suffisamment effi
cace pour ârrêter le Japon, d’autant
plus qu’elle aurait été accompagnée
d’une véritable mobilisation de l’opi
nion publique universelle.
A présent, l’intervention de Wa
shington ne fait qu’élargir le conflit.
Demain, le conflit deviendra mondial,
car W ashington et Pondre s — pour
ne nommer que les principaux intéres
sés — sont loin d'être d'accord.
D’autre part, le Japon ne perd pas
de vue le port de Vladivostok, qui ap
partient à la Russie. De ce côté aussi,
une complication peut se produire
d’une minute à l’autre.
Nous l’avons dit et répété ici. Mais
nous avons eu tort d’avoir raison trop
tôt.
Espérons que l’opinion publique va
se réveiller à présent et qu’il n’est pas
trop tard pour mettre fin à l’incendie
allumé dans l’Extrême-Orient,
ôquoiêjfflt—ê elaoin elaoi nelacni aoin
O. ROSENFELD.
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L’ACTION AMÉRICAINE
dans l'affaire de Mandchourie
-- —VIH--Comme la Société des nations
les Etats-Unis visent à faciliter
un règlement direct
entre la Chine et le Japon
Le gouvernement de Washington s’est
Vu dans la nécessité de préciser par des
communications officieuses le caractère
de la démarche qu'il vient de faire au
sujet de la Mandchourie, L'éclaircisse
ment est d’autant plus opportun que la
diplomatie américaine a mis les autres
puissances au courant de son action.
S’il faut éviter l'interprétation d'une
pression individuelle, à plus forte rai
son celle d’une pression collective, sur
tout lorsqu'il n'y a pas pression du tout.
On ne pourrait commettre une plus
grande erreur que celle d'imaginer que
les Etats-Unis critiquent la méthode ja
ponaise. Cette méthode n'est-elle pas
exactement celle que les Etats-Unis pra
tiquent couramment dans l'Amérique
centrale ? Depuis le début du conflit,
l’action de Washington s'est exercée
avec beaucoup de prudence en faveur
de toutes les solutions raisonnables. Ja
mais l'effort de modération n'est appa
ru plus clairement que dans le récent in
cident survenu entre un agent consu
laire américain et une sentinelle japonai
se, incident qui a été réglé par la bonne
volonté des deux parties. N'est-ce pas
même cet incident qui, en surexcitant les
éléments américains défavorables au Ja
pon — il y en a beaucoup et de très
ardents — a déterminé le gouvernement
de Washington à préciser sa position ?
Quoi de plus naturel, d'ailleurs, et de
plus logique que les principes posés par i
le gouvernement américain ? Premier |
principe : un état de fait ne saurait
créer un état de droit. C'est le bon sens
même. Personne ne peut concevoir que
l'action japonaise puisse modifier l'état
de droit consacré par les accords des
neuf puissances conclus à Washington
en 1922. Ces accords consacrent l'in
tégrité territoriale de la Chine, le prin
cipe de la porte ouverte et l'engagement
réciproque de tous les contractants de
rie pas chercher de nouveaux privilèges.
Quelles que soient les garanties données
à maintes reprises par le Japon, on corn- ■
prend très bien que les Etats-Unis aient
jugé opportun de rappeler la situation
au lendemain de l'occupation de TchinTchéou. Second principe : aucun ac
cord ne peut être reconnu que s'il est
conclu dans le cadre des engagements
internationaux. Cela signifie que le
conflit ne peut être résolu que par un
accord librement conclu entre la Chine
et le Japon.
Est-ce à dire que la démarche amé
ricaine facilite cet arrangement direct ?
Cela est une autre affaire. Tandis que
la démarche est interprétée très raison
nablement par le Japon et les autres
puissances, elle est considérée en Chine
comme une invite à la résistance. Nous
retrouvons là l'inconvénient de la diplo
matie sur la place publique. — SAINT-

Brice.
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après L’ENVOI de la NOTE AMERICAINE

L'attitude des signataires du traité
des neuf puissances
LE CABINET JAPONAIS
LA DEMARCHE AMERICAINE
La situation s’est compliquée en Extrê
me-Orient tant au point de vue intérieur
; japonais qu’au point de vue extérieur gé; néral, sans qu’il y ait, du reste, de lien
direct entre, les événements du dedans et
ceux du dehors. La démission du cabinet
Inukaï ne paraît pas être la conséquence
de ces derniers. Elle s’explique par l’atten
tat dirigé par un Coréen contre l’empe
reur; le gouvernement a cru devoir s’ex
cuser en quelque sorte auprès du souve
rain de n’avoir pas su empêcher cette ten
tative d’assassinat. L’empereur n’a d’ail
leurs pas accepté la démission. On verra !
bientôt si ces incidents doivent avoir une
action sur l’évolution de là politique japo
naise. Le cabinet Inukaï, qui a succédé vers
le milieu de décembre att ministère Wakatsuki, est encore en présence d’vnê Cham
bre où l’opposition (Minseito) possède 273
iièges, tandis que le gouvernement (Seiyukaï) n’en a que 174. S’il veut subsister, le
gouvernement devra prochainement dis
soudre l’Assemblée, dont la session s’ouvre
dans dix jours. La question monétaire
Semble être pour lui une grande cause
d’embarras.
En ce qui concerne la situation exterièure, le fait nouveau est l’initiative prise
par les Etats-Unis, qui, on le sait, ont
adressé au Japon et à la Chine, en même
temps qu’à tous les signataires du traité
dit des neuf puissances, une note les avi
sant qu’il n’acceptera aucune situation de
fait et.aucun arrangement qui porteraient
atteinte aux droits que l’Amérique et ses
ressortissants tiennent des traités, y com
pris les droits concernant la souveraineté, .!
l’indépendance ou L’intégrité territoriale I
de la Chine ou la politique internationale I
concernant la Chine, politique commune- !
ment dite de la « porte ouverte » ; la note
déclare aussi que l’on ne reconnaîtra pas
une situation, un arrangement ou un
traité dus à des moyens interdits par le
pacte Kellogg. Cette démarche a naturel
lement causé une certaine sensation. Il ne,)
semble pourtant pas qu’il faille en exa
gérer la portée pratique immédiate. Le
gouvernement américain a soin de dire
qu’il continue à avoir confiance dans la
commission que la S. D. N. va envoyer
sur les lieux. Cela indique qu’il s’en tien
dra pour l’instant à cet avertissement et
qu’il a voulu surtout se réserver pour
plus tard un moyen d’intervenir, dans le
cas où le Japon organiserait la- Mand
chourie dans des conditions qui léseraient
les droits de l’Amérique. La note a, en
Outre, pour objet de déterminer le gou

vernement de Tolçio à surveiller de'plut
j»rès l’action des Chefs militaires qui opè
rent en ^Mandchourie. Le département
i d’Etat a en effet reçu de nombreuses pe; litions de maisons américaines qui se plaij pent d’être gênées dans leur commerce.
.1 faut sans doute voir là une des causes
)rincipales de la démarche américaine.
g Celle-ci peut avoir par la suite, bien en- g
I tendu, des conséquences d’une certaine I
■ importance. Mais il n’est guère possible I
Ipe les prévoir actuellement.
g

lr -

Pîekre Beexus.
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i

LE PROBLÈME DU PACIFIQUE
-----------------------------------------

Amérique et Japon face à face
Le conflit mandchou fut d’abord un
conflit sino-japonais. Il a failli devenir
un conflit russo-japonais. Et voici qu’il
, pourrait bien tourner au conflit améri
cano-japonais. C’est-à-dire que pourrait
se poser dans un avenir très proche le
redoutable problème du Pacifique.
On nous dira qu’il se pose déjà. Assu
rément. Et depuis une pièce de vingtcinq ans. Mais chaque année qui s’écou
le le rend plus grave, dresse un peu plus
nettement l’une contre l’autre l’Améri
que et le Japon.
Le Japon avait des droits dans les trois
provinces mandchoues. Sous le prétexte
de les défendre, il a conquis la Mand
chourie. Conquête qui fut entreprise et
poursuivie non sans finesse, puisqu’à au
cun moment, le Japon ne déclara la
guerre ou même n’admit qu’il pouvait la
faire. Ses armées ont avancé peu à peu,
fort lentement, prétendant ne combattre
que les seuls bandits, et traitant tout na
turellement les troupes chinoises de trou
pes de bandits. A l’heure actuelle, elles
tiennent plus d’un million de kilomètres
carrés avec 30 millions d’habitants, et
l’on ne voit pas qui pourrait leur faire
lâcher prise.
j
Conquête, qui malgré son allure paci
fique et peut-être à cause de cette allure
i justement, n’a pas manqué de troubler
i l’opinion américaine. Si bien qu’après
avoir terriblement tardé, le gouvernement
des Etats-LInis s’est décidé à envoyer
une note à Tokio et puis à la publier.
Il y souligne qut les récentes opérations

des Etats-Unis et de leurs nationaux en
Chine Or, la Mandchourie fait partie
de la Chine. Enfin, très poliment, il
rappelle le pacte de la Société des Na
tions et le fameux pacte Kellogg, sans
parler du traité, dit des neuf puissances.

lout cela d’ailleurs est bel et bon,
mais n’empêchera pas le Japon de gar
der ce qu’il a pris. Le Japon a toujours
affirmé qu’il ne comptait pas annexer
un kilomètre carré en Mandchourie. Pas
si sot. Il n’annexe pas, il occupe. Comme
d’autres protègent. Mais l’on entend bien
qu’annexion, occupation ou protectorat,
c’est tout un Pour le reste, on pense
bien que le Japon saura ménager les
droits des Etats-Unis ; cela n’ira jamais
très loin.
L’irritation grandira sans doute aux
Etats-Unis contre le Japon, mais les cui
rassés japonais ont un tonnage total d’un
peu plus de 300.000 tonnes contre
500.000 à 1 Amérique ; la proportion
pour le tonnage des croiseurs est encore
plus favorable pour les Japonais, dont,
par ailleurs, l’archipel est une position
défensive de premier ordre. Ce sont là
de remarquables arguments.

Sans doute la situation militaire n’est
pas tout et les Japonais ont besoin du
concours financier de l’Amérique, pourj
ne citer que celui-là, mais n’empêche;
qu’ils ont le temps pour eux et qu’ils •
peuvent digérer la Mandchourie à loisir
en négligeant les notes américaines, à]
condition bien entendu de répondre poli
ment. Jusqu’au jour où l’Amérique se
militaires de Kin-Tchéou ont détruit les
fâchera. Mais ce jour-là, le vainqueur
derniers vestiges de la République chi
des deux ne sera peut-être pas celui qui
noise dans le sud de la Mandchourie.
aura la plus grosse voix.
De cela d'ailleurs tout le monde s’était
Nous n’avons d’ailleurs pas le droit
aperçu.
Le cabinet de Washington assurément de parler légèrement de ces choses, car
n’y peut rien, mais il montre son mécon s’il y avait bagarre dans le Pacifique,
tentement. Il n’admettra pas, dit-il, la l’Indochine pourrait bien être bousculée.
légalité de la situation de fait. Il ne Or, la bagarre se prépare, nous ne pou
reconnaît pas au Japon le droit de con vons guère en douter.

quête. Bien plus, il maintient les droits

Pierre DOMINIQUE.
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La guerre en Extrême-Orient
—-

LES TROUPES JAPONAISES
MARCHENT SUR KHARB1NE
ET BOMBARDENT UNE VILLE
DE L’EST CHINOIS
Cependant que la France
renouvelle ses excitations
contre PU .R.S.S.
Nous avions écrit ccs fours-ci que, s'içvcmml après la provocation franco-lchccoMovaguc de Vanch, les événements de
Kharbine devaient cire suivis avec le
plus grand soin et retenir au plus haut
degré rallention des travailleurs.
Kharbine est le sièqc de l'administralion du chemin de fer de l'F.st chinois.
On se sourient que c'est dans celle vdle
! qu'en l'J2'j les généraux réactionnaires
de Mandchourie accomplirent leur mid
■ de sinistre mémoire qui [ut suivi quelques
I semaines après des incursions armées
sur le territoire de il. R. S.S.
Qu’esl-ce que Kharbinc ?
1 Khurbine est siussi un louer de Immi
gration conlre-révolulionnaire russe. Il y
a quelques semaines, les Russes blancs
de Kharbine ont soumis, au gouvernement
de Tohio un plan détaillé qui prévoit la
prise de. Kharbinc et le, massacre de tous
les citoyens soviétiques !
Le plan qui. esl-il besoin de le dire, a
été accepté par le Japon, avait été pré
paré à Paris.
Les contre-révolutionnaires de Khar
bine sont en effet en rapports directs
arec les conjurés de Paris, lesquels sonL
les collaborateurs du général Wcygand.
de l'état-mafor du gouvernement fran
çais.
Aujourd'hui, ce plan a dé [à reçu un
commence ment d'exécution.
1 /allaque a commencé

I Vne dépêche de Londres arrivée dans
■la nuit à Paris signale (pie « les .troupes
I japonaises de (aiiriii marcheraient ac| lueilemcnl en direction de Kharbine. L/i
| avion miliiuirc japonais aurait lancé deux
, bombes sur W’ou-l. hang. situé sur le chei min de 1er de ITNl chinois, à 150 kiloj mi ires à l'est de Kharbine ».
Le.s Nippons marchent sûr Kharbinc.
où les Russes blancs se préparent tï mas
sacrer les citoyens soviétiques.
I nc ville de Lest chinois est bombar
dée. tel est le double fait. Il a une signi
fication précise. Désormais les puissam
■ rcs, la France en tout premier heu, sont
; passées de la menace aux actes.
O/i avail cru que fa provocation de
Panel:, pré parée par des agents français
à Moscou, déclancherait l'explosion —
comme aidre.fuis l'attentat de Sarajevo ~~
cl « légitimerait *• la déclaration de
guerre à II .R.S.S.
Le mauvais coup
a clé préparé en France

f.e mauvais coup a clé éventé. La
France et le Japon jettent le masque et
passent a l'attaque cuvette contre les
Soviet-.
Dans le meme temps les dépêches
d'agence annoncent :
1° Qu'un sanglant engagement s'csl
livré près de King-Tchéou. 20 Japonais
ont été tués i
2° Due. pour sanclionner sa conquête
de la'Mandchourie cl rendre inopérantes
les interventions diplomatiques des FiaisUnis, le Japon proposerait l'abolition du
.traité des neuf puissances.

I
!

Excitations françaises

lùifin. tandis que la guerre — la guerre
centre les Soviets — est commencée défà.
, tandis que les citoyens soviétiques de
i Kharbine sont menacés d'extermination,
; les excitations redoublent de- fureur dans
la presse française.
i Voici en .quels termes s'expriment les
Petites Ailiches du Centre, dont un Rab, cor nous communique un récent numéro :
Il semble donc que le japon ait les
; mains libres pour opérer. 11 se défend,
■ e:.' C'spivr, cent’e ta propagande bol,d unique et rêmi-.e son rêve de mainmise
sur la Mandchourie.
On peut suit’.•mire vraisemblablement
à ce que des troubles éclatent en Sibérie!
e* que des armes soient fournies par les'
.bipiinais aux :r<-\o’h!ionnaircs aidibolçhexiks qui opérer, mt contre les armées,
russes
m arrière de celles-ci eu cou
pant les ravitaillements. en gênant le tra
de. de 1 unique ligue de chemin de fur
n aît disf osent les bmrhcviks.
I rs « \< nements vont certainement se
précipiter mainu-naat.
De son côté la Liberté d'hier nous in[rime de ce celte opinion exprimée, paruil-il, par M. Mac Chadourne.
Si l'on considère ie problème sous son
aspect politique, mi ne peut, pas ne pas
i• vemiailre que le .lapinais repré ente
plus meme, incarne, l’ordre : fl est le
< bien de gard: \ igilant, impitoyable, de
। ri-lxlrèmcu trient.
« Les êreimmoils vont se précipiter ».
Tel est le souhait ouvertement formulé
pur les feuilles du guu ■ernement fran
çais .
/’/empilons, quant à nous, notre ri' poste.
Pur la préparation des luîtes ouvrières,
]>ai‘ l’organisation des sans-travail, par
la purliripalmn aux meetings du Parli
développons noire combat contre la gueri< impérialiste. : Pour «l'abrogation des
Il hiles illégaux, pour le retrait immédiat
' aes forces utilitaires cl navales françai
ses d L.' lréme-Dricnt, pour l'expulsion
des Russes blancs, pour la solidarité avec
I l . R. S. S. et les Soviets chinois.
-.... . ........
!

L’avance victorieuse
de l’armée rouge chinoise
Shanghaï. 10 janvier.— (llum^nllé.) —■
L’armée rouge, chinoise continue son
avance victorieuse. Les dernières nou
velles annoncent que l’armée rouge a
cerné les villes de lliianang et Huantsi
dans la proximo de Hupeh. Les autori
tés locale» ne *ont plu.-? maîtresses de la
situation. Au cours des combats pour la
prise des \illes su.-menliomiées, le com
mandant des troupes gouvernementales a
été lue.
l ’ue autre partie de l’armée rouge s’ap
proche de la ville de Paota-Tchau (au
-ud de Hankéou).
I)e> troupes opérant dans la province
de Ixiaiig.-i avancent vers la ville de
Kiide-i cheng, siège de la fabrique de
porcelaine renommée. La majorité écra
sante des ouvriers de la fabrique s’as
socia à l’armée rouge.
1 Ifavam e de l’armée rouge a provoqué
i une véritable panique parmi les organes
i gouvernementaux. Dans les villes Kui, kiang et Xantehang (cette dernière e?t
I la capitale de la province Kiangsi) Létal
’do siège a etc proclamé, bans les rues
j de Xanchang, des manifestes communis| 1rs ont élé affichés sp dressant contre
le gouvernement nankiimis et invitant à|
la hitlc pour une Chine soviétique sous i
'a direction romm'inistc. La découverte
que de nombreux agents de. police ont,
pris contact avec les organisations com
munistes qu'ils ont soutenues activement
provoqua la plu« grande consternation.
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L’imbroglio
de Mandchourie
TX epuis le debut de l’année, les !
IJ événements
en
ExtrêmeOrient ont singulièrement
devancé Faction des diplomates
chargés de trouver la solution du
problème de Mandchourie.
Là commission dite de Mand
chourie n’a pas encore pris le dé
part !
Le 2 janvièr, un agent consu
laire américain était attaqué à
Karbine par trois soldats japonais.
Eu période de tension entre deux
pays, un tel incident prend immé« diatement une importance déme| surée.
Les autorités japonaises et même
le gouvernement de Tokio expri
mèrent leurs regrets, mais M. Stim
son n’en persista pas moins, dans
une seconde ilote, à indiquer sa
résolution de maintenir le point
de vue de son pays sur l’intégrité
administrative du territoire chi
nois.
Cependant les Japonais occu
paient Kiri-Tchéon et refoulaient
les « bandits » au delà des fron
tières chinoises, c’est-à-dire de la
Grande Muraille.'
Ainsi, depuis les recommanda
tions et les décisions de la Confé
rence de Paris, le conflit sino-japonais, loin de s’aplanir, se compli
que et s’élargit.
Les positions demeurent les mê
mes. depuis l’origine de ce grave
différend.
Les Nippons prétendent seule
ment veiller à la sécurité des biens
et des personnes de leurs ressor
tissants.
Les Chinois offrent d’assurer le
calme dans la région du chemin
de fer de l’Est asiatique et récla
ment l’évacuation des territoires
occupés. Ils invoquent la garantie
de leur souveraineté accordée par
neuf puissances, dont la France, la
Grande-Bretagne et l’Amérique.
Il est fort malaisé d’apprécier de
loin la valeur des arguments de
chacune des parties.
Un
proverbe
chinois
dit :
c Qu’est-ce qu’un soldat ? C’est
un ancien brigand. Qu’est-ce qu’un
brigand ? C’est un ancien soldat. »
Cela est peut-être exact dans le
pays des Célestes. Quoi qu’il en
soit, il est difficile de distinguer,
sous ces latitudes, les méfaits, des
troupes de ceux des bandes armées
aux ordres de généraux, trop sou
vent stipendiés par divers intérêts.
Pour nous, ce qui importe, c’est
le rétablissement de la paix, pour
laquelle M. Briand a fait de géné
reux mais vains efforts au Conseil
de la S. D. N.
z
C’est, en second lieu, le respect
des conventions visant, au moins,,
l’intégrité territoriale de l’Empire I

chinois.
€ est, enfin et surtout, le principe J
inviolable de la « porte ouverte », ;
c’est-à-dire de la liberté du com
merce international en Chine.
Si la question de droit peut sem
bler assez claire, il n’en est pas de
même de l’appréciation des faits.
Là volonté d’expansion des Ja
ponais est certaine, mais elle ne
peut manquer d’avoir pour limites
des traités qui sont la sauvegarde
dé la Chine, et des intérêts qu’il
importe de-ne point menacer in
considérément.

LE QUOTIDIEN.

I !?
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FOR DISTRIBUTION - CHECK

No. 8381
The Honorable

The Secretary of State
Washington
Sir

I have the honor to transmit hereto attached a

1-2/

translation of articles from two issues of the Moscow
PRAVDA which deal with Manchurian events.

In the

first, the American press is culled for references to
In the second

it is predicted

that Japan will assimilate Manchuria

organize an all

the action of Japan.

Manchurian government, and extend its action to northern

China

i
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These utterances seem to have been made in order
to have something to say upon the subject.

A cartoon in the Moscow KRASNAYA ZVEZDA, No. 337,

of December 30, 1931, represents the United States as
observing the action of Japan in Manchuria from the

deck of a man-of-war, labeled "Pacific Ocean Maneuvers."
A Japanese soldier, with gory bare arms, is represented
as saying, "Don’t you worry, Uncle, there’ll be some
thing left over for youl"
The occasion of the cartoon was a citation from an

utterance of the Japanese Prime Minister that the Japanese

will employ foreign capital in the exploitation of
Manchuria.
Respectfully yours,

Î

Felix Cole,
Chargé d'Affaires a.i.

\ Enclosures:

1.

A Sharp Aggravation of Japanese-American
Contradictions.
(Moscow PRAVDA, No. 1, January 1, 1932.)

2.

The Door Leading Into Manchuria has been
Slammed.
(Leningrad PRAVDA, No. 4, January 4, 1932.)

(In triplicate.)

710 R — Japan - China (Manchuria.)

DBM/hs
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from the Legation at Higa, Latvia.

SOURCE; Moscow PRAVDA,
No. 1,
January 1, 1932,
Page 1,
American press review.

A SHARP AGGRAVATION OF JAPANESE-AMERICAN
CONl'JxAvlUTlONS. . *

(Translation.)
Japanese-American contradictions are being sharply

aggravated.

A squadron of 300 American flying machines

has already left for the Hawaiian Islands.

This

squadron is to be followed by the entire Navy and Air

Fleet of the United states.

Thé American press is full

of direct threats against Japan.

It is especially

characteristic that the press of the United states is

constantly drawing analogies between events in Manchuria

and the events that preceded the outbreak of the world
War.
"For cunning and cleverness of plot," writes the

NEW YORK EVENING POsT, "the Japanese sally recalls the
policy of the former rulers of ancAent Nippon (the

Japanese Empire.)

The bombardment of Chinchow is an

act of barbarism which may be compared to the bombardment

of Scarborough by the Germans at the beginning of the
world war."

"Without awaiting a diplomatic settlement of the
problem," writes the NATION, "and without even present

ing such an ultimatum as was presented by Austria to
•

Serbia
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-2Serbia after the -Sarajevo incident, the Japanese army
has without any warning, under cover of night, attacked
the Chinese army barracks, occupied them, captured the

Mukden arsenal and the Chinese quarters, and despatched

its forces to occupy other large Chinese cities.

There

is no justification for such a sudden attack upon

Chinese cities.

This is precisely that aggression

which the Kellogg Pact has in view, and it is very much
like that process of ’assimilation’ which was carried
through in the case of ^orea.

China cannot but protest

against that,"

"If the Washington Government," writes the NEW YORK
WORLD TELEGRAM,’"will not take immediate steps to restore
the inviolability of its treaty with respect to Manchuria,

everything that has been created after the World War

will lose all value.

If this happens, the international

situation will become extremely serious,"
"China," writes the CHICAGO TRIBUNE, "will get nothin
at the League of Nations.

It is sufficient to cast a

glance at the League of Nations to realize that not one

of the countries belonging to the League will come out

against Japan in any way except through diplomatic
notes,"

"To be sure," writes the D. M. REGISTER, "for

Europe and America it is at the present time exceedingly
difficult to bestow their attention on the Far East.
They have a large number of urgent

problems of their
4

own.

Nevertheless it is already becoming perfectly

obvious
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obvious that the behavior of Japan toward China will
not be left without its proper consequences.”

(From our own correspondent.)

*
i

*
*

Peiping, December 29 (TÆ6.;

xhe PEKIN AND

TIENTSIN TIMES, an American newspaper appearing in China,
warns Japan against the seizure of Chinchow.

The paper points out that an aggravation of the
Manchurian crisis may lead to serious international
consequences, and that it may, particularly, discredit
definitely the pending disarmament conference.

This,

in turn, may hasten a revolutionary explosion in China
and Germany.

*
*
New York, December 30 (lAo-i•)

The Paris correspond

ent of the CHICAGO DAILY NEWo writes that the recent
announcement

Japan, that it aims to ’’preserve peace

and order in Manchuria,” represents a frank proclamation

of a Japanese protectorate over Zvianchuria.
’’Such," writes t,he correspondent,

"have been the

concrete results of the actions of the League of Nations
since oeptember 18.

the ’Commission of Inquiry’

is not

yet formed, owing to the impossibility of finding Americans
and Englishmen willing to participate in the commission.”

The correspondent further writes that,

in the

opinion of European political spheres, the American
have
naval maneuvers in the Pacific ”may/some significance as
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a diplomat io symbol.”
The Washington, correspondent of the NhW YORK

RSRa-DD

TRIBUNS reports that Stimson had refused to comment upon

the news of the offensive of the Japanese troops in
Manchuria, having confined himself to "pointing out

that further American action is bound up with the con
templated occupation of Chinchow by the Japanese."

The Department of Commerce of the United States

continues to publish reports stressing the economic and
financial crisis of Japan.

Commenting on the consider

able shipments of gold from Japan, the Department of

Commerce states in its report:

"The immediate prospect

is for a further drop of the yen rate of exchange."

Yesterday the yen rate dropped sharply in New York

ea/hs
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of

from the Legation at Riga, Latvia.

SOURCE: Leningrad PRAVDA,
No. 4,
January 4, 1932.

THE DOOR LEADING INTO MANCHURIA HAS BEEN
SLAMMED.
(Translation of leading editorial.)

Chinchow has fallen.

Japanese imperialism has there

by consummated the occupation of Southern Manchuria, and
settled the fate of the northern part of that region.

that is

All

left for the Japanese occupiers to do is to let

the retreating Chinese troops pass through the narrow pas

sage connecting the Chinchow district with Inner China,
i.e., through the so-called Shanhaikwan Gate, and then
slam that gate for good.

With the key to Shanhaikwan in their pocket, the
'
Manchuria
Japanese robbers will then begin to "assimilate"/as some
thing under their sole and unlimited rule.

The creation

of an All-Manchurlan "government" may be expected, which

will embrace the various "independent" political formations

that have been created at the point of the Japanese bayonets
in sundry parts of the territory occupied by the Japanese.

Simultaneously the Japanese military will set to

work to establish "good order."

In the conquered regions

special detachments of police will be formed, a dense

network of Japanese agencies will be established, and also
the long contemplated Manchurian vice-royalty will be

4

called
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called into being, the guardianship exercised over the
South Manchurian railway will be extended, a central

emission bank will be established, and new industrial
concerns will be founded,
Japanese imperialism will concentrate in its hands

all levers of military-political and economic rule, as
well as the feudal exploitation of the much-suffering
masses of toilers in Manchuria.

The capture of the small town of Chinchow is therethe
fore an event of/greatest political importance.
That
is why the bombardment of Chinchow early in October im
mediately caused the international atmosphere to grow

dense, while the •'“irst attack upon Chinchow at thei end
of November had to be temporarily discontinued by the

Japanese robbers.

At that time America, supported by England and
even France, lodged through its Ambassador in Tokyo a
protest couched in terms of the well-known '’sincere
regret,” and at the same time concentrated attention on

what was pradtically a closing of the ’’open door," that
is, upon the obstacles created by Japan in the way of

foreign trade, and upon the losses sustained by the
foreign creditors of the Mùkden Government.

As re

gards this latter point, the Japanese made haste to
give full satisfaction.

All Mukden debts will be paid

immediately — of course, out of the means obtained from
the said Mukden Government through the seizure of the
banks, railways, and other enterprises.

But in the

Chinchow question, Japanese imperialism, as could not

IH » U mi*1 "

•> •- ' v ;
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-3be expected otherwise, declines to make any con

cessions whatsoever, and did not stop half way

This

was so perfectly clear before the event itself that the
American Government undertook its demarche only in order to have something for further reference in future

American capitalism has teen unable to prevent the
seizure of Chinchow, which inevitably will be followed

by the closing of the door leading from Inner China into
Machuria, notwithstanding the fact that the inevitable
consequences of that event were clearly foreseen.American
capitalism is not even in a position to apply economic

sanctions, for owing to the most severe crisis, it is

deprived of the maneuvering possibilities required for
this*

The outcome of the Chinchow events has shown

once more that the world crisis of capitalism is in a

situation which is temporarily in favor of the pre
datory plans of Japan*

But this success scored by

Japan means, of course, the further intensification of ’
the struggle for Manchuria and for China»

In spite of

all the promises of the Japanese, the seizure of
Manchuria means practically the expulsion of foreign

capital from Manchuria.

This time the "open door"

will be closed securely.
After Manchuria, undoubtedly, will come Northern
China, whose vital centers are situated dangerously
near the new boundary line of the Japanese sphere of

rule, but what is still more important is that the

seizure of Manchuria means the acquisition of a large

raw material base for creating in those parts a

Japanese
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Japanese heavy industry.

This circumstance sharply

influences the balance of forces in the struggle of
the imperialists in China and in the Pacific — in
favor of Japan.

The-seizure of Machuria by Japan brings to the

fore the question of compensation to the other imperial

istic Powers.

This question in its turn brings within

reach the outlook of imperialistic intervention in China

proper, and of the division of China.

Since such a

division cannot be carried out by pacific means, the
new turn which events have taken in the Far East an
nounces an

inevitable colossal clash between the

imperialists, and the increased menace of a new war
in the Pacific Ocean — a possibility which the

Japanese fascist newspaper, NIHON, announced so con
fidently a few days ago.

The seizure of Chinchow,

which is the consummation of the Japanese occupation of
Southern Manchuria, signifies at the same time also
the increasing danger of new attempts on the part of the

imperialists at averting the threatened clash between
them in the Pacific — by some arrangement at the ex
pense of the U.3.S.R., by letting the Manchurian ad

venture in its further progress develop into an anti-

Soviet intervention.
But the Japanese occupation is under a menace
just from that side at which Japan, together with the

united front of all imperialists, is aiming its principal

blow.

The forces of Soviet China are on the increase.

The latest telegrams bring news of large successes achieved
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-5by the Chinese red army, whose units encircle from all
sides the largest industrial and administrative center
of Middle China — Hankow.

The new victories

of the

Chinese red army have already met with broad response

throughout all Chinaj they will undoubtedly play a

revolutionizing role, they will raise new millions of
Chinese toilers for struggle under the banners of
the communist party against the foreign raiders and

domestic counter-revolution, and for a Soviet China.

Js/fk
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